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CSCSI '88, the seventh biennial conference on Artificial Intelligence in Canada, is establishing a new milestone and hopefully its most successful. This year a program has been put together comprising two full-day tutorials on such topical subjects as the development of knowledge-bases systems, mobile robotics and display of 3-D biomedical datasets. Fifteen paper sessions with more than fifty papers to be presented, follow the tutorial session. A trade show is also available for attendees to see state-of-the-art computer equipment.

Another milestone achieved this year is the concurrent conferences Vision Interface '88 and Graphics Interface '88. The decision to hold the three conferences together was made chiefly because of the overlap of subject matter, but it is also intended to stimulate meaningful interaction between the groups and to cement the cooperative bonds which have long existed between the societies. It is hoped that each person finds something of interest in the sessions and these proceedings which represent the definitive version of the presented papers.

I would like to thank each of the committee members, assistants, session chairmen, reviewers, authors, presenters, and visiting speakers for making this conference a success. As well, I would like to acknowledge the visible support for CSCSI '88 shown by the attendees.
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In 1976, the first national conference sponsored by the CSCSI/SCEIO was held in Vancouver. Since then, conferences have been held every two years, the last one being in Montreal in 1986. These conferences have covered a wide spectrum of topics representative of contemporary research in artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, and computational linguistics. In a significant departure, the CSCSI/SCEIO had also sponsored a special workshop in Halifax in 1985 on theoretical approaches to natural language understanding. The CSCSI/SCEIO is the oldest national organization for artificial intelligence research in the world, and it has been active.

This year's conference should be our best effort to date. The number and quality of submissions, with the success rate of acceptance of approximately 39%, is indicative. The organization of such an effort in a relatively short time requires the help of many people. The organizational efforts of Wayne Davis, Jonathan Schaeffer and Randy Goebel kept us on our toes and events on schedule. The program committee consists of Bill Bregar, Roger Browse, Terry Caelli, Veronica Dahl, Jim Delgrande, Renato De Mori, David Etherington, Randy Goebel, Bill Havens, Alan Jepson, Marlene Jones, James Little, Alan Mackworth, Gordon McCalla, John Mylopoulos, Peter Patel-Schneider, David Poole, Larry Rendell, Len Schubert and Steve Tanimoto. To all of these we offer our many thanks. To the invited speakers, to all of those who submitted papers and to all who participated in the reviewing process, we offer our gratitude. To our respective universities, Simon Fraser University and the University of British Columbia, we offer our sincere appreciation for the support they have extended to the conference. Finally, we wish to acknowledge the help of Carolyn Seely-Morrison (SFU) and Valerie McRae (UBC) for helping keep track of the day to day activities of the program committee.

Of the submitted papers, three were singled-out for award consideration. The paper entitled *The Complexity of Model-Preference Default Theories* by Selman and Kautz was selected for the best paper award. The papers *Time Revisited* by Miller and Schubert and *Curved Mondrians: a Generalized Approach to Shape from Shading* by Bischof and Ferraro received honorable mention.
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Abstract

This paper is meant to set the stage for the oral presentation of material of a more technical nature that has been published elsewhere. In particular it articulates some of the troubles caused by current software production practice, while claiming that the route based on logical systems and their deductive capabilities would offer a more satisfactory approach. It also points out that such a route would require a concerted effort far beyond the usual investments of individuals. The paper is also meant to provide the reader with commented references to a number of technical results yielded in this context.

1 Introduction

Software production is a rapidly expanding multi-billion dollar business. The products coming out from this business, however, are far from satisfactory. Because of this people started talking of a "software crisis" around 1970. Since a crisis is something that is overcome after a while, the term is not used any more. The problems are worse today than they were in 1970, worse from the user's point of view that is. For business the situation is not bad at all, since unsatisfactory software raises the appetite for a new product and thus the selling figures.

There is little hope that this situation will change in the near future. The reason is that the production of fundamentally better software would require concerted efforts towards radical changes involving universities, industry, and governments. Matters must get really bad before they might have a chance to improve.

This pessimistic perspective should not prevent at least a few of us from taking little steps towards a different and better approach, far away from the mainstream activities in software engineering. I have devoted a substantial part of my work to such an approach, which since 1975 I have been calling predicative programming. It is based on the following principles.

Programming is to a large extent a reasoning process carried out on the basis of a body of knowledge of various kinds. It is an activity for which people typically are not at their very best. Hence machine support would help a lot. In order to provide suitable support, it is best to aim in principle, but not necessarily in practice, at a full automation of the whole process in order to get a better understanding of the mechanisms involved. This requires a full formalization of all parts involved. Only the formalisms of logic have the capacity to provide this formalization in a way that suits all these principles, in particular is capable to model the reasoning processes needed.

The problem with these principles is that they outline a research program of huge dimensions that will never be realized in an unconcerted way carried out by a few individuals. So this talk will not be able to present more than a few tiny pieces that eventually might fit into the pattern of the whole puzzle. These pieces are taken from my work pursued over more than a decade under the perspective of the principles just outlined. The paper itself is meant only to set the stage to the presentation of the more technical material and to provide the reader with the referential pointers to the publications elsewhere.

In detail, Section 2 reminds us of some of the problems with software while Section 3 summarizes the view of a concurrent way of predicative programming. The basic tools needed include deduction surveyed in Section 4. The next Section 5 then provides most of the pointers to predicative programming along with some comments and to the LOPS project realizing pieces of it. Section 6 points out that the same techniques are applicable to planning given the close relationship between planning and programming. Finally, Section 7 states in a somewhat more detailed way the rather pessimistic prospects for this kind of approach to programming.

2 The amenities of programming

The more advanced computer systems nowadays basically offer an option between a menu-driven and a command-oriented human interface. Let us consider the menu-driven option first. What the user can do there is choosing, at any given level, among a small set of options presented as icons or keywords in a menu. Any of these options would lead either to a different level with another
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An understanding of the meaning of the icons and keywords is expected from the user. This includes an understanding of the classification underlying the decision tree represented by the menus. It also includes an understanding of the commands offered for execution. Usually a help option supports this understanding if needed.

Menu-driven systems of this kind are considered to be very user-friendly, and indeed for limited and restricted applications such as text-processing they are quite useful. If we think of rather complex systems, however, their weaknesses become obvious. First of all, expecting the user's understanding, as just described, then means a substantial burden on his part. This burden can be alleviated by the help option to a very limited extent only, since the information to go into the help menu grows exponentially with the system's complexity. On the other side, running through a number of menus before being able to execute a certain command is a nuisance for the experienced user. Because of these reasons, the menu-technique is not preferred in more complex systems.

Command-oriented systems consist in the extreme of a single "menu" containing a listing of all commands available along with a description of their usage and meaning. This listing is provided to the user in the form of a "user's guide" or "user's manual". You have to be prepared to read a couple of hundreds of pages and keep them in your memory before you start doing useful work. We are here not talking of memorizing poems, mind you, but of attaching some meaning to a letter such as 'j' or a sequence like "x-c", in fact to hundreds of them. Often the meaning depends on the system's actual status, thus complicating things even further.

This approach is fine for specialists spending much of their time with one or two systems. But we can forget it for normal people for which the computer is a tool that is taken into consideration in various circumstances and in irregular intervals to support their work, while often focussing on completely different subjects. What would be needed for such people?

Generally speaking, the system should behave in a way as to avoid distraction of the user's attention from his main work. That is, little effort should be needed to communicate a command to the system such as striking a key or at most a few of them. On the other hand, the user's awareness of the fixed associations of meanings to keys must not be anticipated by the system. Can we reconcile these seemingly contradictory requests?

Some progress towards such ends might still be possible with the current technology. In particular the help function could be made even more state sensitive, thus more focused. In addition, it could take into consideration statistical knowledge about the likelihood of a certain command being sought for by the user at any given state. So calling help at any given moment would present, say, at most five options with brief descriptions among which in 95% of the cases the required command is included. The remaining 5% would require further paging down in the context-sensitively ordered list of commands. In particular, the phase of customization of a system needs being included into the domain of such a help function. In effect, such a system would more actively respond to the needs of the user.

Unfortunately, the solution just outlined is certainly not easy to achieve. It asks for the design of even more complex systems resulting in even more serious problems with respect to installation, adaptation, and maintenance (see below). Even if these could be managed, the result would still be a stupid system not noticing what's really going on.

We just touched upon a further crucial problem with the current state of affairs. Since present systems already are quite complex, never expect them to function properly or to suit even modest demands in all cases. Consequently, the next version will be released in due amount of time. You certainly want to keep up-to-date and therefore to replace the old version by the new one. Experience tells us that the tasks involved in this kind of work (fixing problems and incorporating new versions) keeps a technician busy full-time already for a relatively small installation. More importantly, the problems arising in daily use are becoming more and more complex. You better look for a technician that is really smart. Some of us may already have sensed a mood of despair in our labs.

So far our discussion was more or less concerned with the problems involved in doing the right thing at a given time in order to achieve an immediate behavior as desired. Programming to a great deal is concerned with foreseeing future needs of behavior without being able to anticipate the circumstances under which these needs arise. Typically at the time of programming we are only aware of a rough idea of the requirements of a task on a rather global level. It is therefore no surprise that the software eventually produced more often becomes a disappointment rather than a success. The wish for a change of the result is borne the day when the package is delivered.

Under this aspect, perhaps the most frustrating among all these problems is the fact that all software production is not additive at all. Relatively minor changes often require full rewriting of major parts of a system. Often,
such rewriting has to be carried out by a new team of programmers. Since familiarization with code is a demanding task, there is even more readiness to redo the whole thing from scratch. Paradoxically, in AI it has become even a virtue to throw away written software in the hope that the next version will be an improvement. The attitude reminds me of the past days where secretaries had to retype manuscripts again and again and again without ever achieving a correct version. And how much more difficult is programming in comparison with typing!

What is offered as a remedy for these problems in the literature of software engineering? You find countless pages filled on such topics as “application of development techniques”, “life-cycle support”, “verification, validation, and testing approaches”, “high-level language programming”, “data structures, abstract data types, hierarchical types, and operations”, “integrated programming environments”, and many others. I may be too short-sighted, but I simply cannot see the perspective of a solution to the fundamental problems discussed so far offered by any of these concepts. Indeed I also did not come across any article that would outline the scenario in which any of these would lead us in a more desirable future.

Since the software engineers should know, it seems that there is no much brighter future possible, or? There are a very few (compared to the masses of software engineers) researchers that have heralded a fundamentally different approach. Their background often is in Artificial Intelligence, or in Logic for that matter. Their keywords sometimes are “automatic programming” or “program synthesis” or “computational logic”. Some of this work deserves a much closer inspection. Before we have a look at it let us envisage a scenario that would be more desirable, and do so even at the risk of wishful thinking.

3 Concurrent software production

Although the software engineers correctly speak of the life-cycle of software, thereby referring to various phases (requirements, specification, and so forth) they actually treat these phases in a sequential way, a fact that becomes evident even by this terminologically talking of phases. The appropriate approach would indeed be to think of the specialists for each of these phases sitting on a round table together, doing their work all in a concurrent way. Like with concurrent manufacturing we could speak of concurrent software production.

I have described the scenario of producing software in this way in quite some detail in [13]. The basic point simply is that it would be greatly desirable to have the various phases of the life-cycle intimitely interact with each other. For instance, it would be of great value to have an immediate feedback from the team implementing the software to those who set up the requirements, in order to be able to check whether the requirements are indeed met by the actual implementation. Similar arguments apply to other pairs of phases of the cycle, and they will not be repeated here. Anyway, no one would seriously disagree with such an idea. The questionable issue is whether this idea could ever be realized.

Realizing such a dream begs the solution to a number of very hard problems well-known in AI, as argued in some detail in [13], in fact in several preceding papers starting with [11]. The (semi-) automatic synthesis of an algorithm from a logical description is one of them, but by far not the only one. In fact, an even harder problem has to be solved in practice in this particular case since a complete and correct specification of that sort is hardly ever available. So the synthesis problem rather has to be solved even under the circumstances of incomplete, perhaps incorrect descriptions.

None of these problems is close to being solved. In fact, nearly no one seems actually be interested in their solution, at least none from software engineering, probably because there is little reward in attacking such very hard problems for which real progress is visible only on close inspection that no individual referee nor any appointment committee is able and willing to invest. In other words, the prospects for a realization look rather grim, an observation that will be discussed further in Section 7.

The software engineers seem to either have given up hope completely ever to be able to make software production happening in a desirable way, or they simply close their eyes in view of the tough problems they would be faced with, would they try to achieve such goals head-on. I am among those who have not given up hope completely (but see Section 7). Further I do at present see no other way towards such more desirable goals than solving some of these tough problems to at least some extent. For exactly that reason I am interested in achieving progress in the topics mentioned in the title of this paper which are discussed very briefly in the next three sections.

4 Proofs

There are various ways to formalize proofs. A number of them have been discussed in [6,1]. There we have also argued that first-order logic may be seen as a kind of core of any logical system worthwhile to be studied in de-
Resolution [2] is the most popular proof method for first-order logic. The connection method [2,5] is an alternative. Each of these two methods has many particular realizations in terms of proof procedures.

Recently some progress has been achieved in evaluating the comparative power of both methods. [3] compares a number of specific procedures under this aspect. Later Haken [18] proved that resolution (on the ground level) necessarily is exponential. He established this using the pigeonhole formulas. In [7] it was now proved that, in contrast, the connection method allows short proofs for these same formulas. This shows that both methods are orthogonal to each other in a certain respect.

On the other hand resolution has a capacity that is not directly available in the connection method. Namely, a resolvent can be used many times in a proof like a lemma in mathematical proofs. Eder [15] has extended the connection method so that it incorporates the lemma feature like resolution. In fact, any resolution proof can now directly be simulated in this extended method so that it is at least as efficient as resolution. Indeed it is even provably more efficient because of the result concerning the pigeonhole formulas just mentioned.

In order to just give an idea of this extension, recall that the connection method is based on the characterisation of theorems by the existence of a spanning (and unifiable) set of connections. In Eder’s generalization this set is organized by associating its connections with the nodes of a directed acyclic graph (dag) which defines the number of times each connection implicitly is taken into consideration for establishing the proof. This way a connection mentioned only once explicitly may play a multiple role like a lemma.

The purpose of these comparative studies is not so much a competitive one rather it apparently leads us to new insights into the nature of logical proofs and thus to more efficient proof mechanisms. While the comparisons focus on the simulation of proofs of the one method within the other, by the nature of these simulations they provide at the same time a comparative insight into the work necessary to find the proof.

The basic first-order proof techniques might provide only the core of future more complex proof systems as we already indicated above. So we emphasize once more that numerous further features [6,1] are expected to be integrated in order to make them powerful enough for applications. For instance, Wallen [19] has extended the connection method in order to deal with non-classical logics such as modal and intuitionistic logic.

Not only are there numerous possible features, but also many different ways to use these deductive mechanisms. For instance, though deductive in nature, they might well be used in order to achieve an inductive behaviour. Or, although they are designed with searching for correct and full proofs in mind, nothing prevents us to use the information provided by partial proofs of perhaps incompletely specified statements. Note in this context that the connection method provides us with a very natural notion of a partial proof as a set of connections that spans some of the paths but not necessarily all of them.

5 Programs

In [11,8] I have first explored the possibility of using proof techniques like those discussed in the previous section for the purpose of a more comfortable and reliable approach to programming. While this work appeared at roughly the same time when PROLOG entered the stage, it aimed from the very beginning towards a more general goal. In particular, it was not restricted to Horn clause logic. Also it did not compromise in terms of a purely predicative style of programming.

The idea of predicative programming is to allow the user to communicate with the programming environment in a fashion that allows a problem description of the kind people use in non-computational circumstances. The thesis is that such a description, once it is sufficiently precise, can be transformed into some logical formalism. Supported by a knowledge base containing domain, strategic, and programming knowledge, such a description is transformed into a form more suitable for computation but still in logic. This part of the transformation involves strategically guided deductive processes. An interpreter (or compiler) would then enable this form of the problem to be executed like a PROLOG program, whereby the execution may be regarded as a proof. With the rising degree of automation, the idea of concurrent programming (cf. Section 3) would become feasible, since even partial descriptions could be handled in this way thus leading to immediate feedback during the phase of shaping the problem.

On the basis of [12] these ideas have been partially realized in the LOPS project [14] that is now further pursued by the AI group at the Technische Universität München within the ALPES project under the umbrella of ESPRIT. One could say so far that the project did not identify any fundamental problems indicating the infeasibility of the idea for whatever reason. On the other hand

Note that this term of predicative programming, that recently has become fashionable, was coined first in [9,8].
it also demonstrated the enormous size of the task to be carried out, since we feel we have just gone a couple of steps on a long way towards the final goal. Some of the problems are the following ones.

Obviously there are all kinds of problems with the request for a more informal and flexible user interface that by and large are not directly related to the topic of this paper. Further there are numerous problems left for the transformational part that extracts a computationally feasible logic program out of the original description and the knowledge available to the system. It is this part where the LOPS project has contributed most, but where much more theoretical and practical work has to be invested. In particular, it is my strong believe that there is still a rich source of knowledge sitting in logical papers that could usefully be exploited for this purpose. Finally, there is still a great potential for improvement of compilers for the resulting logic program (see [1,10] for recent results). In this part there is an overlap with the work done in logic programming, and under certain aspects also with that in program transformation.

6 Plans

A program is some sort of a plan. So one would expect that planning is handled in a way similar to programming. It is not seen this way by most of those working on planning. In consequence, all the problems described for programming are inherent in planning systems in some way or another. In order to overcome these problems, a *predicative and concurrent planning* approach would have to be taken in much the same way as with programming.

As a first step towards such ends the relationship between proving and planning has been explored in [4], guided by the work known in program synthesis. The problem faced here concerns the fact that actions change the world as time progresses while logic seems to be of a nature not suitable for formalizing such changes. Our proposed solution to this problem considers the theorem prover as an actor that changes its state as time progresses, this way entering a new logical world after executing a rule that describes an action.

While the basic idea of this approach is pretty simple and attractive, again there are numerous problems waiting to be settled. Some of them are addressed in [17], partially in an inappropriate way from my point of view. One of the questions I would like to see an answer for in the first place, is the one about the relationship with modal logic. Apart from such specific questions concerning this particular setting of planning, all problems mentioned in the context of programming are of relevance here too, of course.

7 Prospects

There is a tremendous need for improvement of the current approach to programming (or planning) as we described in Section 2. In order to achieve such an improvement a more formal approach to programming would be needed. Thereby programming means all the activities involved in the entire life-cycle of software. Since formal approaches tend to be complicated, a uniform formalism would be of some help in this respect. Also, since introspection easily reveals that programming involves all sorts of reasoning, logic is the natural candidate for consideration as such a uniform formalism. We have briefly indicated in the last three sections, how logic could play a role in programming, mainly by referring to work published elsewhere.

So while there seems to be an attractive perspective, there is little reason for much optimism. First of all, logic is hard by all means. Even if you restrict your attention to one tiny subproblem involved, say for instance to term unification, then it already requires the full attention of a bright mind to come to grips with it. But there are tens if not hundreds of facets like unification involved in such a formal approach to programming. Therefore it seems hard to imagine one single mind that could ever bring together such a unified theory.

Hardly any of the facets we just addressed are ever taught at Universities. While any student of Computer Science is required to learn quite a bit of calculus which has only a minor relevance in our field they often can do without any knowledge in logic which is the field that brought forth the computer in the first place. So anyone starting a research career with the sort of problems discussed here in mind, is bound to reinvent the wheel. The frustration going along with such a discovery makes him change the subject to something less demanding in most cases.

In any case, striving for such a formal approach would require a lot of enthusiasm and concerted efforts. There is not the slightest indication for this sort of spirit in the field as a whole. On the contrary, key figures in software engineering seem not even to be aware of the nature of the problem. How else could it possibly be that one finds numerous unfriendly, certainly incorrect statements about the areas addressed in the present paper may be found in the literature such as in [16] to mention but one example.

So unfortunately it is more likely that this kind of
approach remains the hobby of a few outsiders that with their limited capacity will continue to contribute only tiny pieces of progress. Perhaps the only hope remaining might be the prospect that things become so bad as traditional systems become even more complex that people are really getting mad with them and start looking out for radical change. The principle of hope thus may be sustained also in this context of software engineering.
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1 Introduction

Definite Clause Grammars (DCG) has gained a reputation of being a well suited formalism for defining arbitrary grammars that can easily be translated into executable prolog programmes [1,4,12]. Especially in natural language analysis this formalism is widespread and used in different systems which are able to analyze and understand sentences in natural language. By using the power of prologs unification, the backtracking mechanism and the ability of incorporating prolog programmes into a DCG, it is possible to build very powerful parsers.

Although it is possible to define very complex DCG they are in their pure form limited to describing only context free grammars. It is a well known fact that natural language can not be captured by merely a context free grammar. Different attempts not just within the logic programming society has been made in order to deal with this particular problem [2,3,5,11,13].

It is our belief that the grammar for a certain language is best defined purely from a linguistic point of view which means that the grammar should contain no artificial constructs or obscure restructuring of the grammar in order to enable the creation of a parser.

This does not mean that we do not accept the existence of embedded prolog goals or adding extra arguments to single constructs or parts of the grammar and thus make it possible to for instance build syntax trees.

Having this view in mind we strongly advocate that a defined grammar should as far as possible look the same even when expressed as a DCG. And this should also hold when dealing with unrestricted grammars.

In this paper we present one method of how any unrestrictd grammar [6] can be expressed as an extended DCG (XDCG). Methods for translating the defined XDCG into executable prolog programmes are described in detail for three different kinds of parsing techniques namely top down parsing, left corner bottom up parsing and a parallel parsing system. We also give a brief introduction to the basic ideas behind those techniques [7,8,9,12].

In section 2 a brief definition of context free grammars is given as well as the method for translating the equivalent DCG into a prolog programme.

Section 3 defines unrestricted grammars and the equivalent form of the XDCG and how it can be translated into a prolog programme that is in fact a top down parsing system.

In section 4 different methods are given for realising two other kinds of parsing systems or rather how those existing systems can be extended in order to enable them to parse strings belonging to a language generated by an unrestricted grammar.

Finally we give some concluding remarks in section 5.

2 Context Free Grammars

A context free grammar \( \Gamma \) can formally be defined as a quadruple

\[
\Gamma = (A, T, \Sigma, \Sigma) \text{ where } A \text{ is the alphabet} \\
T \subseteq A \text{ is the set of terminals} \\
\Sigma \subseteq (A - \Sigma) \times A^* \text{ is the set of rules} \\
\Sigma = A - T \text{ is the start symbol} \\
A - T \text{ is the set of non terminals}
\]

\[
L(\Gamma) \text{ i.e. the language generated by } \Gamma \text{ is defined as } \{w \in T^* : \Sigma \Rightarrow^* w \} \text{ where } \Rightarrow^* \text{ is a finite steps of derivations in } \Gamma \text{ from } \Sigma \text{ to } w.
\]

As an example let us choose:

\[
\Gamma = (A, T, R, S) \text{ where} \\
A = (S, A, B, a, b) \\
T = (a, b) \\
R = \{S \rightarrow t, \\
S \rightarrow ASB, \\
A \rightarrow a, \\
B \rightarrow b\}
\]

then \(L(\Gamma) = \{a^n b^n : n \geq 0\} \). The equivalent DCG could then be expressed as:

\[
G = (A, T, D, S) \\
A = (S, A, B, a, b) \\
T = (a, b) \\
D = \{S \rightarrow t, \\
S \rightarrow ASB, \\
A \rightarrow a, \\
B \rightarrow b\}
\]
where symbols within single quotes are regarded as terminals. Note that the empty string is depicted as ". The ampersand is the logical connective for conjunction.

This DCG is then translated into an executable prolog programme in a sequence of restructuring operations by the well known method that has been presented in previous works by e.g. [1,12].

The technique is roughly to add so called difference lists as arguments to each construct in the grammar. The parsing process is then carried out by passing a string sequentially from left to right over every construct in a chosen rule. A construct is understood as both being a terminal and a non terminal in the grammar. Another view is that every terminal or non terminal might be seen as a consumer of a substring of the original string and that a successful parse has been made when the complete string has been consumed.

The resulting prolog programme [10] is then:

\[
s(S, S),
\]
\[
s(S0, S) <- a(S0, S1) & s(S1, S2) & b(S2, S).
\]
\[
a(a.S, S),
\]
\[
b(b.S, S).
\]

The start symbol takes the string that is going to be parsed and if a successful parse is made, i.e. the string belongs to the language generated by the specified grammar, then the string should have been consumed completely.

Normally strings are represented as a list of terminals and if a list is empty it consists only of the constant nil. So a parse of the string 'aabb' would be to prove the goal:

\[
<- s(a,a,b,b,nil, nil).
\]

true

If the string given belongs to the language the goal s/2 succeeds, if not it will fail.

\[
<- s(a,b,a,b,nil, nil).
\]

false

This technique can be extended to handle strings in every part of the right hand side of the rules. Furthermore extra variables or any prolog structure might be added as argument to each construct and thus e.g. build a syntax tree. As has also been said, arbitrary prolog goals can be inserted in any place of the right hand side of the rules in the DCG.

Since all this has been thoroughly described elsewhere [1,4,12] we will immediately tackle the problem of unrestricted grammars.

3 Unrestricted Grammars

An unrestricted grammar can formally be defined as a quadruple:

\[
\Sigma = (A, T, R, \Sigma)\] where A is the alphabet
\[T \subseteq A\] is the set of terminals
\[R \subseteq (A^*(A - T)A^*) \times A^*\] is the set of rules
\[\Sigma = A - T\] is the start symbol
\[A - T\] is the set of non terminals

L(\Sigma), i.e. the language generated by \Sigma, is defined as \(\omega \in T^* : \Sigma \Rightarrow^* \omega\). We note that the only difference between context free grammars and unrestricted grammars is the definition of the rules.

As an example of an unrestricted grammar let us choose:

\[
\Sigma = (A, T, R, \Sigma)\] where
\[A = \{S, A, B, C, a, b, c\}\]
\[T = \{a, b, c\}\]
\[R = \{S \Rightarrow a\}
\[S \rightarrow a S B C,
\]
\[C B \rightarrow B C,
\]
\[a B \rightarrow a b,
\]
\[b B \rightarrow b b,
\]
\[b C \rightarrow b c,
\]
\[c C \rightarrow c c\]

then L(\Sigma) = \(\{a^n b^n c^n : n \geq 0\}\) i.e. all strings with n numbers of a's follows by n numbers of b's and finally followed by n numbers of c's.

Having in mind our earlier stated view of what should be expressed in the equivalent DCG describing the given grammar we get the following XDCG:

\[
s(s0, s),
\]
\[
s(s0, S) <- a(s0, S1) & s(S1, S2) & b(S2, S).
\]
\[
a(a.S, S),
\]
\[
b(b.S, S).
\]

The start symbol takes the string that is going to be parsed and if a successful parse is made, i.e. the string belongs to the language generated by the specified grammar, then the string should have been consumed completely.

Normally strings are represented as a list of terminals and if a list is empty it consists only of the constant nil. So a parse of the string 'aabb' would be to prove the goal:

\[
<- s(a,a,b,b,nil, nil).
\]

true

If the string given belongs to the language the goal s/2 succeeds, if not it will fail.

\[
<- s(a,b,a,b,nil, nil).
\]

false

This technique can be extended to handle strings in every part of the right hand side of the rules. Furthermore extra variables or any prolog structure might be added as argument to each construct and thus e.g. build a syntax tree. As has also been said, arbitrary prolog goals can be inserted in any place of the right hand side of the rules in the DCG.

Since all this has been thoroughly described elsewhere [1,4,12] we will immediately tackle the problem of unrestricted grammars.

The generated programme becomes:

\[
a(S0, S) <- b(S0, S1) & _and(S1, S2) & c(S2, S).
\]
\[
b(S0, S) <- _b(S0, S).
\]
\[
c(S0, S) <- _c(S0, S).
\]
\[
\]
\[
_and(b.b.S, S).
\]
\[
_and(c.c.S, S).
\]

which means that for every terminal we create a terminal clause and the principle functor name is the constant generated from the terminal string. To ensure that there will be no conflict between grammar constructs and converted terminal symbols the underscore character is placed in front of every converted terminal. Note that in the prolog version we use this character is a constant.
For unrestricted grammar rules the following idea is applied:

The first construct of the left hand side of a rule is made the left hand side of the equivalent prolog clause. Add difference lists to every construct apart from the rest of the constructs of the left hand side of the rule. Create a list of those constructs and append it to the output argument of the head of the clause.

For every construct that now participates as a part of the created list, create an unrestricted terminal clause where the clause is a terminal with the actual construct as the token to be consumed when parsing.

Note that there is no difference between terminals and non terminals apart from the fact that terminals give rise to a set of terminal clauses. They resemble exactly the generated unrestricted terminal clauses.

So what we get is a set of clauses for every XDCG rule that is an unrestricted rule. The first rule is an unrestricted non terminal clause (1) and the rest are unrestricted terminal clauses (2). If the same construct acts as an unrestricted terminal clause more than once, no more than one equivalent unrestricted terminal needs to be created. These generated unrestricted terminal clauses will only do a consumption when an unrestricted non terminal clause has been used when parsing. In other words, they convey the current context.

The generated prolog programme given the above XDCG is then:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s(S, S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land s(S_1, S_2) \land b(S_2, S_3) \land c(S_3, S). \\
  (1) \quad c(S_0, b().S) & \leftarrow b(S_0, S_1) \land c(S_1, S). \\
  (1) \quad a(S_0, b().S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  (1) \quad b(S_0, c().S) & \leftarrow b(S_0, S_1) \land c(S_1, S). \\
  (1) \quad c(S_0, c().S) & \leftarrow c(S_0, S_1) \land c(S_1, S). \\
  \quad a(S, S). \\
  \quad b(b.S, S). \\
  \quad c(c.S, S). \\
  (2) \quad b(b).S, S). \\
  (2) \quad c(c).S, S). 
\end{align*}
\]

An interpretation of an unrestricted non terminal clause is that a successful parse over the construct in the same clause has been made in the context of the appended constructs.

Unfortunately since the generated programme contains left recursive rules it is not possible to execute this with an ordinary prolog interpreter since it will surely loop. But it is easily seen that for example the goal

\[
s(a.a.b.b.c.c.nil, nil)
\]

is provable from a theoretical point of view.

In order to further prove our method consider the following unrestricted grammar expressed as a XDCG:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s & \rightarrow "\). \\
  s & \rightarrow a \land b \land s \land 'c'. \\
  b & \land a \rightarrow a \land b. \\
  b & \land 'c' \rightarrow 'b' \land 'c'. \\
  b & \land 'b' \rightarrow 'b' \land 'b'. \\
  a & \land 'a' \rightarrow 'a' \land 'a'. \\
  a & \land 'a' \rightarrow 'a' \land 'a'. 
\end{align*}
\]

It should be clear that this XDCG expresses exactly the same language as the previous one, that is the set of strings such that \(a^n b^m c^n \colon n, m \geq 0\). The equivalent prolog programme is then:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s(S, S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S_2) \land s(S_2, S_3) \land c(S_3, S). \\
  b(S_0, a().S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  b(S_0, b.S) & \leftarrow b(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  b(S_0, c.S) & \leftarrow b(S_0, S_1) \land c(S_1, S). \\
  a(S_0, b.S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  a(S_0, a.S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land a(S_1, S). \\
  a(a().S, S). \\
  b(b.S, S). \\
  c(c.S, S). \\
  a(a().S, S). \\
\end{align*}
\]

Now we are able to parse sentences of the form \(a^n b^n c^n\):

\[
\begin{align*}
  & \Leftarrow s(a.a.a.b.b.b.c.c.nil, nil). \\
  & \text{true} \\
  & \Leftarrow s(a.b.c.a.b.c.nil, nil). \\
  & \text{false}
\end{align*}
\]

This functionality can easily be incorporated into existing systems built for translating ordinary DCG by adding a few clauses. Here although, we will only give the outlines for the process.

What is needed is to have a preprocessor that creates the two types of new XDCG rules from the given XDCG. Assume a rule from the above given grammar e.g.

\[
b \land a \rightarrow a \land b'.
\]

The preprocessor generates by using the backtracking facility the following two XDCG rules:

\[
b \land a \rightarrow a \land b. \\
a \rightarrow a().nil.
\]

The first one is the same as the given rule but the second one is a rule with the same construct acting both as non terminal and terminal. Note that it is converted into a term with arity zero and placed into a list as the only element.

Now these two XDCG rules are translated as usual in the main processor which adds difference lists. In that processor only the first construct of the left hand side of the rule gets distribution lists. After the main processor the rules now have become the prolog clauses:

\[
\begin{align*}
  b(S_0, S) \land a & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  a(a().S, S).
\end{align*}
\]

In the same preprocessor terminals may be converted into constants and the equivalent terminal clause be created. The rule

\[
a \rightarrow 'a'.
\]

will be replaced by the following two new rules:

\[
a \rightarrow _a. \\
_\_a \rightarrow 'a'.
\]

The final step is to have a postprocessor that appends all the untouched constructs in the head of the non terminal clause to the argument that outputs the remainder of a parsed string:

\[
\begin{align*}
  b(S_0, a().S) & \leftarrow a(S_0, S_1) \land b(S_1, S). \\
  a(a().S, S).
\end{align*}
\]

If the existing translation processor is used in a context as below
repeat & read(X) & process(X, Y) & X = eof

no major changes needs to be done:

repeat & read(X) & preprocess(X, Y) & process(Y, Z) & postprocess(Z, U) & X = eof

since we rely on the backtracking mechanism.

To conclude this part of the discussion in general any XDCG rule of the form:

\[ a_1(X_{11}, ..., X_{1m}) \land a_2(X_{21}, ..., X_{2m}) \land ... \land a_n(X_{n1}, ..., X_{nm}) \rightarrow b_1(Y_{11}, ..., Y_{1j}) \land ... \land b_i(Y_{i1}, ..., Y_{ij}) \]

is translated into:

\[ a_1(X_{11}, ..., X_{1m}, S_0, a_2(X_{21}, ..., X_{2m}), ..., a_n(X_{n1}, ..., X_{nm}), S_i) \leftarrow b_1(Y_{11}, ..., Y_{1j}, S_0, S_1) \land ... \land b_i(Y_{i1}, ..., Y_{ij}, S_{i-1}, S_i) \]

As has been said before, if terminals occur in a grammar rule they are first converted into atoms and then translated into a term with difference lists as arguments and terminal clauses are created for every terminal. This holds regardless of where the terminals occur. The technique for generating a prolog program is still the same.

Formally, if any \( b_k \) where \( 1 \leq k \leq i \) is a terminal it is converted into a constant \( _b_k \) and an additional rule

\[ _b_k \rightarrow b_k \]

is generated if it does not already exist. The same holds for any \( a_j \) where \( 1 \leq j \leq n \).

Since terminals are treated in this way we allow synonyms to be included in the grammar.

\[ a_1 \rightarrow a_2 \]

is after preprocessing converted into

\[ _a_1 \rightarrow _a_2 \]
\[ _a_2 \rightarrow a_2 \]

For example this synonym rule

\[ 'a' \rightarrow 'd' \]

generates the following two rules

\[ _a \rightarrow \_d \]
\[ _d \rightarrow 'd' \]

and after appending difference lists we get

\[ _a(S_0, S) \leftarrow _d(S_0, S) \]

Synonyms are rules which are not allowed in unrestricted grammars but since our formalism is able to handle these rules we do not want to prohibit this possibility.

4 Efficient parsing

Even if a top down parser is conceptually excellent it is by no means the most efficient way to parse strings in a language. On the contrary, it is in some situations too inefficient to be used in real life systems if the grammar is highly complicated or if it contains a large dictionary.

Another drawback with pure top down parsing is that left recursive rules cannot be dealt with, unless of course grammar rules containing left recursion are rewritten. This is not a new insight since several works have been produced on how to build an efficient parser in Prolog [7, 8, 9]. We have come to like two different parsers which we will give a short presentation of and thereafter show how these parsing techniques can be extended in order to handle XDCG.

4.1 Bottom Up Parsing

The first one is called BUP and is a left corner bottom up parser which is described in detail in [7, 8]. A BUP translator system structures a given DCG into a new DCG that in its turn can be processed as usual with the earlier described translation principle for a top down parser.

For instance, given the same context free grammar as in section 2 the thus restructured DCG would look like:

\[ a(G) \rightarrow parse(s) \land parse(b) \land s(G) \]
\[ dictionary(s) \rightarrow "s" \]
\[ dictionary(a) \rightarrow 'a' \]
\[ dictionary(b) \rightarrow 'b' \]

\[ (1) \]
\[ s(s) \rightarrow "s" \]
\[ (1) \] \[ a(b) \rightarrow "a" \]
\[ (1) \]
\[ b(b) \rightarrow "b" \]

Note the extra so called terminal rules (1) that are added to the DCG. Those are created once for every non terminal in the grammar. Even if BUP is a bottom up parser it is in this version able to handle empty strings. A grammar containing empty strings or \( \epsilon \) productions will of course have an impact on the efficiency. A simple rewriting of the grammar so that it will only generate a language \( L(\epsilon) = \{a^nb^n : n \geq 0\} \) would give:

\[ a(G) \rightarrow parse(b) \land parse(b) \land s(G) \]
\[ dictionary(s) \rightarrow "s" \]
\[ dictionary(a) \rightarrow 'a' \]
\[ dictionary(b) \rightarrow 'b' \]
\[ s(s) \rightarrow "s" \]
\[ a(a) \rightarrow "a" \]
\[ b(b) \rightarrow "b" \]

But we will use the grammar with the empty string allowed. The equivalent prolog program would then look like:

\[ a(G, S_0, S) \leftarrow parse(s, S_0, S_1) \land parse(b, S_1, S_2) \land s(G, S_2, S) \]
\[ dictionary(s, S, S) \]
\[ dictionary(a, a, S, S) \]
\[ dictionary(b, b, S, S) \]
\[ s(s, S, S) \]
\[ a(a, S, S) \]
\[ b(b, S, S) \]
The goal parse/3 is defined as:

\[ \text{parse}(G, S0, S) \leftarrow \text{dictionary}(P, S0, S1) \land X =. \, (P.G.S1.S.nil) \land X. \]

So to parse the string 'sabb' would be to prove the goal:

\[ \leftarrow \text{parse}(s, a.a.b.b.nil, nil). \]

The principle for translating an XDCG into a prolog programme based upon the BUP idea is somewhat similar to the previous one described above. In general the following holds:

Given any unrestricted XDCG rule of the form:

\[ a_1(X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}) \land \ldots \land a_n(X_{n1} \ldots, X_{nm}) \rightarrow \]

\[ b_1(Y_{11} \ldots, Y_{1j}) \land \ldots \land b_i(Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}). \]

and \( a_1 \) is not a terminal it will after the preprocessing be translated into a new XDCG rule:

\[ b_1(G, Y_{11} \ldots, Y_{1j}.nil, A) \land \ldots \land a_i(Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}.nil) \rightarrow \]

\[ \text{parse}(b_2, Y_{21} \ldots, Y_{2j}.nil) \land \ldots \land \text{parse}(b_i, Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}.nil) \land \]

\[ a_1(G, X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}.nil, A). \]

The goal parse/4 is defined as:

\[ \text{parse}(G, A, S0, S) \leftarrow \text{dictionary}(P, A1, S0, S1) \land X =. \, (P.G.A1.A.S1.S.nil) \land X. \]

If \( n=1 \) the following transformation is done:

\[ b_1(G, Y_{11} \ldots, Y_{1j}.nil, A) \rightarrow \]

\[ \text{parse}(b_2, Y_{21} \ldots, Y_{2j}.nil) \land \ldots \land \text{parse}(b_i, Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}.nil) \land \]

\[ a_1(G, X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}.nil, A). \]

If \( n=1 \) and \( i=1 \) and \( b_1 \) is a terminal the following transformation is done:

\[ \text{dictionary}(a_1, X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}.nil) \rightarrow b_1. \]

If \( i>1 \) and \( b_1 \) is a terminal the following two rules are generated:

\[ \text{dictionary}(a_1, *, A) \rightarrow \]

\[ \text{parse}(b_2, Y_{21} \ldots, Y_{2j}.nil) \land \ldots \land \text{parse}(b_i, Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}.nil) \land \]

\[ a_1(G, X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}.nil, A). \]

\[ \text{dictionary}((\text{term}_k, \ldots, \text{term}_{km}), \text{nil}) \rightarrow b_1. \]

where \( \text{term}_k \) is the \( k \)-th generated rule of this kind.

Finally we create terminal rules for every non terminal in the grammar according to the following

\[ a_k(X_{1k} \ldots, X_{km}). \]

This gives a terminal rule:

\[ a_k(X_{1k} \ldots, X_{km}, Y, Y) \rightarrow \].

When a synonym rule occur

\[ a_1 \rightarrow a_2. \]

we get the following prolog clauses:

\[ \text{dictionary}(G, A, a_2.S, S) \leftarrow \]

\[ \text{dictionary}(G, A, a_1.S, S). \]

\[ a_1c(S0, S) \leftarrow a_2c(S0, S). \]

\[ a_2c(a_2.S, S). \]

where as usual \( a_1c \) is the rewritten terminal symbol.

After the initial restructuring operations or the preprocessing phase all rules are treated as usual, eg appending distribution lists and the creation of prolog clauses. Finally we only have to consider those unrestricted rules or rather at this stage clauses with more than one conclusion. All constructs in the left hand side of the rule except the first one are appended to the last but one string argument in the final construct of the right hand side of the prolog clause.

\[ b_1(G, Y_{11} \ldots, Y_{1j}.nil, A, S0, S1) \leftarrow \]

\[ \text{parse}(b_2, Y_{21} \ldots, Y_{2j}.nil, S0, S1) \land \ldots \land \text{parse}(b_i, Y_{i1} \ldots, Y_{ij}.nil, S_{i-2}, S_{i-1}) \land \]

\[ a_1(G, X_{11} \ldots, X_{1m}.nil, A, S_{i-1}, S). \]

Translating the unrestricted grammar given in section 3 will result in the following prolog programme:

\[ a(G, S0, S) \leftarrow \text{parse}(b, S0, S1) \land \text{parse}(s, S1, S2) \land \_c(S2, S3) \land \]

\[ s(S3, S). \]

\[ a(G, S0, S) \leftarrow \text{parse}(b, S0, S1) \land \text{b}(G, a().S1, S). \]

\[ \text{terminal}(G, S0, S) \leftarrow _c(S0, S1) \land \text{b}(G, c.S1, S). \]

\[ \text{terminal}(G, S0, S) \leftarrow _b(S0, S1) \land \text{b}(G, b.S1, S). \]

\[ \text{terminal}(G, S0, S) \leftarrow _b(S0, S1) \land \text{a}(G, b.S1, S). \]

\[ \text{terminal}(G, S0, S) \leftarrow _a(S0, S1) \land \text{a}(G, a.S1, S). \]

\[ _a(a.S, S). \]

\[ _b(b.S, S). \]

\[ _c(c.S, S). \]

\[ \text{dictionary}(s, S, S). \]

\[ \text{dictionary}(a, a().S, S). \]

\[ \text{dictionary}(b, b().S, S). \]
The discrepancy between the general form and the examples we have given is due to the fact that we have not used any arguments to the non terminals in the defined XDCG. Integrating this mechanism into a DCG translating system will also require both a pre-translator and a post-translator. That is also a straightforward doing and will not be presented here.

In [7] different techniques for making the BUP parser more efficient are presented, e.g. introducing the link relation. All the techniques described are directly applicable in an XDCG without having to do any additional work.

4.2 Parallel parsing

The second parsing principle is the parallel parsing system (SAX) described in [9]. We will here only use the "primitive" version of the idea in order to describe how unrestricted grammars can be dealt with in a simple way. In the SAX version a given DCG is restructured by adding unique identifiers between both terminals and non terminals. Using our earlier presented context free grammar with the modification that we do not allow empty strings the equivalent DCG in the SAX environment would look like:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s} & \rightarrow \text{a} \& \text{id1} \& \text{b} \\
\text{s} & \rightarrow \text{a} \& \text{id2} \& \text{s} \& \text{id3} \& \text{b} \\
\text{a} & \rightarrow '\text{a}' \\
\text{b} & \rightarrow '\text{b}'
\end{align*}
\]

This DCG is now completely translated into a prolog programme:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a}(S, \text{id1}(S)). \\
\text{b}(\text{id1}(S0), S) & \leftarrow \text{s}(S0, S). \\
\text{a}(S, \text{id2}(S)). \\
\text{s}(\text{id2}(S), \text{id3}(S)). \\
\text{b}(\text{id3}(S0), S) & \leftarrow \text{s}(S0, S). \\
\text{a}(S0, S) & \leftarrow \text{a}(S0, S). \\
\text{b}(S0, S) & \leftarrow \text{b}(S0, S).
\end{align*}
\]

The start symbol in the grammar generates a prolog clause containing a test on the two markers that are introduced when the parsing takes place:

\[
\text{s}(S0, S) \leftarrow \text{S0} = \text{begin} \& \text{S} = \text{end}.
\]

When parsing the string 'aabb' the following goal is proved:

\[
\leftarrow _{\text{a}}(\text{begin}, X1) \& _{\text{a}}(X1, X2) \& _{\text{b}}(X2, X3) \& _{\text{b}}(X3, \text{end}).
\]

Now to introduce the capability of parsing strings belonging to an unrestricted grammar we simply move all the left hand side constructs to the right and side. In general if given an unrestricted grammar rule of the form:

\[
\text{a}_1(X_1) \& \text{a}_2(X_2) \& ... \& \text{a}_n(X_n) \rightarrow \text{b}_1(Y_1) \& \text{b}_2(Y_2) \& ... \& \text{b}_m(Y_m),
\]

where \(1 \leq n\) and \(1 \leq m\) and every \(X_k\) and \(Y_j\) equals \(X_{kn}\) and \(Y_{jm}\) respectively, it is translated into:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b}_1(Y_1, S0, \text{id1}(S0, XY)). \\
\text{b}_2(Y_2, \text{id1}(S0, XY), \text{id2}(S0, XY)). \\
\text{b}_{m-1}(Y_{m-1}, \text{idm-2}(S0, XY), \text{idm-1}(S0, XY)). \\
\text{b}_m(Y_m, \text{idm-1}(S0, XY), S_n) & \leftarrow \\
\text{a}_1(X_1, S0, S1) \& \text{a}_2(X_2, S1, S2) \& ... \& \text{a}_n(X_n, S_{n-1}, S_n).
\end{align*}
\]

where \(XY\) equals \(X_1, ..., X_n, Y_1, ..., Y_m\) if \(m=1\) we get

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b}_1(Y_1, S0, S_n) & \leftarrow \text{a}_1(X_1, S0, S1) \& \\
\text{a}_2(X_2, S1, S2) \& ... \& \text{a}_n(X_n, S_{n-1}, S_n).
\end{align*}
\]

Note that arguments to non terminals are passed via the id-structure. Further note that terminals are rewritten according to the same principle already described. By adding a list as argument to the end-marker we are able to get output from the parsing. If the start symbol in the grammar equals \(s(X_1, ..., X_n)\) we get the following test predicate.

\[
\text{s}(X_1, ..., X_n, S0, S) \leftarrow S0 = \text{begin} \& \text{S} = \text{end}(X_1, ..., X_n, \text{nil}).
\]

Given our previously introduced XDCG we change it to not contain empty productions to the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s} & \rightarrow \text{a} \& \text{b} \& 'c'. \\
\text{s} & \rightarrow a \& b \& s \& 'c'. \\
b & a & \rightarrow a \& b. \\
b & 'c' & \rightarrow 'b' \& 'c'. \\
b & 'b' & \rightarrow 'b' \& 'b'. \\
a & 'a' & \rightarrow 'a' \& 'a'.
\end{align*}
\]

we get the following prolog programme:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a}(S, \text{id1}(S)). \\
\text{b}(\text{id1}(S0), S) & \leftarrow \text{s}(S0, S). \\
\text{a}(S, \text{id2}(S)). \\
\text{s}(\text{id2}(S), \text{id3}(S)). \\
\text{b}(\text{id3}(S0), S) & \leftarrow \text{s}(S0, S). \\
\text{a}(S0, S) & \leftarrow \text{a}(S0, S). \\
\text{b}(S0, S) & \leftarrow \text{b}(S0, S).
\end{align*}
\]

The same idea can now be adapted into the extension of the SAX principle and expressed in a better suited form to be used in a parallel environment. This is however not described in this work.
5 Concluding Remarks

The notion of XDCG have been introduced and the principle for how this formalism can be translated into executable prolog programmes has been presented. We have also showed the outlines for how an existing system for translating DCG can be changed in order to deal with XDCG. A system for translating an arbitrary XDCG into either of the dicussed parsing principles has been implemented in prolog. Possible future research should be to investigate how both the BUP and SAX parsing techniques could be extended in order to handle the full class of unrestricted grammar rules which includes rules with heads beginning with a terminal.
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Abstract

Natural language presuppositions are an essential part of the meaning of a natural language utterance. Considered as inferences, presuppositions are derived from the uttered sentence, the background real world knowledge, and knowledge concerning conversational principles. Due to the conjectural and defeasible nature of these inferences, the derivation process cannot be a classical inference procedure. A method is discussed that uses default rules to capture the linguistic knowledge, one or more default theories to represent the utterance, and a default logic proof procedure to perform the inferencing.

1 Introduction

A hearer's interpretation of a natural language utterance should include the inferences that can be generated from three sources: the sentence uttered, knowledge about the world, and knowledge about language use. One well-studied inference is the natural language presupposition. Being implied by a natural language sentence and the natural (or preferred) interpretation of its simple negation is the primary quality that qualifies an inference as a presupposition. This evaluation of inferences is called the negation test. Presuppositions are generated from lexical and syntactic contexts. Those contexts which pass the negation test can be termed presuppositional environments. Sentences (1)–(5) demonstrate some prototypical examples of presuppositions produced by the following presuppositional environments, respectively: noun phrases, possessives, factive verbs, certain aspectuals, and definitions of words. In each of these examples the truth of the affirmative a-sentence always implies the truth of the c-sentence, and the truth of the negative b-sentence normally implies the truth of the c-sentence.

(1) a. The present king of Buganda is bald.
   b. The present king of Buganda is not bald.
   c. There exists a present king of Buganda.
(2) a. Jack's children are bald.
   b. Jack's children are not bald.
   c. Jack has children.
(3) a. Mary is surprised that Fred left.
   b. Mary is not surprised that Fred left.
   c. Fred left.
(4) a. (At time t), John stopped beating the rug.
   b. (At time t), John did not stop beating the rug.
   c. (Prior to time t), John had been beating the rug.
(5) a. My cousin is a bachelor.
   b. My cousin is not a bachelor.
   c. My cousin is a male adult.

Presuppositions have the quality that there are linguistically natural means for indicating that a simple negation is not to be interpreted normally. Examples for each of the sentences (1)–(5) are given in (6). It is important to note that the method used to indicate that the negation is to be interpreted in an unnatural manner is that one of the normal (presuppositional) inferences is made inconsistent.

(6) a. The present king of Buganda is not bald; Buganda is a republic.
   b. Jack's children are not bald; he doesn't have any.
   c. Mary is not surprised that Fred left because he didn't leave.
   d. John did not stop beating the rug because he hadn't started.
e. My cousin is not a bachelor. He is only three years old.

In addition, knowledge about the world can override the normal interpretation of negative sentences. The following example provides an instance of a normal (presuppositional) inference being prevented by information contained in the non-linguistic context. Suppose that both Bill and Jim know that Bill's cousin is a three-year-old. They want to go to a bachelor party tonight but Bill must babysit his cousin. In response to Jim's question, "What are we going to do with your cousin?", Bill utters (7), in a sense meaning that the cousin wouldn't be able to go to the party. In this case Jim would not make the normal (presuppositional) inference that Bill's cousin was an adult because the non-linguistic context, known to both Bill and Jim, contradicts this inference.

(7) My cousin is not a bachelor.

A persistent theme in the attempts by linguists to define presuppositions, is the projection problem: given the presuppositions of a simple sentence, which ones survive the embedding of this sentence in a more complex sentence. Verbs like 'dream' prevent the presuppositions of their subordinate clauses being projected as presuppositions of the main sentence. Sentence (8) does not presuppose the existence of a King of Buganda even though the subordinate clause in isolation does. 'Possibly' normally projects all underlying presuppositions. (9) normally implies that John has children. Other constructions, most notably 'or' and 'if ... then', sometimes project the presuppositions from both clauses, for example (10), and sometimes do not, for example the presupposition of the consequent is not projected in (11).

(8) Jack dreamt that the King of Buganda is bald.

(9) It is possible that John's children are at school.

(10) Mary stopped beating the rug or John stopped beating the egg.

(11) If John was beating the egg then he has stopped (beating the egg).

The purported solutions devised by a number of linguists have all been structural in nature: Given a tree-like structural description of the sentence and the presuppositions of the leaf nodes, which presuppositions get recursively inherited by the parent nodes. Some of the solutions require additional (non-structural) filtering. A different approach to the projection problem is to view presuppositions as inferences (in an appropriate logic) that can be derived from the sentence and the linguistic and non-linguistic context. This view places the study of presuppositions in the much broader context of knowledge representation and reasoning.

The remainder of this paper discusses the technical aspects of a default logic approach, focussing mainly on the complications created by 'or' and 'if ... then'.

2 Representing Natural Language

Negation

Classical representation problems are caused by negation. The problems occur because the standard method of negation in the representation language (I am assuming first order logic) does not correspond to the preferred interpretation of negation in natural language. These problems are exemplified in (12). The affirmative sentence (12a) is represented in (12b). The sentence (12c) is the negation of the affirmative sentence. Although the negation of (12b) is given in (12d), the 'usual meaning' of (12c) is more closely represented by (12e). On the other hand, (12f) cannot be represented by (12e).

(12) a. The present king of Buganda is bald.
   b. \exists x. \text{King-of-Buganda}(x) \land \forall y (\text{King-of-Buganda}(y) \supset y = x) \land \text{BALD}(x)
   c. The present king of Buganda is not bald.
   d. \neg \exists x. \text{King-of-Buganda}(x) \land \forall y (\text{King-of-Buganda}(y) \supset y = x) \land \text{BALD}(x)
   e. \exists x. \text{King-of-Buganda}(x) \land \forall y (\text{King-of-Buganda}(y) \supset y = x) \land \neg \text{BALD}(x)
   f. The present king of Buganda is not bald because there is no king of Buganda.

There are two approaches to solving the representational problems caused by negation in natural language. The orthodox view is to say that negation is (syntactically or lexically) ambiguous between two or more representations. What seems to be an insurmountable problem for this view is to provide the means to decide which representation to use in different situations. The heterodoxy is to say that negation is vague that is, there exists only one representation which is true under more than one set of truth conditions. Proponents of the heterodox view include Kempson (1975), Wilson (1975), Atlas (1977), Gazdar (1979), and Mercer (1987). In this view sentence (12c) has the single representation given by (12d). The problem for this view is that while the representation allows for multiple interpretations, Grice's Principle of Cooperative Conversation (Grice (1975)) commits the speaker to using an utterance that should allow the hearer to generate the correct interpretation, that is, the one corresponding to the interpretation for (12e). Choosing the more general (12d) to represent (12c) immediately prohibits the use of first order logic to derive the preferred interpretation for the following reason. (12e) is not a logical consequence of (12d) in first order logic and if (12d) were supplemented with a set of axioms that allowed the derivation of (12e), an undesirable consequence would be that the presuppositions of (12c)
would be valid or they could be derived from the set of axioms (that is, they would be unconnected to the utterance). The other requirement, that the derived interpretation is only preferred and that one of the other possible interpretations is to be chosen if there is sufficiently clear indication to reject the preferred interpretation, also prohibits the use of first order logical techniques to derive the preferred interpretation. Since first order logic is monotonic the preferred interpretation would always be derivable. However, the other interpretations are inconsistent with the preferred interpretation.

Since the inference must be conjectural and the rules of inference must be defeasible, default logic has been used to capture the required inferencing abilities. This paper discusses this technique for negated presuppositional environments.

3 Logical Representation of Presuppositions Using Default Rules

I assume throughout this paper that the speaker’s utterance has undergone the first phase of the interpretation process which generates a semantic representation (logical form) of the sentence uttered. This semantic representation will be a well-formed sentence in a first order $\mathcal{S}4$ modal language containing a countably infinite set of predicate symbols, constant symbols, and variable symbols, plus the logical symbols $\land, \lor, \exists, \neg, K_s$, and $P_s$. The last two symbols, called modal operators, are to be interpreted as the speaker knows that and ‘for all the speaker knows, it is possible that’, respectively. Although there is no general method known to generate this representation, some general rules can be followed. Any sentence with an explicit negation is translated into the widely scoped negation of its affirmative counterpart. Any compound sentence is mapped clause by clause into a logical form, each clause being treated as a sentence.

A normal default rule is a rule of inference denoted

\[
\frac{\alpha(x)}{\beta(x)}
\]

where $\alpha(x)$ and $\beta(x)$ are all first order formulae whose free variables are among those of $x = x_1, \ldots, x_m$. Intuitively, a default rule can be interpreted as: For all individuals $x_1, \ldots, x_m$, if the prerequisite $\alpha(x)$ is believed and if $\beta(x)$ is consistent with what is believed, then the consequent $\beta(x)$ may be conjectured. A normal default theory is a set of first order formulae together with a set of normal defaults. A fixed point of a normal default theory is the deductive closure of the set comprised of the first order formulae and

\[3\text{Kempson (1975) uses the term natural interpretation.}\]
The Projection Problem

That presuppositions arise from lexical and syntactic environments is no longer a source of disagreement. However, the projection problem — how does a complex sentence inherit the presuppositions of its parts — has been a major source of disagreement. In particular, the projection class of the filters exhibits a classic problem: two sentences, (22) and (23), have the same form (two clauses joined by ‘or’) but have differing presuppositional properties. The first disjunct ‘Mary stopped beating the rug’ of the S-sentence in (22) presupposes that ‘Mary was beating the rug’. Likewise the second disjunct presupposes that ‘John was beating the egg’. The sentence inherits all the presuppositions of its constituents.

(22) S: Mary stopped beating the rug or John stopped beating the egg.

P: Mary was beating the rug and John was beating the egg.

The first disjunct ‘Your teacher is a bachelor’ of the S-sentence in (23) presupposes that ‘Your teacher is male and an adult’. The second disjunct ‘Your teacher is a spinster’ presupposes that ‘Your teacher is female and an adult’. It is obvious that the sentence does not inherit all the presuppositions of its constituents.

(23) S: Your teacher is a bachelor or a spinster.

P: Your teacher is an adult.

\[ \neg \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1))} \]

which paraphrases as ‘John did not stop beating the rug’. Although the ability to derive the main clause of the sentence may have significance, say for an analysis of relevance or causation, I am not interested in it here.

\[ \neg \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1))} \land \forall t. \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1), t)} \]

which indicates that (21) is a possible default theory for ‘John did not stop beating the rug because he was never doing it’.

\[ \neg \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1))} \land \forall t. \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1), t)} \]

Figure 2: A possible default theory for John did not stop beating the rug because he was never doing it.

(20) John did not stop beating the rug because he was never doing it.

(21) \( K_S \forall t. \text{STOP(BEAT(John, r1), t)} \)
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5 Deriving Presuppositions in Complex Sentences

The concept discussed herein — using default logic to derive presuppositions — is strongly influenced by Gazdar's theory. Section 3 discusses how default rules in a default theory combine with default logic proof theory to capture Gazdar's idea of presuppositions being consistent with a context. Another influence is the use of clausal implicatures in connection with deriving presuppositions from complex sentences. In the default logic approach, the clausal implicatures are used to control the division of the original theory into its first order cases. In Gazdar's theory the context is first incremented with the clausal implicatures which in appropriate situations make the clausal presuppositions inconsistent with the context. Other assumptions for Gazdar's approach — explaining why the implicatures are added to the context before the presuppositions — are not found in the derivational approach.

The clausal implicatures are derived from the natural language sentence according to Gazdar's formal treatment of Grice's conversational principles (Gazdar (1979)). The sentence uttered by a speaker commits the speaker not only to the truth of the sentence but also to the possibility of its clauses (its parts). So in the case of the speaker uttering 'A or B' or 'if A then B', unless there is background knowledge or there are linguistic reasons to prevent it, the speaker is committed to P5A, P5¬A, P5B, and P5¬B. These implicatures will provide the means to restrict the division of the theory representing the utterance into its cases.

5.1 Choosing the Cases for the Case Analysis

Because default logic proof theory does not display any analogue to the law of the excluded middle (the antecedents of the default rules must be provable and there is no equivalent to the deduction theorem) and because presuppositions do arise from the clauses of complex sentences, some form of analysis by cases is required. Since a statement is provable in a case analysis only if it is provable in all cases, the choice of cases is critical. As in the case of a first order language, too few cases would allow inappropriate statements to be proved. In addition because of the non-monotonic nature of default logic, having too many cases could prevent appropriate statements being proved.

In general the choice of cases must reflect two principles. Since the case analysis is a proof theoretic analogue of the model theoretic law of the excluded middle, each case must completely determine the truth values of each of the disjuncts found in the statement to which case analysis is being applied. Also, since the case analysis is justified solely on linguistic grounds (see Mercer (1987) for further discussion), the cases must reflect this linguistic situation. To justify a case, the possibility of the statement that distinguishes the case must be provable from the original default theory. Since none of the modal statements take part in the case analysis only if it is provable in all cases, the choice of cases is critical. As in the case of a first order language, too few cases would allow inappropriate statements to be proved. In addition because of the non-monotonic nature of default logic, having too many cases could prevent appropriate statements being proved.

Sample

Suppose the sentence 'A or B' is uttered. The default theory representing this utterance would be

\[ T = \{ K5(A \lor B), P5A, P5\neg A, P5B, P5\neg B, \alpha1, \ldots, \alpha_n, \delta_1, \ldots, \delta_n \} \]

where \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \) represent the appropriate first order statements and \( \delta_1, \ldots, \delta_n \) represent the appropriate default rules. Since \( A \land \neg B \) and \( \neg A \land B \) completely determine (that is, determine the truth values of both) \( A \) and \( B \), and since the statements \( P5(A \land \neg B) \) and \( P5(\neg A \land B) \) can be derived, \( A \land \neg B \) and \( \neg A \land B \) distinguish the two cases.

Note that although \( P5A, P5\neg A, P5B, P5\neg B \) are

---

8Besnard, Quinio, and Quinton (1983) discuss properties of a transformed default theory in which all defaults of the form \( \alpha : B \) are transformed into \( \alpha : C \lor B \). The use of a transformed default theory rather than the case analysis approach has not been fully investigated.

---

P*: Your teacher is a female.

P*: Your teacher is a male.
all derivable, none of $A, \neg A, B, \neg B$ are candidates for distinguishing a case because, individually, none of them completely determine the truth values of both $A$ and $B$.

Hence the two cases of the original theory, $T$, are

$$T_{case1} = \{ \forall \alpha, \neg \alpha \}
T_{case2} = \{ \forall \alpha, \neg \alpha \}$$

The simple negated sentence, an example of which is presented in section 3, is just a special instance of the case analysis procedure. In the simple negated sentence, $\neg \alpha$ (which is represented as $K_\alpha$), the possibility of the only case (distinguished by $\neg \alpha$) can be proved using the utterance and the theorem $\vdash K_\alpha \vdash P_\alpha$.

5.2 A Proof-Theoretic Definition of Presuppositions

Definition 1 A sentence $\alpha$ is a presupposition of an utterance $u$, represented by the default theory $\Delta_u$, if and only if $\Delta_u \vdash \alpha$ and $\alpha \in \text{Th(CONSEQUENTS}(\mathcal{D}))$, but $\Delta_u \not\vdash \alpha$ and $\Delta_u \not\vdash \neg \alpha$.

This definition can be loosely paraphrased as: if $\alpha$ is in the logical closure of the default consequents and is provable from the utterance, and all proofs require the invocation of a default rule and in the case of multiple extension default theories, $\alpha$ is in all extensions, then $\alpha$ is a presupposition of the utterance.

5.3 Example — Or: No cancellation

The discussion in section 4 indicates that sentence (24) has the conjunction of all the presuppositions that its two disjunctive clauses would have if uttered in isolation. The derivation procedure given below indicates the default proof theory approach to deriving presuppositions in complex sentences.

For purposes of this definition, the only defaults in $\Delta_u$ are the presupposition generating defaults. In reality the default theory would contain many other kinds of defaults. The definition would have to be changed so that the proof of $\alpha$, requires the invocation of a presupposition generating default, and that $\alpha \in \text{Th(CONSEQUENTS}(\mathcal{D}^\prime))$, where $\mathcal{D}^\prime$ is the set of presupposition generating defaults.

Since a case analysis is being used, $\Delta_u \vdash \alpha$ for all $i$.

All of the examples presented in this paper deal with default theories having single extensions. In those theories which have multiple extensions, some way of stating that a presupposition is in all extensions is required. Since extensions of normal default theories are orthogonal, if $\Delta_u$ has multiple extensions then there exists a sentence $\beta$ such that $\Delta_u \vdash \beta$ and $\Delta_u \vdash \neg \beta$. I will call this situation being split along the $\beta$-dimension. If the extensions do not split along the $\alpha$-dimension then either $\alpha$ is in all extensions or $\alpha$ is in no extension. So if $\Delta_u \vdash \alpha$ (which means that at least one extension contains $\alpha$) and $\Delta_u \not\vdash \neg \alpha$ (which means that no extension contains $\neg \alpha$, which means that the extensions do not split on the $\alpha$-dimension) then $\alpha$ is in all extensions.

$T_3 = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
K_\alpha \left[ \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(Mary, r_1))} \lor \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(John, c_1))} \right] \\
\forall e. \text{STOP}(e) \lor \\
\exists t_1 \exists t_2. t_1 < t_2 \land \text{DO}(e, t_1) \land \neg \text{DO}(e, t_2) \\
\text{STOP}(e) : \exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \\
\exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \\
\forall e_1. \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(Mary, r_1)) \\
\exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \\
\forall e_1. \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(John, c_1)) \\
\exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \\
\forall e_1. \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(John, c_1)) \\
\end{array} \right\}$

Figure 3: A possible $K_B \cup \{K_\alpha\}$ for Mary stopped beating the rug or John stopped beating the egg.

(24) Mary stopped beating the rug or John stopped beating the egg.

In the same manner that was described in section 3 $T_3$, which is displayed in Figure 3, is the $K_B \cup \{K_\alpha\}$ produced as a result of (24) being uttered. The first three statements are exactly what is found in the theory described in section 3: the representation of the sentence, the first order definition of $\text{STOP}$, and the default rule for $\neg \text{STOP}$. In addition to these statements the enhanced theory now requires the next four statements which are the causal implicatures derived from the disjunctive sentence. The two statements described in (25) are derivable from $T_3$. Case analysis can be applied to the cases represented in the bodies of these two statements.

(25) $P_\alpha \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(Mary, r_1))} \land \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(John, c_1))}$

I will now detail the derivation as it proceeds in the two cases. Rather than giving the two complete theories, $T_{case1}$ and $T_{case2}$, I will give only the first order statement that distinguishes each theory.

$T_{case1}: \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(Mary, r_1))} \land \neg \text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(John, c_1))}$

The conjuncts (26) and (29) are derivable. Using (26), (27), universal instantiation, modus ponens, existential specification, derivation of a conjunct, and existential generalization, (28) can be derived.

(26) $\text{STOP(\text{BEAT}(Mary, r_1))}$

(27) $\forall e. \text{STOP}(e) \lor \\
\exists t. \text{DO}(e, t_1) < t_2 \land \text{DO}(e, t_1) \land \neg \text{DO}(e, t_2)$

(28) $\exists t. \text{DO}(e, t)$

Using (29), the default rule (30), and default proof theory, (31) can be derived.
(29) \( \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

(30) \( \neg \text{STOP}(e) : \exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \Rightarrow \exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \)

(31) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t) \)

The conjunction of (28) and (31) gives (32). Note (32) is derivable using default proof theory but not using first order methods alone.

(32) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1), t) \land \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t) \)

\( T_{4\text{Case}1} : \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1)) \land \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

The derivation of (33) proceeds in a manner similar to the derivation of (32) except that the roles of \( \text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1) \) and \( \text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1) \) have been interchanged.

(33) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1), t) \land \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t) \)

Because the statement in (32) and (33) is derivable in both cases, the presupposition generating default is required in its derivation, and it is in the logical closure of the default consequents, it is a presupposition of (24). This result should be predicted by any adequate theory of presuppositions.

5.4 Example — Or: Intrasentential cancellation

If the extra real world knowledge — that an egg can be beaten only by one person — is part of the knowledge base in which the derivation of the presupposition is done, then sentence (34) is an example of intrasentential cancellation of clausal presuppositions.\(^{12}\) In terms of the theory presented here cancellation of clausal presuppositions is a failure to derive the conjunction of those inferences which would be derived if the disjuncts were used separately (in an appropriate context).

(34) Mary stopped beating the egg, or John stopped beating the egg.

The hearer's knowledge base \( T_4 \), which is generated as a result of (34) being uttered, is displayed in Figure 4. The contents are the meaning postulates concerned with the concept \( \text{STOP} \), the statement that eggs can be beaten only by one person, four first order modal statements (results of the clausal implicature rule), knowledge about Mary, John, and the egg, and the one equality axiom required in the following discussion. The two statements described in (35) are derivable from \( T_4 \). Case analysis can be applied to the cases represented in the bodies of these two statements.

(35) \( P_5 \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1)) \land \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

I will now detail how the derivation of the conjuction of the presuppositions of the two clauses is prevented. Rather than giving the two complete theories, \( T_{4\text{Case}1} \) and \( T_{4\text{Case}2} \), I will give only the first order statement that distinguishes each theory.

\( T_{4\text{Case}1} : \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1)) \land \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

The conjuncts (36) and (39) are derivable. Using (36), (37), universal instantiation, \textit{modus ponens}, existential specification, derivation of a conjunct, and existential generalization, (38) can be derived.

(36) \( \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1)) \)

(37) \( \forall e. \text{STOP}(e) \Rightarrow \exists t_1 \exists t_2. t_1 < t_2 \land \text{DO}(e, t_1) \land \neg \text{DO}(e, t_2) \)

(38) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1), t) \)

(41) can be derived only by resorting to default proof theory. But the default rule (40), its antecedent (39), and default proof theory, cannot derive (41). Since (38) is derivable from first order principles, it must be in the fixed point of \( T_{4\text{Case}1} \). The default rule (40), with \( e \) instantiated to \( \text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1) \), is blocked because its justification is not consistent with this fixed point. Intuitively, both Mary and John could not have beaten the same egg.

(39) \( \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

(40) \( \neg \text{STOP}(e) : \exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \Rightarrow \exists t. \text{DO}(e, t) \)

(41) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t) \)

\( T_{4\text{Case}2} : \neg \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1)) \land \text{STOP}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1)) \)

The derivation of (42) proceeds in a manner similar to the derivation of (38) except that the roles of \( \text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1) \) and \( \text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1) \) have been interchanged.

(42) \( \exists t. \text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t) \)

Since (38) is derivable from \( T_{4\text{Case}1} \) and (41) from \( T_{4\text{Case}2} \), (43) is derivable in both cases. Since this statement can be deduced from \( T_4 \) using only first order proof theory, it is an entailment. Except for the minor difference in interpreting (43) as an entailment rather than as a presupposition of the utterance, this analysis coincides

\(^{12}\text{I thank Alan Mackworth for this example.}\)
with what is predicted by any reasonable presuppositional theory. (Some investigations call these entailments trivial presuppositions (Soames (1982)). What is important is that the conjunction of (38) and (12) is not derivable.

(43) $\exists t.\text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{Mary}, e_1), t) \lor \exists t.\text{DO}(\text{BEAT}(\text{John}, e_1), t)$

6 Conclusions

The semantic representations of natural language sentences can be vague (that is, it can be true under a variety of truth conditions). Because vagueness contravenes Grice’s Principle of Cooperative Conversation this anomaly must be removed. The ambiguity caused by vagueness is resolved according to pragmatic rules. Because the pragmatic rules are defeasible and conjectural in nature, they are captured as default rules. The position is taken that presuppositions are inferences generated from these pragmatic rules. Presuppositions are then used to generate the preferred interpretation of the vague representation. This paper discusses the technical aspects of using default proof theory together with a case analysis to generate presuppositions for various natural language sentences.
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Abstract

When trying to understand a speaker's argument, it is necessary to determine what his claim is and what evidence he provides for it. It is necessary, therefore, to be able to recognise evidence relations in terms of the speaker's beliefs. This paper describes an implementation of an Evidence Oracle, which tests for evidence between statements and builds a model of the speaker based on the evidence relations found. This implementation constitutes a valuable achievement in the development of practical discourse analysis systems, proposing a basis for verifying certain relationships between utterances. Another contribution of the work is a stratified speaker model which allows for varying levels of acceptance of beliefs attributed to the speaker. Some extensions of this approach for plan inference are also discussed.

1 Introduction

This paper is a short description of the Evidence Oracle more fully described in [Young87]. The oracle takes two propositions, $Q$ and $P$, and answers the question "Does the speaker mean $P$ to be evidence for $Q$?" In coming to its answer the oracle considers its own model of the world and a model of the speaker. Based on the answer it derives, it may build on the speaker model.

1.1 The Argument Understanding System

The EO is based on the subsystem of the same name in Cohen's Argument Understanding System (AUS). The AUS (described in [Cohen83, Cohen87a] and partially implemented in [Smedley86, Smedley87]) parses a Natural Language argument (monologue) into a tree representation. The root of the tree is the main claim of the speaker, and the children of each node are the statements made in evidence for that node. By identifying and using a limited number of coherent transmission strategies, Cohen was able to restrict the number of calls to the EO to be linear in the number of statements in the argument.

Figure 1 shows the flow of control and data in the AUS. The propositions of the argument are passed one at a time to the Proposition Analyser (PA), which, based on the restrictions of the transmission strategy, selects those nodes in the argument representation which may be related to the current proposition. For each of the selected nodes, the question of evidence is asked of the EO. When an evidence relation is found, the current node is inserted at the appropriate position and the AUS goes on to the next proposition. The Clue interpreter finds and analyses clue words in the argument. These are special words and phrases used by the speaker to indicate the structure of the argument (e.g. connectives). These clues may restrict the nodes considered in the search of the Proposition Analyser, or the types of evidence relations considered for each node pairs (passing the clue information to the Evidence Oracle).

The transmission strategies the AUS accepts are:

1. claim first—each claim followed by the evidence for it.

2. claim last—each claim preceded by the evidence for it.

3. hybrid—each sub-argument is either claim first or claim last.

If the argument is coherent and the analysis is correct then the representation returned will be a tree. It is expected that this tree will be passed on to some sort of Response Unit (RU), which will generate a reply to the argument. It is the RU which will deal with

---
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the believability of the overall argument; the EO, in contrast, is concerned with the believability of the individual evidence relations in the argument—the basis for deciding the yes/no answer for the PA.

2 The Evidence Oracle

2.1 Frames of Evidence

To recognise evidence relations the EO uses frames with slots for a conclusion and one or more premises. We say that E is evidence to C (claim) if E and C fit some frame of evidence with E as a premise and C as the conclusion. The frames used appear in tables 1 and 2. Modus Ponens and Modus Tollens represent the rules of logic. The Generalization is a variation on Modus Ponens in which the correspondence is not perfect; that is, it need not be true for all values of its free variables. It may be viewed as either a default rule (as in [Reiter80] or [Poole&al86]) or as a relation which is merely probable. The generalized rule corresponding to $A \to B$ is represented by $A \to B$.

Refutation and Concession appear in counter-arguments, and serve to deny a rule proposed by another speaker. The “rule” is contradicted by giving a counter-example—the refutation. Before showing the counter-example, though, it is usual to lead the way with concessions—examples of the “rule” at work. These concessions are a form of contrastive evidence, as discussed in [Cohen83].

Table 2 shows frames of partial evidence. These forms of evidence allow for “giving examples”. There is an implied rule at work here:

If the examples for a generalization outweigh the examples against, then that generalization is (probably) true.

The above rule may not be particularly convincing (to say nothing of the generalization it is being used to support), but the usage is common.

The oracle should also be prepared to recognise incorrect rules of logic, such as “Asserting the Consequent”, if there is evidence that the speaker is using them. For now we will restrict our attention to the above frames.

2.2 Missing Premises

The speaker often does not fill in all slots of the applicable frame. This phenomenon is called Modus Brevis in [Sadock77]. Thus, while the speaker could say

Socrates is a man. All men are mortal. Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

he is more likely to say either

All men are mortal. Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

or (even worse)

Socrates is a man, and, therefore, mortal.

The listener is expected to fill in the empty slots from his own knowledge.

It is important that the missing premises could plausibly be held by the speaker. That the missing premises contradict shared beliefs or earlier statements of the speaker could indicate that the relation found is not the one intended.

[Cohen83] suggests that we determine whether a belief is plausible by consulting the following sets of knowledge:

1. Shared beliefs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minor Premise</th>
<th>Major Premise</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modus Ponens</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A → B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modus Tollens</td>
<td>¬B</td>
<td>A → B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A → B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refutation</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>¬B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concession</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frames of Evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minor Premises</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Example</td>
<td>A → B or A→B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrapositive Example</td>
<td>¬B → ¬A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterexample</td>
<td>A → B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Frames of Partial Evidence

2. The hearer’s beliefs
3. A stereotype of the speaker
4. A model of a hypothetical person—a “least detailed” speaker model.

To facilitate the implementation, we shall take a slightly different approach. The oracle will consult:

1. Shared beliefs
2. A model of the speaker, including a stereotype
3. The system’s beliefs/knowledge.

We assume the speaker is reasonably competent at logic. Therefore, if he says that P is evidence for Q by virtue of the relation $P \land R \rightarrow Q$, then he believes not only that $P$, $Q$, and $P \land R \rightarrow Q$ are true, but also that $R$ is true. On this basis, any premises missing from an accepted evidence relation may be added to the speaker model.

### 2.3 Model of the World

The oracle maintains a model of the world to help it judge the plausibility of missing premises. Part of that world model is a model of the speaker. The world model is broken into several modules, depending on who holds the beliefs represented:

**facts** the beliefs common to the conversants¹.

**speaker** the speaker’s beliefs, broken down into:

- **explicit** those statements made by the speaker, and thus attributed to himself.

**missing** beliefs we have attributed to the speaker on the basis of evidence relations determined earlier in the argument.

**stereotype** default beliefs for the speaker. The system’s beliefs will initially serve as a basis for the speaker stereotype.

**hearer** the private beliefs (or knowledge) of the system.

The ordering of modules given above reflects the order of search for missing beliefs. Roughly speaking, the further down the list one must search for a missing belief, the less plausible it is that the speaker has that belief. Predicates that do not appear in the list, however, may also be judged plausible. In particular, if a predicate is not explicitly contradicted by one of facts, explicit, or missing, then it can be considered plausible.

### 2.4 Determining Evidence Relations

To show how frames are used to determine evidence relations, consider the instantiation of the Modus Ponens frame given in table 3. The speaker gives the speech on the left (the statements are numbered for later reference), which is translated into the predicates on the right. (Our implementation of the evidence oracle, in Waterloo Unix Prolog (WUP), assumes that the input has already been pre-processed into the predicate notation)². The oracle can then fit the predicates into the slots for Modus Ponens and recognise the relation intended.

Assuming a claim last transmission, and that the statements are made in the order given above, the PA

---

¹These are referred to as shared beliefs. This may be seen as one-sided mutual belief, as in [Clark&Marshall81].

²The implementation was tested on a number of examples, including several much longer than the ones presented in this paper for illustration.
All men are mortal.  
Socrates is a man.  
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Premise</th>
<th>Minor Premise</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{mortal}(X) \leftarrow \text{man}(X) )</td>
<td>( \text{man}(\text{socrates}) )</td>
<td>( \text{mortal}(\text{socrates}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: An instantiation of the Modus Ponens frame

first asks the EO whether (1-1) is evidence for (1-2). The oracle answers no, since there is no frame of evidence appropriate for the proposed relation. The PA defers handling (1-1) for the present. The next question asked is whether (1-2) is evidence for (1-3). The oracle discovers that (1-2) and (1-3) fit the Modus Ponens frame with (1-1) as the missing premise. Since (1-1) appears in explicit (it was put there on the first call to the oracle), it is deemed a plausible belief and the relation is accepted. The PA then completes processing the argument by asking whether (1-1) is evidence for (1-3). This succeeds in the same manner as (1-2) for (1-3) did, with the same result. The argument has been successfully parsed into the tree:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(1-3)} \\
\text{(1-1)} \quad \text{(1-2)}
\end{array}
\]

To illustrate adding missing premises to the speaker model, consider the following. Assume the speaker and system have a common belief that all greek men are mortal (represented by \( \text{mortal}(X) \leftarrow \text{greek}(X) \land \text{man}(X) \)). The speaker says "Socrates is greek, and therefore mortal." The oracle can recognise \( \text{greek}(\text{socrates}) \) as evidence for \( \text{mortal}(\text{socrates}) \) with two missing pieces: the rule about the mortality of greek men, and a belief that socrates is a man. As long as the speaker's beliefs do not indicate that Socrates is not a man we can accept that belief as plausible. The predicate \( \text{man}(\text{socrates}) \) would then be added to module missing.

2.5 Multiple Evidence Relations

Sometimes more than one frame of evidence may be appropriate for a given pair of predicates. Consider the following argument

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(2-1) Socrates is Greek, greek(socrates)} \\
\text{(2-2) and, so, mortal, mortal(socrates)}
\end{array}
\]

with shared beliefs

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mortal}(X) & \leftarrow \text{greek}(X) \land \text{man}(X) \\
\text{mortal}(X) & \leftarrow \text{greek}(X) \land \text{woman}(X)
\end{align*}
\]

There are two frames of Modus Ponens that allow (2-1) as evidence for (2-2). One has Socrates as a man, the other as a woman\(^3\)

If one of these beliefs is plausible and the other not, then there would be no problem to choose between them. When both are plausible, however, we must make a decision. The simplest solution is to take whichever is more convenient—the first one generated, for example. Another solution is to refrain from choosing—simply report a relation without updating missing. The former solution could lead to many errors, while the latter results in lost information. Keeping disjunctive knowledge in missing is another possibility, but would require a more complex management of the missing module. We prefer to make some decision on the intended interpretation, in accordance with the general strategy of the AUS to incrementally reconstruct the representation for the input.

2.6 Belief Levels

Our solution is as follows: when faced with multiple evidence relations the oracle will select the most plausible. A predicate is not plausible if its negation appears in any of facts, explicit, or missing. The beliefs considered plausible (in order of decreasing plausibility) are

1. beliefs the speaker has attributed to himself
2. beliefs the oracle has attributed to the speaker
3. belief typical to the speaker's stereotype
4. beliefs not contradicted explicitly by 1 or 2.

Table 4 gives numerical values to the various acceptable combinations. Conjunctions receive the value of the least plausible conjunct. (Note that 0 indicates the most plausible, and 11 the least. Only predicates without a value on the above table are implausible.)

\(^3\)Actually, this is a case where there are two possible major premises for the same frame of evidence. There are examples as well where two different frames may apply—e.g. Concession or Refutation. See [Young87] for more details.
A predicate is true in a module if it appears in that module, false if its negation appears there, and unknown otherwise. Based on the truth values found, the oracle assigns a numerical value representing plausibility. This internal representation allows comparisons to be made more easily.

If the system is aware that Socrates was a man and is using its own beliefs as a stereotype of the speaker, then it will judge it more plausible that the speaker also believes Socrates to be a man than that he believes him to be a woman (see figure 2).

### 2.7 Inconsistent Beliefs

As was said earlier, predicates which are explicitly contradicted by the speaker's beliefs are rejected as implausible. The restriction to explicit contradiction, as opposed to provable falseness, is motivated by recent work in modelling belief. Human beings are imperfect reasoning agents (some reasons for which are given in [Fagin & Halpern 85]), and thus may be unaware of implicit contradictions in their arguments. [Levesque 84] allows that a speaker may be aware that A implies C and that B implies ~C and still believe both A and B. A modification of [Levesque 84] by [Fagin & Halpern 85] restricts an agent from believing both C and ~C explicitly (though [Levesque 84] allowed this).

### 2.8 Missing Major Premise

When one of the missing premises of an argument is the major premise, the judgement of plausibility is carried out somewhat differently than is described above. Clearly, any two premises can fit the Modus Ponens frame with an appropriate missing major premise. For this reason, no such major premise is generated unless it appears somewhere in the system's knowledge of the world.

On the other hand, we must allow that it is possible that the intended rule is one that the system has not previously encountered, yet which is still valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truth value in explicit/missing</th>
<th>Truth value in stereotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True/True</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True/Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/True</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/Unknown</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Relative Plausibility

Therefore, if no other frame of evidence is found to fit the given predicates, the oracle will generate a Generalization major premise and test that premise for plausibility.

The tests carried out to judge the plausibility of a self-generated major premise are based on philosophical definitions of evidence, particularly those of [Nathan 80]. [Nathan 80] provides four rules to test whether one proposition is evidence for another. The first version of the EO using a less sophisticated version of these tests, will merely make a count of examples and counterexamples to the proposed generalization.

For example, if the oracle is asked whether shark(joey) is evidence for dangerous(joey), and it finds no other frames of evidence appropriate, it will test shark(X) → dangerous(X) for plausibility. If it finds more dangerous sharks than non-dangerous ones, and it finds more non-dangerous non-sharks than non-dangerous sharks, it will judge the relation plausible. If either of the tests fails then the relation is rejected. In this way the oracle may generate new rules based on its observations.

### 3 Related Work

#### 3.1 Plan Inference

The general problem of plan inference has been addressed recently by several researchers, including [Kautz 87, Pollack 86, Carberry 87]. [Pollack 86] states that it would be useful to have a model of plan inference that distinguishes the beliefs of the planner from those of the observer. The reason for this distinction is to allow the observer to recognise incorrect plans and generate appropriate responses. The EO makes such a distinction in the context of argument understanding, and can be applied to plan inference as well.

By identifying claim with plan, and evidence with subplan, the oracle can detect when one stated goal of the user is a subgoal of another. With the distinction between explicit and missing in the speaker model, the oracle can help isolate the cause of the
hearer's beliefs: man(socrates)
shared beliefs: mortal(X) ← greek(X) ∧ man(X)
mortal(X) ← greek(X) ∧ woman(X)

considering greek(socrates) for mortal(socrates)
greek(socrates) is evidence for mortal(socrates)
with [man(socrates)] missing.
man(socrates) has belief level 9
The conjunction has belief level 9

greek(socrates) is evidence for mortal(socrates)
with [woman(socrates)] missing.
woman(socrates) has belief level 10
The conjunction has belief level 10

success greek(socrates) for mortal(socrates)
missing [man(socrates)]

Figure 2: Sample Session: Multiple Relations

user's error, especially when more than one explanation of the error exists. The oracle can also detect plans from questions regarding the conditions on a plan ([Young87, p 50]).

To elaborate on the potential use of the stratified speaker model of the Evidence Oracle for plan inference, consider the following example, from [Pollack86]:

I want to prevent Tom from reading my mail file. How can I set the permissions on it to faculty read only?

with the translation into predicates as follows:

(1) prevent (mmfile read tom)
(2) set-permission (mmfile read faculty)

and a starting set of rules in the system of the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prevent} (F P U) & \leftarrow \\
\text{set-permissions} (F P G) & \leftarrow \\
\lnot \text{member} (U G) & \\
\lnot \text{system-mgr} (U) & \\
\text{set-permissions} (F P G) & \leftarrow \\
\text{valid-permission} (P G) & \\
\text{type} ("SET PROTECTION \(G : P\) F") & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Using its own beliefs as a basis for the stereotype of the user, the system infers that she intends to do (1) by doing (2). Missing beliefs that Tom is not a member of the faculty and that he is not the system manager may be filled in. If one of these beliefs is wrong (in the system's view), then the plan is, in Pollack's terminology, ill-formed. The Response Unit could provide a reply by using the general rules above. Now, the division of beliefs into explicit, missing and stereotype may provide some more information. If the rule itself is in missing, then the source of the confusion may be an incorrect understanding of the conditions on the plan. If, however, all missing beliefs are also believed true by the system, then the plan may still be incorrect - e.g. valid-permission (faculty read) could be false, and the plan thus unexecutable. The Response Unit could provide a different kind of response, in this case.

[Carberry87] considers assumptions made by plan recognition systems that she feels ought not to be made. One of these is that the user does not have incorrect beliefs about the domain. The oracle does not make this assumption. Another is that the user's statements are correct and not misleading. This is related to the previous assumption, in that the EO allows for incorrect statements. If the user's statements lead to contradictions in the plan, the oracle will detect these. Otherwise the Response Unit must deal with whether the speaker's unsupported word should be accepted.

The oracle makes an attempt to deal with another assumption, that the user's queries always address aspects of the task within the system's knowledge of the domain. The oracle will try to recognise novel
methods, and to follow new premises laid out by the speaker. The oracle, however, does appeal to its own knowledge to judge plausibility. In this respect, it works best in limited domains where the relevant rules are likely to be already stored.

The final assumption is that no errors are introduced into the speaker model. The oracle cannot prevent incorrect inferences from being made, no more than people can; however, it does try to keep the speaker consistent, and keeps what the speaker said separate from what it infers he believes. It also saves its work, to make it easier to go back and fix the model when an error is detected.

3.2 Argument Understanding

This work on the evidence oracle can be merged with existing implementations of the **AUS** ([Smedley86, Smedley87]), providing a prototype working version of the overall model of [Cohen83].

In [Smedley86], the basic proposition analyser is implemented. The evidence oracle is replaced by an "ask-the-user" facility. [Smedley87] augments this basic analysis algorithm to include the acceptance of connective clues, to help restrict the processing and detect incoherent arguments (according to the algorithm of [Cohen87b]).

The current, stand-alone implementation of the oracle has some extra features. Some—such as a parser for an entire claim-first argument—are to facilitate demonstrations. Others—such as the ability to backtrack through incorrect decisions—were design decisions to simplify the work. These features can be bypassed and the oracle assimilated directly into the implementations of [Smedley86, Smedley87], replacing appeals to the user. (See [Young87] for the details). This integrated code will be thoroughly tested in an upcoming research project.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have described an implementation of a module for deciding a question of evidence in the context of argument understanding. In particular, the module answers the question “Does the speaker intend his statement \( P \) to be evidence for his statement \( Q \)?”

To decide the question, the oracle uses frames—prototypes of evidence relations. Each relation found must match one of these frames. If more than one relation is found, then considerations of user and system beliefs, with a ranking provided by "belief levels", provide an indication of the most likely intention of the speaker.

The implemented oracle thus makes possible a full implementation of an argument understanding system based on the model of [Cohen83], critical to the advancement of practical processing models of discourse.

As it answers the questions posed to it, the oracle takes note of what beliefs are required to support the relations found, and ensures that these are plausible. If the relation is accepted, this "keyhole recognition" is used to expand the speaker model. The system does not, however, give as much weight to these inferred beliefs as to explicit statements by the speaker. Moreover, for the stand-alone version of the oracle, if some contradiction is found in the speaker's argument, the oracle has the ability to revise the inferred beliefs to restore consistency.

The oracle might also be useful in recognising plans, particularly those that are only hinted at by the speaker. The two problems are similar in that some hierarchy applies, and that not all relevant components are mentioned. Therefore, the general proposals for belief recognition and updating of the speaker model have useful extensions for other natural language understanding tasks.
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Abstract

System X is a natural language interface which currently translates English into the de facto standard relational database language SQL. The system consists of a set of independent modules, a Lexicon, a Parser, and a Semantic Interpreter, which create a canonical query representation. This canonical form represents the join path implicit in the query. A second set of modules translate the canonical form into a logical form. This logical form is currently translated into SQL. Subsequent versions will translate the logical form into different database languages. We describe the operation of the system and include discussion of the major advantages of System X with respect to current natural language interfaces to databases. These advantages include the degree of portability of System X, the (heuristic) solution to the multiple access path problem (MAPP) and learn the meanings of new words.

1. Introduction

Natural Language Understanding systems (NLUs) require world knowledge in order to understand input questions. Natural language database interface systems (NLIs) store world knowledge in a number of ways. All systems have semantic information stored in a lexicon. Some systems have domain specific semantic information encoded in rules for transforming queries from one internal (logical) form into another. An example of such a system is TQA, see (Johnson 1984). Some current systems maintain a knowledge structure separate from the database which is used to interpret queries. For example, TEAM (Martin et al., 1985) embodies a conceptual schema of general world knowledge and integrates into this structure knowledge specific to the application domain when customizing the system to a given database. A similar approach is taken by Datalog, see (Hafner and Godden 1985), which employs a semantic network of general concepts augmented by a set of database concept nodes to create a knowledge base.1

A significant obstacle in constructing NLIs of any utility is the acquisition of this knowledge. Each application represents a certain domain. A NLI system must acquire knowledge of this domain and of the natural language (NL) expressions which refer to the entities and relationships it contains. The ease with which an NLI system acquires this knowledge is a measure of its portability.

There are two main approaches which make NLIs portable between applications. The first approach is to modularize the system so that those modules containing domain specific information can be exchanged. This approach is emphasized by Datalog. Experts analyze the new domain and create the necessary modules. The second major approach is to provide interface software for a database administrator (DBA) or skilled user to provide the required domain specific information without undue difficulty. This is the approach taken by TEAM. In either case these systems require significant non-trivial human intervention resulting in loss of portability.

System X, a NLI to relational databases under development at Simon Fraser University has addressed portability in several ways. Each major step in the translation from English to SQL is contained in a separate module. Each module is itself separated into submodules which contain domain independent or domain dependent knowledge, the latter being replaced for new applications. Although interface software is necessary to acquire knowledge, the philosophy of System X is that the amount of knowledge which humans must provide can be minimized by maximizing the amount of knowledge which the system can discover for itself by analyzing the database and by using information available from input queries.

The understanding of NL expressions referring to relationships among entities often requires extensive world knowledge. Such relationships among entities in the world are often represented in a relational database by virtual relations which must be derived by performing a sequence of "joins" on two or more of the base relations stored in the database. A NLI must be able to translate these NL expressions the corresponding sequences, or join paths. Current systems deal with this problem in one or both of two ways. Some systems, including TQA and Datalog, assume that the database is simple and only a few unambiguous relationships are represented in it. This assumption is highly unrealistic because databases which represent complex domains must represent many different relationships among many different sets of entities. Often there are different relationships among the same set of entities which must be represented. A second approach demands that a database expert provide the join path corresponding to every NL expression that refers to such a relationship and that can be expected to be encountered in a query. TEAM and TQA require that this daunting task be part of the customization process. System X contains Pathfinder, which uses a model of the application domain to automatically generate the vast majority of these join paths as they are required during semantic interpretation. The model is derived by System X directly from the database scheme with minimal assistance from someone familiar with the database.

Automatically disambiguating queries in languages which permit ambiguity with respect to the operations required to access desired data is known as the query inference problem. A subproblem of the query inference problem, known as the Multiple Access Path Problem (MAPP), is to decide which of the number of join paths that derive relations containing the attributes mentioned in an ambiguous query is the correct path. System/UI (Ullman 1982) and Verdi (Wald and Sorenson, 1984) are two systems which have been built which solve the query inference problem for an ambiguous tuple calculus. The approach used by Pathfinder is similar to these two approaches but Pathfinder has several advantages. Unlike System/UI, Pathfinder tries to distinguish the most likely path from a set of probable paths. Verdi also distinguishes most likely paths but uses a representation of the database schema, known as an Entity-Relationship data model.

For a more complete account of natural language interfaces, especially earlier systems, see Cercone and McCalla (1986). In that paper they discuss a number of additional natural language database systems including, for example, the systems of (Codd 1974, 1979), (Tenneti et al. 1978), (Kaplan 1984), (McCoy 1982), (Waltz 1978) and (Webber and Finin 1984).
2. System X: overall system design

System X consists, in part, of a set of modules which create a canonical query representation. This query representation is passed to a second set of modules which translate it into a (logical) form similar to that of TOA, (Petrick, 1984), and thence into SQL. The canonical form represents the join path implicit in the query, any predicate - such as "greater then" - which are to be applied against database values, and any operations - such as "average" - which are performed on values from the database, as well as quantifiers and their scope.

Modules which construct the canonical query representation include a Lexicon, a Parser and a Semantic Interpreter. Figure 1 is a simplified representation of the overall system. Each module is independent of the other modules, providing that replacements accept input and provide output of the appropriate sort.

The Lexicon consists of two dictionaries: syntactic and semantic. It is designed so that the addition of novel words is largely automatic and does not require human intervention. Serving as a front end to the syntactic dictionary is a morphological analyzer Morphos. The analyzer consists of two sets of rules: a set of morphological rules which define the set of inflectional endings and permit inferences about the grammatical category of strings, and a set of respelling rules which describe how strings are to be transformed after inflectional endings have been removed. This front end substantially reduces the amount of storage required for the syntactic dictionary since only the root form of a word need be stored.

Since the analyzer does not require a root dictionary to check against, it is used to generate new lexical entries, querying the user when an inflectional ending is used by more than one grammatical category and automatically updating the lexicon when a new word is unambiguously analyzed.

The semantic dictionary is divided into two parts: a domain independent lexicon of predicates, operations, quantifiers, etc. which are transported from application to application, and an application dependent lexicon. The latter is largely generated automatically from the database schema. Hand customization is limited to a synonym dictionary.

Further reducing storage requirements is a preprocessor which examines queries for strings whose lexical representation - both syntactic and semantic - can be defined by their form alone. These include proper names, standard code names and numbers, etc. These strings are not represented in the lexicon, but are defined automatically when encountered in the input stream.

System X's Parser is a top-down breadth-first parser. Grammar rules are translated into LiSP code which may be compiled. The compiled grammar is applied to the input query by an interpreter to produce a set of parse trees.

It is possible for a grammar rule to invoke the semantic interpreter to choose among competing parses. This flexibility enables the parser to reject syntactically possible but semantically anomalous trees at the source of the anomaly, instead of maintaining competing parses and rejecting anomalous trees after parsing is completed. Rules of grammar may be assigned a rank relative to others which parse the same node, so that the order in which they are applied to a string is controlled. This ordering ensures that rules most likely to succeed are attempted first.

Associated with each rule of grammar is a set of semantic interpretation rules. When the semantic interpreter is presented with a parse tree, it retrieves from the tree the name of the grammar rule which produced the tree. This name provides access to the appropriate set of translation rules.

Figure 1. A simplified graphical representation of System X.

Semantic interpretation rules are divided into domain and domain independent rules. The former are applied first to a parse tree to interpret any expressions peculiar to the application. They serve as filters to the latter which describe how any particular parse tree should be interpreted.

Underlying the semantic interpreter is the Pathfinder subsystem for generating join paths given a set of two or more column names. Since terms are treated as values in the database, the semantic representation of an expression of two or more terms or expressions is the join path between them. The task of the semantic interpreter is to pass the column names represented by the terms in an expression to this system and build up a representation using the join path which it returns. Treating semantic interpretation in this way results in a very flexible system which requires little customization.

The modules that translate the canonical form to logical form and thence to SQL, successfully convert canonical forms containing any combination of universal quantifiers, existential quantifiers and negation operators into complex SQL expressions that experienced SQL programmers would have great difficulty in composing. Routines in the translator perform some optimizations on the access path specified by the canonical form in order that the data may be more efficiently retrieved.

All the examples in the remainder of the paper are taken from an academic domain which is represented by the database scheme in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT</td>
<td>student# name major minor sex status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY</td>
<td>faculty# name office sex status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>dept chairman faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COURSE</td>
<td>cname description dept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFERING</td>
<td>offer# name semester units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>clas# offer# sec faculty# text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENROLL</td>
<td>clas# student# final-grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEDULE</td>
<td>clas# room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPOINT</td>
<td>faculty# dept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The Academic Database

2 Attributes in the key are underlined.
3. From English to parse trees

3.1 The Lexicon, Template and Morphos

Each of the Lexicon's two dictionaries, syntactic and semantic, is also divided into domain dependent and domain independent subdictionaries. System X does not use an a priori set of knowledge structures onto which the database structure must be mapped. Instead, the database structure serves as the basis for creating the semantics. The representation of a term is its role in the database. Thus nouns and adjectives are defined as values in the database; verbs, when possible, are associated with relations. For example, the semantic representations of the constituents of math course are an adjective which is a value of either the major or the dept column and a noun which represents possible values of the course column. The consequence of this is that large portions of the domain dependent semantic lexicon can be created without human interaction. Actual handcoding of the semantic lexicon is necessary for synonyms and some verbs. For example, verbs such as pass and fail refer to relationships among entities which cannot be discerned by analysis of the structure of the database.

A major problem with any interface is lexicon size. In principle, the interface must be able to recognize the contents of the database; as a consequence, the lexicon may be at least as large as the database. Note that the proper names and identity numbers in the university database number in the tens of thousands. The lexicon is accessed through a pair of subsystems which function in parallel to reduce lexicon size. These subsystems are TEMPLATE and MORPHOS. The former provides a means to define terms which can be recognized by their physical shape. Such words include proper names, part numbers and report identity numbers. TEMPLATE provides a simple mechanism for describing the shape of these and extracting this description with a means for creating the appropriate grammatical and semantic representations. TEMPLATE compiles the description into LISP as a pattern matcher which when successful creates grammatical and semantic representations for the input form. This ability to flexibly an NLI system must have to easily handle the many small but difficult problems which particular applications present (Hafner and Godden, 1985). For example, the use of numbers to refer to hardware or university semesters cannot be handled by listing each number in the lexicon. However, since such expressions conform to a recognizable form, they may be assigned a (possibly ambiguous) definition by TEMPLATE.

MORPHOS is a rule-based morphological analyser which first scans a word for recognizable inflectional suffixes before searching the lexicon. Each morphological rule defines a possible suffix and states what grammatical information can be inferred from the presence of the suffix. After a suffix is removed, the remaining stem has a set of spelling rules applied and generates the correct spelling of the uninflected form. For example, after the inflectional suffix is removed, the stem cities results in city. Since MORPHOS generates lexical entries for regularly inflected forms and correctly generates the uninflected form, regularly inflected words need not be entered in the grammatical lexicon. In addition to thereby reducing lexicon size, MORPHOS is able to assist in generating the grammatical lexicon. If no lexicon is available or if the uninflected form of a word cannot be found in the lexicon, then if the analysis of MORPHOS is unambiguous, lexical entries for the input word and its uninflected form are generated.

3.2 Syntactic Analysis

When an input query is presented for syntactic analysis, the preprocessor first replaces each word in a query with its grammatical representation. The output of the preprocessor, an undifferentiated list of grammatical representations, is passed to the parsing system. The parsing system consists of three subcomponents: a set of grammar rules, a compiler which translates these rules into LISP code and an interpreter which applies these rules to the input. The grammar is under continual revision; currently, it is well developed in most query types and in expansion of noun phrases and comparatives. It is unable to handle any but the uninteresting cases of conjunction and, though it can successfully parse sentence fragments, it cannot handle ellipsis as yet.

The grammar and interpreter are domain independent and may be easily transported to new applications. The only customization necessary in principle is the creation of a syntactic lexicon. However, if users of an application use idiosyncratic locutions to refer to entities in the domain, new rules are easily added.

The parser is permitted limited interaction with the semantic component. Among the actions which a grammar rule may take upon successfully parsing a node is to pass the resulting parse to the semantic interpreter. If the semantic interpreter cannot assign a meaning representation to the parse, it is rejected. If the interpreter returns a meaning representation, it is stored in the register TRANSLATION in the parse tree. The only information from the semantic interpreter which the parser uses is the fact that an interpretation is possible. It does not use the semantic structures in subsequent parsing as does a semantic grammar. Interaction of the syntactic and semantic components is used to resolve syntactically ambiguous structures. Since the parser operates breadth-first without backtracking, it must carry all possible parses throughout the parsing process and let the semantic interpreter select the appropriate parse. By providing a mechanism for interaction between the syntactic and semantic components, many syntactically ambiguous structures can be resolved at the source of the ambiguity and, thus, the number of possible parses is reduced.

4. Semantic Interpretation

The resulting parse tree from a query, which may have meaning representations attached to some of its subtrees, is passed to the semantic component. The organization of the semantic component mirrors that of its syntactic counterpart. It consists of a set of semantic rules, a compiler which translates these into LISP code and an interpreter which applies these rules to the parse tree. A semantic rule is associated with at least one syntactic rule and is designed to translate the parse tree which that syntactic rule creates. The rule-based implementation of the semantic component has important consequences for portability. Hafner and Godden (1985, p159) discuss examples of phrases which are within the range of Datalog's grammar and are paraphrases of queries which Datalog can understand but which it can not process. Their solution requires creating new semantic nodes and procedures for interpreting these phrases. The solution to this problem in System X requires no new nodes or procedures. Instead the semantic component is extended by adding new semantic rules. The addition of new rules is part of the general process of extending the linguistic coverage of the system.

Whereas many interfaces produce a single logical form, System X is designed to produce several representations each designed for a particular purpose; for example, query representation, representation of presuppositions, pronoun resolution, etc. At the moment, only the first representation has been implemented. The query representation language was inspired by TOA although it has it now bears little resemblance to its precursor.

When a parse tree is passed to the semantic interpreter, the meaning representations of each of its constituent nodes is retrieved. For each node, if it is a terminal node, its meaning representation is retrieved from the semantic lexicon; if it is nonterminal, the interpreter recursively descends the parse tree. For example, the parse tree assigned to the query Has every math major taken math344? is depicted in Figure 2. When this is presented to the semantic interpreter, the interpreter begins a left to right recursive descent down the tree. During the interpretation of the subject noun phrase, the interpreter arrives at the N node. After it has retrieved the meaning representations of the constituents of this, it applies to them the set of semantic rules associated with the grammar rule which create the parse, in this case 1N1. The relevant rules are those concerned with attaching an
adjective to a noun. Adjective attachment depends on the semantic content of the adjective; the semantic structure assigned to math major will differ from that assigned to average grade, which requires the operation AVERAGE.

Each semantic rule is a pattern matcher which specifies both the structure and the semantic content of the constituents. Most rules which create semantic structures pass the nodes in the appropriate order to the function CREATE-TREE. This function examines its arguments to determine what type of semantic structure to create. If no verb was passed as an argument, it creates a semantic structure which represents a database object. If a verb is passed, an S node is created with it as its verb. The phrase math major is passed without a verb, thus the semantic structure represents a database object, namely, the set of student numbers from the tuples in the student relation which have math as the value of the major column.

During the interpretation of the query, the auxiliary phrase and the verb are examined for tense. During the customization process, if time is encoded in the database, the name of the column which represents time is placed in the register "TIME". If this register is filled, the semantic interpreter will create a semantic structure for the period implicit in the query. The structure in Figure 4 represents the past tense of our example query.

At the level of the S node, the semantic interpreter has retrieved semantic structures for the subject noun phrase, the verb, and the noun phrases and prepositional phrases in the verb phrase. It is possible that at this level some of the NP structures are ambiguous. For example, in the query From whom did Smith take math344? the words whom and Smith are defined as referring to either students or faculty members. In this case Pathfinder cannot be used to disambiguate these structures. In these cases, a small case grammar which describes the relationships in the application domain is used to disambiguate ambiguous structures.

The semantic rules associated with S' node call functions responsible for retrieving quantified objects and representing their scope. By convention, all universal quantifiers are explicitly represented, but only those existential quantifiers which have within their scope a universal quantifier are represented.

All interpretation rules which build semantic structures relating different entities use Pathfinder to discover how these entities are related in the database. The path returned by Pathfinder is used to create the appropriate semantic structure.

5. Pathfinder

Relationships between different entities are represented by non-terminal nodes in the parse tree. The interpretation of these nodes requires establishing the relationship between attributes corresponding to the heads of the branches of the subtree rooted at that node. In other words, the access path to the database relation corresponding to the subtree must be found. Consider the S node in Figure 2. The interpretation of this node requires the derivation of the relationship between math344 (which corresponds to the attribute CNAME in COURSE and OFFERING) and majors (which corresponds to the attribute STUDENT# in either STUDENT or ENROLL).

Since a given set of attributes may belong to different database relations derived by different access paths, interpreting this type of non-terminal node requires an ability to solve the MAPP. Pathfinder is used by the semantic translation rules responsible for interpreting this type of node to generate a "best guess" of the correct relation. The correct relation is assumed to be the one which contains the most cohesive relationship between the given set of attributes.

We begin our discussion of Pathfinder by examining the semantics of attribute relationships in relational databases. Next we make explicit certain assumptions about the design of the relational databases to which System X is to interface. Finally we describe the data structure and the algorithm Pathfinder uses to derive the database objects which correspond to the relationships referred to in NL queries.

5.1 Data Dependencies

A database scheme represents relationships between entities in the world because database designers represent dependencies that exist between entities by dependencies between the database attributes which denote those entities. It is these data dependencies that give the scheme its structure.

The basic type of data dependency from which most attribute relationships are constructed is the functional dependency (FD). We say X → Y, read attribute Y is functionally dependent on an attribute X, or (X functionally determines Y), if for each value of X there is exactly one Y-value. In the academic world represented by our example database a student may only have one major and a course may be offered by only one department. Thus the database design contains the functional dependencies STUDENT# → MAJOR, and CNAME → DEPT.
Functional dependency is a transitive relation. The attribute \( \text{CLASS#} \) which denotes classes functionally determines \( \text{OFFER#} \) which denotes offerings. Since \( \text{OFFER#} \) functionally determines \( \text{NAME} \) which denotes courses, \( \text{CLASS#} \) also (transitively) functionally determines \( \text{NAME} \).

Database theory identifies one kind of data dependency, other than the functional dependency, which corresponds to a "real world" dependency. This data dependency is known as the multivalued dependency (MVD). Roughly speaking, there is a multivalued dependency in relation \( R \) of attributes \( Y \) on attributes \( X \) if there is a set of \( 0 \) or more values of \( Y \) associated with a given value of \( X \), and the set of \( Y \)-values is not determined in any way by attributes in \( R \) other than those in \( X \) or \( Y \). A functional dependency is a special case of a multivalued dependency.

For example, suppose our academic database scheme contained a base relation composed of the union of the schemes for ENROLL and SCHEDULE instead of those two schemes. This new scheme would be

\[
\text{ENROLL/SCHEDULE} \rightarrow \text{student# class# time room final-grade}.
\]

In a relation on ENROLL/SCHEDULE there would be a MVD of \( \{\text{TIME ROOM}\} \) on \( \text{CLASS#} \) and a MVD of \( \{\text{STUDENT# FINAL-GRADE}\} \) on \( \text{CLASS#} \). These MVDs reflect the fact that there is a given set of times and rooms to which all students enrolled in a class are scheduled, and that there is a given set of students expected to attend all schedulings of each class. It is this dependency between schedulings and enrollments that is represented in the database by the MVDs mentioned above.

A relation containing MVDs will contain redundancies. In ENROLL/SCHEDULE each class' schedule will be repeated for every student in the class. Adherence to fourth normal form (4NF), a commonly accepted standard for database design, requires that such relations be decomposed in order to eliminate the redundancies. The two relations, ENROLL and SCHEDULE, are the result of the decomposition of ENROLL/SCHEDULE into 4NF.

5.2 Cohesiveness of Attribute Relationships

The relationship among a given set of attributes is more or less cohesive depending on the type of joins which are required to associate the members of the set into a single relation. According to relational database theory, joins may be characterized as either lossless or lossy (Ullman, 1982). Informally, a lossless join is one in which there is a MVD of each of the attributes in the resulting relation on the attribute set on which the join takes place. A lossy join is a join which is not lossless. A relation whose derivation includes only lossless joins is more cohesive than a relation whose derivation includes a lossy join. For example, consider two relations: the first relation contains the attribute set \( \{\text{CLASS# DEPT}\} \) and the second formed by the lossy join of the OFFERING relation to CLASS and COURSE on the attributes OFFER# and CNAME respectively, and the second formed by the lossy join of the CLASS relation to the APPOINT relation on the attribute FACULTY#. Both derived relations contain the attribute set \( \{\text{CLASS# DEPT}\} \). The two occurrences of the set represent two different relationships that exist between classes and departments. The relationship represented in the relation created by the lossy join is the relationship that exists between a class and the department which employs the faculty member who teaches the class. Clearly, this latter relationship is weaker than the former. Even though the second relation was created by fewer joins than the first, the fact that it was derived via a lossy join led to a less cohesive object. The relationship between attributes that are brought together by a lossy join is always weaker than a relationship between attributes brought together by any number of lossless joins.

We measure the cohesiveness of attribute relationships within relations derived via lossless joins along by weighing the number and type of dependencies that make up those relationships. We assign weights to each dependency type in inverse proportion to the strength of the dependency. MVDs are the weakest; therefore they are assigned the greatest weight, which is 2 units. FDs are stronger; we assign to them a weight of 1 unit, except in the special case of the FD of an attribute on itself. In this case the weight assigned is 0.1. (For a justification of this particular weighing scheme, see (Hall et al. 1988)).

The weight of a particular relationship among a given set of attributes is the sum of the weights of the dependencies that make up that relationship. The more numerous and the weaker the dependencies that make up an attribute relationship, the less is its cohesiveness. Thus the cohesiveness of an attribute relationship is inversely related to its weight.

5.3 Assumptions

Before describing the method Pathfinder uses to calculate access paths, we outline our assumptions about the design of the target database in which the paths are sought. Firstly, we assume that the database is in 4NF. The only dependencies that exist in 4NF databases are FDs between keys and attributes within a single relation.

We also assume that if two attributes have the same name and one is part of a key of a relation then both denote the same entity. We call this the Unique Key Name Assumption (UKNA). The UKNA ensures that transitive FDs are preserved. That is, \( X \rightarrow Y \) when \( X \rightarrow Z \) and \( Y \rightarrow Z \) only if \( Y \) denotes the same entity in both the latter expressions.

Finally, we assume that an entity denoted by a composite primary key \( K \) is never referred to in another relation \( R \). This restriction can be enforced by adding, when required, a single attribute surrogate key to \( R \) and using the surrogate in \( R \) to refer to the entity denoted by \( K \). We call this the Surrogate Key Name Assumption (SKNA). As a result the SKNA different relationships between the same entities may be represented by the same attribute set in different relations without concern that System X will mistakenly conclude that an occurrence which is a key of one relation is functionally dependent on the key of another relation which contains a second occurrence.

5.4 Representing Attribute Relationships

In order to derive access paths, Pathfinder uses a representation of the database scheme which we call the join graph.

The nodes in a join graph represent the base relations \( (R_1, \ldots, R_n) \) in a database. Each node is labelled with the name of its corresponding relation and its key. There is a directed edge \( (R_i, R_j) \) from node \( R_i \) to node \( R_j \) if there is an attribute in \( R_i \) which denotes the entity denoted by the key of \( R_j \). For example, in our academic database scheme, the key of the relation STUDENT, STUDENT#, denotes the entity type "student". The relation ENROLL contains an attribute, (also named STUDENT#), which represents the same entity type. Thus there is an directed edge in the join graph from the node ENROLL to the node STUDENT.

In most cases, as it was in the example above, the two attributes \( A \) and \( K_j \) will have the same name. However it may be that a database designer gives different names to attributes which denote the same entity. For example, in the academic database scheme the attribute in the relation STUDENT which denotes the department constituting a student's major is named "MAJOR" and those same departments are denoted in the relation DEPARTMENT by the (key) attribute named "DEPT". Note that in the join graph there is an edge from node STUDENT to node DEPARTMENT.
The above mapping between augmented join graph edges and database joins results in the following mapping between subgraphs of the augmented join graph and database relations. Trees in an augmented join graph represent relations derived by 0 or more lossless joins. Subgraphs of the augmented join graph which are not trees represent relations whose derivation includes at least one lossy join.

In addition to representing joins between relations, the edges of an augmented join graph represent dependencies between attributes of the database. A directed edge represents the FD of the attribute represented by the node at the head of the edge on the key of the relation represented by the node at the tail of the edge. (If the node at the head represents a relation, the determined attribute in the corresponding FD is the key of that relation.) An undirected edge represents the MVD between the sets of attributes which comprise the keys of the relations represented by the nodes adjacent to the edge. Weights equal to the weights of the corresponding dependencies are assigned to the edges of an augmented join graph. Thus the cohesiveness of the relation corresponding to a subtree of an augmented join graph can be measured by summing the weights of the edges of the subtree.

5.5 Finding the Most Cohesive Relation
Recall that Pathfinder is used to derive access paths for relations corresponding to non-terminal nodes of parse trees. The correct relation is assumed to be the one containing the most cohesive relationship between the attributes represented by the heads of the branches of the subtree rooted at the node being interpreted. Pathfinder restricts its search to relations derived exclusively by lossless joins; relations derived by lossy joins are so weak that they are not even considered. For example, recall the relationship between CLASS# and DEPT contained in the relation APPOINT. This attribute relationship represents the real world relationship between a department and a class which occurs when the class is taught by a faculty member in the department. The simplest English phrase referring to this relationship must make reference to the faculty member or members in question. For example, "classes of math professors" refers to those classes taught by professors appointed to the math department. Removing the reference to the faculty member yields a phrase such as "math classes". Phrases mentioning only classes and departments refer to the relationship that exists between classes and the departments which offer those classes. That is, such phrases correspond to the relationship between the attributes DEPT and CLASS# which is contained in the lossless join of the relations CLASS, OFFERING, and COURSE. Figure 7 is the parse tree for the phrase "classes of math professors".

The interpreter will resolve the relationship between FACULTY# and DEPT at the N* node in the right branch of the tree. This is the relationship denoted by the occurrence of [FACULTY# DEPT] in the base relation APPOINT. The attribute FACULTY# will then be identified as the head of the N* node. Finally the interpreter will
resolve the relationship between CLASS# and FACULTY# at the N^ node at the root of the tree. This is the relationship denoted by the occurrence of {FACULTY# CLASS#} in the relation CLASS. Note that, although the original phrase refers to a complex relationship in the database which involves a lossy join, neither of the composite relationships that the interpreter will resolve involve such a join.

Since the relation corresponding to a non-terminal parse tree node must be derivable without a single lossy join, Pathfinder restricts its search to subtrees of the augmented join graph. Finding the most cohesive attribute relationship containing a given set of target attributes is accomplished by finding the tree in the augmented join graph which contains the nodes corresponding to the target attributes and has an edge weight less than any other tree containing those nodes.

This is a version of the Minimum Cost Steiner Tree problem for graphs, which may be defined as follows. Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a connected graph with vertices \( V \) and edges \( E \). Let \( TV \) be a set of target nodes where \( V \supseteq TV \). A Steiner tree is a graph \( SG = (SV, SE) \) such that \( SV \) is a subtree of \( G \) and \( SV \supseteq TV \). Let \( \text{COST}(E) \rightarrow N \) be a cost function from the edges \( E \) to the positive integers \( N \). The minimum cost Steiner tree (MCST) minimizes the sum of \( \text{COST}(e) \) for edges \( e \) in \( SE \). A recent survey of the Steiner problem in graphs may be found in (Duin and Volgenant, 1987). Although the corresponding decision problem was proved NP-complete in (Karp, 1972), there is an efficient linear time algorithm for solving the MDST problem in graphs when \( |TV| = k \), for any small, fixed \( k \) (Levin, 1971). This algorithm suits our problem since we can realistically assume that the number of attributes at the head of the branches rooted at a non-terminal node in a parse tree will be less than six. We call our version of the algorithm \( \text{STEINER} \). The algorithm \( \text{STEINER} \) returns all MCSTs that contain its input attribute set.

A MCST returned by \( \text{STEINER} \) is a complete specification of the access path to the relation containing the relationship between the target attributes that the MCST represents. Each edge in the MCST adjacent to two relation nodes represents a join between the corresponding base relations on the attributes specified in the "join-containing" table. The remaining edges adjacent to the leaves represent the projection of the relation created by the joins onto the target attributes.

Figure 6 is the join graph for our example database augmented with nodes to represent the target attribute set \{CHAIRMAN, FACULTY#, OFFERING\}. The tree might be submitted to Pathfinder when an interpretation is being sought for the phrase "Prof. Jones' chairman". Of the two Steiner trees for this target set depicted in Figure 8, clearly the minimum tree is the one rooted at the APPOINT node. A glance at Figure 6 will confirm that this is the minimum cost Steiner tree connecting these two attributes in the augmented join graph. This tree represents the relation formed by the join of the relations APPOINT and DEPARTMENT on DEPT, the key for DEPARTMENT. The relationship it represents is the relationship between a faculty member and the chairman of the department to which he is appointed. The other tree in Figure 8 represents the relationship between a faculty member and the chairman of the department for which the faculty member teaches courses. The minimum tree corresponds to our intuition about the relationship that is actually being referred to in the phrase "Prof. Jones' chairman".

5.6 Portability Considerations

System X uses the Pathfinder subsystem to derive the access paths which correspond to NL constructions in its input queries. The semantic representation that Pathfinder uses is the join graph. Almost all the information required to create a join graph is available in the database scheme. The system must be informed of attributes which are named differently but denote the same entity. In addition, the system must be informed of the existence of MVDs. The effort required for this intervention is significantly less than the effort required for a database expert to derive all the join paths that may be required and insert them into a table or some other data structure. Thus, the Pathfinder subsystem reduces the amount of time and effort required to bring up System X in a new application domain and makes it easier to transport between domains.

6. From Canonical Form to SQL

Since the canonical form represents the query in terms of database entities the translation from this form to SQL is relatively straightforward.

The canonical form is initially translated into a logical form. The logical form is a set domain relational calculus. Like the canonical form its inspiration comes from the TQA logical form to which it retains many similarities. Since it is a relational calculus it can be translated into any relational query language of equal or greater expressive power, thus enabling System X to be transported to a wide range of relational database management systems.
Since templates permit definition by recognition rather than storage, we claim lexicon storage reduction as an accomplishment. Reducing the amount of information that must be stored in a lexicon makes the system more likely to be able to be transported to computers that have limitations on storage and to applications which have large storage requirements.

MORPHOS also contributes to storage reduction as it obviates the need to store all forms of regularly inflected words. In addition, it provides a unique customization tool operating in the background to create a grammatical lexicon, querying the user only when necessary.

**System X** is flexible, providing different ways to solve many different syntactic and semantic problems. For example, the use of numbers as common nouns is solved using **TEMPLATE** but we could of used syntactic and semantic rules instead.

**Pathfinder** automatically generates most of the access paths required by **System X** using a representation of the database world which is constructed with a minimum of human intervention. Thus, **Pathfinder** reduces both customization and storage requirements.
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Abstract

Temporal reasoning is essential for many AI applications. To date, most research has concentrated on temporal inference in isolation without considering the role it can play in a more general reasoning environment. This paper takes an efficient temporal reasoner and extends its inferential capabilities to handle both strict and nonstrict relations. The resulting temporal specialist is incorporated into a system intended for low level reasoning in natural language understanding. The specialist assists the resolution-based theorem prover in function evaluation, literal evaluation, and generalized resolving and factoring. The combined system can do some proofs in just a few steps that would normally require many. An example from the fully operational hybrid system is included.

Keywords: temporal reasoning, special inference methods, theory resolution, knowledge representation

1. Introduction

Given certain explicit relationships among a set of events or episodes, we would like to be able to infer additional relationships implicit in the ones given. For example, if the events are part of a narrative, they will frequently form sequences in which adjacent events are known to follow one another; for such a sequence, we would like to be able to infer, without much effort, that events earlier in the sequence precede later ones, regardless of the number of intervening events. In addition, if we are given information about the durations or absolute times of some of the events, we would like to be able to infer quantitative consequences of this information, such as minimum and maximum elapsed time between given events. These sorts of inferences are essential in several areas of AI including story understanding, causal reasoning, and planning [All84].

Since temporal orderings are transitive and durations cumulative, such inferences in a typical general theorem prover can be computationally expensive. To compensate for this, researchers have tried to develop special representations and efficient methods for temporal inference. However, much of this work concentrates on temporal inference in isolation, rather than on using such a mechanism in a more general environment.

In this paper, we start with an efficient temporal specialist (based on Taugher and Schubert's model [SPT87, Tau83]) that does temporal inference in isolation. This specialist is unusual in the way it exploits chains of events such as are commonly found in narratives (or plans), so as to achieve constant-time determination of time order for many pairs of events. It does so without requiring all events to lie on chains, and without computing transitive closure. To further increase the effectiveness of the specialist, its capabilities are extended here to make it more complete and flexible; the major enhancement being the ability to handle both strict and non-strict time ordering. Non-strict ordering is often appropriate for the end of one event in relation to the beginning of the next in a narrative (where there may or may not be a delay between them), while strict ordering is often appropriate for the beginning of an event in relation to its end (when the event is of a type that cannot transpire instantaneously). This, as well as consistency and expressibility considerations, required considerable expansion of the set of temporal predicates and argument patterns handled by the specialist.

We then incorporate the resulting specialist into a general inference system with a resolution-based core (based on de Haan's theorem prover [HaS86]), where it assists the theorem prover with function evaluation, literal evaluation, and generalized resolving and factoring. The temporal specialist bypasses the normal proof procedure for the operations it handles, and can cut out numerous proof steps that would otherwise be required. Temporal literal evaluation uses the specialist's timegraph representation to simplify assertions, and resolvents generated by the theorem prover. Function evaluation simplifies a term by evaluating it (for example, (start-of e1) can be simplified to a constant, e1(start). Generalized resolving and factoring make use of Stickel's partial theory resolution [Sti83] to quickly determine incompatibility or subordination of one literal by another. This allows resolution and factoring to be done where they usually cannot. For example, we can factor [x during a] or [x during b] to [a during b]¹, even

¹ If we have [a during b] represented in the timegraph.
though the literals have different signs. Similarly, if we know \( (a \text{ before-1} b) \), we can resolve \( [x \text{ before } a] \) with \( [x \text{ after } b] \) to the null clause, although the predicates are not identical, and the signs are the same.

The hybrid system consisting of the resolution-based theorem prover and the temporal specialist has been implemented in Lucid Common Lisp and runs on a Sun 3/75. An example is included from the operation of the system, which is called ECoNet (since it does the low level inferencing necessary for ECoSystem [HaS86]). This system is to the best of our knowledge the most powerful combination of a general deductive mechanism with a temporal specialist built to date.

2. The Temporal Specialist

Most current research in temporal inference uses two basic types of representations - time intervals and time points. Time intervals represent a given time period of finite length. There are numerous simple relations (from [All83, ViK86]) that can be defined between two intervals (equal, before (including meets), after (including met-by), during (including starts and ends), contains (including started-by and ended-by), overlaps, and overlapped-by).

The other major representation used is time points. These are abstract "instants" of time and are assumed to be non-decomposable. Pairs of such time points can be used to represent intervals. Only a few relations can exist between time points \((<, \leq, >, \geq, =)\), and logical combinations of these can be used to define interval relations.

There is a trade-off between expressibility and efficiency in the use of the two representations. For instance, if we restrict the relationships that may be specified for time intervals to disjunctions of those listed above (as Allen did), and similarly restrict relationships that may be specified for two time points to disjunctions of equalities and inequalities, then the interval representation is more expressive and flexible, while the time point one is more efficient. In particular, closure on Allen's interval based approach [All83] is shown to be NP-hard by Kautz and Vilain [ViK86], while closure may be done in \(O(n^3)\) time in the time point representation, where \(n\) is the number of points. If arbitrary conjunctive/disjunctive constraints on sets of time points are allowed, then of course the time point representation is as expressive as the interval representation, but efficiency is then lost. In general, the function of a specialist should be to handle as large a class of relationships as possible without sacrificing efficiency. Any inferences that fall outside the capabilities of the specialist can still be handled by the general deductive mechanism, albeit much less efficiently.

2.1. Taugher and Schubert's Representation

Taugher and Schubert's representation [SPT87, Tau83] is based on time points. Besides being able to determine relations between time points quickly (often in constant time), it can represent and reason with durations and absolute times. The representation uses a partial order graph, called a timegraph, whose nodes represent time points. Directed links between points indicate the given relation between the two points (\(<\) or \(\leq\) depending on interpretation). The timegraph is partitioned into chains, which are defined as sets of points that are all linearly ordered with respect to each other, with possible transitive arcs\(^2\). Links between points in the same chain are in-chain links; between points in different chains, cross-chain links. Each point has a pseudo-time (a number) associated with it, which is arbitrary except that it respects the ordering relationship between it and other points on the same chain. Chain and pseudo-time information are calculated when the point is first entered into the timegraph, and stored directly with the point. Determining the relationship between any two points in the same chain may be done in constant time simply by comparing their pseudo-times, rather than following the in-chain links.

To determine the relationship between points in different chains, a search is required, but only the cross-chain links need to be examined explicitly. A metagraph keeps track of the cross-chain links effectively by maintaining a metanode for each chain, and using the cross-chain links for links between metanodes. As in-chain checking can be done in constant time, a graph search is dependent on the number of cross-chain links rather than the total number of time points. Creation of all supporting graph structures (including the metagraph) requires \(O(n + e)\) space and \(O(n + e)\) time, where \(n\) is the number of time points, and \(e\) is the number of relations between them. Note that a timegraph amounts to a set of atomic inequalities. Disjunctions such as \([a \leq b]\) or \([c \leq d]\) or inequalities such as \([a = b]\) cannot be represented. This restriction, along with the exploitation of time chains, is what enables the specialist to operate efficiently.

Figure 1 shows an example time graph and metagraph. Following the cross-chain links, we can get that triangle1 is before square3, and square1 is before circle3, but no information about triangle2 and square3.

Furthermore, an absolute time (date) minimum and maximum are stored with each time point. These are six-tuples of the form (year month day hour minute second), where each element may be numeric or symbolic (e.g. (1987 04 a 12 b c) represents some time at or after 12 a.m. and before 1 p.m. of some day in April, 1987). Absolute time maxima propagate back to points before the given point (in the chain or on other chains), and minima propagate forward. This ensures that each point has the best absolute time information possible. Details may be found in [Tau83]. Absolute time comparisons can

---

\(^2\) Before-1 means strictly before.
sometimes be used to get a relation in constant time between two points on different chains, avoiding a metagraph search. Duration minima and maxima (in seconds) are stored on the links between points. These may affect the absolute times around them, which are then propagated.

Insertion of a relation requires a constant amount of processing in most cases, except for propagation of absolute times. In the worst case, propagation may require going to every point in the graph, although this is highly unlikely. Occasionally a chain may have to be renumbered, which involves all the points in a single chain.

Intervals/events/episodes\(^4\) are represented by their start and end time points. The intervals are kept in a separate table, which contains these end points. Interval relations are defined as combinations of time point relations between the start and end points of the intervals.

2.2. Enhancements to the Taugher and Schubert Model

Although this time model is efficient and does most of the temporal reasoning we need, it requires several enhancements. First, confusion surrounding whether a point \(a\) could be inserted between two others \((b\) and \(c)\) and remain on the same chain\(^5\), was resolved by allowing this to take place only when \(c\) has the smallest pseudo-time of any in-chain descendant of \(b\) (i.e. is closest). Note that in this case the link from \(b\) to \(c\) will be a transitive arc (bypassing one intermediate node, namely \(a\)) of the resulting chain. Otherwise \(a\) must be placed on a new chain.

Second, the original representation can represent either strict relations \(<, >, =\), or non-strict relations \(<=, >=, =\), depending on whether links between points are interpreted as \(<\) or \(<=\), but not both. Our goal here was to extend the model to handle both, without losing the efficiency of the original. For cross-chain relations, a flag indicating strictness on the link itself is enough, since cross-chain links are explicitly examined during a search. For points within the same chain however, examining each link for strictness would mean that we could no longer determine in-chain relationships in constant time. Attempts to handle this by adding another pseudo-time failed because they either could not represent all possible combinations, or were not constant time.

The successful method eventually found requires two extra numbers - a maximum-pseudo and a minimum-pseudo. The minimum-pseudo of a given point is the pseudo-time of the nearest predecessor on the chain that the point cannot be equal to; the maximum-pseudo, of the nearest successor on the chain that it cannot be equal to\(^6\). To determine the relation between two points, we first compare their pseudo-times to find out what order the points are in. Then we compare the pseudo-time of the first point with the range given by the minimum and maximum of the second point (or vice versa). If it is properly within that range (i.e. greater than the minimum and less than the maximum), the relation given by the pseudo-times alone is non-strict; otherwise it is strict. Propagation of minima and maxima maintains strictness of relations throughout the chain. This propagation is similar to propagation of absolute times (minimum propagate forward, maxima back), although the comparison at each propagation step may be shorter (only one number to compare instead of a possible six).

To see how this works, consider the following example. Suppose \(a <= b <= c <= d <= e\), and then we assert \(a < d\):

\(^4\) Interval, event, and episode are used interchangeably in this paper.

\(^5\) A CMPUT 551 (Artificial Intelligence I) class at the University of Alberta discovered this in 1984 while reimplementing the algorithm as part of a project.

\(^6\) This requires the addition of two additional pseudo-times to represent points before the beginning of the chain \((-\infty)\) and beyond the end \((+\infty)\). To make chain renumbering easier, pointers to the minimum and maximum points are kept, rather than their actual pseudo times.
Point | $a$ | $b$ | $c$ | $d$ | $e$
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Pseudo-time | 1 | 1000 | 2000 | 3000 | 4000
Minimum-pseudo | $-\infty$ | $-\infty$ | $-\infty$ | 1 | 1
Maximum-pseudo | 3000 | $+\infty$ | $+\infty$ | $+\infty$ | $+\infty$

Note we have $a < d$, $a \leq b$, $b \leq c$, $a < e$, and so on. Now assert $c < e$.

Point | $a$ | $b$ | $c$ | $d$ | $e$
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Pseudo-time | 1 | 1000 | 2000 | 3000 | 4000
Minimum-pseudo | $-\infty$ | $-\infty$ | $-\infty$ | 1 | 2000
Maximum-pseudo | 3000 | 4000 | 4000 | $+\infty$ | $+\infty$

This method is flexible enough to handle any combination of relations, easy to understand and implement, and maintains the constant time in-chain checking.

To evaluate whether a given relation holds, or to determine the strongest relation constraining two points, we now need to consider that there may be numerous paths between the points, some of which may represent strict relations, and some non-strict. To determine the relation between two points, one must continue finding paths until a strict path is found or all such paths have been found. Within each chain, the strictness of the relation between points is easily calculated in constant time (the range comparison), and used in the path determination. It is only where there are several possible cross-chain links leaving a point that there is a possibility for paths of different strictness. In the worst case, this could require $O(m^2)$ time, where $m$ is the number of cross-chain links. Since we stop with the first strict path found, this maximum will rarely be reached.

With the additional capabilities for handling strict and nonstrict ordering, we now need some way of telling the temporal specialist which ordering to use. This was one reason, among others, for some changes to the set of temporal predicates recognized by the specialist. In Taugher's thesis, the following predicates were used for entry of intervals/events:

- $a$ before $b$ [c] => $a$ end <= $b$ start
- $a$ after $b$ [c] => $a$ start >= $b$ end
- $a$ equal $b$
- $a$ during $b$ [c] => if c specified, $a$ between $b$ and $c$; otherwise $a$ within $b$

During evaluation, some additional relations could be determined: overlaps, overlapped-by, contains, as well as some weaker ones: starts-before, ends-before, starts-after, ends-after, starts-equal, and ends-equal.

The predicates used in the temporal specialist implemented in this paper are essentially the same ones that Taugher used, with some exceptions. The weaker predicates have not been implemented. During is used only in the sense of "within", enabling the option of a timeframe argument. Between was introduced to handle the case where one argument is to be inserted "during" two others (see above). Except for between, all predicates now have the optional third argument representing a time frame (instead of just before and after). Usage of this argument leads to fewer chains being built in the timegraph, resulting in a more nearly optimal timegraph. All the predicates may be used for both entry (assertion) and evaluation for consistency.

The original predicates are now considered "stems" and may have one or two strictness values appended (stem/-strict/-strict()). Strictness values are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strictness Value</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-I</td>
<td>strict (&lt; or &gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O</td>
<td>meets (end points about i.e. are equal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nil</td>
<td>non-strict (&lt;= or &gt;=)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some examples of the new predicates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literal</th>
<th>Temporal Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a before -1 b]</td>
<td>$a &lt; b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a between 0 -1 b c]</td>
<td>[a after -0 b] &amp; [a before -1 c]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a during -1 b]</td>
<td>start of $a$ &gt;= start of $b$, and end of $a$ &lt;= end of $b$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The new specialist is quite flexible, accepting episodes, time points, or absolute times in any combination as arguments for the predicates (except the timeframe, which must be an episode), where Taugher's programs were quite rigid in the argument patterns accepted. On assertion, if an argument is an absolute time instead of a named time point or episode, the appropriate absolute time bound of the other argument is updated. For example,

\[(a \text{ before } \text{'1987 '04 '01 '00 '00 '00'})] \]

would update the upper bound of $a$'s absolute time (the maximum). For evaluation, the appropriate bound is compared against the absolute time, or two absolute times may be compared.

In addition, some new predicates have been introduced to handle durations: at-most-before, at-most-after, at-least-before, at-least-after, exactly-before, and exactly-after. These take three arguments, of which the first two may be events or time points (no absolute times) and the third denotes the duration between the two in seconds. At-most- implies maximum duration, at-least- minimum duration, and exactly- involves both. To determine the duration between any two points, an exhaustive search must be done between those points, following both in-chain and cross-chain links, to get the best duration bounds (the greatest minimum, and the smallest maximum). Duration information on arcs and implicit in absolute times is used. Details are in [Mil88].
3. Use of The Temporal Specialist in a More General Environment

The main system for representing knowledge and making inferences uses a resolution-based theorem prover featuring automatic classification of propositions, topical access of clauses for resolution, and type inheritance through a type hierarchy [Has86]. This system is designed to handle large, diverse bodies of knowledge efficiently. Although the topical access and type hierarchy improve the performance of the theorem prover immensely, it can still suffer from the computational explosions to which all theorem provers are prone. This is especially true when working with the transitive relations involved in temporal inference, so that it is desirable to delegate temporal inference to the temporal specialist as far as possible.

Interesting proofs we can ask the system to do involve "mixed" inference (i.e. involving both temporal relations and others). For example, in the story of Little Red Riding Hood, deciding whether the wolf was alive when everyone was eating the goodies in the basket requires using knowledge that one can only be alive before one is killed, and temporal inference to determine that the episode of eating the goodies came after the episode of killing the wolf. Other examples of the uses of such "mixed" reasoning in planning and problem-solving can be found in [AIK85].

Further extensions were necessary to integrate the specialist into the main system. The main system organizes modal propositions into subnets, with one subnet for each person's mental world. As the subnets may contain contradictory information, the temporal specialist also maintains a separate time-graph (and metagraph) for each subnet. Simple temporal evaluations may be done within the subnets, although at this stage no real modal inference is done by either the temporal specialist or the main theorem prover. Upon completion of proofs by contradiction, the main system retracts all changes made. To remain consistent, the temporal specialist had to be extended to have this capability as well, which is used extensively in generalized resolving and factoring.

Schubert et al. [SPT87] suggest that a specialist can assist a theorem prover in literal evaluation, and generalized resolution and factoring. In addition, the specialist can be used to simplify literals by evaluating functional terms. Assertions must also be entered into the specialist representation for use in future evaluations. Most of the requirements for simple literal evaluation and entry have already been discussed. Generalized resolution and factoring make use of both the entry and evaluation phases to check for resolving or factoring actions.

Figure 2 shows an example of the system in operation, trying to answer a question about the story of Little Red Riding Hood, similar to the one mentioned earlier.

The question the system tries to answer is

Was the wolf alive at some time after everyone talked or after everyone ate the goodies?\(^{11}\)

which we translate to

\[ ?[\text{E x_episode } \text{[W alive x]} & \{[x \text{ after all-talk}] \text{ or } [x \text{ after -1 (end-of-eat-goodies)]]}\]^{12}.

In this translation, it is taken for granted that there is a noun phrase referent determination process which has selected the episode here called all-talk as the referent of everyone talked, and eat-goodies for everyone ate the goodies. Similarly, W is the individual referred to as the wolf. It is sometimes possible to handle this with existential quantification (e.g. \([E x \text{_episode } \{\text{everyone eat goodies x} \text{ & } [x \text{ ...}]]\), but this only works satisfactorily when a "yes" answer is expected. If a "no" answer is expected, the system currently answers "unknown", as there may be events fitting that description it doesn't know about (default reasoning would be required otherwise). The example in Figure 2 required about 57.5 seconds - just under a minute. This was with a knowledge base consisting of about 150 propositions (which are normalized into over 450 clauses), some for general knowledge and some for the simplified version of the the Little Red Riding Hood story we use for testing (it consists of over 70 propositions, 20 of which temporally relate episodes in the story). The number of steps required for the proof was small, although the operations accelerated by the specialist would normally have required many applications of temporal axioms.

These uses of the temporal specialist differ from previous approaches in that there are more possibilities for the temporal specialist to assist. In a system like that of Allen et al. [AGF84], for example, which computes transitive closure of input assertions to give constant time lookup later, we would be restricted to the literal evaluation phase only. As their system requires that closure be done for each entry \((O(n^2) \text{ time})\) and has no facilities for retraction, generalized resolving and factoring in it would be inefficient, if at all possible.

In the next sections we gloss over the interface mechanism between the theorem prover and the temporal specialist, and concentrate on the operation of the temporal specialist. Details on the interface itself may be found in [Mii88].

3.1. Function Evaluation

During literal simplification, the temporal specialist may evaluate temporal functional terms to a more usable entity than the original term. The functions used most commonly are \(\text{start-of} \text{ and } \text{end-of}\), which return the time point for the start and

---

\(^{11}\) Although somewhat awkward, this question illustrates all the areas of temporal specialist assistance without being overwhelming.

\(^{12}\) The question is phrased using \(\text{after-1}\), and specifying \(\text{end-of}\) to show that the system can actually handle predicates of different strictness, and combinations of time points and events. The questions could just as easily have been phrased as \([E x \text{_episode } [W \text{ alive x}] \& [x \text{ after all-talk}] \text{ or } [x \text{ after eat-goodies}]\)]. Also note that a sort tag \(\text{_{episode}}\) is attached to some terms; this is used to differentiate terms so that the temporal specialist is called only when appropriate.
3.2. Literal Evaluation

When evaluating whether a literal is true, one or more of the evaluation techniques already discussed is used. If the predicate is a duration predicate (e.g. at-most-before), the duration is calculated and compared to the one given. For other predicates, if any arguments are absolute times, an absolute time comparison is done. Otherwise, the question is split into several time point evaluation questions, each of which uses the metagraph. The example shown in Figure 2 does not overtly show incidences of literal evaluation, but it was used during the generalized factoring and resolving steps there.

3.3. Generalized Resolution and Factoring

Schubert et al. [SPT87] show some examples of when generalized resolving and factoring can be done by a temporal specialist. There are many more cases where these operations can be useful, dependent mainly on information already asserted in the timegraph. Determining whether two literals are resolvable or factorable involves similar methods, so they will be described together. The temporal specialist determines possible unifications that may lead to resolving or factoring actions, and uses the timegraph as a medium in which to compare the literals after substitution.

When resolving or factoring, unification of the arguments of the two literals is required. Since the predicates in the two literals are not necessarily identical, there is no restriction that the arguments be unified in the typical order (i.e. first from literal1 with first from literal2, and so on). The temporal specialist tries all possible unifications, testing after each to see if there is a resolving or factoring action that can be taken. Note that the two literals do NOT need to have the same number of arguments. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literals</th>
<th>Unifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x after y) vs (e1 between e2 e3)</td>
<td>(x/e1, y/e2), (x/e1, y/e3), (x/e2, y/e1), (x/e2, y/e3), (x/e3, y/e1), (x/e3, y/e2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each unification, we try to enter one literal into the time graph, and compare the other one to it within the timegraph. Use of the timegraph allows comparison against the newly entered literal (what we started out to do), as well as other temporal relations asserted earlier (which enables the time specialist to shortcut the proof so drastically). During a generalized resolving attempt, we are looking for a unification that makes the two literals incompatible, or incompatible with the negation of a residue\(^\text{14}\). During a generalized factoring attempt, we look for a unification that makes one literal unnecessary. Details of the algorithm may be found in

\(^{13}\) This example shows actual output of the system, edited for clarity and brevity. Bold print is user input; the rest, system output. The existentially quantified variable x in the question has been converted to the skolem constant \(\text{SCON-380}\) used in the proof. The timegraph contained, among other relations, that all-talk is during eat-goodies, and that eat-goodies is after wolf-demise, the episode corresponding to the woodcutter killing the wolf.

\(^{14}\) A residue (from Stickel’s partial theory resolution, [Sti83]) is a literal (or set of literals) whose negation would make the two literals incompatible (resolvable in one or more steps to the null clause).
4. Conclusions

The intent of this research was to incorporate an efficient temporal reasoner that handled all our temporal inference requirements into a general reasoning environment. The extensions to the temporal specialist itself enabled it to handle more possible temporal inferences, including reasoning with both strict and non-strict relations, at modest computational expense. The specialist accelerates the main theorem prover by performing literal evaluation and generalized resolution and factoring, as well as simplifying literals by functional term evaluation. The resulting hybrid can do some proofs that would normally require numerous steps in just a few.

There is a trade-off between the development time for a specialist and the efficiency it adds to the combined reasoner. The time spent in developing and enhancing the temporal specialist was well invested, since temporal reasoning is so essential in many AI applications. Although the time specialist slows down single steps of the system (because of the greater complexity of tests for resolvability or factorability), it can shorten the number of proof steps drastically. Some problems that previously were not feasible can now be done in reasonable time. One drawback in such a system is that some of the inferences are hidden within the temporal specialist, and are thus "invisible". However, since the type of temporal inference performed by the specialist is well understood and almost "obvious", justification is not essential - provided bugs and "holes" have been eliminated.

Work is underway to add more specialists to the system (namely a number/arithmetic specialist, a color specialist, and a set/list specialist), and to examine the interactions and possible communication between them.
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Abstract

Much interest has been focused on nonmonotonic reasoning in temporal domains since Hanks and McDermott discovered that intuitive temporal axiomatizations give rise to the multiple model/multiple extension problem. Here we consider nonmonotonic reasoning in temporal domains from the perspective of theory formation. We claim that this framework can be applied to temporal reasoning in a simple and intuitive way, and we discuss why approaches that advocate explicit axiomatization of causality are not desirable. Two problems concerning model ordering/theory preference approaches are described and a solution to one of these problems is given. Finally, we discuss why the second of these problems is not as easy to solve as has been suggested; we discuss requirements for its solution.
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1 Introduction

Recently, much interest has been focused on nonmonotonic reasoning in temporal domains. Since Hanks and McDermott [HM86] discovered that temporal axiomatizations give rise to the multiple model or multiple extension problem, many solutions have been proposed. Just as researchers were beginning to reach a consensus that what was needed was some sort of model ordering (or theory preference) scheme (predominantly, based on the chronological order of actions [Kau86, Sho86, GG87a]), a serious challenge was issued. It was suggested that it may be necessary to take a different view of the domain by explicitly including causal- ity in our ontology. In their proposals, Loui [Lou87], Lifschitz [Lif87], and Haugh [Hau87] show that the multiple model or multiple extension problem can be avoided by directly axiomatizing causal relations. Haugh goes further to show that chronological preference methods fail to correctly model common sense when the domain involves (what we call) independent relations whose truth is unknown (we explain this further in section 4) or when the result of a sequence of actions is different from the expected result.

Regardless of Haugh’s claims, the causal axiomatization approach has serious drawbacks. There is good reason to claim that this approach is not desirable. Hanks and McDermott have criticized it as follows:

"... if we adopt one of these solutions we have in effect allowed technical problems in the logic to put too much pressure on our knowledge representation. Part of the presumed appeal of expressing theories in logic is that the language should allow us to explore our intuitions about domains like naive physics ... . What we should be thinking about at the logical level are issues like whether time is continuous or discrete, how many modalities there are, whether time is made out of points or intervals, etc. But if we follow the example of those who would have us change our ontology, we in effect have to phrase our axioms in one particular way ... just to get around the inadequacies of our inference mechanism." [HM87]

Any solution to the problem of nonmonotonic reasoning in temporal domains must address both Hanks’ and McDermott’s criticisms and the concerns raised by Haugh.

In what follows, nonmonotonic reasoning in temporal domains is considered from the perspective of theory formation [PGA87]. We claim that the observe-hypothesize-predict-test-revise framework can be applied to temporal reasoning in a simple and intuitive way, and that Hanks’ and McDermott’s criticisms and Haugh’s concerns can both be addressed in the framework. In the next section, we begin by explaining the theory formation framework and reviewing the basic elements of one theory formation approach: Theorist. Section 3 reviews an earlier proposal for applying the framework to temporal domains. In section 4, we discuss the first problem described by Haugh, namely, that chronological preference methods fail to correctly results when there are independent relations. We show how this problem arises and how to deal with it without the concessions made in Loui’s, Lifschitz’s, and Haugh’s proposals. In the following section, we mention the second problem Haugh raises: the problem of dealing with sequences of actions which don’t result in their normally expected outcome. We do not solve this problem, but indicate that the
solution involves distinguishing between the task of predicting the expected outcome of a sequence of actions and the task of explaining an anomalous result. We will conclude by summarizing the main points of the paper.

2 A Theory Formation Framework

The development of nonmonotonic reasoning systems was, in part, motivated by the inability of logical deduction to capture the forms of rational inference typically involved in common sense reasoning. Israel has argued that nonmonotonic reasoning should be considered within the framework of scientific theory formation [Isr80]. In the spirit of Israel’s proposal, Poole and his colleagues have been investigating the theory formation approach to common sense reasoning in the Theorist project [PGA87]. Based on a philosophy inspired by Popper [Pop58], Theorist views reasoning as scientific theory formation (rather than as deduction). Science is concerned, not merely with collecting facts, but also with finding explanations, making predictions, and testing and revising theories. Reasoning in the Theorist framework involves building theories that explain observations.

A theory \( D \), consisting of instances drawn from a set of possible hypotheses \( \Delta \), is said to explain a set of observations \( G \) if the theory, together with the facts \( F \), logically implies the observations; it must also be consistent with the facts. Formally,

\[
D \text{ explains } G \text{ if } D \subseteq \text{ instances of elements of } \Delta \text{ such that, } \\
F \cup D \models G, \text{ and } F \cup D \text{ is consistent.}
\]

In most implementations of Theorist, the representation language is full first-order clausal logic; in this case, \( F, D, \) and \( O \) are sets of sentences, and \( \Delta \) is a set of sentence schemas.

To illustrate, the well-known birds fly example is axiomatized below. The syntax used in the axiomatization is a slight simplification of that used in current Theorist implementations (cf. [PG87]). The statement fact Clause means that Clause \( \in F \) and the statement default Clause means that Clause \( \in \Delta \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fact} &\quad \text{bird(tweety).} \\
\text{fact} &\quad \text{bird(X) } \leftarrow \text{penguin(X).} \\
\text{fact} &\quad \text{flies(X) } \leftarrow \text{penguin(X).} \\
\text{default} &\quad \text{flies(X) } \leftarrow \text{bird(X).}
\end{align*}
\]

Now we can explain \( G = \{ \text{flies(tweety)} \} \) with the theory \( D = \{ \text{flies(tweety)} } \leftarrow \text{bird(tweety)} \} \) formed by instantiating the default \( \text{flies(X)} } \leftarrow \text{bird(X)} \) with \( X = \text{tweety} \). Should we later learn that \( \text{penguin(tweety)} \) then the theory \( D \) would no longer be consistent with the facts and, consequently, we are no longer able to explain \( G = \{ \text{flies(tweety)} \} \).

Note that, in general, there may be multiple theories that explain the observations. These correspond to multiple minimal models in circumscription [McC80] and to multiple extensions in default logic [Rei80]. To discriminate among multiple competing theories, theory preferences may be specified. This meta-level knowledge can be used to prune theories that are irrelevant, or to order theories by utility or likelihood, etc. We will describe an example of theory preference in the next section where we examine the use of Theorist for temporal reasoning.

3 Temporal Reasoning using Theorist

The Theorist framework has been applied to temporal reasoning to deal with the frame problem (for the details, see [Goo87,GG87a]). Here we provide a brief sketch of the results.

In Theorist, temporal domain knowledge can be represented as facts, possible hypotheses, and theory preferences; but before this can be done, some choice of ontology is necessary—for simplicity, the ontology of situation calculus is used. In the simplest case, where there is complete knowledge of the initial situation and the effects of actions, facts are used to represent these. The non-effects (or things unaffected by actions) are expressed by representing the usual frame axioms as defaults. As Hanks and McDermott noted, this style of representation leads to the multiple extension problem. To illustrate, consider the well-known Yale Shooting Scenario (YSS) [HM86]. The scenario starts with a gun that is initially unloaded and a potential victim who is alive. The sequence of actions, load the gun, wait, and shoot is considered. We are interested in reasoning about the result of the actions. Below is an axiomatization of this scenario.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fact} &\quad \neg\text{loaded}(0). \\
\text{fact} &\quad \text{alive}(0). \\
\text{fact} &\quad \text{loaded}(\text{do(\text{load},S)}). \\
\text{fact} &\quad \neg\text{alive}(\text{do(\text{shoot},S)}) \leftarrow \text{loaded}(S). \\
\text{fact} &\quad \neg\text{loaded}(\text{do(\text{shoot},S)}). \\
\text{default} &\quad \text{loaded}(\text{do}(A,S)) \leftarrow \text{loaded}(S). \\
\text{default} &\quad \text{alive(\text{do}(A,S)) } \leftarrow \text{alive}(S).
\end{align*}
\]

For brevity, we introduce the following synonymous names for situations of interest:

\[
1 \equiv \text{do(\text{load},0)}, \quad 2 \equiv \text{do(\text{wait},1)}, \quad 3 \equiv \text{do(\text{shoot},2)}
\]

The above axiomatization gives rise to many theories that describe the possible ways the truth-value of relations might persist over the action sequence: load, wait, shoot. These theories are the subsets of the set of instances of elements of \( \Delta \) that are consistent with \( F \), that is, they are the consistent subsets of:

\[
\{ \text{loaded}(1) \leftarrow \text{loaded}(0), \quad \text{alive}(1) \leftarrow \text{alive}(0), \\
\text{loaded}(2) \leftarrow \text{loaded}(1), \quad \text{alive}(2) \leftarrow \text{alive}(1), \\
\text{loaded}(3) \leftarrow \text{loaded}(2), \quad \text{alive}(3) \leftarrow \text{alive}(2) \}
\]

We are ignoring instances of \( \Delta \) that are irrelevant to the sequence of actions being considered (e.g., alive(do(wait,0)) \leftarrow alive(0)). These could be pruned using theory preference, but, in practice, this is not necessary because the resolution-based implementation of Theorist only considers
instances of $\Delta$ relevant to $G$. The above set of instances of $\Delta$ has two maximal\(^3\) consistent subsets, namely,

$$D_1 = \{\text{loaded}(2) \leftrightarrow \text{loaded}(1), \quad \text{alive}(1) \leftrightarrow \text{alive}(0), \quad \text{alive}(2) \leftrightarrow \text{alive}(1)\}$$

and

$$D_2 = \{\text{loaded}(3) \leftrightarrow \text{loaded}(2), \quad \text{alive}(1) \leftrightarrow \text{alive}(0), \quad \text{alive}(2) \leftrightarrow \text{alive}(1), \quad \text{alive}(3) \leftrightarrow \text{alive}(2)\}.$$  

Here $F \cup D_1 \models \neg \text{alive}(3)$ and $F \cup D_2 \models \text{alive}(3)$. In spite of these multiple theories, the common sense expectation in the shooting scenario is that the gun remains loaded while waiting and the victim dies (see [HM86]). The theory corresponding to this is $D_1$.

The primary result in [Goo87,GG87a] is that multiple competing theories can be discriminated on the basis of a chronological preference method called *chronological maximization of persistence*. By specifying theory preference knowledge as a partial ordering on the set of all possible theories, a preferred theory (in this case $D_1$) can be selected. The partial ordering is similar to the ordering proposed for circumscription approaches (cf. [Kau86]), except that instead of chronologically minimizing clippings, we chronologically maximize (in the sense of set inclusion)\(^4\) the occurrence of frame defaults. The intuition behind this ordering is that since most things are unaffected after performing an action, we should maximize persistence. In addition, to reflect that actions occur in sequence, we maximize persistence—step by step—in the order the actions occur, i.e., chronologically. Thus for instance, $D_1$ is preferred over $D_2$ since up to the completion of the wait action, $D_1$ contains all of the frame defaults that $D_2$ contains, but $D_2$ does not contain all of the frame defaults contained by $D_1$ (for instance, $\text{loaded}(2) \leftrightarrow \text{loaded}(1)$ is not in $D_1$).

Having represented the YSS as described above, we can predict the outcome of a sequence of actions, for instance, whether $\neg \text{alive}(3)$ is expected, by finding an explanation for it whose underlying theory is the preferred theory from the space of possible theories (when there are multiple preferred theories, we make predictions from their disjunction). Further elaborations of the approach to incorporate default action effects, communication conventions, weak constraints, error recovery, etc. are still under investigation. Having given this brief overview of Theorist applied to temporal reasoning, we are now in a position to consider the concerns raised by Haugh.

4 Dealing with Independent Knowledge

The first of the problems Haugh draws our attention to is that chronological preference methods arrive at incor-

\[^3\]If we interpret defaults as meaning normally then, intuitively, we want to maximize normality (in some sense).

\[^4\]Actually, the proposal was more general; it provided for domain dependent partial orderings other than subset inclusion.

rect conclusions when there is (what we call) independent knowledge. Haugh illustrates this problem, which we call the *knowledge independence problem*, with the following example. Suppose we have a scenario similar to the YSS except that while the wait action is performed someone will attempt to unload the gun\(^5\) and will be successful if he knows how. Further, we make no commitment as to whether the person knows how to unload the gun. We might axiomatize this by adding the axiom:

$$\text{fact} \quad \neg \text{loaded}(\text{do(wait, S)}) \leftarrow \text{knows_how},$$

to the YSS axiomatization given earlier.

Since the truth-value of $\text{knows_how}$ is unknown, the new fact does not constrain the set of consistent theories so the maximal consistent theories are $D_1$ and $D_2$ as before (see section 3). If chronological preference methods are applied to the axiomatization, the conclusion arrived at is that the gun remains loaded and the victim dies; that is, the preferred theory is $D_1$. This theory involves an implicit assumption that the person does not know how to unload the gun (i.e., $\neg \text{knows_how}$ is derivable from $F \cup D_1$). Clearly this is not the desired result. The result should be (according to common sense) that, because we do not know whether the person knows how to unload the gun, we do not know if the gun is successfully unloaded, and therefore, we do not know if the victim will be killed.

Note that if $\text{knows_how}$ were known to be false, chronological preference would correctly conclude that the victim dies (i.e., $D_1$ would be the preferred theory) and if $\text{knows_how}$ were known to be true chronological preference would correctly conclude that the victim lives (i.e, since $D_1$ would be inconsistent $D_2$ would be the preferred theory). The problem arises when the truth-value of $\text{knows_how}$ is unknown because, as a side effect of making persistence assumptions about the $\text{loaded}$ relation, we conclude something about the $\text{knows_how}$ relation. When the truth-value of $\text{knows_how}$ is not known, the conclusions drawn should be conditional. For the above example, the answer should be $\text{alive}(3)$ if $\text{knows_how}$ and $\neg \text{alive}(3)$ if $\neg \text{knows_how}$.

The knowledge independence problem is not due to any inadequacy of the chronological preference methods; rather, it is due to a weak axiomatization—knowledge about the independence of relations ($\text{knows_how}$) has not been represented. To solve this problem, we need to establish what independence means and how it can be represented. Intuitively, independence of a relation means that its truth-value constrains the assumptions that may be made in drawing conclusions and not vice versa, i.e., the truth-value of independent relations are a priori determined though perhaps unknown presently. So characterizing a domain involves deciding what knowledge is independent of the assumptions. Once this is decided, the next problem is how to represent and reason about knowledge independence.

With circumscription, it is well known that, depending on the circumstances, certain relations should be allowed to vary and others should remain fixed [McC86,Lif88]. One useful criterion is that relations should be fixed if they are

\[^5\]We can view the effect of the wait action as the combined effect of concurrent actions.
determinants and should be allowed to vary if they are results. The notion of fixed relations seems to capture at least some of the intuition behind independence. Whether it completely characterizes independence is not clear, but for now we will take the two to be equivalent.

In the modified YSS example above, \textit{knows}_{how} is an independent relation and, therefore, should be treated as fixed. Poole [Poo87] has proposed a method to incorporate the concept of fixed and varying relations in Theorist. This elaboration allows the side effects of making assumptions to be controlled and made explicit by allowing conditional answers. We first review Poole’s proposal and then see how it leads to a solution of the problem of dealing with independence.

In addition to the set of facts \( F \) and the set of possible hypotheses \( \Delta \), Poole introduces a set of fixed relations \( \Theta \). This new set is intended to include relations which we do not want to make implicit assumptions about. Poole defines two new forms of explanation: conditional and unconditional.

**Definition 1** ([Poo87]) We say that \( g \) is conditionally explainable from \( F, \Delta \) and \( \Theta \), if there is a set \( D \) of instances of elements of \( \Delta \), and a formula \( C \) made of instances of elements of \( \Theta \) (under conjunction, disjunction, negation), such that

1. \( F \land C \land D \models g \)
2. \( F \land C \land D \) is consistent
3. if \( F \land C \land D \models \theta \), where \( \theta \) is a formula made from elements of \( \Theta \), then \( F \land C \models \theta \).

\( D \) is said to be the theory that explains \( g \), and \( C \) is the condition for \( D \).

**Definition 2** ([Poo87]) We say that \( g \) is unconditionally explainable from \( F, \Delta \) and \( \Theta \) if \( g \) is conditionally explainable with theories \( D_i \) and corresponding conditions \( C_i \) for \( i = 1, n \), such that \( F \models C_1 \lor \ldots \lor C_n \).

The problem of dealing with independence can now be solved by first declaring the independent relations as fixed and then answering the query, “Do you expect \( g \) to be true?” with “yes”—unconditionally predicting \( g \)—if there is an unconditional explanation of \( g \) whose underlying theory is the preferred theory (according to chronological preference), or answer with “yes if \( C \) is true”—conditionally predicting \( g \) if \( C \)—if there is a conditional explanation for \( g \) whose underlying theory is preferred. For instance, in the modified YSS example, we should add

```
fixed knows_{how}.
```

to the axiomatization. Here fixed \( Atom \) means that \( Atom \in \Theta \). Now, by definition 1, we can conditionally explain \textit{alive}(3) with the condition \( C = \{ \neg \text{knows}_{how} \} \) and the theory \( D_1 \) (see section 3). Since \( D_1 \) is the preferred theory (of theories consistent with \( F \cup C \)), we conditionally predict \textit{alive}(3) if \( \neg \text{knows}_{how} \). We can also conditionally explain \textit{alive}(3) with the condition \( C = \{ \text{knows}_{how} \} \) and the theory \( D_2 \). In this case, \( D_1 \) is inconsistent with \( F \cup C \) and \( D_2 \) is the preferred theory. Therefore, we conditionally predict \textit{alive}(3) if \( \text{knows}_{how} \). We should note that there is a conditional explanation of \textit{alive}(3) with condition \( C = \{ \neg \text{knows}_{how} \} \) and theory \( D_2 \), but in this case, \( D_2 \) is not the preferred theory since \( D_1 \) is consistent with \( F \cup C \) and \( D_1 \) is better than \( D_2 \). Therefore, we cannot conditionally predict \textit{alive}(3) if \( \neg \text{knows}_{how} \).

More importantly, we cannot unconditionally predict either \( \neg \text{alive}(3) \) or \( \text{alive}(3) \). In the first case, this is because there is no unconditional explanation of \( \neg \text{alive}(3) \) since every conditional explanation of it has the condition \( C = \{ \neg \text{knows}_{how} \} \) and the requirement from definition 2 that \( F \models C \) is not satisfied. In the second case, there is an unconditional explanation of \textit{alive}(3) with theory \( D_2 \) since the disjunction of the conditions of the conditional explanations for \textit{alive}(3) (see above) follows from the facts as required by definition 2 (i.e., \( F \models \{ \text{knows}_{how} \} \lor \{ \neg \text{knows}_{how} \} \)). Nevertheless, \( D_2 \) is not the preferred theory since \( D_1 \) is consistent with \( F \cup \{ \text{knows}_{how} \lor \neg \text{knows}_{how} \} \) and \( D_1 \) is better than \( D_2 \). Therefore, we cannot unconditionally predict \textit{alive}(3).

Besides solving the problem of dealing with independence in temporal reasoning, this approach has an added advantage for planning. Forming conditional plans is easier because the relevant conditions are automatically identified via conditional explanation. We should note that conditional and unconditional explanation have been implemented for Theorist [You87], but conditional and unconditional prediction has not as yet been implemented (though we foresee no great difficulties in doing this). Let us now turn to the second problem raised by Haugh.

5 Dealing with Unexpected Results

The final example given by Haugh illustrates another interesting problem. When the result of a sequence of actions conflicts with the normally expected result, applying chronological preference methods doesn’t give the intuitive explanation of the anomalous result. Let us illustrate this using Haugh's robot example. In the scenario, there is a robot whose motion is controlled by gears which can be locked or unlocked. Initially a person has the ability to lock the robot’s forward gears, the reverse gears are locked, the forward gears are unlocked, and the robot is not moving either forward or reverse. After the sequence of actions: \textit{wait}, \textit{lock fwd}, \textit{try moving}, the robot is observed moving. The Theorist axiomatization corresponding to the one given by Haugh for this scenario is as follows:

```
fact can_lock_fwd(0).
fact locked_rev(0).
fact \neg locked_fwd(0).
fact \neg moving_fwd(0).
fact \neg moving_rev(0).
fact locked_fwd(do(lock_fwd,S)) <- can_lock_fwd(S).
fact moving_fwd(do(try_moving,S)) <- locked_rev(S).
fact moving_rev(do(try_moving,S)) <- locked_fwd(S).
fact \neg moving_rev(S) <- moving_fwd(S).
default can_lock_fwd(do(A,S)) <- can_lock_fwd(S).
default locked_rev(do(A,S)) <- locked_rev(S).
```
default locked_fwd(do(A, S)) ↔ locked_fwd(S).
default moving_fwd(do(A, S)) ↔ moving_fwd(S).
default moving_rev(do(A, S)) ↔ moving_rev(S).

This is obtained by using Haugh’s axiom T0 to translate Cause(p, c, e) to \( T(p, a) \land Result(c, a, s') \Rightarrow T(e, a, s') \) which translates to \( \varepsilon(do(c, S)) \rightarrow p(S) \). Whenever \( T(p, s) \) is true in Haugh’s axiomatization, \( p(S) \) is true in ours, and vice versa. Haugh uses the predicate Causes to define his minimality criteria: Potential_cause and Determined_cause. As we are not concerned with these criteria here, we do not need to include Causes in our axiomatization.

Haugh goes on to explain that normally we would expect the robot to be unable to move after the first two actions, since we expect both gears to be locked. Nevertheless, the robot is observed moving after the final action so somehow one of the gears must have become unlocked. Haugh observes that the chronological preference methods would conclude that the reverse gear must have been unlocked for no good reason. Common sense gives us no basis to decide which gear is unlocked.

While Haugh’s claim is correct, there is a slight technical problem with the axiomatization he gives: from the last three facts above, we can derive

\[-\neg:\text{locked_fwd}(S) \rightarrow \neg:\text{locked_fwd}(S)\]

(the corresponding statement is derivable in Haugh’s axiomatization). Apparently Haugh overlooked this in his analysis. As it stands, the conclusion that the reverse gear is unlocked is the expected result of locking the forward gear.

The axiomatization can be adjusted to represent the scenario Haugh had intended by replacing the two facts describing the try_moving action with:

\[
\text{fact} \text{ moving_fwd}(\text{do}(\text{try_moving}, S)) \leftarrow \neg:\text{locked_fwd}(S).
\]

\[
\text{fact} \text{ moving_rev}(\text{do}(\text{try_moving}, S)) \leftarrow \neg:\text{locked_rev}(S).
\]

With this corrected axiomatization, the point Haugh was trying to make is indeed true. Chronological preferences will conclude that the reverse gear is unlocked, even though there is no basis to decide which gear is unlocked.

The source of the difficulty here is that, while the expected state of affairs after performing the sequence of actions is that both gears are locked and no movement occurs, the actual state of affairs is different. Chronological preference methods are inappropriate for explaining anomalous results. This is because they maximize the normality (persistence of truth-values) of each action in the order of their occurrence. The strategy of chronological preference, in effect, determines the normal effect of an action assuming that the actions preceding it had their normal effect. When each action has its normal effect, the outcome is the one predicted by chronological preference. When the observed outcome is not the expected outcome, one explanation is that one or more actions didn’t have its normal effect. Chronological preference, however, postpones the abnormality as late as possible. Consequently, chronological preference has a built-in assumption that if one of the actions in a sequence is abnormal, it is expected to be the last one. Clearly, since there is no justification for this assumption, chronological preference is an inappropriate heuristic for explaining anomalous results.

There are other possible explanations for anomalous results as well, namely: the specification of the initial situation is incorrect, or the specification of the action effects is incorrect, or the actual sequence of actions was different from the specified sequence of actions, or the observation of the outcome was faulty. The problem of determining whether specifications are faulty is what Hayes has called the prediction problem [Hay71] and is part of the larger problem of belief maintenance and revision.

In light of all the possible explanations for anomalous results, it should be clear that the solution is far from easy. Since the source of the anomaly may be a faulty axiomatization, approaches that suggest giving up the preferred theory and moving to the next best theory to explain the anomaly cannot be considered complete solutions. If the anomalies are faulty, we should not have much confidence in their corresponding theories. Probably what’s needed is more knowledge about the ways in which actions can be abnormal. With this knowledge, a diagnosis approach can be used to explain unexpected results and possibly prescribe treatments, i.e., revisions to the axioms. This remains an area for further research.

6 Conclusion

We have seen how the scientific theory formation approach can be applied to temporal reasoning through the use of a theory preference criterion called chronological maximization of persistence. We have also reviewed Haugh’s criticisms of this technique, particularly, that it draws incorrect conclusions when there is independent knowledge. A solution to this problem was proposed; that is, independent relations should be declared as fixed predicates. In conjunction with this, unconditional prediction can be used to determine if a result is expected independently of the truth or falsity of the independent relations. As well, conditional prediction can be used to determine the conditions under which particular results are expected.

Some of the advantages of this approach over that suggested by Haugh (and similar proposals by Loui and Lifschitz) are:

1. It addresses Hanks’ and McDermott’s criticisms; we are not forced to phrase our axioms in terms of causality;
2. We don’t have to decide when to use potential causes and when to use determined causes (cf. [Hau87]), and
3. We can easily form conditional plans because conditional prediction automatically identifies the relevant conditions.

Nevertheless, further study is necessary to answer questions about whether there is a more general notion of independence than that expressible by fixed relations. For instance, do we need to talk about independence of objects, indepen-
dence of formulae, independence of relations w.r.t. certain assumptions but not others, etc. We need a specification of general independence and a means to represent and reason about it. A general specification of independence is obviously related to probabilistic independence, and further understanding of representations based on probability is warranted (e.g., [Ale87,Bac88]). In any case, independence seems to be an important concept that should be further investigated.

Finally, we saw how the problem of dealing with anomalous results is more complex than sometimes portrayed. Solving it may require extra domain knowledge about the way in which anomalous results can arise. Perhaps a combination of diagnostic reasoning and belief maintenance is needed for this problem. The Theorist project is attempting to bring these and other seemingly disparate aspects of hypothetical reasoning within one unified framework. Much work remains to be done.
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Abstract

Mental correspondence occurs when two cognitive agents are attending to (i.e., thinking about) the same thing. This paper shows a method to represent beliefs about mental correspondence. We illustrate the method on a problematic example in which one of two agents has a rather vague concept of some entity, and the other agent is thinking about whatever the first agent is thinking of. In the course of treating the example we address the following: 1) specificity verses non-specificity of objects of belief; 2) quantification across belief contexts; and, 3) belief nesting.
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Introduction.

One approach to the representation of natural language belief sentences involves the use of quoted sentences in first-order logic. This paper applies this "quoted-language" approach to the representation of sentences which convey information about mental correspondence. In particular, our goal is to represent, using quoted predicate calculus (QPC), significant components of the following sentence first used by Geach (1967, p. 628): Hob thinks a witch blighted Bob's mare, and Nob wonders whether she (the same witch) killed Cob's sow. Clearly, Nob is thinking about whatever Hob is thinking of. However, Hob may not have a specific witch in mind. Cresswell (1985, p. 143) and Pendlebury (1982, p. 347) ask how Nob could be thinking of what Hob is thinking of if Hob is not thinking of anything in particular. This paper shows how such "mental correspondence" information can be represented in a syntactically-based belief reasoner. To achieve this, we must cope with the following: 1) specificity verses non-specificity of objects of belief; 2) correspondence of mental representations in different belief contexts; and, 3) belief nesting. The problem of mental correspondence, and our approach to it, is important for the following reason. The approach illustrates a more flexible means to quantify across belief contexts than by wiring in assumptions about standard names or rigid designators. This flexibility is necessary in commonsense domains, such as natural language understanding.

Relation to Other Work. The approach described here is based on Haas (1986) and Perlis (1985) in that it uses quoted predicate calculus. This work evolved from the earlier work of Moore and Hendrix (1979) and Konolige (1982), which identified an agent's beliefs with formulas in a first-order language. Perlis (1985, 1986) showed that the quoted-language approach is not doomed to inconsistency. Haas (1986) showed that reasoning about beliefs could be done efficiently by use of a process called simulative reasoning. Simulative reasoning was known before Haas (cf., Creary, 1979; Konolige, 1982; Moore, 1977, p. 224) but he showed it could be applied to situations involving some kinds of incomplete knowledge.

Non-specificity of Belief.

It is difficult to represent many simple natural language assertions of belief. One well known sentence taken from Quine (1956) appears below.

(1) Ralph believes there is a spy.

The sentence has two interpretations (cf., Quine, 1956). One interpretation is that Ralph believes there is a spy but Ralph does not suspect any individual in particular. This, we will call the "non-specific" reading. The other interpretation is that Ralph does suspect some individual in particular. This, we will call the "specific" reading.

Semantics: Ralph's Data Base State. We assume that Ralph, and other agents, maintain beliefs by use of expressions in a particular mental language, namely, quoted predicate calculus (QPC). Therefore, we know what expression is in Ralph's mind when he believes "non-specifically" that there exists a spy. Ignoring variable renamings, an expression something like: \( \exists x \)(is-spy x) will reside in Ralph's mental data base. For the specific reading, there is less certainty as to what Ralph's belief is.

* - This research was supported in part by NSF grant CRR-8716776. Thanks to John Barnden, Mingqi Deng, Minkoo Kim, and Joe Niederberger for discussion of ideas in this paper.
The following are example propositional sentences, which if any resided in Ralph's data base, would make the specific reading true: (is-spy Ortcutt) or (is-spy father-of Seymour). For the specific reading to be true, there must exist some representation in Ralph's data base with some, as yet, unspecified properties such as being a proper name or perceptual representation. We are unable to fully specify these properties other than mentioning that they may require full-fledged knowledge-based reasoning about designators. An alternative approach based on standard names, and which does not make assertions about designators, has been explored by Konolige (1982).

**Definition of the Mental Language.**

**Quotes.** We refer to propositions and parts of propositions by use of a single quote mark prefixed to the object we are referencing to. A quoted list is equal to the list of quoted elements. In complex formulae, a preceding comma unquotes an implicitly quoted element.

**Explicit Belief of an Agent.** There is a predicate "believes-that" which takes two arguments. The first denotes an agent. The second argument denotes a sentence. An expression of the form (believes-that Agent Propos) is true just in case: 1) the propositional sentence designated by "propos" resides in the data base for the designated agent; and, 2) the propositional sentence is marked as true in that data base. When these two circumstances are satisfied, we will say that the sentence is in the agent's belief set.

**Returning to Ralph's Beliefs.**

We can represent that Ralph non-specifically believes there is a spy:

(2) (believes-that Ralph '(exists (x) (is-spy x)))

This expression states that the sentence (exists (x) (is-spy x)) resides in Ralph's data base and is marked as true. We can represent the specific interpretation by the expression:

(3) (exists (x) (believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy x)))

Expression (3) is true if there exists a quoted term (e.g., "Fido") such that the expression "(list 'is-spy x)" is equal to a designator for a propositional sentence and this sentence is in Ralph's belief set. If the quoted term were "Fido," the sentence would be "(is-spy Fido)." Representations (2) and (3) have been used by Perlis (1985).

**Skolemizing Formulas.** We will skolemize formulas because non-specific existential assertions can set up mental handles that can be subsequently referred to in natural language discourse. Consider the sentence sequence below:

Ralph believes (non-specifically) that there is a spy. Ralph wondered whether the spy was clever.

The phrase "the spy" in the second sentence accesses a handle that was set up by the first sentence; but the first sentence said that Ralph did not have any particular individual in mind, so where does this handle come from? One way to get this handle is by skolemizing existential assertions. This is because the representational form for the non-specific reading matches that for a specific reading. This technique, we will apply to the Geach sentence.

**Representing Unresolved Ambiguity.** Let us skolemize expressions (2) and (3). We now assume that Ralph's mental language is skolemized QPC. Therefore we can skolemize the term designating the expression that would be used in his data base. This gives us expression {5}. The skolemized version of {3} would be {6}.

(5) (believes-that Ralph '(is-spy skolem-1))
(6) (believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy skolem-2))

Now expression {6} is only approximately correct because if the expression: (is-spy skolem-3) resided in Ralph's data base, then it would be sufficient to make expression {6} true, which is undesirable because {6} would be true when Ralph did not have someone specific in mind.

We assume the agent is sensitive to whether a term is a skolem constant and realizes when it is using a skolem constant. With a skolem constant, there is no prospect for the agent to perform any sort of semantic attachment in order to gather more information about the nature of the entity referred to by the constant. This is in contrast to, for instance, perceptually-based terms that might be generated by looking at an entity. In that circumstance the agent would know of the possibility of acquiring more information by looking again. The act of looking would be a form of semantic attachment (cf., Weyrauch, 1980).

We can fix {6} as follows:

(7) (and (believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy skolem-2)) (is-not-sk-const skolem-2))

Expression (7) now stipulates that whatever skolem-2 refers to, the referent must not itself be a skolem constant.

There is an interpretation where the listener has not disambiguated between the specific and non-specific interpretation. In fact, humans often do not notice the ambiguity of sentence (1). We can represent this by expression (8) where we are uncommitted about the nature of the designator Ralph is using.

(8) (believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy skolem-2))

We then have the option of later enriching the representation with an assertion saying whether or not the object referred to by "skolem-2" is a skolem constant. Asserting that it is a skolem constant gives us the non-specific interpretation. Asserting that it is not a skolem constant gives us the specific interpretation. In summary, a representation which does not distinguish between the specific and non-specific interpretation of sentence (1) is given in expression (8). Both the specific and non-specific interpretations can represented by incrementally augmenting the knowledge base.
Correspondence of Mental Representations.

Relative Denotation. Different agents may take the same designator in their respective mental languages to denote different entities. To express this kind of knowledge, we will introduce a function called "relative-den" which accepts two arguments, an agent and a designator. The instantiated function term denotes what the agent takes the designator to denote. For example, the expression: (relative-den John 'Fido) denotes whatever John thinks "Fido" denotes. The observer can represent that he and John agree about what "Fido" denotes by the expression:

\[ (= (relative-den John 'Fido)) \]

We will call assertions like expression (9) assertions of correspondence.

Semantics of Relative Denotation. We give a semantics for relative denotation by use of a hierarchy of models. Having equated the explicit beliefs of an agent with a set of sentences in the agent's mental language, we can treat an agent's belief set as a logical theory in QPC for which we can supply a model. When an agent maintains a mental designator, we can speak of its denotation by virtue of its causal connections (e.g., perceptual-motor and behavioral) to the world. Further, if an agent has two mental designators whose causal connections indicate that they are used to denote the same entity, then it seems reasonable to say that the agent believes that the designators corefer. Were this not the case, the agent would not have beliefs about anything.

An example is illustrated in Figure 1. In the area enclosed by the box labelled "model-1," we have two distinct ordinary dogs. The box labelled "Ralph's theory" contains part of Ralph's belief set. In particular, Ralph has two distinct representations which by virtue of their causal connections to the world, denote the same entity. Consequently, it follows that he believes that the designators (i.e., representations) corefer.

An observer of Ralph also has a theory. His theory, by virtue of its causal connections, is about both Ralph's mental structure and the ordinary world that Ralph has beliefs about (i.e., the contents in the box labelled "model-2"). The observer uses the designator "Fido" to denote the same entity that Ralph uses the designator "Fido" to denote. Furthermore, the observer believes this, as indicated by the correspondence assertion (= Fido (relative-den Ralph 'Fido)) that exists in the observer's theory. Notice that the observer uses the designator "Hairy-dog" to denote a different entity than Ralph does. These considerations give the following identity.

\[ (\forall x \forall y (\text{believes-that Ralph } (= (\text{relative-den Ralph } x) (\text{relative-den Ralph } y))) \)\]

De Re Beliefs. We turn to a more complicated variant of (1), shown in (10).

\[ (= (= (\text{relative-den Ralph } x) (\text{relative-den Ralph } y)) (\text{believes-that Ralph } (= x y)))) \]

An observer of Ralph also has a theory. His theory, by virtue of its causal connections, is about both Ralph's mental structure and the ordinary world that Ralph has beliefs about (i.e., the contents in the box labelled "model-2"). The observer uses the designator "Fido" to denote the same entity that Ralph uses the designator "Fido" to denote. Furthermore, the observer believes this, as indicated by the correspondence assertion (= Fido (relative-den Ralph 'Fido)) that exists in the observer's theory. Notice that the observer uses the designator "Hairy-dog" to denote a different entity than Ralph does. These considerations give the following identity.

\[ (\forall x \forall y (\text{believes-that Ralph } (= (\text{relative-den Ralph } x) (\text{relative-den Ralph } y))) \)

\[ (= (= (\text{relative-den Ralph } x) (\text{relative-den Ralph } y)) (\text{believes-that Ralph } (= x y)))) \]

De Re Beliefs. We turn to a more complicated variant of (1), shown in (10).

\[ (= (= (\text{relative-den Ralph } x) (\text{relative-den Ralph } y)) (\text{believes-that Ralph } (= x y)))) \]

1 The decision to use relative denotation emerged during discussions with Joe Niederberger.

2 If the designator "Fido" does not reside in John's data base, then the instantiated term cannot designate anything. In this case, we will say that it designates the distinguished object NOTHING.

3 Various apparatus has been used to express similar notions. Creary (1979), and later Barnden (1986), used a "concept-of" predicate. Martin (1979) used co-descriptors. Rapaport and Shapiro (1984) asserted extensional equivalence across belief contexts. Smith (1986) talks about the more general notion of circumstantial relativity. The use of relative denotation differs from the other proposals in that it remains in the confines of denotational semantics.

4 Just as in a logical theory, we would say that A equals B relative to a model if and only if A and B denote the same entity in the model (cf., Genesereth & Nilsson, 1987, p. 25). The interpretation function would have to be wired into Ralph's perceptual/motor system.
second case (the *de dicto* interpretation), the speaker believes that Ralph believes that the person in question is indeed the Queen of Thebes and is indeed a spy. We will only discuss the former interpretation because the latter is well understood.

**Truth Conditions of De Re Ascriptions.** The *de re* interpretation might be intended after Ralph sees a person walking into restricted areas of a castle while not realizing that this person is the Queen of Thebes. Given this, the truth conditions of the *de re* sentence would be:

\[ \exists \text{dcsg} \quad \text{(exists (dcsg))} \]
\[ (\text{and (believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy dcsg))}) \]
\[ (= \text{The-Q-of-Thebes (relative-den Ralph dcsg)}) \]

An equivalent to this sentence has not been represented by practitioners of the quoted-language syntactic approach (i.e., Haas, 1986; Perlis, 1985).

Moore and Hendrix (1979) stated the truth conditions of the *de re* interpretation to a belief sentence. However, they did not show how the truth conditions translate into a knowledge representation formalism. Let us look at their statement.

A sentence of the form "A believes S" is true if and only if the individual denoted by "A" has in his belief set a formula P that meets the following two conditions: first, the subexpressions of "S" that are interpreted *de dicto* must express the meaning for him of the corresponding subexpressions of P; second, the subexpressions of "S" that are interpreted *de re* must have the reference for him of the corresponding subexpressions of P, and he must be able to pick out the reference of P (p. 19).

In our case, the agent is Ralph, S is "the Queens of Thebes is a spy," the subexpression of S that is interpreted *de dicto* are the words "is a spy," and the subexpression of S that is interpreted *de re* is the words "the Queens of Thebes." P is expression (11). When Moore and Hendrix use the phrase "reference for him," we use the relative denotation function. Where Moore and Hendrix use the phrase "be able to pick out the reference," we have no corresponding technical device. Moore and Hendrix distinguish between the meaning and reference of an expression. We take the meaning of an expression for Ralph to be a copy of the actual expression Ralph uses.

Expression (11) contains two parts. The subexpression \( \text{believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy dcsg)} \) represents the portion of the sentence which should be taken *de dicto* and attempts to actually describe the expression Ralph uses. The subexpression \( (= \text{The-Q-of-Thebes (relative-den Ralph dcsg)}) \) encodes the *de re* portion of S and asserts, as Moore and Hendrix stipulate, that the phrase "the Queen of Thebes" has the reference for the observer of the corresponding expression of P, i.e., dcsg.

**Belief Nesting.**

We want to represent that some observer believes that Ralph believes (specifically) that there is a spy. The observer’s data base would contain the following formulas:

\[ (15) (\text{believes-that Ralph (list 'is-spy skolem-2)}) \]
\[ (16) (is-not-sk-const skolem-2) \]

We, as observer of the observer (Observer Two), must describe the state of the observer’s data base. This is done below.

\[ (17) (\text{believes-that observer} '\text{(believes-that Ralph '(is-spy ,skolem-3))}') \]
\[ (18) (\text{is-sk-const skolem-3}) \]
\[ (19) (\text{believes-that observer} '\text{(is-not-sk-const (relative-den Ralph ,skolem-3))}') \]
\[ (20) (= \text{Ralph (relative-den observer 'Ralph')}) \]

Expressions (17) and (18) state that expression (15) resides in the observer’s data base. Expression (19) states that expression (16) resides in the observer’s data base. "Skolem-3" in expressions (17)-(19) is used to denote "skolem-2" of expression (15) and (16). That is why in expression (18) we assert that "skolem-3" denotes a skolem constant. However, Ralph uses "skolem-2" to denote something that is not a skolem constant. That is why, in (19), we say that the denotation for Ralph of what we denote by "skolem-3" (i.e., "skolem-2") is not a skolem constant. Finally, (20) asserts that Observer Two agrees with the original observer on what "Ralph" denotes.

**Mental Correspondence.**

We now return to the Geach sentence armed with tools for treating non-specificity of belief, correspondence across belief contexts, and belief nesting. We simplify the sentence to remove verbs that are beyond the scope of this paper. This gives us (21).

\[ (21) \text{Hob believes (non-specifically) that a witch killed the horse} \]
\[ \text{and Nob believes that the (same) witch killed the pig.} \]

The observer has beliefs about two people, Hob and Nob. This means we must specify the state of Hob and Nob’s data bases prior to specifying the state of the observer’s data base. Specifying Hob’s data base is based on analogy with (8).

\[ (\text{believes-that Hob (list 'kills skolem-1 'horse'))} \]
\[ (\text{is-sk-const skolem-1}) \]
\[ (\text{believes-that Hob (list 'is-witch skolem-1)}) \]

These are the observer’s beliefs about Hob’s beliefs. The middle expression can be left out if we do not commit ourselves to whether the belief is specific or non-specific. Since the observer believes that Nob believes that the very same (non-specific!) witch killed the pig, this entails that Nob believes that Hob believes (non-specifically) that a witch killed the horse. These can be expressed by analogy with the previous section as shown below. It is reminiscent of pushing down environments, described in Wilks & Bein (1983) and Wilks & Ballim (1987).
Nob believes that Hob (kills (relative-den Hob skolem-2 horse)).

(is-sk-const skolem-2)

(believes-that Nob (is-not-sk-const (relative-den Hob skolem-2)))

(= Hob (relative-den Nob 'Hob))

Nob independently believes about some object that it killed a pig and is a witch. This is expressed below.

(believes-that Nob (list 'kills skolem-3 'pig))

(believes-that Nob (list 'is-witch skolem-3))

Furthermore, Nob believes a correspondence (22) and the observer believes a correspondence (23).

22) (believes-that Nob (= (relative-den Hob skolem-3) (relative-den Hob skolem-2)))

23) (= (relative-den Hob skolem-1) (relative-den Nob skolem-3))

Figure 2. The correspondences for the Geach sentence, expressions (22) and (23).

Discussion.

Since the problems of resolving referents in natural language — definite descriptions, anaphoric pronouns, and the like — are inherently problems of determining mental correspondence, the approach seems applicable to those circumstances as well: Very little, however, has been said about the semantics of these skolem constants. For this paper, we assume that their semantics is identical to those of normal terms and their non-specific nature is based on the inability to use them in procedural attachment. In our current work, we have come to believe that mental representations can not be denotational in a model-theoretic sense. However, that is a topic of a future paper.
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Abstract

A logic, called \( L_p \), is developed which can express a large variety of statistical knowledge. This logic takes a novel approach to the problem of mixing probabilities with first order logic. In the logic there is a probability distribution over the domain of discourse, while in previous work, e.g., Nilsson's probability logic, the probability distribution is over the set of possible worlds. It is shown how logics with a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds are incapable of expressing statistical knowledge, e.g., "The majority of birds can fly," whereas, the logic developed here can. It is shown how this statistical knowledge can be used to induce a degree of belief in sentences which make reference to specific individuals, e.g., "Tweety can fly." These degrees of belief are generated through a simple and intuitive inductive assumption. The induced degrees of belief display non-monotonic properties and provide an alternative formalism for expressing and reasoning with notions of statistical typicality. The formalism has the advantage of possessing a transparent semantics, based on sets and probabilities of those sets, as well as a sound and complete syntactic proof theory.

1 Introduction

The main contribution of this work is the development of a formal logic capable of representing, and reasoning with, a wide variety of statistical knowledge. The logic, called \( L_p \), is a type of probability logic. It is, however, very different from most previously developed probability logics. Whereas most previous probability logics posit a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds, in \( L_p \) the probability distribution is over the domain of discourse. This allows \( L_p \) to express statistical knowledge inexpressible in the possible worlds approach. The logic is an extension of ordinary first order logic, and it possesses a sound and complete proof theory which can reason not only with formulas of first order logic but also with the statistical knowledge.

\( L_p \) is, however, incapable of assigning probabilities to closed formulas (i.e., formulas in which all of the variables are bound, also called sentences). It will be demonstrated how the statistical knowledge expressed in \( L_p \) can be used to generate degrees of belief for a broad class of closed formulas. This is accomplished through a simple and intuitive inductive assumption. These induced degrees of belief display non-monotonic behaviour, i.e., they can change (drastically) with the addition of new knowledge.

By itself \( L_p \) is capable of representing the kind of poorly quantified statistical knowledge typically found in diagnostic domains, e.g., the domain of medical diagnosis. It is also capable of reasoning with this knowledge in a sound and complete manner. In fact its reasoning abilities logically subsume all previous probability based reasoners. Furthermore, it possesses a solid semantic foundation.

The combination of \( L_p \) and the inductive generation of degrees of belief offers an alternative to the default logic of Reiter [1] in those situations where a statistical interpretation of the default is available. In particular, multiple inheritance hierarchies with exceptions can be given a natural treatment with this formalism [2]. Furthermore, because the generated degrees of belief are based on probabilities, they can be used for decision theoretic planning in those situations where costs are available (see, e.g., Luce [3]), taking advantage of strong results due to De Finetti and others (see [4, chapters 3 and 7]) which show that measures over a propositional lattice of sentences used to guide decisions must be probability measures if the decision maker is to secure the possibility of a net gain (or at least 'breaking even') in all decision-making situations.

Section 2 demonstrates the difference between the possible worlds approach and \( L_p \), presents the intuition behind the induction of degrees of belief, and discusses the expressiveness of \( L_p \). Section 3 gives, in a condensed form, the formal details of \( L_p \), including the deductive proof theory. Section 4 does the same for the inductive mechanism. Section 5 consists of some examples of the types of reasoning possible.

Finally, section 6 makes some conclusions and discusses some open problems.

2 Motivation

2.1 \( L_p \)

Most previous work on probability logics in AI, [5,6], and in philosophy, [7,8,9,10,11,12], that the author is aware of, has posited a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds, where a possible world in this context is considered
to be one possible complete specification of the truth values of the sentences of the logic.¹ In this approach the probability of any sentence becomes the measure of the set of possible worlds in which that sentence is true. This leads to an essential difficulty when trying to express statements about the proportion of objects which possess a certain property, as for example, in the statement “More than 50% of all dogs bark.” This statement makes a claim about dogs in general, and in a first order language the only plausible means of representing it is by assigning a probability to the universal sentence ∀x Dog(x) → Bark(x). However, if the knowledge base contains a single instance of an individual dog who cannot bark, then the universal sentence will be false in all possible worlds; thus, the probability of the universal sentence will be zero, even if every other individual dog in the knowledge base is known to bark.

In contrast, in Lp the probability distribution is over the domain of discourse. This approach allows the expression of statistical knowledge through probability terms which contain open formulas (i.e., formulas with free variables). For example, the previous statement can be expressed with the Lp sentence [Bark(x)|Dog(x)]p > .5. This sentence is formed from the ‘>` predicate symbol, the constant ‘5’, and a probability term which contains two open formulas, Bark(x) and Dog(x). Intuitively, the probability term represents the proportion of dogs, x, which bark. These probability terms have a completely different semantics from the semantics of ordinary universal sentences and can be used to express a wide variety of statistical knowledge.

A key innovation which contributed to the expressiveness of the logic was to make the logic two sorted, by including a totally ordered field of numbers in the semantics. One sort of entity in the logic is the set of objects O, and the other sort is a field of numbers. The intention is that the set of objects consists of things of interest (e.g., cars, people, kinds of cars, etc.), while the field of numbers are the denotations of the probability terms. Probabilistic knowledge is encoded in Lp through the formation of probability terms from open formulas. These terms are field terms, i.e., they refer to particular, but unspecified, numbers in the field. Symbols representing ordering relations and field functions are also included; so, sentences can be formed from a mixture of these symbols and the probability terms. Sentences formed in this manner can be very expressive. For example, knowledge like “It is more likely that a politician is a lawyer than an engineer” can be expressed with an Lp sentence formed with the less than field predicate symbol, `<`.

The two sortness of the logic also allows the creation of ‘measuring’ functions which map from the set of objects to the field of numbers. These functions can be viewed as being metrics which are applicable to the objects. For example, one could say Weight_in_kgs(Jack) = 80 to indicate that the measuring function Weight_in_kgs maps the object Jack to the number 80, the obvious interpretation being that Jack weighs 80 kgs. With these measuring functions it is possible to express functional probabilistic information like “The more a bird weighs the less likely it is that it will be able to fly.”

2.2 Belief Formation

Lp can express statistical knowledge, but no probability can be assigned to a closed formula like “Bark(Fido).” In the logic closed formulas are either true or false. On the other hand, the possible worlds approach can assign probabilities to closed formulas, but is incapable of expressing statistical knowledge. Hence, these two approaches are in a sense two parts of a complete picture.

The statistical knowledge in Lp can be used to generate degrees of belief, which can be viewed as assignments of probability, for a broad class of closed formulas. These statistically induced degrees of belief have an advantage over the subjective probabilities representable in the possible worlds approach. The advantage is that they are founded on objective information about the world, information which could in principle be accumulated by a rational agent through its experience with the world.

The degrees of belief are generated through a simple inductive assumption which has a long history. It is similar to the way in which we make sense of statements like “the probability that a coin will show heads when flipped is 0.5.” For a particular instance of flipping a coin it is necessarily the case that the coin will show either heads or tails, i.e., the truth value of Show_heads will be either zero or one. When we state that the probability of Show_heads is 0.5 we are randomizing the particular coin. In other words, we know that 50% of the instances of flipping coins yield heads (assuming that there are as many coins biased to heads as to tails), and since we do not have any information that distinguishes this particular coin, it is reasonable to believe Show_heads to degree 0.5. Similarly for formulas like “Bark(Fido)” where Fido is a dog, if it is known that (say) 90% of all dogs bark and all that is known about Fido is that he is a dog, then the inductive assumption would impart a degree of belief of 0.9 to the (closed) formula “Bark(Fido)” by assuming that Fido was a randomly selected dog.

Inductive assumptions of randomization have appeared before in the philosophy of science literature, at least as early as Reichenbach (1949 [13]) and more recently in work.

¹Work in philosophy posits a probability distribution over the propositional lattice formed by the equivalence classes of the sentences in the logic. The bases for this probability distribution are sentences which are long conjunctions and which fix the truth value of all other sentences. Corresponding to each such long conjunction is a possible world—the long conjunction specifies the truth values in that possible world. Hence, a probability distribution over these basis sentences is equivalent to a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds. When the logic is first order logic universally quantified sentences are assigned a probability which is equal to the product of the probabilities of all the instantiations of that universal sentence. This is called the substitutional interpretation (see LeBlanc [11]). (Technical details differ from author to author). In fact, this is the only reasonable interpretation if one also wishes to preserve the normal semantic meaning of universal sentences. When using the substitutional interpretation one false instantiation (i.e., an instantiation with probability zero) will force the probability of the universal to be zero. For example if we know that Tweety is a bird who cannot fly, i.e., Fly(Tweety) has probability zero, then we must also have that the probability of ∀x Bird(x) → Fly(x) is zero (cf. the possible worlds approach described in body of text).
by Kyburg [14,15]. Similar inductive assumptions have also appeared implicitly in most of the expert systems which deal with uncertainty. For example, in the MYCIN system most of the rules which have certainty factors are in the form "The certainty of infection D given symptoms A, B and C is z." Here an implicit randomization is taking place over the space of patients. When diagnosis is performed on a particular patient it is assumed that these certainties are applicable to that patient; this is identical to an inductive assumption of randomization.

The inductive assumption must deal with situations where there is conflicting knowledge. The example of Fido the barking dog can be used to illustrate this point. The inductive assumption generates a single degree of belief for the sentence "Bark(Fido)" only when all that is known about Fido is that he is a dog (i.e., all that is deducible about Fido from the knowledge base using $\text{Lp}$ deduction). This situation is rare; usually much more is known about named individuals. For example, the sentences "Dingo(Fido)" or "Black(Fido)" may also be in the knowledge base. In general, the degree of belief in "Bark(Fido)" induced from the knowledge that Fido is a dog will be completely different from the degree of belief induced from, say, the knowledge that Fido is a dingo. That is, considering Fido to be a randomly selected dingo (dingos don't bark). Thus, the knowledge base can generate a range of different degrees of belief for any sentence, dependent on what knowledge is used in the inductive step of randomization. These different degrees may conflict and there may be no reason to choose one over the other. This problem has a long history and is known as the problem of choosing the proper reference class (see Kyburg [15]). There is, however, a natural preference criterion which can be applied in many situations.

This preference criterion is based on the simple intuition that the more knowledge that is used to generate the degree of belief the better is that degree of belief. More knowledge has a simple interpretation in $\text{Lp}$; i.e., the sentence $\alpha$ represents more knowledge than $\beta$ if $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ is deducible from the knowledge base. For example, the fact that $\text{Dingo}(Fido) \rightarrow \text{Dog}(Fido)$ (as dingos are a subset of the set of dogs) indicates that the knowledge $\text{Dingo}(Fido)$ should be preferred when inducing a degree of belief in $\text{Bark}(Fido)$.

### 3 The Logic $\text{Lp}$

Due to space limitations all proofs are omitted; also, to simplify the presentation, only models with finite sets of objects are considered. For the proofs as well as a treatment which allows infinite domains of discourse see Bacchus [16]. This longer version also gives a more detailed exposition of every-things discussed here.

The letters $n$ and $m$ are used as meta-linguistic variables denoting natural numbers.

#### 3.1 Symbols

We start with a denumerable set of symbols. This set includes symbols which denote constants, functions of any arity, predicates of any arity, and variables. The constants and predicates can be of two types, either field or object. (When there is a danger of confusion the field symbols will be written in a bold font). The function symbols come in three different types: object, field and measuring functions.

The measuring functions will usually have special names like $\text{Weight}$ or $\text{Size}$.

Along with these symbols we also have a set of distinguished symbols, symbols whose interpretation is fixed. There are the following field symbols: the constants 1 and 0, the binary predicates $=, \geq$, and the binary function symbols $+, -, \times, \div$. The symbol $=$ is also used to represent the object equality predicate.

Finally, we have the logical connective $\land$, the quantifier $\forall$, and the probability term former $[\cdot]_e$.

#### 3.2 Formulas

The major difference between formulas in $\text{Lp}$ and in first order logic is in the manner in which terms are built up.

$\text{T0}$ A single object variable or constant is an $o$-term; a single field variable or constant is an $f$-term.

$\text{T1}$ If $f$ is an $n$-ary object (field) function symbol and $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ are $o$-terms ($f$-terms) then $f(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ is an $o$-term ($f$-term). If $\nu$ is an $n$-ary measuring function symbol and $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ are $o$-terms then $\nu(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ is an $f$-term.

$\text{T2}$ If $\alpha$ is a formula and $\vec{x}$ is a vector of $n$ object variables, $\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$, then $[\alpha]_{\vec{x}}$ is an $f$-term.

The formulas of $\text{Lp}$ are built up in the standard manner, with the added constraint that predicates can only apply to terms of the same type. A notable difference with first order logic is that $f$-terms can be generated from formulas by the probability term former.

The connectives $\forall$ and $\rightarrow$, and the quantifier $\exists$ are defined in the standard manner from the given primitives. It is also convenient to define an extended set of field inequality predicates, $\leq, <, >$, and $\in$ (denoting membership in an interval), from the primitive $\geq$. The predicate symbols $=, \geq$ as well as the function symbols $+, \times, -, \div$, are written in the more readable infix form. Furthermore, standard conventions of scope and precedence are used to limit the use of parentheses.

Conditional probabilities are represented in $\text{Lp}$ with the following abbreviation.

**Definition 3.1**

$$[\alpha][\beta]_{\vec{x}} = [\alpha \land \beta]_{\vec{x}} \div [\beta]_{\vec{x}},$$

if $[\beta]_{\vec{x}} \neq 0$; otherwise, it is undefined.
3.3 Examples of Representation

1. Notions of typicality, e.g., “Most birds can fly:”

\[ \lxy(\{fly(x)|bird(x)\}_x > c, \]

where ‘c’ is some field constant in the open interval (0,5,1). Thus, we avoid specific numbers: c has a specific denotation (i.e., the percentage of flying birds has a specific value), but we do not have access to it (i.e., we don’t know what the percentage is, all that we know are some crude bounds).

2. Functional probabilistic relations, e.g., “Heavier birds are less likely to be able to fly:”

\[ \forall y([fly(x)|bird(x) \land weight(x) < y]_x > [fly(x)|bird(x) \land weight(x) > y]_x). \]

3. Mixing universal quantification and probabilities, e.g., “The probability of finding a given type of animal at a zoo is a function of the expense of acquiring and maintaining that type of animal:”

\[ \forall \zoo[(animal\_type(x) \rightarrow [at(x,y)|\zoo(x)]_x = f(expense(x))), \]

where expense is a measuring function symbol and f is a field function symbol. f could be declared to be non-decreasing:

\[ \forall xy(x > y \rightarrow f(x) > f(y)). \]

Thus, even if we do not know f’s denotation we could still reason about different values of f.

4. Knowledge of independence:

\[ [P(x) \land Q(x)|R(x)]_x = [P(x)|R(x)]_x \times [Q(x)|R(x)]_x. \]

Thus we can represent finely grained notions of independence and are not stuck with global assumptions.

5. Notions from Statistics, e.g., “The height of adult male humans is normally distributed with mean 177cm and standard deviation 13cm:”

\[ \forall xy([height(x) \in (x,y)|Adult\_male(x)]_x = normal(x,y,177,13)). \]

Here normal is a field function which, given an interval (x,y)\(^3\), a mean, and a standard deviation, returns the rational number approximation of the integral of a normal distribution, with specified mean and standard deviation, over the given interval.

\(^3\)One would probably want to constrain the values of x and y further, for example, x < y. Also, in example 2, y could be constrained to keep it in some reasonable bounds, e.g., non-negative.

3.4 Semantic Model

An Lp-Structure is defined to be the tuple M:

\[ ((O, Ro, Fo), \mathcal{F}, (R \mathcal{F}, F \mathcal{F}), \Psi, \{ \mu_n | n = 1,2 \ldots \}) \]

Where:

a) \((O, Ro, Fo)\) represents a finite (see [16]) for infinite domains set of individual objects \(O\), a set of relations, \(Ro\), and a set of functions \(Fo\), both of any arity. Included in \(Ro\) is the equality relation.

b) \((\mathcal{F}, R \mathcal{F}, F \mathcal{F})\) similarly represents a totally ordered field of numbers along with a set of relations and functions which include the equality and greater than or equal relations as well as the field operations addition, multiplication, and their inverses. \(\mathcal{F}\) contains two distinguished elements which are the units of addition (zero) and multiplication (one).

c) \(\Psi\) represents a set of measuring functions, functions from \(O^n\) to \(\mathcal{F}\).

d) \(\{ \mu_n | n = 1,2,\ldots \}\) is a sequence of probability functions. Each \(\mu_n\) is a set function whose domain is the field of subsets of \(O^n\) defined by the formulas of Lp, whose range is \(\mathcal{F}\), and which satisfies the axioms of Lp.

The sequence of probability functions is a sequence of product measures. That is, for any two sets \(A \in O^n\) and \(B \in O^m\) and their Cartesian product \(A \times B \in O^{n+m}\), if \(A \in \text{domain}(\mu_n)\) and \(B \in \text{domain}(\mu_m)\), then \(A \times B \in \text{domain}(\mu_{n+m})\) and \(\mu_{n+m}(A \times B) = \mu_n(A) \times \mu_m(B)\). This constraint insures that different variables bound by the probability term formers behave in an independent manner.

Independence ensures that the probability terms satisfy certain conditions of coherence. For example, the order of the variables cited in the probability terms makes no difference, e.g., \([\alpha]|_x = [\alpha]|_y.\) Universal quantification also displays this property, e.g., \(\forall x\forall y \forall c = \forall y \forall x\forall c.\) Another example is that the probability terms are unaffected by tautologies, e.g., \([\phi(x,y) \land \neg \phi(y)]|_x = [\phi(x)]|_x.\)

It should be noted that this constraint on the probability functions does not make any implicit assumptions of independence of the form commonly found in probabilistic inference engines (e.g., the independence assumptions of the Prospector system [17], see Johnson [18]). This constraint affects the values of probability terms with different variables, also, complex probability terms, e.g., \([\alpha]|_x = \{x\}.\) This can also be seen from axiom (P7), presented in the next section, which expresses the constraint. The constraint does not make any presumptions concerning the independence of formulas which contain the same set of probability variables. That is, in general \([\alpha \land \beta]|_x \neq [\alpha]|_x \times [\beta]|_x.\) See [16] for further discussion of this point.
3.5 Semantics of Formulas

Meaning is given to the formulas of \( L_p \) in the standard manner, i.e., by defining a correspondence between the formulas and the \( L_p \)-Structure \( \mathcal{M} \) augmented by the truth values \( \top \) and \( \bot \) (true and false). Such a correspondence is called an interpretation. An interpretation maps all of the symbols to appropriate entities in the \( L_p \)-Structure. For example, it maps every object constant symbol to an element of \( O \), every field predicate symbol to an element of \( R_{\mathcal{F}} \), etc. It maps the distinguished symbols to the expected entities; e.g., it maps the distinguished constant \( 0 \) to the zero (unit of addition) of \( \mathcal{F} \). An interpretation also gives an initial assignment to all of the variables; i.e., it maps all of the object variables to elements of \( O \) and all of the field variables to elements of \( \mathcal{F} \).

These assignments serve as the inductive basis for an interpretation of the formulas. This interpretation is built up in the same way as in first order logic, with the added consideration that universally quantified object variables range over \( O \) while universally quantified field variables range over \( \mathcal{F} \). The only thing which needs to be demonstrated is the semantic interpretation of the probability terms.

Let \( \sigma(x/a) \) denote a new interpretation which is identical to \( \sigma \) except that it assigns the individual \( a \) to the variable \( x \) (types must match). More generally, let \( \sigma(\overline{a}, \overline{x}) \), where \( \overline{a} = (a_1, \ldots, a_n) \) and \( \overline{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) are vectors of individuals and variables (of matching type), denote a new interpretation identical to \( \sigma \) except that \( (x_i)_{i=1}^{n} = a_i \), \( (i = 1, \ldots, n) \).

The probability terms are given the following semantic interpretation:

- For the f-term \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} \),
  \[ ([\alpha]_{\overline{x}})^* = \mu_{\overline{a}} \{ (\alpha)_{\overline{x}/\overline{a}} = \top \}. \]

Since \( \mu_{\overline{a}} \) is a probability function which maps to the field of numbers \( \mathcal{F} \), it is clear that \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} \) denotes an element of \( \mathcal{F} \) under the interpretation \( \sigma \); thus, it is a valid f-term. As mentioned before, the domain of \( \mu_{\overline{a}} \) is the field of subsets of \( O^\overline{x} \) defined by the formulas of \( L_p \). It can be proved that this set of subsets of \( O^\overline{x} \) is in fact a field of subsets [16], thus showing that \( \mu_{\overline{a}} \) is a well defined probability function.

**Definition 3.2** An interpretation \( \sigma \) satisfies a formula \( \alpha \) (set of formulas \( \Phi \)) if \( \alpha^* = \top \) (\( \beta^* = \top \) for every \( \beta \in \Phi \)), written \( \sigma \models \alpha \) (\( \sigma \models \Phi \)). A set of formulas \( \Phi \) entails a formula \( \alpha \) (written \( \Phi \models \alpha \)) if every interpretation \( \sigma \) which satisfies \( \Phi \) also satisfies \( \alpha \).

3.6 Deductive Proof Theory

This section provides a deductive proof theory for \( L_p \). The proof theory consists of a set of axioms and rules of inference, and can be shown to be both sound and complete. The proof theory for \( L_p \) is similar to the proof theory for ordinary first order logic. A major change is that in the axioms of \( L_p \) two new sets of axioms must be introduced, one to deal with the logic of the probability function, and another set to define the logic of the field \( \mathcal{F} \).

The probability terms introduce a new way of binding variables in formulas. This invalidates all of the standard first order results on variable binding as well as those results on variable substitution. These results can, however, be reconstructed in \( L_p \) from new definitions which take into account the binding effects of the probability terms. The construction of these definitions along with proving their formal properties represents the majority of the work involved in the generation of a deductive proof theory for \( L_p \). All of these details will be omitted. For this presentation it is sufficient to say that variable substitution in \( L_p \) works in a manner which is a natural extension of the way it works in first order logic.

**Axioms of \( L_p \)**

If \( \alpha \) is a formula of \( L_p \), then a generalization of \( \alpha \) is any formula of the form \( \forall x_1 \ldots \forall x_n \alpha \), where \( \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) is a set of not necessarily distinct variables of either type.

**First order Axioms**

All of the axioms of first order logic, see, for example, Bell [19].

**Field Axioms**

All of the axioms of a totally ordered field, see, for example, Maclane [20].

**Probability Function Axioms**

P1) \( \forall x_1 \ldots \forall x_n \alpha \rightarrow [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} = 1, \) where \( \overline{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) and every \( x_i \) is an object variable.

P2) \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} \geq 0. \)

P3) \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} + [-\alpha]_{\overline{x}} = 1. \)

P4) \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} + [\beta]_{\overline{x}} \geq [\alpha \lor \beta]_{\overline{x}}. \)

P5) \( [\alpha \land \beta]_{\overline{x}} = 0 \rightarrow [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} + [\beta]_{\overline{x}} = [\alpha \lor \beta]_{\overline{x}}. \)

P6) \( [\alpha]_{\overline{x}} = [\alpha(x_i/x)]_{\overline{x}(x_i/x)}, \) where \( x \) is an object variable which does not appear in \( \alpha \) and \( \overline{x}(x_i/x) \) is the new vector of object variables \( \{x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}, z_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_n\}. \)

P7) \( \forall z_1 \forall z_2 [[\alpha]_{\overline{x}} = z_1]_{\overline{z}} = z_2 \rightarrow ([\alpha]_{\overline{x}, \overline{z}} \geq z_1 \times z_2). \)

**Generalization**

G1) All generalizations of the preceding axioms.

**Rule of inference**

The only rule of inference is *modus ponens*, i.e.,

- From \( \{\alpha, \alpha \rightarrow \beta\} \) infer \( \beta. \)
Definition 3.3  A deduction is a finite sequence of formulas where the formulas are either axioms, from a set of hypotheses, or inferred from earlier formulas by modus ponens. A deduction whose last formula is \( \alpha \) is called a deduction of \( \alpha \). \( \Phi \vdash \alpha \) means there is a deduction of \( \alpha \) from the set of hypotheses \( \Phi \), and \( \vdash \alpha \) means that there is a proof of \( \alpha \). A proof is a deduction from an empty set of hypothesis, i.e., a deduction which just uses the axioms.

The above axioms comprise a sound and complete proof theory when \( \emptyset \) is finite.

Theorem 3.4 (Completeness) If \( \emptyset \vdash \alpha \), then \( \emptyset \vdash \alpha \).

Theorem 3.5 (Soundness) If \( \emptyset \vdash \alpha \), then \( \emptyset \vdash \alpha \).

Lemma 3.1  The following are provable in \( \text{Lp} \):

a) \([\alpha \rightarrow \beta]_x = 1 \land [\beta \rightarrow \alpha]_x = 1 \rightarrow [\alpha]_x = [\beta]_x.

b) \([\alpha \lor \beta]_x = [\alpha]_x + [\beta]_x - [\alpha \land \beta]_x.

It is also easy to prove Bayes' theorem in \( \text{Lp} \).

Theorem 3.6 (Bayes Theorem) The following is provable in \( \text{Lp} \):

\[
[\beta|\alpha]_x = [\alpha]_x \times \frac{[\beta]_x}{[\alpha]_x}.
\]

4  Induction

The semantics of \( \text{Lp} \) allows a clear demonstration of the need for an inductive mechanism. A universally quantified formula is true for all objects. Hence, it is necessarily true for any particular object. The probability terms, however, state the proportion of objects for which a formula is true. There is no mention of which individuals satisfy the formula. The probabilities expressed in \( \text{Lp} \) do not apply to any particular individual. Thus, they do not apply to closed formula which mention particular individuals.

This section presents an inductive mechanism of belief formation which can use the general, non-specific statistical information expressed in \( \text{Lp} \) to generate degrees of belief in closed formulas. When the truth value of the formula is not entailed by the knowledge base, the mechanism is capable of generating graded degrees in the range 0-1; when the truth value is entailed, the mechanism can assign a degree representative of the entailed truth value, i.e., 0 or 1.

First, we define a new set of formulas \( \{ B(\alpha|\beta) \} \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are closed formulas of \( \text{Lp} \). Intuitively these formulas represent the belief in \( \alpha \) given the knowledge \( \beta \). No formal semantics are, however, given for these formulas. Nor is any logic (with connectives) based on these formulas presented. In the context of this work the meaning of these formulas is imparted through the inductive evaluation function defined below. This function assigns a degree to these belief formulas.

Denote by \( \alpha(\vec{x}/\vec{z}) \) the new formula which results from replacing every occurrence of \( c_i \) with \( x_i \) in the formula \( \alpha \). Also, let \( K \beta \) denote the knowledge base.

Definition 4.1 (Inductive Evaluation Function) Given that a closed formula, \( \alpha \), contains the vector of object constants \( \vec{c} \) (and no other object constants), the belief formula \( B(\alpha|\beta) \) is assigned a degree equal to the following \( \text{Lp} \) probability term:

\[
\text{degree}(B(\alpha|\beta)) = [\alpha(\vec{c}/\vec{z})|\beta(\vec{c}/\vec{z})]_x,\]

where \( \vec{x} \) is a vector of object variables which do not occur in \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \).

The intuitive interpretation of this evaluation function is simple. We are saying the degree of belief in \( \alpha(\vec{c}) \) given \( \beta(\vec{c}) \), should be equal to the extent that a random tuple \( \vec{x} \), with all the properties \( \beta \) given for \( \vec{c} \), is likely to have properties \( \alpha \).

It has long been noted in AI that probabilities display non-monotonic behaviour ([21], [22], [23]), and in fact, the preference criterion allows for non-monotonic behaviour. If a new sentence \( \delta \) is added to \( K \beta \) (representing an increase in knowledge), then new preferred beliefs may be formed based on \( \delta \). These new beliefs may have degrees which are completely different from the degrees of the beliefs they superseded. (See the example on inheritance).

The preference criterion can be given two simple justifications. First, if \( \forall \vec{x} B(\vec{c}/\vec{z}) \rightarrow \delta(\vec{c}/\vec{z}) \) then \( \beta \leftrightarrow \beta \land \delta \). Thus, it
can be shown that the degree of \( B(\alpha|\beta) \) is equivalent to the degree of \( B(\alpha|\beta \land \delta) \). Hence, \( B(\alpha|\beta) \) is equivalent to a belief founded on more knowledge.

Semantically, when the degree of belief is assigned we are considering the constants which appear in \( \alpha \) to be indistinguishable from all of the vectors which satisfy \( \beta(\vec{c})\). If \( \forall \vec{c}\beta(\vec{c}) \rightarrow \delta(\vec{c}) \) then it is the case that the set of vectors satisfying \( \beta(\vec{c}) \) is included in the set of vectors satisfying \( \delta(\vec{c}) \). Hence, we are losing less information when \( \vec{c} \) is considered to be indistinguishable from the vectors which satisfy \( \beta(\vec{c}) \) than when \( \vec{c} \) is considered to be indistinguishable from the vectors which satisfy \( \delta(\vec{c}) \), simply because, there are more vectors in the latter set.

5 Examples of Reasoning

Example 5.1 Nilsson's Probabilistic Entailment

Nilsson [5] develops a probability logic based on the possible worlds approach. He shows how the probabilities of sentences in the logic are constrained by known probabilities, i.e., constrained by the probabilities of a base set of sentences. For example, if \( [P \land Q] = 0.5 \) then the values of \( [P] \) and \( [Q] \) are both constrained to be \( \geq 0.5 \). These constraints are in Nilsson's terms probabilistic entailments.

Nilsson gives some methods for calculating these entailments. The important point, however, is that these bounds are simply consequences of the laws of probability. In fact, the theorem

\[
[a \lor \beta]_{\vec{c}} = [a]_{\vec{c}} + [\beta]_{\vec{c}} - [a \land \beta]_{\vec{c}}
\]

along with the fact that the probability terms are non-negative (Axiom P2), gives the full set of constraints from which all probabilistic entailments are derived. This theorem is true in \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \). And, since the proof theory of \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \) is complete, constraints similar to Nilsson's can be deduced in \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \). Numerically the constraints are identical, i.e., the best bounds deducible in \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \) are the same numbers as the best probabilistic entailments; however, the probabilities must be interpreted differently.

For example, if the base set in Nilsson's logic is \( [P] = 0.6, [P \rightarrow Q] = 0.8 \), probabilistic entailment gives the conclusion \( 0.4 \leq [Q] \leq 0.8 \). If the symbols \( P \) and \( Q \) are written as one place predicates, this knowledge could be represented by the following set: \( \{ [P(x)]_{x} = 0.6, [P(x) \rightarrow Q(x)]_{x} = 0.8 \} \).

It is easy to show that \( 0.4 \leq [Q(x)]_{x} \leq 0.8 \) is deducible from this knowledge.

Example 5.2 Comparative Probabilities

If our knowledge base consisted of a set of rankings, e.g., the set

\( \{ [H_{1}(x)]_{x} \geq [H_{2}(x)]_{x}, [H_{2}(x)]_{x} \geq [H_{3}(x)]_{x} \geq [H_{4}(x)]_{x} \} \),

then using the field axioms, in particular the transitivity axiom \( (\forall xyz) x>y \land y>z \rightarrow x>z \), it is possible to rank the degrees of belief formulas of the form \( B(H_{i}(c)|E(c)) \). That is, it is deducible, e.g., that the degree of \( B(H_{1}(c)|E(c)) \) is greater than the degree of \( B(H_{2}(c)|E(c)) \). Rankings of this sort may be sufficient when all that is required is to choose among the alternative hypotheses. For example, in choosing between competing diagnoses.

Example 5.3 Inheritance

For example, we may have the following information: “Elephants are gray”, “Royal Elephants are elephants”, “Royal Elephants are not gray”, “Clyde is a Royal Elephant”, and “Clyde is an Elephant.” This knowledge can be encoded in \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \) with the following set of sentences:

\[
\{ [\text{Gray}(x)]_{x} \geq c, \forall x \text{Royal Elephant}(x) \rightarrow \text{Elephant}(x),
[\text{Gray}(x)]_{x} \geq [\text{Royal Elephant}(x)]_{x} < 1-c, \text{Royal Elephant}(Clyde), \text{Elephant}(Clyde) \}
\]

where \( c \) is some field constant close to 1. Given this knowledge, we have that the degree of

\[
B(\text{Gray}(Clyde)|\text{Royal Elephant}(Clyde)) < 1-c,
\]

while the degree of

\[
B(\text{Gray}(Clyde)|\text{Elephant}(Clyde)) > c
\]

However, it is deducible from the knowledge base that \( \forall x \text{Royal Elephant}(x) \rightarrow \text{Elephant}(x) \). Hence, \( B(\text{Gray}(Clyde)|\text{Royal Elephant}(Clyde)) \) is a preferred belief. It is less than \( 1-c \); thus, Clyde is probably not gray.

If it was not known that Clyde is a Royal elephant, just that he is an elephant, then belief formation would assign a degree greater than \( c \) to the belief that Clyde is gray, based on the knowledge that he is an elephant. If the new information that Clyde is a Royal elephant is now added to the knowledge base, this old belief would be retracted. That is, the preferred belief, based on the knowledge that Clyde is a Royal elephant, would now be obtainable from the knowledge base. This is an example of non-monotonic behaviour.

\( \mathcal{L}_{P} \) is also capable of dealing with inheritance in the presence of composite classes formed with logical connectives and with inheritable relations, see [16]. A more traditional graph based approach which uses \( \mathcal{L}_{P} \) as its underlying semantics is presented in [2].

6 Conclusions and Open Problems

A formal logic with predicates and a probabilistic component has been developed. By having a field of numbers explicitly in the semantics it can represent a far wider range of probabilistic information than herebefore possible with other probability logics. An essential difference between the type of knowledge expressible in this logic and probability logics using the possible worlds approach has been identified and with it the need for an inductive mechanism. A sound and complete proof theory has been presented for the logic, a
proof theory which can reason both with sentences in ordinary first-order logic as well as with the probabilistic information expressible in $L_P$. A simple inductive mechanism has been presented. It allows degrees of belief to be formed which display non-monotonic behaviour.

One very attractive area for future research is learning, i.e., accumulating the statistical knowledge expressed in $L_P$ automatically, through experience. There are a large set of methods developed in statistics which may be applicable. This would have an impact on knowledge acquisition in systems where training cases are available, e.g., diagnosis systems.

Since the effects of probabilistic schemes of inference can be duplicated in $L_P$, it is possible to construct a theory of diagnosis. The author is currently working on a theory of diagnosis from statistical principles which should be usable in domains like medical diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT By probabilistic logic I mean a normative theory of belief that explains how a body of evidence affects one’s degree of belief in a possible hypothesis. A new axiomatization of such a theory is presented which avoids a finite additivity axiom, yet which retains many useful inference rules. Many of the examples of this theory—its models—do not use numerical probabilities.

Another goal is to indicate the general reasons why recent theories of decision-making and belief (non-monotonic “logic,” the Dempster-Shafer theory, etc.) do not represent anything really new.

Every rational decision-making procedure is founded on some theory of probabilistic logic (also called a theory of rational belief). This article proposes practical and logically correct theories of rational belief that are more general than the probability theory we learn in school, yet remain capable of many of the inferences of this latter theory. We also show why recent attempts to devise novel theories of rational belief usually end up being either incorrect or reincarnations of the more familiar theories we learned in school.

What is a Probabilistic Logic?

Following KEYNES [1921], I take probabilistic logic to be any scheme for relating a body of evidence to a potential conclusion (a hypothesis) in a rational way. We assign degrees of belief (which we also call probabilities) to the possible relationships between hypotheses and pieces of evidence. These relationships are called conditionals. We will use the expression “f(P|Q)” to stand for “the conditional probability of P given the evidence Q as given by the probability assignment f.” We have chosen to encode the potential hypothesis, P, and the collected evidence, Q, as finite sentences of some language L. We take probabilistic logic to be synonymous with theory of rational belief, probability to be identical to degree of belief, and probability assignment to be the same as belief function. Normative theories of rational belief have had a long history (KEYNES [1921], CARNAP [1950], FINE [1973]).

Let the set of probabilities be P. We begin by regarding this as a set of uninterpreted formal marks. A theory of probabilistic logic is chiefly concerned with identifying the characteristics of a family F of functions from LxL to P. F is the set of permissable belief functions (also called the set of possible probability assignments) from which a rational agent is permitted to choose. Our convention is that for any f in F, f(P|Q) represents the probability assigned by f to the hypothesis P given the evidence Q. P and Q can be any statements in L—no distinction is made between hypothesis statements and evidence statements in probabilistic logic.

The set F of rational probability assignments clearly cannot be the set of all functions from LxL to P. Both F, and each individual element in it, must be subject to some constraints. Of course different theories of rational belief may vary in their choices for these constraints, but I believe they all share some in common. One such common constraint is: if “I believe P is certain when I see Q” then it cannot also be the case that “I believe ¬P is possible when I see Q.” Moreover, the correctness of these constraints—and therefore of the rules of inference they engender—cannot depend on the particular application that they are put to. Decision “theory” does not dictate the standards of correctness for inferences in probabilistic logic (TUKEY [1960]).

Does the set of probabilities P have any internal structure? We must, at the very least, be able to assert that some conditionals are more believable than others, or else there is no practical use for this theory. This implies that we have, at the very least, a partial ordering among conditionals. If we
want to approach the subject algebraically, we can, without loss of generality, introduce a new probability symbol into \( P \) for each pair of sentences drawn from the language \( L \) and assign whatever (partial) set of orderings between these symbols that we wish. In this way we can reproduce any partial ordering whatsoever between the conditionals as an ordering of the elements of \( P \). A theory which adopts this approach is called a weak comparative theory of probability in Fine [1973].

A theory of rational belief is not a substitute for a decision-making procedure. Probabilistic logic does not prescribe "rules of detachment," "rules of commitment," or other decision-making rules. The only judgements a theory of probabilistic logic tells you how to make are conditional judgements—how to assign a value to a conditional probability. Conditional judgements of probability are the only judgements that can be infallible. Moreover, conditional judgements are the natural inputs to a decision-making apparatus.

**What is a Decision Procedure?**

A decision procedure tells you how to bet. I refrain from using the term decision theory since it is not a theory in the usual sense. A decision procedure is, instead, a concrete thing—a particular set of rules describing the behaviour of a specific physical machine. Decisions sometimes have to be made with little or no evidence; decision procedures make mistakes.

Regardless how it may be implemented, a decision procedure can always be described in a certain standard way. To formulate this kind of description we must first identify the general principles that govern the procedure's behaviour. I find it convenient to divide such a description into two parts. The first part describes the principles of evidence—the probabilistic logic—that the decision-making machine (implicitly) employs. The second part describes how these principles are applied in this specific implementation. Ideally the only possible causes of bad decisions are misapplications of probabilistic logic.

The principles governing the application of probabilistic logic to decision-making fall into several subgroups. These concern the problems of statistics, utility assignment, and the formulation of decision rules.

Statistics is concerned with how probabilities are assigned and how the statistical model is built. Statistical problems include the choice of language for encoding evidence and hypothesis statements, the choice of a set of hypotheses, and the choice of simplifying independence assumptions. (A hypothesis is merely a statement whose expected utility is relevant to the decision-making machinery.)

A utility assignment describes how the decision procedure ranks the costs and rewards of various outcomes. Decision rules describe how probabilities and utilities combine to affect decisions.

Suppose, for instance, that we have a decision procedure called Alpha that always decides in favour of the hypothesis with maximum likelihood (Good [1983]). Then we can describe Alpha as a procedure which (implicitly) assigns equal prior probabilities and equal utilities to all hypotheses (outcomes).

Suppose we have another procedure called Beta that merely scans down an ordered list of hypotheses and chooses the first one that is consistent with the current evidence. Then Beta's probabilistic logic simply judges hypotheses to be either possible (probability \( \neq 0 \)) or impossible (probability \( = 0 \)) on the given evidence—a matter of testing logical consistency. Beta (implicitly) assigns non-zero prior probability exactly to those hypotheses which appear on its list, and Beta (implicitly) uses utilities ordered in the same fashion as the list.

The standards of correctness of a probabilistic logic cannot be dictated by the application to which it is put (Tukey [1960]). But what many writers have failed to realize—and this is a novel feature of the theory presented here—is that many other aspects of a probabilistic logic can be tailored to suit the application. We have, for example, a great deal of latitude in choosing a convenient set of probabilities \( P \). After all, if the decision procedure does not (implicitly) use numerical utilities, then why should it use numerical probabilities? There is no reason to use a probabilistic logic that makes fine discriminations between degrees of belief if these discriminations serve no practical end.

**New Axioms for Probabilistic Logic**

These axioms are flexible enough to permit one to tailor the set of probabilities to the application at hand. The probabilities are therefore treated as uninterpreted formal marks in the axiomatization given below. We will examine possible interpretations later—each interpretation will give rise to a probabilistic logic.

The axioms describe the constraints that are appropriate for any rational theory of belief. The axioms fall into three groups: (1) axioms about the domain and range of each probability assignment \( f \) in \( F \), (2) axioms stating consistency constraints that each individual \( f \) in \( F \) must obey,
and (3) axioms that say something about F itself. Finite additivity does not appear as an axiom since it essentially forces probabilities to be numbers.

The usual semantics for probabilistic logic uses "possible worlds." We associate to each proposition \( P \) a set of situations or possible worlds \( S(P) \) in which \( P \) holds. ("Possible world" is left as a primitive unanalyzed concept.)

When \( Q \) is given as evidence, the conditional probability \( f(P|Q) \) is some measure of the fraction of the set \( S(Q) \) that is occupied by the subset \( S(P\&Q) \). (The individual points in \( S(Q) \) need not have equal weight. They need not even have any weight at all as is often the case in Lebesgue measure theory.) This fraction is given by a (possibly non-numerical) function \( \mu f( S(P\&Q), S(Q)) \) whose values range over the set \( P \). (The familiar numerical theory of probability relies on this same semantics except that the relative sizes of the fractions must be coded numerically in this case.) The correctness of any axioms for probabilistic logic can be grasped by a semantics of this form.

**AXIOMS for PROPOSITIONAL PROBABILISTIC LOGIC**

**Axioms about the domain and range of each \( f \) in \( F \).**

1. The set of probabilities, \( P \), is a partially ordered set. The ordering relation is "\( \leq \)"
2. The set of sentences, \( L \), is a free boolean algebra with operations \( \& \), \( v \), and \(-\), and it is equipped with the usual equivalence relation "\( = \)". The generators of the algebra are a countable set of primitive propositions. Every sentence in \( L \) is either a primitive proposition or a finite combination of them. (See BURRIS et al. [1981] for more details about boolean algebra.)
3. If \( P = X \) and \( Q = Y \), then \( f(P|Q) = f(X|Y) \).

**Axioms that hold for all \( f \) in \( F \), and for any \( P, Q, R \) in \( L \).**

4. If \( Q \) is absurd (i.e. \( Q = R\&\neg R \)), then \( f(P|Q) = f(P|P) \).
5. \( f(P\&Q|Q) = f(P|Q) \leq f(Q|Q) \).
6. For any other \( g \) in \( F \), \( f(P|P) = g(P|P) \).
7. There is a monotone non-increasing total function, \( i \), from \( P \) into \( P \) such that \( f(\neg P|R) = i(f(P|R)) \).
8. There is an order-preserving total function, \( h \), from \( P \) into \( P \) such that \( f(P|Q|R) = h(f(P|Q&R), f(Q|R)) \). Moreover, if \( f(P|Q&R) = 0^* \), then \( f(P|Q&R) = 0^* \) or \( f(Q|R) = 0^* \), where we define \( 0^* = f(\neg R|R) \) as a function of \( f \) and \( R \).
9. If \( f(P|R) \leq f(P|\neg R) \) then \( f(P|R) \leq f(P|R)v\neg R \) \( \leq f(P|\neg R) \).

**Commentary on the Axioms**

1. You cannot do anything useful with a probabilistic logic if you cannot compare some degree of belief with others. On the other hand not all applications require a total ordering for probabilities.

2\&3. We clearly do not sacrifice generality by letting \( L \) be a free algebra.

The laws of boolean equivalence state, to pick one particular example, that the truth conditions of the sentence \( P\&R \) are the same as those of \( R\&P \). In other words each sentence picks out the same set of situations: \( S(P\&Q) = S(Q\&P) \). (See BURRIS et al. [1981] for more details about boolean algebra.)

4. Absurd evidence (such as \( \neg R\&R \)) provides no basis for judging the probability of any hypothesis since \( S(\neg R\&R) \) is the empty set. Assigning \( f(\neg R\&R) = f(P|P) \) in these cases is a mathematically elegant way to treat this anomaly consistently (MORGAN [1982]). (An equally acceptable, alternative, treatment is to restrict the domain of each \( f \) so that absurd evidence is always excluded. Adopting this second approach does not alter any of the results stated later, but it does complicate the statement of the axioms.)

5\&6. These axioms establish useful scaling conventions among probabilities and probability assignments.

7. R. COX [1946, 1961] first used the idea that the probability of \( \neg P \) given \( R \) can be determined from the probability of \( P \) given \( R \) as an axiom in his study of probabilistic logics using real numbers. He did not, however, assume that \( i \) was order inverting.
8. This is a weak form of the product rule for probabilities: \( f(P \& Q) = f(P) \cdot f(Q) \). We will call \( h \) the product of probabilities. R. COX [1946, 1961] also introduced this axiom, but without insisting that \( h \) be order preserving or that it have no non-trivial zeroes (see below).

The contrapositive form of the last part of axiom 8 states that the product of two non-zero probabilities is also not zero. This is to say that, given the evidence \( R \), if \( P \& Q \) is impossible, then either \( Q \) is impossible, or else \( P \) is impossible given \( Q \), or both. We say that \( h \) has no non-trivial zeroes when this condition holds.

9. A finite additivity axiom is an axiom that asserts the existence of a function \( h^* \) such that for any \( f, P, Q, \) and \( R \):

\[
f(PvQ | R) = h^*(f(P | R), f(Pv\neg Q | R)).
\]

Finite additivity requires that the probability of \( PvQ \) can be determined from the probabilities assigned to just the two mutually exclusive sentences \( P \) and \( \neg P \& Q \) (ACZEL [1966]).

Suppose \( P \) is statistically independent of \( R \), which we write as \( f(PIR) = f(PI-R) \). Then it should follow that \( f(P) = f(PvR) = f(Pv\neg R) \) since the probability of \( P \) does not depend on whether \( R \) holds or not. Axiom 9 permits this conclusion to be drawn. So does finite additivity, but we are avoiding this axiom in favor of the weaker axiom 9.

Consider next the following argument conducted in English: "If this coin lands heads I will almost certainly end up winning the entire game. If it lands tails then it is still likely that I will win (because I'm so far ahead). So even before we toss the coin, it is clear right now that my chances of winning are somewhere between likely and almost certain." The probabilities mentioned in this argument are not numbers, so no addition formula is possible, yet the conclusion is compelling. Axiom 9 is sufficient to draw the conclusion from the premises in this argument also.

10, 11 & 12. These three axioms guarantee that the set \( F \) of probability assignments is rich enough to freely model: (1) any behaviour of growing chains of evidence, (2) statistically independent events, and (3) partial probability assignments to conjunctions of potential hypotheses.

Axiom 10 shows that the product of probabilities is associative since \( f(P\&Q\&R) = h(h(f(R|P\&Q), f(Q|P)), f(P)) = h(h(f(R|P\&Q), f(Q|P)), f(P)) \).

Axiom 11 can be used to show that the product is commutative by using the equation \( f(P\&Q) = h(f(P|Q), f(Q)) = h(f(Q|P), f(P)) \). Axiom 9 is used in this proof to calculate \( f(P) \) and \( f(Q) \) from \( f(Pv\neg Q) = f(P\neg Q) \) and \( f(Qv\neg P) = f(Q\neg P) \).

Hence we see that \( (P, h) \) forms a commutative semigroup, so we may write \( pq \) instead of \( h(p,q) \) whenever this is convenient.

Axiom 12 is another way of stating our conviction that any conditional must, in principle, have a probability. If we know, for example, that

\[
f(\text{March winds}) = a \\
f(\text{March winds} \& \text{April showers}) = b
\]

then there must be some probability \( r \) such that

\[
f(\text{April showers} | \text{March winds}) = r.
\]

Of course we must have \( b = ra \) (axiom 8), and \( b \leq a \) (axiom 5) or else this probability assignment is inconsistent. FUCHS [1963] calls any partially ordered semigroup naturally ordered just in case there always exists a solution \( r \) to the equation \( q = rp \) whenever \( q \leq p \). Axiom 12 only requires that a solution exist, not that it be unique.

Possible Interpretations of this Theory

These axioms do not presume the existence of probabilities called 0 and 1 in the set \( P \). It easily follows from the axioms, however, that \( f(P|P) = f(Q|Q) = g(Q|Q) \) for arbitrary \( f, g, P, \) and \( Q, \) and therefore the convention 1 = \( f(P|P) \) leaves the probability 1 well-defined. Likewise 0 = \( f(\neg P|P) \) is a good definition of probability 0. Thus every \( P \) that is consistent with the above axioms must have a 0 and a 1. Probability 1 denotes complete certainty, and probability 0 denotes impossibility. If I say "\( Q \) is possible," I mean \( f(Q) > 0 \) for my choice of \( f \).

The probabilities 0 and 1 are therefore special elements of every possible \( P \). To give a mathematical model for a \( P \) which satisfies these axioms we must therefore give a consistent interpretation to each component of the structure \((P, \leq, h, i, 0, 1)\).

(Model 1) 0,1-Probabilistic Logic

\( P(2) = \{0, 1\} \) and \( 0\cdot0 = 0 \cdot 1 = 0, 1\cdot1 = 1, i(0) = 1, i(1) = 0, \) and \( 0 \leq 1 \).

(Model 2) Simple Real Probabilistic Logic

\( P(R) = [0,1) \), the closed interval of real numbers from 0 to 1. Let \( p \cdot q \) be the ordinary numerical product, and let \( i(p) = 1 - p \). Use the usual ordering relation.

For more examples suppose \((P, \leq)\) is a totally ordered set with \( n \) elements. Then the table below displays the number,
N(n), of non-isomorphic models consistent with this constraint—
\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
n & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
N(n) & 1 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 7 & 16 \\
\end{array}
\]

Yet another model of these axioms is the following one mimicking English probabilities. My aim here is not to claim that this is the correct model for English probabilities, but instead to show that a good approximation to English probabilities will not be ruled out by these axioms.

(Model 3) Simplified English Probabilistic Logic
Let \( P(E) \) be the algebra of probabilities generated by the two formal symbols \{LIKELY, UNLIKELY\}, subject to the following additional constraints:

- (Cl) \( \text{UNLIKELY} = i(\text{LIKELY}) \)
- (C2) \( 0 < \text{UNLIKELY} < \text{LIKELY} < 1 \).

The elements of \( P(E) \) are strings of symbols generated by—

- (G1) concatenating previously constructed strings in \( P(E) \),
- (G2) forming \( i(s) \) where \( s \) is a string in \( P(E) \),
- (G3) introducing the formal symbol \( s(p,q) \) for any pair of elements \( p \) and \( q \) in \( P(E) \) whenever \( p \neq q \) and there does not yet exist a solution, \( r \), in \( P(E) \) for the equation \( p = q \cdot r \).

The only ordering relations are those that can be inferred from (Cl), (C2), and the properties of the functions \( h \) and \( i \). This set is not totally ordered.

The symbols introduced by (G3) do not, as far as I know, have English names. But not being able to name them in English does not mean they do not exist.

Is This Theory Useful?

This theory is useful for several reasons—

- (U1) The number of distinct degrees of probability is a feature left up to the user. This makes it possible to tailor the probabilistic logic to the goals of the decision procedure.
- (U2) Many useful inferences can still be carried out.
- (U3) Some statistical problems, like assigning prior probabilities, can be considerably simpler to solve in a non-numerical system. For example in the (unique) three-valued system you only have to decide if an event is certain, impossible, or neither.

To illustrate (U2) I will exhibit a calculation in the system \( P(E) \) (Model 3). Let’s start with the three premises—

- (P1) It is possible that it’s cloudy.
- (P2) If it’s cloudy, it’s likely to rain.
- (P3) If it rains then the street will get wet.

The following conclusion can be drawn from these premises—

If it’s cloudy, the chances are better than likely that the street will get wet.

Let us code these premises symbolically for convenience. They become—

- (P1) \( f(C) \neq 0 \).
- (P2) \( f(R|C) = \text{LIKELY} \).
- (P3) \( f(W|R) = 1 \).

Now by (P3) we have \( f(\neg W|R) = 0 \). Hence \( 0 = f(\neg W|R) \cdot f(R) = f(\neg W \& R) \geq 20 \), and therefore \( f(\neg W \& R \& C) = 0 \) by axiom 5. Now \( 0 = f(\neg W \& R \& C) = f(\neg W|R\&C), \) and because \( f(R|C) \neq 0 \) and \( f(C) \neq 0 \), it must be the case that \( f(\neg W|R\&C) = 0 \) since products have no non-trivial zeroes. Thus \( f(W|R\&C) = 1 \). It’s now easy to find \( f(W|C) = f(W|R\&C) = f(W|R\&C) = 1 \cdot \text{LIKELY} = \text{LIKELY} \). Hence \( f(W|C) = \text{LIKELY} \).

There are several points to note—

1. We used the following trivial theorems:
   \( p \cdot q \leq q \) for any pair of probabilities \( p \) and \( q \).
2. Premise (P1) is needed in this particular derivation.
3. The inequality is a necessary part of the conclusion. After all, maybe the street can get wet in some other way.
4. This argument holds regardless of whether it is cloudy or not at the moment, and regardless of whether it ever rains or not. This argument is about the state the world could be in—it does not confine itself to the unique actual state the world is in now. Probabilistic logic treats all conditionals, counterfactual or not, in the same way.
5. The conclusion is completely convincing even though \( \text{LIKELY} \) can have no numerical interpretation.

The Tar-Pit Theorem

Under what conditions does the familiar numerical theory of probability become the only possible theory of rational belief? Richard COX [1946, 1961] first investigated this question under the assumption that probabilities were numbers. ACZEL [1966] reports stronger results under the assumption of finite additivity for probabilities. The following theorem is in the same vein, but it drops these two assumptions and even some of the axioms. I call it the Tar-Pit Theorem because it shows how easy it is to get stuck in stuff that has been lying around for a long time.

Definition

\( P \) is archimedean ordered if, for any \( p \neq 1 \) and any \( q \neq 0 \) in \( P \), the repeated product \( p \cdot p \cdot \ldots \cdot p = p^n \) becomes smaller than \( q \) for some positive integer \( n \).
The Tar-Pit Theorem

Under the conditions established by axioms 1 through to 12, the following two statements are logically equivalent:
1. The set of probabilities $P$ is totally ordered and also archimedean ordered.
2. The algebraic structure $(P, \geq, h, i, 0, 1)$ is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the system $(P(R), \geq, i, 0, 1)$ given as Model 2, namely Simple Real Probabilistic Logic.

Dropping both axiom 11 and the assumption that products have no non-trivial zeroes does not affect the result.

A short proof of this is given in the Appendix. The requirement for archimedean ordering appearing this theorem can be removed and replaced by either cancellativity (i.e., for any $p, q, r \neq 0$ in $P$, if $p \cdot r = q \cdot r$ then $p = q$), or else by finite additivity (with some other minor adjustments in hypotheses). Space is too limited to state these results precisely.

On Reinventing the Wheel

Several theories of belief have been recently developed that have claimed some novelty over the familiar probability theory with real numbers. The DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory is one example, and the MYCIN theory is another (see BUCHANAN & SHORTLIFFE [1984] for a description of both). Both of these theories use numbers to measure degrees of uncertainty. In light of the Tar-Pit theorem it is no surprise, therefore, that KYBURG [1987] has shown that the DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory can be reinterpreted and understood in the language of familiar probability theory, and that HECKERMAN [1986] has done a similar thing for the MYCIN theory. In the process of uncovering the exact relationship, each author has exposed the general statistical assumptions that were surreptitiously imposed by each of these two systems. Whatever novelty these systems may have had rested on these questionable statistical assumptions.

KYBURG [1987] showed that the DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory manipulates convex sets of probability assignments. (A set $S$ of probability assignments is convex if for any two probability assignments $f$ and $g$ in $C$, and any number $z$ between 0 and 1, the function $z \cdot f + (1-z) \cdot g$ is also in $C$. As a consequence of this the range of values assumed by $f(P|Q)$ for fixed $P$ and $Q$, when you let $f$ range over all members of $C$, forms a closed interval.)

HECKERMAN [1986], on the other hand, found that a MYCIN "certainty factor" is a monotonic increasing function of the likelihood ratio $f(P|Q) / f(P|\neg Q)$.

Both KYBURG and HECKERMAN observed, in the respective systems they studied, that certain statistical assumptions about conditional independence were built into the inference rules themselves. HECKERMAN, for example, showed how MYCIN's implicit assumptions made MYCIN incapable of correctly handling a statistical inference problem that involved three or more mutually exclusive and exhaustive possible outcomes.

Non-monotonic "logics," which originated with REITER [1980] and McDERMOTT & DOYLE [1980], are another recent novelty. Given a set of premises, say $Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$, a non-monotonic "logic" is a non-deterministic machine for deriving "plausible inferences." We will write "$P \vdash Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$" if $P$ is derivable from the stated premises by one of these machines.

At the very least a non-monotonic "logic" must tell me what the good bets are. If "$P \vdash Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$" does not mean that $P$ is a good bet given I have already seen $Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$, then I see no practical point to non-monotonic "logic." I am indebted to Charles MORGAN for showing me why a non-monotonic "logic" cannot be a logic in the usual sense of the word. This still leaves open the possibility, however, that non-monotonic "logic" is some sort of betting system. Here are three possible explanations for "plausible inference" in terms betting rules—there are, of course, an endless number of possibilities:

1. The set of probabilities $P$ is totally ordered and also archimedean ordered.
2. The algebraic structure $(P, \geq, h, i, 0, 1)$ is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the system $(P(R), \geq, i, 0, 1)$ given as Model 2, namely Simple Real Probabilistic Logic.

Dropping both axiom 11 and the assumption that products have no non-trivial zeroes does not affect the result.

A short proof of this is given in the Appendix. The requirement for archimedean ordering appearing this theorem can be removed and replaced by either cancellativity (i.e., for any $p, q, r \neq 0$ in $P$, if $p \cdot r = q \cdot r$ then $p = q$), or else by finite additivity (with some other minor adjustments in hypotheses). Space is too limited to state these results precisely.

On Reinventing the Wheel

Several theories of belief have been recently developed that have claimed some novelty over the familiar probability theory with real numbers. The DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory is one example, and the MYCIN theory is another (see BUCHANAN & SHORTLIFFE [1984] for a description of both). Both of these theories use numbers to measure degrees of uncertainty. In light of the Tar-Pit theorem it is no surprise, therefore, that KYBURG [1987] has shown that the DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory can be reinterpreted and understood in the language of familiar probability theory, and that HECKERMAN [1986] has done a similar thing for the MYCIN theory. In the process of uncovering the exact relationship, each author has exposed the general statistical assumptions that were surreptitiously imposed by each of these two systems. Whatever novelty these systems may have had rested on these questionable statistical assumptions.

KYBURG [1987] showed that the DEMPSTER-SHAFER theory manipulates convex sets of probability assignments. (A set $S$ of probability assignments is convex if for any two probability assignments $f$ and $g$ in $C$, and any number $z$ between 0 and 1, the function $z \cdot f + (1-z) \cdot g$ is also in $C$. As a consequence of this the range of values assumed by $f(P|Q)$ for fixed $P$ and $Q$, when you let $f$ range over all members of $C$, forms a closed interval.)

HECKERMAN [1986], on the other hand, found that a MYCIN "certainty factor" is a monotonic increasing function of the likelihood ratio $f(P|Q) / f(P|\neg Q)$.

Both KYBURG and HECKERMAN observed, in the respective systems they studied, that certain statistical assumptions about conditional independence were built into the inference rules themselves. HECKERMAN, for example, showed how MYCIN's implicit assumptions made MYCIN incapable of correctly handling a statistical inference problem that involved three or more mutually exclusive and exhaustive possible outcomes.

Non-monotonic "logics," which originated with REITER [1980] and McDERMOTT & DOYLE [1980], are another recent novelty. Given a set of premises, say $Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$, a non-monotonic "logic" is a non-deterministic machine for deriving "plausible inferences." We will write "$P \vdash Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$" if $P$ is derivable from the stated premises by one of these machines.

At the very least a non-monotonic "logic" must tell me what the good bets are. If "$P \vdash Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$" does not mean that $P$ is a good bet given I have already seen $Q_1 \& Q_2 \& \ldots \& Q_n$, then I see no practical point to non-monotonic "logic." I am indebted to Charles MORGAN for showing me why a non-monotonic "logic" cannot be a logic in the usual sense of the word. This still leaves open the possibility, however, that non-monotonic "logic" is some sort of betting system. Here are three possible explanations for "plausible inference" in terms betting rules—there are, of course, an endless number of possibilities:

1. $P \vdash Q$ $\Rightarrow$ $u(P) \cdot f(P|Q) > c$,
2. $P \vdash Q$ $\Rightarrow$ $\min \{u(P) \cdot g(P|Q) | g \text{ is in } S\} > c$,
3. $P \vdash Q$ $\Rightarrow$ $f(P|Q) > c \cdot f(P|\neg Q)$,

where $u(P)$ denotes the utility of outcome $P$, $f$ is some fixed probability assignment, $c$ is some fixed constant, and $S$ is some special subset of $F$.

Suppose $Q$ holds. $P$ is a good bet, according to (D1), when my expected utility from it exceeds some threshold. (D2) is more conservative: it says $P$ is a good bet only when the minimum I expect to gain (over some set of probability assignments) is large enough. (D3) uses likelihoods to pick out good bets.

For example REITER's system [1980], to a first approximation, judges hypotheses only on the basis of consistency and it assumes an equal assignment of utilities to all outcomes. It is therefore no surprise that such a scheme is too simple to be very useful. (To be precise, REITER's system is based on "$P \vdash Q \Rightarrow f(P|Q&B) > 0\)," where $B$ is some base set of facts that is never doubted.

This criterion can be simplified to "$P \vdash Q \Rightarrow g(P|Q) > 0\) because, for
fixed $B$, the equation $g(X|Y) = f(X|Y&B)$ defines $g$ to be another valid probability assignment in $F$.

Non-monotonic "logic" is further hampered by not manipulating probabilities and utilities explicitly. Suppose we adopt the criterion that any event with probability exceeding 0.80 is a good bet, and suppose I have built a non-monotonic "logic" that is sound by this criterion. Toss a fair die (with six faces). Let $L(i)$ code the event that face $i$ shows. Let $Q$ denote the background information about dice tossing. Then certainly $L(i)$ will not be a non-monotonic inference from $Q$ for any $i$ in this system. The disjoint event $L(1) \lor L(2) \lor L(3) \lor L(4) \lor L(5)$, however, is a good bet according to our chosen criterion. But how can an inference like this be made in general within a non-monotonic "logic" that excludes probabilities from its calculations?

Fuzzy "logic" (ZADEH [1965], GUPTA et al. [1979]) is another novelty. This theory leads to bad bets because, among other things, it is inconsistent with axiom 8. Fuzzy "logic" replaces the functional equation $f(H \& T) = h(f(H), f(T))$ with $f(H \& T) = h(f(H), f(T))$ where $h$ is still a function with no non-trivial zeroes.

To demonstrate the difficulties this alteration leads to, consider tossing a fair coin. By symmetry, fuzzy "logic" must assign equal "possibility levels" to the two outcomes so that $f(H) = f(T) = p$ for some $p \neq 0$. Now according to fuzzy "logic"'s rules, $f(H \& T) = \min(f(H), f(T)) = p \neq 0$. But the event $H \& T$ is impossible! Interpreted charitably, this means that 0 is not the only way of coding impossibility in fuzzy "logic." We have just seen that the value $p$ also must code for impossibility. But then both possible outcomes of the coin toss are now marked impossible—an absurdity. I am quite prepared to bet money against this unrealistic "logic" since I do not expect to lose.

The onus is clearly on the inventor of a new theory of rational belief (or rational decision-making procedure) to demonstrate its novelty and its correctness. None of the theories mentioned in this section are, simultaneously, a new and a good guide to betting.

Appendix: Proof of the Tar-Pit Theorem

Actually, this proof continues to hold even if we omit axiom 11 (independence) and the last part of axiom 8 ($h$ has no non-trivial zeroes).

That (2) implies (1) is obvious. So we will concentrate on proving the converse, namely any archimedean totally ordered set $P$ that satisfies the remaining axioms must be a set of real numbers under ordinary multiplication.

This proof relies on another theorem that was first found by O. HOLDER at the turn of the century, and later rediscovered by A. H. CLIFFORD (see FUCHS [1963, p.165]). HOLDER and CLIFFORD proved that any totally and naturally ordered archimedean semigroup must be isomorphic to a subsemigroup of one of the following three. The non-zero and non-unit elements of these three distinguished semigroups are isomorphic to—

1. the open interval of reals $(0,1)$ under ordinary multiplication,
2. the half-open interval of reals $[1/e, 1)$, under the binary operation $\max(xy, 1/e)$
3. the interval $(1/e, 1)$ augmented by an artificial element $\$,$ under the following operation:
   
   $xy$ if $xy \geq 1/e$
   
   $\$ if $xy < 1/e$

where $e$ is the base of the natural logarithms, and $\$ < 1/e.

According to our axioms $i(i(p)) = p$, and so the function $i$ is an anti-isomorphism of $P$ which inverts $P$'s ordering relation. The semigroups resulting from (2) and (3) can therefore be ruled out because no such $i$ can ever be found for them. This leaves only possibility (1), which, after we restore the 0 and 1 elements, is the closed interval $[0,1]$ under multiplication. This proves the theorem.
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Abstract

Modal structures have recently been developed as an alternative to Kripke structures for providing the semantic basis for various modal logics. While modal structures are mathematically equivalent to Kripke structures in a certain sense, it is argued that modal structures provide a simpler and more intuitive basis for representing particular states of the modal notions of knowledge and belief. Since these notions, rather than the traditional notions of necessity and possibility, are of particular interest to Artificial Intelligence, it is of interest to examine the applicability and versatility of these structures. This paper presents an investigation of modal structures, by examining how they may be extended to account for generalizations of Kripke structures. In particular we show how they may be extended to situations, or partial possible worlds, to a generalized accessibility relation among situations, and to a full first-order system. In all cases the extensions are shown to be equivalent to the corresponding extension of Kripke structures. In addition, a three step transformation from Kripke to modal structures is presented to clarify the relationship between the two models.

Keywords: modal structures, Kripke structures, epistemic logics, possible world semantics.

1. Introduction

Kripke structures were proposed in [Kripke 63] as a semantic basis for modal logics of necessity and possibility. The general idea is that a proposition $\alpha$ may either happen to be true (for example, it is true that I happen to be sitting at my desk at the present time) or may necessarily be true (for example, every square must of necessity have four sides). The latter proposition may be written as $\Box \alpha$, to distinguish it from simple truth. The truth of $\Box \alpha$ is expressed relative to the notion of "possible worlds": $\Box \alpha$ is true just when $\alpha$ is true in all worlds that are possible given the present world. By varying the notion of what worlds are accessible from a particular world, one may specify various differing notions of necessary truth. [Halpern and Moses 85] provides a highly readable introduction to such modal logics.

The notion of a possible world in this context seems highly intuitive, since necessity is readily interpreted as "truth in all possible worlds". However, modal logics have also been used to model (among other things) the epistemic notions of knowledge and belief, and for these notions, the possible worlds basis is perhaps not as intuitive. In the semantics of such systems, $\Box \alpha$ (that is, the agent believes $\alpha$) is true just when $\alpha$ is true in all worlds that are consistent with what the agent believes. [Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84] and [Fagin and Vardi 85] argue that it is not clear how Kripke structures reflect particular states of knowledge and belief, and introduce modal structures as a formally equivalent but arguably more intuitive alternative. These structures consist of a number of levels, where level 0 corresponds to what is true in the real world, level 1 corresponds to what the agent directly believes about the world, level 2 corresponds to what the agent believes that it believes about the world, and so on. Hence, the levels of modal structures correspond neatly to levels of meta-knowledge, and arguably allow individual states of knowledge to be clearly represented.

In this paper we examine the extensibility of modal structures by examining how they may be extended to account for various generalizations of Kripke structures. In Section 2, we provide background information by describing modal structures in general, giving their formal equivalence to Kripke structures, and describing a particular modal structure that models the logic weak $\mathcal{S5}$ [Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84], [Fagin and Vardi 85]. We also describe an original method of deriving modal structures from Kripke structures. In Section 3, we investigate the extensibility of modal structures to the logics of explicit and implicit belief described in [Levesque 84a] and [Lakefey 87]. In these systems, the notion of possible worlds in Kripke structures is generalized to that of partial possible worlds, or situations. Section 4 describes briefly how the first-order logic of belief described in [Levesque 84b] can be represented in modal structures. The formal equivalence of the two approaches has been demonstrated for all extensions; for brevity, however, the theorems have been omitted. The theorems and their proofs, together with further details, may be found in [Hamilton 87].
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2. Kripke Structures and Modal Structures

This section briefly reviews the semantic structures with which we are concerned. A Kripke structure consists of a set of states \( Q \), a binary accessibility relation \( R \) over those states, and an assignment of truth values \( \pi \) to primitive propositions at states. For \( w, v \in Q \), if \( wRv \), then \( v \) is said to be accessible from \( w \). Informally, the states are interpreted as possible worlds, and the accessibility relation gives those worlds that are considered possible with respect to a given world. For epistemic logics (i.e., logics of knowledge and belief), the accessibility relation gives those worlds that are consistent with what an agent believes at a particular "real" world. An agent at a world \( w \) is said to believe a proposition \( p \) if and only if \( p \) is true in all worlds accessible from \( w \).

Different restrictions placed on the accessibility relation enable one to model different properties of knowledge or belief. Consistency of belief is obtained in a Kripke structure by requiring that the accessibility relation be serial (for every world \( w \), \( wRv \) for some \( v \)). Positive introspection, wherein an agent knows everything that it knows, is obtained by requiring that the accessibility relation be transitive (if \( wRv \) and \( vRx \), then \( wRx \)); and negative introspection, wherein if an agent does not know something, it knows that it does not know it, is obtained by the Euclidean restriction (if \( wRv \) and \( wRx \), then \( vRx \)). The logic weak \( S5 \), which is obtained by requiring that the accessibility relation be serial, transitive, and Euclidean, gives a kind of belief that is consistent, although not necessarily accurate with regard to the "real world". The logic \( S5 \) is obtained by requiring that the accessibility relation be reflexive instead of serial (for every world \( w \), \( wRw \)). This requirement ensures that the agent's beliefs accurately reflect the "real world", and distinguishes knowledge from belief.

[Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84] and [Fagin and Vardi 85] introduce modal structures as an alternative to Kripke structures. A modal structure models a particular world \( w \) in a Kripke structure; it tells both what is true at \( w \) and what is believed by an agent \( A \) at world \( w \).

Informally, the states \( W_k \) of a modal structure are natural number \( k \) only worlds. For example, the fact that primitive proposition \( p \) is true is recorded at level 0; the fact that agent \( A \) believes that \( p \) is true is recorded at level 1; and the fact that \( A \) believes that \( A \) believes that \( p \) is true is recorded at level 2.

The correspondence to Kripke structures is roughly as follows. World \( w \) in a Kripke structure describes a specific "state of affairs"; this (single) state of affairs is described at level 0 in the modal structure for world \( w \). The agent is considered to be "at" level 0. The set of worlds immediately accessible from \( w \) models the agent's beliefs about \( w \); these worlds constitute level 1 in a modal structure. The set of worlds accessible from those accessible from \( w \) gives the agent's beliefs about its beliefs about \( w \); these worlds are contained at level 2 of the modal structure, along with the worlds through which they are accessible. This process can be repeated arbitrarily many times to allow for arbitrarily deep nestings of beliefs. A modal structure thus gives the full accessibility information in a Kripke structure from a single world; to obtain all the information present in a particular Kripke structure, one requires in general as many modal structures as there are worlds in the Kripke structure.

A modal structure can now be formally defined [Fagin and Vardi 85]. \( P \) is a fixed, finite set of primitive propositions.

**Definition 1:** \( f_P: P \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \} \) is a \( d \)-th-order assignment.

Intuitively, \( f_P \) assigns truth values to the primitive propositions in \( P \) at level 0 of the modal structure.

**Definition 2:** Assigns truth values to the primitive propositions in \( P \) at level 0 of the modal structure.

**Definition 3:** \( f_k: \{A\} \rightarrow \text{PowerSet}(W_k) \) is a \( k \)-th-order assignment, for \( k \geq 1 \).

Intuitively, the assignment \( f_k \) associated with the agent \( A \) at a world \( w \) is the set of possible \( k \)-ary worlds that are compatible with its depth-\( k \) beliefs. \( f_k(A) \) is the set of \( k \)-ary worlds associated with agent \( A \) at level \( k \) of the modal structure.

**Definition 4:** A modal structure is an infinite sequence \( <f_0 f_1 f_2 \ldots> \) if the prefix \( <f_0 \ldots f_k> \) is a \( k \)-ary world for every \( k \geq 1 \).

Kripke structures can contain worlds with duplicate truth assignments, such that two distinct worlds \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), where \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) have identical truth assignments, are both accessible from world \( w \). In a modal structure, identical \( k \)-ary worlds are collapsed into one, so that every level \( k \) contains only distinct \( k \)-ary worlds. Modal structures can be drawn as trees, and the relationship between Kripke and modal structures can be clarified by showing the transformation from a Kripke structure to a modal structure drawn as a tree. Figure 2-1 shows a three-step transformation from a Kripke structure to a modal structure, for world \( w \) of the Kripke structure. The Kripke structure contains five worlds, of which \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are identical worlds. The Kripke tree of depth 1 in the figure, for example, has only one leaf because worlds \( v_1 \), \( v_2 \), and \( v_3 \) are collapsed into one. Similarly, the collapsed Kripke tree of depth 2 has only two subtrees because the subtrees rooted at \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are collapsed into one. The Kripke structures assume an infinite set of primitive propositions.
Figure 2-1: Three-Step Transformation from a Kripke Structure to a Modal Structure

A sentence $\alpha \in L$ is satisfied at a world $w$ in a Kripke structure $M$ if $M, w \models \alpha$, and $\alpha$ is valid in $M$ (written "$\models \alpha$") if $\alpha$ is satisfied at every $w \in G$.

The support relations for logics modeled by modal structures is now given. [Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84] proves that the satisfiability of a sentence of depth $k$ is confirmed at level $k$ in a modal structure, $p$ is a primitive proposition, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are formulas of $L$.

1. $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models p$ iff $p$ is true under truth assignment $f_0$.
2. $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models \neg \alpha$ iff $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \not\models \alpha$.
3. $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models \alpha \land \beta$ iff $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models \alpha$ and $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models \beta$.
4. $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models Ba$ iff $\langle g_0, \ldots, g_{k-1} \rangle \models \alpha$ for every $\langle g_0, \ldots, g_{k-1} \rangle \in f_k(A)$, where $\alpha$ is of depth $k-1$.

The truth of all formulas that contain no modal operators is confirmed at level 0 of the modal structure, while the truth of formulas with $k$ nested modal operators is confirmed at level $k$. A depth-$k$ sentence $\alpha$ is satisfied at a modal structure $f$ (written "$f \models \alpha$") if $\langle f_0, \ldots, f_k \rangle \models \alpha$, and $\alpha$ is valid if it is satisfied at every modal structure.

Each modal structure corresponds to a single state of a Kripke structure, whose truth assignment is restricted to a finite set of propositions, together with its accessibility information. Moreover, each Kripke structure corresponds to a collection of modal structures, such that exactly the same set of sentences is satisfiable, and thus valid, in each model. The following theorem makes the equivalence explicit.

Theorem 5: [Fagin and Vardi 85] To every Kripke structure $M$ and state $s$ in $M$, there corresponds a modal structure $f_{M,s}$ such that $M, s \models \alpha$ iff $f_{M,s} \models \alpha$, for every formula $\alpha$. Conversely, there is a Kripke structure $M$ such that

---

The symbols $\models$ and $\not\models$ are used in this paper to define the support relations for several logics; the symbols have distinct definitions for each logic. Because the meaning is clear from the context, however, no confusion arises.
for every modal structure \( f \) there is a state \( s_i \) in \( M \) such that \( f \models \alpha \) if \( M, s_i \models \alpha \), for every formula \( \alpha \).

**Belief structures** [Fagin and Vardi 85] are simply modal structures constrained to model the logic weak S5. Figure 2-2 shows the first three levels of a sample belief structure and the Kripke structure that it corresponds to.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{0\} & : w_R \\
\{1\} & : \{w_1, w_2, w_3\} \\
\{2\} & : \{w_1, w_2, w_3\}
\end{align*}
\]

![Figure 2-2: A Belief Structure and a Corresponding Kripke Structure](image-url)

The world \( w_R \) at level 0 is the "real world". At level 1, worlds \( w_1 \), \( w_2 \), and \( w_3 \) are the worlds compatible with the agent’s beliefs, and assigned to it by \( f_1 \). At level 2, \( f_2 \) assigns to the agent a set of three 2-ary worlds that are compatible with its beliefs about its beliefs about the world.

There are three semantic restrictions on belief structures, the first of which applies to all modal structures.

1) **Basic Restriction**: \( <g_0, \ldots, g_{k-1}, g_k> \in f_k(A) \) if there is a \( g_k \), such that \( <g_0, \ldots, g_{k-2}, g_{k-1}> \in f_{k-1}(A) \), for \( k \geq 2 \).

That is, each \((k-1)\)-ary world forms the prefix of some \(k\)-ary world at level \(k\), and each \(k\)-ary world at level \(k\) has as its prefix some \((k-1)\)-ary world from the previous level. In terms of trees, this restriction says that the leaves of subtrees at level \(k\) are the parents of leaves at level \(k-1\), and conversely, that the leaves at level \(k\) have as parents the leaves of subtrees at level \(k-1\). Intuitively, each level extends the agent’s lower-level beliefs. In Figure 2-2, each world at level \(1\) is the prefix of some \(2\)-ary world at level \(2\), and the leaves at level \(2\) are the children of worlds at level \(1\).

2) **Full Introspection**: if \( <g_0, \ldots, g_{k-1}, g_k> \in f_k(A) \), then \( g_{k-1}(A) = f_{k-1}(A) \), for \( k \geq 2 \).

Agents under weak S5 are fully introspective, so the worlds accessible from those at the previous level are exactly all the worlds at the previous level. That is, an agent knows exactly what it believes and doesn’t believe at the previous level. T2 corresponds to the transitive and Euclidian restrictions on Kripke structures. In Figure 2-2, the suffix of each \(2\)-ary world (the set of leaves of each subtree) at level \(2\) contains all the worlds at level \(1\). Because weak S5 does not require beliefs to correspond to "reality", \( w_R \) is not required to appear at level \(1\).

3) **Consistency**: \( f_k(A) \) is nonempty for \( k \geq 1 \). An agent’s beliefs must be consistent. Since worlds are consistent, if there is some world at every level, then the agent’s beliefs are consistent. T3 corresponds to the serial restriction on Kripke structures.

A belief structure has an infinite number of levels. After some level, however, an agent will have no new information to believe, and the higher levels will contain only the worlds compatible with the beliefs the agent gains by introspecting about its beliefs (and lack of beliefs) at the previous levels. A level which contains no information not in the previous level is called a no-information extension of the previous level [Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84].

3. **BLK-Structures and BL4-Structures**

[Levesque 84a] describes a single-agent logic of implicit and explicit belief (called BL in this paper), where explicit beliefs are those "actively held" by the agent, and implicit beliefs are the logical consequences of the explicit beliefs. Explicit beliefs are not required to be consistent. As well, an agent is not required to believe explicitly all tautologies, the consequences of its explicit beliefs, or certain statements that are logically equivalent to its explicit beliefs. The language of BL consists of a set of primitive propositions \( P \), the connectives \( \land, \lor, \rightarrow \), and the modal operators \( B \) and \( L \). \( B \alpha \) is read "the agent explicitly believes \( \alpha \)" and \( L \alpha \) is read "the agent implicitly believes \( \alpha \)". The connectives \( \land, \lor, \rightarrow \) are introduced by definition. No nesting of modal operators is allowed, so the agent possesses no meta-beliefs.

The semantics of BL is given in terms of situations as well as worlds: A situation assigns \( true \), \( false \), both or neither to propositions. A world then is a complete and consistent situation, or alternatively, a situation is a partial, possibly inconsistent, world. The semantics is given in terms of a model-structure, called a **BL-model** in this paper to avoid confusion with modal structures. A BL-model \( M \) is a 4-tuple \( <S, B, T, F>_x \), where \( S \) is the set of all situations, \( B \) is the set of situations that correspond to the agent’s explicit beliefs, and \( T \) and \( F \) map primitive propositions to sets of situations in which they are respectively true and false. The agent’s implicit beliefs are modeled by the set of worlds \( W(B) \), which is compatible with the belief set \( B \). A world \( w \) is compatible with a situation \( s \) if all propositions that are true (false) at \( s \) are true (false) at \( w \). Every \( w \in W(B) \) is compatible with some \( s \in B \), and all explicit beliefs are also implicit beliefs by the definition of compatibility. The support relations for a situation in a BL-model \( M \) are shown below.

\( \models \) means "supports the truth of", \( \models \) means "supports the falsity of", and \( \not\models \) means "does not support the truth of".
1. \( M,s \models_{T} p \iff s \in T(p) \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} p \iff s \in F(p) \).
2. \( M,s \models_{T} (\alpha \lor \beta) \iff M,s \models_{T} \alpha \lor M,s \models_{T} \beta \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} (\alpha \lor \beta) \iff M,s \models_{F} \alpha \lor M,s \models_{F} \beta \).
3. \( M,s \models_{T} (\alpha \land \beta) \iff M,s \models_{T} \alpha \land M,s \models_{T} \beta \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} (\alpha \land \beta) \iff M,s \models_{F} \alpha \land M,s \models_{F} \beta \).
4. \( M,s \models_{T} \neg \alpha \iff M,s \not\models_{T} \alpha \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} \neg \alpha \iff M,s \not\models_{F} \alpha \).
5. \( M,s \models_{T} B\alpha \iff \text{for every situation } t \in B, M,t \models_{T} \alpha \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} B\alpha \iff M,s \not\models_{F} B\alpha \).
6. \( M,s \models_{T} La \iff \text{for every world } w \in W(B), M,w \models_{T} \alpha \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} La \iff \text{for every world } w \not\models_{T} \alpha \).

The truth of a sentence \( \alpha \) is verified only at worlds in \( W(B) \). In particular, \( \alpha \) is valid (written "\( \models_{T} \alpha \)") if it is satisfied at all worlds in all \( BL \)-models. \( \alpha \) is satisfied at a world \( w \in W(S) \) in a \( BL \)-model \( M \) (written "\( M,w \models_{T} \alpha \)") if \( M,w \models_{T} \alpha \).

The semantics of \( BL \) can be given equivalently in terms of a collection of modified modal structures called \( BL \)-structures, where each \( BL \)-structure models one situation (or world) in a \( BL \)-model. Since \( BL \) permits no meta-knowledge, \( BL \)-structures contain only two levels. Level 0 contains an assignment \( I_{0} \) of true, false, both or neither to the propositions in \( P \); it represents the "actual situation", where agent \( A \) is located. At level 1, \( A \) is assigned both a set of situations \( s_{1}(A) \) and a set of worlds \( w_{1}(A) \), which correspond to \( B \) and \( W(B) \), respectively. Each world in \( w_{1}(A) \) is compatible with some situation in \( s_{1}(A) \), just as \( W(B) \) and \( B \) are compatible in \( BL \)-models. \( BL \)-structures are described in detail in [Hamilton 87]. The logics \( BLK \) and \( BL4 \), which are described next, extend \( BL \) to allow meta-beliefs. The modal structures which provide their semantics are described in detail.

[Lakemeyer 87] extends \( BL \) to allow meta-beliefs in his logic \( BLK \). The language used is that of \( BL \), except that nested beliefs are allowed; the only restriction on nesting is that no \( L \) may appear in the scope of a \( B \), so the agent cannot hold explicit beliefs about its implicit beliefs. This is a syntactic restriction on the language which does not affect the semantic model.

Lakemeyer introduces the constraint that an agent cannot introspect explicitly about its beliefs. To achieve this, he replaces the belief set \( B \) in the \( BL \)-model with two accessibility relations \( R \) and \( R \), for positive and negative explicit beliefs, respectively. Positive explicit beliefs are sentences with an initial unnegated \( B \) operator (e.g., \( Bax \) and \( B(Bax \lor \sim B\beta) \)). Negative explicit beliefs are sentences with an initial negated \( B \) operator (e.g., \( \sim Bax \) and \( \sim B(Bax \lor \beta) \)). The intuition is that an agent \( A \)'s beliefs are confirmed by looking in one set of situations (those accessible through \( R \)), and disconfirmed by looking in another (those accessible through \( R \)). The two accessibility relations coincide at worlds, which model \( A \)'s implicit beliefs. Thus, \( wR \) for a world \( w \) and a situation \( s \). This ensures that an agent's beliefs are consistent at a world, although they may not be at a situation. Unlike in \( BL \)-models, both worlds and situations are reachable through \( R \) and \( R \). Implicit beliefs are fully introspective, as in weak \( S5 \), but are not required to be consistent. A \( BLK \)-model is then a \( 5 \)-tuple \(<S,T,F,R,R>\), where \( S, T, \) and \( F \) are as in \( BL \)-models, and \( R \) and \( R \) are the accessibility relations.

Transitive and Euclidean restrictions on worlds in \( BLK \)-models give the agent full implicit introspective powers over its implicit and explicit beliefs. For all worlds \( w, v \) and situations \( s \in S \),

\[
\text{if } wRv \text{ and } vRw, \text{ then } wRs \text{ (transitive), and } \\
\text{if } wRv \text{ and } wR, \text{ then } vR \text{ (Euclidean).}
\]

The support relations for a \( BLK \)-model are the same as those for a \( BL \)-model except for those that interpret sentences of the form \( Bax \) and \( La \). Intuitively, \( Bax \) is supported at a situation if \( \alpha \) is true at all situations accessible through \( R \); \( Bax \) is not supported at a situation if \( \alpha \) is not supported at some situation accessible through \( R \). \( La \) is true if \( \alpha \) is true at all worlds accessible through \( R \). \( \alpha \), of course, can itself contain modal operators. The two new support relations follow.

5. \( M,s \models_{T} B\alpha \iff \text{for all } t, sRt \text{ then } M,t \models_{T} \alpha \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} B\alpha \iff \text{for some } t, sRt \text{ and } M,t \models_{F} \alpha \).
6. \( M,s \models_{T} La \iff \text{for all worlds } w, sRw \text{ then } M,w \models_{T} \alpha \).
   \( M,s \models_{F} La \iff \text{for } M,s \not\models_{T} \alpha \).

Satisfaction and validity are defined as for \( BL \)-models.

The semantics of \( BLK \) can be described equivalently in terms of a collection of extended \( BL \)-structures called \( BLK \)-structures; each \( BLK \)-structure is equivalent to a situation in a \( BLK \)-model, along with its accessibility information. Level 0 of a \( BLK \)-structure contains an assignment of truth values that describes the "actual situation", as in \( BL \)-structures. Each ensuing level associates with agent \( A \) two sets of situations, corresponding to the situations accessible to \( A \) through \( R \) and \( R \). The formal definition is shown below. As before, we assume a fixed, finite set of primitive propositions \( P \), and a single agent \( A \).

**Definition 6:** \( s_{0} : P \rightarrow \text{Powerset}([\text{true}, \text{false}]) \) is an 0th-order situation truth assignment. \( w_{0} : P \rightarrow [\text{true}, \text{false}] \) is a 0th-order world truth assignment.

Intuitively, \( s_{0} \) assigns true, false, both or neither to the propositions in \( P \), while \( w_{0} \) assigns either true or false to them. \( I_{0} \) is the \( s_{0} \) that describes the "real situation" at level 0 of a \( BLK \)-structure.

**Definition 7:** \(<s_{0}> \) is a 1-ary situation (abbreviated situation), and \(<w_{0}> \) is a 1-ary world (abbreviated world).

A world is a situation. \( T(p) \) is the set of all situations at which \( p \) is true, and \( F(p) \) is the set of all situations at
which p is false, for all p ∈ P. Every world appears in exactly one of T(p) or F(p), but each situation can appear in one, both, or neither.

Let $S_1$ be the set of all 1-ary situations.

**Definition 8:** $f_1: \{A\} \to 2S_1$ is a 1st-order positive situation assignment. $\tilde{f}_1: \{A\} \to 2S_1$ is a 1st-order negative situation assignment. $[f_1, \tilde{f}_1]$ is a 1st-order BLK-assignment.

Intuitively, $f_1$ associates with the agent a set of 1-ary situations compatible with its explicit positive beliefs about the world. Intuitively, $\tilde{f}_1$ associates with the agent a set of situations compatible with its explicit negative beliefs about the world.

**Definition 9:** $<f_0, [f_1, \tilde{f}_1], ..., [f_k, \tilde{f}_k]> \in 2S_k$ is called a k-ary BLK-situation. If $<f_0>$ is a world, $<f_0, [f_1, \tilde{f}_1], ..., [f_k, \tilde{f}_k]> \in 2S_k$ is also called a k-ary BLK-world.

Let $S_k$ be the set of all k-ary BLK-situations. Then $k^{th}$-order positive and negative situation assignments are specified as follows.

**Definition 10:** $f_k: \{A\} \to \text{Powerset}(S_k)$ is a kth-order positive situation assignment. $\tilde{f}_k: \{A\} \to 2S_k$ is a kth-order negative situation assignment.

Intuitively, $f_k$ assigns to the agent a set of k-ary BLK-situations which are compatible with its positive explicit depth-k beliefs, and $\tilde{f}_k$ assigns to each agent a set of k-ary BLK-situations which are compatible with its negative explicit depth-k beliefs. $f_k(A)$ is the set of k-ary BLK-situations assigned to the agent by $f_k$, and $\tilde{f}_k(A)$ is the set of k-ary BLK-situations assigned to the agent by $\tilde{f}_k$, both at level k. $W(f_k(A))$ is the kth-order positive situation assignment. The $k$th-order positive and negative situation assignments are specified as follows.

**Definition 11:** The infinite sequence $<f_0, [f_1, \tilde{f}_1], ..., [f_k, \tilde{f}_k]>$ is a BLK-structure if every prefix $<f_0, [f_1, \tilde{f}_1], ..., [f_k, \tilde{f}_k]>$ is a k-ary BLK-situation for every $k > 0$, and the structure satisfies the semantic restrictions S1, S2, and S3 given below.

Figure 3-1 shows the first three levels of a sample BLK-structure and a corresponding BLK-model. The hollow circles represent situations, while the dark circles represent worlds. The solid and dashed lines represent $R$ and $\overline{R}$, respectively. The BLK-structure models world $w_1$ of the BLK-model. At level 1 of the BLK-structure, $f_1(A)$ contains the situations compatible with the agent's positive beliefs about the world (those accessible through $R$ from $w_1$), while $\tilde{f}_1(A)$ contains the situations compatible with the agent’s negative beliefs about the world (those accessible through $\overline{R}$ from $w_1$). At level 2, $f_2(A)$ contains three subtrees, each one rooted at one of the situations in $f_1(A)$. The leaves of each subtree are the situations accessible through $R$ and $\overline{R}$ from the root, so that $f_2(A)$ contains beliefs of the form $BBa$ and $B-Ba$. The same is true of $f_2(A)$, which models beliefs of the form $BB-Ba$ and $BB-Ba$. It is possible for $f_2(A)$ ($\tilde{f}_2(A)$) to contain more than one subtree rooted at a situation in $f_1(A)$ or $\tilde{f}_1(A)$; this could happen if the BLK-model contained two situations with identical truth assignments but different accessible situations.

**S1) Basic Restriction:** $<g_0, [g_1, \overline{g_1}], ..., [g_{k-1}, \overline{g_{k-1}}]> \in f_k(A)$ (respectively $\tilde{f}_k(A)$) if there exists a $[g_{k-1}, \overline{g_{k-1}}]$ such that $<g_0, [g_1, \overline{g_1}], ..., [g_{k-2}, \overline{g_{k-2}}], [g_{k-1}, \overline{g_{k-1}}]> \in f_k(A)$ (respectively $\tilde{f}_k(A)$) for $k \geq 2$.

S1 says simply that each (k-1)-ary BLK-situation at level k-1 forms the prefix for at least one k-ary BLK-situation at level k, and the prefix of each k-ary BLK-situation at level k is equivalent to some (k-1)-ary BLK-situation at level k-1. Intuitively, as in belief structures, each level extends the agent’s lower-level beliefs. In Figure 3-1, for example, each of the three elements of $f_2(A)$ forms the prefix (the root in this example) of some 2-ary.

---

8In this example, $f_2(A)$ contains the same subtrees as $\tilde{f}_2(A)$, because $<f_0>$ is a world. This is not true in general.
BLK-situation in \( f_0(A) \), and the prefix of each 2-ary BLK-situation in \( f_0(A) \) is some element of \( f_1(A) \). The same is true of \( f_1(A) \) and \( f_2(A) \).

S2) \( wRs \) iff \( wRs \): If \( <f_0> \) is a world in the BLK-structure

\[ <f_0, [t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k] \rightarrow \text{then } f_k(A) = f_k(A) \text{ for all } k \geq 1. \]

S2 corresponds to the BLK-model restriction \( wRs \) iff \( wRs \), which ensures that the agent's positive and negative beliefs are consistent at a world. This restriction must therefore be enforced whenever the \( BLK \)-structure models a world. In a BLK-structure, a positive depth-\( k \) sentence is modeled by the subtrees in \( f_k(A) \), while the corresponding negative sentence is modeled by the subtrees in \( f_k(A) \). So if \( <f_0> \) is a world, the positive and negative sets at each level must be the same. Restriction S2 is illustrated in Figure 3-1; notice that it holds not only in the main BLK-structure, but also within the 2-ary BLK-world in \( f_2(A) \) and \( f_2(A) \).

S3) Full Implicit Introspection: For \( <f_0> \) a world, if

\[ <g_0([g_1, g_1], ..., [g_{k-1}, g_{k-1}]) \in f_k(A) \text{ then } g_{k+1}(A) = f_{k+1}(A) \text{ for } k \geq 2. \]

S3 enforces the BLK introspection axiom, which gives full implicit introspection over implicit and explicit beliefs. It corresponds to the transitive and Euclidean restrictions on \( R \) in BLK-models, and says that the positive suffixes \( (g_k(A)) \) of \( k \)-ary BLK-worlds at level \( k \) must contain all the \((k-1)\)-ary BLK-situations at level \( k-1 \). By restriction S2, the negative suffixes \( (f_k(A)) \) contain the same worlds, so the agent's implicit beliefs are fully introspective.

The support relations for BLK-structures are shown below. \( p \) is a primitive proposition, and \( \alpha \) is a sentence. As in BLK-models, \( \models_p \) means "supports the truth of", \( \models_f \) means "supports the falsity of", and \( \models \) means "does not support the truth of".

1. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models_p \) if \( <f_0> \in T(p) \).
2. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models_f \) if \( <f_0> \in F(p) \).
3. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \land \beta \) if and only if

\[ <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \land \beta. \]
4. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \lor \beta \) if and only if

\[ <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \lor \beta. \]
5. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \) if and only if

\[ <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha. \]
6. \( <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha \) if and only if

\[ <f_0([t_1, t_1], ..., [t_k, t_k]) \models \alpha. \]

A sentence \( \alpha \) of depth \( k \) is modeled at level \( k \) of the BLK-structure. Specifically, the BLK-structure \( f = <w_0([t_1, t_1], ...) \) is said to satisfy sentence \( \alpha \) of depth \( k \) (written "\( f \models \alpha \)") if \( <w_0([t_1, t_1], ...) \models \alpha \). \( \alpha \) is valid (written "\( \models \alpha \)") if it is satisfied in every BLK-structure \( <w_0, [t_1, t_1], ...> \). Validity thus corresponds to satisfiability at every world in every model of Kripke structures.

The equivalence between BLK-models and BLK-structures is similar to the equivalence between Kripke structures and belief structures: BLK-structures model a single situation, while Lakemeyer’s BLK-models model collections of situations, such that the same set of sentences is satisfiable in each model.

Theorem 12: [Hamilton 87] To every BLK-model \( M = <S, T, F, R, R> \) and world \( w \) in \( M \), there corresponds a BLK-structure \( f_{M,w} \) such that \( M, w \models \alpha \) if \( f_{M,w} \models \alpha \) for every formula \( \alpha \). Conversely, there is a BLK-model \( M \) such that for every BLK-structure \( f \) there is a world \( w_f \) in \( M \) such that \( f \models \alpha \) if and only if \( M, w_f \models \alpha \) for every formula \( \alpha \).

Lakemeyer presents an axiomatization of BLK that is both sound and complete with respect to BLK-models. Since BLK-models and BLK-structures are equivalent, the axiomatization is also sound and complete with respect to BLK-structures.

BLK-structures, like belief structures, are infinite in height. However, after some finite number of levels, no further information is introduced, and the agent’s higher-level beliefs result from its implicit introspection. These implicit beliefs can be propagated upwards through the
levels on the positive side by using a no-information BLK extension similar to the no-information extension of belief structures. Intuitively, the no-information BLK-extension \([I_{k+1}, I_{k+1}]\) describes the agent's depth-(k+1) beliefs, given that it has no information other than that expressed in its depth-k beliefs. The explicit and implicit no-information extensions begin at the same level, since explicit beliefs are implicit beliefs. The suffixes of positive (k+1)-ary BLK-worlds in the no-information BLK-extension contain the entire previous level, to model the fact that the agent's implicit beliefs at that level are a result of introspecting about its beliefs at the previous level. The suffixes of positive (k+1)-ary BLK-situations contain all possible (k+1)-ary BLK-worlds in order to model the fact that the agent has no positive beliefs about either its beliefs or its non-beliefs at the previous level. The suffixes of all negative (k+1)-ary BLK-situations and BLK-worlds contain all possible (k+1)-ary BLK-worlds in order to model the fact that the agent does not believe anything at that level. The formal definition of the no-information BLK-extension is in [Hamilton 87].

[Lakeemer 87] transforms BLK into a system called BL4, which is like BLK except that the agent's explicit positive beliefs are subject to positive introspection. This is done by making R transitive for situations as well as worlds (if \(sRt\) and \(tRu\), then \(sRu\)), and adding the balancing restriction that if \(sRt\) and \(Rsu\), then \(sRu\), for all situations \(s\), \(t\), and \(u\). BL4 can be modeled in a BL4-structure, which is a BLK-structure with one additional semantic restriction, S4, to enforce explicit positive introspection. The formal definition of S4 is given below. The support relations for BL4-structures are exactly those of BLK-structures.

**S4 Explicit Positive Introspection:** If \(g_1, g_1, g_1\), then \(g_1, g_1, g_1\) (S4) for all \(k \geq 2\).

S4 says that at every level \(k\) above level 1, the positive suffixes of k-ary BL4-situations in \(I_k(A)\) and \(f_k(A)\) are subsets of \(I_{k+1}(A)\) and \(f_{k+1}(A)\), respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2, which shows the first three levels of a BL4-structure and the associated BL4-model. As before, the hollow and dark circles represent situations and worlds, respectively. In every subtree of \(I_k(A)\), the set \(g_k(A)\) (the set of leaves reachable through \(R\)) is a subset of \(I_k(A)\), and similarly, every set \(g_k(A)\) in \(f_k(A)\) is a subset of \(f_k(A)\). In the subtrees that model worlds \(w\) and \(v\), the same is true of \(g_k(A)\) (the set of leaves reachable through \(R\)). In the subtrees that model the situations \(t\) and \(u\), \(g_k(A)\) is not a subset of the sets in the previous level.

Explicit beliefs are extended through a no-information BL4-extension which incorporates restriction S4. In BL4-structures, the positive BL4-situations that model non-worlds at the upper levels model the beliefs the agent acquires by introspecting explicitly about its positive beliefs, while those that model worlds continue to model the agent's implicit, fully introspective beliefs. Details are in [Hamilton 87].

**4. KB-Modal-Structures**

While the previous sections extended modal structures to allow partial possible worlds and a double accessibility relation, this section extends modal structures to a first-order quantification setting. [Levesque 84b] and [Levesque 81a] describe a first-order language, KL, that can be used as the representation and query language for a knowledge base (KB), and enables the KB to answer questions about both its domain and its knowledge.9 The semantics of the language is given in terms of a possible worlds model which gives the KB the power of weak S5, but is extended to allow quantification over variables. This section briefly describes the language KL and its semantic theory, and presents an equivalent representation using an adaptation of belief structures.

KL includes countably infinite sets of predicate and function symbols including the equality predicate "\(=\)", constants, individual variables, and parameters, which act as rigid designators in the domain. It includes a single modal operator \(K\), where \(K\alpha\) is read "the KB believes that \(\alpha\)" and the standard first-order logical operators. Terms of KL include variables, parameters, and function applications, and sentences are defined recursively in terms of predicate applications combined by the logical operators.

A function \(v\) assigns every primitive term of KL to a parameter, enabling the KB to know when two terms refer to the same domain entity, or co-refer. If \(s\) is the set of all primitive sentences that the KB believes to be true, then \([s, v]\) is a world-structure, which models a possible world. A KB-model \(M\) is any non-empty set of world-structures, intuitively, those that are compatible with the world-knowledge of the KB. The accessibility relation on the worlds in \(M\) is transitive, Euclidean, and serial, and so the logic has the properties of weak S5.

The semantics of KL can thus be defined in terms of a modified belief structure called a KB-structure, where each KB-structure models a single world-structure in a KB-model. KB-structures are exactly the belief structures of Section 2, except that level 0 is redefined to describe first-order worlds instead of propositional ones. The three semantic restrictions on belief structures apply directly to KB-structures, and a new semantic restriction, described below, is added. The no-information extension of belief structures can also be applied directly.

Level 0 of each KB-structure contains an assignment \(v\) of terms to parameters, and a set of primitive sentences \(s\) that are true given \(v\) at that world-structure. It also contains a domain-mapping function (DMF) \(d\) which maps the parameters to the domain entities. In each KB-model there is a single implicit DMF which applies over all world-structures, but each KB-structure models only a single world-structure, so the mapping must be

---

9The KB actually has beliefs about the domain, since its knowledge is not required to be accurate, but it has accurate knowledge of its own knowledge. The terms knowledge and belief will be used interchangeably in this section.
done in every KB-structure. The universality of the mapping across the world-structures modeled by KB-structures must therefore be enforced; the function \( d \) will be used in the formulation of a semantic restriction for this purpose on KB-structures. Level 0 then consists of a triple \( f_0 = [s, v, d] \).

Semantic restriction UD (Universal Domain) ensures that the DMF \( d \) is the same across all world-structures in the KB-structure. Since levels 0 and 1 together contain all the possible worlds in the corresponding KB-model, it suffices to compare the DMF of every world-structure at level 1 with that of level 0. Let \( <f_0,d> \) represent the domain mapping function of the world-structure \( <f_0> = <[s, v, d]> \).

The support relations of the KB-structures bear a very close resemblance to the support relations of the KB-model, given in [Levesque 84a]. In fact, all but the support relation for sentences of the form \( K\alpha \) are identical, with \( <s, v, d>, f_1, ..., f_{k-1} > \) substituted for \( m_1[s, v, d] \). The one that differs is shown below.

7. \( <s, v, d>, f_1, ..., f_k, > \models K\alpha \) if \( <s', v', d>, g_1, ..., g_{k-1} > \models \alpha \) for all \( s, v, d, g_1, ..., g_{k-1} > \in f_k(KB) \).

KB-structures are equivalent to Levesque's KB-models in the same way that belief structures are equivalent to Kripke structures, with the additional restriction that the DMF of the KB-model be equivalent to the DMF in the KB-structures. The equivalence theorem and its proof are in [Hamilton 87].

5. Discussion

This paper has shown how the modal structures of [Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 84] and [Fagin and Vardi 85] can be adapted to model the non-standard epistemic logics BL of [Levesque 84a] and BLK and BL4 of [Lakemeyer 87], and a first-order system, the KB-model of [Levesque 81b] and [Levesque 84b]. As well, a three-step transformation from Kripke to modal structures was described to clarify their relationship.

Modal structures do appear to be generally extensible to logics that differ from the standard epistemic logics for which they were designed. But are they, as their inventors claim, more intuitive than the Kripke structures they replace? In belief structures this does seem to be the case; the transitive and Euclidean restrictions on an accessibility relation, for example, seem less obviously related to full introspection than having the same set of accessible worlds at every successive level. Certainly as well, the ability to look at a particular level \( k \) of the modal structure to determine the depth-\( k \) beliefs of an agent is appealing, compared to the necessity of tracing all paths of length \( k \) in a Kripke structure to find the appropriate set of worlds. But the relationship between the worlds, which is easily seen in a Kripke structure, can be obscured in a modal structure by the redundancy at each level. In Figure 2-2, for example, it is clear that in the Kripke structure the worlds accessible from \( w_R \) are in an equivalence class. But to draw the same conclusion from the corresponding modal structure, it is necessary to verify at every level that the suffix at each level contains all the worlds of the previous level. The intricate notation of modal structures can also be unwieldy, especially in the more complicated models.

[Fagin and Vardi 85] demonstrates that the finite number of worlds at a level and the ability to verify a depth-\( k \) sentence at level \( k \) lead to simpler proofs for soundness and completeness, as well as decidability, with modal structures than with Kripke structures. This should be true also for the extensions described in this paper.

Modal structures assume a fixed, finite number of primitive propositions, presumably to model the beliefs of a finite agent. This restriction undoubtedly makes it easier to represent particular states of belief, since the number of unique possible worlds is now finite. The restriction may not always be reasonable, however, since it effectively bars the agent from ever holding beliefs that are not represented in the fixed, finite set. There is no structural reason why modal structures could not be defined for an infinite number of propositions, but the number of possible worlds at a level would not then be guaranteed to be finite, and determining validity in modal structures would no longer be decidable.
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Appendix

Theorem 12: To every BLK-model $M = <S, T, F, R, R>$ and world $w$ in $M$, there corresponds a BLK-structure $f_{M,w}$ such that $M, w \models \alpha$ iff $f_{M,w} \models \alpha$, for every formula $\alpha$. Conversely, there is a BLK-model $M$ such that for every BLK-structure $f$ there is a world $w_f$ in $M$ such that $f \models \alpha$ iff $M, w_f \models \alpha$ for every formula $\alpha$.

Proof: To show the first part of the theorem, suppose $M = <S, T, F, R, R>$ is a BLK-model. For every situation $s \in S$ in $M$, we construct a BLK-structure $f_{M,s} = <f_0, [f_1, f_1], ... >$ where $f_0$ is the assignment at situation $s$. Suppose we have constructed a $(k-1)$-ary BLK-situation $<f_0, [f_1, f_1], ... , [f_{k-2}, f_{k-2}]>$ for each situation $s \in S$. Then $f_{k-1}(a) = \{ <f_0, [g_0, g_1], ... , [g_{k-2}, g_{k-2}] > | sRg \}$, and $f_{k-1}(a) = \{ <h_0, [h_1, h_1], ... , [h_{k-2}, h_{k-2}] > | sRh \}$, where $<g_0, [g_1, g_1], ... , [g_{k-2}, g_{k-2}] >$ is the $k$-ary BLK-situation constructed for $g$, and $<h_0, [h_1, h_1], ... , [h_{k-2}, h_{k-2}] >$ is the $k$-ary BLK-situation constructed for $h$. As well, $W(f_{k-1}(a)) = \{ <w_0, [g_0, g_1], ... , [g_{k-2}, g_{k-2}] > | sRw \}$, where $w$ is a situation $g \in S$ that is a world. It remains to be shown that $M, w \models \alpha$ iff $f_{M,w} \models \alpha$. The proof is mechanical and is left to the reader.

To show the converse of the theorem, let $M = <S, T, F, R, R>$ be a BLK-model where $S = \{ s_i \} | s_i \neq f_0$ for every BLK-structure $f = <f_0, [f_1, f_1], ... >$. Then $s_i Rg$ iff $<g_0, [g_1, g_1], ... , [g_{k-2}, g_{k-2}] > \in f_{k-1}(a)$, and $s_i Rh$ iff $<h_0, [h_1, h_1], ... , [h_{k-2}, h_{k-2}] > \in f_{k-1}(a)$ for every $k \geq 1$, where $<g_0, [g_1, g_1], ... , [g_{k-2}, g_{k-2}] >$ is the $(k-1)$-ary BLK-situation that corresponds to $g$, and $<h_0, [h_1, h_1], ... , [h_{k-2}, h_{k-2}] >$ is the $(k-1)$-ary BLK-situation that corresponds to $h$. $W(f_{k-1}(a))$ is defined as above. $f \models \alpha$ iff $M, w_f \models \alpha$ by the same reasoning as in part 1.
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A Solution to the Paradoxes of Confirmation

James P. Delgrande
School of Computing Science, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5A 1S6

Abstract

A recalcitrant problem in machine learning concerns the issue of what hypotheses are supported by what evidence. If one accepts, first, that some ground instances describing a domain do indeed support some general hypotheses while others do not and, second, that if an instance supports a hypothesis, it also supports all logical consequences of the hypothesis, then unintuitive and problematic results are immediately forthcoming. For example, a flying bird would support not only the hypothesis that birds fly, but also the contrapositive that all non-flying things are non-birds. This paper argues that, while an instance that supports a hypothesis does also support all consequences of the hypothesis, the notion of classical consequence is too strong to apply to the problem at hand and that instead a weaker notion of consequence should be adopted. A formal system which addresses the problems of evidential support is developed, and it is shown that in this framework the problems do not arise.

1. Introduction

The area of inductive learning addresses the problem of forming general hypotheses on the basis of a set of specific facts. For this approach, a learning system receives information concerning a domain of application in the form of facts, or ground atomic formulae. On the basis of this information the learning system induces general statements characterising the domain, and hence hypothesises relations among the known relations in the domain. These hypotheses are phrased independently of any particular individuals. Clearly then, in this approach one must determine when a fact is to count as confirming a hypothesis. In the case of universal statements though, the problem appears to be trivial: a general statement is confirmed by any of its instances. Hence, for example, the statement "all ravens are black" is confirmed by a black raven and falsified by a non-black raven. This observation appears to be so straightforward, that every (to my knowledge) Artificial Intelligence (AI) system that generalises from examples simply accepts this without comment.

Yet matters are not quite as straightforward as they at first seem. If one accepts the condition that whatever evidence confirms a hypothesis also confirms a statement that is logically equivalent to it, then difficulties arise immediately. For example, consider the hypothesis "all ravens are black" and its contrapositive "all non-black things are non-ravens". Clearly a non-black non-raven supports the latter hypothesis. However it also, by the above criterion, supports the former hypothesis. Thus we are led to the unappealing conclusion that the desk that I am writing on, or my pen, supports the hypothesis "all ravens are black". To quote Nelson Goodman, "the prospect of being able to investigate ornithological theories without going out in the rain is so attractive that we know there must be a catch in it" [Goodman 79 p. 70]. This problem is known variously as the "paradoxes of confirmation" or "Hempel's paradox".

1 More accurately, is confirmed by an instance representing a black raven. Although confirmation is a relation between statements, I will, for simplicity, on occasion talk more loosely about objects confirming statements.

2 Note though that these problems do not constitute a genuine paradox per se. There is, for example, nothing inconsistent arising from the problem. Rather what we have is a clash with commonsense intuition. A more appropriate term then is perhaps "the problems of confirmation".
There are various proposals in the philosophical literature for a solution to this problem; none however appears to be unproblematic. In AI, as mentioned, this problem appears to have not been addressed. Clearly though there has been extensive research carried out in machine learning and, in particular in a restriction of inductive learning, learning from examples [Carbonell et al 83]. If a goal of AI is to understand principles underlying intelligent behaviour, then it is essential that such difficulties be addressed. In particular, the situation at hand, it seems important that some account of the relation between evidence and hypotheses be given.

This paper attempts to provide a starting point for such an account. We argue that the difficulty arises from the use of the notion of classical consequence as a metric for determining which sets of sentences are to be counted as confirmed by a particular piece of evidence. Rather, the approach taken here is to address the problem of evidential support from first principles and, from a set of arguably minimal assumptions, give a formal account of this problem. To do so, we first review a system that has been developed from first principles as a means of analysing formal issues arising from learning from examples. Subsequently we show how it may be applied to the problem at hand. This system proves to be weaker than classical logic; in particular negation is weaker than classical negation. As a means of further analysing this approach to confirmation, an alternative, three-valued semantics is also developed for the system. Lastly, we show that the paradoxes of confirmation do not arise in this framework. The approach is argued to be largely independent of the notions of "evidence" and "confirmation" used by a learning system; thus these considerations arguably apply to all systems that learn from examples.

In this paper however we address only the issue of what ground instances are to count as positive instances of hypotheses. Broader issues, such as how hypotheses are to be updated in the presence of new, conflicting instances, are irrelevant to the problem at hand, and are ignored. For a possible account of these further issues, as well as more details on the formal systems presented here, see [Delgrande 87c].

2. The Paradoxes of Confirmation

Consider again the hypothesis "all ravens are black". We can represent this in first-order logic as

\[(x)(Raven (x) \rightarrow Black (x)).\]

This hypothesis is logically equivalent to the following statements:

\[(x)(\neg Black (x) \rightarrow \neg Raven (x)),\]

\[(x)(\neg Raven (x) \vee Black (x)).\]

Intuitively an individual that is both a raven and black (say, \(Raven (a) \land Black (a)\)) confirms this hypothesis. Intuitively also some things, say my right shoe or the Eiffel Tower, do not confirm this hypothesis. However, my right shoe and the Eiffel Tower do appear to confirm statements 2 and 3. If we accept that logically equivalent statements are supported by the same evidence, then we are presented with a dilemma. It appears that we must either allow that all three individuals – individual \(a\), my right shoe, and the Eiffel Tower – uniformly confirm statements 1-3, or else we must allow that logically equivalent statements need not necessarily be confirmed by the same evidence. This issue was originally discussed by C.G. Hempel in [Hempel 45]. [Black 66] and [Scheffler 81] contain highly readable and thorough surveys; neither however proposes an unproblematic solution.

One proposed approach to the problem is to claim that hypotheses need to be placed in some "context". Thus, to use Black’s example, "all vertebrates are warm-blooded" is a statement about animals, or about vertebrates. On the other hand, the argument goes, the statement "all non-warm-blooded things are non-vertebrates" is not. Hence we might formulate the first statement instead by "relativising" the context to animals:

\[(x)((An (x) \land Vert (x)) \supset (An (x) \land WB (x))).\]

4. The corresponding restricted contrapositive would be:

\[(x)((An (x) \land \neg WB (x)) \supset (An (x) \land \neg Vert (x))).\]

5. In this case an animal that is cold-blooded and invertebrate may well be seen as confirming the original hypothesis. However, 4 is also logically equivalent to

\[\neg An (x) \supset (\neg An (x) \supset (\neg Vert (x) \supset (An (x) \land WB (x)))).\]

6. A positive instance of 6 is:

\[(An (a) \land \neg An (a) \land (\neg An (a) \land \neg Vert (a) \land (An (a) \land WB (a))).\]

7. Hence any non-animal will satisfy 7 and thus be evidence for 6 and so, by implication, 4. Thus any individual falling outside the "context" provides evidence for the hypothesis. This clearly is as bad as the original dilemma.

An alternative is to attempt to provide some account of how evidence changes one’s confidence in a given hypothesis. Such approaches generally begin with the observation that, for example, the class of ravens is (presumably) much smaller than the class of non-black things. That being the case, finding a particular raven to be black should increase one’s confidence in the hypothesis much more than finding a particular non-black entity to be non-raven. Thus both instances confirm "all ravens are black"; it’s just that one does so much more than the other. However this approach, which boils down to quantifying the notion of "degrees of confirmation", has a number of problems. To begin with, using degrees of confirmation may be quite simply irrelevant to the problem: the problem after all is simply to determine what is to count as a confirming instance. It appears also that a successful characterisation of degrees of confirmation will not lend itself to the problem at hand. In particular, the paradoxes arise even when the cardinality of the antecedent is obviously larger than that of the complement of the consequent. Consider the examples:

All atoms are inanimate, or

All invertebrates are cold-blooded.

In neither case does it seem reasonable to take the pen in front of me (say) as a positive instance. Note also there is good reason to doubt that any coherent account of degrees of confirmation may be obtained [Putnam 79].

A third possible solution, proposed by Black, begins with the claim that the error arises in treating the conditional in "all ravens are black" as the material conditional: arguably it isn’t the material conditional that one wants, but rather some other
weaker operator. This seems plausible, since it does seem clear that whatever the connective is in "all ravens are black", it is not material implication. For one thing, it certainly isn't the case that every raven is black – albinos, for example, generally are white. [Lewis 73], [Chellas 75] and others have considered the problem of conditionals other than material implication, such as those dealing with counterfactual or other subjunctive statements. [Delgrande 87a] and [Delgrande 88] contain an analysis of the conditional used in naive scientific statements, such as "ravens are black" or "birds fly". In all these cases, the truth of a conditional depends not on the present state of affairs being modelled, but on other states of affairs. So, for example, in Lewis' approach, the truth of the counterfactual \( A \rightarrow B \) depends on the states of affairs most similar to the present one in which \( A \) is true.

Applying these approaches to the present problem is not straightforward because the semantics of the underlying system rests on the notion of "alternative states of affairs" or "possible worlds". Thus for example, in the approach of [Delgrande 87a], while the truth of \( \text{Raven}(a) \wedge \text{Black}(a) \) is determined with respect to the present state of affairs, the truth of "ravens are black" is determined with respect to other "less exceptional" states of affairs that may be quite different from the one presently being modelled. Now this may be fine for expressing the meaning of, say, "ravens are black", or other such conditionals, but it does not lend itself to the problems of evidence and hypotheses. On the one hand, it seems somewhat unusual to say that a particular black raven in this state of affairs provides evidence for a statement whose truth is determined relative to other states of affairs. On the other hand, if we require that the present state of affairs be one of those used in determining the truth of "ravens are black", then we are forced to have our conditional operator correspond to material implication. This in turn requires that in the present state of affairs all ravens must be black, which clearly is unrealistic. Hence to the extent that all extant systems for dealing with variable conditionals rely on a possible worlds semantics, this last suggestion appears inapplicable for our purposes. Note also that this last proposal supposes that the difficulty lies with the conditional. However, the claim of this paper is that the difficulty in fact arises with negation. Assuming that this claim is indeed correct, then it is quite conceivable that the paradoxes of confirmation will also arise with conditionals weaker than the material conditional.

3. Approach

The framework within which I wish to address the paradoxes of confirmation is as follows. A hypothesis will be a general, universally quantified statement that is not known to be either true or false, but for which one has justified belief in its truth.

A hypothesis then may be of the form \( (x)(\alpha(x) \Rightarrow \beta(x)) \) or simply \( \alpha(x) \Rightarrow \beta(x) \), where \( \alpha(x) \) and \( \beta(x) \) will be used to stand for arbitrary wffs of first-order logic, with free variable \( x \). We will accept a priori that such a hypothesis is confirmed by an instance of the form \( \alpha(a) \wedge \beta(a) \). The issue then is one of determining, given that ground instance \( e \) confirms the general hypothesis \( h \), what other hypotheses \( e \) confirms.

Consider for example where we have a hypothesis \( \alpha(x) \) that is supported by some set of instances. We know that \( \alpha(x) \) is equivalent to \( (\alpha(x) \wedge (\beta(x) \rightarrow \neg\beta(x))) \). The instances supporting \( \alpha(x) \) then should also provide evidence for \( \alpha(x) \wedge (\beta(x) \rightarrow \neg\beta(x)) \). However if we assume that the set of instances that support the conjunction of two hypotheses is the intersection of the sets that support the conjuncts, then we may run into difficulties. Conceivably the known instances of \( \beta \) and \( \neg\beta \) could be disjoint from those of \( \alpha \). So even though we know of instances satisfying \( \alpha \), we may not know of instances that satisfy \( \alpha(x) \wedge (\beta(x) \rightarrow \neg\beta(x)) \) and so by most any criteria, would not have evidence for it.\(^4\) This is in contrast to statements such as \( \alpha(x) \wedge \beta(x) \) and \( \beta(x) \wedge \alpha(x) \) where any instance known to satisfy one conjunction must satisfy the other; hence evidence for one must constitute evidence for the other.

So the question of interest is to formally characterise this support relation among hypotheses. Fortunately we can make use of an existing system to address this question. [Delgrande 87b] and [Delgrande 87c] develop a foundational approach to "learning from examples" and "learning by being told" [Carbone et al 83]; the results presented there are applicable to the present case. In broad outline, the approach is as follows. The domain of application is assumed to be described by a presumably infinite set of ground atomic formulae, formed from presumably infinite sets of individuals and predicates. The truth value of some of these instances are known and constitute the evidence that may support hypotheses. For example, we may know that \( \text{Raven}(\text{opus}), \text{Black}(\text{opus}) \), and \( \neg\text{Bird}(\text{snoopy}) \), but we may know neither \( \text{Black}(\text{snoopy}) \) nor \( \neg\text{Black}(\text{snoopy}) \). Hypotheses will express relations among relations in the domain. For example, "the set of (or extension of) ravens is contained in that of black things" may be one such hypothesis.

By term I will mean an entity that denotes a relation in the domain. To each term in a hypothesis we can associate two subsets of the ground instances, consisting of those known to satisfy the term and those known to not. Thus with the term "black raven" we can associate the set of individuals known to be both ravens and black, and the set known to be either non-black or non-raven. These sets then contain all the individuals known to satisfy or to not satisfy the term. Hence for term \( t \) in hypothesis \( h \) these sets give the individuals that \( t \) may contribute as evidence in support (or not) of hypothesis \( h \). Note then that we do not restrict the notion of evidence that could be used by a learning system, except to require that a hypothesis have known confirming instances. However we do require that the evidence for a hypothesis be a function of the known satisfying (and known non-satisfying) instances in the terms of the hypothesis.

\(^4\) Note that if we were to take individuals known to be true of \( \alpha \) and determine whether or not they were true of \( \beta \), then we could locate individuals known to satisfy \( \alpha(x) \wedge (\beta(x) \rightarrow \neg\beta(x)) \) and hence locate evidence for \( \alpha(x) \wedge (\beta(x) \rightarrow \neg\beta(x)) \). However this process is quite independent of the simple determination of which consequences of \( h \) are supported by \( e \), given that \( e \) supports \( h \). See [Delgrande 87c] for an examination of how such a determination of instances may be carried out.
These (pairs of) sets in a term interrelate in various ways. In the following section, the algebra of these pairs is derived, and from this algebra the corresponding propositional logic is derived. These systems provide a precise specification of what hypotheses are supported by the same evidence. Given the propositional system, it is a trivial matter to translate sentences from this system into a first-order one.

To summarise then, for the approach I assume only that:

1. The task is to determine what ground instances support what general statements.
2. Some instances support a hypothesis, some do not, and some are irrelevant to the hypothesis.
3. For a hypothesis to be supported, there must be a known satisfying instance of the hypothesis.
4. The evidence for a hypothesis is a function of the known satisfying (and known non-satisfying) instances in the terms of the hypothesis.

4. Formal Systems for Evidential Support

4.1. An Algebra for Evidential Support

Hypotheses are expressed in a language HL that is analogous to that of elementary set theory, except that operators and relations are subscripted with the character "h". In [Delgrande 87b] and [Delgrande 87c] operators for the converse, composition, image, domain, and others are specified. These are not directly relevant to our concerns with the paradoxes of confirmation, and so are not included here. A "ply" operator \( \Rightarrow_h \) is also introduced [Curry 63]. After we consider the algebra of terms of HL, we will want to also consider the corresponding propositional logic; the ply operator serves as the analogue in the algebra of the material conditional in the logic.

**Definition:** If \( P \) is the set of known predicate names, then the terms of HL are exactly those given by:

1. If \( \alpha \in P \) then \( \alpha \) is a term of HL.
2. If \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are terms of HL, then so are \( \alpha \wedge_h \beta, \alpha \vee_h \beta, \neg_h \alpha, \) and \( \Rightarrow_h \beta \).

**Definition:** The sentences of HL are exactly given by:

If \( \alpha, \beta \) are terms of HL, then \( \alpha =_h \beta, \alpha \subset_h \beta, \alpha \supset_h \beta, \alpha \cap_h \beta, \alpha \cup_h \beta \in \text{HL} \).

So, for example,

\( \text{Raven} \cup_h \text{Penguin} \cup_h \text{Robin} \subseteq_h \text{Bird} \)

has the reading "the set of ravens, penguins, and robins is hypothesised to be contained in the set of birds".

While this is a somewhat impoverished language compared to that of first-order logic, it is, arguably, the appropriate language for expressing relations among relations in the domain. In addition the systems developed appear to be general and expressive enough to sufficiently illustrate and argue our approach to the paradoxes of confirmation. Hence the arguments given here apply also to more expressive systems. Lastly, there is a clear and easy translation of the systems developed into a full first-order framework.

Given a particular predicate there is a set of individuals (or tuples) which are known to satisfy it and a set of individuals which are known to not. Hence:

**Definition:** For each known predicate symbol \( P \) define sets \( P_+ \) and \( P_- \) by:

\[
P_+ = \{ <a_1, \ldots, a_n> | P(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \text{ is known to be true} \},
P_- = \{ <a_1, \ldots, a_n> | \neg P(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \text{ is known to be true} \}.
\]

The sets \( P_+ \), \( P_- \) are called the known extension and known antiextension (respectively) of \( P \).

The known extension and antiextension corresponding to terms in HL can easily be determined. Thus, for example, the hypothetical intersection of \( P \) and \( Q \) is known to contain just those elements that both \( P \) and \( Q \) are true of, and is known to not contain just those elements that either \( P \) or \( Q \) is known to not be true of. For the hypothesised operations we obtain the following known extension/antiextension pairs.

**Definition:**

- **Complement:** \( \neg_h \alpha = <\alpha_n, \alpha_+> \)
- **Union:** \( \alpha \cup_h \beta = <\alpha_+, \alpha \cap_h \beta> \)
- **Intersection:** \( \alpha \cap_h \beta = <\alpha_+ \cap_h \beta, \alpha \cup_h \beta> \)
- **Ply:** \( \alpha \Rightarrow_h \beta = \langle (-\alpha_+ \cap_h \beta), (-\beta \cup_h \alpha), \neg_h \alpha > \)

The expression \( \neg_h \alpha \) is defined as \( I - \alpha \), where \( I \) is the set of all known individuals (i.e. individuals represented by constants in the set of ground instances).

Now, the relations that will be of interest to us are not the hypothesised relations between terms, but rather will be known relations among extension/antiextension pairs of terms. Two terms of HL are defined to be (strictly) equal when their known extensions and antiextensions coincide. Containment (\( \subseteq \)) is introduced by the usual definition. In [Delgrande 87c], the known relations among terms (e.g. \( \alpha = \beta \)) are used in part to enforce hypothesised relations among terms (e.g. \( \alpha \Rightarrow_h \beta \)). However here, where we do not consider the dynamics of hypothesis maintenance, we will consider only the known relations among terms.

**Definition:** For \( \alpha, \beta \) terms of HL,

\[
\alpha = \beta \text{ iff } \alpha_n = \beta_n \text{ and } \alpha_+ = \beta_+.
\]

\[
\alpha \leq \beta \text{ iff } \alpha_\cap_h \beta = \alpha.
\]

\[
\alpha < \beta \text{ iff } \alpha \leq \beta \text{ and } \alpha \neq \beta.
\]

These relations then give the evidential relations that are known to hold among terms in a hypothesis. Thus for example, it follows easily from the above expressions that \( \alpha \cap_h \beta = \beta \cap_h \alpha \) hence any individuals known to satisfy (or not) \( \alpha \cap_h \beta \) will do likewise for \( \beta \cap_h \alpha \). The algebra of these relations on the corresponding pairs of sets then provides a formal specification of these relations. This algebra, HLA, is given by

---

5 The expression for the ply is actually getting a little ahead of the game: while the expressions for the complement, union, and intersection are derived using clear intuitions, the expression for the ply is derived once postulates for it have been given (below).
HLA = \{H; \neg_h, \cap_h, \cup_h, \supset_h\}
where, for a set of known individuals I, the carrier H is given by:

\[ H = \{<a,b> | a,b \subseteq I \text{ and } a \cap b = \emptyset\}. \]

The pair of elements in a member of H corresponds to possible individuals known to be in a relation or to not be in the relation. Upper and lower bounds of H are defined by:

**Definition:**

\[ I = \{<1,\emptyset>; \quad 0 = <\emptyset,1>\}. \]

We obtain the following postulates and rule of inference:

**Postulates:**

\begin{align*}
P1 & \alpha \cap_h \beta = \beta \cap_h \alpha & & \alpha \cup_h \beta = \beta \cup_h \alpha \\
P2 & \alpha \cap_h (\beta \cap_h \gamma) = (\alpha \cap_h \beta) \cap_h \gamma & & \alpha \cup_h (\beta \cup_h \gamma) = (\alpha \cup_h \beta) \cup_h \gamma \\
P3 & \alpha \cap_h (\alpha \cup_h \beta) = \alpha & & \alpha \cup_h (\alpha \cap_h \beta) = \alpha \\
P4 & \alpha \cap_h (\beta \cup_h \gamma) = (\alpha \cap_h \beta) \cup_h (\alpha \cap_h \gamma) & & \alpha \cup_h (\beta \cap_h \gamma) = (\alpha \cup_h \beta) \cap_h (\alpha \cup_h \gamma) \\
P5 & \alpha \cap_h \alpha = \alpha & & \alpha \cup_h \alpha = \alpha \\
P6 & \alpha \cap_h (\beta \cup_h (\alpha \cap_h \gamma)) = (\alpha \cap_h \beta) \cup_h (\alpha \cap_h \gamma) & & \alpha \cup_h (\beta \cap_h (\alpha \cup_h \gamma)) = (\alpha \cup_h \beta) \cap_h (\alpha \cup_h \gamma) \\
P7 & \alpha \cap_h 0 = 0 & & \alpha \cup_h 0 = \alpha & & \alpha \cap_h 1 = \alpha & & \alpha \cup_h 1 = 1 \\
P8 & \alpha = \neg_h \neg_h \alpha \\
P9 & \neg_h (\alpha \cap_h \beta) = \neg_h \alpha \cap_h \neg_h \beta & & \neg_h (\alpha \cup_h \beta) = \neg_h \alpha \cup_h \neg_h \beta \\
P10 & \alpha \cap_h \neg_h \beta \leq \beta \cup_h \neg_h \beta \\
P11 & \alpha \cap_h (\alpha \cup_h \beta) \leq \beta \\
\end{align*}

**Rule of Inference:**

\[ \text{R1} \quad \text{If } \alpha \cap_h \gamma \leq \beta \text{ then } \gamma \leq (\alpha \cap_h \beta). \]

P1-P10 then characterise \( \cap_h, \cup_h, \) and \( \neg_h \). These postulates vary nearly, but don't quite, characterise Boolean algebras. Instead of a postulate for a universal complement,

\[ \alpha \cap_h \neg_h \alpha = 0, \quad \alpha \cup_h \neg_h \alpha = 1 \]

we obtain the weaker postulate P10. However we retain postulates governing universal bounds (P7) and involution (P8) as well as De Morgan's laws (P9). The weakened complement arises from the fact that the known extension and antiextension of a predicate typically do not together constitute the set of known individuals I. The subalgebra \([H; \neg_h, \cap_h, \cup_h]\) has been investigated under the names of **normal involution lattices** [Kalman 58] and **Kleene algebras** [Kleene 52].

Postulate P11 and rule R1 govern the ply operator. P11 effectively specifies in the algebra that **modus ponens** applies to the ply, while R1 says that the ply is maximal among potential operators satisfying P11. The postulate and rule are important because they guarantee that, when we come to consider the corresponding propositional logic, implication in the logic will correspond to standard material implication. On the other hand, it is readily shown that the ply is not reducible to other operators and, in particular, the equivalence \((\alpha \supset \beta) = (\neg \alpha \lor \beta)\) of propositional logic (PC) will not hold in the derived logic. The reason that this equivalence is not obtained however is because the complement in HLA is weaker than in Boolean algebra and so, not surprisingly, negation is weaker in our system than in PC.

**4.2. A Propositional Logic for HLA**

For the algebra HLA we also derive the corresponding propositional logic, HLL. While the correspondence is interesting from a technical standpoint, the logic also serves to specify evidential relations in a perhaps more familiar fashion. The operations of hypothesised intersection, union, and complement are clearly analogous to the logical operations of conjunction, disjunction, and negation; the ply corresponds to the material conditional. This logic is specified as follows:

**Axiom Schemata**

\begin{align*}
A1 & \alpha \supset (\beta \supset \alpha) \\
A2 & (\alpha \supset (\beta \supset \gamma)) \supset ((\alpha \supset \beta) \supset (\alpha \supset \gamma)) \\
A3 & \alpha \land \beta \supset \alpha \\
A4 & \alpha \supset (\beta \supset (\alpha \land \beta)) \\
A5 & \alpha \supset (\alpha \supset (\alpha \land \beta)) \\
A6 & \alpha \supset (\alpha \lor \beta) \\
A7 & \beta \supset (\alpha \lor \beta) \\
A8 & (\alpha \lor \beta) \supset ((\beta \lor \gamma) \supset (\alpha \lor \beta \lor \gamma)) \\
A9 & \alpha \equiv \neg \neg \alpha \\
A10 & (\alpha \supset \neg \alpha) \lor (\alpha \supset \neg \alpha) \\
\end{align*}

**Rules of Inference**

\begin{align*}
MP & \text{From } \neg \alpha \text{ and } \neg \alpha \supset \beta \text{ infer } \beta. \\
HN & \neg \neg \alpha \supset \beta \text{ iff } \neg (\neg \alpha \supset \neg \beta) \lor (\alpha \supset \beta) \lor (\alpha \supset \beta) \supset \neg \alpha. \\
\end{align*}

A semantic account for the formulae of HLL follows easily from the algebra HLA:

**Definition:** \( \models \alpha \) in HLL iff \( \alpha = 1 \) in HLA.

The formula \( \alpha \) is obtained from \( \alpha \) by replacing intersection with conjunction, etc. in the obvious way. The material conditional is linked to containment, via entailment, by the following.

**Proposition:** \( \models \alpha \supset \beta \) in HLL iff \( \alpha \leq \beta \) in HLA.
We obtain:

**Theorem:** HLL is sound and complete with respect to HLA.

The intended interpretation of derivability in the logic corresponds to an evidential support relation between formulae. That is \( \Gamma \vdash_{HLL} \alpha \) can be interpreted as "if we have evidence for the elements of \( \Gamma \), then we are guaranteed to have evidence for \( \alpha \)". That this interpretation is indeed reasonable can be seen from the correspondence \( \vdash_{HLL} \alpha \Rightarrow \beta \) iff \( \alpha \vDash \beta \) in HLA. Thus \( \vdash_{HLL} \alpha \Rightarrow \beta \) if and only if the instances supporting \( \alpha \) also support \( \beta \).

Not surprisingly, negation in HLL is weaker than in PC: we lose reductio ad absurdum as a method of proof; also we lose the law of the excluded middle. PC is obtained however if A10 and HN are replaced by \( (\alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \Rightarrow ((\alpha \Rightarrow \neg \beta) \Rightarrow \neg \alpha) \). The logic resembles the system of first-degree entailment, \( \text{EFde} \), of \([\text{Anderson and Belnap 75}]\). The principal difference is that axiom A1 and the theorem \( \alpha \Rightarrow (\beta \Rightarrow \alpha) \) of HLL is rejected by Anderson and Belnap, while their axiom \( (\alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \Rightarrow (\neg \beta \Rightarrow \neg \alpha) \) is not a theorem of HLL. We also obtain:

**Theorem:**

\[
\vdash \alpha \Rightarrow \beta \text{ iff } \vdash \neg \beta \Rightarrow \neg \alpha.
\]

If \( \vdash \neg \alpha \Rightarrow \beta \) then \( \vdash \alpha \Rightarrow \beta \).

If \( \vdash \beta \) then \( \vdash \neg \beta \Rightarrow \alpha \).

If \( \vdash \neg \beta \) and \( \vdash \alpha \Rightarrow \neg \beta \) then \( \vdash \neg \alpha \).

If \( \vdash \neg (\alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \) then \( \vdash \neg \beta \).

Note however that none of the formulae obtained by replacing the meta-theoretic "if · · · then · · · " in the above theorem, with the material conditional, is a theorem of HLL. Also, neither \( \alpha \Rightarrow \neg \beta \) nor \( (\alpha \Rightarrow \neg \alpha) \Rightarrow \beta \) nor \( (\neg \alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \Rightarrow (\beta \Rightarrow \alpha) \) are theorems of HLL.

Thus it appears that the introduction of a single (i.e. uniterated) negation operator can generally take place only between valid statements. This is in contrast with PC where the introduction of negation is a relation among formulae. Since converting between a disjunction and a conditional in PC involves the use of negation, we can only relate valid instances of disjunction (and hence conjunction) with valid instances of the conditional in HLL. This point is worth restating for emphasis. In HLL, conjunction, disjunction, and the conditional behave exactly the same as in PC. The difference between HLL and PC lies in their respective treatment of negation: the negation operator of HLL is weaker than that of PC. Thus although the equivalence \( \neg (\alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \equiv (\alpha \Rightarrow \beta) \) is lost in HLL, this loss cannot be attributed to a differing interpretation of implication; rather the loss is an artifact of the weaker negation.

This last point proves to be the key in resolving the paradoxes of confirmation. However before considering the paradoxes in light of this system, we first further investigate the properties of the negation operator by considering an alternative, 3-valued, semantics for HLL.

### 4.3. A Three-Valued Semantics

This section continues the analysis by considering a three-valued semantics for HLL. In addition to the truth values "true" and "false", a third is introduced standing for, perhaps, "indeterminate" or "undetermined".\(^6\) "True" then, from our reading in the logic of the last section, can be interpreted as "has supporting evidence". Truth tables are given for the logic, and it is shown that the set of theorems corresponds to the set of tautologies. This result is interesting then not only because it provides further insight into the logic, but also because it yields an easy decision procedure via the truth tables. The consistency proof is quite easy; the completeness proof follows the method presented in \([\text{Mendelson 64}]\) for the completeness of PC, but extends it to deal with three truth values.

The expression for the hypothesised intersection \( \alpha \cap \beta \) was given by \( \langle \alpha \cap \beta, \alpha \cup \beta \rangle \). Given our previous interpretation, this can be read as "something is evidence for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) iff it is evidence for both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \); something is not evidence for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) iff it is not evidence for either \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \); otherwise the evidential relation cannot be determined". By similar reasoning with the definitions of the other connectives, we get the following truth tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \neg \alpha )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha \cap \beta )</th>
<th>( \alpha \vee \beta )</th>
<th>( \alpha \Rightarrow \beta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) "Epistemic value" is undoubtedly a more appropriate term than "truth value" in this context; however, for simplicity I will retain the more familiar "truth value".
These notation are taken from JRosser and Turquette 52, as is the notion or in the obvious translation into a first-order system, V(aAP)=?.

Otherwise V(P)=F; or iff V(aAP)=F

V(P)=T; and iff V(a)=T

Thus for example, for conjunction, Ravan,::JBlack

1-HLLRaven ::J1-HLLBlack ::J-.Raven.

What we have is the meta-theorem: leads to a contradiction. This didn't show that assuming -p).

However the above is certainly not a theorem of HLL. Rather is to prove the case that either of the formulae of the theorem could be used in place of A10 in the proof theory of HLL.

Appositives — words that follow a noun or pronoun and identify it — are usually set off by commas if they are nonrestrictive. Such words add parenthetical information, for example: Her cat, Mount Diablo Base Line as Seen from Highway 395 Just North of Bridgeport, knew how to give an admirable back rub with his well-tempered and discreet claws.

This treatment of HLL as a three-valued logic can be equally well viewed as specifying a correspondence between HLL and the (specific) system of HLA, \( \{T, ? , F\} \). In this case T corresponds to 1, F corresponds to 0 and the truth tables give the results of applying an operation to any two elements of the set \( \{T, ? , F\} \).

5. A Solution to the Paradoxes of Confirmation

The rule of inference for negation, NH, provides the resolution for the paradoxes of confirmation. Recall that the paradoxes arose from the assumption that whatever supports a universal generalisation also supports all statements that are logically equivalent to the generalisation. Thus, for example, non-black non-ravens apparently support the hypothesis that all ravens are black. The paradox is resolved here not by rejecting the assumption that evidence supports all logical consequences of a generalisation; rather it is resolved by asserting that the notion of classical consequence is too strong for the problem at hand. What we have effectively done to this point then is develop a logic for specifying what hypotheses are supported by the same evidence.

Consider then the hypothesis Raven \( \supseteq \) Black. In PC, we have:

\( \neg(\neg \text{Black} \supseteq \neg \text{Raven}) \).

Hence, if we were using PC to determine which hypotheses are supported by what evidence, then a black raven would also support the statement that non-black things are non-ravens. However the above is certainly not a theorem of HLL. Rather what we have is the meta-theorem:

\( \neg \text{Black} \supseteq \neg \text{Raven} \),

or in the obvious translation into a first-order system,
Thus a black raven provides no support for non-black things being non-raven. However, if it is the case that all ravens are indeed black, then it also is the case that all non-black things are non-ravens. In a similar fashion, since we no longer have the equivalence \((\text{Raven} \supset \text{Black}) \equiv (\neg \text{Raven} \lor \text{Black})\), a confirming instance for one side of the equivalence does not constitute evidence for the other side.

This logic also is the strongest logic in which the paradoxes do not arise, in the following sense. Recall that in the algebra HLA terms were identified with extension/antiextension pairs; these pairs specify all that can be known about a particular term. Thus, for \(\alpha \cap \beta\), the only individuals that are known to be in the intersection are those in \(\alpha \cap \beta\), and the only individuals that are known to not be in the intersection are those in \(\alpha \cup \beta\). Furthermore, no other individuals may justifiably be claimed to be in the extension or antiextension. In the case of the ply, for example, this leads to some not-entirely intuitive properties— for example the value of \(\alpha \supset \beta\) where both \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are \(\top\) is \(\top\). However, one clearly could consider a yet weaker logic (were the preceding formula would have value ? for example) with arguably more plausible properties, and it should be clear that the problems of confirmation would not arise in that framework. Rather, the logic HLL specifies, according to our assumptions, the strongest such logic in which the problems do not arise.

It is interesting to note that in the surveys of proposed solutions to this problem ([Black 65], [Scheffler 81]), little consideration was given to altering the underlying logic. The unstated assumption (presumably) was that altering the logic was too large a sacrifice if the logic was to also be used for reasoning about the conjectures. Here though the approach is to explicitly distinguish the formal systems used for determining relations of evidential support among hypotheses, from the systems for deductively reasoning with hypotheses. In this case, in the system for evidential support, HLL, the paradoxes of confirmation don’t arise. This weaker logic then is appropriate for deciding what confirms what. For deductively reasoning with hypotheses, first-order logic is presumably appropriate.

6. Conclusions

This paper has proposed and developed a solution to the "paradoxes of confirmation". The approach is to reject the claim that evidence supporting a hypothesis also supports all consequences of the hypothesis in classical first-order logic. Instead, beginning from first principles we examine a particu-
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Abstract
Analogy-making requires the ability to perceive situations very flexibly, to use concepts fluidly rather than rigidly, to decide which aspects of a situation are relevant, to determine the "best" level of abstraction at which to perceive a given situation, and to flexibly translate ideas in one situation into a different situation. These abilities are central to every facet of human intelligence, from perception and learning to recognition of concrete and abstract objects (faces, letters, artistic and musical styles), and even to creativity. We believe that the mechanisms for analogy-making in humans are centered on the overlapping, associative, and flexible structure of human concepts, and the goal of our research is to understand the nature of this structure and how creative analogy-making arises from it. In this paper we describe a theory of how this conceptual structure interacts with perception in the process of analogy-making, and describe a computer model of our theory that is able to create analogies in a "microworld". We believe that this microworld captures much of the essence of analogy-making in general and that mechanisms successful in this small world will form the core of models of creativity in more complex domains.
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1. Introduction
This paper describes a theory of human concepts and analogy-making, and a computer model of this theory that is able to create analogies in a small domain. The goals of this research are: (1) to understand the structure of human concepts; their overlapping and associative nature, and their flexibility as a function of context -- in short, their "fluidity"; (2) to understand how fluid concepts are used in the creation of analogies; (3) to understand the role played by such analogies in creative thought.

2. The Microworld of Our Model
For our research we have designed a "microworld" small enough to be manageable, but large and rich enough to contain what we believe to be the recurrent issues in analogy-making (Hofstadter, 1984a). The microworld consists of the 26 letters of the alphabet and other associated concepts; in it we construct analogy problems involving strings of letters. Despite their apparent simplicity, many of these problems involve abstract notions such as grouping, symmetry, and sequence. Seven sample problems are given below. (Notational note: In what follows, lowercase boldface letters designate instances of letter categories, and uppercase boldface letters designate the categories themselves. For example, a is an instance of the category A.)

1. If abc --> abd, then pqrs --> ? (That is, if the string abc changes to abd, then what is the analogous change to pqrs?)
   A literal answer is pqrd, using the rule "Replace the rightmost letter by a D". A more abstract way of perceiving the change is "Replace the rightmost letter by its successor", yielding pqrt. Other possible answers include pqss ("Replace the third letter by its successor"), pqds ("Replace the third letter by a D"), pqrs ("Replace all Cs by Ds"), and abd ("Replace any string by abd"). Most people prefer pqrt.

2. If abc --> abd, then srqp --> ?
   Here there are two answers that view the situation abstractly: trqp and srqo. The original rule is still "Replace the rightmost letter by its successor", but this rule must be "translated" to apply to srqp. The answer trqp results from the translation "Replace the leftmost letter by its successor", involving a "slippage" from rightmost to leftmost (i.e., the leftmost letter in srqp plays the role of the rightmost letter in abc) based on seeing abc as a left-to-right string and srqp as a right-to-left string (where each string increases alphabetically). The answer srqo results from the translation "Replace the rightmost letter by its predecessor", a result of seeing abc as increasing and srqp as decreasing (both viewed as moving rightwards), yielding a slippage from successor to predecessor.

3. If abc --> abd, then aaabbbece --> ?
   A rigid answer would be aaabbbece. A more insightful perceiver would see aaabbbece as consisting of three groups (aaa-bbb-ccc). The answer aaabbbece involves a slippage from the concept letter to the concept group ("Replace the rightmost group by its successor").

4. If abc --> abd, then mrrjj --> ?
   One answer is mrrkkk, but this doesn't take into account the abstract similarity between abc and mrrjj: abc increases alphabetically while mrrjj consists of groups that increase numerically. If this similarity is perceived, then the answer is mrrjj, fluidly extending the concept successor. People occasionally give the answer mrrkkkk, replacing the rightmost group by both its numerical and alphabetic successor. This answer is strange in that it confounds aspects of the two situations.
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Once the abstract similarity between abc and mrrjjj has been perceived, and the slippage from alphabetic successor to numeric successor has been made, then to also apply the notion of alphabetic successor to the numeric-successor situation shows a strange combination of flexibility and rigidity. It is as if a translator decided to spell out the story of Washington in the context of the American Civil War, but gave the (now American) characters the names “Natasha” and “Alexey.” An even stranger translation would leave the names in the original Cyrillic letters, which might correspond to the answer mrrddd.

5. If abc ---> abd, then aababc ---> ?
   Another creative extension of the concept “successor”: if aababc is parsed as a-ab-abc, then the “successor” of the rightmost “letter” (actually the group abc) is abcd, yielding the answer a-ab-abcd, which seems elegant compared to aababd, in which no grouping was perceived, and the C was simply replaced by a D.

6. If abc ---> abd, then ace ---> ?
   A fairly literal answer is acf, which doesn’t take into account the “double-successor” structure of ace (C is the double successor of A, etc.). If ace is seen as similar to abc because abc is a “successor group” and ace is a “double-successor group”, then the best answer is aeg.

7. If abc ---> abd, then xyz ---> ?
   We exclude the “circular-alphabet” answer xya in order to force the analogy-solver to deal with the “snag” (that Z has no successor) and to look at the problem more deeply. A very abstract but compelling view (once seen) is that the A in abc corresponds to the Z in xyz, since A is the first letter of the alphabet, and Z is the last letter. This renders abc and xyz abstract “mirror images” of each other, making possible a strong answer: wyz.

As is evident, many analogy problems in this microworld require creativity; they require the solver to view the situation dynamically, to perceive the abstract kinds of similarity, to decide which aspects of a situation are relevant, to determine the “best” level of abstraction at which to perceive a given situation (e.g., “Replace the rightmost letter by its successor” versus “Replace the rightmost letter by a D”), and to flexibly translate ideas in one situation into a different situation. The letter strings can be thought of as representing abstract idealized situations; in this sense, the concepts and situations of our microworld become metaphors for concepts and situations in other domains. The abilities listed above are by no means unique to solving letter-string analogy problems, but are central to the creation of an analogy between any two situations. In fact, these abilities are central to every facet of human intelligence, from perception and learning to recognition of concrete and abstract objects (faces, letters, artistic and musical styles), and even to creativity. We believe our microworld captures much of the essence of analogy-making in general and we are creating a computer program that can make fluid and creative analogies in this small world. Our belief is that mechanisms successful in this small world will form the core of models of creativity in more complex domains.

3. Competing Pressures and Deep Analogies; Related Work on Analogy
   A fundamental tenet of our theory is that analogies arise from the interaction and competition of many pressures (Hofstadter, 1984b). Pressures can be aspects of a given situation that push the perceiver to view it in a certain way, or they can be a priori biases of the perceiver. For example, in problem 6, there is a perceptual pressure to map the C in abc onto the C in ace, which competes with a pressure to see the two rightmost letters as playing the same (more abstract) role. An essential question is how “syntactic” pressures (emphasizing more superficial features) compete with “semantic” pressures (emphasizing more abstract features). In general, in good analogies, the more semantic pressures win out, but this is not always the case (Hofstadter, 1984a).

Much of the work on analogy by other researchers has focused on what pressures analogy-making involves. Gentner’s work on structure-mapping and systematicity is perhaps the best-known (Gentner, 1983). We agree that systematicity plays an important role in many analogies, but we see it as one pressure among many, not always present for the strongest answer. As we show below, in our system, pressures toward systematicity are emergent rather than explicit driving principles, and must compete with other pressures. Holyoak and Thagard (1987) have proposed five constraints on analogical mapping that are very similar to pressures in our system, and they use a relaxation algorithm on a connectionist network to allow these constraints to compete and cooperate. Other researchers (Burstein, 1986; Carbonell, 1983; Darden, 1983; Evans, 1968; Greiner, 1985; Kedar-Cabelli, 1985; Winston, 1980) have proposed pressures similar to systematicity and to the constraints of Holyoak and Thagard, and have built models for deciding how to use these pressures in different situations. More detailed comparisons of our work with other research is given by Hofstadter (1984b) and by Hofstadter, Mitchell, and French (1987).

Some researchers propose that mapping one situation onto another can be done only if one knows the purpose of the analogy (Kedar-Cabelli, 1985), and that the goodness of the mapping is determined by how well the “usefulness” of the analogy in solving problems or making predictions (Greiner, 1985). In our view, many analogies do have a purpose (e.g., to help understand a given problem), and such a purpose creates pressures affecting the analogy. But we disagree on the centrality of purpose or usefulness in analogy. Many analogy problems in our microworld (and in real life) have compelling answers despite the absence of any purpose they might serve. This is because humans have a strong sense of context-independent similarity; that is, certain mappings seem compelling in and of themselves. (Consider the geometric analogies of Evans, 1968, and the pattern-recognition problems of Bongard, 1970, which helped inspire our microworld.) We are studying how differences in pressures affect the preference for one mapping over another. These pressures can of course include ones related to a specific purpose, but this is by no means necessary. This difference of opinion brings up another difference between our focus and that of many other researchers. Analogies is often characterized as something used in problem-solving i.e., as a “tool” to be used by a reasoning procedure. We believe the opposite: in our view the analogical facility pervades cognition at every level, and high-level cognitive functions (reasoning, problem-solving) emerge from analogy-making capacities, rather than the reverse.
4. Architecture of the Model

"Copycat" is the name of the computer program that serves as a model of our theory. It has been described previously by Hofstadter (1984b, 1985a) and by Hofstadter, Mitchell, and French (1987). (Meredith, 1986, has used a very similar architecture to model pattern perception in a different but closely related domain.) The program produces answers to letter-string analogy problems like the ones given above. The philosophy behind the model is that fluid, human-like thought should be an emergent property of a system composed of many independent processes running in parallel, influencing each other by creating and destroying temporary structures and by raising and lowering the activation levels of various permanent concepts stored in an associative network. We rely on statistics to bring coherent and focused behavior out of a "seething broth" of small parallel actions. A guiding metaphor for this model is the way in which a living cell's coherent global activity is created by the joint actions of millions of independently-acting enzymes. As in a living cell, Copycat has no top-level executive; rather its processing is carried out in parallel by cooperating and competing "chains" of "enzymes" (small pieces of code) that build and destroy organizing structures while interacting probabilistically with each other and with a network of permanent concepts (a "Slipnet").

4.1 The Slipnet

The model is centered on a structure we call the "Slipnet", which embody in an approximate way our notion of what concepts are, how they overlap, and how, under pressures, one concept can "slip" into another related one, producing a shift of viewpoint and perhaps a new insight.

A small part of Copycat's Slipnet is shown in Figure 1 above. A node in the Slipnet represents the "core" of a concept, and a link simultaneously represents a resemblance or relationship between two nodes and a potential substitution of one node for the other in descriptions containing that node (e.g., given certain situations, the description "rightmost letter" could become "leftmost letter", as it did in problem 2 above). We call such a substitution a slippage from one node to another. The shorter the link, the stronger the resemblance, and the easier it is for a slippage to be made. Slippages are not restricted to nodes connected by a single link; a slippage can be made between any two sufficiently close nodes. Thus the Slipnet represents all potential slippages.

Each node has a fixed degree of semanticity: a number representing the node's degree of conceptual depth. We use the word "semantic" to describe relatively general or deep concepts in order to contrast with the notion of "syntactic", which implies easily seen surface qualities. Letters have a low degree of semanticity; concepts like "predecessor" and "rightmost" are more semantic; then come concepts like "repurposing" group", finally, domain-independent concepts like "opposite" are the most semantic of all. Each node also has a time-varying activation -- a number representing its perceived relevance to the problem at hand. (Similar notions of activation have also been used by Anderson, 1983, Collins and Loftus, 1975, Norman and Rumelhart, 1982, Quillian, 1968, Reitman, 1965, and in connectionist networks such as those of Feldman and Ballard, 1982, and McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986). Nodes become activated when the program perceives instances of the concept involved, and stay activated as long as such instances are perceived. The activation of a node pushes the system to look for more instances of the given concept. Nodes spread activation to their neighbors, and also decay. Low-semanticity nodes lose activation quickly through decay, hence never get very activated, whereas very semantic nodes, which decay slowly, can reach high activations. This ensures that general and abstract concepts have deeper influences on the course of the analogy, producing an effect that is similar to Gentner's "abstraction" and "systematicity" principles (Gentner, 1983).

Links have two attributes: length and label. The length of a link corresponds to the intuitive notion of conceptual distance. The label of a link roughly classifies the resemblance or relationship the link encodes. Each label is itself represented by a node, and the length of a link changes dynamically in a manner determined by the activation of its label node. For example, the nodes leftmost and rightmost are connected by a link with label opposite (see Figure 1). A high activation of opposite will cause the link between leftmost and rightmost to shrink. The distance between any two nodes is a function of the lengths of the links on all the paths between the two nodes. This distance function determines the perceived resemblance and the likelihood of slippage between any two nodes.

The blurriness and context-sensitivity of human concepts has been investigated by many cognitive scientists, including Hofstadter (1985b), Ballard, Heisey, and Rumelhart (1986), Kahneman and Miller (1986), Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Rosch et al. (1976), and Smith and Medin (1981). In our model, a concept is a region in the Slipnet, centered on a particular node (its core), having blurry rather than sharp boundaries: any other node is included in the concept with probability inversely related to its distance from the core node. For example, the concept B is almost part of the concept A, but Q is less likely to be included, and R is almost never included. The boundaries of a concept are also dynamic: since the lengths of links in the Slipnet are variable, the distance from the core node to nearby nodes changes as different aspects of the problem are perceived. Thus concepts are not explicit structures that can be manipulated by the program, but rather they are emergent aspects of the Slipnet arising from many low-level interactions between dynamic link-lengths and environmental inputs. Their flexibility and context sensitivity are due to this emergent nature. This notion of emergent concepts (Hofstadter, 1984b) gives Copycat's Slipnet a flavor similar to many connectionist
models (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986), and to classifier systems (Holland et al., 1986).

4.2 Perceptual Structures

In this section we will use the following problem as an example: If \( \text{abc} \rightarrow \text{abd} \), then \( \text{ssrrqqpp} \rightarrow ? \)
This is a combination of problems 2 and 3 above. There are two strong answers: \( \text{tttrqpp} \) and \( \text{ssrrqqoo} \).

Copycat's input is a "raw" analogy problem: the program is given only the three strings of letters (\( \text{abc} \), \( \text{abd} \), and \( \text{ssrrqqpp} \)), and is told only the category membership of each letter. Let \( \text{a} \) be an instance of \( \text{A} \), and the left-to-right order of the letters in each string. In order to formulate a solution, the program must "perceive" at a high level what is going on in the problem. To accomplish this, the program builds (on top of the letter strings) various kinds of structures that represent its high-level perception of the problem. (This is similar to the way the Hearsay II speech-recognizing program built perceptual structures on top of raw representations of sounds; see Eerman et al., 1980.)

These structures represent concepts of various degrees of generality being brought to bear on the problem, and accordingly, each of these structures is built out of copied parts of the Slipnet. The flexibility of the program rests on the fact that concepts from the Slipnet can be "borrowed" for use in perceiving situations, and those concepts are not rigid but rather fluid, adjusting themselves to fit the situations at hand. An essential part of our model is this interaction of top-down and bottom-up processes: as the program's perception of a given problem adjusts itself to the shapes of concepts in the Slipnet, the shapes of those concepts themselves are determined by what the program perceives.

The program builds five kinds of perceptual structures: descriptions, relations, groups, correspondences, and rules. Descriptions borrow nodes from the Slipnet in order to describe objects in each string. For example, the first \( S \) in \( \text{ssrrqqpp} \) might have the following description: "leftmost letter", "leftmost letter in leftmost repetitive group", "an instance of \( S \)", and so on. The group \( \text{ss} \) might have the descriptions "leftmost repetitive group", "repetitive group of \( S \)'s with length 2", and so on. Each word in the description is actually a node in the Slipnet (except for words like "in" and "of", which we insert for readability). Relations are descriptions of objects relative to other objects in the same string. Relations are built on top of descriptions, and also consist of borrowed parts of the Slipnet. For example, Figure 2 shows a relation between the \( A \) and the \( B \) in \( \text{abc} \).

\[ \text{successor} \]
\[ \text{leftmost letter} \]
\[ \text{instance of} \ A \]
\[ \text{instance of} \ B \]
\[ \text{rightmost letter} \]

Figure 2: A successor relation

When the program notices relations, it begins looking for related groups. At present Copycat has concepts for three types of groups: successor groups (e.g., \( \text{abc} \) viewed from right to left), predecessor groups (e.g., \( \text{abc} \) viewed from right to left, or \( \text{ssrr} \) viewed from left to right), and repetitive groups (e.g., \( \text{aaaa} \) and \( \text{abababab} \), both being repetitive groups of length four). There are other types of groups the program should eventually be able to recognize, including symmetry groups (e.g., \( \text{etle} \) and \( \text{abcdcba} \)) and generic tuples (e.g., \( \text{mbblmbml} \) is a repetitive group containing three copies of the tuple \( \text{mbml} \)).

The heart of what Copycat does in creating an analogy is to construct correspondences: objects in different strings. A correspondence is a mapping between two objects that are found to resemble each other in ways relevant to the situation at hand. Each correspondence is justified by a set of slippages (or substitution rules) between two concept nodes; those slippages give reasons for the correspondence. For example, the slippage \( \text{rightmost} \rightarrow \text{leftmost} \) says that the role of \( \text{rightmost} \) in the original string is being played by \( \text{leftmost} \) in the target string. A slippage consists of the names of two nodes, one from the first object's descriptions and the other from the second object's descriptions, which are (at the time the slippage is created) sufficiently close in the Slipnet. (Whether the two nodes are "sufficiently close" to each other is decided probabilistically.) Figure 3 below shows two diagonal correspondences for the sample problem, along with the slippages that underlie them.

\[ \text{Slippage} \]
\[ \text{leftmost} \rightarrow \text{rightmost} \]
\[ \text{letter} \rightarrow \text{parameter-letter} \]
\[ \text{successor} \rightarrow \text{successor} \]
\[ \text{right} \rightarrow \text{left} \]

Figure 3: A set of correspondences

(For the sake of clarity, Figure 3 shows only the correspondences between \( \text{abc} \) and \( \text{ssrrqqpp} \). The program would also build "horizontal" correspondences between \( \text{abc} \) and \( \text{abd} \), most likely mapping the \( A \) to the \( A \), the \( B \) to the \( B \), and the \( C \) to the \( D \).)

In Figure 3 above, the uppercase italic letters above the repetitive groups in \( \text{ssrrqqpp} \) are parameter-letters representing the groups. The program creates these parameter-letters when it perceives the repetitive groups. The correspondence between the \( A \) and the parameter-letter \( P \) is supported by the slippages \( \text{leftmost} \rightarrow \text{rightmost} \); \( \text{letter} \rightarrow \text{parameter-letter} \); \( \text{successor} \rightarrow \text{successor} \); and \( \text{right} \rightarrow \text{left} \) (the last two slippages come from the fact that the \( A \) has a successor relation to its right neighbor, and the parameter-letter \( P \) has a successor relation to its left neighbor). The
correspondence between the C and the parameter-letter S is supported by the slippages rightmost → leftmost; letter → parameter-letter; predecessor → predecessor; and left → right. The use of the word "slippage" to describe a pair like successor → successor may seem strange, since nothing was slipped! But if slippages are seen as reasons for correspondences between objects, then such an identity slippage can be a very strong reason for making a mapping between two objects.

Notice that there is no correspondence between the B in abc and anything in ssrrqqpp. This reflects the fact that in any analogy, many aspects of the source situation have no counterparts in the target situation. For example, when making an analogy between the Iran-Contra affair and Watergate, you probably wouldn't find a Watergate counterpart of the cake that was taken along on the secret mission to Iran (although one might exist). Mappings tend to be made between pairs of salient objects (such as Presidents Reagan and Nixon) and between pairs of very similar objects (such as the daytime TV broadcasts of the U.S. Senate hearings in both situations). Such biases for salience and similarity guide Copycat's construction of correspondences.

Each correspondence has a strength associated with it, representing in principle the goodness of the mapping it encodes, and the stronger the correspondence is for the program to destroy. The idea of assigning strengths to correspondences reflects the philosophy that good analogies are created by perceiving deep similarities between situations. This requires a strength function that values (1) slippages involving nodes with a high degree of semanticity (e.g., letter → parameter-letter), suggesting that abstract aspects of the situations are being taken into account; (2) slippages with small distances in the Slipnet (e.g., the identity-slippage A → A), suggesting that very similar aspects about the situations are being taken into account; (3) correspondences supported by many slippages, suggesting that many aspects of the situations are being taken into account; and (4) correspondences that are compatible with already-existing correspondences. Roughly speaking, two correspondences are compatible if the supporting slippages of one are conceptually parallel to the supporting slippages of the other, expressing the same "world view"; for instance, the slippages leftmost → leftmost and rightmost → rightmost are parallel, whereas leftmost → leftmost and left → right are not. (The notion of valuing conceptually parallel slippages, along with the bias towards more semantic descriptions of objects and relationships, tends to give rise to mappings that satisfy Gentner's systematicity principle, but not deterministically.) A different set of mutually compatible correspondences (i.e., different from the set given in figure 3) would map the A in abc onto the parameter-letter S and the C onto the parameter-letter P. In a run of the program, these two sets of correspondences would probably compete with each other; the choice of a winner would emerge from the outcome of many probabilistic choices based on the strengths of the correspondences (see figure 4).

In each of Copycat's analogy problems there is some kind of transformation carrying the first string (here, abc) into the second string (here, abd), and the analogy solver has to transform the third string (here, ssrrqqpp) in "the same way". To do this, Copycat builds a rule -- a structure summarizing the program's perception of the first transformation -- and uses the slippages relating the first and third strings to translate this rule for use on the third string. Some possible rules for abc → abd are: "Replace all C's by D's", "Replace the rightmost letter by a D", and "Replace the rightmost letter by its successor". At present, the program uses the simplifying assumption that all rules are of the form "Replace by __", where only one object (i.e., letter or group) has been replaced. The blanks are to be filled in with descriptions of objects. This rule template can be used for a large number of problems, but certainly not all (e.g., "If eqe → eqe, then aaabaa → __", where the rule is to "turn the string inside-out"), so this capability will have to be expanded.

The rule "Replace the rightmost letter by its successor" is a good description of the transformation between abc and abd, but not general enough to create good analogies in sufficiently distant situations. For example, if applied directly to ssrrqqpp, this rule would give ssrrqqpp, which virtually all people consider to be too literal and rigid. To apply to the new situation, the rule has to be translated. The translation is implicitly given in the slippages underlying the correspondences between abc and ssrrqqpp. For example, the set of correspondences shown in figure 3 includes the following slippages: letter → parameter-letter, rightmost → successor. The program simply applies these translation instructions to the original rule. This produces "Replace the leftmost parameter-letter by its successor", yielding answer ttrrqqpp.

Some researchers have proposed that people make analogies instead by creating a sufficiently abstract "schema" that applies to both the initial and target situations (Genesereth, 1980; Gick and Holyoak, 1983; Greiner, 1985). We agree that in some cases one can create a schema, but in general, no rule can anticipate how all other situations will differ from the original one. For example, all of the sample problems given at the beginning of this paper are in an abstract sense the "same" problem (in each, the idea is to replace an "extreme" element by its "successor"), but it would be very hard to create one single abstract schema that could be used to find the answer in each case, and impossible to create a schema that could be used on these and on the infinitely many other problems with this same theme. We believe that our scheme of translation via slippages borrowed from a concept network (i.e., a Slipnet) is a better model of the mechanisms behind analogy-making.

4.3 How Copycat Works

The actual building (and destroying) of perceptual structures is carried out by codelets -- small pieces of code that play the role of enzymes mentioned above. As was said before, Copycat has no top-level executive; all processing is carried out by codelets, many of which are independent and run in parallel. A certain set of codelets is present at the onset of processing. New codelets are sometimes created by old codelets to continue working on a task in progress, and these codelets may in turn create other codelets, and so on. New codelets can also be created by certain highly activated nodes in the Slipnet. When a codelet is created, it is assigned an urgency: a number representing how important it seems to its creator at the time of its creation, and it is placed in a pool of waiting codelets. At each time-step of the program, a certain number of codelets are selected from the pool probabilistically according to urgency, and these codelets run in parallel.
The operation of Copycat can be roughly divided into three stages:

1) Constructing one or more descriptions for each object (letter or group) in each string, perceiving relations between objects within a string, and noticing groups within a string (such as the four groups in \(srrqqppp\)).

2) Finding correspondences between objects in the initial string \(\text{abc}\) and the modified string \(\text{abd}\), and between objects in the initial string and the target string \(\text{srrqqppp}\).

3) Constructing a rule to describe the transformation between the initial string \(\text{abc}\) and the modified string \(\text{abd}\), and using the mapping between the initial and target strings to fluidly adapt (i.e., translate) the rule to the target string \(\text{srrqqppp}\).

It is important to point out that these stages are not preprogrammed; rather, they emerge from the lower-level probabilistic architecture of the system. This division of the processing into stages only roughly describes the program's behavior. The construction of a perceptual structure is divided into small steps, each step setting the stage for the next. Each step corresponds to a codelet, and runs many codelets in parallel, with some goals directed towards building different structures are interleaved, sometimes cooperating and sometimes competing. In other words, these high-level tasks are carried out by interleaved chains of codelets, with each codelet being responsible for some very small action. Many chains -- some cooperating, some competing -- progress in parallel at different rates, the rate of each being set by the urgencies of its component codelets. Thus Copycat follows what we call the principle of the parallel terraced scan: simultaneously exploring promising avenues at high speeds and others at lower speeds (Hofstadter, 1983). Almost all codelets make one or more probabilistic decisions, and the high-level behavior of the program arises from the combination of thousands of these very small choices. In this way, Copycat's "style" arises from its low-level stochastic substrate.

Figure 4 shows nine screen printouts from an actual run of the program on the sample problem. The program was interrupted at various points during its run and these printouts of its graphics were made. They show how perceptual structures are formed in an interleaved manner, how competition between correspondences occurs, and how a compatible set of correspondences is settled upon and used to create an answer.

5. Present Status of Copycat

At present, the Copycat program can solve problems 1, 2, and 3 from the sample problems given at the beginning of the program as well as several variants (including \(\text{abc} \rightarrow \text{abd}\), \(\text{srrqqppp} \rightarrow \text{abc}\), and should soon be able to solve problems 4 and 5. By "solve", we mean that the program is able to (on different runs) come up with all of the various answers that people give to each problem, including the very rigid answers, although it is much more likely to produce answers that we see as being more flexible and abstract. (Since the program's low-level workings are permeated by probabilistic choices, it often produces different answers on different runs.) It is possible to modify Copycat's behavior by varying parameters associated with the program; we can, for example, cause it to "prefer" more rigid answers (i.e., to produce them more often).

Problems 6 and 7 are beyond the program's present capabilities, and will necessitate some additions to the architecture beyond what has been described above (see Hofstadter, Michell, and French, 1987).

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have described the Copycat program as it is currently implemented. We are now extending its capabilities and also testing its generality by using the same architecture in different domains (Hofstadter, Michell, and French, 1987). Our long-term goal is, of course, to create mechanisms for doing analogies in their full generality and in any domain. We are not at present dealing with the important question of how people retrieve memories in order to construct an analogy with a given situation (Carbonell, 1983; Gick and Holyoak, 1983; Schank, 1983); in Copycat the two situations are merely presented. We are also not trying to make our programs create new concepts (i.e., to add new nodes to the Slipnet). In that sense, we are not modeling learning. On the other hand, our work does involve learning, if that term is taken to include the automatic generalization from experience that humans perform in novel contexts (Holland, 1986; Holland et al., 1986). Our focus is, above all, to understand the nature and interaction of human concepts. We believe that the mechanisms we are developing are psychologically realistic; the ultimate test is, of course, how well they mirror human performance over a broad range of problems in many domains.
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Figure 4: A run of the program on abc --> abd, ssrrqqpp --> ? This run produced the answer trrqqpp, but note that since the program is non-deterministic, different runs can produce different answers. In particular, the answer ssrrqqoo is produced quite often, and on rare occasions, rigid answers such as ssrrqqpq and srrqqod are produced.

1. The program is presented with the three strings.

2. Successor-predecessor relations between letters begin to be noticed (represented by small arcs between letters) and the program tentatively considers a correspondence between the two B's (dashed arc).

3. Sameness relations and groups in ssrrqqpp begin to be noticed and the correspondence between the two A's has been built (solid arc). Other tentative correspondences are being considered, including a correspondence between the A and the S (dashed line).
4. Successor-predecessor relations have been noticed between some of the parameter-letters. A correspondence has been built between the A and the leftmost S (represented by a jagged line; its single slippage, "leftmost-->leftmost", appears below it). A competing tentative correspondence between the C and the parameter-letter P is being considered (dashed line).

5. A fight has occurred between the A-S correspondence and the C-P correspondence, and the latter has won and destroyed the former. A competing correspondence between the C and the parameter-letter S is being considered. The mapping between abc and abd is now complete, although alternative "horizontal" correspondences continue to be considered.

6. The C-S correspondence has been built, destroying the C-P correspondence. The compatible A-P correspondence is being considered.

7. The A-P correspondence has been built. In addition, a rule describing the change from abc to abd has been created (in box at top of screen).

8. The rule has been translated (the translated rule appears at the bottom of the screen). Competing tentative correspondences continue to be considered.

9. An answer has been created from the translated rule.
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Abstract
Most formal theories of default inference have very poor computational properties, and are easily shown to be intractable, or worse, undecidable. We are therefore investigating limited but efficiently computable theories of default reasoning. This paper defines systems of Propositional Model Preference Defaults, which provide a true model-theoretic account of default inference with exceptions. Model Preference theories are not identical to Default Logic or Circumscription theories, but some of our complexity results extend to those formalisms.

The most general system of Model Preference Defaults is decidable but still intractable. Inspired by the very good (linear) complexity of propositional Horn theories, we consider systems of Horn Defaults. Surprisingly, finding a most-preferred model in even this very limited system is shown to be NP-Hard. Tractability can be achieved in two ways: by eliminating the “specificity ordering” among default rules, thus limiting the system’s expressive power; and by restricting our attention to systems of Acyclic Horn Defaults. These acyclic theories can encode inheritance hierarchies of the form examined by Touretzky, but are strictly more general.

This analysis suggests several directions for future research: finding other syntactic restrictions which permit efficient computation; or more daringly, investigation of default systems whose implementations do not require checking global consistency - that is, fast “approximate” inference.

Keywords: nonmonotonic reasoning, knowledge representation.

I. Introduction
It is commonly acknowledged that an agent need not, indeed cannot, have absolute justification for all of his beliefs. An agent often assumes, for example, that a certain member of a particular kind (e.g., Tweety the bird) has a certain property (e.g., the ability to fly) simply because it is typically true that entities of that kind have that property. When formulating a plan of action, an agent often assumes that certain acts will lead to certain consequences, when in fact those consequences are not guaranteed because the world may be in some unusual state. In order to assimilate information about its environment, an agent will often use a strategy of “hypothese and test”, and adopt a particular model of those inputs, rather than maintaining a representation of all logically possible interpretations.

Such default reasoning seems to offer several advantages. It allows an agent to come to a decision and act in the face of incomplete information. It provides a way of cutting off the possibly endless amount of reasoning and observation that the agent might perform in order to gain perfect confidence in its beliefs. And, as Levesque (1986) argues, default reasoning may greatly reduce the complexity of regular deduction. Defaults can be used to “flesh out” an incomplete knowledge base to a vivid one; that is, a set of atomic formulas which completely characterize a domain. Once a vivid knowledge base is obtained, deduction reduces to standard database lookup.

A satisfactory formal theory of default reasoning should therefore both model what an agent could come to believe on the basis of given facts and default assumptions, and precisely characterize the very real efficiency of default reasoning over pure deduction (or classical probability theory, for that matter). While there is some dispute (Hanks and McDermott 1986) as to the representational adequacy of such proposed formal systems as Default Logic (Reiter 1980) or Circumscription (McCarthy 1980), no
one is prepared to defend their abysmal computational properties. All are easily shown to be undecidable in the first-order case, and badly intractable in the propositional case.

We are therefore investigating limited but efficiently computable theories of default reasoning. Such results are of interest even if one intends to implement the default reasoning system on a massively parallel machine. As Levesque (1986) points out, the processing requirements of an exponentially-hard problem can quickly overwhelm even enormous arrays of processors, equal in size to the number of neurons of the brain.

Our interest in using defaults to generate vivid models is a particular reason for our concern with complexity results. It is hardly of interest to eliminate the exponential component of deductive reasoning by introducing an even more costly process of transforming the representation into a vivid form.

The number and variety of formal default systems presents an immediate obstacle to the problem of determining the complexity of the task of default inference itself. Who is to say, for example, that a problem which is intractable when formulated in theory A is not tractable when formulated in theory B? Etherington (1986) has demonstrated that one should not simply lump all default theories together, as they differ significantly in both their expressive power and the kinds of conclusions they justify. Part of the problem in comparing default theories is their primarily syntactic characterization; indeed, even the semantic accounts provided in the literature retain a strong syntactic flavour (Etherington 1987).

This paper defines a straightforward way of encoding defaults by stating a preference ordering over the space of all possible models. This ordering is defined by statements of the form, “a model where \( \alpha \) holds is to be preferred over one where \( \beta \) holds.” The details of this system of Model Preference Defaults are spelled out below. The task of the default inference process is to find a most preferred model.

This theory provides a true semantic characterization of default inference; it is important to note that it is not a “semantics” which simply mimics the sequential application of syntactic rules. One benefit of this model-theoretic foundation is the ease with which one can incorporate a general specificity ordering over defaults. As will be seen, the specificity ordering makes sense of exceptional defaults, and is at the heart of probability theory’s notion of the reference class (Kyburg 1983). Various kinds of Model Preference theories have expressive power comparable (but not strictly identical) to special cases of Default Logic or Circumscription, and some of our negative complexity results carry over to those formalisms.

The propositional version of Model Preference Default theory is decidable but still intractable. Inspired by the very good (linear) complexity of propositional Horn theories, we next consider systems of specificity-ordered Horn Defaults over initially-empty knowledge bases. Surprisingly, finding a most-preferred model in even this very limited system is shown to be NP-Hard. Tractability is finally achieved by restricting our attention to systems of Acyclic Horn Defaults. These acyclic theories can encode inheritance hierarchies of the form examined by Touretzky, but are more general.

The final section of this paper considers the consequences of this complexity analysis. One reaction may be to search for other syntactic restrictions on default theories which permit efficient computation. A more daring venture would be to investigate default systems which do not require the existence of a single model of the entire theory. Such systems might be able to perform fast “approximate” inference.

II. Model Preference Defaults

What is the meaning of a default rule? A common approach (e.g., Reiter’s Default Logic) is to take it to be similar to a deductive rule, but with the odd property of possessing a global (and perhaps non-computable) applicability condition. The conclusions of such a system can only be defined by examining the syntactic structure of particular proofs. There is a very different interpretation of default rules, however, with a natural and intuitive semantics, which is independent of the details of the proof theory. This approach is to use rules to define constraints on the set of preferred (or most likely) models of a situation. The goal of default inference is then to find a most preferred model (of which there may be many), but the details of the syntactic processes employed are separate from the model’s semantic characterization.
Unlike previous approaches, the result of Model Preference Default inference is always a complete model; an appropriate result given our goal of obtaining a vivid representation as described above. By contrast, a Default Logic proof arrives at an extension, that is, a set of formulas which only partially characterizes a situation. The model theory for Circumscription is similar to that for Model Preference Defaults, in that it involves considering models which are maximal in some partial order. They differ, however, in that the conclusions of a circumscriptive proof must hold in all maximal models, and in the fact that the partial order in a circumscriptive theory is defined solely in terms of minimizing predicates. The first difference makes circumscriptive theory (perhaps too) cautious, while the second leads, at times, to unnatural complexity in encoding default knowledge in terms of predicate minimization. The work of Shoham (1986) on default reasoning involving time and his unifying framework for nonmonotonic reasoning (Shoham 1987) appear to be quite similar to our own, in the emphasis on a semantic theory based on partially-ordered models; it remains to be seen how comparable our systems are in expressive power.

We define a series of default systems, beginning with a general but weak system \( \mathcal{D} \), add a specificity-ordering over defaults to obtain \( \mathcal{D}^+ \), then restrict to Horn-form defaults to yield \( \mathcal{D}H \) and \( \mathcal{D}H^+ \), and finally consider acyclic sets of default rules \( \mathcal{D}H_t^+ \). This paper considers only purely propositional systems; a later paper will provide a straightforward extension to include propositional schemas.

**Definitions**

Let \( P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) be a set of propositional letters, and \( \mathcal{L} \) be a propositional language built up in the usual way from the letters in \( P \) and the connectives \( \neg \) and \( \land \) (the others will also be used freely as syntactic abbreviations). Also, let \( q \) and \( r \) be single literals (a literal is propositional letter \( p \in P \) or its negation \( \neg p \) written as \( \overline{p} \)), and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) be (possibly empty) sets of literals.

**Definition:** Model.

A model (or truth assignment) \( M \) for \( P \) is a function \( t : P \rightarrow \{T, F\} \). \( M \) satisfies a set \( S \) of formulas of \( \mathcal{L} \) (written as \( M \models S \)) iff \( M \) assigns \( T \) to each formula in the set. Complex formulas are evaluated with respect to \( M \) in the standard manner.

**Definition:** Default Rule.

A default rule \( d \) is a rule of the form \( \alpha \rightarrow q \). The rule \( d \) is a Horn-form default rule iff \( \alpha \) contains only positive literals.

**Definition:** Applicability.

A default rule \( d \), of the form \( \alpha \rightarrow q \), is applicable at a model \( M \) iff

1. \( M \models \alpha \), and
2. \( d \) is not blocked at \( M \). (For the definition of blocking see the description of the Specificity Condition given below.)

If \( d \) is applicable at \( M \), then the application of rule \( d \) at \( M \) leads to a model \( d(M) \). This model is identical to \( M \) with the possible exception of the truth assignment to the letter occurring in the literal \( q \); this letter is assigned a truth value such that \( d(M) \models q \).

**Definition:** Ordering on models.

Given a set of default rules \( D \), the relation \( \leq^+ \) between pairs of models is defined as follows:

\[
M \leq^+ M' \text{ iff } \exists d \in D \text{ s.t. } d(M) = M'.
\]

The relation \( \leq \) between pairs of models is defined as the reflexive transitive closure of \( \leq^+ \). Let \( M > M' \) be defined as \( [(M' \leq M) \land \neg(M \leq M')] \).

**Definition:** Maximal Model.

A model \( M \) is a maximal model w.r.t. a set of defaults \( D \) iff \( \neg \exists M' (M' > M) \).

**Definition:** Default System \( \mathcal{D} \).

In default system \( \mathcal{D} \) we consider problems of the following form: find an arbitrary model for a given set of propositional letters \( P \) which is maximal according to a given set of defaults, while ignoring condition 2 of the definition of applicability.

For example, suppose that \( P \) is \{student, adult, employed\}, with the intended interpretations "this person is a university student", "this person is an adult", and "this person is employed" (example from Reiter and Crisanuolo 1983). Then the defaults "Typically university students are adults", "Typically adults are employed", and "Typically university students are not employed" can be captured as follows:

1. student \( \rightarrow \) adult
2. adult \( \rightarrow \) employed
3. student \( \rightarrow \) employed

\(^1\)We omit the set braces in the left-hand side of the default rules.
Figure 1: The preference ordering on models as given by the default rules 1) – 4).

So, for example, rule 1 says that when given two models that assign T to student and that differ only in the truth-assignment of adult, give preference to the model with adult assigned T. The default which says this person is a university student can be encoded by: 2

4) $\emptyset \rightarrow \text{student}$

Figure 1 gives the preference ordering on the models as defined by these defaults rules. We use the obvious abbreviations for the propositional letters in $P$. Thus, for example, sae stands for the model in which both student and adult are assigned T and employed is assigned F. A directed edge from a model $M_a$ to a model $M_b$ indicates that $M_a \leq^+ M_b$. The numbers alongside the directed edges indicate the corresponding default rules.

We see that the model sae is maximal, since there is no model that is strictly preferred over this model (as a matter of fact, for all other models $M^*$, such as for example $sae$, we have $M^* \leq sae$).

There is a maximal model in this system, however, that does not correspond to our intuitive understanding of the situation. This model is related to the “multiple extension” problem which has created much trouble in previous work on default reasoning (Hanks and McDermott 1986). Because $D$ does not capture the notion that the third rule above should override the second, the model sae is also maximal.

Therefore we define a stronger default system which includes the notion that a more specific default overrides a less specific one.

**Definition:** Specificity Condition.

Given a set of defaults $D$, a default rule $d$ of the form $\alpha \rightarrow q$ is blocked at $M$ iff $\exists d' \in D$ of the form $(\beta \cup \alpha) \rightarrow \neg q$ and $M \models (\beta \cup \alpha)$.

From the above definitions, it follows that a model preference ordering is completely determined by the default rules; a theory has no effect on the ordering. (See also the definition of a maximal model w.r.t. a set of defaults and a non-empty theory at the end of this section.)

**Definition:** Default System $D^+$. In default system $D^+$ we consider problems of the following form: find an arbitrary model for a given set of propositional letters $P$ which is maximal according to a given set of defaults, where rules may be blocked by the specificity condition (i.e., both conditions of the definition of applicability are taken into account).

The first example is now more completely captured in $D^+$ as follows.

- student $\rightarrow$ adult
- adult $\rightarrow$ employed
- student, adult $\rightarrow$ employed
- $\emptyset \rightarrow$ student

The only maximal model is now sae. 3 (The graph representing the preference ordering is identical to the one in figure 1, without the arc labeled 2 from sae to sae and the arc labeled 3 from sae to sae.)

While $D^+$ appears to have adequate expressive power to handle the standard examples of default reasoning, we will see that it does not succumb to a tractable algorithm. Therefore we define the following restricted classes of default systems.

**Definition:** Default Systems $D^H \text{ and } D^H^+$. In $D^H$ we are concerned with the set of problems in system $D$ involving only Horn-form default rules; and likewise for $D^H^+$ w.r.t. $D^+$.

**Definition:** Acyclic Defaults. Define the directed graph $G(D) = (V, E)$ associated...
ated with a set of default rules $D$ as follows: the $V$ contains a vertex labeled $p_i$ for each propositional letter $p_i$ in $P$, and $E = \{(p_i, p_j) \mid \exists d \in D$ of the form $\alpha \rightarrow q$ s.t. $\{(p_i \in \alpha) \vee (p_i \in \alpha)\} \wedge (p_j = q) \vee (p_j = q))\}$. A set of defaults $D$ is called acyclic iff the $G(D)$ is an acyclic directed graph.

The two sets of defaults discussed above are examples of sets of acyclic defaults. They encode basic examples of acyclic inheritance hierarchies (Touretzky 1986). Acyclic theories can encode such hierarchies, but are more general.

Note that there are also natural examples that do not fall into the class of acyclic default systems, such as those obtained by adding the default rule $adult \rightarrow student$ to the sets of defaults given above.

**Definition:** Default System $D\mathcal{H}_+^+$.

In $D\mathcal{H}_+^+$ we are concerned with the set of problems in system $D\mathcal{H}_+^+$ involving only acyclic sets of defaults.

While problems of property inheritance fall within $D\mathcal{H}_+^+$, they do not completely circumscribe it. In Selman and Kautz (1988) we present an example of an acyclic preference default theory which cannot be easily represented in terms of property inheritance.

Finally, we consider the case in which we have apart from a set of defaults $D$ also a non-empty set of facts $T$.

**Definition:** Maximal model w.r.t. $D$ and $T$.

Let $D$ be a set of defaults and $T$ a set of propositional formulas. A model $M$ is maximal w.r.t. $D$ and $T$ iff $(M \vDash T) \wedge \neg \exists M' [(M' > M) \wedge (M' \vDash T)]$.

### III. Computational Complexity

We defined a notion of default reasoning based on a model preference ordering. As stated above, the goal of default inference is to find a maximal model given a set of facts and a partial ordering on the models as defined by a set of default rules.

Because of our interest in tractable forms of default reasoning, a central question is: what is the computational cost of finding such a model?

The problem of finding a maximal model is clearly decidable, since one can simply scan the directed graph representing the partial order on models for a maximal model w.r.t. the defaults and the set of facts. We proceed by analysing the computational complexity of finding such a model. First we consider the general system $D$.

The following theorem shows that the problem of finding a maximal model given an arbitrary set of defaults $D$ is computationally intractable (provided $P \neq NP$):

**Theorem 1.** The search problem $D$ is NP-hard.

The proofs of the theorems in this section are given in Selman and Kautz (1988), here we will only give a high-level description of them.

The proof of theorem 1 is based on a Turing reduction from 3-Satisfiability (Borgida 1986). In the proof it is shown how a propositional formula $\alpha$ in conjunctive normal form with three literals per clause can be translated in polynomial time into a set of default rules $D(\alpha)$ with the property that if $\alpha$ is satisfiable then all maximal models (ignoring condition 2 of the definition of applicability) of $D$ will satisfy $\alpha$. Now, consider an algorithm that takes as input a formula $\alpha$ (an instance of 3-Satisfiability) and constructs $D(\alpha)$, then calls an oracle that returns in constant time a maximal model $M$ of this set of defaults, and, finally, returns "yes" if $M$ satisfies $\alpha$ and "no" otherwise. The algorithm returns "yes" iff $\alpha$ is satisfiable; it runs in polynomial time. Therefore, finding a maximal model is NP-hard.

---

4This graph should not be confused with a graph like the one in figure 1 which makes explicit the ordering on the models.

5Given a model $M$ that satisfies a non-empty theory, there may exist a model $M'$ such that $M'$ does not satisfy the theory and $M' > M$. Therefore, we only require a maximal model w.r.t. a set of defaults and a non-empty theory to be maximal w.r.t. the set of models that satisfy the theory.

6We are interested in an algorithm that handles an arbitrary problem in $D$. Therefore, we consider the search problem (Garey and Johnson 1979) associated with $D$. A search problem $\Pi$ is defined as a set of finite objects $S[\Pi]$ called instances, and for each instance $I \in S[\Pi]$ a set of finite objects $S[I]$ called solutions of $I$. An algorithm is said to solve a search problem $\Pi$ if it returns the answer "no" whenever $S[I]$ is empty and otherwise returns some arbitrary solution belonging to $S[I]$.

With each system of defaults $\mathcal{X}$ defined above one can associate in a straightforward manner a search problem $\mathcal{X}_s$. E.g., an instance $I$ of the search problem $\mathcal{D}_P$ associated with Problem Class $\mathcal{D}_P$ is a set of propositional letters $P$ and a set of default rules $D$. $S[I]$ is the set of maximal models for $P$ w.r.t. $D$ (ignoring condition 2 in the definition of applicability). To keep our notation simple, we omit the subscript $s$. So, theorem 1 states that, provided $P \neq NP$, there exists no polynomial algorithm that, given as input a set of defaults $D$, finds an arbitrary maximal model (ignoring the specificity ordering).
Given the very good complexity (linear, Dowling and Gallier 1984) of propositional Horn theories, we now turn our attention to default system $D^H$. According to the following theorem such defaults can indeed be handled efficiently:

**Theorem 2.** There exists a linear algorithm for the search problem $D^H$.

In Selman and Kautz (1988) we give a hill-climbing algorithm with linear time complexity and prove its correctness. We also show how the algorithm can be modified to take into account a non-empty theory consisting of a set of literals. The resulting algorithm is non-linear, but still polynomial.

We now consider the influence of the specificity condition (necessary to handle exceptions properly in default reasoning). This leads to the following surprising result:

**Theorem 3.** The search problem $D^H +$ is NP-hard. 7

The essence of the proof lies in transforming the set of default rules as used in the proof of theorem 1 into a set of Horn-form defaults. We therefore replace negative literals by new letters, e.g., $p$ is replaced by $p^\prime$. We then add extra sets of Horn-form default rules that guarantee that when the original formula $\alpha$ is satisfiable, no maximal model will assign the same truth value to a pair of corresponding letters, such as $p$ and $p^\prime$. The specificity condition is essential for this result.

Theorems 2 and 3 show how a relatively small change in expressive power of a tractable representation can lead to a computationally intractable system. Results like this show the importance of a detailed analysis of the computational properties of knowledge representation and reasoning systems (Levesque and Brachman 1985).

The following result is another illustration of the tradeoff between expressiveness and tractability:

**Theorem 4.** Given a set of Horn-form defaults $DH$ (no specificity ordering) and a theory $TH$ consisting of a set of Horn formulas, the problem of finding a maximal model w.r.t. $DH$ and $TH$ is NP-hard.

This result is of interest because of the fact that both propositional Horn-form defaults without specificity ordering (Theorem 2) and Horn theories by themselves are linear.

Finally, we can again obtain a tractable system by limiting our default systems to acyclic ones:

**Theorem 5.** There is a polynomial algorithm for the search problem $D^H$.

In Selman and Kautz (1988) we give a polynomial time algorithm and prove its correctness. The algorithm can be adapted to handle non-empty theories consisting of a set of literals. 8

**IV. A Comparison to Default Logic**

In this section we compare model preference defaults to Default Logic (Reiter 1980) and demonstrate how our complexity results may be used to analyze the complexity of default reasoning systems based on Default Logic. In Selman and Kautz (1988) we give a more detailed comparison, and also a similar analysis of the relation to circumscription (McCarthy 1980).

We first discuss an example of the translation of a set of preference default rules $D$ into a set of default rules $D_{dt}$ of Default Logic. The translation is done is such a way that there will be a one-to-one correspondence between maximal models of $D$ and extensions of $D_{dt}$ ($T = \emptyset$).

Consider the set of defaults $D$ used in the example illustrating specificity ordering (section II). The corresponding set $D_{dt}$ contains two groups of rules. The first group consists of rules that correspond to the model preference defaults: 9

\[
\{ s : a, \quad s \land a : \overline{e}, \quad a : e \land \overline{s} : s \}.
\]

(Note the use of a semi-normal default in the third rule to enforce a specificity ordering.) The second group of rules guarantees that the only extensions of $D_{dt}$ are complete models:

\[
\{ : a, \quad : \overline{a} \land \overline{s} : e \land \overline{s}, \quad : \overline{e} \land \overline{a} : \overline{e} \}.
\]

7 Although we expect that theories consisting of Horn formulas can also be handled efficiently, we have yet to find a polynomial-time algorithm for this case.

8 Again, we use the obvious abbreviations.
These defaults can be viewed as a set of closed world assumptions (Reiter 1978) that "force" the system to decide on each letter. (Unlike other cases of closed world assumptions, no preference is given to negative information.) $D_{all}$ has only one extension, $Th\{s, a, e\}$, corresponding to the only maximal model of $D$.

The correspondence between sets of model preference rules and default logic rules can be used to show the intractability of certain classes of semi-normal default rules by reductions from intractable model preference systems. The reduction process is somewhat complicated by the fact that the straightforward translation process used in the example above only applies to restricted sets of model preference rules. However, it turns out that the process is applicable to the set of rules used in the proof of the intractability of $DH^+$. Therefore, it follows that the problem of finding a complete set of literals that lies within an extension of a set of semi-normal defaults is NP-hard, even if we restrict the rules to the form $[\alpha : (q \land \beta)]/q$ where $\alpha$ is a conjunction of positive literals, $\beta$ is a formula in conjunctive normal form with at most two literals per clause, and $q$ is a single literal.12

V. Conclusions

We introduced a system for default reasoning based on a model preference relation. A maximal model in such a system is a complete description of a preferred or most likely state of affairs, based on incomplete information and a set of defaults. Unlike most other approaches to default reasoning, ours is purely semantic, and is defined independent of syntactic notions.

The goal of our work is to develop tractable methods of default reasoning, for use in fast reasoning systems which represent knowledge in a vivid form. Therefore, we only allow complete models as default conclusions. Model preference theories seem to be of interest, however, beyond this one application. The specificity ordering on defaults, a crucial component of any kind of default reasoning, is neatly captured in $D^+$ and its subtheories. Another natural application for model preference theories is to encode a logic of choice, whereby an agent chooses which of his goal states is most preferred.

We presented a detailed analysis of complexity properties of the various model preference default systems. The analysis indicates that only systems with quite limited expressive power lead to tractable reasoning (e.g., $DH$ and $DH^+_n$). We also gave an example of how a relatively small change in the expressive power of a tractable system can lead to intractability (from $DH$ to the intractable $DH^+$).

Acyclic inheritance hierarchies can be represented in the tractable system $DH^+_n$. Classes of acyclic rules have also been singled out by others (e.g., Touretzky 1986) on acyclic inheritance hierarchies, and related work by Etherington (1986) on ordered default theories for their relatively good computational properties. A direct comparison with our approach is complicated by the fact that we do not allow for partial models. It should be noted that the precise computational properties of most of these other systems have not been analyzed in detail (e.g., it is an open problem whether computing an extension based on the notion of inferential distance is tractable (Touretzky 1987)).

The nature of model preference defaults was further illustrated by a comparison with Default Logic (Reiter 1980). In this comparison we showed how a set of semi-normal rules, which can be viewed as representing a special form of closed world assumptions, can be added to a set of default logic rules in a way that guarantees the extensions to be complete models. As part of the comparison we showed how complexity results for model preference can be used to obtain complexity results of restricted classes of other default reasoning systems.

This work suggests several directions for future research. One is the development of a first-order version of model preference defaults. Another is to allow for more expressive power and introduce some form of "approximate reasoning" to keep the system tractable. A search for other tractable sub-classes would be in order. And, finally, to determine the usefulness of the tractable systems we have identified, a further study of the forms of defaults necessary in real world do-

---

10Here $Th$ denotes closure under logical consequence.

11The complication arises from the definition of maximal model as a model that has no model that is strictly larger. Therefore, the models on a cycle in the graph corresponding to the partial orderings relation on models can all be maximal (if not strictly dominated by another model). In that case, a translation like the one given above can lead to a set of semi-normal defaults with no extensions.

12Defaults of this form are similar to, but somewhat more general than, those used in network default theories (Etherington 1986).
mains, e.g., conventions in cooperative conversation (Perrault 1987), is needed.
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Abstract

Instance-based representations have been applied to numerous classification tasks with a fair amount of success. These tasks predict a symbolic class based on observed attributes. This paper presents a method for predicting a numeric value based on observed attributes. We prove that if the numeric values are generated by continuous functions with bounded slope, then the predicted values are accurate approximations of the actual values. We demonstrate the utility of this approach by comparing it with standard approaches for value-prediction. The approach requires no background knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Instance-based learning (IBL) strategies represent concepts using sets of instances and a similarity metric, where each instance is described in terms of a set of attribute-value pairs. IBL techniques have been applied to several learning problems, including speech recognition (Bradshaw, 1987), word pronunciation (Stanfill & Waltz, 1986; Stanfill, 1987), handwritten symbol recognition (Kurtzberg, 1987), thyroid disease diagnosis (Kibler & Aha, 1987), and the cart-pole balancing problem (Connell & Utgoff, 1987). In each case, IBL techniques were shown to be computationally inexpensive methods for solving classification tasks. Most IBL applications involved the prediction of symbolic values. Connell and Utgoff, however, applied their CART system to predict values for a numeric domain, namely the degree of desirability of instances (which represent states in their domain). In this paper we present a method for applying instance-based techniques to predicting numeric values. Theoretical and empirical arguments are supplied to support our claims.

Most of the published work on learning from examples tasks involved the prediction of symbolic values (Vere, 1980; Mitchell, 1982; Quinlan, Compton, Horn, & Laszarus, 1986; Michalski, Mozetic, Hong, & Lavrac, 1986). In many cases, numeric attribute domains were transformed to symbolic domains in order to simplify the learning task. This transformation often required the assistance of an expert. In many domains, however, experts do not exist or are sufficiently scarce to make the transformation task difficult. Some systems, such as STAGGER (Schlimmer, 1987), automatically perform this transformation process, but they incur computational costs and do not guarantee success. IBL techniques do not require these transformations.

Instance-based techniques are good methods to use for symbolic value-prediction tasks because they are extremely simple to apply, they allow for the incremental processing of training instances, they are highly tolerant of noise in the predictor attributes (Stanfill, 1987), and they tolerate irrelevant attributes (Kibler & Aha, 1987; Stanfill, 1987). They also are good methods for numeric value-prediction tasks. We can prove that instance-based prediction (IBP) techniques are correct when given noise-free instances (see Section 3) and they are applicable to a large set of value-prediction tasks. In a sense that we will make precise, any continuous function with bounded slope is learnable by these techniques.

The set of continuous functions contains a huge class of naturally occurring functions. Most physical laws are differential equations which have differentiable functions as their solutions. Our estimation of physical processes, and in particular, the movement and equilibrium of bodies, is required in such daily events as balancing, walking, eating, pouring, cooking, driving, throwing, catching, etc. Our ability at sports rests on the ability to predict, with some accuracy, the positions and velocities of moving bodies as well as the ability to coordinate and execute our own movements. Mis-predictions, such as expecting another step while climbing stairs or lifting light objects which appear to be heavy, can yield calamitous results.

In Section 2 we illustrate our algorithms and compare IBP techniques to linear regression techniques for prediction. The latter is an alternative prediction method that is most applicable to those functions expressive as a linear combination of their attributes. IBP techniques are more generally applicable to the class of locally linear functions. One advantage of linear regression is that it tolerates noise. In Section 2 we introduce a simple technique (later applied in our experiments) that allows instance-based approaches to tolerate noise when predicting numeric values. (General techniques for tolerating noise in instance-based symbolic classification tasks are described by Aha & Kibler (1988).)
Section 3 summarizes our theoretical justifications for applying these techniques to numeric value-prediction tasks. We provide empirical justification in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion and evaluation of IBP.

2 Algorithms and Illustrations

Instance-based learning and prediction algorithms have predominantly been applied to symbolic classification tasks. In these tasks each instance is represented as a set of attribute-value pairs, where the values are either numeric or nominal. The value to be predicted is always nominal. A concept is a subspace of the instance space.

The problem to be solved by symbolic classification algorithms is to determine a function $F$ that, given an instance, yields the concept of the instance. More precisely, let $C$ be a set of concepts, $T$ be an instance space with $n$ attributes, and $V_i$ be the set of values in attribute domain $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$). Then

$$F((x_1, \ldots, x_n)) = C_i,$$

where $V_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) ($x_i \in V_i$), and $C_i \in C$.

Given a set of instances, learning algorithms typically generate a summary description or predicate for each symbolic concept. These predicates can be applied to a new instance to yield a classification. In contrast, instance-based approaches represent a concept using a set of instances and a similarity metric. A new instance is classified by some form of best-match with existing concepts.

For example, we (Kibler & Aha, 1987) have applied several IBL algorithms to two of Quinlan's thyroid disease databases (Quinlan et al., 1986). The instances were described in terms of 26 attributes. The concepts consisted of the set

{ hypothyroid, sick-euthyroid, negative }.

Each learning algorithm was given a training set of instances from which it derived a concept set, which is also a set of instances. The concept set was subsequently tested on a test set of disjoint instances. The nearest neighbor classification algorithm was used for all the learning algorithms. For each test instance $t$, it guessed that $F(t) = F(n)$, where $n$ is $t$'s nearest neighbor in the concept set. We measured each algorithm's performance by recording the percentage of test instances that were classified correctly by the concept set. In effect, a concept description (concept set plus similarity metric) described each algorithm’s guess of $F$ w.r.t. instances on which it was trained.

In this paper we are concerned with instance-based methods for predicting numeric rather than symbolic values. More specifically, if we let $R$ be a numeric domain, then we can describe $F$ for predicting numeric domain values as follows:

$$F((x_1, \ldots, x_n)) = r_i,$$

where $V_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) ($x_i \in V_i$), and $r_i \in R$.

$$\forall t \in \text{Training Set}:$$

- $C \leftarrow C \cup \{ \text{normalize}(t) \}$

$$\forall t \leftarrow \text{normalize}(t), t \in \text{Test Set}:$$

- $\forall c \in C \{ c \neq t \} : \text{calculate Similarity}(t, c)$
- Let $\text{Sim} \subseteq C$ be the set of $N\%$ most similar instances of $C$ to $t$.
- Let $\text{Sum} = \sum_{c \in \text{Sim}} \text{Similarity}(t, c)$
- Then $F$-estimate$(t) = \sum_{c \in \text{Sim}} \text{Similarity}(t, c) \times F(c)$

| Table 1: The proximity algorithm experiment ($C =$ concept set). |

| $\text{Similarity}(t, c) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Simil}(i(t), i(c))$ |
| where $\text{Simil}(x, y) = 1.0 - |x - y|$, and $i(t)$ yields the attribute value of instance $t$ in dimension $i$ |

Table 2: Similarity of two normalized instances ($n$ dimensions).

Connell and Utgoff (1987) recently applied IBP techniques to the cart-pole balancing problem. Their system predicted state desirability, which was continuous from $-1$ (undesirable) to 1 (most desirable). Saved instances had values of either $-1$ or 1. All other instances' degree of desirability were derived via a weighted-similarity function of the saved instances' desirability values. In our case, saved numeric domain values can have any range and any value within that range.

We chose to use the simplest instance-based learning algorithm, called the proximity algorithm, for the experiments in this paper. The proximity algorithm simply saves all training instances in the concept set. The IBP method employed in the experiments is detailed in Table 1. The normalization algorithm maps each attribute value into the continuous range $0-1$, ensuring that all attributes are assigned equal classification salience. Assuming that each attribute counts equally is not necessarily correct, but is, at least, fair. The problem of finding the appropriate weights for attributes is another example of the unsolved credit assignment problem. The estimate $F(t)$ for test instance $t$ is defined in terms of a weighted-similarity function of $t$'s nearest neighbors in the concept set. The similarity of two normalized instances is defined in terms of their Euclidean distance, as detailed in Table 2.

The classification algorithm employed in the experiments is a variant of Shepard's function (Connell & Utgoff, 1987) that, instead of using all concept instances to assist in classifying a new instance, uses only the subset of the neighboring concept instances for numeric value prediction. The underlying assumptions of the linear regression model is that $F$ is approximately linear. In contrast, using only a few neighboring instances for classification assumes that the concept function is locally linear, a much weaker assumption. Unfortunately, our techniques become more sensitive to noise as fewer instances are used.
3 Theoretical Justification

The goal of this section is to demonstrate that instance-based techniques can learn to predict the value of any continuous function with bounded derivative. To do this we first establish that a sufficiently large random sample of values presents a good sampling of instances. Then we demonstrate that, given a good sample of instances and values, a piecewise linear function can be generated which will closely approximate the unknown function.

3.1 Coverage Lemma

Here we establish that a large-enough sample gives a good coverage of the domain.

We start by reviewing some basic material from advanced calculus. An \(\varepsilon\)-ball about a point \(x\) of the real line \(R\) is the set of points \(\{y : |y - x| < \varepsilon\}\). (Note that the size of an \(\varepsilon\)-ball in 1 dimensional space is approximately \(2\varepsilon\).) The same definition is valid in \(n\)-dimensional Euclidean space \(R^n\).

**Definition:** Let \(X\) be a subset of an \(m\)-dimensional space. A subset \(S\) of \(X\) is an \(\varepsilon\)-net for \(X\) if, for all \(x\) in \(X\) there exists an \(s\) in \(S\) such that \(|s - x| < \varepsilon\).

We now prove that a sufficiently large random sample from the unit interval will probably be an \(\varepsilon\)-net.

**Lemma 1.** Let \(\varepsilon\) and \(\delta\) be fixed positive numbers less than 1. A random sample \(S\) containing \(m > 1/\varepsilon \times \ln(1/\delta)\) instances from \([0,1]\) will form an \(\varepsilon\)-net with confidence greater than \(1 - \delta\).

**Proof:** We prove this lemma by partitioning the unit interval into \(k\) equal-sized sub-intervals, each with size less than \(\varepsilon\). We also ensure that, with high probability, at least one of the \(m\) sample instances lies in each sub-interval.

Let \(k > 1/\varepsilon\). The probability that arbitrary instance \(i \in [0,1]\) will lie in some selected sub-interval is \(1 - 1/k\). The probability that none of the \(m\) sample instances will lie in a selected sub-interval is \((1 - 1/k)^m\). The probability that any sub-interval is excluded by all \(m\) sample instances is \(k \times (1 - 1/k)^m\). Since \((1 - 1/k)^m < e^{-m/k}\), then

\[
k \times (1 - 1/k)^m < k \times e^{-m/k}.
\]

We ensure that this probability is small by forcing it to be less than \(\delta\). We solve for \(m\) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
k \times e^{-m/k} &< \delta \\
e^{-m/k} &< \delta/k \\
-m/k &< \ln(\delta/k) \\
m &> -k \times \ln(\delta/k) \\
m &> k \times \ln(k/\delta)
\end{align*}
\]

Consequently, with probability greater than \(1 - \delta\), each sub-interval contains some sample instance of \(S\). Since each instance of \([0,1]\) is in some sub-interval, then, with this same probability, an arbitrary instance of \(I\) is within \(\varepsilon\) of some instance of \(S\).

The proof of Lemma 1 generalizes to any bounded region in \(R^n\) (i.e. it guarantees that by picking enough random samples, we can ensure that we will probably get a good coverage of any nice domain).

3.2 Instance-based Prediction Theorems

Here we prove that, given a good sample of instances, IBP can generate a piecewise linear function that is a good approximation to an unknown continuous function.
Definition: A function $f$ is an $\epsilon$-approximation of a function $g$ if they have the same domain, and for all instances $x$ in their common domain $|f(x) - g(x)| < \epsilon$.

The following definition is motivated by Valiant’s (1984) work on learnability theory.

Definition: A function $f$ is learnable by IBP techniques when, for $1 > \delta, \epsilon > 0$, the function $\bar{f}$ generated by IBP is an $\epsilon$-approximation of $f$ with probability greater than $1 - \delta$.

Note that our definition does not specify how long learning might take, only that it usually converges to approximately the right answer.

Definition: The slope of a function $f$ is bounded on $X$ by $B$ if

$$\forall x, x' \in X \ (x \neq x') \ | \frac{f(x) - f(x')}{x - x'} | \leq B.$$ 

The following theorem demonstrates that continuous, real-valued functions with bounded slope in the unit interval $[0, 1]$ are learnable. Extensions to multi-valued functions of multiple arguments is standard, requiring only a working knowledge of advanced calculus.

**Theorem 1.** Let $f$ be a continuous, real-valued function on $[0, 1]$ with slope bounded by $B$. Then $f$ is learnable by IBP techniques.

**Proof:** Let $f$ be a continuous function on $[0, 1]$. Let $\delta$ and $\epsilon$ be arbitrary positive numbers less than 1. We will guarantee that $f$ does not vary much on a small interval by using the bound on the slope of $f$. In particular, we apply Lemma 1 with $\epsilon' = \epsilon/2B$. (We assume, without loss of generality, that $B \geq 1$.) The lemma guarantees that, if $m$ is large enough, then we will have an $\epsilon/2B$-net for $[0, 1]$ with confidence greater than $1 - \delta$. More specifically, we let $S$ be a random sample of $[0, 1]$ with size $m > 2B/\epsilon \times \ln(2B/\epsilon\delta)$.

We define the approximation function $\tilde{f}(x)$ of $f(x)$ as follows. For each of the $m$ sample points, let $\tilde{f}$ be defined as the sample value. On non-sample points, let $\tilde{f}$ be defined as the linear interpolation of its surrounding neighbors. If a non-sample point $p$ is not surrounded, then let $\tilde{f}(p) = f(x)$, where $x$ is the closest neighbor in the sample.

Now we must show that $\tilde{f}$ is an $\epsilon$-approximation of $f$. Let $x$ be an arbitrary point in $[0, 1]$. We shall consider first the case where $x$ is surrounded by sample instances $x'$ and $x''$ in $S$, where $x'$ is the nearest neighbor of $x$ in $S$. Note that

$$f(x) = f(x') + s(x', x) \times (x - x')$$

$$\tilde{f}(x) = \tilde{f}(x') + \tilde{s}(x', x'') \times (x - x')$$

where $s(x', x)$ is the slope of $f$ between $x'$ and $x$ and $\tilde{s}(x', x'')$ is the slope of $\tilde{f}$ between $x'$ and $x''$.

Since $B$ is the upper bound on the slope between any two points for $f(x)$, it is also an upper bound on the slope between any two points for $\tilde{f}(x)$. Therefore,

$$|f(x) - f(x')| = |s(x', x) \times (x - x')| < B \times \epsilon/2B = \epsilon/2$$

and

$$|\tilde{f}(x) - \tilde{f}(x')| = |\tilde{s}(x', x'') \times (x - x')| < B \times \epsilon/2B = \epsilon/2.$$ 

Since $\tilde{f}(x') = f(x')$, we have, by triangular inequality,

$$|f(x) - \tilde{f}(x)| < \epsilon/2 + 0 + \epsilon/2 = \epsilon.$$ 

The second case, where $x$ is not surrounded by sample instances in $S$, can be handled similarly. This proves that the piecewise linear approximation $\tilde{f}$ is an $\epsilon$-approximation of $f$.

Using an extension of Lemma 1 and a proof similar to that used for Theorem 1, we can prove Theorem 2.

**Theorem 2.** If $f$ is a continuous function on a closed and bounded $n$-dimensional space with derivative bounded by $B$, then $f$ is learnable by IBP techniques. In particular, for given positive values of $\epsilon$ and $\delta$, $m > 2B/e^\alpha \times \ln(2B/e^\delta)$ samples will suffice.

Note that any piecewise linear curve and any function with a continuous derivative has a bounded slope.

This result indicates that, given an open domain, one needs to require some constraints on the "wildness" of the function in order to ensure that the time to learn is polynomially bounded. In particular, we compensate for looser constraints on the domain of the function by tightening the constraints on how fast the function can change its value over a small interval. That is, we require that the derivative of the function exist and be uniformly bounded.

The requirement for the bound on the derivative is illustrated by the function $\sin(1/x)$ on the open interval $(0, 1)$. Note that as $x$ approaches 0, the derivative (slope) of the function is unbounded. As is easily seen, for any $\epsilon$ between 0 and 1, there is no piecewise linear $\epsilon$-approximation of this function.

While these results establish the appropriateness of IBP for noise-free functions, real world data requires attention to noise. A standard method for tolerating noise is to use some form of averaging. In particular, we believe that the following change to the algorithm yields a method which works for noise in the function value, but the proof eludes us.

Instead of constructing a piecewise linear approximation based on a single $\epsilon$-net, consider forming $m \epsilon$-nets, each net yielding a piecewise linear approximation $\tilde{f}$. We define $\bar{f}$ to be the (pointwise) average of these $\tilde{f}$. Clearly $\bar{f}$ is still piecewise linear. We believe that, the resulting $\bar{f}$ will be a good approximation. We demonstrate the appropriateness of this method with an empirical study.

### 4 Empirical Justification

In this section we describe our experiments and show how the results support our conjecture. In particular, we note that instance-based learning techniques achieve the same accuracy as linear regression methods. We note that if the underlying function was exactly linear then both linear regression and IBP would yield perfect predictions. The value of IBP is that it requires that the function be only locally linear while linear regression requires that the function be globally linear. Also, IBP requires no ad hoc adjustments to the underlying method, which are often made when applying linear regression models.
The purpose of their article was to describe a predictive model for computer systems that was simpler than queuing networks. Our purpose here is to demonstrate that IBP techniques can be used to describe models of equal simplicity and accuracy for approximating the published relative performance function.

We chose to experiment with this data set for several reasons:

1. The authors presented a case study that allowed us to contrast a linear regression model with an IBP model on the same data set.
2. We wanted to show that IBP models support predictive behavior for natural databases (as opposed to being restricted to carefully crafted artificial databases).
3. We were interested in investigating the predictive quality of IBP techniques when both the input and output attributes were numeric.
4. We chose to experiment with this data set for several reasons:

   1. The authors presented a case study that allowed us to contrast a linear regression model with an IBP model on the same data set.
   2. We wanted to show that IBP models support predictive behavior for natural databases (as opposed to being restricted to carefully crafted artificial databases).
   3. We were interested in investigating the predictive quality of IBP techniques when both the input and output attributes were numeric.

The overall average deviation of predicted and actual values for the first experiment is surprisingly similar to that of the linear regression experiment, which was only slightly better.

What differed between the experiments is of greater importance. The regression experiment required a great deal of application-dependent knowledge while the first IBP experiment employed none. Ein-Dor and Feldmesser analyzed the data and subject domain and reviewed the linear correlations of the PRP values with the 6 independent attributes. They concluded that transformations of the independent

2 The published value for overall average deviation of the linear regression model is 34.10 (Ein-Dor & Feldmesser, 1987), which disagrees with our calculation of 33.91. Otherwise, our calculations are in agreement.
and dependent attributes were needed to enhance the regression model's predictiveness. First, they chose to employ a square-root transformation of the dependent attribute. They then chose to employ 3 "tuned" attributes to be used as independent attributes for prediction of the square-root of the published relative performance values. The tuned attributes are average memory size, $1/10^6$ of the cache size, and channel capacity. The transformations are listed in Table 6.

The problem they faced is a typical one when using linear regression. What do you do when the dependent variable is not a linear combination of the attributes? In their case, by appealing to domain knowledge, specifically Grosch's law, they reasoned that the square root of the performance would be a linear combination of measured attributes. Finding this particular transformation requires a model of the domain. IBP does as well without introducing domain expertise.

In our second experiment (see column Tuned in Table 5), we used the same tuned input attributes for the IBP method as those used by the linear regression technique. This was done by calculating the values for the three tuned attributes and representing the instances in terms of them. The effect of tuning attributes is to give a better weight to each individual attribute. The average deviation results for this experiment also appear in Table 5. In this case, we find that the IBP predictions are slightly better than those given by the linear regression model, again measured in terms of average deviation.

5 Discussion

Continuous functions are an extremely large class of functions. In particular, they can represent the behavior of physical systems. Our ability to interact successfully with the world depends, in part, on our ability to predict the continuously changing environment. Given a sufficiently large sample size, we have shown that IBP is guaranteed to yield a good approximation for continuous functions. In the presence of noise, we demonstrated that IBP yields results equivalent to that of linear regression, but without having to make ad hoc assumptions. Moreover, the technique is incremental. In short, IBP is a simple, general, efficient technique which yields high quality predictions. As we have illustrated, the quality of predictions by IBP can be improved if one has appropriately weighted features. Finding computationally efficient means for calculating these weights, however, requires further research.

One of the criticisms of IBL techniques is that they have high storage requirements. Recent results, however, have suggested that simple learning algorithms can be applied that greatly ease storage requirements. Bradshaw's (1987) disjunctive-spanning algorithm uses an averaging technique in an effort to reduce storage requirements while maintaining high classification accuracies. Kurtzberg (1987) described an algorithm that, when trained on 288 instances (four copies of 72 handwritten symbols), saved only 121 instances and still achieved a 99.0% classification accuracy on a same-sized, disjoint set of test instances. Kibler and Aha (1987) showed that the same algorithm, when applied to Quinlan et al's (1986) hypothyroid disease data, saved an average of only 10 of the 220 training instances and still achieved a 97% accuracy on a disjoint set of 500 test instances. We (Kibler & Aha, 1988) have shown that the upper bound on the number of instances required for approximating concepts is proportional to the lengths of the boundaries separating concepts. IBL techniques do not appear to have large storage requirements for symbolic classification tasks. We anticipate that similar storage-saving techniques can be used to assist numeric value-prediction tasks.

A more severe criticism of instance-based representations is that they do not yield concise encapsulations of the data that can easily be understood and reasoned about by humans or machines. For example, BACON (Langley, 1981) discovers the ideal gas law ($PV/nT = c$, where $c$ is a constant) given numerically-valued data. IBP techniques cannot represent, let alone find, this relationship. BACON heuristically searches through a space of functional expressions to find this formula. Similarly, linear regression methods search through the space of linear equations to find an easily understood relationship between the independent and dependent attributes. IBP does not yield comprehensible summaries of the data. The compensating value of IBP is that it does not require that the data satisfy some predefined model.
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Axomatizations in the Metatheory
Of Nonmonotonic Inference Systems

Philippe Besnard

Abstract

In this preliminary report, nonmonotonic inference systems are examined in an abstract setting independent from the inferential apparatus they develop, that is, they are regarded as relations between sets of formulas, premises on the one hand and conclusions on the other. Specifically, various axiomatizations for properties of nonmonotonic inference relations are given, which yield nice characterizations for some existing nonmonotonic inference systems. The approach proposed also displays some connection, in the form of incompatibility, between nonmonotonicity and the converse to the property expressed by the deduction theorem.

1 Introduction

Formalizing properties for inference systems has been achieved by Tarski [1956] and Gentzen [1969] who defined the notion of consequence relation. Precisely, a language being fixed so as to define the class of all formulas, in order for any relation |- between sets of formulas and individual formulas, called an inference relation, to be a consequence relation, Gentzen set up the requirement of

- a reflexive property:
  
  if $A \in T$ then $T \vdash A$

- a cut rule:

  if $T \vdash A$ and $S.A \vdash B$ then $T,S \vdash B$

for all formulas $A$ and $B$ and sets of formulas $S$ and $T$, also called theories.

The notation $S,A$ for $S \cup \{A\}$ and $T,S$ for $T \cup S$ is standard in this context.
The point to be made now is that if $T \vdash A$ and $S,A \vdash A$ then $T,S \vdash A$ holding by virtue of the cut rule and $S,A \vdash A$ being postulated by the reflexive property, these two conditions cause any consequence relation $\vdash$ to enjoy

- the monotonicity property:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ then $T,S \vdash A$

Formalizing properties for nonmonotonic inference systems has been undertaken by Gabbay [1985] and Makinson [1987] as such systems are being paid increasing attention [Bobrow 1980]. In the framework developed by Gabbay for inference relations $\vdash$ which are not monotonic, Gentzen's cut rule as formulated above is weakened to

- the cumulation property:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ then $T \vdash B$ iff $T,A \vdash B$

which gathers

- cautious monotonicity:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash B$ then $T,A \vdash B$

and

- transitivity:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ and $T,A \vdash B$ then $T \vdash B$

the latter being just an instance of the cut rule.

Now, instead of weakening monotonicity, dropping it altogether is worth investigating in case of nonmonotonic inference systems constructed out of consequence relations. Indeed, the notions attached to some variants of such a more radical revision of Gentzen's conditions for inference relations appear to qualify more existing nonmonotonic systems than the revision advocated by Gabbay (in particular, it seems desirable to qualify systems in [Gallaire & Minker 1978], that is Reiter's closed world assumption and Clark's predicate completion as well as logics in [Bobrow 1980], that is McCarthy's circumscription, Reiter's default logic and the nonmonotonic logic due to McDermott and Doyle). As a justification for all this, the present paper reports on the fact that, even at a preliminary stage of examination (conducted in a Gentzen-style framework but not in a Tarski-style framework because there is no deep difference between both [Besnard 1988]), the approach just proposed can be shown to yield significant results.

2 The framework

So, as a major departure from Gabbay's and Makinson's works, the nonmonotonic inference relations $\vdash$ under consideration here are supposed to be based on an underlying consequence relation $\vdash$ as characterized by Gentzen. In this context, it makes sense to formulate the following

- weak cumulation property:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ then $T \vdash B$ iff $T,A \vdash B$

which basically says that theories equivalent in the sense of the consequence relation $\vdash$ are also equivalent in the sense of the inference relation $\vdash$. Not all existing nonmonotonic inference systems meet such a requirement. For instance, consider $\vdash$ standing for predicate completion and $\vdash$ standing for first order logic. Even though $\{P\} \vdash \neg P\Rightarrow P$, it is not the case that $\{P\},\neg P\Rightarrow P \vdash A$ iff $\{P\} \vdash A$.

Since the cumulation property consists of cautious monotonicity and transitivity, it is clear that four basic relaxation conditions arise for inspection

- if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash B$ then $T,A \vdash B$
- if $T \vdash A$ and $T,A \vdash B$ then $T \vdash B$
- if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash B$ then $T,A \vdash B$
- if $T \vdash A$ and $T,A \vdash B$ then $T \vdash B$

The first two form the weak version of the cumulation property. The third one combined with reflexivity is equivalent (the empty theory being not taken into account) to conservativeness stated below. Of special interest is the fourth one called

- compound transitivity:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ and $T,A \vdash B$ then $T \vdash B$
An example for a nonmonotonic inference relation \( \vdash \) satisfying only compound transitivity with respect to the relation \( \models \) representing first order logic is given by default logic. It appears that one of the most striking peculiarities of default logic (one symptom of which is that the inference relation \( \vdash \) standing for default logic is not defined for all theories \( T \)) is shared by all inference relations \( \vdash \) of the kind discussed.

**Property 1:** If an inference relation \( \vdash \) satisfies compound transitivity with respect to a consequence relation \( \models \) then for any theory \( T \) the restriction of \( \vdash \) to \( T \) either is empty or includes the restriction of \( \models \) to \( T \)

**Proof:** Given a theory \( T \), assume that the first alternative possibility is not the case. Then \( T \vdash A \) for some formula \( A \). Now, for all formula \( B \) such that \( T \vdash B \) it follows that \( T,A \vdash B \) by monotonicity. Thus, \( T \vdash B \) is obtained by applying compound transitivity. □

Indeed, an inference relation whose restriction to some theory is empty may still conform to compound transitivity. The reason for this is that compound transitivity is a conditional property, henceforth it is satisfied in case its proviso is not.

The loose connection between a possibly nonmonotonic inference relation \( \vdash \) and its underlying consequence relation \( \models \) may be reinforced in a very natural way so that \( \vdash \) encompasses \( \models \) as described by the following

---

**Conservativeness:**

- If \( T \vdash A \) then \( T \vdash A \)

---

Examples of nonmonotonic inference relations that obey conservativeness and compound transitivity with respect to first order logic are provided by predicate completion, closed world assumption, circumscription, the nonmonotonic logic devised by McDermott and Doyle and also the normal fragment of default logic.

Following Makinson [1987], an inference relation \( \vdash \) may be required to preserve the consistency induced by its underlying consequence relation \( \models \), that is \( \vdash \) may be required to satisfy relative consistency:

- If \( T \vdash A \) for all formulas \( A \) then \( T \vdash A \) for all formulas \( A \)

Examples are now the Horn fragment of both closed world assumption and predicate completion, the well-founded fragment of circumscription and the normal fragment of default logic.

Except for Property 1, all results given throughout the text hold for any (possibly nonmonotonic) inference relation \( \vdash \) which satisfies conservativeness, but not necessarily relative consistency, with respect to an underlying consequence relation \( \models \). Also, for taking into account any such inference relation \( \vdash \), reflexivity need not be postulated since it follows from conservativeness with respect to consequence relation \( \models \).

### 3. \( T \)-regular and CT-regular inference relations

The conditions exposed up to now form the basis for the study presented in the sequel.

**Definition:** Given an inference relation \( \vdash \) with underlying consequence relation \( \models \) such that conservativeness is satisfied, if compound transitivity is verified then \( \vdash \) is said to be CT-regular, whereas if transitivity is verified then \( \vdash \) is said to be \( T \)-regular.

To reformulate the above classification with the terminology just introduced, the Horn fragment of predicate completion, the well-founded fragment of circumscription and the normal fragment of default logic are all CT-regular.
Two observations are enough to characterize whether an inference relation is $T$-regular in case it is $CT$-regular and conversely.

Property 2: If an inference relation is $T$-regular then it is also $CT$-regular

Proof: If $T \vdash A$ and $T, A \vdash B$ then, first, $T \vdash A$ and second, $T, A \vdash B$ because $\vdash$ satisfies conservativeness with respect to $\vdash$. Since $\vdash$ is $T$-regular, it follows that $T \vdash B$. □

Property 3: Not every $CT$-regular inference relation is $T$-regular

Proof: Taking $\vdash$ to refer to classical sentential logic, $\vdash$ is constructed as follows. Fix two propositional letters $P$ and $Q$. For every theory $T$, in case $T \cup \{\neg Q \land P\}$ is consistent for sentential logic then $T \vdash A$ whenever $T \cup \{\neg Q \land P\} \vdash A$, in case $T \cup \{P \rightarrow Q\}$ is consistent for sentential logic then $T \vdash A$ whenever $T \cup \{P \rightarrow Q\} \vdash A$, otherwise $T \vdash A$. If $T \vdash A$ is taken to hold only as just indicated then the resulting definition of $\vdash$ clearly shows that $\vdash$ satisfies conservativeness with respect to $\vdash$. To prove compound transitivity, assume $T \vdash A$ and $T \cup \{A\} \vdash B$. From this, in case $T \cup \{\neg Q \land P\}$ or $T \cup \{P \rightarrow Q\}$ is consistent for sentential logic, $T \vdash B$ follows from Gentzen’s cut rule for sentential logic. Otherwise, $T \vdash B$ is obtained as well, in quite a straightforward manner. So, $\vdash$ is $CT$-regular. But it is not $T$-regular because if $T$ is empty then $T \vdash P$ and $T, P \vdash \neg \square Q$ but $T \vdash \neg \square Q$. □

Incidentally, the proof shows that the normal fragment of default logic is not $T$-regular, it is only $CT$-regular. However, the well-founded fragment of circumscription is $T$-regular.

4 MP-regular and CMP-regular inference relations

The cut rule may be altered in such a way that, as a result, implication is given prominence over any other connective [Tarski 1956]. For instance, it may be required that an inference relation $\vdash$ satisfy

- modus ponens:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$ then $T \vdash B$

Similarly to transitivity, modus ponens leaves room for variation and an inference relation $\vdash$ with underlying consequence relation $\vdash$ may be checked for satisfying

- compound modus ponens:
  
  if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$ then $T \vdash B$

Definition: Given an inference relation $\vdash$ with underlying consequence relation $\vdash$ such that conservativeness is satisfied, if compound modus ponens is verified then $\vdash$ is said to be $CMP$-regular, whereas if modus ponens is verified then $\vdash$ is said to be $MP$-regular.

Property 4: If an inference relation is $MP$-regular then it is also $CMP$-regular

Proof: If $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$ then, first, $T \vdash A$ and second, $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$ because $\vdash$ satisfies conservativeness with respect to $\vdash$. Since $\vdash$ is $MP$-regular, it follows that $T \vdash B$. □

Property 5: Not every $CMP$-regular inference relation is $MP$-regular

Proof: An appropriate $\vdash$ with underlying $\vdash$ given by classical sentential logic is constructed as follows. Fix a propositional letter $P$. For every theory $T$, in case $T \vdash \neg P$ and $T \vdash P$ then $T \vdash A$ if $T, P \vdash A$ or $T, \neg P \vdash A$, otherwise $T \vdash A$ if $T \vdash A$. This being taken
as a definition for \( \vdash \), it is routine to verify that \( \vdash \) satisfies conservativeness with respect to \( \models \). Now, assume \( T \models \neg A \) and \( T \not\models A \supset B \). In case \( T \not\models \neg P \) and \( T \vdash P \) then either \( T,P \models \neg A \) or \( T,\neg P \models \neg A \). Since \( T,P \models A \supset B \) and \( T,\neg P \models \neg A \supset B \), then either \( T,P \models \neg B \) or \( T,\neg P \models \neg B \). Hence \( T \models \neg B \). Otherwise, from \( T \models \neg A \) it follows that \( T \models \neg A \). Thus \( T \models \neg B \) because \( T \models A \supset B \). So, \( T \models \neg B \) in this case too. That is, \( \vdash \) is CMP-regular. But \( \vdash \) is not MP-regular because if \( T \) is empty then \( T \models \neg P \) and \( T \vdash \neg P \wedge P \) but \( T \models \not\vdash \neg P \wedge P \).

Property 6: An inference relation with an underlying consequence relation satisfying the rule of detachment is CMP-regular if it is CT-regular.

Proof: Assume \( T \models \neg A \) and \( T \not\models A \supset B \). From the latter, \( T,A \models \neg B \) is obtained by the rule of detachment for \( \models \). Now, if \( T \models \neg A \) and \( T,A \models \neg B \) then \( T \models \neg B \) because \( \models \) is CT-regular. So, \( T \models \neg B \) and \( \vdash \) is CMP-regular.

Property 7: An inference relation with an underlying consequence relation satisfying the deduction principle is CT-regular if it is CMP-regular.

Proof: Assume \( T \models \neg A \) and \( T,A \models \neg B \). From the latter, \( T \models A \supset B \) is obtained by the deduction principle for \( \models \). Now, if \( T \models \neg A \) and \( T \models A \supset B \) then \( T \models \neg B \) because \( \models \) is CMP-regular. So, \( T \models \neg B \) and \( \vdash \) is CT-regular.

So, for an inference relation coping with implication, being CMP-regular or being CT-regular are basically equivalent, but being MP-regular or being T-regular are not so strongly connected.

Property 8: A MP-regular inference relation need not be T-regular.

Proof: From classical sentential logic, a MP-regular \( \vdash \) which is not T-regular is defined next. Fix two propositional letters \( P \) and \( Q \). In case \( T \models \neg P \) then \( T \models \neg A \) if \( T \models \neg A \) in case \( T \models \neg P \) and \( T \models \neg Q \) then \( T \models \neg A \) if \( T,Q \models \neg A \), otherwise \( T \models \neg A \) if \( T,P \models \neg A \). Now, it is not difficult to prove by case analysis that \( \vdash \) is MP-regular. But \( \vdash \) is not T-regular because if \( T \) is empty then \( T \models \neg P \) and \( T,P \models \neg Q \) but \( T \not\models \neg Q \).

Property 9: A T-regular inference relation need not be MP-regular.
Proof: It suffices to construct a relation $\vdash$ from classical sentential logic where $T \vdash A$ for all formulas $A$ whenever $T$ is inconsistent for sentential logic otherwise $T \vdash A$ if $A$ is in some consistent complete extension of $T$ in the sense of sentential logic. From this definition, it is obvious that $\vdash$ is $T$-regular. However it is not MP-regular because if $P$ is a propositional letter then in case $T$ is empty, $T \vdash \neg P$ and $T \vdash P \rightarrow P \land \neg P$ but $T \not\vdash P \land \neg P$. □

In fact, for an inference relation coping with implication, being MP-regular or being $T$-regular are the same under the deduction principle and the rule of detachment.

Property 10: If a MP-regular inference relation satisfies the deduction principle then it is also $T$-regular

Proof: Assume $T \vdash A$ and $T, A \vdash B$. Since $\vdash$ satisfies the deduction principle, $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$. Since $\vdash$ is MP-regular, if $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$ then $T \vdash B$. So $\vdash$ is $T$-regular. □

Property 11: If a $T$-regular inference relation satisfies the rule of detachment then it is also MP-regular

Proof: Assume $T \vdash A$ and $T \vdash A \rightarrow B$. Since $\vdash$ satisfies the rule of detachment, $T, A \vdash B$. Since $\vdash$ is $T$-regular, if $T \vdash A$ and $T, A \vdash B$ then $T \vdash B$. So $\vdash$ is MP-regular. □

Property 11 is much less interesting than Property 10 because nonmonotonic relations do not satisfy the rule of detachment if they are to convey a standard concept of consistency as discussed in the next section.

6 Rule of detachment, deduction principle and nonmonotonicity

In a number of inference systems having at least implication and negation as connectives, consistency, i.e. the property that not every formula follows from a theory, is characterized by the ex falso quodlibet:

$$T \vdash A \rightarrow (\neg A \rightarrow B)$$

A noticeable fact is that the ex falso quodlibet is not compatible with the rule of detachment for any CMP-regular inference relation having a quite common nonmonotonic character.

Property 12: Let $\vdash$ be an CMP-regular inference relation with an underlying consequence relation $\vdash$ satisfying the ex falso quodlibet. If $\vdash$ is nonmonotonic such that $T \vdash A$ and $T, \neg A \not\vdash A$ for some $T$ and $A$ then $\vdash$ cannot satisfy the rule of detachment.

Proof: Assume $T \vdash A$ and $T, \neg A \not\vdash A$. Now, $T \vdash A \rightarrow (\neg A \rightarrow A)$ by the ex falso quodlibet for $\vdash$. Since $\vdash$ is CMP-regular, $T \vdash \neg A \rightarrow A$. Assuming that $\vdash$ satisfies the rule of detachment, $T, \neg A \vdash A$, a contradiction. □

Application of Property 12 shows that circumscription, including its well-founded fragment and default logic, including its normal fragment, do not respect the rule of detachment.

Property 12 as formulated above is, in light of Property 2, Property 4 and Property 6, the most general statement about the incompatibility between nonmonotonicity and the rule of detachment applied to the ex falso quodlibet. However, explicitly stating the somehow weaker Property 13 may be worthwhile.
Property 13: Let \( \vdash \) be a MP-regular inference relation satisfying the ex falso quodlibet. If \( \vdash \) is nonmonotonic such that \( T \vdash A \) and \( T, \neg A \vdash \bot \) for some \( T \) and \( A \) then \( \vdash \) cannot satisfy the rule of detachment.

Proof: Assume \( T \vdash A \) and \( T, \neg A \vdash \bot \). Now, \( T \vdash \bot \Rightarrow \neg (A \Rightarrow A) \) by the ex falso quodlibet. Since \( \vdash \) is MP-regular, \( T \vdash \neg A \Rightarrow A \). Assuming that \( \vdash \) satisfies the rule of detachment, \( T, \neg A \vdash A \) yields a contradiction. 

Also, a slight variant to Property 12 and Property 13 is worth mentioning, which can be introduced by noticing that, for a consequence relation, the ex falso quodlibet gives rise to a sufficient condition concerning inconsistency, that is,

. if \( T \vdash A \) then \( T, \neg A \vdash B \) for all \( B \)

If, conversely, inconsistency only arises through the ex falso quodlibet then a necessary condition is in force, that is,

. if \( T, \neg A \vdash B \) for all \( B \) then \( T \vdash A \)

which holds for intuitionistic and classical sentential logics for instance. Now, in the formulation of Property 12 and Property 13, let the consequence relation involved to allow for both the necessary and sufficient conditions just given and let relative consistency to hold. Then Property 12 and Property 13 hold not only for the special, no matter how fundamental, form of nonmonotonicity mentioned but indeed for any form of nonmonotonicity.

In contrast, nonmonotonicity and the deduction principle appear not to be connected.

Property 14: Not every nonmonotonic MP-regular inference relation violates the deduction principle

Proof: First, an inference relation \( \vdash \) with underlying consequence relation \( \models \) representing classical sentential logic has to be specified. To this end, a propositional letter \( P \) is fixed. In case \( T \models \neg P \) then \( T \models \neg A \) if \( T \models A \) otherwise \( T \models \neg A \) if \( T, P \models A \). This definition clearly yields the nonmonotonic MP-regular character of \( \vdash \). That \( \vdash \) conforms to the deduction principle is proved next. Assume \( T, A \vdash \bot \). In case \( T, A \vdash \neg P \) then \( T, A \vdash B \) so that \( T \vdash A \Rightarrow B \) and \( T, P \vdash A \Rightarrow B \). From either, \( T \vdash A \Rightarrow B \) follows by conservativeness. In case \( T, A \vdash \neg P \) then \( T \vdash \neg P \) by monotonicity. So, \( T, A, P \vdash B \) due to \( T, A \vdash B \) and if \( T, P \vdash A \Rightarrow B \) then \( T \vdash A \Rightarrow B \). Since \( T, A, P \vdash B \) then \( T, P \vdash A \Rightarrow B \) so that \( T \vdash A \Rightarrow B \) is obtained.

Property 15: Not every nonmonotonic CMP-regular inference relation satisfies the deduction principle

Proof: Define a CMP-regular \( \vdash \) based on classical sentential logic by fixing two propositional letters \( P \) and \( Q \) and stating that in case \( T \vdash \neg P \) and \( T \vdash \neg (Q \Rightarrow P) \) then \( T \vdash A \) if \( T, Q \Rightarrow P \vdash A \) otherwise if \( T \vdash \neg (P \Rightarrow Q) \) then \( T \vdash A \) if \( T, P \Rightarrow Q \vdash A \) else \( T \vdash A \) if \( T \vdash A \). It can be easily checked that \( \vdash \) is nonmonotonic and CMP-regular. If \( T \) consists of the unique formula \( P \lor Q \) then \( T \vdash P \) and \( T, P \vdash Q \) but \( T \vdash \neg P \lor Q \) that is, the deduction principle does not hold for \( \vdash \). 

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a research initiated by Gabbay and pursued by Makinson is addressed in such a manner that a complete picture of existing nonmonotonic inference systems is given by way of the properties they enjoy or not. However, investigating rather weak characterizations of inference systems turns out to be helpful for isolating specific features of nonmonotonicity thus meeting Gabbay's original motivation. For instance, identifying general properties of inference systems leads to a result establishing that
existing nonmonotonic inference systems strongly deny the rule of detachment. In fact, further development of the approach proposed in this paper, either along these lines or devoted for instance to nonmonotonic inference systems based on conditional logics with weak implication [Nute 1986] [Delgrande 1987] thus appear rather promising.

8 Appendix: Schema of types of regular inference relations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{deduction principle for } & \vdash \\
\text{CMP} & \\
\text{rule of detachment for } & \vdash \\
\uparrow & \\
\text{deduction principle for } & \rightarrow \\
\text{MP} & \\
\text{rule of detachment for } & \rightarrow \\
\text{CT} & \\
\uparrow & \\
\text{T} &
\end{align*}
\]
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Abstract

Predicting the future is an essential component of decision making. In most situations, however, there is not enough information to make certain predictions. In this paper, we develop a theory of causal reasoning for predictive inference under uncertainty. We emphasize a common type of prediction that involves reasoning about persistence: whether or not a proposition once made true remains true at some later time. We provide a decision procedure with a polynomial-time algorithm for determining the probability of the possible consequences of a set of events and initial conditions. Problems in dealing with persistence by non-monotonic temporal reasoning schemes are avoided by the use of simple probability information. The ideas in this paper have been implemented in a prototype system that refines a database of causal rules in the course of applying those rules to construct and carry out plans in a manufacturing domain.

Keywords: uncertainty, causal reasoning, probability, temporal reasoning

I. Introduction

We are interested in the design of robust inference systems for generating and executing plans in routine manufacturing situations. We hope to build autonomous agents capable of dealing with a fairly circumscribed set of possibilities in a manner that demonstrates both strategic reasoning (the ability to anticipate and plan for possible futures) and adaptive reasoning (the ability to recognize and react to unanticipated conditions). In this paper, we develop a computational theory for temporal reasoning under uncertainty that is well suited to a wide variety of dynamic domains.

The domains that we are interested in have the following characteristics: (i) things cannot always be predicted accurately in advance, (ii) plans made in anticipation of pending events often have to be amended to suit new information, and (iii) the knowledge and ability to acquire predictive rules is severely limited by the planner's experience. Reasoning in such domains often involves making choices quickly on the basis of incomplete information. Although predictions can be inaccurate, it is often worthwhile for a planner to attempt to predict what conditions are likely to be true in the future and generate plans to deal with them.

Our theory includes (i) a polynomial-time decision procedure for probabilistic inference about temporally-dependent information, (ii) a space and time efficient method for refining probabilistic causal rules, and (iii) a mechanism to support planners in recognizing potential plan failures. This paper is primarily concerned with the first two of these. Details concerning the other are provided in the extended paper [Dean and Kanazawa, 1987a].

II. Probabilistic Causal Theories

In order to explore some of the issues that arise in causal reasoning, we will consider some examples involving a robot foreman that directs activity in a factory. The robot has a plan of action that it is continually executing and revising. Among its tasks is the loading of trucks for clients. If our robot learns that a truck is more likely to leave than it previously believed, then it should consider revising its plans so that this truck will be loaded earlier. If, on the other hand, it predicts that all trucks will be loaded ahead of schedule, then it should take advantage of the opportunity to take care of other tasks which it did not previously consider possible in the available time.

In order to construct and revise its plan of action, the robot makes use of a fairly simple model of the world: a special-purpose theory about the cause-and-effect relationships that govern processes at work in the world (referred to as a causal theory). The robot's causal theory consists of two distinct types of rules which we will refer to as projection rules and persistence rules. We will defer discussion of persistence rules for just a bit.

As an example of a projection rule, the robot might have a rule that states that if a client calls in an order, then, with some likelihood, the client's truck will eventually arrive to pick up the order. The consequent prediction, in this case the arrival of a client's truck, is con-

1This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI-8612644 and by an IBM faculty development award.
proposition in order to get rid of a lingering or persistent proposition: a feat that often proves difficult in nontrivial domains. If a commuter leaves his newspaper on a train, it is not hard to predict that the paper is not likely to be there the next time he rides on that train; however, it is quite unlikely that he will be able to predict what caused it to be removed or when the removal occurred.

When McDermott first proposed the notion of persistence as a framework for reasoning about change [McDermott, 1982], he noted that persistence might be given a probabilistic interpretation. That is exactly what we do here. We replace the single default rule of persistence used in most planning systems with a set of (probabilistic) rules: one or more for each fluent that the system is aware of. Our robot might use a persistence rule to reason about the likelihood that a truck driver will still be waiting at various times following his arrival at the factory. The information derived from applying such a rule might be used to decide which truck to help next or how to cope when a large number of trucks are waiting simultaneously. Each persistence rule has the form \( \text{PERSIST}(P, \rho) \), where \( P \) is a fluent and \( \rho \) is a function of time referred to as a survival function [Syski, 1979]. In our implementation, we consider only two types of survivor functions: exponential decay functions and piecewise linear functions. The former are described in Section IV., and the latter, requiring a somewhat more complex analysis, are described in [Dean and Kanazawa, 1987a].

Exponential decay functions are of the form \( e^{-\lambda t} \) where \( \lambda \) is the constant of decay. Persistence rules referring to exponential decay functions are notated simply \( \text{PERSIST}(P, \lambda) \). Such functions are used, for example, to indicate that the probability of a truck remaining at the dock decreases by 5% every 15 minutes. The persistence rule \( \text{PERSIST}(P, \lambda) \) encodes the fact that:

\[
p(HOLDS(P, t + \epsilon) \mid HOLDS(P, t - \Delta)) = e^{-\lambda(t-\Delta)}
\]

where \( \Delta \) is a positive number indicating the length of an interval of time. Exponential decay functions are insensitive to changes in the time of occurrence of events that cause such propositions to become true, and, hence, are easy to handle efficiently.

There are a number of issues that every computational approach to reasoning about causality must deal with. One such issue involves reasoning about dependent causes [Pearl, 1985] (e.g., the application of two probabilistic causal rules that have the same consequent effects, both of which appear to apply in a given set of circumstances but whose conditions are correlated). Another issue concerns handling other forms of incompleteness and nonmonotonic inference [Ginsberg, 1985] [Dean and Boddy, 1987] (e.g., the robot might have a general rule for reasoning about the patience (persistence) of truck drivers waiting to be served and a special rule for how they behave right around lunch time or late in the day). While we agree that these problems are important, we do not claim to have any startling new insights into their solution. There is one area, however, in which our theory does offer some new insights, conditioned on two things: an event referred to as the triggering event, in this case the client calling in the order, and an enabling condition corresponding to propositions that must be true at the time the triggering event occurs. For example, the rule just mentioned might be conditioned on propositions about the type of items ordered, whether or not the caller has an account with the retailer, or the time of day. The simplest form of a projection rule is \( \text{PROJECT}(P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_n, E, R, \kappa) \). This says that \( R \) will be true with probability \( \kappa \) immediately following the event \( E \) given that \( P_1 \) through \( P_n \) are true at the time \( E \) occurs. Restated as a conditional probability, this would be:

\[
p(HOLDS(R, t + \epsilon) \mid HOLDS(P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_n, t) \land OCCURS(E, t)) = \kappa
\]

We assume that \( P_1 \) through \( P_n \) are independent. Projection rules are applied in a purely antecedent fashion (as in a production system) by the inference engine we will be discussing. The objective is to obtain an accurate picture of the future in order to support reasoning about plans [Dean, 1987a] [Dean, 1987b].

Our approach, as described up to this point, is fairly traditional and might conceivably be handled by some existing approach [Pearl, 1985] [Duda et al., 1981]. What distinguishes our approach from that of other probabilistic reasoning approaches is that we are very much concerned with the role of time and in particular the tendency of certain propositions (often referred to as fluents [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969]) to change with the passage of time. By adding time as a parameter to our causal rules, we have complicated both the inference task and the knowledge acquisition task. Complications notwithstanding, the capability to reason about change in an uncertain environment remains an important prerequisite to robust performance in most domains. We simply have to be careful to circumscribe a useful and yet tractable set of operations. In our case, we have allowed the computational complexity of the reasoning tasks and the availability and ease of acquisition of the data to dictate the limitations of our inference mechanism.

Our inference system needs to deal with the imprecision of most temporal information. Even if a robot is able to consult a clock in order to verify the exact time of occurrence of an observed event, most information the robot is given is imprecise (e.g., a client states that a truck will pick up an order at around noon, or a delivery is scheduled to arrive sometime in the next 20 minutes). One of the most important sources of uncertainty involves predicting how long a condition lasts once it becomes true (i.e., how long an observed or predicted fact is likely to persist). In most planning systems (e.g., [Sacerdoti, 1977]) there is a single (often implicit) default rule of persistence [Dean and McDermott, 1987] that corresponds more or less to the intuition that a proposition once made true will remain so until something makes it false. The problem with using this rule is that it is necessary to predict a contravening
Figure 1: A simple causal theory illustrating the use of survivor functions

Figure 2: A set of basic facts and their probabilistic interpretation

and that concerns the form of probability functions used in causal rules and how they can be used to efficiently predict the causal consequences.

III. Probabilistic Projection

In this section, we will try to provide some intuition concerning the process of reasoning about persistence, which we will refer to as probabilistic projection. A planner is assumed to maintain a picture of the world changing over time as a consequence of observed and predicted events. This picture is formed by extrapolating from certain observed events (referred to as basic facts) on the basis of rules believed to govern objects and agents in a particular domain. These governing rules are collectively referred to as a causal theory.

Figure 1 depicts a simple causal theory. Operators (HOLDS, OCCURS), predicates (ATDOCK), and constants (TRUCK14) are in upper case, while functions (p, g) and variables (t, truck) are in lower case. We refer to an instance of a fact (type) being true over some interval of time as a time token, or simply token. For example, ARRIVE(TRUCK14) denotes a general type of event whereas OCCURS(ARRIVE(TRUCK14), t) denotes a particular instance of ARRIVE(TRUCK14) becoming true. The predicate ALWAYS is timelessly true (i.e., ∀t HOLDS(ALWAYS, t)). The function r, a survivor function, describes how certain types of propositions are likely to persist in lieu of further supporting or contravening information.

Figure 2 shows a set of basic facts corresponding to two events assumed in our example to occur with probability 1.0 within the indicated intervals. The system assumes that there is a distribution describing the probability of each event occurring at various times, and uses some default distribution if no distribution is provided.

Evidence concerned with the occurrence of events and the persistence of propositions is combined to obtain a probability function π for a proposition Q being true at various times in the future by convolving the density function f for an appropriate triggering event with the survivor function p associated with Q:

\[ \pi(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} f(z) p(t - z) dz \]  

Figure 3 illustrates a simple instance of this kind of inference. Note that the range of the resulting probability function is restricted; after the point in time labeled 17, the persistence of ATDOCK(TRUCK14) is said to be clipped, and thereafter its probability is represented by another function not shown.

All probability computations are performed incrementally in our system. Each token has associated with it a vector which is referred to as its expectation vector that records the expected probability that the proposition corresponding to the token's type will be true at various times in the future.

The system updates the expectation vectors every time new propositions are added to the database, and also at regular intervals as time passes. In the update, a single pass sweep forward in time is made through the database. There is, according to the domain and granularity of data, a fixed time step, or a quantum by which we partition time. Starting at the "present time," we compute for each propo-
The cumulative distribution of \( f \) defines the degree to which clips the state of a fact being true. All that is required is to multiply the last value by the constant decay rate, and add it to any contribution from the causal distribution for that time step. The process is illustrated graphically in figure 4.

There are many details concerned with indexing and applying projection rules that will not be mentioned in this paper (but see [Dean and McDermott, 1987]). The details of probabilistic projection using exponential decay functions are described in Section IV. Our update algorithm is polynomial in the product of the number of causal rules, the size of the set of basic facts, and the size of the mesh used in approximating the integrals. For many practical situations, performance is closer to linear in the size of the set of basic facts.

The convolution equation can be easily extended to handle the case of clipping. We add to (1) a term, the function \( g \), corresponding to the distribution of an event which clips the state of a fact being true.

\[
\pi(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} f(z)e^{-\lambda(t-z)}[1 - \int_{z}^{t} g(w)dw]dz \tag{2}
\]

The cumulative distribution of \( g \) defines the degree to which it becomes unlikely that the fact represented by \( \pi \) remains true in the world. We see that under certain conditions, (2) describes exactly what we desire. Unfortunately, there will be a tendency for the decay function and \( g \) to count the same effects twice. In [Dean and Kanazawa, 1987b] we address methods by which this problem can be attacked in a different probabilistic framework.

IV. Algorithmic Considerations

Probabilistic causal theories are composed of two types of rules, projection rules:

\[
\text{PROJECT}(P_1 \land P_2 \ldots \land P_n, E, R, \kappa)
\]

and persistence rules:

\[
\text{PERSIST}(Q, \lambda)
\]

where \( P_1 \) through \( P_n \), \( R \), and \( E \) are all fact types, and \( E \) is an event type. We assume (statistical) independence of fact types so that, if we are interested in the conjunction \( P_1 \land P_2 \ldots \land P_n \), we can assume that

\[
p(HOLDS(P_1 \land P_2 \ldots \land P_n, t)) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(HOLDS(P_i, t)) \tag{3}
\]

We define a relation \( \prec_C \) on fact types so that \( Q \prec_C R \) just in case there exists a rule of the form \( \text{PROJECT}(P_1 \land P_2 \ldots \land P_n, E, R, \kappa) \) where \( P_i = Q \) for some \( i \). For any given set of causal rules, the graph \( \mathcal{G}_{\prec_C} \) whose vertices correspond to fact types and whose arcs are defined by \( \prec_C \) is likely to have cycles; this will be the cause of a small complication that we will have to resolve later. In this paper, we distinguish between fact types corresponding to propositions that hold over intervals and event types corresponding to instantaneous (point) events. For each occurrence (token) of a point event of type \( E \), we will need its density function \( p(OCCURS(E, t)) \). Probabilistic projection takes as input a set of initial events and their corresponding density functions. Given the restricted format for projection rules, the only additional point events are generated by the system in response to the creation of new instances of fact types. For each token of fact type \( P \), we identify a point event of type \( TRANS(P) \) corresponding to the particular instance of that fact becoming true. In the process of probabilistic projection, we will want to compute the corresponding density function \( p(OCCURS(TRANS(P), t)) \). In addition to computing density functions, we will also want to compute the mass functions \( p(HOLDS(P, t)) \) for instances of facts.

In order to describe the process of probabilistic projection, we will divide the process into two different stages: deterministic causal projection and probabilistic causal refinement. The actual algorithms are more integrated to take advantage of various pruning techniques, but this simpler, staged, process is somewhat easier to understand. Deterministic causal projection starts with a set of tokens and a set of projection rules and generates a set of new tokens \( T \) by scanning forward in time and applying the rules.
There are some obvious optimizations to be made here.

\[ p(OCCURS(TRANS(R)), t) = \kappa \cdot p(OCCURS(E, t)) \cdot p(HOLDS(P_1 \wedge P_2 \ldots \wedge P_n, t) \]

and, assuming independence (3), we have

Procedure: density-update\(T_{\text{TRANS}(R)}, i\)

\[
\text{density}_i(T_{\text{TRANS}(R)}) \leftarrow \\
\kappa \cdot \text{density}_i(T_E) \cdot \prod_{j=1}^{n} \text{mass}_i(T_P_j)
\]

There is one problem with this formulation: it relies on all the mass and density functions for the antecedent conditions being already computed for the instant \(i\). In the present algorithm, refine takes no care in ordering the tokens in \(T\). There are a number of ways of ensuring that the updates are performed in the correct order. The easiest is to partially order \(T\) according to \(\prec_{C}\) and insist that \(\mathcal{G}_{\prec_{C}}\) be acyclic, but this would preclude the use of most interesting causal theories. A more realistic method is to partition \(T\) with respect to an instant \(i\) into those tokens that are open and those that are closed. Deterministic causal projection defines an earliest start time (est) for each token; for event tokens a latest start time (lst) is specified. An event token is open throughout the interval from est to lst and closed otherwise. For fact tokens, we modify probabilistic causal refinement so that it closes a fact token \(T_p\) as soon as \(\text{mass}_i(T_P)\) drops below a fixed threshold. A fact token is open from its est until it is closed. All we require then is that for any \(i\) the set of tokens that are open define an acyclic causal dependency graph using \(\prec_{C}\). This restriction still allows for a wide range of causal theories.

To get refine to do the right thing, we would have to apply refine only to open tokens and either sort the tokens using \(\prec_{C}\), or (as is actually done) define refine so that if, in the course of updating a consequent token, refine finds an antecedent token that hasn’t yet been updated, it applies itself recursively.

The derivation of a token \(T_p\) corresponds to a rule of the form \(\text{PERSIST}(P_i)\) where \(\kappa\) is the constant of decay for the fact type \(P_i\), and an event token \(T_{\text{TRANS}(R)}\).

The procedure mass-update is a bit more difficult to define than density-update since it depends upon the type of decay functions used in persistence rules. In the case of exponential decay functions, the operation of density-update is reasonably straightforward.

Recall the basic combination rule for probabilistic projection:

\[
\pi(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} f(x) \rho(t-x) \, dx
\]

and suppose that \(\rho\) is of the form \(e^{-\lambda x}\) where \(\lambda\) is some constant of decay, and that \(f\) can be approximated by a step function as in

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
C_1 & s_0 \leq x < s_1 \\
C_2 & s_1 \leq x < s_2 \\
\vdots \\
C_n & s_{n-1} \leq x < s_n 
\end{cases}
\]
We will take advantage of the fact that
\[ \int_{s_j}^{s_k} f(x) \, dx = \sum_{i=j}^{k-1} \int_{s_i}^{s_{i+1}} f(x) \, dx \]
and
\[ \rho(s_{k+1} - x) = e^{-\lambda \delta} \rho(s_k - x) \]
where \( \delta = s_{k+1} - s_k \).

Making appropriate substitutions, we have
\[
\pi(s_{k+1}) = \sum_{i=j}^{k} \int_{s_i}^{s_{i+1}} f(x) \rho(s_{k+1} - x) \, dx \\
= \sum_{i=j}^{k-1} \int_{s_i}^{s_{i+1}} f(x) \rho(s_{k+1} - x) \, dx \\
+ \int_{s_k}^{s_{k+1}} f(x) \rho(s_{k+1} - x) \, dx \\
= e^{-\lambda \delta} \sum_{i=j}^{k-1} \int_{s_i}^{s_{i+1}} f(x) \rho(s_k - x) \, dx \\
+ \int_{s_k}^{s_{k+1}} f(x) \rho(s_{k+1} - x) \, dx \\
= e^{-\lambda \delta} \pi(s_k) + \int_{s_k}^{s_{k+1}} f(x) \rho(s_{k+1} - x) \, dx 
\]

It should be clear that updates depending upon such simple survivor functions can be performed quite quickly. Integration is approximated using Riemann sums with a mesh of fixed size (roughly) corresponding to \( \delta \). We define the procedure mass-update as follows:

**Procedure: mass-update** \((T_P, i)\)

\[ \mathrm{mass}(T_P) \leftarrow e^{\lambda P \delta} \mathrm{mass}_{i-1}(T_P) + \text{density}(T_{TRANSD}(P)) \]

The actual algorithms are complicated somewhat by the fact that the choice of mesh size may not coincide precisely with the steps in the step functions approximating survivor functions and distributions. We compensate for this by using a somewhat finer mesh in the update algorithm. The fact that we employ a fixed mesh size still causes small errors in the accuracy of the resulting mass and density functions, but these errors can be controlled. We have tried to make a reasonable tradeoff, taking into account that the finer the mesh the larger the mass and density vectors. Given that the step functions used for encoding survivor functions and distributions are only approximations, there is a point past which employing a finer mesh affords no additional information. We have found that a mesh size of half the smallest step in any step function works quite well in practice.

**V. Acquiring Persistence Rules**

Statistical methods have not seen particularly wide application in AI. This is largely due to problems concerning the availability of the data necessary to employ such methods. Data provided from experts has been labeled as unreliable, and the use of priors in Bayesian inference has been much maligned. An alternative to expert judgements and estimating priors, is to integrate the data acquisition process into your system: have it gather its own data. In such a scheme, all predictions made by the system are conditioned upon what the system has directly observed. Of course, this is unrealistic in many cases (e.g., diagnostic systems whose decisions could impact on the health or safety of humans). In the industrial automation applications considered in this paper, however, not only is it practical, but it appears to be crucial if we are to build systems capable of adapting to new situations.

In this section, we describe a system for continually refining a database of probabilistic causal rules in the course of routine planning and execution. Given the focus of this paper, we will concern ourselves exclusively with the acquisition (or refinement) of persistence rules. Our warehouse planner keeps track of how long trucks stay around and uses this information to construct survivor functions for various classes of trucks. The system must be told which quantities it is to track and how to distinguish different classes of trucks, but given that, the rules it acquires are demonstrably useful and statistically valid in the limit.

The survivor function for a given class of trucks is computed from a set of data points corresponding to instances of trucks observed arriving and then observed leaving without being loaded.\(^3\) It should be clear that, in general, a collection of data points will not define a survivor function uniquely. There are many ways in which to derive a reasonable approximation for such a function. For example, we might employ some form of curve fitting based on an expected type of function and the sample data. While such methods may yield more accurate approximations in some cases, for our application, there are simpler and more efficient methods.

Our system derives two parameters for constructing survivor functions. The first is an estimate of the delay (i.e., the initial interval of time during which the function remains constant), and the second corresponds to the rate of decay during the function's period of descent. We simply use the arithmetic mean of the samples to compute the rate of decay. With both of the simple classes of functions we have considered, the exponential decay and the linear decay functions, computing, respectively, the persistence parameter (\( \lambda \)) and the slope is trivial. In the case of an exponential decay, we use the mean as the half-life of the function.

Computing the delay interval is also quite simple. Recall that, in our examples, the delay corresponds to the

\(^3\)There is actually more information to be had. For example, instances of trucks observed arriving and subsequently observed to be absent (the exact time of leaving unknown) are presumably relevant to the problem at hand, and, in fact, it is possible to make use of such information by making various additional assumptions. We will not, however, consider such complications here.
interval of time during which no trucks are likely to leave. Each data point is represented as an integer corresponding to how long a particular truck stayed around. Keeping in mind that there will be occasional aberrations, we choose to ignore some percentage of the data points corresponding to those that are far from the mean. There are more sophisticated means of doing this, but we simply sort the data points for each class of trucks in increasing order, and set the delay to be the length of time corresponding to some data point in the kth percentile of the resulting sorted list, where k defaults to 5. This provides a reasonable approximation to the actual functions, and it is very fast to compute.

We can now sketch the simple algorithm utilized in our system. As noted, we need to collect data for each class of interest. The data for each class is collected in a data structure along with various intermediate quantities used by the update algorithm (e.g., since the algorithm calls for the arithmetic mean of the data points it is convenient to incrementally compute the sum of the elements of the collection). The class data type has the following accessor functions associated with it (c is an instance of class):

- `type(c)`: the type of the associated survivor function: linear or exponential
- `lambda(c)`: the rate or slope
- `delay(c)`: the delay
- `history(c)`: a vector corresponding to the sorted collection of data points (individual data points are referenced using `history(c)(i)` where i is an integer index)
- `insts(c)`: the number of data points in the collection
- `sum(c)`: the sum of the items in the collection
- `offset(c)`: a percentile indicating the bottom n data points in the sorted collection to be ignored in computing the delay (defaults to 5%)

Assuming that c is an instance of class and p is a new data point, the acquisition algorithm can be described as follows:

```
Procedure: acquire(c, p)
  history(c) <- insert(p, history(c));
  insts(c) <- insts(c) + 1;
  sum(c) <- sum(c) + p;
  lambda(c) <- rate(c, (sum(c)/insts(c)) - delay(c));
  delay(c) <- history(c)[insts(c) + offset(c)]
```

The function `insert` is assumed to insert a data point into a sorted collection. The function `rate` depends on the type of survivor function used:

```
Function: rate(c, mu)
  if mu = 0
    then +oo
  else if type(c) = linear
    then 0.5/mu
  else if type(c) = exponential
    then log 2/mu
```

Although we have tested our approach extensively in simulations and have found the acquired persistence data to converge very rapidly to the correct values, we do not claim that the above methods have any wider application. The simplicity of the algorithm and its incremental nature are attractive, but the most compelling reason for using it is that the algorithm works well in practice. Probabilistic projection does not rely upon a particular method for coming up with persistence rules. As an alternative, the data might be integrated off line, using more complex (and possibly more accurate) methods.

It should be noted that our system is given the general form of the rules it is to refine. It cannot, on the basis of observing a large set of trucks, infer that trucks from one company are more impatient than those from another company, and then proceed to create two new persistence rules where before there was only one. The general problem of generating causal rules from experience is very difficult.

We are currently exploring methods for distinguishing different classes of trucks based on statistical clustering techniques (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov's D-statistic [Dunn and Clark, 1974] and Shapiro-Wilk's W-statistic [Shapiro and Wilk, 1965]). Using such methods, it appears to be relatively straightforward to determine that a given data set corresponds to more than one class, and even to suggest candidate survivor functions for the different classes. However, figuring out how to distinguish between the classes in order to apply the different survivor functions is considerably harder.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we have sketched a theory of reasoning about change that extends previous theories [McDermott, 1982] [Sichman and Dean, 1985]. In particular, we have shown how persistence can be modeled in probabilistic terms. Probabilistic projection is a special case of reasoning about continuously changing quantities involving partial orders and other sorts of incomplete information, and as such it represents an intractable problem. We have tried to identify a tractable core in the inferences performed by probabilistic projection.

In [Dean and Kanazawa, 1987a], we describe a planning system capable of continually refining its causal rules. The system makes predictions, observes whether or not those predictions come to pass, and modifies its rules accordingly. It is capable of routine data acquisition and updates its probabilistic rules in the course of everyday operation. Initial experiments with the prototype system have been very encouraging. We believe that the inferential and causal rule refinement capabilities designed into our system are essential for robots to perform robustly in routine manufacturing situations. We hope that our current investigations will yield a new view of strategic planning and decision making under uncertainty based on the idea of continuous probabilistic projection.
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Abstract

McAllester's Conspiracy Numbers algorithm is an exciting new approach to minimax search that builds trees to variable depth without application-dependent knowledge. The likelihood of the root achieving a value is expressed as that value's conspiracy number: the minimum number of leaf nodes required to change their value to cause the root to change to that value. Initial experience indicates that the algorithm places too much emphasis on depth rather than breadth of search. Several variations on the conspiracy numbers search strategy are reported, each adding an increasing degree of breadth to the search. The ideas have been implemented in a program that solves tactical chess problems. Experiments indicate that the new algorithms are capable of solving 41\% more problems than McAllester's original proposal.
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1. Introduction

There are many well-known methods for efficiently searching minimax trees. Alpha-beta [5] and SSS* [13], for example, are elegant algorithms that greatly reduce the search effort required. However, both have a fundamental limitation: they are constrained to fixed depth searches. This results in tremendous search overhead by the exploration of sub-trees which have small chances of success, yet must be considered to be certain the algorithm returns the correct result.

Disciples of artificial intelligence have long scoffed at these so called brute-force methods and sought a more knowledge-based approach. Berliner's B* [1,10] is an elegant best-first proof procedure that expands minimax trees to variable depths using knowledge to guide the search. Unfortunately, its application dependent knowledge requirements are its undoing: it is too difficult to reliably determine the optimistic and pessimistic values required to bound the true value of every node in the tree.

McAllester's Conspiracy Numbers algorithm is a new approach to minimax search [8,9]. Rather than searching to a fixed depth, the algorithm selectively expands nodes in the tree until a specified degree of confidence is achieved in the root value. Confidence is defined by a value's conspiracy number: the minimum number of leaf nodes that must change their value (or conspire) to cause the root of the tree to change to that value. The novelty of the algorithm is that it selectively expands nodes in an application independent manner, without requiring, for example, extensive leaf node domain-dependent knowledge such as B* requires. As the algorithm is new, there is little theoretical and experimental data on its performance.

This paper explores alternate search strategies for conspiracy numbers. McAllester's original paper described a strategy that resulted in continually expanding the left-most son of interior nodes [8]. Experiments show this method often results in a program descending to ridiculous depths that have no practical chances of success. By adding some breadth to the search, a significant improvement in performance is possible. These ideas have been implemented in a program that solves tactical chess problems. Experimentally, adding additional breadth to the tree and enhancing the algorithm to converge on the best son of the root, not just the best value, has resulted in a 41\% increase in the problem solving capabilities of the program.

Section 2 provides an overview of the conspiracy numbers algorithm. In section 3, alternate search strategies are considered. These strategies have been implemented and the experimental results are
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and further work.

2. Conspiracy Numbers

Conspiracy numbers provide a measure of the difficulty to change the current minimax value of a node. In Figure 1, assuming the root is a maximum node, how many leaf nodes in the tree have to change their value, as a result of being searched one ply deeper, to cause the value at the root \( V_{\text{root}} \) to become 2? The simplest way would be if node J's value changed to 2. Another way would be for both nodes \( F \) and \( G \) to change their values appropriately. Nodes \( F \) and \( G \) form a set of conspirators for increasing \( V_{\text{root}} \) to 2; both have to conspire to achieve this result. Node J also forms a set of conspirators for increasing \( V_{\text{root}} \) to 2; in this case the minimal set. The minimum number of leaf nodes that must conspire to change \( V_{\text{root}} \) to a specific value is called the conspiracy number (CN) for that value. Figure 2 shows the conspiracy numbers for Figure 1 along with the minimal set of conspirators for each value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>Nodes to Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>((E \text{ and } (F \text{ or } G)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>((E \text{ and } (F \text{ or } G)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>((E \text{ and } (F \text{ or } G)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>((E \text{ or } J))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>((J \text{ or } K))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>((E \text{ and } (J \text{ or } K)) \text{ or } (F \text{ and } G))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. Conspirators.**

It turns out that there are simple recursive relations for calculating the conspiracy numbers of a node from the conspiracy numbers of its descendents. In what follows, let \( m \) denote the minimax value of a node and \( v \) denote the value we would like to change \( m \) to.

At a leaf node, changing \( m \) to any other value requires a conspiracy of only that node itself, and hence has a conspiracy number of 1. If we do not want to change the node's value, then no conspiracy is required and the conspiracy number is 0. If the leaf node is also a terminal node, then there is no way to change its value and a conspiracy number of \( \infty \) is assigned. Hence, the conspiracy numbers for a leaf node are:

**Figure 1. Conspiracy Numbers.**
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At a maximizing interior node, to increase the value to \( v \) requires only one of the sons to change its value to \( v \). Assuming that the conspiracy number for each son has already been calculated, then the minimum number of conspirators required to increase the node to \( v \), \( \uparrow \text{CN}(v) \), is just the minimum number of conspirators to increase one of the sons to \( v \). This yields the following relation:

\[
\uparrow \text{CN}(v) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } v=m \\
1 & \text{if } v\neq m \\
\infty & \text{if terminal node}
\end{cases}
\]

To decrease the node’s value to \( v \), \( \downarrow \text{CN}(v) \), requires all sons whose value is greater than \( v \) to decrease their value to \( v \). Given the minimal set of conspirators for decreasing each son to \( v \), all members of each of these sets must conspire together to decrease the node’s value to \( v \). Therefore:

\[
\downarrow \text{CN}(v) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for all } v\geq m \\
\sum \downarrow \text{CN}_i(v) & \text{for all } v < m
\end{cases}
\]

For a minimizing interior node, the following dual relations apply:

\[
\uparrow \text{CN}(v) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for all } v\leq m \\
\sum \uparrow \text{CN}_i(v) & \text{for all } v > m
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\downarrow \text{CN}(v) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for all } v\geq m \\
\min \downarrow \text{CN}_i(v) & \text{for all } v < m
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 1 shows the conspiracy numbers for each node, with \( \uparrow \text{CN} \) and \( \downarrow \text{CN} \) merged into one vector. It is worth noting that if \( v < w \) then \( \uparrow \text{CN}(v) \leq \uparrow \text{CN}(w) \) and \( \downarrow \text{CN}(w) \geq \downarrow \text{CN}(v) \). Also, given a set of conspirators for changing the value of a node to \( v \), \( v \neq m \), this same set can conspire to change the node to any value between \( m \) and \( v \).

Since conspiracy numbers represent the difficulty of changing the value of a node, one way they can be used is to judge the accuracy of the root value. A conspiracy threshold (CT) is introduced that specifies the minimum number of conspirators required before we consider it unlikely a node can take on that value. A value \( v \) is a likely value if \( \text{CN}(v) < CT \). The range of likely root values is given by \([V_{min}, V_{max}]\), where \( V_{min} \leq V_{root} \leq V_{max} \).

The algorithm continues to search until it has narrowed the range of likely values to just one value. Once all root values but one have been ruled out, we expect further search will not change that value. The higher the threshold, the greater the confidence in the final root value.

Given a range of likely root values, how do we rule out all but one of them? The obvious way is to rule them out one by one, starting with either \( V_{max} \) or \( V_{min} \). To rule out \( V_{min} \) or \( V_{max} \), the algorithm tries to increase the corresponding conspiracy number to at least \( CT \). This is done by "proving" that a member of the minimal conspiracy set will not conspire with the other members of the set to help change the value of the root node to either \( V_{min} \) or \( V_{max} \).

During each step of the tree growth procedure, the algorithm must choose to either \( \text{rule out}_{V_{max}} \) or \( \text{rule out}_{V_{min}} \). Faced with these two alternatives, it chooses to attempt to rule out the value which is furthest from \( V_{root} \). If both are equidistant from the root value, it then arbitrarily chooses to \( \text{rule out}_{V_{min}} \). Having made a decision to rule out \( V_{max} \), for example, a leaf node from the minimal set of conspirators must be found to search one ply deeper (or expanded). To find this node, the algorithm descends from the root using the following procedure:

a) at a maximizing node

Only one successor node must increase its value to \( V_{max} \) for the parent root node to do likewise. The most likely branch is the one requiring the least number of conspirators to increase it to \( V_{max} \). Computing \( \text{CN}(V_{max}) \) of each successor, choose the successor node requiring the minimum conspirators. If more than one branch has the minimum, arbitrarily choose the left-most one.

b) at a minimizing node

Here there may be many descendents nodes that have to increase their value to increase the parent node to \( V_{max} \). Each such branch contains conspirators which together form the set of conspirators to increase this node to \( V_{max} \). Again the algorithm can choose to traverse any of the appropriate branches and we arbitrarily choose to take the left-most one.

Having reached a leaf node, that node is expanded (i.e. searched one ply deeper). Since each descendental may yield a favourable or unfavourable
assessment, the descendents are ordered according to the results of their evaluation. By putting the more favourable descendents first, this increases the chances that the left-most descendent is the best, justifying the above choices. The minimax value and conspiracy numbers are passed back up the tree, resulting in new numbers along the path from the root to the leaf node.

What is being accomplished by expanding this node? If we are successful at increasing the value of this node to $V_{max}$, then the number of conspirators in this set has been decreased by one and therefore other members of the set can be expanded to see if they will conspire successfully. If the value is less than $V_{max}$ and the expanded node is minimizing, then we may have been successful at increasing the number of conspirators at the root (i.e. increased the minimal set of conspirators). The number of conspirators may have reached $C_T$, resulting in a narrowing of the range of likely values at the root. At a maximizing expanded node with a value less than $V_{max}$, nothing has been accomplished towards ruling out $V_{max}$.

A dual strategy exists for ruling out $V_{min}$. This tree growth procedure was McAllester's original proposal. A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [12].

3. Search Strategies

The tree growth procedure as originally defined by McAllester is rather simple in that they always explore the left-most son whose value and conspiracy number is within the search range. Figure 3a illustrates this strategy, with circles representing nodes in the tree that are expanded. Note that this is an idealized version of the resulting tree, ignoring branches whose value or conspiracy number is not in range.

Early experiments using conspiracy numbers on trees with randomly generated terminal node values (strongly ordered trees using the method described in [7]) indicated that the program would often descend to ridiculous depths following the left-most branch at every node. As a result, the program usually had enormous difficulty converging to a value [3]. Examination of the program's behaviour suggests that more breadth and less depth could improve performance.

One way of thinking about minimax trees is that some nodes are AND nodes (all sons must be considered) while others are OR nodes (at least one son must be considered). This can be seen from the formulas used to compute conspiracy numbers: the MIN operation requires all sons to be considered, while the SUM nodes requires at least one. McAllester's search strategy involves considering the left-most son at OR nodes, even though, in theory, any of the branches could be taken. Of course, since branches are sorted at expanded nodes in order of leaf node value, there is a high probability that the left-most son is best.

Breadth can be added to the search by simply altering the search strategy at OR and AND nodes. One simple modification to the algorithm is to restrict descending from an OR node until all of the sons of that node have been expanded to a fixed minimum depth. The philosophy here is that all the sons can contribute conspirators towards achieving the goal, rather than continually relying on the left-most son. If the left-most son has difficulty achieving the required number of conspirators, McAllester's algorithm will keep trying that branch until success is achieved one way or the other, when in fact another branch may be able to find the requisite conspirators more quickly. For example, if this depth is set to one, then before descending deep into the tree from an interior node,
each son of this node must be expanded. These expansions may achieve (or get closer to) the required conspirators before descending the left-most son. With a depth restriction of 1, this method is called minimal breadth, and is illustrated in Figure 3b) with arcs used to emphasize the notion that all sons of that node are considered.

An alternative to always examining the left-most son at an OR node would be to cycle through all the sons, since any of them can contribute conspirators. Every time this node is reached, the algorithm can use a round robin approach to ensure each is treated equally. This strategy is called OR round robin and is illustrated in Figure 3c). Note that the middle branch of the root has not been expanded, as would be the case, for example, if its value was out of the range of likely values.

At AND nodes, there is not much to gain by adding breadth since all sons must be considered any way. However, an algorithm with both AND round robin and OR round robin strategies would result in a breadth-first search of the tree. The breadth-first terminology should be qualified since it is not a conventional breadth-first search; the breadth is only for nodes of the tree whose values lie in the (changing) range of likely values.

An additional enhancement is possible when one considers that the algorithm converges on a value, not a best son. If all the values in the range \([V_{min}, V_{max}]\) are only achievable from the same son of the root, then further search is unnecessary. The algorithm may not know the value of the tree, but it knows which branch is best. In the context of game trees, this best move cutoff would allow the program to stop searching once it has found the best move, not just the best value.

4. Experiment Results

The conspiracy numbers algorithm has been implemented in a program that solves tactical chess problems. The most notable enhancement to the algorithm has been the inclusion of iterative deepening on the conspiracy threshold [12]. Rather than starting the program with a high threshold, the algorithm begins with a threshold of 2 and having solved that, increases it to 3, and so on. This method has the advantage of being able to stop the program at any time and know the degree of confidence in the root value. Further details on the implementation can be found in [4].

Many experiments with chess programs have used the 300 position test set taken from the book Win At Chess [11]. However, the problem set is not difficult and it does not take much effort to solve more than 80% of the problems. This causes problems if the test set is used for comparing algorithms in that a superior performance translates into solving an additional small percentage of the problems. Conspiracy numbers (the minimal breadth variant) and alpha-beta have been compared using this test suite [12]. Initially alpha-beta out-performs conspiracy numbers, but as the program running time is increased, conspiracy numbers solves more problems than alpha-beta. The effectiveness of alpha-beta is hampered by the exponential growth in the tree, where on average a factor of 5 in computing power is required to search an additional depth or ply deeper.

The following experiments were done using a set of problems taken from the Encyclopedia of Middle Game Combinations [2]. The problem set consists of 90 positions, the first 5 problems from each section of the encyclopedia plus a few additional difficult ones. Many of these problems are quite challenging, even for a human! The experiments were run on a Sun 3/75. Each position was run until 300,000 nodes were expanded; roughly 30-40 minutes of CPU time.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of 4 conspiracy numbers variants: McAllester’s original proposal, minimal breadth, breadth-first, and OR round robin (ORRR) enhanced with best move cut-offs. The problems correctly solved are plotted against the number of nodes expanded by the algorithm. The results clearly show the advantage of adding some breadth to the search and the effectiveness of the best move cut-off. Two of the round robin variants (AND, OR) are not shown, although their results are comparable to the breadth-first version shown.

A significant and surprising finding was that the average conspiracy threshold required to solve the problems is between 2 and 3. This threshold is usually achieved quite quickly in the search. The additional effort spent in reaching 300,000 expansions results in the answers achieving an average threshold of 9. This confirms the value of iterative deepening.

The heart of the problem with McAllester’s version lies in the evaluation function used at leaf nodes. If it were perfect, then taking the left-most son at every node would work and McAllester’s original algorithm would be preferred. But perfect information is rarely available. Marsland and Campbell define the trees typically built by game searching programs to be strongly ordered, where sons of a node can be ordered so that 70% of the time the best son is known and 90% of the time it is in the top 25% [6]. McAllester’s strategy will only consider exploring other sons if the left-most son does not have any appropriate conspirators under it. If the best move is not in the left-most position, it may be some time until
this algorithm finishes exploring all sons left of the best son and then starts exploring the best son. The round robin algorithms give these other sons a greater chance of being explored earlier, thus increasing the chances of finding the best son more quickly.

The goal of McAllester’s algorithm and the round robin alternatives is to find the correct value of the root node. However, a frequently occurring case is where one branch is clearly better than all other branches but the algorithm has not converged yet on a single root value. These algorithms will all shift their attention to this one branch, trying to find its correct value. The best move cutoff enhancement would recognize that the best move has been found, but not its value, and increment $CT$ at this point causing the algorithm to explore other branches as well. Consequently, this enhancement increases the achievable threshold, allowing greater exploration of other branches in the tree. As a result, the enhancement does quite well, as shown in Figure 4, and can be viewed as a significant improvement to the algorithm.

In comparing the four algorithms, the emphasis was on the number of problems solved by each, and not on the type of problems each is capable of solving. Of the 90 positions, all four algorithms were able to solve 34 common problems, while 32 were not solvable by any. Of the remaining 24, 2 required the depth possible only through McAllester’s version, and 4 required the breadth of the round robin schemes. Thus, although OR round robin with best move cutoffs is a compromise between depth and breadth and performs quite well, there will always be problems requiring extremities of breadth or depth.

5. Conclusions

How good is the conspiracy numbers algorithm? Experiments reported in [12] indicate conspiracy numbers to be superior to alpha-beta for solving tactical chess problems. However, it is difficult to make a fair comparison of the two algorithms. The confidence in the answer returned by a fixed depth alpha-beta search is measured by the depth of search.

$\dagger$ One example reported is of a problem with a 15-ply solution. In one hour of compute time, an alpha-beta searcher was only able to search 8-ply. Conspiracy numbers found the solution in 10 minutes.
Confidence in conspiracy numbers is measured by the conspiracy threshold achieved. In practice, it is not clear what level of confidence is required before one starts to believe the answers, whether one uses alpha-beta or conspiracy numbers.

Results were disappointing when conspiracy numbers was used in a chess program that plays positional as well as tactical chess [12]. It appears that the program does a lot of unproductive searching deep in the tree. The problem seems to be with the stability of the evaluation function. From move-to-move, the assessment of the position would change, if only by a small amount (unlike in the tactical case), resulting in the root having difficulty converging to a value.

Conspiracy numbers is an exciting, new approach to minimax search. It has several important advantages over conventional alpha-beta search approaches, notably the ability to grow trees to variable depth in an application independent manner without any enhancements to leaf node evaluators. However, its disadvantages include the question of algorithm convergence (it is not guaranteed to converge) and the problem of determining a satisfactory termination threshold.

There are several promising areas of research to be explored with conspiracy numbers. First, alpha-beta search enhancements (such as transposition tables) can be used to improve search efficiency. Second, algorithm performance is strongly tied to the accuracy of leaf node evaluations yielding trade-offs of quality (and therefore cost) of evaluation versus tree size. Third, there are interesting possibilities for a hybrid algorithm combining B* and conspiracy numbers. B* relies on artificially constructed probabilities to make its search decisions. Conspiracy numbers can be viewed as probabilities that, unlike B*, come directly from the search tree. Combining the two algorithms is an obvious path to explore.

The algorithm is still in its infancy and there is plenty of room for enhancements. The search strategies presented in this paper represent the first attempt at improving the algorithm's performance. Although the 41% increase in the program's ability to solve chess problems is significant, it certainly is not the final word on this topic.
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INTRODUCTION

The human visual system is capable of producing the illusion of movement from a rapid succession of static images. In order to generate this apparent motion, the identity of elements must be maintained over time. Therefore the visual system must be able to identify an element in one position in the first image (Frame I) and another element in a different position in the second image (Frame II) as constituting different glimpses of the same moving element. A system that can correctly make such identifications, called motion correspondence matches, has solved what Ullman (1979) calls the motion correspondence problem. The discovery of the principles exploited by the visual system to solve the motion correspondence problem is an important goal of apparent motion research (Attneave, 1974).

The motion correspondence problem is an example of a problem of underdetermination, because the information input to the system is consistent with more than one interpretation. A solution to the motion correspondence problem might be described as a list of identity matches between Frame I and Frame II elements. However, if there are N different elements (e.g., small dots) in both Frames I and II, then there are N! different lists of matches that could be constructed. Therefore in order to say how the motion correspondence problem is solved, one must describe the procedure used to select the correct member from this set of N! possible lists.

The natural computation approach to vision (e.g., Marr, 1982) attempts to deal with problems of underdetermination in the following manner: The correct solution to a problem is selected from a set of potential solutions by exploiting one or more natural constraints. These constraints are "natural" in the sense that they describe very general properties that are true of the physical world. The solution that is eventually selected by the system must therefore be consistent with the input to the system, and must also be consistent with the properties defined by the natural constraints. Thus a natural computation approach to the motion correspondence problem would require the description of a set of constraining properties such that (i) these properties are general characteristics of physical motion, and (ii) these properties lead to the selection of the correct set of motion correspondence matches.

There have been a number of suggestions about the natural constraints that could be applied to the motion correspondence problem (for a brief review, see Dawson & Pylyshyn, 1988). This paper argues that these different principles are not individually sufficient to account for human perceptions of apparent motion. Instead, different principles must be applied simultaneously. The purpose of this paper is to describe a cooperative network that attempts to accomplish this for multiple constraints. This description proceeds as follows: First, there is a brief review of two previous approaches to the motion correspondence problem. Second, the empirical limitations of these approaches are discussed. Third, the characteristics of a new model of motion correspondence processing are detailed. This model simultaneously applies constraints that (i) minimize the distance moved by elements, (ii) minimize differences in the direction moved by elements, (iii) encourage one-to-one mappings between elements in the two frames of view. Finally, the performance of this model is compared to models that do not apply these constraints at the same time.

SOME NATURAL CONSTRAINTS ON APPARENT MOTION

THE MINIMUM DISTANCE PRINCIPLE

Ullman (e.g., 1979) has argued that human motion correspondence processing is best studied using the motion competition paradigm (see also Burt & Sperling, 1981; Chang & Julesz, 1984). In this paradigm, apparent motion is produced by replacing a central Frame I element with two lateral Frame II elements, one to the left and one
to the right of the original position of the Frame I element. The Frame I element is seen to move either to the left or to the right.

One of the strongest predictors of the perceived direction of motion in a competition display is the interelement distance (i.e., the distance between an element in Frame I and an element in Frame II). All things being equal, the visual system prefers short correspondence matches (e.g., Burt & Sperling, 1981; Ullman, 1979, Chap. 2). Therefore if motion to the left in a competition display involves a shorter interelement distance than motion to the right, then motion to the left will be preferred. Thus one constraint on solutions to the motion correspondence problem could be a minimum distance or "nearest neighbour" principle -- the visual system attempts to assert a motion correspondence match between a Frame I element and the element nearest to it in Frame II.

Ullman (1979, pp. 114-118) argues that the minimum distance principle is a natural constraint. He has shown that when movement in 3D space is projected onto a 2D surface (i.e., the retina), slow movements are much more probable than fast movements. Thus a preference for short motion correspondence matches (i.e., slow movements) could indicate the exploitation of a property determined by the geometry of the viewing situation. Ullman's minimal mapping theory applies the minimum distance constraint. He has shown that when motion to the left, then motion to the right will be preferred. Thus one constraint on solutions to the motion correspondence problem could be a minimum distance or "nearest neighbour" principle -- the visual system attempts to assert a motion correspondence match between a Frame I element and the element nearest to it in Frame II.

The uniqueness constraint is also a plausible natural constraint for the motion correspondence problem, because the physical integrity of objects ensures that object splits or fusions during movement should occur with very low probabilities. Indeed, Ullman's revised minimal mapping theory (1979, chap. 3) applies such a constraint by incorporating a penalty for splits and fusions into the "nearest neighbour" cost function that is minimized subject to the cover principle.

THE COVER PRINCIPLE

Proximal visual features usually arise from physical features on the surface of solid objects. Thus visual elements do not appear or disappear from view, except when physical features become occluded by the movement of edges (either due to the rotation of the object in question or to different objects moving through the line of sight). In visual environments such as ours, element occlusions are low probability events. This is because the density of edges is much lower than the density of surfaces (Marr, 1982). This suggests a further constraint on solutions to the motion correspondence problem, which Ullman (1979) calls the cover principle. The cover principle is the claim that Frame I elements do not inexplicably disappear, and that Frame II elements do not inexplicably appear. In Ullman's minimal mapping theory, the cover principle is implemented by requiring that each Frame I element be matched to at least one Frame II element, and that each Frame II element be matched to at least one Frame I element.
Kaji & Kawabata, 1985). Together, these results all point to a different type of constraint to be applied to the motion correspondence problem. This has been called the relative velocity constraint (e.g., Dawson, 1986). According to this constraint, the visual system should attempt to assign motion correspondence matches such that elements near one another in Frame I should travel in similar directions.

It has been argued that the relative velocity constraint is a natural constraint, because it arises from the physical integrity of objects (Dawson, 1986; Dawson & Pylyshyn, 1988). The integrity of objects places constraints on the transformations that can be applied to the configuration of the parts that comprise these objects. For example, if an object is rigid or near rigid, then one should not be able to move it through space in such a way that a part of it between two other parts at time $t$ is not between the two others at time $t+1$.

Dawson (1986; Dawson & Pylyshyn, 1988) has developed a discrete relaxation algorithm that applies the relative velocity constraint to the motion correspondence problem. This model is a departure from minimal mapping theory (Ullman, 1979), insofar as the cover principle is explicitly abandoned, and there is no sensitivity to interelement distances. Nevertheless, this model has been shown to solve a wide variety of motion correspondence problems, and therefore has demonstrated the plausibility of the relative velocity constraint.

**LIMITATIONS OF THE NATURAL CONSTRAINTS**

The models described above have been relatively successful in providing the correct motion correspondence matches for a variety of apparent motion displays. However, it is still the case that these models do not provide correct solutions (i.e., the solutions generated by the human visual system) for relatively simple displays. This is because the principles exploited in these different models are not independently sufficient constraints on solutions to the motion correspondence problem.

**LIMITATIONS OF MINIMAL MAPPING THEORY**

As was described above, Ullman's (1979) minimal mapping theory applies both the minimum distance constraint and the cover principle. Both of these constraints lead to empirical limitations of the model. For example, the results of Dawson (1987) indicate that perceptions of motion competition displays are sensitive to patterns of relative motion. This sensitivity is not incorporated into Ullman's cost function, which only measures the magnitude of potential motion correspondence matches.

The cover principle provides another set of problems for minimal mapping theory. There is reason to believe that the cover principle may not always hold for human perceptions of apparent motion. Specifically, the cover principle may not be applied in cases where there is independent visual evidence for the presence of an occluding edge. Sigman and Rock (1974) demonstrated that the presence of occluding surfaces is an important variable in the perception of apparent motion. If the disappearance of an element cannot be accounted for by the presence of an occluding surface, then an attempt is made to cover the element with a motion correspondence match (i.e., if possible, the disappearance of an element from one image location is dealt with by asserting that the element moved to a new location). If the disappearance of an element can be accounted for by the presence of an occluding surface, then a motion correspondence match is not computed for the element (i.e., it is not covered, and is therefore not seen to move).

The evidence above suggests that the cover principle might only hold in the absence of visual evidence for occluding edges. However, this too is not correct. Consider the motion competition display depicted in Figure 1. According to the cover principle, both Frame II elements must be covered by a motion correspondence match, and therefore minimal mapping theory is required to generate the solution depicted in Figure 1(a). However, it is relatively easy to create a situation in which human observers see the motion depicted in Figure 1(b): one element is seen to move in one direction, while another element suddenly appears in view. Note that this percept violates the cover principle as implemented in minimal mapping theory, and that this occurs in a display where no visual evidence for occluding edges is present.

**LIMITATIONS ON THE RELATIVE VELOCITY CONSTRAINT**

Dawson's (e.g., 1986) discrete relaxation labeling model also has difficulty accounting for some basic empirical facts about apparent motion perception. This is because the only information used in this model to constrain solutions to the problem is relative velocity information.

For instance, Dawson (1987) reports that while perceptions of motion competition displays are affected by the presence of a moving context, subjects are still sensitive to interelement distance. Indeed, if this were not the case, then the threshold measurements used to contradict Ullman's (1979) independence hypothesis could not have been obtained. However, sensitivity to interelement distances was not built into Dawson's algorithm.
A more striking example of the type of difficulty facing this model is revealed by considering a general limitation on relative velocity information. Any display that has only one Frame I element does not have any relative velocity information, because the relative velocity constraint requires maximizing the similarity of motion direction of at least two Frame I elements. Thus Dawson's (e.g., 1986) model cannot compute the correct motion correspondence matches for displays like the competition display depicted in Figure 1, or for the simplest apparent motion case in which there is only one element in both frames of view.

THE SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION OF CONSTRAINTS

Underlying the discussion in the previous section are two basic points: First, constraints like the minimum distance principle and the relative velocity constraint are not individually sufficient to account for all solutions to the motion correspondence problem. Second, the cover principle provides numerous difficulties for a theory of motion correspondence processing. It would appear that an adequate theory of motion correspondence processing would require that (i) the cover principle be abandoned, and (ii) both the minimum distance and the relative velocity constraints be applied cooperatively. This section describes a particular model that meets these requirements.

INITIAL REPRESENTATION

The model takes as input the (x, y) coordinates of elements in Frames I and II of an apparent motion display. On the basis of this information, a local, parallel network of connected processing units is constructed. Each of the units in the network represents one of the motion correspondence matches for the input display. Thus, if the display has N elements in Frame I, and M elements in Frame II, the network that is constructed has N × M processing units. Each of these units can have an activation level ranging in value from 0.00 to 1.00. The activation state of the set of units in the network at time t is represented as the column vector a(t).

At the start of processing, each unit is assigned an activation level of 0.50. At the end of processing, the activation level of each unit will be either 1.00 (indicating that the motion correspondence match represented by the unit is included in the solution to the problem) or 0.00 (indicating that the motion correspondence match represented by the unit is not included in the solution to the problem). Note that with this type of representation, the cover principle is not enforced. Any of the units can be driven to 0.00 at the end of processing, which would not be permitted under the cover principle.

The processing units are linked to one another by connections of varying strengths. Connections can be excitatory or inhibitory, and are symmetric (namely, the strength of the connection from unit 'a' to unit 'b' is equal to the strength of the connection from unit 'b' to unit 'a'). Connection strengths are defined a priori in the model by applying the uniqueness, the proximity, and the relative velocity constraints. In principle, the network is "massively parallel", for it is possible for each of its units to be connected to every other unit. As a result, the connections among the units can be represented by the square matrix W, which has N × M rows and columns. In practice, however, some units may not be connected to one another (i.e., the connection between them has a strength of 0.00). This is because the constraints used to define the connections are applied locally, as is described below.

DEFINING CONNECTIONS USING THE UNIQUENESS CONSTRAINT

Let U be a square matrix that represents the connections among units defined by only applying the uniqueness constraint. Recall that this constraint is used to inhibit the splitting or fusing of display elements during perceived movement. The matrix U is constructed in the following manner: all units that represent motion correspondence matches emanating from the same Frame I element are given mutually inhibitory connections of strength equal to -1.00. For instance, if units i and j represent matches originating from the same display element, then Uij and Uji are both set to -1.00. As well, all units that represent motion correspondence matches terminating at the same Frame II element are given mutually inhibitory connections of strength equal to -1.00. All other connections in U are given a strength of 0.00.

DEFINING CONNECTIONS USING THE PROXIMITY CONSTRAINT

Let P be a square matrix that represents the connections among units defined by only applying the proximity constraint. Recall that this constraint is used to encourage the selection of shorter motion correspondence matches. P is defined by creating a single excitatory connection between each unit and itself; as a result P is a diagonal matrix. The strength of the connection ranges from 0.00 to 1.00, and is a function of the length of the motion correspondence match represented by the unit. The stronger is this excitatory connection, the longer is the excitatory connection. Following Ullman's (1979) analysis of the proximity constraint, an exponential function is used to map match length onto
connection strength: \( P_{ij} = \text{EXP} (1.00 \times \text{scale} \times \text{length of motion correspondence match } i) \), where the "scale" variable is simply used to sharpen or flatten the differences between connection strengths.

**DEFINING CONNECTIONS USING THE RELATIVE VELOCITY CONSTRAINT**

Let \( V \) be a square matrix that represents the connections among units defined by only applying the relative velocity constraint. Recall that this constraint is used to ensure that elements near one another in Frame I are seen to move with similar velocities. \( V \) is constructed in the following manner: First, neighbourhood relationships among matches are determined. Two matches are neighbours if and only if they emanate from different Frame I elements which are sufficiently near one another to fall within a specified computational radius (equal to 5.00 distance units in the current implementation). Second, the relative velocities for all pairs of neighbouring matches are computed by taking the Euclidean distance between the endpoints of the matches after being centered to a common origin. This distance is used to create the connection between the units representing the neighbouring matches. If matches \( i \) and \( j \) are neighbours, then \( V_{ij} = 2.0 - \text{EXP} (-1.00 \times \text{scale} \times \text{Euclidean distance between matches } i \text{ and } j) \). Thus it is possible for relative velocity connections to be inhibitory or excitatory, ranging in possible strength from -1.00 to 1.00.

**DEFINING THE OVERALL CONNECTIVITY MATRIX**

The square matrix \( W \) represents the set of connections among units defined on the basis of the simultaneous application of the three constraints defined above. \( W \) is simply defined as the scaled sum of the three individual connectivity matrices: \( W = \text{scale} \times (U + P + V) \). The main effect of the "scale" that is used is simply to increase or decrease the number of iterations required for the network to converge. In the examples described below, the scale value used was 0.02.

Note that this approach to defining the overall set of connections allows future constraints to be incorporated into the model. For instance, some current work on apparent motion is focusing upon the role that geometric and topological constraints may play in the motion correspondence process (e.g., Chen, 1985; Green, 1986). These types of constraints could be used to define new connectivity matrices, which in turn could be simply added into \( W \).

**UPDATING THE ACTIVITY OF THE UNITS**

The activity vector \( a \) is iteratively updated by using \( W \) as a source of positive feedback (e.g., Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, & Jones, 1977). The updating equation that is applied is:

\[
a(t+1) = a(t) + W \times a(t)
\]

In addition, the values in \( a \) are bounded by a simple cutoff rule -- they are restricted to range from 0.00 to 1.00. A similar cutoff rule is applied in Anderson et al’s "brainstate-in-a-box" model of categorical perception. A mathematical property of the "brainstate-in-a-box" model (which is a consequence of the symmetric structure of \( W \)) is that eventually \( a \) is driven into a state in which all of the units are at one of the cutoff activity levels (i.e., either 0.00 or 1.00 in the motion correspondence model described above). Thus this iterative application of positive feedback will result in a converging to a state that represents a solution to the motion correspondence problem.

**PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL**

The model is capable of generating the correct set of motion correspondence matches for a variety of apparent motion displays. Figure 2 depicts some example solutions for displays involving various rotations and translations of elements. These solutions are "correct" in the sense that they are generated by the human visual system. These solutions are also generated by minimal mapping theory (Ullman, 1979) and by Dawson’s (1986) discrete relaxation model.

The model also demonstrates significant improvements in performance over Dawson’s (1986) discrete relaxation model. The current model computes the correct solutions for displays that this previous model could either not process, or for which it generated incorrect solutions. These results are depicted in Figure 3. In all cases, this improvement in performance can be attributed to the fact that proximity information is available in addition to relative velocity information. The model also deals with displays for which minimal mapping theory generates incorrect solutions (see Figure 4). One reason for this is sensitivity to relative velocity information. Another reason for this is that the cover principle is not operating in the multiple constraint model.

The model is also capable of generating correct solutions to symmetric patterns of apparent motion (see Figure 5). Atteanave (1974) noted that human perceptions of these types of displays varied predictably as a function of whether the number of Frame 1 elements was odd or even. Atteanave suggested that this empirical finding would be very difficult for a data-driven motion correspondence
algorithm to emulate. It would appear that this result can be accounted for by the simultaneous application of three different natural constraints on apparent motion.
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Solutions to a motion correspondence display, where empty squares indicate the positions of Frame I elements, and filled squares indicate the positions of Frame II elements. (a) Solution required by enforcing the cover principle in minimal mapping theory. (b) Human perceptions of the display.

Performance of the model with the exponential scaling parameters set to 0.075. In all cases, these solutions are generated by the human visual system. (a) Translation. (b) Ternus translation. (c) Translation with rotation.

Improvements of the current model over Dawson's (1986) discrete model. The previous model could not generate any of these correct solutions. (a) Translation of a single element. (b) The split of a single element. (c) Shearing movement.
Figure 4.

Improvements of the current model over minimal mapping theory. The current model generates the correct solutions on the left; minimal mapping theory generates the incorrect solutions on the right.

Figure 5.

The current model generates the "minimal cover" solution for symmetric patterns of motion, which is also generated by the human visual system. Note that this is done without enforcing the cover principle.
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Abstract

A formal description is given of a connectionist implementation of discrete relaxation for labelled graph matching. The application is fast parallel indexing from structure descriptions. The network is limited by complexity considerations to the detection and propagation of unary and binary consistency constraints.

The convergence of the algorithm is proven. The desired behavior of the algorithm is formally specified, and the fact that the network correctly computes this is proved. Explicit and exact space and time resource requirements are developed.
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1. Introduction

This paper provides a formal description and analysis of a connectionist network that matches labelled graphs in a limited way. The network is a specialized and massively parallel implementation of discrete relaxation or constraint satisfaction which propagates unary and binary constraints [Mackworth 1977, Hummel and Zucker 1983].

The network was designed for the indexing task in recognizing structured objects [Shapiro and Haralick 1981, Feldman 1985a]. The utility of discrete relaxation in such vision applications is well known [Waltz 1975, Davis and Rosenfeld 1981, Hinton 1977, Kitchen and Rosenfeld 1979]. The experimental performance of the network described here was investigated in earlier work involving the recognition of Tinker Toy objects in images [Cooper and Hollbach 1987].

In this paper, the complexity and correctness characteristics of the network are demonstrated. Following a detailed description of the network design and operation, the convergence of the algorithm is proven. The desired behavior of the algorithm during relaxation is formally specified, then it is demonstrated that the network conforms to this desired behavior.

Complexity analysis shows that the network requires $O(N^4)$ space, where $N$ is the number of nodes in the graphs to be matched. Worst case time complexity is linear in the number of nodes and arcs, although convergence in a small constant number of time steps is more likely. The feasibility of the algorithm given its resource requirements is discussed.

2. Network Design

In this section a connectionist network design is given that can represent two labelled graphs, and all possible matches of the graphs to each other. As in all connectionist implementations, the lack of an interpreter suggests the adoption of the unit/value principle - every value which can play a role in the computation is represented explicitly as a unit. Of course, the network must be of finite size. Therefore, a size bound $N$ on the number of nodes in the graphs is required. Aside from this size limitation, the network will be universal for any pairwise graph matching problem.

Units representing the nodes of the graphs are designated $p_i$. A unit representing an arc between nodes $p_i$ and $p_j$ is designated $r_{ij}$. Only the nodes are labelled, and the label associated with $p_i$ is designated $l_i$. The $l_i$ are the output of the $p_i$, and are taken to be integers between 1 and 10. Superscripts are sometimes used to refer to particular graphs, i.e. $G^A, l_i^A, r_{ij}^A$.

Every possible pairing of nodes and arcs is represented explicitly by a unit. The pairing of node $p_i^A$ with node $p_j^B$ is a unit designated $m_{ij}$. The units which represent arc pairings are designated $n_{efgh}^A$ (for the pairing of arcs $r_{ef}^A$ and $r_{gh}^A$). These units are also referred to as node matching units and arc matching units, respectively.

These sets of units are best conceived of in terms of 2 arrays, as in Figure 1. The left-hand array represents the nodes of both graphs, and all possible node pairings.
The right-hand array represents the arcs of the graphs, and all possible arc pairings. If exactly one unit in each row and column of each array were active, this would represent an isomorphism between the 2 graphs.

The sets of units are connected in three logically independent ways. All connections are symmetric, with weights of unity.

**Graph Input Connections**
- all \( p^A \) connect to all \( m_j \) for all \( j \)
- all \( p^B \) connect to all \( m_i \) for all \( i \)
- all \( r^A_{ef} \) connect to all \( n_{efgh} \) for all \( gh \)
- all \( r^B_{gh} \) connect to all \( n_{gh} \) for all \( ef \)

These connections allow the representation of the input graphs to interact with the matchings units.

**Winner-take-all Connections**
Each \( m_i \) and \( n_{eg} \) participates in a winner-take-all competition (WTA) against the other units in its row and column. There are a variety of implementations of WTA nets, any of which is suitable. For simplicity in describing unit functions later, a WTA network is used in which each unit compares itself to the maximum of all the others.

- each \( m_i \) is connected to \( m_k \) for all \( k \) and \( m_j \) for all \( j \)
- each \( n_{eg} \) is connected to \( n_{eg} \) for all \( ab \) and \( n_{gh} \) for all \( ef \)

**Cross-array Connections**
Because the arcs are undirectional, each arc pairing \( n_{eg} \) is consistent with four node pairings \( m_j \). A set of connections from one array to the other reflect this fact.

- each \( n_{eg} \) connects to exactly 4 \( m_j \) as follows:
  (i) \( i = e \) & \( j = g \)
  (ii) \( i = e \) & \( j = h \)
  (iii) \( i = f \) & \( j = g \)
  (iv) \( i = f \) & \( j = h \)

With the \( p^A \) designated by numerals, the \( p^B \) designated by letters, and the \( r^A \) and \( r^B \) designated correspondingly, Figure 1 demonstrates these cross-array connections.

---

**3. Network Operation**

Now that the configuration of the network is established, the relaxation process which matches the graphs is described. There are three major aspects to the computation. First, the network is initialized to compute the particular problem instance. Second, local uniquenesses are found in both graphs and matched. (These are referred to as match "seeds"). Finally, matches are propagated as far as possible.

The relaxation itself is a synchronous computation. Each time step consists of 2 substeps. The first substep is the constraint propagation phase. In this substep, node matching units send messages to consistent arc matching units, and vice versa. The second substep is the winner-take-all contest. Units which win the contest signify matches between particular nodes or particular arcs. Losers signify incorrect matches; these units eventually turn off. As the computation proceeds, the high ("matched") potential propagates back and forth, growing larger and larger locally consistent matches from the seed matches. The match terminates when the largest possible number of locally consistent matches have been determined.

**3.1 Internal Unit Structure**

The definitions of Feldman and Ballard (1982) are adopted as the formal basis for the connectionist units. Thus, roughly, units have inputs, state, potential or activation, and output.

Graph units, including the \( p^A \), \( p^B \), \( r^A \), and \( r^B \), are very simple. They each have a set of discrete states \{off, on\}. The potential corresponding to state off is 0 for the \( p_i \) and \( r^A_{ef} \), while the on potential is 1 for the \( r^A_{ef} \) and equal to 1 for the \( p_i \). Unit output is equal to unit potential. These units are locked in one state (and potential) or the other for the duration of the computation. Which units are active depends on the particular instance of \( G^A \) and \( G^B \).

The matching units are more complex. Each \( u_i \) (where \( u_i \) is an \( m_{ef} \) or \( n_{eg} \)) is a tuple \(<S_i, X_i, D_i>\) consisting of

- \( S_i \) - the unit's state, where \( S_i \in \{ \text{off}, \text{contending}, \text{bound} \} \)
- \( X_i \) - the unit's potential (equal to its output), where \( X_i \in \{ 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 20 \} \)
- \( D_i \) - a set of data inputs to the unit

The data inputs \( D_i \) are conveniently divided into sites, with a vector of inputs at each site. Thus:

\[
D_i = \{ D_{\text{graph}}, D_{\text{WTA}}, D_{\text{cross-array}} \}
\]

corresponding to the 3 types of connections attached to each matching unit. Note that the same subscript is used to designate the unit, state, and potential. Thus,
the state of a typical node matching unit $m_{ij}$ is designated simply $S_{ij}$.

3.2 Unit Functions

The state, potential and output of a unit are generally functions of the previous state, previous potential, and current input. This computation, the unit function, is now specified for the matching units. (The other units do not change state, so their unit function is trivial). The same unit function is computed by each matching unit $u_{ij}$ independently.

The unit functions are different during initialization and during relaxation. The unit function for initialization is given first. For each unit $u_{ij}$, 2 specific data inputs of $D_{\text{graph}}$ are identified and designated as $d_i$ and $d_j$. These inputs are the outputs from the graph units in the row and column of the unit $u_{ij}$. With these conventions, the unit function for a node matching unit is:

```
if initialization step then
  if $d_i = d_j$ then
    $S_{ij} \leftarrow \text{contending}$
    $X_{ij} \leftarrow 1$
  else
    $S_{ij} \leftarrow \text{off}$
    $X_{ij} \leftarrow 0$
```

Note that while the activation functions for the node and arc matching units are the same, the effect is different for the two kinds of units. In the node matching array, all units representing matches between nodes with the same label are initialized to the contending state. In the arc matching array, all possible arc matches (corresponding to arcs which actually exist in this problem instance) are activated.

Because the network is universal for any graphs up to size $N$, unless the input graphs are very dense, relatively few of the available units are active after the initialization step.

The unit function for the matching units during a regular processing step is more complex. Recall that the computation is synchronized, with two sub-steps per time step. The unit function must therefore access a time state variable as well as previous state and a subset of current inputs. The unit function for the node matching units is:

```
if $S_i = \text{contending}$
  if winner-take-all substep then
    if $X_i > \max (D_{\text{WTA}})$ then
      $S_i \leftarrow \text{bound}$
      $X_i \leftarrow \beta \leftarrow 5$
    else
      if $X_i < \max (D_{\text{WTA}})$ then
```

The arc matching units have the same unit function as the node matching units, except the potentials corresponding to the states contending and bound are 1 and 0 instead of $\beta$ and 1. These potentials were chosen for convenience in the proofs which follow in the Appendix.

4. Correctness

To show the network correctly computes what is desired, it is necessary to first show that it converges. The nature of the units and the way they change state constrain the network so it has a convex state space, as the following proof demonstrates.

**Theorem 1: The Network Converges**

**Proof:**

Clearly, only the matching units $m_{ij}$ and $n_{efgh}$ are relevant. At the completion of each time step, each such unit $u_i$ has state $S_i \in \{ \text{off}, \text{contending}, \text{bound} \}$. Define a global goodness measure or total for the network $T = \sum_i T_i$ as the sum of the individual unit goodneses, where

\[
T_i = \begin{cases}
1 & \text{if } S_i = \text{bound} \\
0 & \text{if } S_i = \text{off} \\
-1 & \text{if } S_i = \text{contending}
\end{cases}
\]

Now, units in state bound and state off cannot change state. Therefore, if a unit $u_i$ changes state, $T_i$ must increase. Therefore, $T$ is a monotonically increasing function. But the number of units is a finite constant, so $T$ can only increase a finite number of times. Therefore, the network must eventually converge to a stable state.

**QED**

The next step is to show that once the network has converged, it is in the desired state. One way to do this is to show that at each time step the algorithm does what is expected, and that it can do no more when it converges. Therefore, the proof of correctness is derived from understanding the nature of the algorithm, formally specifying this, and showing that the network state change conforms to the goal.

The algorithm is designed to detect unique matches between two labelled graphs, and to propagate these matches as far as symmetry and consistency allow. Interestingly, the criterion "as far as symmetry and consistency allow" is a function of time. Following
this intuitive structure, the proof proceeds by defining the following:

unique unary (node) matches
unique binary (arc) matches
an arc matchable by propagation at time t
a node matchable by propagation at time t
matchable graph elements

Formal yet unsurprising definitions for these designations are given in the Appendix. For example, a unique unary node match occurs when there exists a node in the candidate object graph with a label that is unique to that graph, there exists a node in the target model graph with a label unique to that graph, and the two unique labels agree. The key to defining the nodes and arcs matchable by propagation at time t is formalizing the intuitively straightforward concepts of consistency and symmetry. Node matches are consistent with arc matches if each node is one end of the matched arc.

That the network can correctly execute each necessary substep is shown in the Appendix in the following Lemmas:

**Lemma 1**: The network detects unique node matches
**Lemma 2**: The network detects unique arc matches.
**Lemma 3**: The network assigns a unique consistent match to nodes matchable at time t by time t+1, (if the computation has not already terminated).
**Lemma 4**: The network assigns a unique and consistent match to arcs matchable at time t by time t+1, (if the computation has not already terminated).

The proof of each Lemma follows in a straightforward way from the appropriate definitions as above, and the unit functions. With these Lemmas available it is a simple matter to show the following.

**Theorem 2**: The network assigns a unique consistent match to every matchable graph element.

**Proof**: (Contradiction)
Assume the network converges in K steps, so \( T^K = T^{K-1} \). Assume that there exists a matchable graph element which is not assigned a match. By Lemmas 1 and 2, the network assigns matches for the unary and binary local uniquenesses, so it cannot be these. By Lemmas 3 and 4, the network matches those elements which are matchable by propagation at time \( t < K \). Therefore, if a matchable graph element exists that is not matched, it must be matchable by propagation for some \( t > K-1 \), say \( t = C \). To reach this state at \( t = C \) (which is different from the state at \( t = K-1 \)), the network must change state during every timestep from \( t = K-1 \) to \( t = C \). But \( T^K = T^{K-1} \), and the network does not change state after \( t = K-1 \).

QED

3.1 Correctness: Isomorphisms and Near Matches

Suppose the graphs are the same size. If all the nodes and arcs of \( G^A \) are matchable (with matchable defined as in the Appendix), the matching computed by the network is the unique isomorphism.

But suppose the sizes are equal, yet more than one isomorphism exists between the graphs. In this case, not all the graph elements are matchable. For this to be true, there must exist some kind of local symmetry in the graph, beyond which the constraint of consistent matching cannot propagate. In this situation, all (ambiguous) isomorphic matches between the graphs are represented in the final state of the network, by competing matching units whose state has stabilized at contending. Clearly, if necessary, case analysis could be used to further disambiguate. The worst case for symmetric ambiguity occurs when there are no match seeds. Then, no matchable local uniquenesses exist in the graphs at all. This degenerate situation is not likely to occur in a visual recognition problem.

Finally, we must consider what happens if the graphs are completely dissimilar. That is, either their sizes differ, or their structure differs, or both. It is still true that the network computes all seed matches, and propagates each match as far as consistently possible. The final matching has the largest possible locally isomorphic subgraphs matched, with each containing a seed match.

4. Complexity

4.1 Space Complexity

In analyzing the complexity of a connectionist network, the most important characteristic is the number of units required for the computation. But the fixed size of the universal network is clear:

- number of node units \( p_n = N \)
- number of node matching units \( m_n = N^2 \)
- number of arc units \( r_{ef} = \frac{1}{2}N(N-1) \)
- number of arc matchings units \( n_{efb} = \left( \frac{1}{2}N(N-1) \right)^2 \)

So the total number of units is \( O(N^4) \). The number of connections is also \( O(N^4) \), if a reasonably efficient implementation is used for the winner-take-all networks. The \( O(N^2) \) fan-out can be circumvented by using output trees.

4.2 Time Complexity

Suppose we designate the number of nodes plus the number of arces in a graph A as \( \text{SIZE}^A \), and similarly for graph B.
Theorem 3: The network converges in \( K \) time steps, where \( K \leq \min(\text{SIZE}^A, \text{SIZE}^B) \).

**Proof:**

Consider the smaller of the two graphs if they have unequal sizes, and suppose without loss of generality that it is graph A. The maximum time it could take for a seed match to propagate to some matchable graph element is \( \text{SIZE}^A \) steps. It cannot take longer because no graph element can be matched twice (i.e., cycles cannot be traversed), and propagation only occurs when matches are being made. Finally, while graph B might have a longer path, propagation can only occur for the shorter length of time that the elements of A are being matched.

**QED**

One of the interesting aspects of this result is what it is not. That is, one might expect that the longest propagation path would be equal in length to the longest path between any 2 nodes in the graph (the diameter of the graph). This is not true, however, because propagation depends not only upon the path taken, but also upon when the propagation steps occur and whether or not symmetries are present at a given time. Sometimes a node becomes matchable by a very roundabout propagation path.

Of course, the occurrence of the worst case is highly unlikely. With this parallel implementation, it is much more reasonable to suppose that the algorithm converges in at most a small constant number of time steps. Experiments [Cooper and Hollbach 1987] confirm this.

### 4.3 Network Complexity: Feasibility

The feasibility of an algorithm can be judged from its complexity. The network is \( N^4 \) in units and connections, and guaranteed to require less than \( \text{SIZE}^A \) steps. For small \( N \) the space requirement is reasonable, especially if the number of required units is compared to that available in the human brain. For larger \( N \), an obvious way to reduce space complexity would be to use hierarchical structure representations.

The feasibility of the design has also been demonstrated constructively, in the experiments of Cooper and Hollbach [1987]. Even for experiments with \( N \) about 10, it would be quite straightforward to implement a 10,000 unit network. Such a network implemented on a parallel processor such as the Butterfly can even be expected to be simulated in reasonable time [Fanty 1986].

### 5. Discussion and Conclusions

The central contribution of this paper has been to describe a connectionist implementation of discrete relaxation for labelled graph matching, and prove the correctness of its operation. In general, discrete relaxation is well understood [Mackworth 1977, Mackworth and Freuder 1985, Hummel and Zucker 1983, Mohr and Henderson 1986] and its utility has been demonstrated, especially in vision applications [Waltz 1975, Davis and Rosenfeld 1981, Hinton 1977]. The structure recognition or labelled graph matching application for relaxation has also been explored [Kitchen and Rosenfeld 1979], but not with a parallel implementation. The specifics of the connectionist implementation illuminate some interesting issues.

The massively parallel implementation of discrete relaxation represents one end of the time/space complexity spectrum. Advantageously, explicit and precise time and space complexities are easy to derive from the design, and have been given above. As with most parallel implementations, space costs have been traded off in favor of execution time, yet the space complexity remains feasible. The explicit nature of the implementation also makes extending the algorithm in parallel trivial, and its resource requirements remain obvious.

It is also interesting to observe how working within the connectionist paradigm constrains a design. The requirement that there be no interpreter means each relevant value must be represented by a unit. This suggests in the context of the graph matching problem, that representing matchings for ternary or higher relations would become prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, bandwidth limitations on the messages the units can send each other (inspired by neural communication bandwidth limitations) restrict the character of what can be computed with unary and binary constraints. For example, it would be difficult to modify the algorithm so that more than one unary predicate could be used (eg. [Kitchen and Rosenfeld 1979]). Likewise, bandwidth limitations restrict the potential utility of the unary predicate itself.

Interestingly, the overall resource requirements of the algorithm suggest an upper bound on the number of parts a structure representation can have before a more efficient representation such as a hierarchy is required. Structure representations with more than a small constant number of parts, like in the small double digits, would become unwieldy.

The paper contains somewhat stronger and more specific results about what can be matched than are
typically found (cf. the definitions of matchable by propagation for nodes and arcs). These results were obtainable because the exact nature of the algorithm was very tightly constrained (eg. only unary and binary constraints, with propagation occurring only under very specific conditions).

The particular performance characteristics of the algorithm suit the task problem - fast indexing from structure descriptions - very well. With this implementation, the theoretical speed one expects from massively parallel designs is available. Complete recognition (with verification) requires that a complete correspondence between object and model be established, and this algorithm is not guaranteed to do so. But it can be used to quickly reject large numbers of model candidates, so later more expensive processes can be more confidently and efficiently applied to the remaining candidates.

There are two obvious directions to develop the work. First, one could attempt to generalize the algorithm beyond the application for which it is designed. In recent work, Swain and Cooper [1988] addressed this issue by developing a parallel implementation of the classic and generally applicable constraint satisfaction algorithms of Mackworth [1977] and Hummel and Zucker [1985]. In Swain and Cooper [1988], correctness characteristics are inherited from the original formulation of the algorithm, instead of requiring a separate proof.

A major limitation of the current design that is shares with all discrete relaxation algorithms is its discrete nature, requiring exact input. In future work, I plan to investigate indexing from structure with uncertain and inexact structure descriptions. Connectionist implementations seem to be natural hosts for such problems, although they often involve state spaces with local minima, and thus require optimizations (Hopfield and Tank 1985). The implementation and proof given here provide a basis from which to investigate such more general indexing problems.
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Appendix

Definition 1:
a node \( p^A \) has a unique unary (node) match \( m_{\text{un}} \) to node \( p^B \) iff

(i) \( l^A = l^B \) & (ii) \( \forall p^A \{ (e \neq f) \supset (l^A _e \neq l^A _f) \} \)

In the candidate object graph, there is some node with a unique label (i.e. no other node in the candidate object graph has that label). In the target model graph, some node has the same label, and that label is unique in the target model as well.

Definition 2:
an arc \( r^A_{efg} \) = \( (p^A_{ef}, p^A_{gh}) \) has a unique binary (arc) match \( m_{\text{bin}} \) to arc \( r^B_{efg} \) = \( (p^B_{ef}, p^B_{gh}) \) iff

(i) \( l^A _e = l^A _f \) & (ii) \( \forall p^B \{ (e \neq f) \supset (l^B _e \neq l^B _f) \} \)

In the candidate object graph, there is some node with a unique label (i.e. no other node in the candidate object graph has that label). In the target model graph, some node has the same label, and that label is unique in the target model as well.

Definition 3:
an arc \( r^A_{efg} \) is matchable by propagation at time \( t \) if

(i) \( \exists r^B_{efg} \{ S_{efg} = \text{contending} \} \)

and either

(ii) \( (S_{ef} = \text{bound} & S_{gh} = \text{bound}) \)

or (iii) \( 1 \) of 4 analogous situations is true. One of the 4 cases is described as follows (the others are obtained from the other 4 consistent permutations of the e,f,g,o parameters):

\( (S_{ef} = \text{bound} & \left( S_{gh} = \text{contending} \right) & \forall x \{ (x \neq h) \supset (S_{xh} = \text{off}) \} \) (*)

Definition 4:
a node \( p^A \) with label \( l^A_r \) is matchable by propagation at time \( t \) if

(i) \( \exists p^B_{p^A} \{ S_{p^A} = \text{contending} \} \)

(iii) \( \exists \{ \text{a unique unary match to } \( p^A \) \} \)

or (iii) \( 1 \) of 4 analogous situations is true. One of the 4 cases is described as follows (the others are obtained from the other 4 consistent permutations of the e,f,g,o parameters):

\( (S_{ef} = \text{bound} & \left( S_{gh} = \text{contending} \right) & \forall x \{ (x \neq h) \supset (S_{xh} = \text{off}) \} \) (*)

Definition 5:
a graph element (node or arc) is matchable if

(i) it is a node or arc with a unique match

or (iii) it is a node or arc matchable by propagation at time \( t \), for any \( t \)

Lemma 1: The network detects unique unary (node) matches.

Proof:

After time step 0, consider node matching unit \( m_{ij} \). If \( p^A = p^B \) is a unique unary label match, then \( S_{ij} = \text{contending} \) and \( P_{ij} = 1 \). But also:

\( \forall x \{ (x \neq i) \supset (S_{ij} = \text{off} & P_{ij} = 0) \} \)

In other words, \( m_{ij} \) is uniquely active in its row and column.

The first (propagation) substep of Time Step 1, nothing is changed. So, in the second (WTA) substep of Time Step 1:

\( \forall x \{ (x \neq i) \supset (S_{xj} = \text{off} & \left( X_{xj} > X_{xj} \right) \} \)

Therefore, at the end of Time Step 1, \( S_{ij} = \text{bound} \).

QED

Lemma 2: The network detects unique binary (arc) matches.

Proof:

Consider each \( r^A_{efg} \) after Time Step 1a, the propagation
phase. Recall that each $n_{efgh}$ is connected to exactly 4 $m_{ij}$, $m_{my}$, $m_{eg}$, $m_{lg}$. At the beginning of time step 1, each of these $m_i$ had a potential of 1 (if $l_1 = l$) or 0. Therefore, the potential $X$ of any $n_{efgh}$ is the number of contending valid node-node matches which are consistent with the arc-arc match $r_{efgh}$.

Now, suppose $n_{efgh}$ is a unique binary match. Recall from condition (i) of the definition of unique binary match that the nodes on the ends of the matched arcs may not be the same. Therefore, $X_{efgh} \neq 4$. To have $X_{efgh} = 3$ is impossible. So, $X_{efgh}$ must be 0, 1, or 2. If $n_{efgh}$ is a unique binary match, then $X_{efgh} = 2$, and:

- either $x_{eg} = 1 \& x_{fh} = 1$
- or $x_{eg} = 1 \& x_{lg} = 1$ (from condition (ii) of the definition).

But because the particular combination of pairs is unique by definition, all the other elements of the row and column containing $n_{efgh}$ have $X < 2$ (from condition (iii) and condition (iv) of the definition).

Therefore, the potential of $n_{efgh}$ is larger than that of all units in its row and column, so it wins the WTA competition.

And, at the end of Time Step 1, $S_{efgh} = bound$.

QED

**Lemma 3:** If an arc $r_{efgh}$ is matchable by propagation at time $t$ and the network is still active (i.e., $T^t = T^{t-1}$), then the network assigns that arc a unique consistent match at the end of time $t+1$.

**Proof:**

Case 1 (condition (ii) of definition above is true):

From the network topology, $X_{efgh} = X_{eg} + X_{fh} + X_{lg} + X_{lh}$ after the propagation substep beginning time step $t+1$. From condition (ii), $X_{efgh} = 2\beta$. But $X_{efgh}$ is the largest potential in its row:

- $\forall x, y [\neg (x = e & y = h) \supset (X_{efgh} > X_{efxy})]

because $X_{efxy} = X_{ex} + X_{ey} + X_{fx} + X_{fy}$ and:

- (i) suppose $x = e$ or $y = h$. Then 1 term is $\beta$, say $X_{ex}$ for $x = e$, without loss of generality. Then $X_{ex}$ is certainly zero. But $y \neq h$, so both the other terms must be zero as well, from the implication (*) in condition

(ii) suppose neither $x = e$ nor $y = h$. Then $X_{eg} = X_{eh} = 0$. Because $S_{eh} = contending$, $X_{efh} = 1$ and $X_{fy} < 1$. So $X_{efxy} < \beta + 1$.

Analogously, the potential $X_{efgh}$ is greater than all others in the column.

Therefore, by the completion of the WTA at the end of time step $t+1$, $S_{efgh} = bound$.

QED

**Lemma 4:** If a node $p_{efgh}$ is matchable by propagation at time $t$ and the network is still active (i.e., $T^t = T^{t-1}$), then the network assigns that node a unique consistent match at the end of time $t+1$.

**Proof:**

If $S_{eh}$ is bound, it must be that $S_{eh}$ is off, as is $S_{lg}$. Alternately, $S_{eg}$ is contending and $l_{efgh} = l_{efgh}$, so again $S_{eh}$ and $S_{lg}$ are off.

Now, after propagation $X_{eg} = \sum_{efgh} X_{eg,eh}$. Furthermore, $X_{eg}$ is the largest potential in its row:

$\forall y (y \neq e & y \neq h) \supset X_{eg} > X_{eg'}$

because:

(a) $S_{efgh} = bound$, so $X_{eg}$ receives an input of 1 from $m_{eg}$ and no other element in the same row as $m_{eg}$ receives an input for $S_{efgh}$ ($S_{eh}$ would, but as we just saw, from condition (ii) of the definition, $S_{eh} = off$).

(b) If some other $m_{ey}$ receives an input, then some $n_{efxy}$ is in state bound as well. (In other words, node $e$ has another bound arc connected to it). But, by the consistency condition (iii), if $S_{efxy} = bound$, then either $y = e$ or $z = e$. In either case, $X_{eg}$ always receives an input of 1 as well.

Therefore, taken together, (a) and (b) dictate that $X_{eg}$ is always at least 1 greater than all other $X_{ey}$ in the same row.

An analogous argument using condition (iv) of the definition holds true for all units in the same column as $X_{eg}$.

Therefore, $X_{eg}$ is larger than all other units in its row and column following the propagation substep.

Therefore, after the WTA substep, $S_{eg} = bound$.

QED
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Abstract

Based on our experience of the problems involved in the development of specialized exploratory environments, we describe the design and implementation of a multi-paradigm (functional, logical and object-oriented) development system for exploratory environments. The presentation focuses mainly on how the paradigms have been integrated in the language, on the implementation of the language and on its integration into the Macintosh environment.

1. The design and implementation of exploratory environments

An exploratory environment is an environment, realized by a computer program, which allows the student to explore a subject or field of study. Perhaps the best known example of an exploratory environment is the turtle-geometry subset of Logo [Papert 1980] [diSessa and Abelson 1981], an environment in which the student explores finite plane geometry. The bead necklace model [Bouchard and Emirkanian 1986] is the seed of an exploratory environment for studying the structure and the operations on words and lists in Logo. Further examples may be found in the work of Ennals [Ennals 1985], where Prolog is used to model parts of the humanities, and in the ideas at the origin of the Smalltalk language [Goldberg and Robson 1983]. The common feature which links these efforts is the use of a programming language to represent knowledge of some area, the topic of the exploratory environment.

The concept of an exploratory environment evolved rapidly to include more specialized constructions: for example, the addition of knowledge to the exploratory environment and the inclusion of tools specifically tailored for a given subject area, a spreadsheet for example. The knowledge makes the environment smarter and hence richer and more challenging. The tools reduce the programming effort required on the part of the student without sacrificing any functionality in the area of study. Exploratory environments are a generalization of the notion of microworld [Papert 1980] [Thompson 1987] and are an active research topic in the field of computer-aided learning and intelligent computer-aided instruction.

In this context, the interest in multi-paradigm programming environments developed rapidly [Borne 1983] [Drescher 1984] [diSessa and Abelson 1986]. The problems of the representation of knowledge is certainly the main reason for this interest since in every discipline we find a collection of facts, rules, theories, structuring principles, and algorithms as well as descriptions of systems and models. Hence many formalisms can and indeed must be used at the same time.

Since 1985, the authors have been involved in the design of exploration environments and in the creation of tools to support the development of such environments. This work initially began with the design of an environment for the construction of animated fairy tales [Bergeron and Nadeau 1986]. A prototype for the project was initially implemented in Smalltalk. In order to port the project to Logo on the Macintosh, an object-oriented extension for Logo was implemented. The software tools were then adapted to the construction of an exploratory environment for Newtonian mechanics. The more recent work has been performed in the context of research into the design of "off the shelf" software tools for education [Paquette et al. 1987]. The principal aim of this project is to build a number of exploratory environments in which traditional programming tools are enriched by the addition of knowledge representation and processing tools. The fundamental assumption of this project is that this merger simplifies the knowledge processing required to support environments that encourage active learning: e.g., free and structured exploration, the elaboration of conjectures, the generation of predictions and the objectivation of knowledge.

The logical aspects underlying the elaboration and the verification of conjectures and the emphasis on knowledge bases in current exploratory environment research make logical programming an essential part of the development system. This however should not be at the expense of the rapid prototyping facilities [Teitelman and Masinter 1981] [Sheil 1986] and the execution speed of functional programming - in this case Scheme, a dialect of Lisp [Rees and Clinger 1986]. Finally, the modularity offered by an object-oriented programming language is attractive for large systems. Prisme [Nadeau 1988] is a development system which is based on the integration of these three paradigms.

Note that the development systems for exploratory environments share most of the features of artificial intelligence programming languages [Bobrow and Stefik 1986] and indeed are closely modelled on them. However, the hardware available for the development and the delivery of exploratory environments is limited for economic reasons to microcomputers such as the Macintosh.

We first give an example of an exploratory environment which is currently under development. Then, in sections 3 and 4 we discuss some of the design and implementation issues of Prisme.
2. Stage-setting: an illustrative exploratory environment

The goal of Mise en scène (stage-setting) is to offer young children (6 to 10 year olds) the opportunity to describe and observe the behavior and the interactions of different characters. These animated characters may possess specific factual or strategic knowledge, they react to events and can express themselves in words and music. The child uses a declarative style of programming with a simplified "natural language" style interface. Technical problems, such as the animation of the scene, the synchronization of picture and sound, the management of the coordinate system used for locating objects in the scene, are all hidden from the user.

The exploratory environment appears to the child as a collection of windows which either show a part of the scene or the text describing characters and the script, as for example in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)

The description of a character is made using several types of declarations. A character is described first in terms of his resemblance to one or more of the other characters. For example:

"Nicolas est un elfe."
"Nicolas est un musicien"

These declarations place the character Nicolas: he inherits the features of the elfe and musicien characters. Nicolas can also maintain relationships with other characters and with objects in the scene. For example:

"Jacques est l'ami de Nicolas."
"Lucie aussi."
"Nicolas a une flûte."

Finally, the script for the characters is described, as for example:

"Nicolas va chercher Lucie."
"Nicolas et Lucie vont au bord de l'étang."
"Nicolas joue de la flûte."
"Nicolas visite tous ses amis."

The same system could also be used by several children to allow them to study character interaction.

3. The development system

Given the number and the variety of the problems raised by the implementation of this project, the choice - or rather the construction, since none was found to exist - of the development system is crucial. The designer's environment must be highly interactive and must support the exploratory style of programming [Sheil 1986], since the specifications are ill-defined at least initially. Furthermore, the system should facilitate problem decomposition and offer tools appropriate to each type of sub-problem (imperative or declarative styles of programming, data abstraction, etc...).

The Prisme language [Nadeau 1988] is at the heart of the development system. It is implemented as an interpreter for a language based on the harmonious integration of the three programming paradigms: functional, logical and object-oriented programming. Prisme is an extension of the Scheme dialect of Lisp [Rees and Clinger 1986] which includes Horn clauses [Kowalski 1979] and the definition of objects which are similar to actors [Lieberman 1986].

4. The multi-paradigm integration in Prisme

4.1 Interaction with the interpreter

The syntax of Prisme is almost the same as that of Scheme. At the top-level, a user interacts with Prisme by typing in or selecting forms to be processed. In general, a form is an atom or pair (list) of forms, where the first element of a form plays a special role. The primitive \texttt{define} is used to name \texttt{values}, \texttt{objects} and \texttt{functions}; note that variable names start with an underscore. For example:

\begin{verbatim}
(define pi 3.141592)
(define minimum 4)
(define (Surface radius)
  (product pi (square radius)))
\end{verbatim}

and a call to the function \texttt{Surface} is a form which is written in the usual way:

\begin{verbatim}
(Surface (sum minimum 4))
\end{verbatim}

In Prisme, this form is evaluated as in Scheme.

Procedures, called \texttt{relations} to distinguish them from the functions already described, may be defined in Prisme using Horn clauses. A clause consists of a list of terms, the first of which is called the \texttt{head} and the others are called the \texttt{goals} of the clause. Typically a term is a non-atomic form the first element of which is either a relation or a function name and the other elements are constants or terms. Variable names starting with an underscore identify logical variables. For example,

\begin{verbatim}
(defclause
  (Proposition _expr)
  (atom? _expr))
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(defclause
  (Proposition (or _expr1 _expr2))
  (Proposition _expr1)
  (Proposition _expr2))
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(defclause
  (Proposition (not _expr))
  (Proposition _expr))
\end{verbatim}
4.3 Interpretation of functions

Functions are defined in Prisme as in Scheme. Also as in Scheme, the scope of a variable is either global or local to a function. Thus, when a function is defined, Prisme parses its definition and indexes the variables. When the function is called, a block of variables is allocated and stacked. All local variable references inside the function body are to this block.

Extensibility of the functional part of an Prisme program is achieved as in Scheme by defining additional functions. But also, since the calling convention for Prisme functions is the same as that for function written in C, a Prisme program may be extended by linking-in procedures which have been hand-coded in C. This is particularly useful in cases where programming efficiency is critical or when developing extensions which are to be widely used.

In developing exploration environments, the functional programming part of Prisme is used extensively in input and output tasks, in particular for managing graphic interfaces. Perhaps this reflects the individual bias of the authors: they were all weaned on Lisp! Figure 2 shows a browser that allows the child to examine and modify a database.

4.4 Interpretation of clauses

The resolver is an interpreter for Horn clauses [VanCaneghem 1986] which resolves each clause of a list of clauses until all clauses are satisfied. During resolution, the current goal is unified with the head of another clause, which means that a substitution of terms for variables is sought which renders the two expressions identical. If unification with this clause succeeds, the current goal is replaced by the remaining goals of the clause. Whenever unification fails, the resolver automatically backtracks to a point where another clause may be tried. When the resolver has exhausted all goals, it returns the values of the variables which were assigned during the unification processes.

In Prisme, variables in clauses and variables in functions are implemented in the same way: this means that we can arbitrarily nest clauses and functions and access the variables from the resolver or the evaluator. Some care must be taken in interpreting the value of a logical variable from the functional part, since the value of logical variables are constructed using structure-sharing. For example, if the evaluator accesses a logical variable the value of which is a list, the evaluator must first reconstruct the list from the structures generated by the resolver.

Since relations and function may be nested, pattern-matching can be used for parameter passing in Prisme. Indeed, referencing part of list structures is a repetitive task which can be avoided by using the unification algorithm to "destructure" a list. Consider the following definition of a procedure defined as a relation, which is used to process a list which specifies a tour of a number of places, represented as coordinate pairs.

```
(define (Visit _coorList)
  (cond
   ((null? _coorList) nil)
   (t (set! _xCoor (caar _coorList))
     (set! _yCoor (cdar _coorList))
     (set! _place (GetName _xCoor _yCoor))
     (MoveTo _place _xCoor _yCoor)
     (Visit (cdr _coorList))))
)
```

It is interesting to note that for this example, the clausal form of the procedure actually runs much faster under the interpreter than the functional version.

![Figure 2](image-url)
The definition of procedures as a set of clauses in Prisme opens up the whole new world of logic programming. Of particular interest for exploratory environments are deductive data bases, which are used to represent knowledge, and natural language processing capabilities. The simplicity and effectiveness of the Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) formalism [Pereira and Warren 1980] is particularly useful for defining simplified "natural language" style interfaces. The following example displays a fragment of the DCG used in *Mise en scène*, described in Section 2.

```
(define nicolas (new-object window))
(create-link nicolas elf)
(create-link nicolas musician)
```

The links between objects are stored in Prisme as a data base of clauses which may easily be consulted by a user program. For example, the clause

```
(defclause
  (FamilyOf _ancestor)
  (link _descendant _ancestor)
  (Visit _descendant)
  (FamilyOf _descendant))
```

will visit each descendant of the common ancestor.

4.5 Interpretation of objects

The switcher is the component responsible for switching the execution environment. A local environment is represented as a list of value-variable pairs. The bind and unbind procedures are used to update and to restore the environment. Local values, functions, objects and relations may be associated with an object. The switcher simply superposes the local environment over the global environment, hence local definitions temporarily hide definitions of the same name that are defined.

All objects may be linked together and inherit properties of the objects they are linked to. The links are specified dynamically once an object has been defined. A collection of objects may be structured or restructured a posteriori: this is one way Prisme supports exploratory programming [Sheil 1986].

The (re)definition of the symbols in an ancestor is propagated to its descendants, except when they (re)define the symbol. Prisme supports multiple inheritance, e.g., an object may have many ancestors and many descendants.

In the following example, the object nicolas is successively defined as a descendant of window, elf and musician.
5. Implementation

Prisme has been implemented in C on the Macintosh. The choice of C makes Prisme not only portable but allows Prisme to be extended easily and efficiently. Indeed, since the Macintosh is a only a microcomputer, the system must be kept close to the hardware if we are to expect an acceptable level of performance.

Prisme is completely integrated with the Toolbox and the development system makes full use of the resources of the Macintosh: desk accessories, text editors, graphic editors, etc.

6. Status of the project

The interpreter for Prisme is complete and is currently in beta-test. Compilers for the functional, logical and object-oriented subsets are under development as well as a project manager, which is a library of procedures which allows a developer to configure an exploratory environment which is tailor-made for a group of users.

7. Conclusion

Prisme is a development system which seems to live up to to our expectations, at least for the moment. Now comes the acid test which is to implement in Prisme a number of the prototypical exploratory environments proposed as part of the Loupe project [Paquette et al. 1987].

In our view, the development of Prisme is an application to the microcomputer environment of the research done in artificial intelligence (AI) on languages for knowledge representation. Perhaps if Prisme is used one day to support in the laboratory the increasing number of AI courses offered in our universities, then we shall consider that we have repaid part of our debt to AI.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Students' programs often contain bugs resulting from misconceptions in the use of the programming language. Moreover, a variety of language constructs can be used to produce a correct language. Finding the language-related bugs (or language bugs for short) is essential for a program advising system to provide appropriate feedback to the student, while recognizing equivalence between programs is important for the system to "understand" the student's program.

Misunderstanding of the language knowledge is not the only source of bugs in a program. Misunderstanding the task of the program and using an erroneous strategy can also generate bugs. Most previous program advising systems use only one debugging component to detect all kinds of bugs. This approach complicates bug recognition because different kinds of knowledge have to be invoked at the same time. It also increases the size of the knowledge base since the same language bug occurs multiply in different strategies and different tasks. Furthermore, it is difficult to find a knowledge representation which is ideal for all kinds of knowledge. This paper presents the model of a separate language expert which solely deals with language bugs and provides language expertise for an intelligent program advising system. Complete details can be found in [Huang 87].

The language expert is developed as a component of the SCENT advisor [McCalla 86] [McCalla 88] whose architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Each box in the figure represents a different component of SCENT. Besides the language expert itself, of particular concern to this research is the strategy judge/diagnostician (SJ/Diag) component. The SJ/Diag component determines the strategy a student is employing and detects buggy strategies. It provides an ideal program of the employed strategy for use by the language expert in its detection of language bugs. The language expert in turn provides information about equivalence between programs to help other components of the advisor to understand the student's program. These components are being developed in [Barrie 88], [Pospisil 88] and [Escott 88].

The remainder of this paper presents the approach to recognizing language bugs taken by the language expert and contrasts it with related work in automated debugging. Section 2 surveys previous automated debugging systems, focusing on their approaches to finding language bugs. Section 3 presents the model of the language expert. Section 4 gives an empirical evaluation of this model. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of contributions of the research and suggestions for future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK

Several different approaches have been used in recognizing bugs in programs. PGM [Ruth 76] and LAURA [Adam 80] attempt to find a representation in which programs can be matched against a stored general algorithm. This approach doesn't work well due to the wide variability of programs. There is usually more than one possible algorithm to solve a non-trivial problem.

SNIFTER [Shapiro 81] and PUDSY [Lukey 80] try to match a set of plans (or formulae) explicitly specified by the students against the dynamic behavior of a program (also represented in plans or formulae) obtained from execution of the program. This approach is not suitable for an automated advisor since explicitly specifying intentions is difficult for novices. Also, it may have trouble in recognizing equivalent programs which use different program constructs because these programs may have different dynamic behaviors.

PROUST [Johnson 85] has made a great effort at automatically deciphering the student's intentions underlying the code of a program. It analyzes programs using a knowledge base in which programs are represented at three levels: problems, goals and plans. By figuring out students' intentions, PROUST can handle programs using more than one strategy. A main problem with PROUST is that ultimately a student's code is matched with plans at a low level of language constructs. At this low level, programs can vary in thousands
of ways, thus requires the knowledge base to have thousands of plans, otherwise it may miss some programs.

TALUS [Murray 87] uses a computational logic to formalize knowledge of a programming language. Debugging a program is realized by using a logic theorem prover to prove the equivalence between each segment of the program and the corresponding segment of the pre-stored reference program using the same algorithm. The deductive ability of a theorem prover enables TALUS to understand more program variations than PROUST. A drawback of using theorem proving in automated debugging is its potential inefficiency. Since determining program equivalence is NP-hard, computation required in theorem proving is likely to combinatorially explode as the size of the program grows.

The first two approaches are not suitable for an automated advisor. Each of the other two approaches, using a multi-level knowledge base and using a theorem prover, has some advantages over the other. It seems reasonable to combine knowledge-based and theorem proving techniques to gain the benefits of both. This is the approach taken in the development of the language expert model in this research.

### 3. A MODEL OF THE LANGUAGE EXPERT

One important property of the language expert is that it makes no attempt to understand the global plans (i.e. the strategies) underlying the student's program. The strategy used in the student's program and mistakes at the strategy level are caught by the SJ/Diag component of the intelligent advisor. Thus, a canonical knowledge representation for the language can be used in the language expert and the size of the knowledge base can be minimized. Of course, it is almost impossible to understand a program at the strategy level without understanding the code. Thus, the SJ/Diag component has to communicate with the language expert during the strategy judging process. In the SCENT advisor, a message sent by the SJ/Diag component to the language expert is a segment of the student's program paired with a segment of a pre-stored ideal program which at the language level correctly imple-

ments a (correct or buggy) piece of strategy known by the advisor. This pair of program segments is the input of the language expert. The language expert then determines the equivalence of the two program segments, and outputs the results. These results will help the SJ/Diag component to determine whether the two program segments are equivalent at the strategy level. If they are, then any differences at the language level from the ideal segment are considered language bugs. A program segment can also be the whole program, so this scheme also works for finding language bugs in the whole student program.

Throughout this section, the pair of programs in Fig. 2 is used to show the approach of the language expert. Each of these programs is used to solve the **descendants** problem which requires the student to collect and to return the list of all descendants of a given person in a family tree. The function children inside the programs finds the children of a given person in the family tree.

#### 3.1. The Debugging Mechanism

The language expert accomplishes debugging by combining knowledge-based techniques and theorem proving techniques. It proceeds as follows: the language expert first consults a knowledge base to match the student's program segment (or student segment for short) against the ideal program segment (or ideal segment for short), and tries to explain differences between the program segments. The match is carried out from the outer levels of function application to inner levels. Thus, as the match goes on, the program segments are split and become smaller and smaller.

Any differences which cannot be explained by the knowledge base are sent to a theorem prover which tests the equivalence of the ideal segment to the student segment (which is usually a small part of the original segment). A set of general axioms and theorems may allow the theorem prover to recognize programs which are not understood by the knowledge base, and it can often do this without suffering

```
(defun descendants (people) 
  (cond ((null people) nil) 
    ((listp people) (append (append (list (cdr people))
               (descendants (car people))))
             (descendants (cdr people))))
    ((atom people) (descendants (children people)))
  )
)
```

(a) The Student Program

```
(defun descendants (people) 
  (cond ((null people) nil)
               ((atom people) (descendants (children people)))
               (t (append (cons (car people) (descendants (car people)))
                       (descendants (cdr people))))
  )
)
```

(b) The Corresponding Ideal Program

Fig. 2. A Pair of Programs for the Descendants Problem
inefficiency caused by combinatorial explosion of computation since it is usually working with small program segments. The following sub-sections will discuss in detail these two parts of the debugging mechanism.

3.1.1. Knowledge-Based Debugging

Knowledge-based debugging is implemented using a debugging graph through which program segments are filtered, top-down, to see if they match program concepts, deviations and variations pre-stored in the graph. The debugging graph is intended to incorporate common Lisp program constructs which are frequently used in students’ programs and bugs frequently made by students. The skeleton of the graph is shown in Fig. 3 and the sub-graphs for list construction functions and list break-down functions (whose roots, list-cons and list-break, can also be found in Fig. 3) are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.

Nodes of the graph are entities. They store knowledge of program constructs and keep procedures that match the constructs against the tested program. Each node also has a procedure to execute the match, to pass control and to return match results. Different levels of the hierarchy represent different levels of abstraction. This hierarchy allows knowledge to be well organized and to be efficiently searched. The second lowest level is the primitive level at which program constructs are stored. Differing from other levels, nodes at the lowest level store common deviations and correct variations of the program constructs stored at the second lowest level.

Links classify the program constructs and guide the match process to go from the higher levels to the lower levels of the debugging graph. The meaning of each match step is stored in a link but not in a node because matching a node has a determinate meaning only when a certain link was traversed to get to this node. For example, if a buggy program segment is (cons x y) (which matches the node w-cons ---- see Fig. 4), the bug could be either a "cons for append" or a "cons for list". If the match arrives the w-cons node after traversing the leftmost out-link of the list-build node, however, a "cons for list" bug is determined.

There are four types of links: refinement (R), implementation (I), variation (V) and deviation (D). R links denote various levels (except the primitive level) of abstraction while I links indicate the primitive level of abstraction. They are used to guide the matching of ideal program segments against stored program constructs in the knowledge base. V links and D links are used to find out and explain differences between the ideal segments and the student segments.

To use the debugging graph to detect language bugs in a student program, the graph interpreter first matches the ideal program segment against the debugging graph to find out the program construct used in the ideal segment. This first stage of the match process starts at the root of the debugging graph, and finishes when an I link is passed. The terminal node of this I link (called the pit-node) contains the program construct being looked for.

At the second stage of the match process, the interpreter proceeds to detect bugs by matching the student program segment against the debugging graph. This match starts at the pit-node found in the previous match process. If the student segment is matched with the pit-node or a variation node of the pit-node (by passing a V link), then it is equivalent to the ideal segment (i.e. it is correct). If the student segment is matched with a deviation node of the pit-node (by passing a D link), then the student segment has an expected kind of deviation of the ideal segment (i.e. a common bug is found).

A program construct stored in the debugging graph is normally a template represented a one-level function, (e.g. (cons ?x1 ?x2)), while a program segment is usually composed of a number of nested functions. Thus, debugging has to be carried out in several recursive loops intended to unravel the nestings. The interpreter matches one level of the ideal segment against the graph each time; then it matches the corresponding level of the student segment, producing a debugging result for that level. After that, it recurs, matching segments inside the outer segments just dealt with. This recursive process is carried on until the student segment is exactly the same as the ideal segment or the innermost level of the student segment has been analyzed. This analysis method is called the "level by level" method. It is straightforward to extend this level by level analysis method to deal with some templates which are themselves nested (e.g. (append (list ?x1) ?x2)).

Sometimes, a discrepancy in the student segment can’t be explained by the match of the current level but can be explained by an outer level which has been analyzed before. In this case, back-up occurs. The analysis of the outer level is redone. An example of back-up is shown in [Huang 87].

Since the debugging graph stores only a limited number of variations and deviations of each program construct, it could fail to be matched with the student segment. In this case, i.e. debugging graph is not able to explain the discrepancy between the student segment and the ideal segment. Then the
3.1.2. Using the Theorem Prover for Debugging

When the debugging graph cannot explain the difference between the student segment and the ideal segment, a theorem prover can be invoked for debugging. To date, unlike the debugging graph, the theorem prover hasn't actually been implemented in the system. In what follows it will be discussed conceptually.

Debugging by the theorem prover would be realized by proving functional equivalence between the ideal program segment and the student's program segment with Boyer-Moore logic [Boyer 79] which is a precise formalism for expressing properties of inductively constructed data objects and recursive programs. If the student segment is functionally equivalent to the ideal segment, it would be considered correct, otherwise it would be considered buggy. The bug would be located by recursively replacing a piece of the student program by a piece of the ideal program, until the modified student program is also buggy.

The approach of debugging programs with a Boyer-Moore logic theorem prover has also been used in TALUS [Murray 87]. However, proofs carried out by the theorem prover of the language expert should be much faster than proofs in TALUS since the debugging graph has already analyzed most parts of the program segments, usually leaving only small parts of them to look at. Also, the theorem prover would be called only if the debugging graph could not explain the discrepancy, so it is called less often than the one in TALUS.

3.1.3. An Example

In this section, the debugging process for the action part of the second conditional case of the student program in Fig. 2 is presented to demonstrate how the debugging graph is used to find language bugs. Assume this student segment is already correctly paired with its corresponding ideal segment, the action part of the third ideal conditional case (how to pair them is discussed in Section 3.2). Using the "level by level" method, the debugging process is divided into a number of steps shown in Fig. 6, where segment I is from the ideal program and segment S is from the student program.

---

Fig. 4. The Sub-Graph for List Construction

Fig. 5. The Sub-Graph for List Break-Down
At step a, the interpreter first matches the ideal segment against the debugging graph. The match starts from \textit{lisp}, goes through a \texttt{R} link to \texttt{built-in}, then \texttt{manip}, \texttt{list-con}, and finally passes an \texttt{I} link, arriving at the pit-node \textit{app-build} (see Fig. 3) which is satisfied that the outer level of the ideal program segment "(append \textit{(cons ....)} (descendants \textit{car people})))" matches the template "(append ?x1 ?x2)". Then it starts to analyze the student segment. Since the student segment also matches the template in \textit{app-build}, it is immediately proved correct.

The interpreter recurses one level to step b at which it tries to match the first argument of the ideal segment "(\textit{cons ....})" against the first argument of the student segment "(\textit{append \texttt{list} \texttt{cdr}})". The path of matching the ideal segment at this step is similar to the one at step a except that now the pit-node is \textit{cons-build}. The student segment, however, doesn't match the pit-node this time. Thus, the interpreter tries \texttt{V} type out-links of \textit{cons-build}. The student segment passes a \texttt{V} link and matches the \textit{cons-vi} node (see Fig. 4). Thus, this level is recognized as correct.

Now, the analysis is at step c where the first arguments of the ideal and student programs at step b are considered. After going through several \texttt{R} links and an \texttt{I} link, the ideal segment, "(\textit{car people})", matches the pit-node \textit{first} in the sub-graph for list break-down (in Fig. 5). Since the student segment, "(\texttt{cdr people})", doesn't match the pit-node, an attempt is made to match \texttt{w-cdr} via a \texttt{D} link. The match succeeds, and a "\texttt{cdr for car}" error is found (this information is associated with the \texttt{D} link).

The debugging process goes on to step d where the second argument of the ideal and student programs from step b are considered. The ideal segment eventually matches the pit-node \textit{app-build} after passing several links, but the student segment fails to match any child of \textit{app-build} and \textit{app-build} itself. So, the match backs-up to the root of the debugging graph, the \textit{lisp} node. The interpreter tries to use the next sub-graphs of \textit{lisp} to test if there are any function application errors in the student segment. None of these kinds of errors is found. The interpreter would finally call the theorem prover. The theorem prover would prove that the student segment is not equivalent to the ideal segment, and thus is buggy.

At step e (which considers the second arguments of the templates found at step a), the student segment is identical to the ideal segment, so it is immediately proved correct. At this stage, debugging for the action part of the third case is done. There have been two bugs detected in this student program segment: a "\texttt{cdr for car}" error (found using the debugging graph) and the use of "(\texttt{cdr \textit{descendants \textit{car people}}})" when "(\texttt{descendants \textit{car people}})" is needed (found using the theorem prover).

### 3.2. Case Splitting and Case Identification

The above discussion on finding language bugs is based upon an assumption that the student program is a small segment without conditional branches. When the program segment is a conditional function such as a \textit{cond} or an \textit{if} (in what follows only \textit{cond}'s are discussed since \textit{if}'s are similar), the debugging mechanism cannot be directly applied since the order of the conditional cases could differ. Instead, the \textit{cond} function being debugged has to be split into conditional cases and then each conditional case is paired with the corresponding conditional case of the ideal program segment. In the language expert, this is done by a case splitting process and a case identifying process. Dealing with \textit{cond}'s is especially important when the program segment is a whole function definition because most recursive Lisp functions are composed of \textit{cond}'s.

The case splitting process splits a program into conditional cases, dividing a case into a test part and an action part, attaching an identifier to each case. Then, it sends its products to the case identifying process. If the program has nested \textit{cond}'s inside the \textit{cond} function, each case of the nested \textit{cond}'s can also be viewed as a case in the outer \textit{cond}. The case splitting process replaces these nested cases by their functionally equivalent cases in the outer \textit{cond}. The test part of a created case is the conjunction of the test in the outer \textit{cond} and a test in the nested \textit{cond}. Handling nested \textit{cond}'s in this way has the advantage that it enables the language expert to analyze different implementations for a strategy with one stored ideal program even if some implementations have nested \textit{cond}'s while others haven't.

As an example, Fig. 7 shows a solution for the \textit{hard-find-b} problem and the output generated by the case splitting process (where the \textit{hard-find-b} problem requires the student to write a program which takes a list as an argument and which returns another list containing the B's found anywhere in the input list). This program contains a nested \textit{cond}. The first element in each output case (e.g. (2)) is the identifier of this case.

The case identifying process is more complicated than the case splitting process. Identifying a case of the student program is realized by pairing this case with the corresponding case of the ideal program. This pairing process is a process of finding the best matched ideal case with the student case, so it is based upon the match results generated by the debugging process described in Section 3.1.

Five grades are used for measuring the match:

1. \textbf{Full match} ---- which means that two conditional cases are entirely matched in both the test part and the action part, that is, no error is found in the conditional case of the student program;

2. \textbf{Good match} ---- which means that one part (either the test part or the action part) of the student case is entirely
debugging for this conditional case.

cases. The column with title "incorrect paired" summarizes
result in a failure of the case pairing, and would further disrupt
conditional case, although it correctly identifies other conditional
that is functionally equivalent to this student test, which would
be
found the buggy code, but has also identified what the exact
language expert has found out that the program is buggy, and
identifying process. All debugging results have already been
generated during this process. In fact, debugging results for the
correctly paired cases are outputs of the language expert, while
results for the incorrectly paired cases are cleaned up by the
system at the end of the case identifying process. Therefore,
debugging is also automatically done once case identification
is done.

4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

This section gives an empirical evaluation based on per­
formance results when the language expert was tested on 65
student programs. Each of these programs was used to solve
one of the three problems: the descendants problem, the deep­
find-b problem (which requires the student to write a program
to determine whether the atom B occurs anywhere in a list or
not) and the hard-find-b problem. Table 1 summarizes the data
used for the evaluation. These data were collected over the last
two years from computational science students who were solv­
ing these problems as assignments in a programming language
course. The students were first-time Lisp programmers, but
had experience in some other programming languages. For
each student, the first version, the final version and an inter­
mediate version of the syntactically correct program were
chosen for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>desc</th>
<th>buggy progs.</th>
<th>total bugs</th>
<th>lang. bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of Data Analysis

Table 2 illustrates performance in detecting and identify­
ing language bugs. Here, "detecting" a bug means that the
language expert has found out that the program is buggy, and
located a bug. "Identifying" a bug means that it has not only
found the buggy code, but has also identified what the exact
nature of the bug is. These performance results show the good
debugging ability and the robustness of the language expert.
Although the theorem prover is absent in the implemented sys­
tem, all bugs in the 65 tested programs are detected (which is
not surprising because the current system treats program seg­
ments which are not recognized by the debugging graph as bugs). More than 75% of the 41 language bugs are identified
by the debugging graph. The rate of false alarms (i.e., bugs
detected that weren’t really there) in the tested programs is
only 9.2%. These excellent results could be improved still
further once the theorem prover is connected to the system.

Performance in case identification is even more
encouraging. The results are shown in Table 3. Here, the
column with title "unpaired progs" summarizes programs on
which the language expert fails to identify at least one condi­
tional case, although it correctly identifies other conditional
cases. The column with title "incorrect paired" summarizes
matched with the ideal case, while another part deviates
from the ideal case, but the deviation is recognized by the
debugging graph, not by the theorem prover, that is,
although this part is buggy, the bug is a common bug;
(3) half match ---- which is similar to "good match" except
that it implies that at least one bug in the student program is
not recognized by the debugging graph but by the theorem
prover.

(4) minimal match ---- which means that there are bugs in
both the test part and the action part of the student case, but
at least one of the two parts has no bug which cannot be
recognized by the debugging graph.

(5) too match ---- which is the worst case in which both the
test and the action have uncommon bugs that cannot be
recognized by the debugging graph.

According to the above five grades, the language expert
can pair conditional cases of the student program with condi­
tional cases of the ideal program, even if there are bugs in both
the test and the action of a conditional case. For the pair of
programs shown in Fig. 2, for example, the language expert
pairs the first student case with the first ideal case, the second
student case with the third ideal case, and the third student
case with the second ideal case.

Note that although another automated debugging system,
TALUS, also pairs cases of the student program with cases of
the ideal program, it seems only to work when all test parts of
the student program are correct. If the test part of a student
case is buggy, TALUS may not be able to find an ideal test
that is functionally equivalent to this student test, which would
result in a failure of the case pairing, and would further disrupt
debugging for this conditional case.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that there is no
necessity to have a separate debugging process after the case
identifying process. All debugging results have already been
generated during this process. In fact, debugging results for the
correctly paired cases are outputs of the language expert, while
results for the incorrectly paired cases are cleaned up by the
system at the end of the case identifying process. Therefore,
debugging is also automatically done once case identification
is done.
programs on which the language expert has made mistakes in case identification; that is, some conditional cases in the students' programs are incorrectly paired with conditional cases in the ideal programs which in reality do not correspond to them. It can be seen that almost 90% of programs had all their conditional cases correctly identified. For the rest, most of them had more than half of their conditional cases correctly identified. Unidentified conditional cases were recorded and reported. Only one program (1.5% of the 65 programs) had conditional cases incorrectly paired with the ideal program. System failures (bugs not identified, false alarms, unpaired cases and incorrect case pairing) can be attributed to:

--- Absence of the theorem prover in the current implemented system. The correct program variations which are not recognized by the debugging graph are now inappropriately treated as bugs, producing false alarms. Most of these variations could be recognized by the theorem prover.

--- The incompleteness of knowledge about common bugs stored in the debugging graph. This incompleteness results in the failure to identify some common bugs.

--- Existence of strategy bugs in students' programs. If the SJ/Diag level of the SCENT advisor is hooked up, the pollution caused by strategy bugs can be filtered out by pairing the student program with the "ideal program" of the corresponding buggy strategy.

--- Absence of task knowledge and strategy knowledge. The language expert sometimes needs these two kinds of knowledge to determine the correctness of a program [Huang 87], but they are currently not available.

--- Inadequate handling of bad-cond's. A bad-cond is a cond clause with some flaws (e.g. missing the outermost pair of brackets). A very high percentage of false alarms and unpaired cases in the empirical evaluation is caused by bad-cond's. It seems that a better handling of them could greatly reduce the rate of system failures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>programs</th>
<th>unpaired progs.</th>
<th>incorrect paired</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>desc</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-f-b</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>4 (14.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-f-b</td>
<td>20 (100%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
<td>6 (9.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Performance on Case Identification

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1. Summary of Contributions

This research has created an independent language level for the automated programming advisor SCENT. Separating the process of recognizing program constructs (at the language level) from the process of identifying strategies (at the SJ/Diag level) enables more correct identification of bugs at the two conceptual levels since now a bug at one level is not incorrectly recognized as a bug at the other level. The separation also allows a more general knowledge base in the system, since now the strategy level can be more language-independent and the language level can be more task-independent. The communication between the language level and other levels, of course, requires an intelligent control mechanism, which is realized by the blackboard component in SCENT [Ng 86].

The approach of combining a knowledge-based debugger and a theorem prover to find language errors and program equivalence has been used in the language expert. This approach ideally enables the language expert to have good generality and wide coverage (from the theorem prover), and to have high efficiency and the ability to recognize the nature of bugs (from the knowledge base). Using this approach, the system can also easily provide information about how far a student program segment is from an ideal program segment, thus supporting the case identifying process.

Knowledge-based debugging has been implemented in a debugging graph. Empirical evaluation has shown that the debugging graph has achieved high performance in detecting and identifying language bugs, as well as determining language level program equivalence.

The language expert has dealt with a challenging problem in Lisp program debugging. The conditional case identification, which is not dealt with in some current Lisp debuggers (e.g., PHENARETE [Wertz 82] and the LISP TUTOR [Anderson 85] [Reiser 85]) and not handled well in others (e.g., TALUS [Murray 86] which seems to only identify conditional cases without bugs in the test parts). The language expert uses a specific procedure to accomplish case identification, which allows it to handle Lisp programs with bugs in both test parts and action parts of their conditional cases. The empirical evaluation has shown that case identification in the language expert is very successful.

5.2. Problems and Future Directions

Some problems with the implemented system and limitations of the current model have been found. These problems and limitations as well as more ambitious targets suggest future directions of the research.

The pure "level by level" method for matching the debugging graph against programs doesn't seem to be flexible enough to handle the variety of students' programs, since some program constructs might vary at several function application levels from their equivalent constructs. Handling these program constructs requires a more sophisticated matching method.

Match patterns in nodes of the current debugging graph are consistent with the "level by level" match method. If knowledge for program constructs affecting several function
application levels is included in the knowledge base, the number of variations of these more complicated constructs could be very large, and thus a more general representation for match patterns would be needed.

Handling programs with side-effects has been a concern of research into program debugging for years, but a satisfactory way of dealing with side-effects has not been found. This research has been focussed on side-effect free, conditional, recursive programs, and hasn’t dealt with the side-effect problem. This problem, undoubtedly, will continue to motivate more research in the future.

In spite of problems mentioned above, this research has achieved a considerable success in using a new approach to finding language errors and program equivalence in an automated advising system. It has shown the potential for combining knowledge-based and theorem proving techniques to help automated debugging.
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ABSTRACT
Growing recognition of the significance of knowledge-based computing systems has focused attention on processes of knowledge acquisition and transfer. Commercial applications of expert systems are being impeded by the knowledge engineering bottleneck and have led to the development of rapid prototyping tools. These have proved practically useful but the range of application of existing tools is limited, and it is not clear what limitations are inherent in the prototyping tools. This paper introduces the concept of knowledge support systems as the integration of interactive knowledge acquisition systems and expert systems shells. A prototype knowledge support system that has been implemented is described with examples of some of the knowledge acquisition and application tools provided. It includes knowledge acquisition and transfer through interactive repertory grid elicitation; exchange techniques for understanding and agreement between experts; and different forms of analysis that have been widely used for comparing data between experts and for rapid prototyping of expert systems. An evaluation model for knowledge support systems is presented, and the results of initial validation studies are reported showing the extent to which experts agree with each other and with themselves at a later date. Preliminary results indicate that the measures used discriminate the differences within and between experts.

KEYWORDS: knowledge acquisition, knowledge support systems, rapid prototyping tools, validation.

INTRODUCTION
Much successful work has been done in the area of knowledge representation, but knowledge acquisition and transfer has long been thought of as the bottleneck in the process of building expert systems. It was possible that knowledge engineering might develop as a profession on a par with systems analysis and programming, and that an initial shortage of skilled knowledge engineers would cause problems which would be overcome eventually as the profession developed. However, this scenario now appears less and less likely. There is certainly a shortage of knowledge engineers and problems in developing applications, but doubts have been cast on the notion that human labor is the appropriate solution to the knowledge engineering problem.

The technology is now in a mass-market situation where many organizations see the need for expert systems. This has led to a growth in demand that is far more rapid than the growth in supply of trained and experienced knowledge engineers. In addition, the role of the knowledge engineer as an intermediary between the expert and the technology is being questioned not only on cost grounds but also in relation to its effectiveness. Knowledge may be lost through the intermediary and the expert’s lack of knowledge of the technology may be less of a detriment than the knowledge engineer’s lack of domain knowledge. Full exploitation of the potential of expert systems depends on the development of rapid prototyping systems directly usable by experts with the knowledge engineer acting only as manager, not intermediary.

PERSONAL CONSTRUCT PSYCHOLOGY
Kelly developed a systemic theory of human cognition based on the single primitive of a construct, or dichotomous distinction. For an individual, constructs are:

“transparent templates which he creates and then attempts to fit over the realities of which the world is composed.” (Kelly 1955)

He proposes that all of human activity can be seen as a process of anticipating the future by construing the replication of events:

“Constructs are used for predictions of things to come, and the world keeps rolling on and revealing these predictions to be either correct or misleading. This fact provides a basis for the revision of constructs and, eventually, of whole construct systems.” (Kelly 1955)

Hence his psychological model of man is strongly epistemological and concerned with the way in which man models his experience and uses this model to anticipate the future. The anticipation may be passive as in prediction, or active as in action.

Kelly developed his theory in the context of clinical psychology and hence was concerned to have techniques which used it to by-pass cognitive defenses and elicit the construct systems underlying behaviour. This is precisely the problem of knowledge engineering. His repertory grid (Shaw 1980) is a way of representing personal constructs as a set of distinctions made about elements relevant to the problem domain. In clinical psychology this domain will often be personal relationships and the elements may be family members and friends. In the development of expert systems the elements will be key entities in the problem domain such as oil-well sites or business transactions.

Repertory grids have been widely used: in clinical psychology (Shepherd & Watson 1982); to study processes of knowledge acquisition in education (Pope & Shaw 1981); and to study decision making by individuals and groups in management (Shaw 1980). PLANET (Shaw 1982) is an integrated suite of programs that operationalizes Kelly’s work and may be used for the interactive elicitation and analysis of repertory grids. These programs have been widely used internationally in clinical psychology, education and management studies (Shaw 1981), and in knowledge engineering for expert systems (Shaw & Gaines 1983).
Kelly’s personal construct psychology is important because it develops a complete psychology of both the normal and abnormal, which has strong systemic foundations. In the long term these foundations may be more important to knowledge engineering than the techniques currently based on them. However, this paper concentrates on the repertory grid as a technique for eliciting information from an expert.

REPERTORY GRIDS

A repertory grid is a two-way classification of data in which events are interlaced with abstractions in such a way as to express part of a person’s system of cross-references between his personal observations or experience of the world (elements), and his personal constructs or classifications of that experience. The elements are the things which are used to define the area of the topic, and can be concrete or abstract entities. For example, in the context of expertise about metal joining they might be types of rivet, or in expertise about medical diagnosis they might be symptoms. Before choosing the set of elements, the user must think carefully about the area of the topic and relate the elements to his purpose. The elements should be of the same type and level of complexity, and span the topic as fully as possible. It is usual to start with about six to twelve elements. The universe of discourse is determined by the elements which must be significant to the person in the context of the particular problem.

The constructs are the terms in which the elements are similar to or different from each other. Each construct therefore has two poles, each of which has a meaning with respect to its opposite. Any construct or dimension of thinking which is important to the subject is a valid construct. For example, to distinguish between people by saying that x and y are blue-eyed whereas b and c are brown-eyed may be trivial, and not concerned with the important qualities of x, y, b, and c. However, if you are an eye specialist concerned with prescribing tinted contact lenses, this may be a significant construct. Thoughts and feelings, objective and subjective descriptions, attitudes and rules-of-thumb all constitute valid constructs if they contribute to the conceptual structures of the expert. The verbal description of the construct and the labelling of the poles need not be a publically agreed meaning in the outside world, but only a memory aid to the thinking process. The mapping of the elements onto the constructs produces the two-dimensional grid of relationships. Constructs are elicited either in triples — in what significant way is one element similar to another, and in the same way different from a third; in pairs — in what significant way do these two elements differ, or just as they come to the mind of the expert. An example is shown of elements rated on the construct local—global using direct manipulation in the area of spatial interpolation techniques to produce contour maps, in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows how the techniques are dragged on to the construct bar from the left. Both the construct labels and the technique names can be edited at any time. The placing of the techniques should be continued until the expert feels that their relative positions captures the idea he had in mind.

The mapping of the elements onto the constructs produces the two-dimensional grid of relationships which can be represented as a numeric data structure as shown in Figure 3. This structure may be viewed as a component of a database in entity-attribute form (Chen 1980): a repertory grid has elements as entities, constructs as attributes and allocations of elements to pole of constructs as values. For example, Bicubic splines is rated a 1 on the construct local—global specifying local whereas Probability mapping is rated a 9, specifying global.

KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Knowledge support systems can be seen as integrated interactive knowledge acquisition systems and expert systems shells. They are seen as having a broad scope, encompassing both aids to knowledge acquisition and transfer, knowledge representation, and support of human knowledge processes (Shaw & Gaines 1987). It is desirable that the tools in a knowledge support system are domain independent and directly applicable by experts without intermediaries. They should be able to access a diversity of knowledge sources including text, interviews with experts, and observations of expert behaviour and be able to encompass a diversity of perspectives including partial or contradictory input from different experts. Moreover, the knowledge support system should be able to encompass a
Figure 2. A KSS0 screen showing direct manipulation of elements.

Figure 3. A conventional repertory grid of spatial interpolation techniques. A 1 represents the left construct pole and a 9 the right.
diversity of forms of knowledge and relationships between knowledge and be able to present knowledge from a diversity of sources with clarity as to its derivation, consequences and structural relations. Users of the knowledge support system should be able to apply the knowledge in a variety of familiar domains and freely experiment with its implications. It should make provision for validation studies and as much of the operation of the knowledge support system as possible should be founded on well-developed and explicit theories of knowledge acquisition, elicitation and representation. As the overall knowledge support system develops it should converge to an integrated system.

Clearly, these are general requirements and may not apply in particular cases. For example, some domain dependence may be appropriate for efficiency in specific knowledge support systems; some human intervention may be helpful or necessary when an expert is using a knowledge support system. However, in general these requirements capture the key issues in knowledge support system design.

PLANET (Shaw 1982, Shaw & Gaines 1986) has been developed and widely used for some years for knowledge elicitation. This paper briefly reviews the techniques involved and describes the most recent developments of a comprehensive integrated rapid prototyping system, KSSO, which attempts to satisfy the above design requirements for a knowledge support system.

RELATED WORK

ETS and Aquinas (Boose 1984, Boose & Bradshaw 1987) are related quite closely to PLANET and KSSO, having been developed in response to the initial success of the PLANET system. KSSO and Aquinas are integrated prototyping systems providing knowledge acquisition tools encompassing a diversity of forms of knowledge and relationships between knowledge. KSSO can access a wide range of knowledge sources including text, interviews with experts, and observations of expert behaviour. Aquinas can present knowledge from multiple sources with clarity as to its derivation, consequences and structural relations. Both systems can encompass a diversity of perspectives including partial or contradictory input from different experts. Users of these knowledge acquisition tools are able to apply the knowledge in a variety of familiar domains and freely experiment with its implications. These systems offer the capability to expedite the prototyping stage of complex knowledge-based systems, motivating the experts to be closely involved in all aspects of the system development by giving them a supportive and comprehensible environment. All four systems use repertory grid techniques to elicit the expert's conceptual structures, and use different versions of ENTAIL (Gaines & Shaw 1986) to produce rules for an expert system shell.

MOLE (Eshelman, Ehret, McDermott, & Tan, 1987) is an expert system shell that has been used effectively to build heuristic classification systems. It interviews domain experts, exploits assumptions of exhaustiveness and exclusivity to determine the most likely candidates among competing hypotheses, and has many methods for analyzing and refining the knowledge base for consistency and adequacy. It distinguishes between three types of knowledge—covering, differentiating, and combining knowledge—in its problem-solving, and uses a system of “support values” to represent uncertainty.

CSRL (Bylander & Mittal, 1986) is another successful tool with a similar problem-solving approach, although it is difficult for domain experts to learn and use. Gruber and Cohen (1987) have developed a system called MUM that embodies architectural principles that facilitate knowledge acquisition. It allows experts to specify local evidence combining knowledge; however it is limited to a symbolic representation of uncertainty.

An innovative “learning apprentice” program, ODYSSEUS, has been developed by Wilkins (1987) to help experts refine and debug knowledge bases for the HERACLES heuristic classification shell. However, its use is appropriate only during the knowledge acquisition “end-game”; that is, it requires that a reasonable knowledge base has already been created.

The following section describes the work on KSSO, a knowledge support system that draws on many concepts and techniques for knowledge engineering to begin to encompass some of the requirements discussed above, attempting to relate them all through the theoretical base of personal construct psychology, and build a workbench of tools around a common database.

KSSO: A KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEM

KSSO: Knowledge Support System Zero consists of a: knowledge base; various analytical tools for building and transforming the knowledge base; and a number of conversational tools for interacting with the knowledge base. The KSSO implementation is written in Pascal and currently runs on a network of Macintosh workstations. The KSSO structure is best understood by following sequences of activity that lead to the generation of a rule base and its loading into an expert system shell.

A typical sequence is text input followed by text analysis through TEXAN which clusters associated words leading to a schema from which the expert can select related elements and initial constructs with which to commence grid elicitation. The resultant grids are analyzed by ENTAIL which induces structure from behaviour using a search over a model space ordered by complexity and goodness of fit, and again generates production rules (Gaines 1977). A version of ATOM is incorporated in KSSO that takes a set of sequences of arbitrary symbolic data and generates a set of production rules that can be loaded directly into an expert system shell (Gaines & Shaw 1986).

An alternative route is to monitor the expert’s behaviour through a verbal protocol giving information used and decisions resulting and analyze this through ATOM which induces structure from behaviour using a search over a model space ordered by complexity and goodness of fit, and again generates production rules (Gaines 1977). A version of ATOM is incorporated in KSSO that takes a set of sequences of arbitrary symbolic data and generates a set of production rules that will reconstruct it. These can be loaded into the expert system shell to give a simulator of the behavioural system.

These two routes can be combined. KSSO attempts to make each stage as explicit as possible to the expert and, in particular, to make the rule base accessible as natural textual statements rather than technical production rules. The expert system shell being used in KSSO currently is Nexpert (Roy 1986) which gives a variety of textual and graphical presentations of the rule base enabling the expert to see the impact of different fragments of knowledge.

The group problem-solving component of KSSO is particularly important because it goes beyond the stereotype of an expert and users, and allows the system to be used to support an interactive community in their acquisition and transfer of knowledge and mutual understanding. The SOCIO analysis allows members of a community to explore their agreement and understanding with other members, and to make overt the knowledge network involved (Shaw 1980, 1981, 1988). Much expertise only resides within the social context of cooperating individuals and requires elicitation across the group. The SOCIO analysis program supports group elicitation techniques in which the construct systems of a number of experts are compared. Grids are elicited separately but then exchanged in which the construct systems of a number of experts are compared. Grids are elicited separately but then exchanged in which the construct systems of a number of experts are compared. Grids are elicited separately but then exchanged
differing terminology for the same constructs; becoming aware of differing constructs having the same terminology; extending their own construct systems with those of others; providing others with constructs they have found valuable; and exploring a problem-solving domain using the full group resources.

The KSSO implementation is an initial prototype offering a workbench with minimal integration of the knowledge base, but each of the tools has already proven effective, and their combination is proving very powerful in stimulating experts to think of the knowledge externalization process from a number of different perspectives.

VALIDATION OF A KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEM

A model for evaluation of a knowledge support system and different types of validation has been discussed by Shaw and Woodward (1998). There are two distinct aspects of validation, those concerned with objective aspects of the system and those concerned with subjective aspects of the system. These distinctions represent the various aspects of operation of knowledge support systems. The objective aspects are those concerning the performance of the expert system or knowledge base, elicited from the expert or experts, against objective criteria. A knowledge support system supports the knowledge processes of the expert, and allows her to develop a system which actually performs effectively in the real world, rather than merely confirming the opinion of the expert.

The subjective aspects relate to the way in which the knowledge acquisition system acquires the knowledge that the expert has. It is clearly impossible to separate the knowledge acquisition tool from the expert, so the term knowledge acquisition system is used to mean the knowledge acquisition tool, and the expert:

knowledge acquisition system = knowledge acquisition tool + expert

Figure 4 shows the model developed for this study. Only the subjective aspects of validation were investigated.

![Figure 4. The evaluation model for the study](image)

It is now thought to be essential to have a group of experts involved in building a knowledge base, so it was necessary to see if there was mutual consistency and/or construing across experts. Also, whether there was any consistency of an expert over a time interval, both in the terminology used, and how it was used. Finally, an investigation was made as to whether the analysis performed by the system on each expert’s knowledge was seen as correct, or if any of it was incorrect.

A measure of diachronic reliability (Chow, 1987) appears most suitable for evaluating the replication of knowledge support systems. This measure reflects the degree of similarity, over time, of the calculated output. A knowledge support system reflects a high degree of replication in the sense that the output of the knowledge support system, the results of the algorithms, reflect a high degree of similarity over time. Strictly speaking, this approach to replication is strongly influenced by the reliability of the user of the knowledge support system. However, the knowledge support system can be viewed as an aid to the user which helps the user maintain consistency over time given the same task demands. Also, knowledge support systems are not used in isolation but are used by individuals so any measure of a knowledge support system must be done with those who will use the system. If replication measures are low, the system cannot be considered consistent or helpful, unless this can be seen to be a product of the raw data from the experts.

Although replication is a possible requirement of a knowledge support system, other basic requirements need attention. The knowledge support system must also demonstrate various forms of consistency. In this sense, consistency refers to the extent to which the knowledge support system produces what it is expected to produce. At the subjective level of evaluation, consistency is defined by two measures. The first is intra-subjective consistency. Based on the concepts of content and face validity (Travers, 1969; Campbell & Stanley, 1963), this type of consistency is defined as the extent to which the knowledge support system output is correct as judged by the expert. Knowledge support systems produce output which has a high degree of similarity with what is apparently expected. The absence of this form of consistency indicates that the system may be performing its calculation incorrectly and/or that the output bears little resemblance to what would be expected by the designer, by the user of the tool or by the domain expert. This result has serious implications for any subsequent use of knowledge support system output.

Another, complementary, measure of consistency at this level of evaluation is that of inter-subjective consistency. Based on the concept of concurrent validity (Chow, 1987; Travers, 1969) this type of consistency is a measure of prediction of events which occur at roughly the same time. If two or more individuals, with similar experience in an area, produce similar output using a knowledge support system, then the system can be said to afford a degree of inter-subjective consistency. The extent to which two or more people produce the same output represents the degree of consistency.

However, inconsistency among experts is not unexpected as experts may well not agree. In many areas, each expert has a unique perspective on the topic and often believes that there is only one way that the topic should be considered. This is not necessarily an undesirable situation, as long as the system is able to reflect this. If a task is carefully defined, specifically outlined and agreed upon as important, then a certain degree of similarity can be expected in the outcome of the knowledge support system. This suggests the selection and development of a set of test cases with specific task requirements. These test cases can then be used to determine the degree of inter-subjective consistency demonstrated by various experts, while using the system. In the same way as for replication, the knowledge support system can be seen as an aid to users.

THE RESULTS

KSSO has been evaluated against the model and the results reported in the two domains of spatial interpolation techniques to produce contour maps and in trouble-shooting and maintenance of valves for oil and gas pipelines. Some preliminary results are described on validation experiments to show the extent to which this system can replace standard interviewing techniques.

Two separate studies were completed using specific task demands from these two separate and quite different domains. The first study involved three researchers in a university geography department each of whom is an expert in the field of spatial interpolation techniques to produce contour maps. In the second study, a trainer and an engineer in the field of gas pipeline valve maintenance provided their expertise. These two
individuals were chosen because they were both considered knowledgeable in the area, but also because they brought a different background to the field: one from a field-operator perspective, the other from that of an engineer. The trainer had been involved in training gas pipeline operators in proper maintenance of pipeline valves for 13 years and the engineer owned a company which sold valves. Each group elicited and exchanged grids on the first occasion, then 2 to 3 months later elicited new constructs and ratings using the old set of elements, and elicited new ratings using the old set of elements and constructs. Details of the design are given in Shaw and Woodward (1988).

Two measures were used in this study, consistency-with another and construed-by another. Consistency is measured using exchange grids. Do the experts see the topic in a similar way at the same time? By exchanging elements and constructs they are able to view the topic from the perspective of the other. To do this involves an understanding of what the other's elements and constructs actually mean in the domain, or can I construct a point of view which makes sense of them? Not only that, but do I agree with the other's construction of the topic, having understood the perspective of the other? So consistency is defined as the degree of match between one expert's ratings of his/her own elements and constructs and another expert's ratings of the first expert's elements and constructs. The patterning of the elements on a particular construct is matched against the patterning of the same elements on that same construct in the other grid.

Consistency over time can also be measured in this way but using the same expert's grid on the two occasions with the same element and construct labels as before, but new ratings. Only elements and constructs with the same labels in both grids can contribute to this measure of consistency. Operationally, this measure was calculated using the EXCHANGE measure based on the matching algorithm that is described in Shaw (1980) and used in FOCUS, CORE and SOCIOGRIDS. It ranges from 100 for perfect match to 0 for maximum reversal. This measure is picking out the differing use of terminology in the two grids. The following formula was used:

\[ G \text{ consistency-with } G' \text{ at criterion } = 100 \times \frac{\text{number of constructs in } G \text{ matched greater than criterion by same constructs in } G'}{\text{number of constructs in } G} \]

Construing is akin to consistency. The entity labels must be the same in both grids, but separate sets of constructs can be used. In this case, the measure picks out the contradictions in the second grid with the best match to the patterning of the elements on the one being considered in the first grid. In this case, the same construct may be chosen more than once in the second grid if it matches more closely than any other to more than one construct in the first. Again, the same matching algorithm was used. This measure is picking out the best match between the constructs in the two grids, regardless of terminology. The following formula was used:

\[ G \text{ construed-by } G' \text{ at criterion } = 100 \times \frac{\text{number of constructs in } G \text{ matched greater than criterion by any constructs in } G'}{\text{number of constructs in } G} \]

Operational definitions for the various construing and consistency measures were used to evaluate the knowledge support system. Intra-subjective understanding was defined as the degree of construing of the earlier grid by the later one. Those constructs which were matched on the two grids at a criterion of 80 were used for this calculation, and this was calculated for each expert. The results ranged from 63 to 86 in the first study, and 83 to 100 in the second. This difference in values between the two studies may reflect the fact that the three experts in the first study are academic researchers at a university, and hence tended to be more provisional, exploratory and accepting of different ways of considering the problem. They were at no time fixed in their views of the topic. In the second study, however, the experts were professionals using their expertise in the field, and hence much more decisive and sure of what they were doing and how it should be done.

Intra-subjective agreement was defined as the degree of consistency between one expert's ratings of his/her own elements and constructs in the earlier grid with his/her ratings of the elements and constructs in the later grid. These scores ranged in the first study from 79 to 94, indicating that the experts were using their terminology in much the same way from one occasion to the other and that KSSO was able to reflect this consistency. In the second study both were 67, indicating some difference in the use of terminology.

Inter-subjective agreement was defined as the degree of consistency between one expert's ratings of his/her own elements and constructs in the first grid with another expert's ratings of the first expert's elements and constructs; that is, the extent to which the experts agreed in the first study from 8 to 33, showing that the experts disagree in their terminology and in how they view the topic quite extensively. This can also be seen by inspecting the raw data. In the second study the scores range from 13 to 100. Here it is interesting to note that the trainer could use the terminology of the engineer totally, but the engineer could only use a small part of the trainer's terminology.

Inter-subjective understanding was defined as the degree of construing of each expert's grid by another expert. These values are much higher showing that the experts have similar distinctions about the topic even though they differ greatly in how they use the terminology. In the first study these values range from 31 to 71, and in the second from 67 to 100. This suggests that KSSO shows a facility for allowing experts to compare their understanding and to determine a level of consistency. Whether the threshold criteria are high enough to produce the required level of knowledge-base performance or too high to reach the criterion of completeness is a matter for further study.

Finally, intra-subjective perspective consistency was defined as the degree of consistency of the rules produced by the ENTAIL algorithm with what the expert apparently expected. The ratings of these statements were then compared to the entailment output from the earlier grid. These show whether the expert finds the rules meaningful, and rates the rules as correct or significant in the same way as the ENTAIL algorithm (Gaines & Shaw 1986, Shaw & Gaines 1987). They range from 82 to 92, showing a high level of expected rules appearing in the KSSO output. This indicates a good basis for using the ENTAIL produced rules as input to an expert system shell.

There are many more ways in which the data are being processed, especially in terms of the rules derived from the various grids. At this stage the similarities and differences between experts and within experts over a 2 to 3 month time interval have been investigated. Clearly, the content of these similarities and differences can be identified and related to external criteria.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Growing recognition of the significance of knowledge-based computing systems has focused attention on processes of knowledge acquisition and transfer. Commercial applications of expert systems are being impeded by the knowledge engineering bottleneck and have led to the development of rapid prototyping tools. These have proved practically useful but the range of application of existing tools is limited, and it is not clear what
limitations are inherent in the prototyping tools, what arises from the shells and their knowledge representation and inferencing procedures, and what arises from our lack of understanding of the underlying processes of knowledge acquisition and transfer. This paper has introduced the concept of knowledge support systems as integrated interactive knowledge acquisition systems and expert systems shells. A prototype knowledge support system that has been implemented on a network of Macintosh computers has been described with examples of some of the knowledge acquisition and application tools provided. It includes knowledge acquisition and transfer through interactive repertory grid elicitation; exchange techniques for understanding and agreement between experts; and different forms of analysis that have been widely used for comparing data between experts and for rapid prototyping of expert systems. Such systems offer the capability to expedite the prototyping stage of complex knowledge-based systems, motivating the experts to be closely involved in all aspects of the system development by giving them a supportive and comprehensible environment.

An evaluation model for knowledge support systems was presented, and the results of initial validation studies reported. Measures have been put forward which tease out differences in terminology between experts, and show the content of this difference. To a knowledge engineer, it seems that if experts talk about their topic of expertise in the same terms then they mean the same thing, and if they talk in different terms they mean different things. However, it can be seen from the results of this study that the knowledge engineer, or even another expert, may be mistaken. The experts in the first study were clearly accustomed to disagreeing on terminology, a fact which may not always be made explicit. The consistency measure used for inter-subjective agreement showed up the divergence in use of terminology between the experts (8 to 33), but when used for one expert alone for intra-subjective agreement gave much higher values (79 to 94). This measure, then, shows a good range of discrimination in the two cases within experts and between experts. This is not so apparent in the second study where the experts were professionals using their skills and knowledge every day in an industrial situation. A similar rationale can be applied in the construed-by measures of inter- and intra-subjective understanding.

In the first study there was clearly inconsistency among the experts, and this was reflected by the results from the knowledge support system. This was therefore a good population for study, as it highlighted a controversy and/or disagreement which would be likely to occur between experts and users of an expert system, even if it did not occur among the experts themselves.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a method of extracting typical properties from a set of data containing exceptions is discussed. An observational function classifies a sample, removes the minority elements, and extracts a general rule based on the remaining elements. Furthermore, the extracted rule is improved by statistical estimation when new data are added. This technique is applied to a system for aiding the construction of knowledge bases.
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§1. Introduction

Extracting a general characteristic or a rule from a set of facts is the primary motivation behind this research. In real situations, a set of facts often contains elements which are exceptions to possible general rules. Nevertheless the emphasis is placed on extracting typical properties that characterize the set. For example, the general rule “birds typically fly” might be extracted from a set of facts containing “canaries fly,” “sparrows fly,” “penguins do not fly,” “swallows fly,” and so on. This may be considered as an extraction of default rules and such an extracted rule is a common-sense rule.

A number of studies on theories and application systems for extracting a general rule from a set of facts have been made ([2, 4 and 9]). For example, in M. Gold's study, an inductive inference machine (Turing machine) is employed. All rules (or functions) are enumerated within it. The machine verifies each rule with the facts entered from an external source, and outputs a rule which is completely consistent with them as a guess. References [10 and 12] are well-known systems that have applied this theory. Unfortunately, none of these methods or systems are capable of extracting a rule if there is an exception in the data entered. This is a serious shortcoming that renders all these systems ineffective for most practical applications.

Exceptions here are defined as data that are proportionally small compared to the total data within an actually observed range, or those that constitute a relatively small proportion compared to the majority elements. It is sage to say “birds typically fly” because we know after observing the number of birds which do not fly is relatively small in proportion to those that do fly. Default rules that are used as examples today can all be explained from this perspective.

Observations are not finished in a specified amount of time. There is always a possibility that a new fact may be entered from an external source. This viewpoint is the same as in Gold's inductive inference model. In other words, the extracted rules may be modified when a new fact is entered. Therefore, the rule extracting process is infinite.

In this paper, a specific property rule is extracted by the following method. Functions $f_1, \ldots, f_n$ are prepared to observe the properties of facts (these functions are called observational functions), and a set of facts $\{d_1, \ldots, d_n\}$ (this is called a sample) is classified by the value of $f_i$. However, the number of $f_i$ calculations here must be sufficiently small. Through this process, exceptions are eliminated by the constraints of the cardinality of sets and the value of $f_i$ is estimated from the remaining data. This method may not produce rules that precisely define every aspect of a set, but it meets the requirements of most practical situations by providing appropriate observational functions.

Points that need to be clarified for the extraction of default rules are as follows:

(1) Extracting rules,
(2) Identifying exceptions,
(3) Maintenance of extracted rules.

(1) is an identification process to determine if any default rule can be extracted when a set $\{d_1, \ldots, d_n\}$ is classified by $f_i$. (2) is the issue of to what degree minorities should be treated as exceptions and (3) is the issue of how to modify a rule when new data are added when the sample becomes biased and the extracted rule loses generality. These issues, illustrated with examples, will be the primary focus of this paper.
We have applied the methods based on these issues to develop a system to aid the construction of frame-based knowledge bases (KB-CAS). Normally, knowledge base construction starts with the creation of a small-scale knowledge base first. Then data are added to this step by step. KB-CAS uses the initial knowledge base as a sample and extracts rules or similarities; for example, rules regarding slot values, reverse pointers and IS-A hierarchy. The extracted rules assist in the construction of the knowledge base and improve the efficiency of the construction process.

§2. Related Works

From a logical viewpoint, default logic introduced by Reiter [11] is one of the notable works for representing common-sense rules. Default rules are expressed as follows:

\[ A(x) : MB(x) \quad C(x) \]

This means if \( A(x) \) is true and \( \neg B(x) \) cannot be derived, then \( C(x) \) is true. Especially in normal case, where \( B = C \), it has been proved that a consistent extension of default theory exists. There are other studies which support this position, such as non-monotonic logic [6] and circumscription [5].

In Variable Precision Logic, introduced by Michalski and Winston [8], rules containing exceptions are expressed by Censored Production Rules [14], which are formed as follows:

\[ S \Rightarrow D | C \quad r \quad (1 \geq r \geq 0.5) \]

This means "if \( S \) then \( D \) unless \( C \)," and if \( S \), the possibility that \( C \) is true is \( r \) and \( D \) is true is \( 1 - r \). Exceptions are described by \( C \). If "\( S \) is true and \( C \) is unknown," \( D \) can be derived using inference rules which are defined by variable precision logic, so this rule employs a default rule using probability. The following is an example from their paper.

- \( S \): it is Sunday
- \( D \): john works in the yard
- \( C \): he reads a book
- \( r >> 0.5 \)

In variable precision logic, this rule means "if it is Sunday, John usually works in the yard."

The approach in this paper, unlike in these studies, is intended to extract rules and mainly to modify previously extracted rules. For example, after the rule extraction process, if \( C \) is observed many times, then \( C \) is no longer an exception. In an extreme case, instead of \( C \), \( D \) becomes an exception. It is natural that the rule is updated to

\[ S \Rightarrow D \lor C \quad r' \quad \text{or} \quad S \Rightarrow C \setminus D \quad r'' \]

The main problem is to decide when to rewrite or abandon the rules.

Conceptual clustering is also related to this study ([3 and 7]). It is a method for producing classification schemes from observed objects. If an unknown object can be observed, the class to which it may belong can be determined. However the extracted default rules in this study are used as follows: the class which an object belongs to is known, but its properties cannot be observed. Nonetheless the properties that it may have can be inferred with a high degree of probability.

§3. Rule Extraction Model

A rule extraction model is shown in Fig. 1. When a sample is entered, the appropriate observational function is enumerated and the sample is classified according to the value of the function. The minority part is deleted as an exception and the remaining portion is extracted as a rule. Meanwhile, the confidence level of the extracted rule is computed using a statistical method (interval estimation).

When new data are entered, the confidence interval examiner asks an oracle whether the rule is still applicable to the new data. Depending on the result given, the confidence of the rule is tested by the examiner. If necessary, it is referred back to the rule extraction section for extraction of a new rule. This process is described in some detail below.
§4. Rule Extraction Method

Definition

Assume that $A$ is a set and $S$ is defined as a finite subset of $A$, and is hereafter referred to as "the sample." Let $f : A \rightarrow V$ denote an observational function, and let $f(S)$ be the image of $S$ by $f$. For $v \in f(S)$, we will express $f^{-1}(v)$ as $\{ s \in S : f(s) = v \}$. We denote $A(x)$ if $x \in A$. In this paper, the default rule is expressed as follows:

$$A(x) \Rightarrow B(x),$$

where $A$ and $B$ are sets. This expression means that if $A(x)$ then usually $B(x)$. 

Classifying $S$ by the value of $f$ means deriving a set

$$K = \{ f^{-1}(v) \mid v \in f(S) \}$$

A sequence of $K$ elements sorted in the order of magnitude of cardinal numbers from the largest will be set as $D_1, \ldots, D_u$. Here, the first $m$ $D_i (m \leq \mu)$ will be retained, and the remaining sections are discarded as exceptions according to the specified method (this method is discussed in Section 5). Consequently, the following default rule can be extracted:

$$A(x) \Rightarrow D_1 \cup \ldots \cup D_m(x).$$

If $A(x)$ and $D_1 \cup \ldots \cup D_m(x)$ are not derived contradictions, then we can assume $D_1 \cup \ldots \cup D_m(x)$. This corresponds to Reiter's normal default rule.

Example 1

Assume that the partial logic circuit shown in Fig. 2 can be expressed by the frames shown in Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2. Suppose that $A$ is a set of individual frames whose parent frame is CONNECTION (in complete knowledge base) and $S$ is a set of individual frames whose parent frame is CONNECTION in the knowledge base that represents only Fig. 2. Let $f_P$ denote the observational function on $A$ and let $f_{P}(d)$ be the parent frame of frame $d$ indicated by the value of slot OUTPUT for any $d \in A$. In this case,

$$f_P(S) = \{ \text{NAND, NOT} \}$$

and $K$, $D_1$ and $D_2$ can be expressed as

$$K = \{ \text{LINE}_1, \text{LINE}_2, \text{LINE}_4, \text{LINE}_5, \text{LINE}_7, \text{LINE}_{10}, \text{LINE}_3, \text{LINE}_6, \text{LINE}_9 \}$$

$$D_1 = \{ \text{LINE}_1, \text{LINE}_2, \text{LINE}_4, \text{LINE}_5, \text{LINE}_7, \text{LINE}_{10} \}$$

$$D_2 = \{ \text{LINE}_3, \text{LINE}_6, \text{LINE}_9 \}$$

When all sets through $D_2$ are used, the value of $f_P(a)$ can be estimated as NAND or NOT for $a \in A$. In other words, the value can be estimated by "the value of slot OUTPUT in an individual frame, that represents a connection, is an individual frame of either NAND or NOT."

Example 2 (Reverse Pointer)

A slot whose value is another frame denotes a pointer for that frame. Assume $A$ and $S$ are the same as those in example 1. Suppose $f_{rp}$ is a observational function on $A$ and $f_{rp}(d)$ is a set of slots whose value is $d$, in the frame
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Fig. 3-1. Hierarchical Structure Representation of the Logic Circuit
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Fig. 3-2 Frame Representation Examples
indicated by the value of slot OUTPUT in frame d. In Fig. 2,
\[ f_{rp}(S) = \{ \{ \text{INPUT} \}, \{ \text{INPUT1} \}, \{ \text{INPUT2} \} \}\]
and
\[ D_1 = \{ \text{LINE3, LINE6, LINE9} \}, \]
\[ D_2 = \{ \text{LINE1, LINE4, LINE5} \}, \]
\[ D_3 = \{ \text{LINE2, LINE7, LINE10} \}, \]
\[ K = \{ D_1, D_2, D_3 \}. \]
When all sets through \( D_3 \) are used, the value of \( f_{rp}(a) \) can be estimated as \{ \text{INPUT} \}, \{ \text{INPUT1} \} or \{ \text{INPUT2} \} for \( a \in A \). In other words, the value can be estimated as “the reverse pointer of pointer OUTPUT for an individual frame that represents a connection is one of INPUT, INPUT1 and INPUT2.”

Domain Refinement

When the domains of observational functions \( f \) and \( g \) are both \( A \), \( A \) may be further refined by an observational function. Set
\[ f: A \rightarrow V_f \quad \text{and} \quad g: A \rightarrow V_g \]
Assume \( D_1, \ldots, D_m \) are derived from \( g \) by an estimation method similar to that used above. In this case, \( A \) is almost equal to \( D_1 \cup \ldots \cup D_m \). Derive \( D_{i1}, \ldots, D_{ik} \) for \( f_{i} \) by limiting \( f \) to each \( D_{ii} \). When \( g^{-1}(v_i) = D_{ii} \), the meaning of the estimation is “when \( g(d) = v_i \), \( f(d) \) is one of \( f(D_{i1} \cup \ldots \cup D_{ik}) \).” Function \( g \), used to refine the domain, is called a refinement function and the estimation derived in this way is called “estimating the value of \( f \) derived by refining \( g \).”

Example 3

Let’s estimate the value of \( f_{rp} \) by refining \( f_p \). From example 1, \( f_p \) may be refined as
\[ D_1 = \{ \text{LINE1, LINE2, LINE4, LINE7, LINE10} \} \]
\[ D_2 = \{ \text{LINE3, LINE6, LINE9} \} \]
Estimating the value of \( f_{rp} \) for each \( D_i \), we will have
\[ D_{11} = \{ \text{LINE1, LINE4, LINE6} \} \]
\[ D_{12} = \{ \text{LINE2, LINE7, LINE10} \} \]
\[ D_{21} = \{ \text{LINE3, LINE6, LINE9} \} \]
This means “the reverse pointer of pointer OUTPUT for an individual frame that represents a connection is: (1) either INPUT1 or INPUT2 when the parent frame of the value of pointer OUTPUT is NAND, and (2) INPUT when the parent frame of the value of pointer OUTPUT is NOT,” where the value of pointer OUTPUT means the value of slot OUTPUT.

Domains and ranges of observational functions and pairs of functions to refine domains are stored in the observational function enumerator section in advance, and by comparing the entered sample and domains, appropriate observational functions will be enumerated.

§5. Extraction of Rules and Elimination of Exceptions

For any set \( P \), \( |P| \) denotes the cardinal number of \( P \). Suppose \( |S| \) is sufficiently large. If a rule can be found using the method described above in Section 3, what is observed first is the phenomenon that \( |f(S)| \) is considerably smaller than \( |S| \). This is because when \( |S| \) is divided into segments using function \( f \), many of the segments concentrate around the first several \( D_i \), as shown in Fig. 4. Here, \( D_1, \ldots, D_n \) is a sorted sequence described in Section 4. When this occurs, there is a gap in terms of size between the exceptional section and the rest. Furthermore, as the size of \( |S| \) becomes large, the gap can be expected to widen. Therefore, it is possible to discard the minority section when a gap is identified by determining the size of the gap in advance. In KB-CAS, for the purposes of this study, the gap is determined to be 10% of \( |S| \).

The second phenomenon noted is that when setting what is left after eliminating the exceptions from \( S \) as \( S' \), as shown above, \( |f(S')| \) becomes considerably smaller than \( |\text{Range}(f)| \), which denotes the cardinal number of the range of function \( f \). This is a particularly important property when \( |\text{Range}(f)| \) is small to start with. For example, when \( |\text{Range}(f)| = 2 \) and when the division of \( S \) into segments by \( f \) is obtained, unless \( |D_1| >> |D_2| \), it cannot said there is a rule. In KB-CAS, \( |f(S')| \) is required to be less than 2/3 of \( |\text{Range}(f)| \).

When \( |S| \) is small, the value of the gap described above is not correct. If assuming \( |S| = 10 \), the value of the gap is 1 and the gap has no meaning. Moreover, if \( |S| \) is small, the probability that sample \( S \) is a balanced set is low and there would be no value in carrying out a detailed analysis. For the sake of convenience, those \( |D_i| \) whose values are larger than 20% of \( |S| \) are retained and the rest are discarded as exceptions. Even if a correct rule is not extracted at this point, the extracted rule can be improved by the rule maintenance mechanism, to be discussed later.
§6. Rule Maintenance

Problems

A rule extracted from a sample must be verified using data entered at a later stage. However, the result may not be what was originally desired. These errors are thought to occur because:

1. The sample is biased toward elements with specific properties.
2. The new data are confined to data with a specific property.

In order to avoid recurrences of errors, there needs to be a process whereby information is obtained from the creator* of the knowledge base, in the case of KB-CAS, indicating that the result of the application of the rule is not correct. The rule must then be either rewritten or abandoned. It is assumed that a set of data subject to rule extraction contains exceptions and there is a possibility that errors also. It is, therefore, necessary to determine to what extent errors should be tolerated and at what point the extracted rule should be rewritten.

The method proposed here assigns a confidence value, using statistical estimation, to rules extracted from a sample using statistical estimation. This method involves estimating the confidence by setting a confidence coefficient in advance and carrying out an interval estimation.

Interval Estimation ([13])

In statistics, there is a procedure for extracting a sample from a set, carrying out observation on the sample, and estimating an unknown parameter $p$ ($0 \leq p \leq 1$) from an observed value $x$. The confidence of the estimated value becomes important here. An effective way of determining the confidence is to find the estimated value in an interval with a sufficient range, such as

$$l(x) \leq p \leq u(x).$$

By setting the confidence coefficient as $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$, and if

$$\Pr\{l(x) \leq p \leq u(x)\} \geq \alpha,$$

then the interval $l(x), u(x)$ is called the confidence interval of confidence coefficient $\alpha$. Here, $\Pr\{A\}$ is the probability that event $A$ occurs. Thus, the confidence interval also represents an estimation of the range in which the true value of parameter $p$ falls from the sample. How the confidence interval is derived is explained in the appendix.

Application to Rule Maintenance

The confidence interval is determined for the following two points to conduct an estimation.

1. The probability ($P_R$) that the extracted rule provides the correct answer.
2. The proportion ($P_i$) of $D_i$ to the total when the sample is classified by the observational function.

Every time new data are entered, a check is carried out to see whether the probability of the rule is still within the range of the confidence interval or not, and if the probability falls outside the range, the rule is re-extracted. In this case, (1) is a means to gauge the fairness of the rule, and the purpose of (2) is to check to see if $D_i$ is an exception or not. In fact, (2) converges to the correct rule as new data are entered when the sample contains biased data and when the rule for such data is in the majority in terms of that particular sample but is a minority in terms of all samples. In KB-CAS, the confidence coefficient is set at 80%.

Example 4

Assume that in a knowledge base for animals, the frames regarding birds only contain $S = \{swan, sparrow, penguin, canary, ostrich\}$. Let $A$ be a set of frames regarding birds that are entered into the entire knowledge base, and $f : S \rightarrow \{fly, not-fly\}$ be the observational function whose value $f(s)$ is the value of slot FLY of frame $s$ for $s \in S$, so $f$ observes whether a bird flies or not. In this case,

$$D_1 = f^{-1}(fly) = \{swan, sparrow, canary\}$$
$$D_2 = f^{-1}(not-fly) = \{penguin, ostrich\}$$

This means that "birds fly or do not fly" and thus is a tautology. In this case, $|Range(f)| = |f(D_1 \cup D_2)| = 2$ and no rule will be extracted. The confidence interval for each can be calculated as (cf. appendix)

$$1 \leq P_R \leq 1$$
$$0.41 \leq P_1 \leq 0.78$$
$$0.21 \leq P_2 \leq 0.59$$

Furthermore, when new data "duck" is entered ($|S| = 6$), duck will belong to $D_1$ but

$$|D_1|/|S| = 4/6 \leq 0.78$$

and there is no change to the rule. When more four data elements on birds that fly are entered, that value of $|D_1|/|S|$ exceeds the range of confidence interval. This time the rule is re-extracted. $S = \{swan, sparrow, canary, penguin, ostrich, duck, swallow, pigeon, owl, hawk\}$, and $D_1$ and $D_2$ can be expressed as follows:

$$D_1 = f^{-1}(fly) = \{swan, sparrow, canary, duck,$$
$$\quad \text{swallow, pigeon, owl, hawk}\}$$
$$D_2 = f^{-1}(not-fly) = \{penguin, ostrich\}.$$

In this case, $D_2$ is treated as an exception and the rule "birds typically fly" is extracted.
§7. Application to a System for Aiding the Construction of Knowledge Bases

The practical applications for expert systems are rapidly expanding. To become truly practical, however, expert systems require many frames, resulting in their knowledge bases becoming extremely complex and large. It is expected that the cost of constructing knowledge bases and the number of errors during data entry will continue to increase.

When the structure of frame-based knowledge bases is examined, it is found that there is a series of structures that are similar among the structures for inter-frame relationships and the values of slots. It is, thus possible to assist in the construction of knowledge bases by using an initial knowledge base as a sample of the large knowledge base. Rules can then be extracted, based on the sample knowledge base, which can be used to verify new knowledge data. This should improve the efficiency of knowledge base construction and cut down on the number of entry errors. This system is called KB-CAS.

Currently, the rules observed in KB-CAS are as follows.

1) Rules regarding slot values
   * Is the slot value constant?
   * If the slot represents a pointer for another frame, what sort of frame is this pointer for?

2) Rule regarding relationships
   * When a slot represents a pointer, what is its reverse pointer?

3) Rule regarding multiple frames
   * Detect slots with the same value among frames that are linked with a certain relationship.

After a sample knowledge base is given, construction of frames and storing of slot values are carried out semi-automatically based on the extraction rules, which will improve the construction of the knowledge base thereafter. For example, to connect NAND3 to LINES, in Fig. 2, NAND3 must first be set into the slot OUTPUT in frame LINES. From the rule extracted in example 1, we know that NAND3 is an individual frame that represents NOT or NAND. Therefore, KB-CAS creates frame NAND3 by referring this question to the knowledge base creator (in actual situations it is clear without inquiry that NAND3 is an individual frame of NAND, from a pattern generalization program [1] and a simple string pattern match program). Furthermore, based on the rule in example 3, LINE8 should be stored in slot INPUT1 or INPUT2 of frame NAND3. After an inquiry by the creator, LINE8 is stored in either INPUT1 or INPUT2 as a slot value.

§8. Summary

This paper has described a method for extracting a property or a rule from a set of data (sample) that contains exceptions, and for rewriting or deleting a rule after verifying the validity of the rule using newly entered data and employing statistical techniques. In short this is a method of extracting a default rule from a set of facts.

It has been confirmed that in the case of small-scale experimental knowledge bases, KB-CAS is an effective tool. In the next stage of research, KB-CAS will be applied to a large-scale experiment to verify the validity of the rules extracted and the rule maintenance method. Moreover, the statistical value of the threshold gap and the confidence coefficient discussed in sections 3 and 4 will be further refined in a future study.
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APPENDIX

If we call the probability of the extracted rule deriving a correct result $p$, the probability of it deriving an incorrect result is $1 - p$ and the probability of the rule deriving the correct result will be subject to a binomial distribution. Since binomial distributions are discrete, a randomized confidence interval is employed instead of the normal confidence interval. This is derived using the following method. Among $(|S| = n)$ number of samples, when there are $x$ number of cases where the extracted rule derives the correct result, the largest integer $l$ will be found which satisfies the condition

$$\sum_{x-l \leq k \leq x+l} \binom{n}{k} x^k (n-k)^{n-k} / n^n \leq \alpha$$

Here, $\binom{n}{k} = 0$ ($k < 0$ or $k > n$) is set. Next, $p$ is given by the following linear equation

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{n}{x-l-1} x^{x-l-1} (n-x)^{n-(x-l-1)} / n^n \\
+ \frac{n}{x+l+1} x^{x+l+1} (n-x)^{n-(x+l+1)}
\end{array} \right\} \rho \\
+ \sum_{x-l \leq k \leq x+l} \binom{n}{k} x^k (n-k)^{n-k} / n^n = \alpha
$$

$(0 \leq p \leq 1)$. In this case, the randomized confidence interval can be expressed as

$$\max\left(0, \frac{x-l-\rho}{n}\right) \leq p \leq \min\left(1, \frac{x+l+\rho}{n}\right) \quad (1)$$

When a computer is used to calculate the randomized confidence interval, there is the disadvantage that the computation time becomes large when the number of samples, $n$, becomes large. This is due to the large number of factorial calculations and calculations of large numbers. To offset this disadvantage, the confidence interval will be made closer to the normal distribution. The method of computation is complex and will not be described here. However, when the confidence coefficient is set to $\alpha$, the following confidence interval will be obtained.

$$\frac{x + \kappa_\alpha}{2} - \sqrt{\frac{\kappa_\alpha^2 x - \kappa_\alpha^2 x^2}{n + \kappa_\alpha^2 / 4}} \leq p \leq \frac{x + \kappa_\alpha}{2} + \sqrt{\frac{\kappa_\alpha^2 x - \kappa_\alpha^2 x^2}{n + \kappa_\alpha^2 / 4}}$$

(2)

where constant $\kappa_\alpha$ is a value that can be found from the table of normal distribution, such as $\kappa_{0.95} = 1.96$. The size of the calculation steps for (2) does not depend on $n$. When $n$ is small, the confidence interval derived from the above formula tends to become wider compared to the randomized confidence interval. Therefore, the selection of either (1) or (2) involves a trade-off between accuracy and computation time. In KB-CAS, formula (2) is used when $n$ exceeds 50.

of $n$, the closer the distribution of $x/n$ is to a normal distribution. Thus, the computation of the confidence interval will be carried out by making the distribution closer to a normal distribution. The method of computation is complex and will not be described here. However, when the confidence coefficient is set to $\alpha$, the following confidence interval will be obtained.
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ABSTRACT

Database search techniques are designed for retrieving all the answers to queries in large databases; while most AI search techniques are designed for finding partial answers in relatively small databases. However, many knowledge-based applications require to find partial answers in large knowledge-bases. We examine important search heuristics for finding partial answers to queries in knowledge-based systems and propose integrated search methods which integrate the set-oriented database search techniques with AI best-first or depth-first search techniques. We demonstrate that by using the proposed heuristics and the integrated search methods, the query processing cost can be considerably reduced while the quality of answers can be improved.

1. Introduction

An important distinction between relational database systems and PROLOG programming systems concerns search requirements. Database users usually require to find all the answers to a query, such as retrieving all the students registered in a course. PROLOG users often require to find only one or a few answers to a query, such as finding the next move in a game. Different search requirements demand different search strategies. Database systems apply set-oriented search to finding all the tuples in a data relation satisfying search arguments expressed in relational algebra or relational calculus; while PROLOG systems apply depth-first search and backtracking to finding one answer, and the answer to be found is often dependent on the order of facts and rules stored in PROLOG databases and the order of predicates in the query.

Such diverse search requirements are natural in many applications. However, queries in many knowledge-based applications are unlike these two extremes. For example, to book a flight from Chicago to Vancouver, a customer seldom requires to find all the possible combinations but only a few good ones. To distinguish such different search requirements, we call conventional database queries find-all queries but queries for finding partial answers in a knowledge-base find-some queries.

The existing search techniques in relational or logic programming systems may be able to process find-some queries in large knowledge-bases. However, it is not easy for them to do it elegantly or efficiently. For example, we may use database techniques to exhaustively search for all the possible answers and then toss away most of them, which could be very costly. Moreover, searching for all the answers is difficult in complex recursive databases, especially those containing cyclic data because the testing of termination conditions could be very complex [7]. On the other hand, PROLOG's tuple-oriented depth-first search and backtracking method is inappropriate for searching large knowledge-bases [Zani84]. Its order-dependent characteristic also places burdens on PROLOG programmers in arranging appropriate orders or using extra-logic features, such as "cut", to control processing flow, which weakens the declarative philosophy of logic programming.

Such observation motivates us to study the integration of two search methods: database set-oriented search and AI depth-first or heuristic search. The integrated search methods should have the features of both set-oriented and depth-first or best-first search. Such search methods can be outlined as follows: At each choice point, instead of selecting one path as in PROLOG, a set of paths are to be selected and explored in parallel. However, unlike searches in database systems which explore all the search space, some of the space is purposely left unexplored, which could be portions of databases or disjunctions of rules, as long as enough answers can be found. The set-oriented backtracking can be initiated for further exploration on the unexplored portions of search space if more answers are needed until the entire search space has been explored.

In principle, the integrated search methods are appropriate for many knowledge-based applications. We confine our discussion to query processing in deductive database systems [4]. The results can be easily extended to logic programs containing substantial amount of facts [10, 15] or some other domains.

Like most researchers in deductive databases, we assume that a deductive database contains an extensional database (EDB) consisting of a set of base relations and an intentional database (IDB) consisting of a set of deduction rules in safe (range restricted) Horn clause [4]. Moreover, we assume that the size of IDB is much smaller comparing with EDB relations (data intensive assumption). Our notational convention is almost the same as in PROLOG [3], except that the upper/lower cases for variables and constants are reversed: an identifier starting with a lower case letter represents a variable, and starting with an upper case letter a constant or a function name.

Similar to the methods studied in the processing of find-all queries in deductive databases, we propose to separate the
processing into two phases: the compilation of IDB and the query processing using the compiled IDB and EDB [8, 9]. Since such method separates deductive search from expensive database search, set-oriented processing and global optimization can be explored on the compiled results to reduce total processing costs.

Since the compilation process of find-some queries is similar to that of find-all queries [1, 2, 7, 8, 14], our discussion emphasizes the dynamic aspects of compilation and query processing. Section 2 studies the general heuristics on compilation and query processing. Section 3 discusses the integrated search methods. Section 4 is on the search in multiple directions. We conclude our discussion in Section 5.

2. General Heuristics on Compilation and Processing

Like most studies where general principles are extracted from the analysis of specific examples, we examine two application-oriented examples.

Example 1. The same generation problem [2]. The predicate same-generation cousin (SG) is defined by the following rules.

\[ SG(x, y) :- SIB(x, y). \]  

\[ SG(x, y) :- PA(x, u), PA(y, v), SG(u, v). \]

where the predicate \( SG(x, y) \) indicates that \( x \) and \( y \) are the same-generation cousins, \( PA(x, y) \) is an EDB predicate indicating that \( y \) is \( x \)'s parent, and \( SIB(x, y) \) is a non-recursive IDB predicate defined by \( PA \). The compiled formula is

\[ \bigwedge_{k=0}^{n} PA^k SIB CH^k. \]

where \( PA^k \) indicates that there are \( k \) \( PA \)'s forming a well formed join expression, and \( CH \) is defined by

\[ CH(x, y) :- PA(y, x). \]

The query, find some persons who are John's same-generation cousins and who were born in 1960's, is in the form

\[ ?- SG(John, y), \text{BirthYear}(y, \text{birth_year}), \text{birth_year} \geq 1960, \text{birth_year} < 1970. \]

Example 2. The air-flight problem [6]. The connected-flight, Flights, is defined as

\[ \text{Flights} ([\text{flight_no_list}], \text{Departure} (\text{dep_city}, \text{dep_time}), \text{Arrival} (\text{arr_city}, \text{arr_time})). \]

which consists of the following two rules.

\[ \text{Flights} ([f], \text{Departure} (d_c, d_t), \text{Arrival} (a_c, a_t)) :- \]

\[ \text{Single_flight}(f, \text{Departure} (d_c, d_t), \text{Arrival} (a_c, a_t)), \text{Flights} ([f], \text{Departure} (i_c, i_dt), \text{Arrival} (a_c, a_t))). \]

Notice that the definition contains simple function symbols, e.g., Departure (dep_city, dep_time), and simple list manipulation functions, e.g., [Flight_no_list], which can be implemented by extending the techniques developed in deductive database research [12]. Obviously, the compilation of this set of rules results in a transitive closure of the base relation Single_flight. The query, find some (connected) flights from Chicago to Vancouver, can be written as

\[ ?- \text{Flights} (\text{flight_list}, \text{Departure} (\text{Chicago}, d_t)). \]

\[ \text{Arrival} (\text{Vancouver}, a_t). \]

Most inquiries related to these IDB predicates are partial queries because people are seldom interested in finding all the remote cousins of John in Ex. 1 or all the flights from Chicago to Vancouver via tiny airports in Ex. 2. The problem becomes how to efficiently find a small set of good answers.

We propose the following heuristics.

Heuristic 1. (Cluster-Oriented Compilation). The rule cluster-oriented compilation of an IDB may reduce unnecessary search of large rule bases.

A query is usually relevant to only one or a few IDB predicates, and an IDB predicate is defined (directly or transitively) by one or a few rules. We define a cluster of an IDB predicate \( P \) to be a set of rules which directly or indirectly define the predicate \( P \). Grouping rules into clusters avoids unnecessary search on a large body of irrelevant rules and clarify the relationships among rules [7]. A rule cluster is usually much smaller than an EDB relation. Therefore, the cost of storage and access of compiled rule clusters is much smaller than that of EDB relations.

Since a rule directly defining a predicate \( P \) may indirectly define another predicate \( R \), it may belong to both the P- and R-clusters. For example, in Ex. 1, the rule defining \( SIB \) belongs to both \( SIB \) and \( SG \) clusters. We treat a rule belonging to several clusters as multiple copies of the rule, each copy belonging to one cluster, thus the optimization on one cluster, such as the elimination of an intermediate predicate, will not have "side-effects" on other clusters.

Heuristic 2. (Application of User or Expert-Specified Constraints). Expert knowledge or user search requirements are important constraints to reduce search space and generate knowledgeable answers.

For example, in Ex. 2, a ticket agent (expert) may tell us (i) most customers like to choose direct flights or flights with fewer stops, (ii) it is preferable to have each single flight flying in the direction closer to the global Flights direction, and (iii) it is preferable to fly via big airports rather than tiny airports. Such heuristics usually play two roles, reducing search space and improving the quality of answers. These search constraints should be specified by experts as knowledge rules or by user in their queries.

Heuristic 3. (Starting at the Most Selective Points). Performing selection first and starting at the most selective points makes the search focus on the set of relevant facts and reduces the size of intermediate relations.
This heuristic has been popularly used in both conventional database and deductive database query processing [2, 8, 13]. The selective points are often provided by query constants. When several constants are available, the most selective point should be distinguished by comparing the selectivities of the constants, e.g., John is usually more selective than 1960s in Ex. 1.

Heuristic 4. (Controlling the Depth of Recursion). Search confined to shallow levels of recursion often produces more efficient and knowledgeable answers.

Recursion in a large knowledge-base often produces huge sets of answers with the problems of inefficiency, meaningless answers and non-termination. An interesting observation is that search confined to shallow levels of recursion often produces efficient and knowledgeable answers. For example, in the connected_flight problem, flights with fewer stops often generate preferred answers. Also, in the same-generation problem, people would seldom like to trace John's "remote" cousins to centuries ago.

We should recognize that deep recursion is necessary in solving some interesting problems. Nevertheless, shallow recursion has its obvious advantages: (i) the expensive search on deep recursion can often be saved, (ii) the complicated termination testing can often be omitted, and (iii) the answers thus derived are often expected to represent knowledgeable answers. In many cases, this heuristic can be taken as default unless explicitly deactivated when a user likes to examine deeper levels.

Heuristic 5. (Selective Search of Disjunctions in a Compiled Formula). Search can sometimes be confined to one or a few disjunctions of compiled formulas and leave other disjunctions untouched.

For example, in the same-generation example, suppose the parent rule PA is defined by two relations Father and Mother disjunctively. Search may follow one relation or even interleave between the two as long as enough answers can be found. If some set of disjunctions is known more important than others, the more important disjunction(s) should be explored first. The confinement of recursion to shallow levels can also be viewed as a preference at the selective search of the disjunctions of compiled formulas because different depths of recursion form a union in the compiled formula.

Heuristic 6. (Selective Search of Portions of EDB Relations). Selective search can also be performed on portions of EDB relations based on different criteria, such as the importance of the data, user preference, and the closeness and easiness in accessing the data, etc.

The importance of the data can be determined based on some data priority rules defined by experts or the database administrator or based on the statistics of queries on databases, such as the frequency of reference. Priority rules are usually defined by users or experts based on their knowledge, e.g., the size and classes of the airports in the air-flight problem. If such knowledge are frequently used in search, indexing and clustering should be performed on the database to cluster data with similar priorities together to reduce I/O accessing cost. Such ordering often saves processing cost and helps producing knowledgeable answers. Selective search can also be based on the closeness or easiness in accessing databases, e.g., data in the same index or data pages.

Heuristic 7. (Tuning the Search Preference Based on the Size of Expected Intermediate Relations). Search preference should also be tuned based on the size of the expected intermediate relations which is usually determined by the size of the joining relations and join selectivity.

For example, if it produces only a tiny intermediate relation by joining with a portion of relation B, it is suggested to search more portions of B to obtain more intermediate results. On the contrary, if a huge intermediate relation is to be generated, more constraints should be incorporated to reduce the size of expected intermediate results. The goal of such a dynamic adjustment is to obtain sufficient answers while reducing I/O and other processing costs.

Heuristic 8. (Multiple-Directioned Parallel Search). Search starting at different starting points and proceeding in multiple directions parallelly may save processing cost and speed up the processing.

More details on this heuristic will be analyzed in Section 4.

The heuristics discussed above are often interrelated. For example, the cluster-oriented compilation should cluster deduction rules with the associated search constraints in compilation. However, the use of these search constraints should be dynamically adjusted based on the size of the intermediate results. Since some heuristics, such as cluster-oriented compilation and starting at the most selective point, are shared in both find-all queries and find-some queries, our discussion focuses on those special in find-some queries and studies their roles in developing integrated search methods and multi-directioned search.

3. The Integrated Search Methods

The major difference in search strategies between find-some and find-all queries is at the dynamic and heuristic aspects of search. Since set-oriented database search techniques have been proven superior to PROLOG's tuple-oriented search in handling large amount of data [16], our study follows the set-oriented philosophy. Nevertheless, the search for find-some queries should be different from those in conventional databases where the "breadth-first" search philosophy is adopted. We propose an integration of database set-oriented search with AI depth-first and best-first search.

To simplify our discussion, we first assume that the query to be processed consists of a conjunction of extensional predicates (data relations), and each data relation is clustered and partitioned into several segments (nodes, in our discussion) according to some preference rules and/or their physical adjacency. Among many possible combinations of database and AI search methods, we analyze three typical ones: set-oriented depth-first search, set-oriented best-first search, and set-oriented mixed search.

In these approaches, "set-oriented" indicates that search proceeds within each node (segment) in set-oriented manner, much like conventional database processing. However, they adopt different philosophy at searching among different nodes. In the set-oriented depth-first search, the selection of nodes is performed in depth-first manner. In the set-oriented best-first
search, the selection is done in best-first manner. While in the
set-oriented mixed search, the selection is a mixture of depth-
first and best-first ones: best-first among nodes within each
data relation but depth-first among different data relations. We
study and compare these approaches.

3.1. The Set-Oriented Depth-First Search

Example 3. We study the processing of find-some query on
the compiled formula $\sigma_{x:w} A(x, y), B(y, w), C(w, z)$, which
can be described as: performing selection on relation $A$ using a
set of values denoted by $a$, then performing join on $B$ and then
on $C$ to derive the set of $z$ values. Suppose each relation is
partitioned into several nodes. For example, $A_1, A_2$ for $A$,
$B_1, B_2, B_3$ for $B$, and $C_1, C_2, C_3$ for $C$.

Suppose that there is no specification on the preference of
nodes, and the search simply follows the partitioned order, i.e.,
$B_1 < B_2 < B_3$, where $B_1 < B_2$ indicates that $B_1$ is selected
before $B_2$.

The set-oriented depth-first search proceeds as follows.
We set up $n$ node pointer queues for the $n$ relations to be pro-
cessed, each has three pointers: current (pointing to the current
node of the queue), front (pointing to the front of the queue)
and rear (pointing to the rear of the queue). At initialization,
each current points to the front of its queue. The process
proceeds until enough answers have been found or all the can-
didates are processed. The database searcher processes the
nodes pointed to by the current pointers, and these pointers are
adjusted in depth-first manner: if the current in the deepest
queue does not reach its rear, move it one step forward; other-
wise, reset it to the front, and set one step forward the current
of the queue next to the deepest queue, and so on.

In our example, the complete search sequence should be

1. $A_1 B_1 C_1$
2. $A_1 B_1 C_2$
3. $A_1 B_1 C_3$
4. $A_1 B_2 C_1$
5. $A_1 B_2 C_2$
6. $A_1 B_2 C_3$
7. $A_1 B_3 C_1$
8. $A_1 B_3 C_2$
9. $A_1 B_3 C_3$
10. $A_2 B_1 C_1$
11. $A_2 B_1 C_2$
12. $A_2 B_1 C_3$
13. $A_2 B_2 C_1$
14. $A_2 B_2 C_2$
15. $A_2 B_2 C_3$
16. $A_2 B_3 C_1$
17. $A_2 B_3 C_2$
18. $A_2 B_3 C_3$

Figure 1. The Complete Search Sequence of Ex. 3
by Set-Oriented Depth-First Search

The algorithm is summarized as follows.

Algorithm 1. The Set-Oriented Depth-First Search.

Input: A knowledge-base consisting of (i) a set of EDB rela-
tions, $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n$, with each relation $P_i$ partitioned into
a set of nodes (segments); and (ii) a compiled $R$-cluster:

$R := P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n$.

Output: A set-oriented depth-first search plan for the find-
some query $\neg R(a, z)$.

Data Structure: We set up $n$ queues holding the node
pointers of $n$ data relations ($Q[i]$ for relation $i$, and Current$[i]$,
Front$[i]$ and Rear$[i]$ for the current, front and rear pointers of
Q[i]).

BEGIN
FOR $i := 1$ TO $n$ DO Current$[i] :=$ Front$[i]$;
WHILE NOT ( enough_answer OR exhausted ) DO
BEGIN
Process_Currents;
IF enough_answer
THEN return(True);
ELSE Reset_Currents(n);
END; [ While ]
IF NOT Enough_Answers
THEN The problem is unsolvable.
END.

PROCEDURE Reset_Currents(i : integer);
BEGIN
IF Current$[i] \neq$ Rear$[i]$
THEN Current$[i] := Current[i] + 1;
ELSE IF i > 1 THEN
BEGIN
Current$[i] :=$ Front$[i]$;
Reset_Currents(i - 1);
END
ELSE exhausted := True
END. [ Reset_Currents ]

3.2. The Set-Oriented Best-First Search

Different from the first method, the set-oriented best-first
search assumes that there is a total ordering of preference
among the segments (nodes) of the data relations to be searched. At any selection point, we always select the most
preferred ones from among all the candidates.

Example 4. We solve the same problem presented in Ex. 3
using the set-oriented best-first search method. We assume
that there exists a total ordering of preference for all the nodes
to be searched:

\[ A_1 # 1 < B_1 # 2 < C_1 # 3 < C_2 # 4 < \]
\[ B_2 # 5 < A_2 # 6 < C_3 # 7 < B_3 # 8. \]

The best-first rule indicates that at each selection point,
the most preferred candidates should be selected. Therefore,
the complete search sequence should be:

1. $A_1 B_1 C_1$
2. $A_1 B_1 C_2$
3. $A_1 B_2 C_1$
4. $A_1 B_2 C_2$
5. $A_1 B_2 C_3$
6. $A_2 B_1 C_2$
7. $A_2 B_2 C_1$
8. $A_2 B_2 C_2$
9. $A_2 B_2 C_3$
10. $A_2 B_3 C_1$
11. $A_2 B_3 C_2$
12. $A_2 B_3 C_3$
13. $A_3 B_1 C_1$
14. $A_3 B_2 C_1$
15. $A_3 B_2 C_2$
16. $A_3 B_3 C_1$
17. $A_3 B_3 C_2$
18. $A_3 B_3 C_3$

Figure 2. The Complete Search Sequence of Ex. 4
by Set-Oriented Best-First Search

The algorithm is summarized as follows.

Algorithm 2. The Set-Oriented Best-First Search.

Input: the same as Algorithm 1 except there is a total ordering
of preference for the nodes to be searched;

Output: A set-oriented best-first search plan for the find-some
query $\neg R(a, z)$.
Data Structure: A processing stack \( STK \) (initialized to empty), with each stack element containing two fields: a node \( Node \) and its associated lists \( Ls \). \( EDB \) relations are represented by a collection of lists \( EDB_{Ls} \) with the \( i \)-th list \( Li \) containing all the nodes (partitions) of relation \( P_i \).

BEGIN
PROCESS(The most preferred unprocessed node in \( EDB_{Ls} \))
IF NOT Enough_Ans THEN The problem is unsolvable.
END.

PROCEDURE PROCESS(Candidate_Node);
BEGIN
Push_Stk(Candidate_Node, Candidate_Ls);
BEGIN
{ Candidate_Ls is calculated before pushing, and is the collection of the candidate lists of \( Ls \) of \( STK_{TOP} \) or \( EDB_{Ls} \) (when \( STK \) is empty) except the list containing the Candidate_Node. Note: The candidate lists contain only the nodes with preference number not greater than the Candidate_Node, and all the nodes pushed onto the \( STK \) are marked unprocessed. }
IF the associated list of the \( STK_{TOP} = \emptyset \) THEN BEGIN
IF Length of \( STK = n \) THEN BEGIN
THEN Generate and process the subformula consisting of the set of \( STK \) nodes;
Pop the \( STK \) and mark the Candidate_Node processed in the \( STK_{TOP} \) or \( EDB_{Ls} \) if Empty_STK;
END;
END;
WHILE NOT Empty_STK AND All the nodes of \( Ls \) of the current \( STK_{TOP} \) are processed DO
Pop the \( STK \) and mark the Candidate_Node processed in the \( STK_{TOP} \) or \( EDB_{Ls} \) if Empty_STK;
IF NOT (Enough_Ans OR Exhausted_Search) THEN
{ Exhausted_Search is TRUE if there is no unprocessed node in \( EDB_{Ls} \) }
PROCESS(The most preferred unprocessed node in the \( Ls \) of the current \( STK_{TOP} \) or in \( EDB_{Ls} \) if Empty_STK);
END; [ PROCESS ] □

The algorithm can be illustrated by watching a fragment of the execution of Ex. 4. At the moment when the last unprocessed node \( B_3 \) is at the bottom of the stack and \( A_2 \) is the next to the bottom, the stack becomes: (*" is the processed mark.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( STK_{Node} )</th>
<th>( Candidate_{Lists} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_1 #3 )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_2 #6 )</td>
<td>( { C_1 #3, C_2 #4 } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_3 #8 )</td>
<td>( { *A_1 #1, A_2 #6 }, { *C_1 #3, *C_2 #4, C_3 #7 } )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subformula generated is \( A_2 B_3 C_1 \). The next step (with \( C_1 \) marked processed) is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( STK_{Node} )</th>
<th>( Candidate_{Lists} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_2 #4 )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_2 #6 )</td>
<td>( { *C_1 #3, C_2 #4 } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_3 #8 )</td>
<td>( { *A_1 #1, A_2 #6 }, { *C_1 #3, *C_2 #4, C_3 #7 } )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subformula generated is \( A_2 B_3 C_2 \). The next two steps generate \( A_1 B_3 C_3 \) and \( A_3 B_3 C_3 \), and the process terminates.

3.3. The Set-Oriented Mixed Search

The set-oriented mixed search is a balance of the above two strategies. Since the search of the first method does not apply preference rules, more data segments may have to be explored with less knowledgeable answers expected to be found. The second method assumes that there is a total ordering for all the nodes in the relations to be searched. However, such a total ordering may not be available in many applications. It is more practical to assume an ordering of preference for the nodes in each data relation but not a total ordering for all the nodes in the database. Based on such an assumption, we present another integrated search method, the set-oriented mixed search.

In the set-oriented mixed search, the selection of a node (segment) is based on a best-first rule within each relation but a depth-first rule among different data relations, that is, select a more preferred node within each relation being searched. If there have not been enough answers, the (continued) search backtracks at the last (deepest) selection point, and so on until enough answers are found or all the search space has been explored.

Example 5. We solve the same problem of Ex. 3 based on the assumption that the nodes are partitioned and ordered as in Ex. 3 based on the preference rule(s) rather than being done randomly as in Ex. 3 or based on physical clustering. Moreover, we assume that the reorganization of data relations, such as sorting or clustering, based on such preference rules is also performed. Under such assumptions, the generated search sequence and the algorithm are the same as those presented in Ex. 3. However, the implications are different because the former implies a simple set-oriented depth-first search while the latter implies a mixture of depth-first and best-first search.

3.4. A Comparison and Discussion of the Three Methods

The three integrated methods share some common properties.

1. They all adopt set-oriented search philosophy in searching each data segment, which is appropriate for large knowledge-bases. The set-oriented search reduces the expensive I/O processing cost and the chances of backtracking.

2. Since they are designed for finding partial answers, the methods examine only portions of data relations at a time, which indicates that the search may occasionally have to go back to the previous choice point to continue searching the unexplored portions of the search space. Therefore, backtracking, though could be considerably reduced by set-oriented search, is not eliminated.

3. Considering all the combinations of different segments, the search in all three methods are complete and non-redundant, i.e., all the portions of the knowledge-base to be searched are reachable but no portion will be searched more than once.

4. The principles developed here, though only on simple conjunctive formulas, are applicable to complicated rule clusters, such as formulas containing disjunctions and recursion.
However, the three methods have their different characteristics.

1. The first method may involve more backtracking and/or produce less knowledgeable answers because the search is not guided by preference rules. The second method may not be applicable since the total ordering of all the nodes to be searched is not always available. However, when applicable, it is expected to produce more knowledgeable answers with less backtracking. The third method is a compromise of the previous two. It only requires the ordering within each relation, which is easy to be satisfied in many applications.

2. Although there are no redundant subformulas generated, the second method may still suffer from redundant processing of portions of subformulas. For example, in Ex. 4 the subformulas (1) $A_1B_1C_1$, (2) $A_1B_1C_2$ and (9) $A_1B_1C_3$ share a subformula $A_1B_1$. If the intermediate results $A_1B_1$ is not saved in the processing of (1) and (2), it has to be reprocessed for (9). It is costly to save all the intermediate relations. Such a problem will not occur in Methods 1 and 3. Therefore, the second method may cost more than the other two when backtracking occurs more frequently and/or the partitions are too fragmented. In these cases, we should modify the best-first search strategy for different knowledge-bases and queries, e.g., giving higher preference to later processed relations, selectively saving intermediate results, or even switching to the mixed search method.

Our study of the three typical integrated search methods does not exclude other integrated search methods. Variations of the three methods are possible. For example, if preference information is available only in some of the searched relations, we may order the applicable ones using preference rules but select others randomly or according to the physical clustering. The resulting algorithm will be a mixture of the first and the third methods.

Another interesting issue is the judgement of "enough answers". The enoughness can be predefined, such as predefining the required number of answers, however, for most interactive systems it is better to be judged by users interactively. A user may first request a set of answers, and repeatedly request more if not satisfied with the existing set of answers. The algorithms presented above are also applicable to such queries, and in such cases, the flag of "enough_answers" should be interactively set by users.

4. The Control of Search Directions

Starting from the most selective point is an important heuristic in the determination of search directions. Since a query often contains several query constants, search may start at multiple points and proceed in multiple directions.

Different from the discussion in [11] which concerns the selection of application directions of rules between forward chaining and backward chaining, our study of search directions is based on the data intensive assumption (large amount of data and small amount of relevant rules), hence the backward chaining of the application of rules is always suggested, i.e., starting at query constants (goals) rather than at large amount of facts.

We first study multiple directioned search for non-recursive queries. The study in query optimization in conventional database systems [13] indicates that selections should be performed before joins to reduce the size of relations to be joined. For the same reason, proceeding from multiple selective points also benefits non-recursive deductive query processing for both find-all and find-some queries. For find-some queries, the search may be confined to portions of data relations or disjunctions of compiled formulas. In such cases, it is important to balance the width and depth of the search to reduce I/O cost and control the size of intermediate relations. Obviously, it is a highly dynamic process. We have

Conclusion 1. Multiple directioned search is suggested for non-recursive find-some queries.

We then examine multi-directioned search in recursive query processing. We consider three cases based on different roles of constants in recursive rules, Case 1: constants within a recursive rule definition, Case 2: constants outside a recursive predicate; Case 3: constants in a recursive predicate.

Case 1, constants within a recursive rule definition, is often formed by introducing search constraints which may contain some constants. For example, In Ex. 2, the constraint, flying via large airports only, may introduce some constants ("the judgement of large") in the recursive rule. In this case, performing selection first reduces the size of data relations to be iteratively worked on. For example, performing selection on $A$ using $c$ in $B$ for the recursive rule

$$R(x, y) :- A(x, w), R(w, y), B(w, c).$$

results in an equivalent recursive rule on a smaller EDB relation $A'$

$$R(x, y) :- A'(x, w), R(w, y).$$

where $A'(x, w) :- A(x, w), B(w, c)$. Therefore, we have

Conclusion 2. Selection and simplification should be performed within the definitions of a recursive rule to reduce the size of the relation(s) to be iteratively worked on.

For case 2, constants outside a recursive predicate, the processing should proceed from several directions towards the recursive predicate because a closure operation usually costs much more than conventional relational operations. For example, suppose there are query constants in $A, B, C_1, C_2, D$ and $E$, a query on the formula

$$A, B, R, (C_1; C_2), S, D, E.$$  

where $R$ and $S$ are two recursive predicates, should be solved by proceeding in multiple directions from the provided constants towards the two recursive predicates. After such processing, the problem becomes feeding constants into a recursive predicate (case 3). Therefore, we have

Conclusion 3. Processing should be performed first using query constants on the non-recursive predicates of a recursive query to reduce the starting size of the recursive processing.

There is no sharp distinction in multi-directioned search between find-some and find-all queries in the first two cases, but the situation is different in handling case 3.

For a recursion involving a single compiled chain as in Ex. 2, two search directions can be considered: from Chicago "forward" or from Vancouver "backward". For find-all queries, searching from both directions is not as efficient as
searching in one direction because even when there are some meeting points, the search must proceed until all the traversals from Chicago have gone to the west of Vancouver, or vice versa, or the most lag-behind one of one direction has passed over the most lag-behind one of the other, which are more complicated and usually involve even larger space than the single-directioned search.

However, multi-direction search is encouraged in find-some queries because search may terminate as long as enough meeting points have been found, and by starting from two end points, search usually terminates much earlier than that in one direction only. Therefore, we have

**Conclusion 4.** Search from both ends of a chain in recursive query processing is usually beneficial in find-some queries, but not so in find-all queries.

5. **Conclusions**

We studied the distinguished features in the processing of an interesting and important class of queries, find-some queries, in large knowledge-based systems. Most previous work in deductive database research is on find-all queries [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 15], however, we feel that find-some queries represent a more practical and frequently used class of queries in knowledge-based applications.

Find-some queries share some general characteristics with the find-all queries in the deductive database query processing, such as cluster-oriented compilation and set-oriented processing. However, find-some queries have their own characteristics which suggest heuristics-guided and integrated search methods. We studied some important heuristics in query processing and three search methods integrating DB and AI search techniques. Our analysis shows that by incorporating heuristics and adopting integrated search methods, the query processing cost can be considerably reduced while the quality of answers can be improved.

The study also shows that the best search strategy for a find-some query is usually data- and query-dependent and should often be determined dynamically. More quantitative and performance studies are needed to clearly identify the relative importance of different heuristics and the merits of each integrated search method, which is also a topic in our future research.
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Abstract

A hierarchical approach to performing assembly and repair tasks within a robotic workcell is presented. A rule-based paradigm is chosen for realizing the upper levels of the processing hierarchy, and an implementation is given for one of these levels, called the Task level. New extensions of the Task-level system include a non-monotonic inference engine, the use of state variables permitting a static database size, the use of non-blocking functions for altering states, a parallel-processing capability enhanced by the use of non-blocking functions, and a rule set for a typical task (installing a component) which implements adaptive task performance so the goal can be reached from a variety of initial workcell states. The programming of the system was carried out in Franz LISP on a Sun 3 workstation running UNIX BSD version 4.3. Testing of the Task-level system with a simulated robotic workcell is described and implications of the test outcomes upon the feasibility of the approach are discussed.

Keywords: expert system, robotics, task-level programming.

1. Why a Rule-Based, Hierarchical Approach?

Programming robots to perform manufacturing tasks the way humans do, with flexibility and intelligence, is a complex problem. It involves planning, executing, and monitoring activities in the robotic workcell. The use of a hierarchical or partitioned approach to this problem is attractive since the complexity is reduced by breaking the task into several simpler levels or parts. The parts may even be run in parallel on different machines. Such a hierarchical structure for robot control was first presented by Albus and Evans [1] in 1975, although the first realistic application was not reported until 1984 by Haynes et al [2]. The hierarchy is illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 1. The rule-based paradigm is one of the simplest ways of realizing the high-level, device-independent aspects of directing the workcell (such as action sequencing and resource sharing) in order to achieve a flexible, easily-updated, and portable front-end environment for users. These high-level functions are the province of the Problem and Task level processors in the hierarchy of Figure 1.

In this section, the approaches taken by three systems which use hierarchical or partitioned methods in robot control are summarized. Two of these systems (SAGE and WRAP) work together as a team, and the third system fits into the hierarchy of Figure 1 and served as an inspiration for the new Task-level system which is the subject of this paper. These examples illustrate the advantages of the approach as well as a variety of implementations, and share an emphasis on the concepts of state variables, real-time task performance, and parallel processing.

Separating the plan generation from the run-time execution of a task can be viewed as a form of partitioning the workcell control problem, especially if the run-time execution shares part of the decision burden by being adaptive. This will involve deciding what is to be done in the workcell and in what order at the plan generation level, then deciding at run-time how the list of actions and sequencing constraints is to be mapped onto the workcell, considering its present state.
Two systems which fit together to form such a description are the SAGE (Sequence Analysis by Graphical Evaluation) framework of Freedman et al [3] and the WRAP (Workcell Real-time Programming) environment of Carayannis et al [4]. Additional details on these systems may be found in Freedman et al [5].

SAGE is a facility which allows plans to be defined for repetitive jobs in the workcell and then automatically generates the corresponding minimum-time task sequence with the aid of a workcell model based on the theory of Petri Nets. SAGE's processing takes place in the planning domain and is off-line. SAGE was implemented as set of programs written in C-Prolog. It accepts input to define a model for the job to be done in the workcell performs a structural analysis to ensure a solution exists. searches the problem task space (in which a node is the set of concurrent events at a given time) for cycles, and from these cycles builds task sequences from which the minimum-time member is selected.

WRAP oversees the actual performance of tasks in the robotic workcell in real-time. WRAP is hierarchical, accepting input from an off-line top level (such as SAGE) called the Strategy level and processing this input with a Tactics level program which communicates to a Virtual Device level. The Virtual Device level isolates the Tactics level from the particulars of the workcell elements. A table of state variables is used to maintain information for sequencing steps within tasks. Each task is described by a "block" which resembles a rule in a rule-based system in that each block contains three parts: pre-conditions about the workcell which specify when the task is to begin execution, activities which instruct the Virtual Device level to do something in the physical workcell, and state changes which specify modifications to the state table to reflect the effects of the activities. The WRAP environment is implemented as a set of concurrently running processes on a set of hosts realizing true parallelism. The source code is written in YACC and in "C" running under UNIX 4.3 BSD. RCCL on a MicroVax II under UNIX was used for the virtual devices.

Unlike the above companion systems, the Task Request Interpreter (TRI) formulation of Klepko [6] fits into the hierarchical scheme of Albus and Evans as shown in Figure 1 and is truly rule-based. It is a Task level system specific to assembly and repair of printed-circuit boards as shown in Figure 1 and is used concurrently with the workcell. It uses multi-tasking under UNIX to realize concurrency. In the next section we outline an approach based on Klepko's TRI. Another system which addresses the problem of assembly in a multi-robot, multi-sensor environment is the NNS system developed by Alami [7]. This system is similar to the revised TRI in several respects. NNS is hierarchical, featuring a two-level hierarchy in which a Master Module (MM) controls the lower-level Specialized Modules (SMs). The Master Module is implemented in a form of LISP. Each Specialized Module runs on a separate processor and recognizes a set of commands from the Master Module that are implemented as Remote Procedure Calls. The NNS supports a feature for realizing concurrency called a "non-wait call" that is similar to the non-blocking function of the revised TRI. They are similar in that both the non-blocking function and the non-wait call return before their respective actions are completed.

2. Hierarchy and Commands

Several aspects of the hierarchy, commands, and rule-writing strategy of Klepko's original TRI carry over to the new Task-level system, the revised TRI, which is the subject of this paper. These common aspects are discussed in this section, followed by a short discussion of the differences between the two systems.

Both the TRI and the new system fit into the hierarchy of Albus and Evans at the Task level as shown in Figure 1. The Task level and the levels below it in the hierarchy are intended to run in real-time. Only the Problem level is off-line. The Problem level is typically an automatic plan generator dealing in primitives just above the level which must interact with the real world. In the case of the TRI, the output of the Problem level is assumed to be a set of Task-level commands. These commands form a fixed Task-level vocabulary as listed in Figure 2. Being an interpreter, the TRI accepts task commands one at a time from the Problem level and breaks each command down into commands suitable for the next level below, the Action level. The set of Action-level commands are shown in Figure 3. Further processing at the Action, Motion, and Trajectory levels is device-dependent and is procedural rather than knowledge-based.

| INSTALL (component-x) |
| ALIGN (component-x) |
| REMOVE-SOLDER (location-x) |
| SOLDER (location-x) |
| REVERSE (component-x) |
| REMOVE (component-x) |

Figure 2 The Task-Level Commands of the TRI

| MOVETO (location-x, robot-y) |
| PICKUP (thing-x, robot-y) |
| PUTDOWN (thing-x, robot-y) |
| ACTIVATE (tool-x) |

Figure 3 The Action-Level Commands of the TRI

Note that the Task-level commands supported by the TRI are object-oriented rather than tool-oriented or robot-oriented in the way that the Action-level commands are. The Task-level commands specify what is to be done to the printed-circuit board but not how it is to be done. Specifically, which robots are to perform the task or what tools are to be used are not specified by the Task-level command. Assignment of tools and robots to the task is decided in real time by the TRI depending on the current state of the workcell as modelled in the database. Then the "how" of the task is synthesized by the TRI in terms of Action-level primitives. How such assignment and synthesis decisions will be made at execution time is embedded in the expert knowledge of the rules.

The extent to which the system can handle a diversity of initial states is determined by how many possibilities the expert rule-writer foresaw and incorporated into the rules. For example, the TRI uses a workcell model containing multiple
robots and causes them to work in parallel whenever possible for reasons of efficiency. However, if there is only one working robot (the others are broken), the rules are written so that they will instruct the single robot to achieve the task by itself. The new system handles a variety in the initial robot locations, tool locations, and robot-hand contents as well as in the number of working robots.

The rules in the previous TRI are divided into rule sets by task and by subtask. Context limiting is employed so that each task activates its own rule set. For example, the INSTALL task has a rule set distinct from that of the REMOVE task. The tasks are further divided into subtasks which may be performed nearly independently. A subtask is defined as a set of actions which can all be performed by a single robot without changing tools. For example, the INSTALL(component-x) task can be divided into 1) a board subtask, where a robot moves the circuit board between the hotplate and the board-jig using the board-grabber tool, 2) a solder subtask, where a robot dispenses solder at the component-x location on the board from the solder-paste-dispenser using the solder-paste-dispenser-holder tool, and 3) a component subtask, where a robot fetches the component-x from its feeder and places it in its location on the circuit board using the component-grabber tool. If there are as many free robots as there are subtasks, the subtasks may all start out simultaneously. Order constraints between subtasks are enforced by having the rules check state variables maintained in the database. If there are fewer free robots than subtasks, the rules will have to enforce sharing the robots among subtasks. Determining how to divide a task into subtasks and how to best share resources is treated heuristically by the human expert who writes the rules in the case of the TRI system.

This contrasts with the approach taken by the SAGE/WRAP system where search algorithms for optimality are employed. In a simulation of the TRI created for testing purposes, the Action-level-command output is printed on a terminal and sensory input is provided by the user via the terminal. That implementation of the TRI was written in Franz LISP for a VAX 11/750 computer.

The new system is essentially an extension of Klepko’s TRI framework to utilize the concept of non-blocking functions rather than multiple LISP environments for realizing concurrency. In the previous TRI, the division of tasks into subtasks is mapped onto multiple processes at the Task level; multi-tasking is realized through the use of the LISP "fork" facility, creating a separate LISP environment for each process. The extension of the new system hinges on the use of non-blocking functions which allow a single LISP process at the Task level to direct multiple device controllers at the lower levels. Rather than run separate processes which each wait for every action they initiate to be completed, the new single process uses non-blocking functions to allow processing on other subtasks to take over while the rules relating to one subtask are blocked. This blocking is achieved by a state variable of the associated robot which is set to "busy" until completion of the action in the real-time environment of the workcell. This is similar to the way a semaphore is used in the dispatching of user jobs to identical hosts or print jobs to printers. Results would be the same for the new system and the previous TRI if program-execution time was negligible compared to robot-motion time which is on the order of seconds.

True parallel processing in the new system is assumed to take place at the Action level, with each robot having its own controller. In addition to these controller machines, a collision-avoidance co-processor is envisioned for the new hierarchical system and is being developed as a separate research project. This co-processor would monitor the robot trajectories and intercede before imminent collisions occur.

For simplicity, the processing of sensory feedback, or even simulated sensory feedback as implemented in the TRI, was not included in this implementation of the Task level processor. Similarly, error handling has not been incorporated yet; although this facility is essential for coping with the real-world and could be added in the future without major revision of the system.

3. Implementation of the Task Level

A new rule-based Task-level system for assembly and repair of printed-circuit boards in a robotic workcell has been designed and tested with a simulated workcell. The system consists of four parts, each of which was coded in LISP instead of using standard knowledge-engineering tools supplied with systems such as OPS5. The four parts are an inference engine, a database, a set of rules, and a set of application-specific functions. These embody the three components of a classical rule-based or "production" system in AI: the control or global knowledge, the data or declarative knowledge, and the operations or procedural knowledge (rules and functions.)

3.1 Inference Engine

The inference engine was written to be general. Supplied with appropriate rules, facts, and functions, it can be used to perform a wide range of tasks. As in OPS5, the engine uses forward chaining.

Since the engine is designed to perform tasks in real time, the the state of the world will alter as the engine operates in conjunction with the physical workcell. This implies that the world model found in the database must also evolve. Hence, some way of retracting assertions (a form of non-monotonicity) is required. However, for the hierarchical system in which the engine is to operate, learning is not required. It is assumed that the actions to be performed to achieve the task are pre-defined. These requirements led to the use of a fixed-size database consisting of state variables. No variables are added to or removed from the database, but the values of the variables can be altered by the rules. This is the sense in which the engine is non-monotonic.

The engine was written assuming that it is both desirable and feasible to perform a task with the engine in real time. Unlike a task-planning system which generates a plan for future use, the engine, as a real-time system, must operate as if actions in the real world were happening in response to the firing of rules. It is assumed that physical-world actions are slow compared to the computing time required by
the engine. Hence, there is a period of time following the firing of an action-causing rule when other actions affecting the same workcell elements should not be ordered by other rules. This requires a mechanism to enforce sharing of workcell elements among rules. One could have the rules call functions which only return after the workcell elements have finished their actions (blocking functions). However, the engine was designed to utilize non-blocking functions. This attractive idea involves functions which only initiate world actions and set corresponding state variables before returning. The non-blocking function option requires updating of the state variables at some later time either by the engine or by the rules. In this implementation, it is done by the engine. The state variables can be updated by comparing elapsed system time against heuristically pre-determined time intervals for each action or by interpreting sensory input related to the action. In this implementation, pre-determined time intervals are used for simplicity. This contrasts with WRAP, where a dedicated process is responsible for "awakening" a blocked task when the state of the world matches the pre-conditions.

Since the engine is to perform actions in the physical world, the rules need some kind of "procedural attachment" to link the action primitives to real-world actions. This has been achieved by having the engine evaluate the consequents, or right-hand sides of rules, which are written according to the syntax of LISP but may contain user-defined procedures. Function calls resulting from the evaluation of consequents manipulate the outside world, making it correspond with the world model maintained in the database.

Frequently constraints must be enforced upon the order of actions to accomplish a task correctly. For example, in pc-board repair, there must be a board put in the board-jig before solder-paste is dispensed there. A set of binary tags is maintained by the engine to facilitate the coding of rules for enforcing such order constraints. Tags are variables that indicate, by their state, whether a certain action has been performed. The set of tags allows the engine to know what it has already done and what remains for it to do. It is often desirable to fire a rule only upon the first occurrence of certain conditions. For example, it may be required in pc-board repair to have a free robot pick up the solder-paste-dispenser initially. Subsequently, the robots must be prevented from doing this each time they become free. Such a one-shot action is achieved by having a rule test for a tag-state in its pre-condition and set the tag to the opposite state in its consequent.

The control strategy of the engine is a linear-search, first-found first-fired method. The engine goes through the list of rules starting at the top, irrevocably firing the first rule whose pre-conditions are met. It then continues to check down the list until it finds another rule whose pre-conditions are satisfied. Upon reaching the end of the rule list, the engine checks all "busy" states and updates any that have expired before starting over at the top of the rule list. This continues until the task is completed or a deadlock is detected. The first-found first-fired control strategy requires the use of an agenda for the rules. This means the list of rules is ordered such that the early-fires are at the top and the late-fires are at the bottom. However, the fact that multiple passes through the list will be made obscures the actual run time order of firing. Hence, an additional mechanism is needed to supplement mere order in enforcing sequentiality. Tags, which have been discussed above, provide this additional mechanism.

The inference engine is a modified version of the system presented by Winston and Horn [9] which was monotonic and suitable for proofs. To be suitable for tasks, it had to be modified by implementing functional evaluation of rule consequents, changing the control strategy, and extending the matcher to work with the two-level-deep association-list format of the database.

### 3.2 Database

It is desirable to keep the database small in order to minimize the time required to search it. However, there is a trade-off between the amount of information encoded directly into the database and the complexity of procedures operating on the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robots</th>
<th>robot 1</th>
<th>robot 2</th>
<th>robot 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active, Burst Operation:</td>
<td>solder-paste-dispenser</td>
<td>grinder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active, Dual-State Operation:</td>
<td>hotplate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Active:</td>
<td>board-grabber</td>
<td>ic-grabber</td>
<td>discrete-grabber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete:</td>
<td>c001 (a capacitor)</td>
<td>r001 (a resistor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated:</td>
<td>k001 (an integrated circuit chip)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boards:</td>
<td>b001 (a pc board)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>solder-paste-dispenser-holder</td>
<td>board-grabber-holder</td>
<td>discrete-grabber-holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinder-holder</td>
<td>board-feeder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>home-station-1.</td>
<td>home-station-2</td>
<td>home-station-3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>board-acceptor.</td>
<td>board-jig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rule-tags</td>
<td>action-tags</td>
<td>task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Elements of the Workcell World Model

The database content is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the elements of the workcell world model which are encoded in the database and the categories into which these elements fall. The elements are either robots, tools, components, locations, or abstract entities (tags and task parameters).
3.3 Application-Specific Functions

Each Action-level command is implemented as an action-function. The following is a general outline of what is done when an action-function is evaluated. First, a message is sent to the appropriate Action-level processor. Then the start time for the action is fetched from the real-time clock. Finally the workcell model in the database is modified to reflect the new state of the world which should result from the activities of the Action-level processor. Conservative time-interval estimates are built in to each action-function for setting the "time-interval" properties of the relevant active element in the database. This could be refined by incorporating intelligent sensor processing into the functions which would permit run-time error handling procedures.

A "pcb-repair" function was written as an even higher level of control over the general inference engine. The "pcb-repair" function is a command-interpreting loop which processes orders from the Problem level. The input is used to direct which rule set gets loaded into the "rules" variable before the engine is called. The argument of the command is also stored appropriately under the "task" object in the database. Undefined command inputs cause the loop to be started again at the top while escape from the loop is achieved by the command "exit". Currently, only the INSTALL task has been implemented with rules, but the shell is there in "pcb-repair" to deal with the other tasks as well.

3.4 Rules

An example of the format of the rule set is given in Figure 7. The rule set is contained in a list called "rules". Each member of "rules" is a rule which is in the form of a list with four elements, the first being the word "rule", the second being a rule name, the third being the "if" list, and the last being the "then" list. The first element of the "if" list is the word "if" while all subsequent elements are pre-conditions (no limit on the number). The first element of the "then" list is the word "then" while all subsequent elements are conse-

Figure 6 Format of the Database

Figure 5 Properties Defined for Elements of the Workcell World Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Set of Possible Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robots</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>ready, busy, broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alloc</td>
<td>board-ops, paste-ops,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>holds</td>
<td>tool-x (except hotplate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>location</td>
<td>component-x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine-loc</td>
<td>board-loc, no fine-loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>home</td>
<td>home-station-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time-stamp</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time-interval</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools: Active.</td>
<td>holder</td>
<td>location-w [a holder]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst</td>
<td>location</td>
<td>location-w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>ready, busy, broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time-stamp</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time-interval</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools: Active.</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>ready, busy, broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-State</td>
<td>time-stamp</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>time-interval</td>
<td>seconds-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools: Not</td>
<td>holder</td>
<td>location-w [a holder]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active (Grabbers)</td>
<td>location</td>
<td>location-w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contents</td>
<td>component-x, board-x, nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components:</td>
<td>tool</td>
<td>discrete-grabber, ic-grabber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete or Integrated</td>
<td>feeder</td>
<td>component-x-feeder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locations</td>
<td>fine-loc</td>
<td>component-x-board-loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at</td>
<td>robot-y, nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in</td>
<td>component-x, tool-z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Entities:</td>
<td>rule-n</td>
<td>armed, hired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Tags</td>
<td>action-n</td>
<td>to-do, done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action-Tags</td>
<td>component</td>
<td>component-w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>tool</td>
<td>tool-z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine-loc</td>
<td>fine-loc-w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>feeder</td>
<td>location-w [a feeder]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(setq dB
 '(object-1 ((property-1 value-1)
               (property-2 value-2)
               ... (property-n value-n)))
(object-2 ( ... ))
... (object-n ( ... )))

Figure 6 Format of the Database

Figure 5 Properties Defined for Elements of the Workcell World Model
Recall the constraint that allows only one action per work-element be in the ready state before it is commanded to the action is completed. The natural pre-condition that decomposition of the INSTALL task into three subtasks is a rule because the functions are non-blocking. They return be by the entire right-hand side of the given rule. It would not not occur exactly as in the sequence of Figure 8. It is as- the system. The sequence of action-functions to be evaluated is determined by the rules. The example for which a rule set has been written is the INSTALL task. The sequence of actions needed to INSTALL (component-x) is shown in Figure 8. The rule set divides this sequence among the functioning robots in the workcell (i.e. robot-y does not have to be the same robot for each action.) The rules also ensure that the actions will be performed in proper order (although they need not occur exactly as in the sequence of Figure 8.) It is as- the property that must be fetched given a known constraint its value. then the symbolic pattern match is preferred rather matches them against the database. It may be argued that functional evaluation is more efficient in the case where the value of a property is to be fetched. However, if it is the property that must be fetched given a known constraint on its value, then the symbolic pattern match is preferred since it allows a smaller database. In such a situation, functional evaluation would need reciprocal functions which would need reciprocal encodings of relationships to be added to the database. The pre-conditions of the rules must be written in a "matcher language" which describes symbolic pattern matching operations to be performed against the database. Four main features of this language are associated with the symbols: "+", ",", and "-" as well as the use of constant pre-conditions. The "-" tells the matcher to skip over any inter­vening forms. It will not inhibit a match if there are no intervening forms (i.e. an instance of nothing satisfies "-" as well as an instance of nothing). A pre-condition giving all three of the fields for the database search explicitly (i.e. object, property, and value are all constants) is a constant pre-condition and is permitted. The "", "", and "-" tells the matcher to match any atom found at this point in the pattern (wild-card) and to store the value of this atom tagged by a variable name. The construct has a list form: ( < variable-name) and the whole list form is matched by an atom. The "," is the inverse of "-". It causes the value of the variable stored previously to be substituted for the form: ( < variable-name) before the matching is attempted.

The engine does not functionally evaluate pre-conditions but rather matches them against the database. It may be argued that functional evaluation is more efficient in the case where the value of a property is to be fetched. However, if it is the property that must be fetched given a known constraint on its value, then the symbolic pattern match is preferred since it allows a smaller database. In such a situation, functional evaluation would need reciprocal functions which would need reciprocal encodings of relationships to be added to the database.

The first group of actions involves the solder-paste-dispenser:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (solder-paste-dispenser-holder, no-fine-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the dispenser holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICKUP (solder-paste-dispenser, robot-y)</td>
<td>Picks up the solder paste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (board-jig, component-x-board-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the board-jig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVATE (solder-paste-dispenser)</td>
<td>Activates the solder paste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (solder-paste-dispenser, no-fine-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the solder paste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTDOWN (solder-paste-dispenser, robot-y)</td>
<td>Puts down the solder paste.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second group of actions involves component-x:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (component-x-grabber-holder, no-fine-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the grabber holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICKUP (component-x-grabber, robot-y)</td>
<td>Picks up the component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (board-jig, component-x-board-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the board-jig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTDOWN (component-x-board-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Puts down the component.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third group of actions involves the pc board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (board-grabber-holder, no-fine-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the board grabber holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICKUP (board-grabber, robot-y)</td>
<td>Picks up the board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO (board-jig, no-fine-loc, robot-y)</td>
<td>Moves to the board-jig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTDOWN (board-jig, robot-y)</td>
<td>Puts down the board.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8  Sequence of Actions Needed for the INSTALL (component-x) Task

Perform an action would no longer be satisfied after the first action is initiated. This limitation of one action per active element per rule leads to a larger number of rules for a given task than would the blocking function implementation.

The content of the rules reflects the expert knowledge of the system. The sequence of action functions to be evaluated is determined by the rules. The example for which a rule set has been written is the INSTALL task. The sequence of actions needed to INSTALL (component-x) is shown in Figure 8. The rule set divides this sequence among the functioning robots in the workcell (i.e. robot-y does not have to be the same robot for each action.) The rules also ensure that the actions will be performed in proper order (although they need not occur exactly as in the sequence of Figure 8.) It is as- the listing of Figure 8 that a board already exists in the board-jig before the first action is executed. The natural decomposition of the INSTALL task into three subtasks is also illustrated in this figure.

Recall the constraint that allows only one action per work-
cell object among the consequences of any given rule. This constraint is responsible for the occurrence of meta-rules and following rules. The meta-rule, or initiating rule, and its following rules form a group. The group could have been expressed as a single rule if blocking action-functions had been used. The rules in such a group require many of the same pre-conditions and form a sequence of actions which follow each other closely in time. Hence, the conditions for the group to fire are found in the meta-rule which comes first in the sequence. It is usually a "big" rule with many pre-conditions. Figure 9 shows rule "install 29" which initiates the paste-dispensing group consisting of the following three rules (30-32). The following rules are characterized by a pre-condition which says, in effect, "if the rule before me just fired." This keeps the sequence intact. The paste-dispensing group cited here implements the actions: move to the board-jig, dispense the paste, move away from the board-jig back to the robot's home, and de-allocate the robot. A brief description of the rule groups found in the INSTALL rule set is given by Figure 10. Owing to the use of the "busy" state, only one rule from a given rule group is fired on each pass through the rule set. The allocation rules are an exception, since allocation is not an action but is a database operation and so does not involve the "busy" state.

4. Testing

For testing purposes, a simulation approach was used where terminal input was treated as if it were from the Problem level and terminal output was considered to have been passed on to the Action level (the robot controllers). Only minor modifications to the application-specific functions would be needed to effect the actual hierarchical control of the workcell. Specifically, the interfacing of the action-functions and the highest-level control loop which interprets commands from the Problem level would be required.

The INSTALL(ic001) command was used for the testing. Figure 11 shows an excerpt of a transcript of the interactive testing session. The initial state of the workcell for these tests had three functioning robots, each with nothing in its hand and located at its home station. There was no printed-circuit board out in the workcell, so one had to be fetched.

The testing was carried out on different multi-user computers running Franz LISP in the Computer Vision and Robotics Laboratory. During the debugging phase, a small four-rule test set was used on a Sun 3/160 Workstation and on a DEC VAX 750. As expected, this rule set gave fast results. An intermediate implementation with 27 rules was then tested on the Sun and on the VAX 750. The complete 47 rule version was run on a DEC VAX 780. The processing time required by the various rule sets was influenced by the multi-user system loading which varies. The values for "time-interval" incorporated into the non-blocking functions ideally would be the limiting factors in the execution time of the task if computation time was negligible. The durations assumed by the five action-functions in the INSTALL task are given in Figure 12.

The observed execution times of the system during testing were somewhat too slow for real-time applications. Results for a small system (47 rules) to complete a typical task (installing a component) suggest that it is not feasible to use this approach in real time on the multi-user VAX or SUN computers. A factor of 100 in speed improvement must be obtained before using the system in real time becomes practical. Future research directions include modifying the code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Numbers</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singleton Rules:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Make sure hotplate is on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fill task-description fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Allocate robot-&gt;board-ops initially if it has board-grabber (ideal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Allocate robot-&gt;paste-ops initially if it has dispenser (ideal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Allocate robot-&gt;component-ops initially if it has component-grabber (ideal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Free a robot for board-ops if no board out in workcell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Same as 21 except free component-ops robot instead of paste-ops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Termination rule: sets indicator for engine to stop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Groups:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 8</td>
<td>Put away unwanted tool before board-ops allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9* to 10</td>
<td>Put away unwanted tool if it holds nothing, then get board-grabber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 13</td>
<td>Allocate robot-&gt;paste-ops if it holds no paste-ops allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14* to 15</td>
<td>Put away unwanted tool if it holds nothing, then get dispenser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 to 18</td>
<td>Allocate robot-&gt;component-ops if it holds nothing, then get component-grabber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19* to 20</td>
<td>Put away unwanted tool before component-ops allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 to 28</td>
<td>Fetch a board if none out in workcell (board-ops).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 to 32</td>
<td>Dispense solder paste on board (paste-ops).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33* to 38b</td>
<td>Place component on board (component-ops).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 to 46</td>
<td>Move board to hotplate for heating and back to jig (board-ops).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Firing RULE install-24)
(PICKUP { bd001 robot-3 })
  begins at : "Fri Aug 21 08:31:50 1987"
(Firing RULE install-34)
(PICKUP { ic001 robot-1 })
  begins at : "Fri Aug 21 08:33:09 1987"
(robot-3 finished its action as of :
  "Fri Aug 21 08:34:00 1987"
(robot-1 finished its action as of :
  "Fri Aug 21 08:34:00 1987"
(Firing RULE install-25)
(MOVETO { board-jig no-fine-loc robot-3 })
  begins at : "Fri Aug 21 08:36:18 1987"
(robot-3 finished its action as of :
  "Fri Aug 21 08:37:32 1987"
(Firing RULE install-26)
(PUTDOWN { bd001 robot-3 })
  begins at : "Fri Aug 21 08:39:11 1987"
(robot-3 finished its action as of :
  "Fri Aug 21 08:40:53 1987"

Figure 11 Excerpt of the Output from an INSTALL(ic001) Task Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Assumed Duration (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PICKUP</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTDOWN</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVETO</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVATE</td>
<td>20 (not hotplate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300 (if hotplate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-ACTIVATE</td>
<td>200 (hotplate only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 Assumed Duration Times for Actions
to run on a dedicated LISP machine (such as the Symbolics Model 3670) where we hope that execution times in the one-second range can be demonstrated.

5. Conclusion

A rule-based Task-level system has been implemented which participates in a hierarchical approach to robotic workcell control. This control strategy has been applied to automatic assembly and repair of printed-circuit boards. A rule set performing a typical task for this application (installing a component) was formulated and tested. This implementation involved developing a non-monotonic inference engine. Three major features, namely state variables, real-time task performance, and parallel processing, were incorporated. In particular, the use of non-blocking functions enhanced the effectiveness of these three concepts.

To address the problems associated with run-time errors in the workcell, sensors must be incorporated. This qualifies as another worthy avenue for future research. For such extensions, the updating of busy states should be performed by the rules instead of the engine. This would allow more flexible handling of any run-time errors that may be sensed in the real world.
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Abstract

Most shape-from-shading methods assume that surface reflectance is constant within large image regions. This assumption is violated in natural scenes with objects made from different materials. We present a method for recovering shape and albedo under the assumptions that surfaces are smooth and albedo is piecewise constant, as would be the case if a Mondrian image was painted on a smooth curved surface. Our method is based on combining Brooks and Horn's method for shape recovery with the recovery of albedo using stochastic relaxation.
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1. Introduction

Computational vision aims at understanding how 3-D representations of the world can be reconstructed from information contained in 2-D images. Recent research has produced a variety of methods that allow the recovery of such shape information, including, for example, shape from stereo, shape from motion, shape from texture, and shape from shading. Most of these shape recovery problems are ill-posed (Hadamard, 1923; Torre & Poggio, 1986) in that existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions may not be guaranteed in the absence of additional constraints. In the case of shape from shading, for example, Pentland (1984) restricts the space of solution surfaces to umbilical surfaces to enable unique recovery of surface orientation from local variation of image irradiance. Brooks and Horn (1985) use a weaker constraint, requiring that the solution surface maximize some global smoothness measure, but constraints on surface shape have to be propagated non-locally. Both approaches are based on the image irradiance equation (1)

\[ E(x,y) = \rho \lambda \Omega(x,y) \cdot g \]

where \( E \) is the image irradiance, \( \rho \) the surface albedo, \( \lambda \) the incident flux, \( \Omega \) the surface normal, and \( g \) the illuminant direction (sun). They require that surface reflectance, in the imaging model (1) Lambertian reflectance, remains constant over a large area, and all variations in image irradiance are attributed to variations in surface orientation. Further, the two approaches provide no means for detecting that this assumption may be violated, except in some pathological cases. Such is the case, for example, with a black area in an image with \( g \cdot \Omega \neq 0 \), the viewing direction, where surface orientation is computed being orthogonal to the viewing direction over some extended area, a geometrically impossible inference.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of shape inference under weaker constraints than those imposed by either Pentland or by Brooks and Horn. There is no way of separating the two effects of surface orientation and surface reflectance in the general case, since any change in image irradiance can be attributed to a change in either of the two or a combination of both. Thus a photograph can be interpreted as a flat surface with changing albedo or as an image of a curved surface with or without changes in surface reflectance characteristics. In particular we will show that surface orientation can be successfully recovered if the surface is assumed to be smooth (as in Brooks & Horn) and surface albedo is piecewise constant (as opposed to globally constant in Brooks & Horn).

Piecewise constant surface albedo can lead to discontinuities in image...
irradiance and thus the borders of "albedo patches" could be detected by either looking for discontinuities in image irradiance directly (edge detection) or by looking for large errors in predicted image irradiance after an initial surface orientation fit. As we will show later, both these approaches lead to unsatisfactory results, inferior to our scheme in which surface orientation and surface albedo are recovered simultaneously.

Our approach is closely related, on one hand to Brooks and Horn (1985) for recovering surface orientation from shading, and to that of Marroquin, Mitter and Poggio (1987) and Geman and Geman (1984) for recovering the piecewise constant albedo map using stochastic relaxation. As discussed in the next section, the two processes run in parallel, each updating iteratively the input to the other process.

2. Model

We want to recover the orientation \( \eta(x,y) \) of a smooth surface satisfying the image irradiance equation for Lambertian surfaces

\[
E(x,y) = \rho(x,y)\eta(x,y) \cdot g
\]  

over some domain \( \Omega \), where \( E(x,y) \) is the image irradiance, \( \rho(x,y) \) the (piecewise constant) surface albedo, \( \eta(x,y) \) the unit normal of the surface, and \( g \) the (known) direction of a distant single point source (sun) with \( |g| = \lambda \), the (known) incident flux. We will now discuss in turn how to recover the surface orientation map \( \eta(x,y) \) and the surface albedo map \( \rho(x,y) \) from equation (2).

2.1 Recovering the surface orientation map

As shown in Brooks and Horn, recovering the surface orientation map \( \eta(x,y) \) can be put as a variational problem where we try to minimize (3) with respect to \( \eta \).

\[
I(\eta) = \int_{\Omega} \left[ E(x,y) - \rho(x,y)\eta(x,y) \cdot g \right]^2 + \sigma [\eta_x^2 + \eta_y^2] \, dx \, dy.
\]  

In (3) the first term in the integral captures errors in predicted image irradiance and the second term captures smoothness of surface orientation, with \( \sigma \) weighting the relative importance of this term and \( \eta_x, \eta_y \) denoting partial derivatives. In terms of regularization theory (Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977; Torre & Poggio, 1986) the second term is called the stabilizing functional and \( \sigma \) the regularization parameter. The minimization formulation (3) differs from that of Brooks and Horn in that the term for surface albedo \( \rho(x,y) \) is included and that no term is included for constraining surface normals to unit vectors (which will be included in the iterative formulas). The Euler-Lagrange equation associated with (3) is

\[
(E - \rho \eta \cdot g) \rho \eta \cdot g = 0
\]  

where

\[
\nabla^2 = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2}
\]  

is the Laplacian. Using the 9-point discrete approximation for the Laplacian

\[
\nabla^2 = \frac{1}{6\epsilon^2} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 4 & 1 \\ 4 & -20 & 4 \\ 1 & 4 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]  

and solving (4) for \( \eta \), we arrive at the following iterative estimates for \( \eta \):

\[
\eta_{ij}^{k+1} = \frac{\eta_{ij}^{k}}{|\eta_{ij}^{k}|} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\chi_{ij}^{k+1} = \frac{\chi_{ij}^{k}}{10\sigma} [E_{ij} - \rho_{ij}\eta_{ij}^{k} \cdot g]|\rho_{ij} \cdot g| \quad (7)
\]

where \( \chi_{ij}^{k} \) are the unnormalized surface normals and

\[
\chi_{ij}^{k} = \frac{1}{20} \left[ 4(\chi_{i,j+1}^{k} + \chi_{i,j-1}^{k} + \chi_{i+1,j}^{k} + \chi_{i-1,j}^{k}) + (\chi_{i+1,j+1}^{k} + \chi_{i+1,j-1}^{k} + \chi_{i-1,j+1}^{k} + \chi_{i-1,j-1}^{k}) \right].
\]  

After every iteration of the surface orientation estimation, we can obtain an estimate of the surface albedo \( \rho(x,y) \) from (2):

\[
\hat{\rho}(x,y) = E(x,y)/(\eta(x,y) \cdot g)^{-1}
\]  

except at self-shadow boundaries where \( \eta(x,y) \cdot g = 0 \).
2.2 Recovering the surface albedo map

Given some estimates of surface albedo, $\rho(x,y)$, we want to fit a piecewise constant albedo map, $\rho(x,y)$. That is, $\rho(x,y)$ should be constant except at boundaries between different regions, and the discontinuity boundaries should be spatially continuous. This problem could again be cast in terms of a minimization problem, but it is unlikely that the associated minimization functional is convex and thus can be solved using standard variational methods.

A way to solve this problem may be provided by the technique of stochastic relaxation introduced by Geman and Geman (1984) to restore images corrupted by noise. This technique is based on an analogy between images and lattice-like physical systems: pixels are considered the nodes of the system, grey levels and the presence of edges are viewed as states of the system; the probability of a state $w$ is determined by the Gibbs distribution

$$\pi(w) = \frac{e^{-u(w)/T}}{\sum_{w' \in \Omega} e^{-u(w')/T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $\Omega$ is the set of all possible states $w$, $u(w)$ is an energy function—described below—and $T$ is a parameter called "Temperature" in analogy with statistical mechanics. Because of the equivalence between Gibbs distributions and Markov random fields, it is possible to show that the a posteriori probability distribution of a state $w$ (i.e., an estimate of the original image given the data) follows an energy distribution with energy of the form

$$U(w) = V(w) + D(d,w)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $V$ is the energy due to local node interactions and $D(d,w)$ depends on the data structure. The maximum a posteriori estimate of the original image given the data, corresponds to the minimum of $U(w)$. In the present application the states correspond to different configurations of the albedo map, while the "data" set is given by $\rho(x,y)$ as estimated in (9). In the discussion of the albedo map recovery we first introduce the associated energy functions and then discuss the filling process using stochastic relaxation.

The goal of the albedo recovery process is to determine the "true" surface albedo at every node of a dense grid in the viewer coordinate system. Between each pair of neighbouring nodes (in a 4-neighbour system) a line element indicates the possible presence of a discontinuity boundary (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
Albedo node lattice with interstitial (horizontal and vertical) line lattice for modelling discontinuity boundaries. The black nodes indicate an "albedo node" with its four neighbour nodes.

2.2.1 Energy functions

To model the piecewise constant albedo map we used a coupled node-line model (Geman & Geman, 1984; Marroquin et al. 1985) with the node process capturing penalties or differences between neighbouring albedo nodes and the line process capturing penalties on the local geometry of discontinuity boundaries.

Node process: At every node in the lattice the modelled albedo, $\rho_i$, should be as close as possible to the estimated albedo, $\rho$, and the albedo value between neighbouring nodes should not differ unless there is a discontinuity boundary between them. To model the former we introduce the "albedo error" energy $D_i$

$$D_i = |\rho_i - \tilde{\rho}_i|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

To model the latter we introduce an "albedo variation" energy. Let $i$ and $j$ be two neighbouring nodes, $\ell_{ij}$ the line element between the two nodes, and let $C_i$ be set at all neighbours (the clique) of node $i$. Then the albedo variation energy $U_i$ is defined as

$$U_i = \sum_{j \in C_i} V(i,j,\ell_{ij})$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where

$$V(i,j,\ell_{ij}) = \begin{cases} -1 & \ell_{ij} = \text{'off'} \\ +1 & \ell_{ij} = \text{'on'} \end{cases}, \quad \rho_i = \rho_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)
where \( f_{ij} \) = 'on' or 'off' indicates the presence or absence of the discontinuity boundary element \( f_{ij} \).

**Line process:** In modelling the spatial geometry of discontinuity boundaries isolated boundary fragments and clustered discontinuities should be highly penalized, whereas "good continuations" of boundaries should be less penalized.

**Figure 2**
Vertical line element (1) with six neighbours (2-7). Energy functions are defined on the two cliques (1,2,3,4) and (1,5,6,7).

Figure 2 shows a horizontal line element (1) with its six neighbouring line elements (2-7), forming the two cliques (1,2,3,4) and (1,5,6,7). The energy functions \( V_k(f_{ij}) \) are defined for each clique with the values of \( V_k(f_{ij}) \) for all possible configurations, up to rotations, given in Figure 3.

**Figure 3**
Six possible line configurations and their associated energies.

Given some estimated albedo values \( \hat{\rho} \), we want to find the interpretation \( I = (P, L) \) of albedo values \( P = \{\rho_i\} \) and discontinuity boundaries \( L = \{f_{ij}\} \) that minimize the combined energy function \( E(I) \):

\[
E(I) = \beta_1 \sum_T D_i + \beta_2 \sum_T U_j + \beta_3 \sum_T V_j, \tag{15}
\]

where \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) are weighting factors.

### 2.2.2 Stochastic relaxation

The method used to minimize the energy function is based on the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller & Teller, 1953) and on the annealing process described by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi (1983). It can be briefly characterized as follows. At a given temperature \( T \) a new value of \( \rho(x,y) \) for each pixel is randomly chosen and the difference in energy \( \Delta E = E_{\text{new}} - E_{\text{old}} \) is computed. The new value is accepted with probability

\[
P = \begin{cases} 
\exp(\Delta E / T) & \text{if } \Delta E > 0 \\
1 & \text{if } \Delta E \leq 0 
\end{cases}, \tag{16}
\]

and the same process is repeated for the introduction or removal of line elements. The accepted value of \( \rho(x,y) \) is then used in (7) to compute a new value of \( \rho(x,y) \) which in turn is used to determine a new value of \( \rho(x,y) \), the estimated albedo, using (9). The temperature is then lowered following the schedule \( T = T_0 \cdot \log(k/4) \) with \( k \) being the iteration number and \( \log \) the logarithm to the base 2. This method allows not just changes that decrease the energy but energy increasing changes as well, the latter becoming progressively unlikely as the process evolves. The process thereby avoids becoming trapped in local minima and should converge at least to states close to the global minimum (see Geman & Geman, 1984; Marroquin, Mitter & Poggio, 1987 for a discussion on the mathematical properties of stochastic relaxation process). It should be noted that in the original annealing method (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) temperature is not changed until the average energy reaches equilibrium. We change temperature at every iteration regardless of whether equilibrium has been reached but compensate for the latter by using a conservative cooling scheme.
2.3 Combining the recovery of surface orientation and surface albedo

There are several approaches on how to combine the recovery of surface orientation and albedo. Although we have chosen one particular approach, simultaneous recovery, it is useful to consider alternative approaches with their respective advantages and disadvantages.

Consider first the "albedo-surface" approach in which albedo, or at least boundaries of patches with constant albedo are recovered first. Given the model assumption of surface smoothness, discontinuities in image irradiance can only occur in two ways, at points with a discontinuity in albedo and at occluding boundaries of surfaces. The latter are assumed to be known in the model for the recovery of surface orientation. Hence boundaries of (constant) albedo regions could be detected using some edge detection mechanism. If this can be done reliably, then a mechanism for orientation recovery could be devised which independently estimates surface albedo in each of the regions. The reliability of such an edge scheme decreases in regions near the self-shadow boundary where image irradiance changes rapidly. Accordingly, our experiments using only an edge detection scheme proved not sufficient for recovering boundaries of albedo regions reliably. However, information from the edge detection mechanism could be used, for example, for initializing discontinuity line elements in the albedo recovery mechanism.

Consider next the "surface-albedo" approach in which boundaries of patches with constant albedo regions are detected after a full cycle of surface orientation recovery with a "constant albedo" model. Probable albedo boundaries can then be located using a surface discontinuity detector (Terzopoulos, 1985) or by detecting significant errors in predicted image irradiance, i.e., detecting positions where the first term in (3) has significantly large values. Given these boundaries and some appropriate albedo estimation for each region, surface orientation can then be re-estimated. One problem with this approach is that the performance of the discontinuity detectors is reduced by the previous smooth surface interpolation.

The approach we have found most successful involves the simultaneous recovery of surface orientation and surface albedo. Surface orientation recovery using the Brooks and Horn scheme is intertwined with surface albedo recovery using stochastic relaxation. In every iteration an estimate of surface albedo, \( \hat{\rho}(x,y) \), produced by the orientation process is fed into the albedo process, which in turn produces an estimate of the piecewise constant albedo map, \( \rho(x,y) \), used in the next iteration of the orientation process.

3. Experiments

Recovery of surface orientation and albedo was tested on synthetic, noise-free images of size 64\(^2\) and with 2\(^2\) intensity levels. Illuminant direction was coincident with viewing direction and incident flux was kept constant \( \lambda = \| \mathbf{g} \| = 1 \). Images and results of the recovery process are shown in Figure 4. The first surface (left panel) was a Mondrian-like sphere with seven patches of different albedo in the range 0.2-1.0, the second surface (middle panel) was an egg-shaped Mondrian-surface and the third surface (right panel) was a sphere with constant albedo for control purposes—was a sphere with constant albedo.

![Figure 4](image-url)

Images and results of albedo/shape recovery. The left panel shows a sphere with piecewise constant albedo, the middle panel an egg-shaped object with piecewise constant albedo, and the right panel a sphere with constant albedo \( \rho = 0.6 \).

(4a) Images

(4b) Recovered albedo map

(4c) Discontinuity boundaries found in albedo recovery

(4d) Error of z-component of recovered surface orientation. Grey areas indicate correct recovery, in dark areas recovered surface is too steep, and in white areas too flat.
The images are shown in Figure 4a, the inferred albedo map in Figure 4b, the inferred discontinuity boundaries in Figure 4c, and the error of the inferred surface orientation in Figure 4d. The latter is to be interpreted as follows: in grey areas the z-components \((n_z)\) of the inferred surface normals are correct, in white areas too high (inferred surface orientation too flat) and in black areas too low (inferred surface orientation too steep).

All examples were computed using the same parameter values \(\alpha=0.3\) (see (3)), \(\beta_1=0.05\), \(\beta_2=19\), \(\beta_3=13\) (see (13)). Initial temperature was \(T_0=2\) and was decreased according to the formula \(T = T_0 \cdot (k/4)\) with \(k\) being the iteration number. All results shown in Figure 4 were obtained after 600 iterations.

The initial solution of the surface orientation \(n\) was correct at the occluding boundary and \(n=[0,0,1]\) elsewhere. Surface albedo \(\rho(x,y)\) was initialized to a random value for the first iteration and was allowed to vary in steps of 0.2. Discontinuity line elements were initialized randomly (with probability \(p=0.5\)) to 'on' or 'off'.

As can be seen from Figure 4, recovery of surface orientation and albedo was perfect except in a band of varying width near the occluding boundary. This effect was present with a relatively large range of other parameter values. The reasons for this failure will be discussed below.

Figure 5 shows average errors of the inferred surface orientation, \(E[n_{\text{inferred}}-n_{\text{true}}]\), and average errors of the inferred surface albedo, \(E[\rho_{\text{inferred}}-\rho_{\text{true}}]\) for the egg-shape Mondrian surface over iterations. They decrease exponentially, reaching an asymptote after about 200 iterations. The final errors are due to an imperfect fit near the occluding boundary, whereas there is virtually no error in shape/albedo recovery in the interior of the regions.

4. Discussion

The results show that our proposed method is capable of simultaneously recovering surface orientation and surface albedo for surfaces with piecewise constant albedo using shading information. This is achieved with a much higher computational effort—the results presented were obtained after 600 iterations—than other known methods (about 50 iterations for the Brooks and Horn method and essentially a single iteration for Pentland's method).

The poor performance in recovering surface orientation/albedo near the occluding boundary is related to observations made by Smith (1982). The smoothing term in (3) is minimized by spheres but it does not propagate a sphere-like constraint in its discrete approximation, partially due to the fact that shape constraints are propagated only over few neighbouring nodes. The smoothing term alone (i.e., using \(\alpha=\infty\) in (3)) produces a cylinder-like shape if the initial solution is correct at the occluding boundary (see Smith, 1982, Figure 11). In our case this leads to a consistent over-estimation of surface albedo \(\rho(x,y)\) near \(\rho(x,y)\) the boundaries, as can be seen in Figure 4. This deficiency of the smoothing term was not apparent in Brooks and Horn (1985) as it was compensated by the first term in (3), the Irradiance prediction term.

There are several possibilities to overcome this deficiency including the use of a multi-resolution approach to ensure sufficient propagation of shape constraints or the use of alternative propagators of shape constraints (Smith, 1982). We are currently working on improving our shape/albedo recovery along these lines.

In the section on combining the recovery of surface orientation with the recovery of surface albedo (section 2.3) we discussed three different approaches to combining the two mechanisms, eventually favouring the "simultaneous recovery" approach. We argued that the "albedo-surface" approach in which boundaries of "albedo patches" are
localized first using some edge detection mechanism was not reliable enough for identifying regions of different albedo. However, this is throwing out the baby with the bath water as edge information can be used to initialize and/or to constrain the introduction of discontinuity line elements in the recovery of the albedo map. The latter can be realized by introducing a data term similar to (12) for the line process. We expect an increase in efficiency of the recovery process using this information and are currently extending our method along these lines.
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Abstract
A model (and instantiating program) is described which recursively combines the learning paradigms of conceptual clustering (Michalski, 1980) and learning from example to resolve the ambiguities of a real-world recognition paradigm. The model is based on neurophysiological and psychological evidence that the visual system is analytic, hierarchical, and composed of a parallel/serial dichotomy (many, including Crick, 1984). Parallel processes in the model decompose the image into components and cluster the constituents in much the same way as moment analysis (Alt, 1962). However, the model extends the success of moment analysis, to handle simple alterations in structure by serially investigating spatial relationships of component parts. The need for serial attentive resources results from a disagreement between the environment and the model on what constitutes the salient features at labeled level of the symbol. The model also overcomes other limitations of moment analysis, such as segmentation problems and difficulties matching moments.
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1.0 Introduction
Machine recognition is difficult in a perfect image environment, but the difficulty is compounded in a real-world paradigm where objects can, from one viewing to the next, undergo various types of transformations, including: translation, scale, rotation, and structural alterations.

The problem has been addressed from a number of viewpoints. One of these approaches, an image processing technique referred to as moment analysis, is demonstrably successful at recognizing alphabetic characters independent of translation, scale, and rotation (Alt, 1962). Unfortunately, this technique is not as successful when the domain of symbols includes simple structural variations, such as might result from occluding noise or sloppy printing technique. Additionally, the approach has potential problems of segmentation and difficulties with the moments themselves.

This paper describes a learning, recognition model, ZBT, (and its program instantiation) that extends the capabilities of the moment analysis technique by combining two documented learning paradigms: conceptual clustering and learning from examples. The basis of the model is the accumulating neurophysiological and psychological evidence that the visual system is analytic, hierarchical, and composed of both parallel and serial processing elements (Crick, 1984). ZBT simulates the biological approach by recursively combining the two learning paradigms in a two step process that zooms its attention from the most abstract form of an object to the most detailed aspects.

In the first step, ZBT incorporates the successful clustering aspects of moment analysis. Parallel, preattentive processes decompose an area of the image into meaningless, component blobs according to simple, fixed primitives. Other parallel mechanisms then compute features of the blobs that are invariant to the transformations of translation, rotation, and scale, and use these features to index into every level of the memory hierarchy looking for similar learned experiences.

In the second step, ZBT utilizes its attentional abilities to overcome the limitations of moment analysis and resolve a potential disagreement between the system and the environment. The disagreement revolves around the features that constitute the appropriate measures of similarity at the labeled level of an object. ZBT, by adopting the invariants of moment analysis, has chosen one set of features while the environment is (possibly) concerned with another set. The
second step in ZBT's process extends the capability of moment analysis by serially focusing attention on other features attempting to isolate the differences.

If the attentional step does not resolve the disagreement, ZBT recursively applies the two step process, again, searching for greater detail that might reveal a difference and, thus, define some aspect of a new concept. This recursive search creates a multi-level-indexed, is-a/part-of hierarchy that avoids the problems of exponential growth frequently associated with the extension of learning systems.

2.0 The Problem Domain

Briefly, the problem considered by this research is the learned recognition that confronts vision systems which must cope with imperfect perceptual environments, and, thus, potentially infinite domains. The problem has been simulated with the corresponding problem of recognizing binary, raster scanned images under certain transformations.

The following points summarize the problem domain. (A more detailed explanation can be found in McNulty, 1988).

(a) Input is a binary raster image of a target symbol selected from the English/Latin alphabet.

(b) The input can be accompanied by a label indicating the category, or class, of the input symbol that the teacher, or environment, prefers the system to associate with the target symbol. For example, the characters of Figure 1 would typically be labeled as members of Class A. (Category information, if provided by the teacher, is assumed to be consistent.)

(c) In the absence of an assigned label, the system's output should indicate the proposed class of the character encountered. However, with or without category information, the system should "learn" the symbol in such a manner that the learned information can be used later.

(d) The system should not learn verbatim information at every exposure. That is, it should learn incrementally (see Schlimmer & Fisher, 1986 for explanation and a justification concerning machine and biological systems).

(e) The system must be easily extensible. This implies that linear extensions should not increase learning/recognition times exponentially.

(f) The following variations in the target symbol should not impede recognition:

1) Translation: A symbol's location in the image field can vary from one experience to another.

2) Scaling: A symbol's size can also vary from experience to experience.

3) Rotation: 2D rotations of less than 45 degrees should be tolerated.

4) Linear structural alterations: Variations in structural characteristics as might result from omissions (due to noise or sloppy printing) are allowed. Figure 1 illustrates three example symbols selected as typical of one type of transformation. Object1 is a well-formed capital letter "A" composed of three straight-line strokes, labeled (only for purposes of the discussion): left side, right side, and brace. Object2 is a transformation of Object1 in which the connection between the right end of the brace and the right side has been broken. Object3 is identical to Object2 except the break between brace and side is wider.

![Figure 1](image_url)

3.0 Classification by Features - One Approach to the Problem

A somewhat successful image processing approach to character recognition is based on grouping the characters according to some set of features (Duda & Hart, 1973). Labeled "statistical recognition" by some authors, the term feature analysis is used here to include the following steps:

1) Decomposition, or segmentation, of the image into entities (see survey by Rosenfield, 1978).

2) Description of the entities in terms of features or attributes. Descriptors and the corresponding attributes they describe are usually selected for their invariant qualities over certain classes of image manipulation (Hu, 1962).

3) Classification or grouping of the objects by features (Duda & Hart, 1973).

This approach has the following qualities:

- Translational effects are negated by mapping the image (raster) data onto a symbolic data base.
Therefore, if the system has been trained on Object1 and not Object2, the system will not typically be the same as that of Object2, since a new experience is probably of the same type as those of Object1. Further, if the system is then exposed to an unlabeled Object3 (i.e., after learning that Object1 and Object2 are both members of Class A), it is still unlikely that the system will associate the new object with either Object1 or Object2. Thus, training a moment analysis system to allow this type of structural alteration requires training the system on every minor, yet acceptable, change. This can be, at best, time-consuming and, at worst, an exponential problem.

There are also potential problems of segmentation. For example, if characters are not segmented consistently from one viewing to another, their moments will not match. The problem is comparable to that previously described. If the computed moments are inconsistent then the system will not consistently recognize even unaltered symbols.

Another potential problem of segmentation is typified by the letters “i” and “j.” Normally, decomposition techniques do not segment these as whole letters (i.e., dot and stroke associated). The problem for the system in this case is that if segmentation does not present the descriptor with the entire symbol, the two components of the symbol must somehow be reassigned. This puts a burden on the later stages of processing that was not intended to be part of feature analysis.

The nature of moments themselves create two additional difficulties. An analysis of Table 1 (reproduced from Wong & Hall, 1978) reveals one type. The table contains the (logarithms of) seven typical moments computed on three images - the original image and two possible transformations, one scaled and one rotated. Comparing the moments, one sees that they do not match from one image to another. The variation is caused by the digital encoding of data. That is, a scaled or rotated image can vary from the original image in the number of and locations of pixels. The result is that, contrary to their touted characteristic, moments do not necessarily match precisely from transformation to transformation, and, thus, a simple matching procedure is not possible. Moment analysis systems attempt to overcome this problem by employing different matching techniques that allow a little slack in the values (e.g., correlation), but this creates the opposite problem.
If slack is tolerated in the moments then it is difficult to distinguish the slack associated with a variation between moments of similar objects, from the natural but close variation between two dissimilar objects. Additionally, as more variations in characters are learned, the individual features of dissimilar characters can overlap (e.g., distinguishing "6" from "b" and "I" from "1" across multiple fonts). Therefore, the more the system learns, the more difficult recognition can become.

In summary, moment analysis is a useful recognition tool in limited domains, but the technique depends completely on the moments to distinguish the similarities and differences of every object and its variation. Confusion between objects can result despite what appear to the human to be very simple structural differences between objects.

### 4.0 ZBT: Learning Levels of Features and Structural Detail by Directed Attention

ZBT extends the demonstrated capabilities of moment analysis and overcomes its weaknesses by augmenting it with a second step. In the first part of the process, ZBT clusters experiences invariant to scale, translation, and rotation. This much of ZBT's operation is similar to other moment analysis systems except that a simple match process is utilized instead of a more complex correlation procedure. If a match is unique, then the category of the match is reported and recognition is complete. If, on the other hand, the match is not unique, or if there are labeling mismatches, then in the second part of the process, ZBT attempts to resolve the problems caused by clustering experiences by moments. It does this by focusing on structural detail in the current image that might distinguish the two structures and resolve the conflict. This part of the process reassociates the decompositions and refines the categories.

ZBT can be summarized by the following functional flow:

a) In parallel, decompose the current attentive area of the image into component blobs.
b) In parallel, compute invariants of the blobs.
c) In parallel, reference memory with the invariants.
d) If the reminders are unique and there are no labeling conflicts, the recognition is complete
   else, serially gather and compare spatial relations of component blobs with those of the reminders.
e) If they match and there is no label conflict, the recognition is complete
   else, recurse.

The following discussion elaborates the previous outline description of ZBT with a simplified example of its operation. The example is composed of a sequence of four images: Object1, Object2, Object1 (again), and Object3. The first three images are all labeled as members of Class A and the latter is unlabeled. Space restrictions prohibit a complete description, therefore, ZBT's operation on the first two images is summarized in outline form. (See McNulty (1988) for greater detail, justifications, and explanation of the computations.)

### 4.1 Learning An Aspect of the "A" Class

Encountering the first image (i.e. the image containing Object1), ZBT:

1) Decomposes (consistent with neurophysiological data and Julesz's, 1983, segregation based on local density) the image into a single, top-level blob that defines the "A" form.
2) Computes the invariants (moments) of the component blob.
3) Uses the invariants to index into memory for comparable stored experiences.
4) Finds no similar experiences. (Note that if an experience with similar moments had been stored, ZBT would have been reminded of it at this time.)
5) Stores the new experience in memory.

Encountering the second image (an image of Object2 labeled Class A), ZBT:

6) Duplicates steps 1-5. Notice that it is not reminded of the previous experience because the moments vary between the two objects. As discussed previously, one of the shortcomings of moment analysis is that the invariant measures of similarity at the highest level of the two objects, Object1 and Object2, do not conform to the

---

2 Typically this range (slack value) is plus or minus 0.2% of the moment value. This range has been determined empirically for this scanning domain. As the resolution of the scanner or the size of the symbols to be recognized changes, the range must be adjusted proportionally.

3 The redundancy is required because ZBT is an incremental learning system.
grouping that a system predictive of its environment should possess. That is, the break in the structure of Object2 - as compared to Object1 - causes ZBT to cluster the two experiences separately, but the environment labels them identically. Thus, when ZBT indexes memory with the moments of the first level of the new image, it finds no learned experiences comparable to Object2.

7) Discovers that the label of the new experience is the same as a previous experience. Since Object2 has the same label as the unreminded Object1, ZBT has encountered a mismatch situation. (The attributes indicate that two distinct perceptions have been encountered, however, the experiences have been assigned the same category.)

8) Decomposes the single blob of the current experience into 3 component blobs (Figure 2) looking for something to differentiate it from the stored experience.

9) Indexes memory with the 3 component blobs.

10) Finds no similar experiences in memory. (This is because during the initial Object1 experience, ZBT had no reason to decompose the top-level.)

11) Serially attends to each component and its spatial relationship with each of its siblings. The following information concerning the relationship the brace has with the right side is recorded:

   LOCUS: 100 (the point on the blob closest to the sibling; this value is normalized as a percentage of the length of the major axis from the point of origin; in this case, the value 100 means that it is the right end of the brace)

   DISTANCE: 10 (the distance between LOCUS and the closest point on the sibling, again, normalized).

12) Stores the three new experiences in memory. It does this by placing them in memory as separate experiences according to their respective invariants, connecting them via two-way pointers to the higher level blob of which they are components, and interconnecting them with two-way pointers to signify the sibling relationships. Figure 3 summarizes the resultant memory.

At this point, ZBT has no comparable structural information for Object1. It can go no further, therefore, it terminates with knowledge of two comparably labeled experiences. Another Object1 experience will allow it to collect more information which will isolate the differences between the two experiences.

4.1.1 Identifying A Difference

Encountering the third image, a second occurrence of Object1, ZBT is reminded of the top-level of the first Object1 experience, but it notices the labeling conflict once again. It zooms on the current image in an attempt to distinguish the two experiences. It decomposes the top-level, references memory with the three constituent blobs of Object1, and is reminded of the three constituents of Object2. It then proceeds to complete the tentative match by serially attending to the spatial relationships of the current blobs. It discovers the following relationship between the brace and the right leg:

   LOCUS: 100
   DISTANCE: 0

Comparing the reminded blobs with the current blobs, ZBT finds a difference in the distance value. ZBT has now detected the break in the "A" which distinguishes Object1 from Object2.

If ZBT's knowledge is to be predictive of its environment, it must associate these two experiences in memory. It does this by coalescing...
the two memory structures, recording the differences in structure as cumulative statistical values. It records the maximum experienced DISTANCE value and its standard deviation (SD) from the previously stored DISTANCE value (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image)

4.2 Recognizing Unlabeled Objects

ZBT begins processing the fourth image, an unlabeled image of Object3, in much the same way as it did the third image. Because of the disparity between the moments of Object1, Object2, and Object3, it fails to associate the top-level blob of Object3 with the previous experiences. It zooms as it did before, but this time the reason is not to resolve a conflict, but instead to attempt to recognize an unlabeled image. It decomposes the top-level blob as it did before and is reminded of the three components of the second level of the coalesced experiences of Object1 and Object2. It then serially determines the spatial relationships between the current sibling blobs and compares them with those of the reminded experiences.

The comparison indicates that the DISTANCE value defining the critical relationship in Object3 exceeds the DISTANCE value of the matching remind. ZBT handles this in one of two ways. If the new DISTANCE value is less than a standard deviation from the stored DISTANCE value (i.e. less than or equal to 15), it will accept Object3 as a member of Class A. In this case, memory will be updated to reflect a new maximum value and standard deviation. If, on the other hand, the break exceeds the standard deviation (i.e. the break is larger than 15), Object3 will not be recognized as a member of Class A and a new memory structure will be recorded.

5.0 Summary

An incremental learning model, ZBT, based on psychological and neurophysiological data was described that extends the capability of moment analysis by recursively combining the learning paradigms of conceptual clustering with learning from example to address the problem of real-world, character recognition.

Beginning with the least level of detail, primitive parallel mechanisms, invariant to translation, scale, and rotation, cluster meaningless blobs of information. The blobs are clustered, but remain unclassified until the environment or teacher provides a label (meaning). As a conceptual clustering engine, ZBT's invariant measures of similarity at any one level, may conflict with those of the teacher and, thus, negate the grouping. That is, (assuming a consistent environment), the problem is really a lack of disagreement between those attributes the environment uses to classify an object and the attributes ZBT utilizes to cluster.

Instead of redoing its clusters, ZBT refines the approximately correct grouping by decomposing the current level and serially searching for variable structural information among the components. If this does not resolve the conflict, ZBT recursively zooms on component blobs until memory is matched or it exhausts the levels of image detail.

ZBT is based on an apparent parallel/serial dichotomy in the visual system. ZBT's parallel processes, consistent with psychological and neurophysiological results, decompose the image along dimensions of contrast and line orientation. Serial focusing of attention isolates structural relationships between the components. The combination builds a hierarchy representing a distinction between two types of visual features. In the vertical direction the hierarchy varies in detail by clustering features which are invariant to the transformations of: translation, scale, and rotation. On the other hand, the horizontal direction contains information about features which are not invariant to those transformations.

ZBT actually reports that there was a close match to the A category, but this aspect of ZBT's operation has not received a great deal of attention. Work has instead focused on experimentally verifiable aspects of the model. The concept formation literature has not, as yet, addressed the specific concept formation task confronting ZBT. Previous experiments have largely concentrated on the perception of well-formulated, natural concepts such as cups, bowls, birds, and animals (e.g., Labov, 1973). The statistical approach was incorporated into ZBT because of evidence presented by a number of researchers that subjects prefer an all-or-none concept formation strategy (e.g., Trabasso & Bower, 1968) and that the natural categories formed by people do not seem to have fixed boundaries (McCluskey & Glucksberg, 1978).
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Abstract

Artificial neural networks offer a new way to undertake automatic speech recognition. The Boltzmann machine algorithm and the error back propagation algorithm have been used to perform speaker normalization. Spectral segments are represented by spectral lines. Speaker-independent recognition of place of articulation for vowels is performed on lines. Results depend on the coding. The best results were obtained with coarse, multi-level coding, relative frequency and amplitude representation of spectral lines with a non-linear frequency scale. Samples were extracted from continuous speech for 38 speakers. The error rate obtained (4.2% error on test set of 72 samples with the Boltzmann machine, 6.9% error with error back-propagation) is better than results of previous experiments with the same data but using Continuous Hidden Markov Models (7.3% error on test set, 3% error on training set).
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1. Introduction

Speaker Normalization (SN) in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is known to be a difficult task. It is known from speech analysis and perception that sonorant portions of speech spectrograms exhibit similar images when different speakers pronounce the same sound or the same sequence of sounds. Variations among speakers could be characterized by constrained variations of the frequency and energy of spectral lines as well as by insertion and deletion of lines. Such variations have been characterized by Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [14].

This paper investigates the use of multi-layer neural network models ([5][6]) for performing speaker normalization. Speaker-independent recognition of place of articulation is performed with the Boltzmann machine algorithm and the error back-propagation algorithm. The results are compared with the ones obtained with HMMs.

It will be shown that results depend on how spectral lines information is coded and that results better than the ones obtained with HMM (alone) can be obtained with a coding scheme that uses relative frequencies and amplitudes in a non-linear frequency scale derived from knowledge about ear sensitivity, as well as coarse and multi-level energy coding.

2. The Boltzmann Machine Algorithm

Boltzmann Machine Algorithms (BMA) (see [5] and [7] for more details and proofs) enable to learn the weights of connections involving hidden units, so as to optimize an information theoretic measure of the performance of the network. An example of structure for the network of the BMA is shown
in figure 1 (this structure was used for our experiments with the BMA).

To obtain an output the BMA parallel network performs relaxation searches that simultaneously satisfy several weak constraints (the fixed inputs). The computation is performed by iteratively decreasing the value of a cost function which measures how well the network satisfies the constraints. That cost function is called energy, was introduced by Hopfield in 1982 [8] and is defined as follows:

\[ E = - \sum_{i<j} W_{ij} Y_i Y_j + \sum_i B_i Y_i \]  

where \( Y_i \) is the output of unit \( i \), \( W_{ij} \) is the weight of the connection from unit \( j \) to unit \( i \) and \( B_i \) is the threshold or bias for unit \( i \).

![Figure 1: Input, Output and Hidden Layers for the Boltzmann Machine.](image)

Note that the connections of the network are symmetrical: \( W_{ij} = W_{ji} \). The units can be divided into visible units (input/output units, connected to the environment) and hidden units. If the task of the network is to map an input domain to an output domain, the visible units can be divided into input and output units. If the task of the network is simply to complete a pattern, each visible unit can be input or output.

The BM is a stochastic network of units. They have a boolean (1 or 0) output chosen depending on the continuous weighted sum of their inputs. Each unit chooses the value 1 with a probability

\[ p_k = \frac{1}{1 + e(-\Delta E_k / T)} \]  

where the local energy for each unit \( k \) is

\[ \Delta E_k = \sum_i W_{ki} Y_i - B_k \]  

(i.e. \( E = - \sum_k Y_k \Delta E_k \))

and \( T \) is parameter called temperature which is slowly decreased in the relaxation process. In an I/O cycle, the inputs (and possibly the outputs) are clamped to a certain value. The relaxation starts at a high temperature, units update their output, and the temperature is decreased according to a cooling schedule. This cooling relaxation is called simulated annealing and was introduced as a search procedure by Kirkpatrick & al. in 1983 [9].

A number of cooling schedules were proposed in the literature. The most frequently used is a fixed schedule [5][7]. A rate of cooling proven to make the system reach the best solution is logarithmic cooling (i.e. \( T(t) = c / \log (1+t) \) in Geman and Geman, 1984 [10]). Instead we chose a linearly increasing inverse temperature:

\[ T(t) = \text{starting_temperature} / (t+1) \]  

With such a function, we obtained results identical to those obtained with the logarithmic cooling, with a gain in speed greater than 10.

To decide of a starting temperature, we computed the average energy barrier \( \Delta E_k \) that each unit has to jump to make an upward move. We chose as starting temperature this average energy divided by 3. This means that at the beginning of the cooling, the average unit will have 42% probability to make an upward move in the energy (58% to make a downward move). By choosing a starting temperature which depends on the energy barriers, we ensure that the network will start at a high enough temperature even if very high energy barriers are created during the learning.

To stop the cooling (reaching thermal equilibrium), we waited for the network to stabilize. It is at this temperature that statistics about the co-occurrence of ON states are gathered, to be used in the learning phase when weights are updated. Statistics are gathered for a length of time inversely proportional to the average error of the system:

\[ \text{len_stat} = \frac{4}{\sqrt{\text{average_error} + 0.1}} \]  

This is because the learning is driven by the amount of error (discrepancy between actual output and desired output), and thus when the
error is smaller, more precise statistics are needed.

As suggested in the literature (Ackley, Hinton & Sejnowski 1985)[7], we modified the weights by a constant times the SIGN of the difference between the two probabilities $p_{ij}^+$ and $p_{ij}^-$ (the probabilities, averaged over all environmental inputs and measured at thermal equilibrium, that the units $i$ and $j$ are ON simultaneously, when the output units are fixed and not fixed, respectively):

$$\Delta W_{ij} = \text{learning_rate} \times \text{SIGN}(p_{ij}^+ - p_{ij}^-) \quad (7)$$

We also varied the learning rate as function of the average error as follows:

$$\text{learning_rate} = 10 \times \text{average_error} + 1 \quad (8)$$

3. The Error Back Propagation Algorithm

Figure 2 shows a model of the multilayer perceptron to which the Error Back Propagation Algorithm (EBPA) was applied. For this model, the units are deterministic and compute a continuous output value (between 0 and 1).

![Figure 2: Feedforward Layers of the Error Back Propagation Algorithm.](image)

The basic version of this model is made of a certain number of feedforward layers of units (no recurrent connections: each unit is connected only to units in the next layer). We implemented the algorithm as described in [6], with a momentum term in the learning rule:

$$\Delta W_{ji}(t+1) = m \Delta W_{ji}(t) + \text{learning_rate} \ D_j \ Y_j \quad (9)$$

with $W_{ji}$ the weight from unit $i$ to unit $j$ on a layer above unit $i$, $Y_j$ is the output value of unit $j$, and $D_j$ is the derivative of the error signal as defined in [6], which is backpropagated from the output units back toward the input units. The constant $m$ determines the influence of the past movements of $W_{ji}$ on the current change. We set it in our experiments to 0.95. Note that this procedure is equivalent to applying a low pass frequency filter to the landscape of the weight space, thus filtering out high curvatures which might have caused very slow convergence (with a small learning rate) or oscillations (with a large learning rate).

Note that the sigmoid function giving the output value $Y_j$ in terms of the weighted sum of inputs $X_j$, $f(X_j)=1/(1+\exp(-X_j))$ does not permit an output value $Y_j=f(X_j)$ of 0 or 1 unless $X_j$ is infinite, i.e. some weights are infinite. Thus desired output values were assigned a value close but not equal to 0 and 1, i.e. 0.9 and 0.1.

Since the network is updated deterministically, and we don't want it to learn the exact input/output pairs "by heart" (we want it to be able to generalize), we introduced some noise at the input units. We added a uniform random variable in $U[-0.05,0.05]$ to each input value. Comparing results with or without the input noise, we observed slightly better performance when the inputs are noisy (actually best results are the same, but without noise, the error on the test set gets worse with more learning).

4. Application to the Recognition of Place of Articulation

The problem we chose to give to the neural nets was the recognition of the place of articulation of sonorant sounds based on spectral lines. Sounds are classified into three categories according to their place of articulation in the mouth: back position, central position or front position. The data consisted of 144 speech samples, 72 used for the training of the networks, 72 used only for testing. These samples were extracted from continuous speech, for 38 speakers (24 males and 14 females) pronouncing connectedly spoken letters and digits. A vowel (sonorant) segment in each sample was extracted and spectral lines were
Figure 3: Spectral lines extracted from a pronunciation of the letter 'a'. Time is represented on the vertical axis, frequency on the horizontal axis and energy by letters and digits (9>L>0>Z>Y>B>A).
computed in that segment. Details of segmentation can be found in [11].

Static representation of the speech data is based on spectral lines, already used by us for speech recognition tasks [14]. The original time signal is sampled at 20 kHz over 12 bits and its power spectrum (FFT every 10 ms) and zero crossings are computed. This information is used to identify the sonorant portions of the signal that exhibit resonances. This segmentation is based on rough spectral features that eliminates segments containing frication noise, silences and buzz-bars. The remaining spectrogram (time-frequency-energy pattern) is sent to the spectral lines extraction program.

4.1 Spectral Lines Extraction

To extract the spectral lines, the spectrogram is treated as an image. This image is processed by a thinning and a skeletonization algorithm, and then by a line tracing algorithm; these algorithms are described in (Palakal & De Mori, 1985)[12].

The output of the spectral lines extraction program is the description of a certain number (not fixed ahead of time) of spectral lines, each with its frequency and energy, for each time frame. We used only the average energy and frequency of the spectral lines over the sonorant segment. The first line is called the base (or anchor) line and is selected as the line of highest energy in the low frequencies. The others are usually described RELATIVE to the base line: the difference between their frequency and energy and those of the anchor line are provided to the neural nets. The base line frequency and energy are absolute.

Figure 3 shows the spectral lines extracted from the spectrogram of the letter 'a'. Time is represented along the vertical axis, each step corresponding to 10 msec. Frequency is represented along the horizontal axis. Letters and digits on the figure represent the amplitude of a given spectral component. For example, letter A represents only half the energy of letter B, letter Z represents half the energy of digit 0.

4.2 Coding

We describe here how the spectral lines and their energy/frequency description were coded. This coding has an impact on the efficiency (speed of learning and error) of the training process. The input nodes are first assigned to frequency intervals. One or several input nodes will represent a range of frequencies. The distribution of frequencies was inspired from an approximation of an ear model. Under 1 kHz (low frequencies), the characteristic frequencies grow linearly as follows:

\[\text{frequency index = } \text{INT}[(\text{frequency} - \text{minimum frequency}) \times \text{low_freq_index_range/low_frequency_range}] \]

\[\text{INT}[x] \text{ represents the integer part of the real number } x. \text{ Above 1 kHz, frequencies grow logarithmically (so that the higher the frequency represented by some input units, the larger the bandwidth they cover) as follows:}
\]

\[\text{frequency index = } \text{INT}[c1 \times \log(\text{frequency} - 1000) - c2] \]

where \(c1\) and \(c2\) are chosen to make the minimum and maximum high frequency fall on the boundaries of the high frequency indices. Thus for high frequencies, the frequency index (on the grid) is a logarithmic function of the frequency.

To represent energy we decided to use several nodes within a frequency range, each representing a certain energy level. Thus the input nodes can be seen as points on a 2-dimensional grid of frequency and energy (c.f. figure 4). The distribution of energies was chosen empirically so as to make the number of samples falling in each range about equal. A typical number of levels chosen was 10. Better results are obtained with this multi-level coding of the energy than if we use only one node per frequency range, coding the energy continuously. In that case the system converges slower and makes a larger error, as shown in table 1.

In addition to exciting one node for each energy/frequency input, we excite neighbouring nodes (with intensity decreasing with distance). Thus for each input spectral
line, there were 12 other nodes on the grid which would get excited. This strategy called coarse coding (or neighbourhood code, [15]) gives better results (c.f. table I) than the simple excitation of one energy/frequency node per spectral line.

Note that the energy level coded into the network is always relative to the energy of the base line, and we don't provide the network with the absolute energy of the base line. In fact a separate set of nodes (coding only for low frequencies, and no energy levels) is provided to represent the base line. Typically there are 15 nodes to represent (low frequencies) the base line, 15 (frequencies) x 10 (energy levels) = 150 nodes to represent low frequencies and 15 (frequencies) x 10 (energy levels) = 150 nodes to represent high frequencies. This makes a total of 315 input nodes as shown on figure 4.

The values we want to assign to nodes on the input layer are continuous (between 0 and 1). However, the BMA units have binary outputs. To code a continuous value, we use the following stratagem. Since the output of a BMA unit $k$ is chosen to be 1 (instead of 0) with the continuous probability $p_k$ (see definition (2)), we can assign the desired continuous input to $p_k$. This procedure will be effective since the BMA operates with a long relaxation cycle (often 10 to 100 cycles in our experiments). This method also has the advantage of automatically providing some noise to the input (something that we had to implement with the error back propagation algorithm).

4.3 Experimental Results

The programs were written in C on a VAX 8650. In some experiments with the error back propagation algorithm, the network would get stuck at local minima of the weight space. In this case, we restarted the learning process, with new random initial values for the weights.

The error back propagation algorithm was faster but less accurate than the Boltzmann machine algorithm. The results obtained with the two methods are shown in table II. Table II shows a comparison of speeds for the best performances of the two algorithms. These results were obtained with 2x200=400 hidden nodes (2 hidden layers, 103600 connections) for the error back propagation algorithm, and 100 hidden nodes (75490 connections) for the Boltzmann machine algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Boltzmann Machine</th>
<th>Error Back Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(coarse coding, multi-level energy coding, and relative frequencies)</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th>Boltzmann Machine</th>
<th>Error Back Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As before but No Coarse coding</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 3</th>
<th>Boltzmann Machine</th>
<th>Error Back Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No multi-level energy coding</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 4</th>
<th>Boltzmann Machine</th>
<th>Error Back Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute instead of relative frequencies</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Error on Test Set for Various Coding Schemes
Boltzmann Error Back Machine Propagation Speed (CPU time for one sample) 3 sec. 0.21 sec.

Error on Test Set 4.2% 6.9%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (CPU time for one sample)</th>
<th>Boltzmann Machine</th>
<th>Error Back Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 sec.</td>
<td>0.21 sec.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Speed and Best Results for the 2 Algorithms.

The error shown in the tables is not the sum of the square of differences between actual and desired output values but rather the classification error. Even when the classification error reaches 0%, we can still do some learning. Every few learning cycles, the test set would be presented (and no learning would occur). After the error on the test set reached a certain low value and the error on the training set reached 0%, further learning cycles followed by presentations of the test set would result in oscillations of the error on the test set, with eventually an increase in this error.

![Learning curve](image)

Figure 5: LEARNING; Error Rate for the Training Set vs Number of Full Learning Cycles, for the BMA. Note that the error stayed at 1.4% until the 20th cycle, when it reached 0% error.

Typically, the Boltzmann machine would converge to 0% error on the training set after about 20 presentations of the training set. The shape of the learning curve (error rate vs number of presentations of the training set) is shown in figure 5. Notice that initial learning is very fast, while the last few error percentage points need many more training cycles. After convergence we would continue learning for a certain number of presentations (about 10) to try to get slightly better results on the testing set. The error back propagation network would converge to 0% error on the training set after about 10 presentations of the training set. The running time shown in table II is for the presentation of one speech sample (from the test set).

We can compare the results obtained with those of experiments performed with the same data (and using the same spectral lines coding) but using Hidden Markov Models plus some rules (incorporating knowledge about the expected position of the spectral lines for each class). Note that the use of empirical rules makes the method less generalizable. These results were reported in (Merlo, De Mori & Palakal, 1986)[14], (c.f. table III).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>place of articulation</th>
<th>HMM alg.</th>
<th>HMM alg. + rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Comparison with HMM Algorithm, Same Data

5. Conclusion

The results reported in this paper using connectionist models compare favourably with experiments performed on the same problem using HMM. They encourage us to try to apply neural networks to more difficult tasks. However, one weakness of these experiments is the small number of samples used for training the networks, especially with regard to the large number of connections in the networks, i.e., the memory capacity of these networks.

Note that with our neural nets it was always possible to reach 0% error on the training set. This suggests that we could get better results...
on the testing set if we used a larger training set. The testing samples would be very close to samples which would have been already seen in the training set.

Although results with the Boltzmann machine algorithms were better than with the error back-propagation algorithm, the running time of the Boltzmann machine when simulated on a sequential machine is prohibitive for large networks or problems that require many more training cycles because of their complexity.

In future experiments concerning more complex problems, we consider training several small networks, thus each having a small number of connections. Each of these network could be specialized to a certain set of properties of the speech signal, for example the network described in this paper could be one of those, specialized on the analysis of spectral lines in vocalic segments of the speech signal. The output of these trained networks could then be combined as inputs in a hierarchy of higher level modules, that could themselves be successively trained. This approach would permit to bypass the problem of the increasing training period for increasingly complex problems.

---
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Abstract

Existing planning techniques do not easily allow for non-determinism in plan execution, and while there exist plan representations that accommodate non-determinism, using these representations for plan synthesis itself is also problematic. In applications requiring the mutually exclusive use of scarce resources by multiple agents, automated planning is an even more difficult problem. One major problem is that actions by one agent may make it impossible for other agents to fulfill their goals; in a correct plan either such potential interference must be eliminated by sequentialization, or else the ability of one agent to perform its actions must "persist" beyond the actions of other agents. In this paper we introduce a technique of both representing and automatically synthesizing such high-level multi-agent plans using the new subclass of Petri nets we call Generalized Condition/Event (GC/E) Nets. To avoid creating incorrect nets, we have identified an important new property, which we call persistence, which is essential to plans and therefore to any representation of them.
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1. Introduction

One longstanding but stubbornly elusive goal of research in automated problem-solving has been the ability to "program" autonomous agents by providing only the specification of desired goals, rather than explicitly setting forth the tasks to achieve a goal and a sufficient ordering on those tasks. Automated planning for multiple agents in an application requiring the mutually exclusive use of scarce resources, such as robot collision avoidance, is an even more difficult problem. In this paper we introduce a technique of both representing and automatically synthesizing such high-level multi-agent plans involving non-determinism, by modeling such plans using a new subclass of Petri nets we call Generalized Condition/Event (GC/E) Nets and then constructing such nets automatically. We also show through examples the functionality of our approach for representing and solving important problems in resource allocation in environments containing more than one agent.

Many modern planning systems, from Sacerdoti's NOAH system [8] to Chapman's TWEAK [2], employ partial orderings on their events, and thus may be modified relatively easily to produce plans intended for execution by multiple agents. However, these systems do not easily allow for nondeterminism. On another track, one or another variant of Petri nets [7] has been suggested as a representation for robot plans, including nondeterministic plans, in some recent work [3, 4, 5, 6]. This work, however, gives no indication of how nets may be employed during the process of synthesis itself.

Indeed, such nets commend themselves to plan representation for several reasons. First, nets are inherently parallel, in that enabled events that do not interact may occur independently. Second, although synchronization may be easily modeled, nets are asynchronous and thus independent of any particular notion of global time. Third, nets are non-deterministic and different orders of event execution may arise from the same net. Finally, pre- and postconditions of operators may be modeled naturally.

In simplest terms, a plan is a set of event occurrences that is partially ordered in (expected future) time. In a correct plan, if two sets of event occurrences, or sub-plans, are incomparable in the partial ordering, then it must be the case that they can occur in any order with respect to each other. Thus, if both sub-plans have all their preconditions established, the occurrence of one of the sub-plans cannot spoil the preconditions of the other. Any pair of sub-plans for which such destructive interference cannot be ruled out must be explicitly ordered by any correct plan synthesis algorithm. Because they fail to account for this fact, large classes of nets have properties which render them unsuitable as plan representations, and algorithms which construct nets having these properties will be incorrect. In formal terms, many nets have reachable states from which no state can be reached that satisfies the goal. To prevent this occurrence, we have identified an important new property of nets, which we call persistence, which is essential to plans and therefore must be preserved in synthesis. The basic idea is that the enablement of one sub-plan must "persist" beyond the occurrence of the other sub-plan. Specifically, persistence of enabled sub-orderings of events must be preserved by any net-growing algorithm that produces a plan involving non-deterministic mutual exclusion.

In addition, this work is the first to our knowledge that attempts actually to plan with nets by constructing net representations themselves automatically given only pre- and postcondition specification of initial and goal situations. This work and the much more detailed treatment in [1] attempt to fill this gap between modeling and synthesis.

2. An Example Problem

Consider a universe of two robots, each of which must move to a different location on a factory floor. Assume that a set of discrete locations can be identified on the floor, and that these locations in turn generate a set of paths between locations. If two or more paths intersect at a location, then there is the possibility of collision of robots using these paths. For example, if robot r1 is to travel from location a to location b, and robot r2 is to travel from c to d, and if the path from a to b intersects the path from c to d at a location z, then there is the possibility of collision if both robots try to occupy z at the same time. Any solution must prevent either robot from entering z (call it the "collision zone") whenever the other robot occupies that space. At the same time, a solution should recognize that it doesn't matter which robot enters the zone first; in that sense the solution should be non-deterministic. Let us see how to construct a non-deterministic plan for this problem, given only the specification of the floor layout and the initial and desired locations of the robots.
3. Situations

We begin by setting forth a framework in which to address this kind of planning issue. The situational model presented in this paper is based on a simplified form of first-order logic with certain restrictions on the structure of its formulas. First-order logic was chosen because it provides a very general framework for expressing and solving planning problems.

We say that a literal is a (possibly negated) predicate symbol (e.g., CLEAR, ON, PATH, etc.) in a first-order logic, together with the arguments of that symbol. Arguments may be either variables (X, Y, Z, etc.) or constants (a, b, c, etc.). A situation is a conjunction of literals. For example, the formula

\[ \text{ON}(c,a) \land \text{ON}(a,t) \land \text{BLUE}(c) \land \text{ORANGE}(a) \land \text{ROUND}(t) \land \text{AFTERNOON} \]

is a description of a situation in which a blue object \( c \) is on top of an orange object \( a \), object \( a \) is on a round object \( t \), and the time of day is afternoon.

For our example problem, we can specify the floor layout by the formula

\[ \text{path}(a,\text{ZONE}) \land \text{path}(\text{ZONE},b) \land \text{path}(c,\text{ZONE}) \land \text{path}(\text{ZONE},d) \]

The initial positions of the robots may be given by

\[ \text{at}(r,1,a) \land \text{at}(r,2,c) \]

and the initial situation is the conjunction of the above two formulas with a literal \( \text{safe}(\text{ZONE}) \) denoting that \( \text{ZONE} \) is presently unoccupied.

The goal situation may be represented by the formula

\[ \text{at}(r,1,b) \land \text{at}(r,2,d) \]

It should be clear how this representation can be extended to more complex topographies and more than two robots by adding literals to the specification of initial and goal situations.

4. Operators

We allow for two types of operators, propositional operators and predicate operators. A propositional operator may be written in production rule form as \( R: \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rightarrow \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \). \( R \) is the label or name of the rule. The left-hand-side \( \alpha \)'s consist of literals indicating the preconditions for execution of this operator; the right-hand-side \( \beta \)'s consist of literals indicating the postconditions which will be true after execution.

To generate the set of predicate operators, we need the concept of a template which is subject to variable substitution. We call such a template a schema. An operator schema \( R \) is a template of the form

\[ R(v_1, \ldots, v_k): \alpha_1(v_1, \ldots, v_k, a_1), \ldots, \alpha_n(v_1, \ldots, v_n, a_n) \rightarrow \beta_1(w_1, \ldots, w_k, b_1), \ldots, \beta_m(w_m, \ldots, w_m, b_m) \]

Here, \( R \) is the label of the rule; \( k \) is the number of arguments in the rule label; \( n \) is the number of right-hand-side literals in the rule; \( m \) is the number of right-hand-side literals. Each predicate \( \alpha_i \) has an argument vector \( (v_1, \ldots, v_k, a_i) \) associated with it and similarly for the \( \beta_m \). \( a_i \) is the number of arguments of the \( i \)-th left-hand atom of the rule; \( b_m \) is the number of arguments of the \( k \)-th right-hand atom.

An operator results when a ground substitution is applied to an operator schema. A substitution is a finite set of form \( \{t_1/v_1, \ldots, t_q/v_q\} \) where the \( v_i \) are variables, \( t_j \) are terms different from the \( v_i \)'s and no two elements have the same variable after the / . A ground substitution is a substitution none of whose \( t_j \)'s are variable symbols. If \( R \) is an operator schema, and \( \Theta = \{t_1/v_1, \ldots, t_q/v_q\} \) is a substitution, then the operator \( R\Theta \) is obtained from \( R \) by replacing each occurrence of each variable \( v_i \) in \( R \) by the corresponding \( t_j \). \( R\Theta \) is called an instance of \( R \). If \( \Theta \) is a ground substitution \( R\Theta \) is called a ground instance of \( R \). An operator is a ground instance of an operator schema. Where no ambiguity would result, a predicate schema may be abbreviated without the argument lists as \( R: \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rightarrow \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \)

5. Plan Grammars and Planning Problems

A plan grammar \( \Sigma \) consists of a set of operators, i.e., a set of ground instances of operator schemata, where each schema \( R \) can be represented as a production rule of the form given in the preceding section.

What, then, is a planning problem and how may it be specified? A planning problem may be thought of as a plan grammar and two situations: the initial situation (denoted \( S_I \)) and the desired final or goal situation (denoted \( S_g \)). To unify the situational specification into the plan grammar, we append to the plan grammar two special kinds of rules, called situational rules. If \( S_I = R_1, R_2 \) is a situation, a situational rule for \( S_I \) is a rule of the form:

\[ R:S_I = R_{1} \rightarrow R_{2} \]

Similarly, if \( S_2 = \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \) is a situation, a situational rule for \( S_2 \) is a rule of the form:

\[ R:S_I = \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \rightarrow R_2 \]

As we have seen in our running example, the plan grammar model is flexible enough to provide a convenient means of addressing some important kinds of open problems in automated planning research.
6. Nets and Net Representations

6.1. GC/E Nets

Situations, operators, and plans all have graphical representations, and we now show how to combine these representations to form nets. The planning process we use grows these nets automatically from situational specifications, using a plan grammar. We introduce a type of net called a generalized condition-event (GC/E) net.

Definition: A generalized condition-event net or GC/E net is \( N = (P, T, E, \mu) \) where \( P \) is a set of places, \( T \) is a set of events, \( P \cap T = \emptyset \), \( E \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \) is the edge relation, and \( \mu \subseteq P \) is called a marking of \( N. \)

A net is typically represented graphically with a set of circles representing places, a set of rectangles representing events, a set of directed arcs representing the edge relation, and a token (\( \bullet \)) residing in all places \( p \in \mu. \)

Let \( N = (P, T, E, \mu) \) be a GC/E net. For \( z \in (P \cup T), \)
\[ z = \{ (x, y) \mid x E \} \text{ is called the pre-set of } z, \text{ and} \]
\[ \mu = \{ (x, y) \mid x E \} \text{ is called the post-set of } z. \text{ For} \]
\[ X \subseteq (P \cup T), \quad \mu = X U \mu \quad \text{and} \quad X \subseteq X. \]

An event \( t \in T \) in a net \( N \) is enabled in a marking \( \mu \subseteq P \) if \( t \in \mu. \) The notation \( \mu - t -> \mu' \) denotes that event \( t \) is enabled in marking \( \mu. \) An event that is not enabled is disabled. The firing of an enabled event \( t \) in a marking \( \mu \) leads to a marking \( \mu' = (\mu - t) U \mu. % mu prime \) is called the successor marking of \( \mu \) under \( t. \) \( \mu - t -> \mu' \) denotes that the firing of enabled event \( t \) in \( \mu \) leads to successor marking \( \mu'. \)

The empty event sequence \( \epsilon \) is enabled in every marking \( \mu \subseteq P \) (\( \bullet \)). \( \mu - \epsilon -> \mu. \) For a sequence of events \( \omega \in T^* \) and an event \( t, \mu - t -> \mu' \) if and only if \( \mu - t -> \mu', \) \( \mu - t -> \mu' \) if \( \mu - t -> \mu'. \)

A marking \( \mu' \) is reachable from a marking \( \mu \) if there exists an enabled sequence \( \omega \) such that \( \mu - \omega -> \mu'. \) The reachability set of a net \( N \) with marking \( \mu \) denoted \( R(N, \mu) \), is defined by \( R(N, \mu) = \{ \mu' \mid \mu - \omega -> \mu' \} \).

We call such nets generalized condition-event nets because these definitions constitute a significant generalization of the C/E net [7] in at least four ways. First, standard C/E nets allow no event to fire if any of its output places is already marked. Including this eventually makes no difference to our results; storing a value into a memory location, for example, has the same effect whether or not that value was already stored there. Second, C/E nets exclude isolated events and places; again, we see no reason for this restriction. Third, C/E nets are in fact strongly connected. We must relax this restriction because we need two net components, or chains, representing the situational rules of a planning problem. Later, we shall see how the search for a plan is in a sense a process of connecting these two components. Fourth, and by far most important, C/E nets do not allow so-called self loops (a pair \( (u, v) \in (P \cup T) \) is a self loop if \( (u, v) \in E \); we have seen in the preceding section that allowing grammar rules with identical literals on the left- and right-hand-side has important representational power in many problem instances.

Figure 1. The Representation of a Situation

6.2. Net Representation of a Situation

Recall that a situation is a conjunction of literals in a logic. A net representation of a situation will consist of a set of places, each marked and each labeled with one of the conjuncts of the situation. An n-ary predicate, together with its arguments, is represented by an element \( p \in P. \) Each place is labeled by a literal (i.e., a predicate symbol together with its arguments). A place is marked by a token (\( \bullet \)). For example, the truth of a formula \( P(a) \land P(b) \) is represented by the presence of a token in the place labeled by \( P(c) \) and in the place labeled by \( P(d). \) Figure 1 shows the most concise representation of the situation \( P(a) \land Q(a) \land Q(c) \land \neg R(c) \land S. \) (These places need not be the only members of a marking.)

6.3. Net Representation of an Schema

Associated with each operator are one input place for each occurrence of an \( a_i \) on the left-hand side of the rule and one output place for each \( b_j \) on the right-hand side. For each \( a_i \) with arguments \( (u_1, \ldots, u_n), \) the schema has an input port labeled by the \( n \)-tuple \( \langle u_1, \ldots, u_n \rangle \) and similarly has an output port for each \( b_j. \) The relationship of net event firing and operator execution is the following: the operator asynchronously receives a token from one of its input ports at an input port to which that place is connected in the net. When all input ports for that operator have received tokens, the operator can execute. When the operator has concluded execution, it sends a token through each of its output ports to the place connected to that port.

Figure 2 shows a net representation of the operator schema.

PUT(X,Y,Z); ON(X,Z), CLEAR(X), CLEAR(Y) \rightarrow ON(X,Y), CLEAR(X), CLEAR(Z)

Just as a plan grammar \( \Sigma \) consists of a set of operators, we can use the term grammar net of a grammar \( \Sigma \) to denote the collection of graphical representations of the operators.

6.4. Net Representation of Plans

Although nets have been suggested as plan representations, this is the first work that attempts the actual automatic construction of such nets. Matters are complicated, as we shall soon see, because many nets have characteristics that render them unfit for plan representation. The nets we create, in which plans are embedded, themselves are generalized condition-event nets with a particular labeling on their places and events, and the algorithms used to create them must guard against introducing undesirable properties.


6.4.1. Operator Nets

Operators are used in plans to transform one situation into another. If a situation has certain characteristics, an operator will be enabled and can be employed at that point. If an operator is executed, the resulting situation will also have certain characteristics, perhaps different from the situation which preceded. The relation of situations to operators in plans motivates the definition of a particular labeling on a Condition-Event net.

Definition: Given a plan grammar \( \Sigma \) and a logic, an operator net is a tuple \((N, \eta, \lambda)\), where

- \( N = (P, T, E, \mu) \) is a generalized C/E net,
- \( \eta: P \to L \) the (ground) literals in a set of operators,
- \( \lambda: T \to \Sigma \), the operators of a plan grammar,
- \((p, t) \in E \iff \eta(p) \) occurs on the left-hand side of \( \lambda(t) \) in \( \Sigma \),
- \((t, p) \in E \iff \eta(p) \) occurs on the right-hand side of \( \lambda(t) \) in \( \Sigma \), and
- \( \mu \subseteq P \).

In essence an operator net is a GC/E net in which the places and events have been appropriately labeled. The task of a planning algorithm is to construct an operator net (i.e., append elements to \( E \) and \( T \)) in such a way that any execution of the net will constitute a plan for its input problem.

6.5. Persistence

Some GC/E nets represent plans and some do not. To help illustrate the difference, we look at an example of a net that does not represent a correct plan. Consider a world of identical blocks \( a, b, \) and \( c \) lying on a table \( t \), and a robot manipulator arm which can lift one block at a time and place it on another. Assuming we have an operator schema

\[
\text{PUT}(X, Y, Z) : \text{CLEAR}(X), \text{CLEAR}(Y), \text{ON}(X, Z) \rightarrow \text{CLEAR}(X), \text{CLEAR}(Z), \text{ON}(X, Y)
\]

\[
\text{ON}(c, a), \text{CLEAR}(b), \text{CLEAR}(c) \text{ ON}(b, t), \text{ON}(a, t), \text{CLEAR}(t) \text{ and a goal}
\]

\[
\text{ON}(a, b), \text{ON}(b, c)
\]

then Figure 3 shows a net representation which is not a plan, because when executed from the initial marking it will not necessarily halt in a marking satisfying the goal. CLEAR(c) is in the pre-sets of both \( \text{PUT}(c, t, a) \) and \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \) and in the post-set of \( \text{PUT}(c, t, a) \) but not of \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \). Furthermore, both events are enabled in the marking shown. If \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \) fires before \( \text{PUT}(c, t, a) \) the latter cannot fire; its enablement does not "persist" beyond the firing of the other event.

The idea of persistence has to do with the structure of the pre-sets and post-sets of events in a net. For an event \( u \) to be persistent with respect to an event \( t \), any places in the intersection of their pre-sets must occur in the post-set of \( t \). The notion can best be defined with respect to sequences of events.

Definition: Let \( N = (P, T, E, \mu) \) be a net. Let \( \omega_1, \omega_2 \in T' \) be sequences of events such that \( \mu' - \omega_1 > \) and \( \mu' - \omega_2 > \). \( \omega_2 \) is persistent with respect to \( \omega_1 \) if and only if \( \mu - \omega_2 \subseteq \omega_1 \).

Note that two enabled sequences whose pre-sets have empty intersection are persistent with respect to each other. A net \( N = (P, T, E, \mu) \) is persistent if and only if for every \( \omega_1 \neq \omega_2 \in T' \), and every \( \mu' \in \mathbb{R}(N, \mu) \) such that \( \mu' - \omega_1 > \) and \( \mu' - \omega_2 > \), \( \omega_1 \) is persistent with respect to \( \omega_2 \).

We can illustrate persistence by returning to the above example. \( \text{PUT}(c, t, a) \) is not persistent with respect to \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \). Additionally, \( \text{CLEAR}(b) \) is in the pre-sets of both \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \) and \( \text{PUT}(a, b, t) \) and in the post-set of \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \) but not of \( \text{PUT}(a, b, t) \), so \( \text{PUT}(a, b, t) \) is persistent with respect to \( \text{PUT}(b, c, t) \) but not vice-versa.

7. Plan Synthesis

The plan synthesis process we employ grows an operator net, in which a strict partial ordering of operators is embedded, by appending components of the grammar net associated with \( \Sigma \). This process continues until a net is constructed whose initially marked place is labeled by \( S_1 \) and whose execution must result in marking a place \( p_2 \) labeled by the goal situation \( S_2 \).

We have seen what it means for a place in a net to be marked and what it means for an event to fire. Since in our view planning is concerned with simulation of events which are expected to take place in the future, we also need notions of "potential" marking and firing. We thus need to be clear about what it means for an event to fire. Since in our view planning is an operator synthesis process, we employ grows an operator net, in which a strict partial ordering of operators is embedded, by appending components of the grammar net associated with \( \Sigma \). This process continues until a net is constructed whose initially marked place is labeled by \( S_1 \) and whose execution must result in marking a place \( p_2 \) labeled by the goal situation \( S_2 \).

We say the forward chain of an operator net is that subset of nodes (places and events) to which the \( S_1 \) place \( p_1 \) is connected. The backward chain is that subset of nodes which are connected to the \( S_2 \) place \( p_2 \). The forward-frontier (FF) of a net is that subset of places of the net excluding \( p_2 \) having out-degree 0. The backward-frontier (BF) is that subset of places excluding \( p_1 \) having in-degree 0. In the most general problem class, FF places can be found in both the forward and backward chains, but BF places occur only in the backward chain. See [1] for discussion of a classification scheme for planning problems and algorithms.

Returning to potential marking and firing, we can say an event \( t \) of an operator net is fireable if all input places of \( t \) are markable, and a place \( p \) of an operator net is markable if \( p \) is

(i). in the forward chain and marked (in general true only of \( p_1 \)), or

(ii). unmarked and any event in the pre-set of \( p \) is fireable, or

(iii). in the backward chain and unified with an eligible forward-frontier place (in either chain), provided no other place is unified with the same FF place.

Two places are unified if their labelings are identical under some consistent substitution. Unification is shown in our nets by dotted lines. Note that unification can be undone. "Eligibility" is
used to avoid introducing cycles, i.e., circular reasoning, into the net. See [1] for a detailed discussion of eligibility.

The planner seeks the creation of a solution for its problem, which can be represented by a solution net. A solution net is an operator net all of whose back-frontier places are markable. Equivalently, a solution net is one all of whose unmarked places have predecessor events in the net, or one in which the goal place \( p_2 \) is markable.

8. Final Place Merger and Mutual Persistence

Recall the two-robot collision zone problem. Let us examine a solution net (Figure 4) for this problem. (In the interest of brevity we will refer to labelings when strictly speaking we mean places and events in the net.) Note that the net in Figure 4 contains three places identically labeled ‘safe(zone)’, shown within the dashed rectangle. This particular net, which is deterministic, resulted from expanding ‘at(r1,b)’ before ‘at(r2,d)’; other solution nets are possible. For example, if the algorithm had expanded ‘at(r2,d)’ first, the resulting net would have the same places and events but the edge relation would differ. Denote by \( w_1 \) the event sequence \( \text{enter(zone,zone,a,r1), leave_zone(zone,rl,b)} \). Denote by \( w_2 \) the event sequence \( \text{enter_zone(zone,c,r2), leave_zone(zone,r2,d)} \). \( w_1 = \{\text{path(zone,b),path(a,zone),at(rl,a),safe(zone)}\} \), and \( w_2 = \{\text{path(zone,d),path(c,zone),at(r2,c),safe(zone)}\} \). Thus \( w_1 \cap \cdot w_2 = \{\text{safe(zone)}\} \) Notice that \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are mutually persistent, since \( \cdot w_1 \cap \cdot w_2 \subseteq w_1 \cdot \) and \( \cdot (w_1 \cap \cdot w_2) \subseteq w_2 \cdot \) Thus it is possible to merge the three identically labeled places in the solution net as a final step in plan synthesis, because to do so will not destroy the mutual persistence of the the two enabled sequences. The merger can be accomplished by a straightforward isomorphic transformation from the places within the dashed rectangle of Figure 4 to the place within the dashed rectangle of Figure 5. The net of Figure 5, and hence the embedded plan consisting of its events, is nondeterministic in that either sequence \( w_1 \) or \( w_2 \) may occur before the other. It accommodates mutual exclusion on the collision zone because the place labeled “safe(zone)” is unmark during execution of either sequence and thus one of the required tokens is unavailable to the other sequence. Note that the net contains two (intersecting) cycles. However, both cycles are markable and the events of each cycle are persistent with respect to the events of the other.

The general merger rule thus is: we can merge places \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) to form place \( p \) if and only if (i) their labelings \( \eta(p_1) \) and \( \eta(p_2) \) are unifiable, and (ii) merger would not create any pair of sequences in the post-set of \( p \) which are not mutually persistent.

9. Conclusions

In this paper we have been concerned with two aspects of planning: modeling plans and synthesizing plans. We have shown how to synthesize, not merely represent, plans using a restricted class of labeled nets called Generalized Condition/Event Nets. We also introduced the notion of plan grammar, and showed how such grammars allowed us to formulate problems requiring nondeterminism for their solution. We then discussed an important and necessary property of GC/E nets, persistence, which if present permits such a net to model a nondeterministic plan. Two event orderings are mutually persistent if the execution of one of the orderings does nothing to spoil the preconditions for the execution of the other. Finally, we discussed an algorithm to construct nets exhibiting the necessary persistence property, given only initial and goal situational specifications and a plan grammar. We concluded by showing how our algorithm would construct a net to solve our running example problem in a domain of simple multi-robot collision avoidance.
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ABSTRACT

Non-linear precedence planners (in the tradition of NOAH and NONLIN) need an iterative construct for achieving universally quantified goals and for doing certain sorts of recursion. A construct is suggested that can do special cases of both of these. It trades the generality of some other possible constructs for ease in deciding how to apply the proposed construct when it is applicable.
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1. Some Problems

Here are some problems that a non-linear precedence planner (in the tradition of NOAH (Sacerdoti 1975) or NONLIN (Tate 1976)) ought to be able to solve with the given action repertoire. The difficulty is that that the problems need repeated application of the operator, and there is no standard way of specifying repetition.

- chair painting
  given: a set of chairs, some painted red, some not.
  goal: all those chairs are painted red.
  action: paint something red
- table clearing
  given: a table with some blocks on it.
  goal: there are no blocks on it.
  action: take a block off the table and put it on the floor.
- ladder climbing
  given: a robot is at the bottom of a ladder.
  goal: it is at the top of the ladder.
  action: ascend one rung of the ladder
- name finding
  given: a list of names in alphabetic order;
  the robot points at some name.
  goal: the robot points at another, given, name, known to be in the list, and alphabetically later.
  action: move finger along list from one name to another.
- tower demolishing
  given: a block with a tower of other blocks above it of unknown but finite height.
  goal: the bottom block is clear.
  action: take a clear block off what it stands on.

2. A proposed solution.

One wants an iterative construct that is not just partially correct (if it terminates, its goal will be true) but totally correct (it will terminate and its goal will be true). That ruled out anything like a simple while loop of the form "WHILE goal not achieved DO action END" because as it stands there is no need for the loop to terminate.

In program verification, the standard way to prove that such a loop terminates is to divide the goal to be true after the loop into two parts, the variant and the invariant. The variant is a function whose value strictly decreases on each cycle, but which can't decrease below a known zero; so the loop terminates. The invariant is a property which if true before any cycle of the loop is also true after it. The goal must be equivalent to the invariant being true and the variant being at its zero. Each cycle must maintain the invariant and decrease the variant. Achieving that is the problem of planning what happens inside the construct. Then if one can achieve the invariant being true before the construct, and the variant being not less than its zero, the goal must be true after the construct.

The big problem about using this idea in program synthesis is deciding how to split the goal into the variant and the invariant. I shall propose specialized ways of doing this that loses generality but which (I hope) makes it much easier to produce totally correct loops when it applies.

Actions will be drawn as boxes, with their preconds on the left and their effects on the right. Protections (holding periods) will be drawn as double lines.

The main idea is this. Consider the whole iterative construct as a box that from the outside looks like an action with preconds and effects, perhaps involving quantifiers. During execution, it will go through N cycles, from 1 to N. Each cycle J will start in state J-1 and end in state J. So the whole loop will start in state 0 and end in state N. Furthermore, at each iteration, the cycle will be acting on an operand (which may be a tuple). That operand will be called "J. The set of objects 1, 2, ... N must be identified before execution of the iteration starts. The variant of such a loop is of course passage through the sequence 1, 2, ..., N.

Inside, however, the construct looks like a plan in its own right. That internal plan will be executed on each iteration, and it will be made just like any other plan. The question is, how do the initial state and the goals of that internal plan relate to the overall precons and effects of
One can unroll an iteration into a sequence of repeated executions of the internal plan. These executions lie between the states 0, 1, 2, ..., j-1; j; ..., N. The validity of the iteration will be proved by an inductive argument, that some fact is true at all those states. That needs the situation calculus notation. I write "F @ S" for "F is true in state S" where F is a sentence not containing "@". It is a redundant notation; as usual, one can suppose all predications to have an extra argument, the state in which it holds. The induction is

\[ \begin{align*}
    & I(j-1) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
\end{align*} \]

The interest of that conclusion may be what it establishes about each of the states on the way to N; or just about its specialization to the final state N.

To complete that induction however, other assumptions may be needed:

* either about what is true in state 0: U@O
* or about what is true in every state: V@j
* or about conditionals of the form: H(j) -> X@j

Such assumptions will assist an induction by fitting into the proof like this

\[ \begin{align*}
    & I(j-1) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
\end{align*} \]

Each of the constructs below corresponds to some such induction. It has been proved in advance and canned as a construct. Nevertheless, the user still has to show that the assumptions that the proof makes are true. That is what filling in the construct does.

An external precond of the iteration corresponds to an assumption about what is true in state 0. It is drawn like this. (The situation names are implied by where the sentences are placed, and so can be omitted.)

\[ \begin{align*}
    & I(j-1) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
\end{align*} \]

A goal of the internal plan corresponds to the need to prove an assumption about what is true in every state.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & U \\
\end{align*} \]

The making of a plan for an internal goal given facts about the internal initial state corresponds to filling in this constellation:

\[ \begin{align*}
    & \text{state } j-1 \\
    & \text{cycle } j \\
    & \text{state } j \\
\end{align*} \]

In the special case where W and X are the same, N is an invariant of the iteration.

And now for conclusions. Proving that I is true in all states corresponds to I being true in the initial state of the typical instance of the internal plan.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & I(j-1) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
    & I(j) \\
\end{align*} \]

And the specialization of that corresponds to I being true in the final state of the iteration; that is, being an effect.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & \text{state } j-1 \\
    & \text{cycle } j \\
    & \text{state } j \\
\end{align*} \]

So different assumptions and conclusions in the iteration correspond to different constellations of facts in the iterative construct. Here are three useful constellations.

I: Leave things alone

If some set of objects C each start with a property T, and if all members of C that have property T at the start of a cycle retain it at the end of the cycle, then every member of C has property T at the end of the iteration.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & \text{state } j-1 \\
    & \text{cycle } j \\
    & \text{state } j \\
\end{align*} \]

II: Add an external effect

If at each cycle j all operands of past cycles retain property E, and if at the end of each cycle the operand of that cycle has property E, then after the iteration ends all operands have property E.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & \text{state } j-1 \\
    & \text{cycle } j \\
    & \text{state } j \\
\end{align*} \]

II: Add an external effect

If at each cycle j all operands of past cycles retain property E, and if at the end of each cycle the operand of that cycle has property E, then after the iteration ends all operands have property E.

\[ \begin{align*}
    & \text{state } j-1 \\
    & \text{cycle } j \\
    & \text{state } j \\
\end{align*} \]
III: Add an internal fact (a fact that the body of the construct may rely on)

If at each cycle $j$ all operands of future cycles retain property $P$, and before the iteration starts all operands have property $P$, then at the start of each cycle the operand of that cycle will have property $P$.

For all $N$, $0 < x < N$,
If $\forall j (0 < j < N, \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))) \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))$,
and $\forall j (0 < j < N, \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))) \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))$,
then $\forall j (0 < j < N, \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))) \forall x (j < x < N, P(\neg x))$.

Proofs: by induction on $j$.
From now on, "cycle $j$" will be left out of the diagrams.

3. Examples and refinements.

Here are some examples of how iteration can be used to achieve universally quantified goals. (It can also be used for "ladder climbing", described later.) It is convenient to divide quantification into two sorts; restricted and unrestricted.

3.1. Restricted quantification.

Consider painting the chairs red. The goal is

$\forall x (\text{chair}(\neg x), 0 < x < N)$

$\forall x (\text{red}(\neg x))$

The heuristics that work on this are as important as the plan construction rules above. The goal should be split into

$\forall x (\text{chair}(\neg x), 0 < x < N)$
$\forall x (\text{red}(\neg x))$

Then one should recognize that since there is no single action that achieves either of those goals, an iteration must be built.

The first goal can be handled by the "leave things alone" constellation. The internal goal is reduced immediately. The protected fact amounts to a demand that the body of the iteration shouldn't create any more chairs than it started with. The external precondition requires that all chairs are operands.

Actually getting the chairs painted needs the "add an external effect" constellation.

In order to paint the chair, one has to introduce an action into the internal plan.

Now there is an internal subgoal. That can be achieved either by introducing another action into the internal plan; or, as here, by demanding it from the initial state of the cycle, using the "add an internal fact" constellation. The quantification is shown, even though it is vacuous. After this, the internal plan is complete.

So far there is no check that the things affected by the loop are chairs. Whatever they are, they get painted red. This is wasteful. A refinement avoids it. If one adds to the goal that requirement that only chairs are considered

$\forall x (\text{chair}(\neg x), 0 < x < N)$
$\forall x (\text{red}(\neg x))$
$\forall x (0 < x < N, \text{chair}(\neg x))$

then it can be achieved via the "leave things alone" constellation, giving
There is also good independent motivation for the new invariant. Without it, there is no constraint that the internal plan should not, so long as it paints the operand red, cause it to cease being a chair. If the iteration reduced all chairs to heaps of red splinters it would trivially have achieved
\[ \forall x (< x, \text{chair}(x)) \]
\[ \forall x (0 < x < N, \text{chair}(x)) \]

Now however any plan that destroyed a chair would violate the invariant just added and have to be dismissed.

3.2 Unrestricted quantification

Sometimes one wants everything to have some property. The goal of having a clear table is
\[ \forall x (-\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]
If one sees that as
\[ \forall x (\text{true}(x), -\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]
and treats it as before, one gets
\[ \forall x (\text{true}(x), 0 < x < N) \]
\[ \forall x (0 < x < N, -\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]
which ultimately involves one in treating every object in the universe as an operand; clearly a disaster. Instead one should see the goal as
\[ \forall x (N < x, -\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]
\[ \forall x (0 < x < N, -\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]

Then one can build an iteration by first using the "leave things alone" constellation
\[ \forall x (N < x, -\text{on}(x, \text{table})) \]

4. Using operands chained together by some relation.

The other examples need an extra piece of machinery. It is the assumption that there can be some relation, say \( \preceq \), between the successive operands of the loop.

\[ 0 \preceq 1 \preceq 2 \preceq \ldots \preceq N-1 \preceq N \]

Note that a \( \preceq 0 \) is assumed to exist.

There are two things that can be done with such a chain: "ladder climbing" and "tower building". This paper discusses only the first.

4.1 Ladder climbing

Here the idea is that the chain is found to exist already. The bottom item of the chain has some property. At each stage of the loop, that property is conferred on the next item in the chain, by an action that relies on the chain relation and on the property being true of the current item.

Formally, what happens is
\[ \text{one relies on } Q \preceq 0 \]
\[ \text{one relies on } \preceq 1 \preceq 2 \preceq \ldots \preceq f-1 \preceq f \]
\[ \text{one achieves } Q \preceq f \]

Each cycle of the loop must ensure that it
\[ \text{achieves } Q \text{ for the current operand} \]
\[ \text{preserves all the chain above the current operand} \]
\[ \text{preserves any extra preconds each cycle needs} \]

Eg: the chain could be the rungs of a ladder; the chain relation \( \preceq \) would be

\[ (\text{Rung1}) \text{is_below}(\text{Rung2}) \]
the property \( Q \) would be \( \text{I_am_at}(\text{Rung}) \).

The action would be \( \text{ascend}(\text{Rung1}, \text{Rung2}) \) which would confer \( \text{I_am_at}(\text{Rung2}) \) on Rung2 because \( \text{Rung1} \text{is_below}(\text{Rung2}) \) and \( \text{I_am_at}(\text{Rung1}) \).

To do this requires a new constellation.

IV: Transfer a property

If
\[ \forall j (0 < j < N, T(\langle j-1\rangle) \to T(\langle j \rangle)) \]
and \( T(0) \)
then \( T(N\rangle) \)

\[ T(j-1) \]
\[ T(j) \]
\[ T(0) \]
\[ T(N) \]
Ladder climbing is, I think, a very useful construct since it corresponds to what one wants to do when one reduces a goal to a very similar subgoal. It should be applied when near-loops occur. That struck me in the context of tower demolishing.

given: a block with a tower of other blocks above it of unknown but finite height.
goal: the bottom block is clear.
action: take a clear block off what it stands on.

The sequence of planning steps is: start with the goal "clear(base)". Once one sees that is not already true, one needs to find a suitable operator such as "take_off(A,B)" and use it.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{take_off}(A, & \text{base}) \\
\text{clear}(A) \quad & \text{clear}(\text{base}) \quad \text{clear}(\text{base})
\end{align*}
\]

Now spot that the subgoal "clear(A)" is very like the original goal "clear(base)", and consider an iteration, using the "transfer a property" constellation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{clear}(& (j-1)) \quad \text{clear}(j) \\
\text{clear}(0) \quad & \text{clear}(N)
\end{align*}
\]

The internal plan should involve the "take_off(A,base)" action already considered. Soon one reaches

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{take_off}(& (j, (j-1)) \\
\text{clear}(j-1) \ldots & \text{clear}(j) \quad \text{clear}(j) \\
\text{clear}(& 0) \quad \text{clear}(N)
\end{align*}
\]

Now use the "add an internal fact" constellation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{take_off}(& (j, (j-1)) \\
\text{clear}(j-1) \ldots & \text{clear}(j) \quad \text{clear}(j) \\
\text{on}(j, & (j-1)) \\
\text{clear}(0) \quad & \text{clear}(N)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall x (0 < x < N, \text{on}(x, (x-1))) \\
\text{clear}(0) \quad \text{clear}(N)
\end{align*}
\]

Rather oddly, the "base" of the chain of operands will be the top of the tower, and the "top" of the chain will be the base of the tower.

The preconditions of the iteration amount to a demand that the tower being demolished have a top. One must rely on domain facts to establish that. That top will be a block "0 which is itself clear and which is a certain number N of steps of "on" away from the base of the tower. If one uses the limited transitive closure, \((u)\triangleleft(N+1)(v) \equiv 3w((w)\triangleleft(u), (w)\triangleleft(v))\) defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
(u)\triangleleft 0(v) & \equiv u=v \\
(u)\triangleleft(N+1)(v) & \equiv 3w((w)\triangleleft(u), (w)\triangleleft(v))
\end{align*}
\]

then that fact can be expressed as:

\[
\forall x (\text{block}(x), 3N(0 < N, \text{clear}(y) & (y)\text{on}(x)))
\]

Facts of that sort will be needed whenever ladder climbing is contemplated.

Name-finding is another instance of the same sort of task. The goal of being at the name alphabetically just before the right name: and so on.

5. Execution

The execution of the construct involves doing the body of the loop on each successive operand. There is a problem about the knowledge requirement of the loop: when does one need to have vivid, operationally sufficient, descriptions of the operands? Some problems that seem to be of this sort are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{When deciding to paint all chairs red, I must,} \\
\text{before the loop, know of all the chairs that aren't} \\
\text{red. But I don't have to decide until the beginning of} \\
\text{each loop which particular chair to paint. So} \\
\text{when do I grasp or decide the extension of the} \\
\text{function } f(t) ?
\end{align*}
\]
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\text{function } f(t) ?
\end{align*}
\]
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6. Other approaches

There seem to be four other main contenders for an iterative construct in this sort of planning.

6.1 Dijkstra's WHILE construct (Dijkstra 1975)
PRO: It is simple and well understood.
CON: If one also uses Dijkstra IFs, as one must, then why are there two constructs with conditionals in them?
CON: The main objection: termination is not provable unless one splits the goal into variant and invariant, which is hard and which was to be avoided.

6.2 Drummond's plan nets

Drummond (1985, 1986) proposes a "Plan Net" representation of plans, which considers a Petri-net-like pebbling of a procedural net as a model of its execution. Iteration is seen as the recurrence of some state of pebbling.

PRO: This seems a natural representation for "whenever A do B" plans.
CON: It is not clear how to prove termination.
CON: It is a large step away from standard precedence planning.

6.3 Recursive actions

The idea here was to draw some complex plans in named boxes, which could contain recursive invocations of themselves: that is, they could contain boxes with the same name as themselves, and with the same preconditions and effects, thought perhaps different arguments. This would allow arbitrary recursion.

PRO: Something like this is ineliminable if one wants to handle eg multiple recursion (eg quicksort).
PRO: The idea of the invariant arises naturally. It is those preconditions of the recursively invoked actions that are supplied, not by actions in the iterative construct, but from facts assumed true at the start of each cycle of the construct. They are "invariant" because no action in the construct may contradict them.
CON: Unless one wants to plan eg quicksort, the need for general recursion seems not to arise.
CON: The placing of the recursive call relative to the rest of the plan introduces an irrelevant choice between head/tail/middle recursion.
CON: The main problem is this: the natural thing to use as a variant is some argument to the recursive call. This should strictly decrease on each call. To achieve $\forall x (Px@n \rightarrow Qx@n )$, the natural argument is the set $\{x: \neg(Px \rightarrow Qx)\}$ of things without the property. But this is a higher-order object. To say how sets change across actions requires extra machinery. (Which, however, may be needed for eg actions that involve the destruction or creation of objects. But that is a big change.)

7. Limitations of this approach

There are some things this approach cannot do. It is iterative rather than generally recursive, and I can't see that it can be extended to cases where one has to do a multiple recursion (where there is more than one invocation of the defined function within itself) such as quicksort.

The division of the task into operands sometimes looks rather forced. Consider cleaning a window. Each wipe cleans part of the window, and after all the wipes are done, the window is clean. The operands are presumably the parts of the window cleaned by each wipe. But no way of dividing the window is more natural than any other, so how is any division either invented or selected? Similar problems can arise with any continuously divisible object.

Consider the table clearing strategy whereby at each cycle one puts on one block and takes off two. The table will be cleared, but that can't be shown by this approach. This approach numbers the objects to be operated on, which amounts to (doing recursion on) having an induction hypothesis about a sequence of strictly included sets. The sequence $\{1, 2, ..., N\}$ corresponds to the sequence of sets of objects waiting to be operated on

\[
\begin{align*}
\{1, 2, ..., N\} \\
\{2, ..., N\} \\
\{..., N\} \\
\{\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

To handle the one-on-two-off problem, one needs to be able to recur on a sequence of strictly smaller sets, whether or not one of them includes the next. That is more general.

8. Further work

The main difficulty is this: making the internal plan leads to new subgoals. Reducing those leads to a choice: shall I introduce further actions into the internal plan to reduce the new subgoals, or shall I add facts to the initial state of the internal plan? Of course, adding such facts is not free. Those facts will have to be achieved for each operand before the construct starts, and must be maintained across the internal plan. So the question is, How much of its own work should the construct do, and how much should it rely on having done some to start with, only worrying about not undoing it?

Acknowledgements: I thank Jim Doran and Richard Young for their helpful comments on this paper.
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Abstract

The nondeterministic nature of Prolog-based computations makes intelligent backtracking an important issue in logic programming. The problem is particularly crucial in Prolog programming for artificial intelligence where some of the well-known AI problems rely heavily on automatic backtracking, such as constraint-satisfaction problems. In this paper a resolution-based procedure, called context resolution, is presented, which, by associating terms with contexts, incorporates into resolution in a very natural way the information needed for intelligent backtracking. The method based on context resolution is more intelligent than those based on data dependency analysis, and easier to implement than those based on unification analysis. In addition, the context resolution method provides a flexible framework for intelligent backtracking in which the tradeoff between the overhead and the intelligence quotient can be easily adjusted. The resulting algorithm is proven to be correct; that is, backtrack points being pruned are only those that definitely lead to failure.

1. Introduction

Most Prolog interpreters use the depth-first search strategy with a naive backtracking scheme. That is, from the viewpoint of an SLD-tree, the leftmost branch is explored first, and when a failure node is encountered the prover backs up to the parent node to search alternative branches. Backtracking continues in this fashion until a success node is discovered or the search is trapped into an infinite derivation. Very often, some of the ancestor nodes are known to lead to failure. A smarter interpreter therefore should be capable of avoiding backtracking to these nodes; this is called intelligent backtracking. Intelligent backtracking can be realized by gathering all the information generated so far; based upon which the decision as to which ancestor node should be backed up to can be made. Ideally, we would like to prune all the nodes known to lead to failure and continue the search from the nearest ancestor node with an uncertain state, that is, whether it leads to failure or success or an infinite derivation is presently unknown.

The problem of backtracking in Prolog systems has caught much attention in the last few years, as it is not only a problem associated with sequential implementation of Prolog, but also an important issue to be addressed in most parallel execution schemes (See, for example, [CoKi85]). The problem is particularly crucial in Prolog programming for artificial intelligence where some of the well-known AI problems rely heavily on automatic backtracking, such as constraint-satisfaction problems. Previous work on intelligent backtracking can be divided into two categories based on the tools used in solving the problem.

Cox [Cox84] and Bruynooghe and Pereira [BrPe84] used deduction trees to analyze the possibility of unification of a subtree. Cox’s algorithm was based on finding the maximal subtree such that unification is possible. Bruynooghe-Pereira’s algorithm was based on finding the minimal subtree such that unification is impossible. Once the subtree has been found, the nodes that belong to an unifiable subtree should be avoided. The method based on modifying goals by Pereira and Porto [PePo82] is another example of unification analysis. These analyses and the corresponding algorithms essentially laid out foundations for intelligent backtracking, by which the problem of backtracking can be adequately addressed conceptually. As indicated in [Cox84], however, the resulting algorithms can only be used in some restricted applications because the computation involved can be intensive. In addition, it is not very clear how an intelligent backtracking scheme can be effectively incorporated into resolution procedures.

In the second category, the main contributors are Conery-Kibler [CoKi85], Chang-Despain [ChDe85], and Lin-Kumar-Leung [LiKL86]. The tool used in their schemes is data dependency graph. Using data dependency analysis, a better backtrack point can be easily discovered from variable sharing information without performing a possibly intensive failure analysis. Another advantage of data dependency analysis is its direct support of synchronizing parallel evaluation of logic programs. However, data dependency analysis, which is based on computations of graph, can be expensive. In particular, when bindings introduced by unification include nonground terms, reconstruction of data dependency graph is often needed [LiKL86]. Another problem of the data dependency method is that it sometimes fails to locate the cause of failure directly, and is thus sometimes less intelligent than desired.

The scheme independently developed by Kumar and Lin [KuLi87] is also based on the data dependency relation. The restriction of ground bindings in the previous scheme [LiKL86] is eliminated by a technique called tagging. Their performance results indicate that this scheme entails the least
amount of overhead among several known schemes for a number of "typical" programs. However, some of the drawbacks of using the data dependency relation are still present (see Section 2).

The scheme to be proposed in this paper attempts to alleviate the problems encountered in the unification analysis and data dependency analysis approaches. The scheme treats ground and nonground terms uniformly. It is more intelligent than data dependency analysis and is easier to implement than unification analysis.

The main idea in our scheme is to associate each term with a context, a number indicating where the term was "introduced." Briefly, when unification takes place, a substituting term is assigned a context. When a failure is found to be associated with a symbol, the context of the symbol directly reveals where this failure can possibly be cured. In this way, a simple mechanism of maintaining contexts can be incorporated into resolution to keep track of the history of a computation for the purpose of intelligent backtracking.

Context resolution is a method aiming at formalizing and validating the above idea. Consider an SLD-derivation from some initial goal $G_0$ using the leftmost computation rule. Suppose the goal $G_i: \leftarrow p_1, \ldots, p_n$ is being processed. Next we will try to resolve $p_1$. When $p_1$ unifies with the head of a candidate clause, say $c \leftarrow c_1, \ldots, c_n$, we obtain a unifier $\{x_1/t_1, \ldots, x_n/t_n\}$. In order to record the terms that the current resolving step has affected, the variables $x_1, \ldots, x_i$ are replaced by $[t_1, \ldots, t_i]$, respectively. The terms $[t_1, \ldots, t_i]$ are called context terms where $t_i$ is the context pointing to the current goal $G_i$. The next goal is derived by replacing the selected literal with the body of the candidate clause and then by substituting these terms with their contexts into the resulting goal statement (all the symbols in the body are associated with $t_i$, too; see Subsection 3.3). In doing so, the context information is embedded into the newly derived goal and will be propagated to further derived goals.

In the next section, we illustrate that data dependency analysis sometimes fails to locate the cause of a failure directly. Section 3 presents context resolution. We first extend terms to context terms, and ordinary unification to context unification, upon which context resolution is based. We discuss how different versions of context unification can yield different algorithms with different overhead and degrees of intelligence. A prover algorithm is then presented in Section 4, which makes use of context information to backtrack intelligently. Section 5 contains final remarks. An example of using the prover algorithm is included in Appendix I and the correctness proof of the algorithm is given in Appendix II. At the time of writing, an implementation of the scheme on Waterloo Prolog [McC87] has been attempted and partially completed. Preliminary performance results on a number of problems and their comparisons with two other schemes are provided in Appendix III.

### 2. Previous Work Based on Data Dependency Analysis

Data dependency analysis is based on the assumption that two literals are said to be dependent if they share at least one common variable. Chang-Despain’s semi-intelligent backtracking scheme [ChDe85] employs static data dependency analysis, i.e., before the program is executed. Lin-Kumar-Leung’s algorithm [LiKL86] implements a dynamic data dependency analysis. To carry out data dependency analysis, a data dependency graph is needed. As an example, suppose we have a clause

$$p(A, B, C) \leftarrow p_1(A), p_2(A, B), p_3(A, C), p_4(C), p_5(B, C).$$

The data dependency graph of this clause is shown as follows:

![Data Dependency Graph](image)

where $p_1$, in which the variable $A$ appears first, is called the generator of the variable $A$ and $p_2$ and $p_3$ the consumers of $A$; the variable $A$ is called a linking variable. When a literal fails, the execution backtracks to the closest literal on which it depends; for example, the failure of $p_2$ will cause the execution to back up to $p_3$.

One problem with this approach is that a data dependency relation changes frequently during execution; this includes disappearance of generators, generation of new generators and change of previously established dependency relation (A more detailed analysis can be found in [YoWa87]). For example, suppose we have

$$\leftarrow p_1(A, B), p_2(A, B), p_3(A, B), p_4(X, Y) \leftarrow p_5(X, Y).$$

Resolving the goal yields

$$\leftarrow p_6(X, Y), p_7(f(X), Y), p_8(f(X), Y).$$

Now $p_4$ becomes the generator of $X$, and $p_2$ and $p_3$ depend on $p_8$ instead of $p_1$ initially.

Since the data dependency method keeps track of dependency at the literal level, not at the variable level, thus it may not directly locate the literal leading to unification failure. As an example, consider the following goal and program:

$$\leftarrow p_3(A), p_4(A, B), p_5(A, B), p_6(a_1), p_7(a_2), p_8(a_1, b_1), p_9(a_1, b_2), p_9(a_2, b_1), p_9(a_3, b_1).$$

Clearly, the first time backtracking occurs is at the goal $\leftarrow p_3(a_1, b_1)$ after resolving $p_1$ and $p_2$. According to the data
dependency relation, we should first backtrack to \( p_2 \) because of the linking variable \( B \). We thus obtain \( p_3(a_1, b_2) \) by selecting \( p_2(a_1, b_2) \), which will fail again. It is observed that any change made on the second argument will not solve the conflict occurring at the first argument; the real cause of the failure of \( p_3(a_1, b_1) \) is only due to the first argument of \( p_3(a_1, b_1) \) in the goal, because it fails to match the first argument of \( p_3(a_2, b_1) \) in the program. Thus, a more intelligent backtracking scheme should directly back to \( p_1 \) in this situation, based on the information that \( a_1 \) causes a conflict which was introduced at the time of resolving \( p_1 \). However, we must be careful with the situation. If we add the clause \( p_3(a_1, b_2) \) to the program, we will have to consider \( p_2 \) as a backtrack point. This is because the subgoal \( p_3(a_1, b_2) \) disagrees not only at the first argument with the clause \( p_3(a_2, b_1) \), but also at the second argument with the clause \( p_3(a_1, b_2) \). In this case, as the reader can see, if we directly backtrack to \( p_1 \) when \( p_3(a_1, b_2) \) fails, the backtracking point ignored will lead to success. Therefore, if there is more than one backtrack point we must choose the latest one in order to guarantee that no solution will be missed.

The previous example is not really peculiar if we notice that the essential problem here is that the data dependency relation sometimes fails to provide accurate information about the cause of the failure directly. The situation can be serious if we are solving a goal such as

\[
\leftarrow p_1(A, B), p_2(B, C), p_3(C, D), p_4(D, E), p_5(A, E, D).
\]

Suppose the variable \( A \) is bound to \( a \) and every variable in the goal is bound in a sequence of derivations leading to \( p_3(a, b, c) \). Further assume that there is only one candidate clause whose head is \( p_3(b, b, c) \). Obviously, unless the binding for the variable \( A \) is changed, the goal cannot be solved. Based on the data dependency relation, we should backtrack to \( p_4 \), on which \( p_3 \) depends more closely than others, and then to \( p_2 \), and so on; even though they have nothing to do with the cause of the failure. Even when they do contribute to the failure, for example, in the case that the head of the solely candidate clause is, say \( p_3(b, c, a) \), it is easy to see that backtracking to \( p_1 \) is inevitable.

### 3. Context Resolution

In this section we are going to answer the question: without an explicit dependency relation how can we discover the correct backtrack point when a literal fails?

For convenience of technical representation, we will fix the computation rule to be used; we adopt the leftmost computation rule. Our method, however, does not preclude the use of other computation rules. In addition, like most Prolog systems, our interpreter is assumed not to perform "occur checks" in unification. Finally, we will not consider backtracking for the purpose of generating multiple answers. The solution to this problem is simple: backtrack to the nearest ancestor goal for which there are untried candidate clauses.

#### 3.1 Context Terms

**Definition.** A context is a number \( \#i \) which points to the goal \( G \).

Let \( \#i \) be a context. A context term is defined inductively as follows:

(i) An ordinary term is a context term;
(ii) If \( f \) is an n-ary function and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) are context terms, then \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) is a context term;
(iii) If \( t \) is a context term then \( \{t, \#i\} \) is a context term.

Given a function symbol or a variable \( s \) in a possibly nested context term of the form \([...\{s, \#i[...\}...\}], \) we say that \( s \) is associated with the context \( \#i \) if \( \#i = \max(\#i_1, \ldots, \#i_n) \). We will denote by \( \text{context}(s) \) the context associated with a given term \( s \). In the case that \( s \) is not associated with any context, i.e., \( s \) is an ordinary term, we let \( \text{context}(s) = 1 \).

We will denote by \( \text{functor}(s) \) the leftmost function symbol in a nonvariable term \( t \).

An ordinary term is called a context variable if it is either a variable, or a variable associated with a context, or inductively, a context variable associated with a context.

By definition, a context term is either an ordinary term, or constructed from terms, the brackets "[ ]", and contexts. Terms in the initial goal \( G_0 \) will be associated with a special context, denoted by \( \#-1 \), to reflect the fact that these terms are not introduced during the SLD-derivation. For convenience, this special context will often be omitted.

Note that a context term can be nested, for example, \( \{f([a, \#1]), \#2\} \); we then say, by definition, \( a \) is associated with \( \#2 \). This can happen, for example, in unifying the literal \( p(X, f([a, \#1])) \) in \( G_2 \) (the current context is then \#2) with \( p(Y, f) \), by context unification to be described next. The implication of a nested context term is that a symbol therein has been "introduced" more than once, possibly along with some other symbols. The largest context happens to indicate the goal in which it was last introduced.

#### 3.2 Context Unification

**Definition.** A substitution is now defined as a mapping from context variables to context terms, extended to an endomorphism of the set of context terms.

**Definition.** Let \( \text{undo} \) be a function that maps context terms to ordinary terms such that, if \( t \) is a context term then \( \text{undo}(t) \) is the ordinary term obtained from \( t \) with all brackets and contexts removed.

Two context terms \( t \) and \( s \) are said to be unifiable if there exists a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \text{undo}(t) \sigma = \text{undo}(s) \sigma \).

Two ordinary terms \( t \) and \( s \) (which may well be variables) are said to agree if their leftmost symbols agree. Two context terms \( t \) and \( s \) are said to disagree if \( \text{undo}(t) \) and \( \text{undo}(s) \) disagree; in the case that \( t \) and \( s \) are both nonvariable, \( \text{functor}(t) \) and \( \text{functor}(s) \) are called a pair of conflicting function symbols.

Let \( S \) be a finite set of context terms. The disagreement set of \( S \) is defined as follows. Locate the leftmost (function or variable) symbol position at which not all context terms in \( S \) have the same
symbol and extract from each context term in $S$ the context subterms beginning at that symbol position. The set of all such context subterms with their contexts (if any) is the disagreement set.

For example, $undo(f([a, #2]), #1)) = f(a)$; and the disagreement set of $f(a, #2), l(g(x), #1))$ and $f([z, #4], h(a), #3))$ is $[\{a, #2, #z\}, #4, #3\}$, where $g$ and $h$ are a pair of conflicting function symbols. Note that because of ignoring "occurs checks," failure of unification can only be caused by the existence of a set of pairs of conflicting function symbols (constants are considered as 0-ary functions). Unification without "occurs checks" have been addressed in Prolog II and related work (see, for example, [Colm84]).

The unification algorithm presented below is modified from the one given in [Llo84]. In the algorithm, $S$ contains the two given terms to be unified; one is a context term which is the selected literal to be resolved, and the other is an ordinary term which is the head of a candidate clause. It is assumed the variables in these two terms are standardized apart so that the two given terms do not share common variables. In this special case, the disagreement set of any two context terms consists of exactly two terms. The algorithm will be invoked with the actual parameter for context being $i$ if the current goal is $G_i$. The composition of substitutions is denoted by $\cdot$.

**Context Unification Algorithm I:**

**unify-I($S$, context)**;

1. Start with $k = 0$, $\alpha_0 = \epsilon$.
2. If $\forall p, q \in (S)\alpha_k$, $undo(p) = undo(q)$, then stop, and return $\alpha_k$ which is obtained by adding #context to each substitute in $\alpha_k$. That is, if $\alpha_k = \{x_1/t_1, ..., x_n/t_n\}$, then $\alpha_k = \{x_1/[t_1, #context], ..., x_n/[t_n, #context]\}$. Otherwise, find the disagreement set $D_k$ of $(S)\alpha_k$.
3. If there exist $t$ and $s$ in $D_k$ and one of them, say $t$, is a context variable, then put $\alpha_{k+1} = \alpha_k \cdot \{t/s\}$; increment $k$ and go to 2.

Otherwise, unification of $S$ fails. Let $t$ and $s$ be in $D_k$ and $f = functor(t)$ and $g = functor(s)$. If only one of $f$ and $g$ is associated with a context or both $f$ and $g$ are associated with the same context, then return that context. If $f$ and $g$ are associated with different contexts, then return the larger of the two. Otherwise, none of them is associated with a context; in this case, return the context associated with the context variable that caused the disagreement (see the third example below). □

**Examples.** Suppose the current goal is $G_5$.

$S = \{p([a, #2], [b, #3]), p([a, #2]))\};$ return $\sigma = \{(a, [b, #2])]\}$

$S = \{p([a, #2], [b, #3]), p([a, #2])))\};$ return $\#4$

$S = \{p([a, #1], [b, #1]), p([a, #1]))\};$ return $\#1^\dagger$

$S = \{p([a, #1], #3), [b, #1]), #4), p([a, #1]));$ return $\#4$

In the last example, the context $\#4$ is returned. If we had returned the context $\#3$ which is associated with the first argument, then we might have lost the chance of possibly "correcting" the term $b$ to $a$ by using alternative clauses. This is why the more recent context of the two should be returned.

Notice that for two non-unifiable terms $\text{unify-I}$ finds the leftmost conflicting function symbols. Failure of unification, however, can result from more than one pair of conflicting function symbols. For example, with $S = \{p([a, #2], [b, #3], [c, #1], [r, #4]), p(c, d, X, X))\}$, the contexts $\#2$, $\#3$ and $\#4$ indicate the goals where each of these conflicts may be resolved, respectively. Since unless all of the conflicts have been resolved, unification with the terms in the disagreement set is at most the number of participating terms in $S$. Because of ignoring "occurs checks," failure of unification may be caused by the existence of a set of pairs of conflicting function symbols (constants are considered as 0-ary functions). Unification without "occurs checks" have been addressed in Prolog II and related work (see, for example, [Colm84]).

The unification algorithm presented below is modified from the one given in [Llo84]. In the algorithm, $S$ contains the two given terms to be unified; one is a context term which is the selected literal to be resolved, and the other is an ordinary term which is the head of a candidate clause. It is assumed the variables in these two terms are standardized apart so that the two given terms do not share common variables. In this special case, the disagreement set of any two context terms consists of exactly two terms. The algorithm will be invoked with the actual parameter for context being $i$ if the current goal is $G_i$. The composition of substitutions is denoted by $\cdot$.

**Context Unification Algorithm II:**

**unify-II($S$, context);**

1. Start with $S_0 = S$, $k = 0$, $\sigma_0 = \epsilon$, $C = \emptyset$.
2. Find the disagreement set $D_k$ of $(S_k)\sigma_k$.
3. If there exist $t$ and $s$ in $D_k$, then do the following:
   (i) if one of $t$ and $s$ is a context variable, then put
       $\sigma_{k+1} = \sigma_k \cdot \{t/s\}$; $C_{k+1} = C_k$; $S_{k+1} = S_k$;
       increment $k$ and go to 2.
   (ii) if neither $t$ nor $s$ is a context variable, then put
       $\sigma_{k+1} = \sigma_k$; $C_{k+1} = C_k \cup \{<t,s>\}$; $S_{k+1} = S_k$ with $t$ and $s$ being replaced by a new variable; $^\dagger$
       increment $k$ and go to 2.
4. Otherwise, $D_k$ is empty.
   (i) If $C_k$ is also empty, unification of $S$ succeeds. Let $\sigma_k = \{x_1/t_1, ..., x_n/t_n\}$. Return unifier
       $\{x_1/[t_1, #context], ..., x_n/[t_n, #context]\}$.
   (ii) If $C_k$ is nonempty, unification fails. For each pair $<t,s>$ in $C_k$, let
       $\#m = context(functor(t))$
       $\#m = context(functor(s))$,
       and obtain a context according to
       (a) if $\#m \neq \perp$ and $\#m \neq \perp$, get max($\#m$, $\#m$);
       (b) if $\#m \neq \perp$ and $\#m \neq \perp$, get $\#m$;
       (c) if $\#m = \perp$ and $\#m \neq \perp$, get $\#m$;
       (d) if $\#m = \perp$ and $\#m = \perp$, get the context associated with the context variable that caused the disagreement.

Let the set of all these contexts so obtained be $C$. Then return $\minimun(C)$. □

$^\dagger$ The purpose here is simply to hide this conflict in order to find the next conflict.
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The algorithm \texttt{unify-II} is more costly since it requires an extra amount of work as compared to \texttt{unify-I}, where failure is reported immediately after first conflict is discovered. If the returned context is not the smallest, as it may happen in \texttt{unify-I}, the conflicts resulted from some earlier context will be rediscovered as the cause of failure. Here we see a tradeoff between the overhead and the degree of intelligence.

Further extension of context unification will be to collect context information whenever a variable is bound, even in the case that unification succeeds. Since this discussion involves maintenance of \(B\)-list, we will leave it to the next section.

3.3 Context Resolution

Context Resolution is like standard resolution, except that it uses context unification and the context information is carried over along the derivation. The procedure \texttt{resolve} described below gives the actions to be performed in a single resolving step. Note that we have chosen the lefmost computation rule.

\[
\text{resolve}(G_i, \sigma);
\]

where \(G_i\) is of the form \(\leftarrow l_1, \ldots, l_k\) and \(\sigma\) is a unifier obtained by Context Unification for \(l_1\) and \(p_i\), \(p_i\) being the head of a clause \(p \leftarrow q_1, \ldots, q_m\). The next goal derived is of the form
\[
\leftarrow (q_1, \ldots, q_m, l_1, \ldots, l_k)\sigma.
\]

Since the symbols in the clause \(p \leftarrow q_1, \ldots, q_m\) are also \textit{introduced} in the current resolving step, they should be associated with the current context \(\sigma\). Let \(q_j, 1 \leq j \leq m\), denote the literal obtained from \((q_j)\sigma\) by associating symbols in \(q_j\) with the current context. Then, the next goal derived is:
\[
G_{i+1} \leftarrow q_1, \ldots, q_m, l_1\sigma, \ldots, l_k\sigma
\]

Example. The goal \(G_3\) below is derived from \(G_2\) by resolving with \(p_1(f(Y), b) \leftarrow p_3(Y, c)\):

\[
G_2 \leftarrow p_1(f([a, \#1], X), p_3(X).
\]

\[
G \leftarrow p_3([a, \#1], [c, \#2]), p_2([b, \#2]).
\]

4. A Prover Algorithm

We now present a prover algorithm that makes use of context information for intelligent backtracking. We have chosen to present the algorithm as simple as possible, similar to the prover in [Nils84], in order to clearly convey the main ideas and the mechanism. The algorithm is presented in Figure 1 and works as follows. A failed literal in a goal statement either failed \textit{directly}, meaning it failed to unify with the head of \textit{any} candidate clause, or failed \textit{indirectly}, meaning it succeeded \textit{at least} once but finally failed. Given a goal \(G_i\) to be solved, we choose the lefmost literal to resolve. If there still exists an untried candidate clause, we then try to unify the head of the clause with the chosen literal. If unification succeeds, we go resolve the derived goal. Otherwise, unification fails. In this case we save the returned context in \(B\)-list, and try next candidate clause. At this moment, we do not know yet whether this will be a direct failure. By the time that all candidate clauses have been exhausted, if it turns out to be a direct failure, then all the contexts that are the sources responsible for each failure of unification have already been saved in \(B\)-list.

We then backtrack to the most recent context in \(B\)-list. Otherwise, it is an indirect failure; in this case, all the contexts contained in the current literal are put into \(B\)-list (by \texttt{get_all_contexts(current_literal)} in Figure 1) and the most recent context in \(B\)-list is selected for backtracking. The selected backtrack point is then deleted from \(B\)-list (by \texttt{delete_from(backtrack_point, B-list)} in Figure 1). The execution continues at the restored goal pointed to by the selected backtrack point. A simple example in actions using this algorithm is included in Appendix I. The correctness proof of the algorithm can be found in Appendix II.

**A Prover Algorithm:**

\[
\text{B-list} := \{\#-1\};
\]

\texttt{prover}(\texttt{Gi, program})

\[
\{\text{if (Gi = NIL) return SUCCESS;}
\]

\texttt{/*an answer has been found*/}

\[
\text{current_literal} := \text{leftmost}(\text{Gi});
\]

\texttt{/*use the leftmost computation rule*/}

\texttt{try:}

\[
\text{clause} := \text{candidate_clause(current literal, program)};
\]

\texttt{/*get an unordered candidate clause*/}

\[
\text{if (clause \neq NIL)}
\]

\[
\{\text{/*there is still some unordered candidate clause*/}
\]

\[
\text{substitution} := \text{unify}(\text{current literal, head(clause), } l) ;
\]

\texttt{/*unification failed*/}

\[
\text{B-list} := \text{union}(\text{substitution}, \text{B-list});
\]

\texttt{/*save a potential backtrack point*/}

\[
\text{goto try;}
\]

\texttt{if (substitution is not a context)}

\[
\{\text{/*unification succeeded*/}
\]

\[
\text{G}_{i+1} := \text{resolve} (\text{Gi, substitution});
\]

\texttt{/*return prover(G_{i+1}, program)*/}

\[
\}
\]

\texttt{if (clause = NIL)}

\[
\{\text{/*no more candidate clause*/}
\]

\texttt{if (failed directly)}

\[
\text{backtrack_point} := \text{max}(\text{B-list});
\]

\texttt{if (failed indirectly)}

\[
\{\text{B-list} := \text{union}(\text{B-list, get_all_contexts(current literal)});
\]

\texttt{/*add all contexts to B-list*/}

\[
\text{backtrack_point} := \text{max}(\text{B-list});
\]

\texttt{if (backtrack_point = \#-1) return FAILURE;}

\texttt{/*failure due to the initial goal*/}

\[
\text{B-list} := \text{delete_from}(\text{backtrack_point, B-list});\]

\[
\text{B-subgoal} := \text{reset_subgoal}(\text{backtrack_point});
\]

\texttt{/*restore the goal pointed to by backtrack_point*/}

\[
\text{return prover(B-subgoal, program)}
\]

**Figure 1:** A prover algorithm.

The \(B\)-list used in the algorithm is global. In [LiKL86, KuLi87], one \(B\)-list is attached to each clause. By using local \(B\)-lists, some of the irrelevant information can be further
eliminated. This approach can be adopted in our algorithm without any difficulty. See [KuLi87] for details of manipulating local B-lists.

The reason to include all contexts when a goal fails indirectly is due to the fact that context unification did not return context information when unification succeeded. This may introduce redundant backtrack points since not all contexts are relevant to the failure. Actually, when unification succeeds relevant contexts are those that are contained in the substitutes of the unifier. Thus a remedy to this problem would be to return, in addition to a unifier, the contexts contained in the substitutes of the unifier. This is another tradeoff between the overhead and the degree of intelligence. Adding this process into unification would be beneficial only in the case that solving a goal involves a large mount of indirect failures. Incidentally, if we add this process into the context unification algorithm unify-II, the resulting algorithm becomes very close to the schemes based on unification analysis, such as Pereira and Porto's selective backtracking method [PePo82], which is more intelligent than ours. Our scheme using either unify-I or unify-II is therefore essentially a simplified version of theirs.

5. Final Remarks

By comparing the existing approaches and analyzing the problems therein, we have proposed an intelligent backtracking scheme, based on the concept of context resolution. The advantage of our scheme is that it naturally embeds the context information into resolution; as a result, it can locate the cause of failure directly. The overhead in the resulting algorithm includes maintenance of B-list and an association process built into unification. Each activation record on the stack will consume a little more space to keep several extra pointers. Backtracking to the goal pointed to by a context is easy as long as we have a good scheme for keeping the traces of execution. In addition, we have seen how tradeoffs between the overhead and the degree of intelligence can be made and analyzed around the notion of context unification.

An implementation of the scheme proposed here has been attempted for Waterloo Prolog [McC187]. Intelligent backtracking is considered an add-on feature on top of the system, providing the user with several options that differ in the entailed overhead and the degree of intelligence. In the case where the computation is determinate or involves little backtracking, the user can simply ignore this add-on feature as a whole or on a per-clause basis. At the time of this writing, the implementation is not yet fully completed. We can only provide in Appendix III some very preliminary performance statistics and a comparison with two other schemes.

The mechanism of intelligent backtracking will later be combined with a mechanism of computing with constraints (in particular, with equations [YoSu86]), another feature we plan to implement on top of Waterloo Prolog. It is our hope that constraint generation and propagation can significantly reduce the need of backtracking, resulting in an execution mechanism similar to that of means-ends analysis [Rich83].
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Appendix I: An Example

Program:

\[ p_d(A,B,C) \leftarrow p_2(A), p_4(A,B), p_5(A,B). \]
\[ p_2(f(D)) \leftarrow p_4(D). \]
\[ p_3(a). \]
\[ p_4(b). \]
\[ p_5(f(a,b)). \]
\[ p_5(f(b,b)). \]

Goal:

\[ \leftarrow p_2(X,Y,Z). \]

SLD-derivation:

\#0: \[ \leftarrow p_2(X,Y,Z). \]
\[ \sigma_0 = \{ X \leftarrow A, #0, Y \leftarrow B, #0, Z \leftarrow C, #0 \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]
\#1: \[ \leftarrow p_4([A, #0]), p_4([A, #0],[B, #0]), p_4([A, #0],[B, #0]). \]
\[ \sigma_1 = \{ A \leftarrow #0, D \leftarrow #1 \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]
\#2: \[ \leftarrow p_4([D, #1]), p_5([D, #1],[#1],[B, #0]), \]
\[ p_4([D, #1],[#1],[B, #0]). \]
\[ \sigma_0 = \{ D \leftarrow #1, [A, #2] \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]
\#3: \[ \leftarrow p_4([f(A, #2)], #1), [B, #0]), \]
\[ p_5([f(A, #2)], #1), [B, #0]). \]
\[ \sigma_1 = \{ B \leftarrow #0, b \leftarrow #3 \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]
\#4: \[ \leftarrow p_4([f(A, #2)], #1), [b, #3]). \]

Fails because of the disagreement between \( a \) and \( b \). This is a direct failure. The conflict between \( a \) and \( b \) caused context unification to be added to B-list. So, B-list = \( \{ #2, #-1 \} \) and max(\( \{ #2, #-1 \} \) = \( #2 \), the execution backtracks to \( #2 \).

\#2: \[ \leftarrow p_4(D, #1), p_4([D, #1],[#1],[B, #0]), \]
\[ p_4([D, #1],[#1],[B, #0]). \]
\[ \sigma_0 = \{ D \leftarrow #1, [a, #2] \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]

//2 is deleted after backtracking*/
\#3: \[ \leftarrow p_4([f(b, #2)], #1), [B, #0]), \]
\[ p_5([f(b, #2)], #1), [B, #0]). \]
\[ \sigma_1 = \{ [B, #0], b \leftarrow #3 \} \]
\[ B\text{-list} = \{ #-1 \} \]
\#4: \[ \leftarrow p_4([f(b, #2)], #1), [b, #3]). \]

Succeeds after one more step.

Appendix II: Correctness Proof

We will first determine the relationship between a failed literal and the goal it backtracks to. First a definition.

Definition. Two literals \( p \) and \( q \) are said to be at the same level if they appeared simultaneously in a derived goal during SLD-derivation.

A literal \( p \) is the ancestor of a literal \( q \) if \( q \) is an instance of \( p \) in the body of the clause whose head unifies with \( p \).

In the following derivation, \( p_1, p_2, \) and \( p_3 \) are at the same level, and so are \( p_3 \) and \( q_1 \). But \( p_2 \) and \( q_1 \) are at different levels, and so are \( p_1 \) and \( q_1 \). In addition, \( p_2 \) is the ancestor of \( q_1 \).

Recall (Section 4) that the context \( #-1 \) is initially in B-list and new contexts are added to B-list when a chosen literal fails either directly or indirectly.

\[
\leftarrow p_1, p_2, p_3.
\]
\[
\leftarrow p_2, p_3.
\]
\[
\leftarrow q_1, p_3.
\]

Notice that a literal and its ancestor must be at different levels. In what follows, context unification refers to unify-I described in Subsection 3.2; however, the results can be easily extended to unify-II.

Lemma 1. Let \( p \) be the leftmost literal in the current goal that fails. If \( q \) is the leftmost literal at the goal pointed to by \( \#k \), \( \#k = \max(B\text{-list}) \), then \( q \) is either at the same level as \( p \) or the ancestor of \( p \).

Proof:

Let the symbol \( f \) be associated with \( \#k \). Assume that \( q \) and \( p \) are at different levels (otherwise \( q \) and \( p \) are at the same level).

Show \( q \) is the ancestor of \( p \). Let \( q' \) be the ancestor of \( p \). We will then encounter the following two goals:

\[
\#1: \leftarrow q', p, \ldots
\]
\[
\#1: \leftarrow p_1, p_2, \ldots
\]

where \( q' \) unifies with the head of \( q'' \leftarrow \ldots, p', \ldots \), and \( p \) is an instance of \( p' \). From the condition that \( \#k \) is the largest in B-list and \( f \) is introduced by resolving \( q \) (which is at a different level from \( p \) ), \( f \) must be introduced at the point \( \#i \) or before.

Furthermore, since \( p \) contains \( f \), either \( p' \) itself contains \( f \) or a variable in \( p' \) is bound to a context term containing \( f \) by unifying \( q' \) with \( q'' \); in the first case, according to context resolution, \( f \) is associated with \( \#i \). In the second case, \( f \) is also associated with \( \#i \) by context unification, because \( \#i \) is the largest at the point \( \#i \). Therefore, \( \#i \) must be equal to \( \#k \) and \( q \) must be \( q' \).

Theorem 2. Let \( p \) be the leftmost literal in the current goal that failed. If \( \#k = \max(B\text{-list}) \) is tried next, no solution can be missed; i.e., all the backtrack points between \( \#k \) and currently failed goal will definitely lead to failure.

Proof: By Lemma 1, the leftmost literal of the goal pointed to by \( \#k \) is either at the same level as \( p \) or the ancestor of \( p \). Therefore, the leftmost literal in any derived goal between \( \#k \) and the current goal must be at the same level as \( p \):}

\[
\#k+1: \leftarrow q_1, \ldots, p_{k+1}, \ldots.
\]
\[
\#j: \leftarrow \ldots, q_{j+1}, \ldots.
\]
\[
\#1: \leftarrow q_n, \ldots, q_{1+1}, \ldots.
\]

where for any \( j, k+1 \leq j \leq l-1, \theta_j \) is the unifier associated with the resolving step at the \( j \)-th goal, \( (\theta_j)\theta_j = p_{j+1} \), and \( (\theta_{j-1})\theta_{j-1} = p \). We show that no refutation can be found by backtracking to any of these goals.

If new bindings produced by re-resolving \( q \) and all subsequent literals before \( p \) do not change \( p \) at all, obviously \( p \) will fail again. If they do, there are two cases depending on whether \( p \) failed directly or indirectly.

case a: \( p \) has not previously succeeded (i.e., failed directly).

In this case, the head \( h_1 \) of each candidate clause has failed to unify with \( p \). Note that since \( p = (\theta_k)\theta_k \cdot \ldots \cdot \theta_{k+1} \), \( h_1 \) is in fact unifying with \( (\theta_{k+1})\theta_{k+1} \cdot \ldots \cdot \theta_{k+1} \).

Let \( f \) and \( g \) be a pair of conflicting function symbols in unifying \( p \) and \( h_1 \), and \( \theta_1 \) be the context returned accordingly. Note that \( \theta_1 \leq \#k \). Note also that since "occur checks" have been
ignored, failure of unification can only be caused by conflicting function symbols. We first show that neither f nor g was introduced by the substitution $\theta_k h_1 \cdots h_i$, hence they must have already existed in $p_{k+i}$ or been drawn from $h_i$.

By unify-I, if f is associated with a context but g is not, then g is a function symbol originating from $h_i$ and f is already in $p_{k+i}$ because $\#_n \leq \#_k$. If both f and g are associated with some context respectively, then f and g are already in $p_{k+i}$ because $\#_n$ is the larger of the two contexts but no larger than $\#_k$. If the context returned is associated with a context variable, then this context variable must occur (at least twice) in $p_{k+i}$ and f and g are symbols in $h_i$. (Note that the context variable must be changed from multiple occurrences of the same variable to distinct variables or other terms in order to unify with $h_i$.) It follows that for any substitution $\theta_1 (p_{k+i})$, cannot be unifiable with $h_i$.

Since the above is true for each candidate clause, it follows that new bindings generated by backtracking to any goal after $\#_k$ will not be able to resolve p and thus definitely lead to failure.

case h: p has previously succeeded at least once (i.e., failed indirectly).

In this case, all the contexts in p are included in B-list. If new bindings generated by backtracking to any point after $\#_k$, say $\#_i$, affect p, then $\#_i$ must be in p already and therefore in B-list at the point when p failed; this contradicts the assumption that $\#_k$ is the largest in B-list.

We therefore conclude that backtracking to any goal between $\#_k$ and the current one having $p$ as the leftmost literal will fail to solve $p$. \(\square\)

Appendix III: Performance Results

Our intelligent backtracking scheme is tested on a variety of problems. The same set of problems is used in the evaluation of the backtracking schemes of [BrPe84] and [KuLi87].

The run time of a program is obtained by measuring the amount of time spent inside the interpreter alone. This is done by calling the UNIX† `times` command which returns the CPU time used while executing instructions in the user space of the program. `times` is called just before entering the interpreter and it is called again just after leaving it. Thus the amount of time spent in the interpreter can be determined.

The results are obtained by running the programs on an idle Sun-3/50 work station. All the programs have very short running times, except for the simple map-coloring program.

Thus to obtain a more reliable timing measurement, they are queried several times and the total time spent is recorded. Then the same programs are run on an unmodified interpreter and the two sets of times are compared to give the results. In each table entry, the percentage change of CPU time of the intelligent scheme with respect to the naive scheme is entered. Thus a negative percentage means a speed up and a positive percentage means a slow down. The number of machine cycles executed in the scheme of [KuLi87] is also included in column three, since the authors of [KuLi87] think that the CPU time taken by their simulator may not be accurate.

Among the three schemes, [BrPe84] is the most intelligent in the sense that their scheme eliminates the largest amount of search space in theory. In terms of run time, however, their scheme is not as practical as ours because of the substantial overhead involved in the unification analysis. The scheme of [KuLi87] sometimes fails to pin point the cause of failure directly. During the generation of a B-list, whenever a predicate P fails, they will consider the generators of all the variables that occur in the argument of P and backtrack to the most recent one. This backtrack point may not be the one that caused the unification failure. Thus P may fail again.

Our scheme gives similar or better speedup when a program backtracks heavily. In addition, it gives a small overhead (around 10%) for programs which do not benefit much from intelligent backtracking. (That is, programs which are deterministic or where backtracking are done to the nearest non-deterministic ancestor node. For example, the tree and the clever 6-queen programs.) Since the backtracking scheme is controlled by a high level Prolog predicate, the user can turn it on and off at any time. For those programs where intelligent backtracking only creates overhead, the user could turn off the scheme. When the scheme is turned off, no overhead will entail.

At the present time our modified interpreter cannot handle Prolog programs with `assert`, `retract`, or `prove` unless we turn the scheme off. Although a full scale implementation is not finished, the present results seem promising.

† UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Bruynooghe &amp; Pereira (CPU)</th>
<th>Kumar &amp; Lin (CPU)</th>
<th>Kumar &amp; Lin (# cycles)</th>
<th>You &amp; Wang (CPU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>database query</td>
<td>-20.0%</td>
<td>-8.8%</td>
<td>-28.9%</td>
<td>-68.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-queen simple</td>
<td>-36.0%</td>
<td>+165.2%</td>
<td>+16.6%</td>
<td>-73.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-queen clever</td>
<td>+99.0%</td>
<td>+92.6%</td>
<td>+7.5%</td>
<td>+9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binary tree</td>
<td>+44.0%</td>
<td>+11.6%</td>
<td>+5.9%</td>
<td>+11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapcolor clever</td>
<td>+63.0%</td>
<td>+8.9%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td>+11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapcolor simple</td>
<td>-99.7%</td>
<td>-99.2%</td>
<td>-99.9%</td>
<td>-92.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

This paper describes LEW (Learning by Watching), a novel learning technique implemented in Prolog, and discusses its application in the planning domain. Our approach is presented more rigorously in [Constant et.al. 1988], and its use in the construction of knowledge-based software advisor systems is described in [Constant et.al. 1987]. LEW, a domain-independent learning system with user-limited autonomy, is designed to provide robust and reliable performance in realistic knowledge acquisition tasks. It partly automates the knowledge acquisition process for different knowledge types and in a variety of different domains, and may thereby help overcome the so-called 'knowledge acquisition bottleneck' phenomenon [Boose, Gaines 1986].

The inputs to our system - which we call cues - consist of an optional environmental component (see below) and of pairs containing a specific problem and its specific solution. Unlike traditional forms of 'Learning by Example' (e.g.[Winston 1984]), in which the system uses the teacher's answer to improve or modify the result of a prior generalization of an example, LEW treats the problem-solution or question-answer instances, i.e. the cues themselves, as the basic units for generalization.

Most of the learning systems described in the current literature are vehicles for exploring theoretical issues in learning and only few are robust enough to support knowledge acquisition for practical knowledge bases [Michalski et al. 1986]. Even the systems used to facilitate realistic knowledge acquisition tasks suffer from various restrictions. Most of them work only in domains characterized by a small number of dimensions (for an exception, see [Lebowitz 1986]). Some have very limited representation languages such as feature vectors or monadic predicate logic [Quinlan 1986]. Others, i.e. the ones that function incrementally, require noise-free data [Winston 1984]. Alternatively, noise-resistant systems [Quinlan 1986] require extensive statistics and initial availability of all positive and negative instances. Still others presuppose complete and formalized theories of their domains [Mitchell et al. 1986; DeJong, Mooney 1986].

Only few, if any, systems seem capable, without major modifications, of learning different types of knowledge, such as concepts and rules as well as plans.

Section 2 briefly explains the design goals that have influenced the construction of LEW, and section 3 presents the basic learning algorithm.
Section 4 illustrates LEW's functioning as a plan learner with several examples and compares LEW briefly with some other knowledge acquisition tools. Section 5 concludes by mentioning some possible extensions and enhancements.

2. Design Goals

It is our main goal to create a practically useful, robust, and domain-independent knowledge acquisition and refinement tool. This goal implies the following criteria on which the design of LEW is based.

- The system should be capable of learning different types of knowledge.
- Learning should be incremental.
- Learning should be order-independent.
- The system should be noise-resistant.
- The representation language should be unrestricted.
- The system should be able to learn 'from scratch', i.e. starting with an empty knowledge base.
- System performance should degrade gracefully.
- The growing knowledge base should be kept efficiently indexed.

LEW combines aspects of Learning by Example and of Learning by Analogy in order to realize its objective of knowledge refinement, i.e. to pack a maximum amount of knowledge into a minimal number of cues.

Knowledge refinement is achieved by keeping the knowledge base organized into similarity clusters, i.e. groups of closely related cues. These clusters serve as indices into the knowledge base and make learning by analogy feasible: given a new question, the clusters facilitate access to and matching against old cues with relevantly similar questions. Once such a cue is found, its answer is transformed in accordance with the similarities established by the match and given, as well as remembered, as the answer to the new question.

The structural similarity that the cues in each cluster bear to one another is not only the basis for our indexing scheme but also supports generalization. Since successful generalizations have the effect of collapsing two or more clusters into one, the efficiency of the indexing scheme is enhanced by the quality of the obtained generalizations. A more efficient indexing scheme, in turn, increases the chances for more powerful subsequent generalizations.

LEW's learning behavior is, thus, reminiscent of the functioning of dynamic memory based approaches [Schank 1982; Kolodner 1984; Lebowitz 1986]: the continuous reorganization of the knowledge base in terms of previous generalizations facilitates the detection and exploitation of fresh structural analogies; the latter may lead to new generalizations which trigger further re-indexing.

LEW could be used as an autonomous learner but we have decided, for practical reasons, to impose on it a protocol of interaction with an expert. This protocol allows LEW to make only relatively reliable generalizations by itself and to prompt an expert to validate the rest (see [Constant et.al. 1988] for more detail).

3. The Learning Algorithm of LEW

As remarked above, a cue consists of a question-answer pair with an optional environmental component, and is represented as follows:

- cue(Cluster_Index, Cue_Index, Environment, Question, Answer).

The Question consists of a marker indicating the question type - such as 'How do I' or 'Why' - and a phrase representing its propositional content. Both the Answer and the Environment are lists of phrases. In certain cases, the Answer may comprise a list of lower-level questions, the answers to which are taken to jointly constitute the given Answer. The Environment, if nonempty, can specify domain knowledge to constrain generalization or, in planning applications, describe the initial environment that is consulted to see if an action's preconditions are met.

When LEW is supposed to learn plans, it is also provided with a basic repertoire of actions which have the following form:
• action(Action_Index, InputEnvironment, Action, OutputEnvironment).

Each action predicate is to be interpreted as asserting that performing Action in the InputEnvironment yields a state described by OutputEnvironment. InputEnvironment and OutputEnvironment are lists of phrases, while Action is a single phrase. (The Action_Index will be omitted in several illustrations below).

A similarity cluster is a set of cues each of which is linked to at least one other cue in the cluster by virtue of having a question or an answer in common with it or of being synonymous with it or of belonging to the same type (see below). The generalization procedure is only applied within one such cluster because, intuitively, generalizing on sets of less similar cues would lead to a proliferation of far misses.

Domain-specific synonyms are supplied by the expert or inferred on the basis of single differences between cues. Thus, LEW creates a synonym in the following two situations: either two cues have the same question (answer) and the two answers (questions) differ by only one word and the two environments are identical or differ by that same word, or two identical cues have environments that differ by only one word. In either case, LEW assumes such cues themselves to be synonymous and collapses them into one.

Types are either specified by the expert before learning begins or created by LEW as a result of learning. A type is created whenever two questions differ by only one word, the two corresponding answers differ by only one other word, and the two corresponding environments differ by at most these two words. Naturally, learning proceeds more smoothly and generalizations are more powerful in the presence of a well developed, hierarchized type structure supplied by an expert. But it should be noted that useful learning takes place even without any prespecified type information (see [Constant et al. 1988]).

Learning and knowledge refinement occur whenever the assertion or retraction of a cue by the expert, i.e. its presentation as a positive or negative example, triggers the process of knowledge base reorganization (KBR for short). Since KBR is a costly process, it is only performed at times when there are no other demands on the system; in practice, this amounts to storing expert-supplied cues (e-cues, for short) until the expert puts LEW explicitly into KBR mode.

In KBR mode, each e-cue can bring about a complete reorganization of memory, according to the following algorithm:

• Compute minimal environments.
(This process of computing minimal environments is described in detail in section 4.)

• Use negative examples to specialize.

Negative examples serve to prune overgeneralization. If e-cue is presented as a negative example that does not yet occur in the knowledge base, it is put on a list of rejected cues that is consulted by LEW to prevent wrong generalizations. If e-cue is presented as a negative example, but is already asserted in the knowledge base, it is removed from its similarity cluster. This cluster is then restructured from scratch (see below).

• Determine the extent of the memory reorganization required by a positive e-cue.

Thus, e-cue is put in each cluster containing at least one cue that has a question or an answer in common with e-cue or is synonymous with it or belongs to the same type.

• Collapse the modified similarity clusters into one cluster.

The clusters modified by the recent introduction of e-cue have, of course, e-cue in common, and constitute by definition a unique larger cluster. This new cluster is the only one affected by the next step.

• Restructure the new cluster from scratch.

First, forget all acquired synonyms and types.

Convert all cues in S to non-compact form by replacing all synonyms and types with their values.

Second, construct new synonyms.

Each cue in the unpacked cluster S is compared to all others, and all possible synonyms are created. The propagation of the new synonyms throughout S
constitutes one form of learning in LEW.

Third, construct new types.

Type construction constitutes another form of learning in LEW. The overriding concern in type construction is to obtain a maximally compact cluster, i.e. one that both has a minimal number of cues and preserves all prior knowledge. Such a cluster is determined as follows: different knowledge-preserving clusters will result, depending on what types are built on what cues. From these temporally created clusters LEW first selects those that have a minimal number of cues. From this set, it then selects a cluster whose effective creation leads to the construction of a minimal number of new types. This choice criterion has the double effect of condensing the knowledge base and of reducing the number of cues that are submitted to the expert for validation.

The above steps are repeated for all intermediate results of generalization until no further changes happen.

The first step of the process of KBR and its role in the acquisition of plans is described in the next section.

4. Plan Learning

In order to learn generalized sequences of actions, i.e. general plans as quickly as possible, LEW determines for each basic action A which parts of the description of its Input_Environment and Output_Environment (EiA and EO A for short) are relevant to performing the action. Since (a part of) an environment description is irrelevant to the execution of an action if it is the same in EiA and EO A, the following formula is used to compute the relevant, i.e. minimal Input_Environment, min_Ei A, for each action A:

$$\text{min}_{Ei}A = EiA \cap [EiA \setminus EOA]$$

Similarly, min_Eo A = EoA \cap [EoA \setminus EOA].

For example, in the case of the action

action(1, [cube(A) ontop cube(B)], put cube(A) on table, [cube(A) ontop table, nothing ontop cube(B)],

'take (cube(A) on top of table' is superfluous, and LEW will actually enter into its knowledge base the following action and its associated cue (we do not elaborate here how parts of the cue other than the environment are obtained):

action(1, [cube(A) ontop cube(B)], put cube(A) on table, [cube(A) ontop table, nothing ontop cube(B)],

cue(1,1, [nothing ontop cube(A), cube(A) ontop cube(B)],

"how do i drop cube(A) on table?", "put cube(A) on table").

Once the minimal environment, min_EA, of each basic action A is determined as above, the minimal environment, min_EC, for any cue C can be computed with the following algorithm.

First, compute EO C of cue C:
Let C be cue(_,_, Ei, Question, Answer), where Answer is "action1, action2, ..., action_n". Since LEW has to consider min_Ei A and min_Eo A for each actioni in Answer, we assume that the knowledge base at this point contains:

action(Ei1, action1, E01), action(Ei2, action2, E02), ..., action(Ein, actionn, E0n), where Eij, E0j, 1 \leq j \leq n, are minimal. Then

$$EOC = \ldots [[[Ei - Ei1] \cup E01] - Ei2 \cup E02] \cup \ldots - Ein \cup E0n]$$

Second, compute min_EC, using E0 C:
Let C be as above, and let E1 = [Ei - Ei1], E2 = [[[Ei - Ei1] \cup E01] - Ei2], ..., E_n = E0 C = [[[Ei - Ei1] \cup E01] - Ei2] \cup \ldots - Ein \cup E0n]. Then

$$\text{min}_{EC} = Ei - [\bigcap_{j=1}^n E_i]$$

The examples below illustrate the concept of a minimal environment and some of the uses to which it is put by KBR in the learning of plans.

Example 1: Suppose that we have

action(1, [cube(A) ontop cube(B)], put cube(A) on table, [cube(A) ontop table, nothing ontop cube(B)],

action(2, [nothing ontop cube(D)], put cube(C) ontop cube(D), [cube(C) ontop cube(D)]),

and that the expert enters the cue C

cue(_,_, [cube(D) ontop table, cube(C) ontop cube(B)],

In these examples, cube(A) denotes a logic term with a variable A, and cube(a) denotes a fully instantiated logic term.
Then $\min_{EC_1} = E_i - [E_1 \cap E_2]$, where $E_i$ is the Environment of $C_1$, $E_1 = E_i - E_1 = \{\text{cube(D) ontop table, cube(C) ontop cube(B), cube(A) ontop table}\}$, $E_2 = ([E_1 \cup E_1] - E_2) = \{\text{cube(D) ontop table, cube(B) ontop cube(A), cube(A) ontop table, nothing ontop cube(B)}\}$. Thus, the environment of $C_1$ is updated to $\min_{EC_1} = \{\text{cube(C) ontop cube(B)}\}$.

**Example 2:** Assume the same two actions as in Example 1 and their associated cues
cue(1,1,[nothing ontop cube(A), cube(A) ontop cube(B)], "how do i drop cube(A) on table?", "put cube(A) on table"),
cue(2,1,[nothing ontop cube(C), nothing ontop cube(D)], "how do i place cube(C) ontop cube(D)?", "put cube(C) ontop cube(D)").

At this point, LEW does not have enough information to answer, for instance, a user's question "how do i put cube(c) ontop table?" in the particular environment [cube(a) ontop b, cube(b) ontop cube(c), cube(c) ontop cube(d)]. But with just one further e-cue, say,
cue(3,1, [cube(A) ontop cube(B), cube(B) ontop cube(C)], "how do i put cube(B) on table?", "put cube(A) on table, drop cube(B) on table"),

LEW can now put any element of any tower of cubes on the table. Since the question of cue(3,1,...) matches the above user's question and its environment is included in the environment specified by the user, LEW can answer the user's question with "put cube(b) on table, drop cube(c) on table".

**Example 3:** This example illustrates how LEW comes to be able to solve the Towers of Hanoi problem. Omitting notational details, the following description of the figure below is entered by the expert in the knowledge base:

$E_i = \{\text{nothing ontop area2, nothing ontop area3, b ontop area2, nothing ontop a, a ontop b, a smaller than b}\}$

Question = "how do i move towerb to area3?" (where tower represents a tower consisting of the block x and all the blocks above x),

$Answer = \text{"move a to area2, move b to area3, move a to area3"}$, and

$E_0 = \{\text{nothing ontop area1, nothing ontop area2, b ontop area3, nothing ontop a, a ontop b, a smaller than b}\}$.

Next, the user asks question $Q_1 = \text{"how do i move towerz to area3?"}$ in the context of environment $E_1$ (again represented graphically for brevity).

Finally, the user problem is matched against the knowledge base as follows:
a) An environment $E_2$ is found such that $E_1$ includes $E_2$ and $E_2$ is the largest such environment. In our example, $E_2 = E_i$. The necessary name conversions are done during matching, e.g. $x \rightarrow a$, $y \rightarrow b$.

b) A question $Q_2$ accompanying $E_2$ in a cue in the knowledge base is identified, and again the necessary name conversions are done as in a).

c) $Q_1$ is divided into $(Q_2, Q_3, Q_4)$, where $Q_3$ moves what remains of $E_2$ in area1 to area3, and $Q_4$ moves the result (output environment) of $Q_2$ to area3:

$Q_1 = \text{"how do i move towerz to area3?", Q_2 = "how do i move towerz to area2?, Q_3 = "how do i move c to area3?",}$

and $Q_4 = \text{"how do i move c to area3?"}$.
Q4 = "how do I move \( \text{tower}_b \) to area3?".

d) Q2, Q3 and Q4 are answered by fetching answers A2, A3 and A4 from the knowledge base and, for A2 and A4, converting the directions of moves accordingly, e.g. area2 replaces area3 and conversely in A2, and area2 replaces area1 and conversely in A4.

As this example shows, LEW learns to solve the Towers of Hanoi problem and similar tasks efficiently and with a minimum of background information. It achieves this by breaking a problem or question \( P_1 \) into two problems: an existing problem \( P_2 \) and the "remainder" \( P_3 \). \( P_2 \) is a subproblem of \( P_1 \) in the following sense: the environment of \( P_2 \) is contained in the environment of \( P_1 \), and a solution to \( P_2 \) will contribute to obtaining a solution to \( P_1 \). Candidates for \( P_2 \) are selected and compared on the basis of their environments, and the one with the maximal environment is chosen as \( P_2 \). Answers to \( P_2 \) and \( P_3 \) are combined into the answer to \( P_1 \). The problem \( P_1 \), including its environment, problem statement and answer is stored in the knowledge base for future use when solving problems larger than \( P_1 \).

From the preceding description of the basic algorithm and the examples it should be clear that LEW has several unique features.

The underlying learning technique does not, unlike traditional forms of 'learning by example' (e.g. Winston 1984, ch. 11), use a teacher's answer to improve the result of generalizing an example but treats the question-answer or problem-solution pair as the basic unit for generalization.

As new knowledge is added to the knowledge base, an increasingly efficient indexing scheme is maintained and updated through the ongoing processes of generalization on cues and the formation of similarity clusters. The efficiency of this indexing scheme depends on the quality of the generalizations obtained: a poor choice of question-answer pairs yields a less compact knowledge base, rather than leading to incorrect generalizations. Moreover, the generalizations themselves lead normally to a condensation of knowledge. This condensation effect is often quite dramatic (see [Constant et al. 1987]).

Incrementally learning systems presuppose that the inputs are presented to them in a carefully chosen order. Different sequences of inputs may lead to the learning of different, and even wrong, concepts. By contrast, LEW, although an incremental learner, enjoys the property that its results are not influenced by the order in which the cues are entered (see [Constant et al. 1988]). Moreover, unlike other incremental systems, LEW retains all cues provided by the expert, thereby facilitating the construction of reliable knowledge bases.

Some incrementally learning systems, i.e. those relying on explanation-based generalization (see, e.g., [Mitchell et al. 1986; DeJong, Mooney 1986]), presuppose that they are supplied with a goal concept and a comprehensive, fully formalized theory of the domain before any learning on the basis of examples begins. Explanation-based generalization assumes that the domain theory is sufficiently strong to prove that the example instantiates the goal concept. Since the theory, with the example as an additional premise, deductively implies the inferred generalization, the results of explanation-based generalization are guaranteed to be correct relative to the theory. This strong property of explanation-based generalization can be achieved only in those relatively rare domains for which complete and consistent theories are available. However, explanation-based generalization does not address the question how such theories might be acquired in the first place.

Our decision to confine learning to near miss situations counsels learning in small steps. The latter policy is referred to in [Winston 1984, p.401] as Martin's Law: 'You can't learn anything unless you almost know it already'. It seems to us that this common-sensical law is often misinterpreted to mean that you can't learn anything unless you already know a lot. While we agree that learning should proceed in small steps, i.e. avoid far misses, we don't subscribe to the view that to learn anything one already has to know a lot. On the contrary, we wish to emphasize that LEW can learn useful things even in the absence of prior domain knowledge or background information in the form of a type hierarchy. In fact, it can even learn an initial type hierarchy from scratch (see [Constant et al. 1988]).
5. Concluding Remarks

We have described a Machine Learning method that has been designed as a realistic knowledge acquisition tool, rather than an autonomous learning system. Our method is incremental, relatively noise-resistant, and does not impose any serious restrictions on the representation language. It uses both generalization and specialization to generate a knowledge base that can subsequently be used by an expert system. It is applicable in domains for which no axiomatization of the domain knowledge, such as is often required by explanation-driven methods, is available. It relies on the participation of a cooperating expert who provides the problem-solution pairs, but the knowledge can be entered from scratch, i.e. starting with an empty knowledge base. Moreover, in this paper we show that LEW is applicable to the learning of plans, and we have demonstrated with an example that it outperforms some other recently reported methods proposed for this task (e.g. [Anzai 1987]).
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Communications networks design is a complex, iterative task which involves determining from a large search space the "best" available carrier service meeting a customer's needs. Typically, a sales person or engineer (either or both, depending on the complexity of the problem being solved) will gather a set of customer requirements, and from these produce a functional specification of the design to be used. The parameters which make up this description will normally be analyzed using one or more network design tools – in most cases, several iterations of customer requirements specification and analysis will take place before a fully-configured solution is produced. Certain aspects of network design make this already complex problem harder still. Most notably, services and facilities (whether owned by the computer manufacturer, the customer, or the telephone company itself) constantly change, making it increasingly harder for sales staff to produce optimal and up-to-date quotations. In addition, relevant knowledge and information about network design is usually distributed among various sales, engineering, and product experts, which at times can contribute to incomplete or conflicting interpretations of the overall design process. In human terms, this makes the design task time-consuming and thus expensive.

Artificial Intelligence (AI), and in particular, Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) technology, provides attractive means for managing the complexity of the network design process [1,2]. This is achieved by facilitating the use of heuristic (rather than algorithmic) problem solving techniques, as well as declarative languages for the explicit representation of the more "volatile" knowledge types generally associated with this domain. Interest has grown steadily in the application of KBS technology to the problems of network configuration and design. Notable examples of work in this area are XCON [3,5], which configures VAX-111 and PDP-111 computer systems; and DESIGNet[4], which produces topological designs (backbone networks and terminal clusterings) for wide-area data networks. Both tools are aimed at skilled designers or analysts, and consequently have limited usefulness for less technical sales representatives. Aware of this, the same team that created XCON later developed XSEL [5], a rule-based, higher-level, interactive front-end to XCON. Requiring less detailed input, XSEL allows sales staff to quote prices on orders at their point of sale, and can assist less experienced personnel in filling out order forms by displaying relevant, legal field values. ENS differs from XSEL in that, besides performing sales tasks similar to those found in XSEL (such as selecting the network components to be configured), it also performs various configuration tasks which are more akin to those performed by XCON.

The generic concepts which are discussed in this paper, namely sales tasks and knowledge types, can be split into three categories: those which are essentially knowledge representation
issues, those which form part of the tool's problem solving strategy, and those which relate to the user interface component of ENS. Details of these, together with a brief introduction to the chosen sales domain and some thoughts on the lessons learned and future directions, make up the remainder of this paper.

2. The Sales Domain

ENS [1] was originally designed to assist data network sales representatives in gathering a customer's data communications requirements, choosing a set of technically viable data services according to various selection criteria (see fig. 1), and then configuring and costing the services for presentation to the customer. Due to a positive response from Bell Canada's sales support organization, we were encouraged to further enhance and generalize this prototype system.

![Data communications networks design flow](image)

Data network sales representatives are faced with several challenging tasks. One of these is having to cope with the vast body of information about the various services and facilities they sell. In addition, much of the information (e.g. rates, tariff structures, service descriptions, customer equipment specifications, etc.) is of a rapidly evolving nature. Existing design tools are focused on isolated aspects of the network design process, and are therefore better suited to experienced designers or analysts. These tools provide little guidance for more naive users, as designers are expected to possess a fairly strong technical background. Many sales representatives must deal with a large number of customers and thus do not have the time to use tools that demand substantial user input.

On selecting the data communications design domain, and in particular, in aiming to assist the sales representatives in this field, we felt that a successful solution would have to satisfy some important requirements. Namely, that it: (i) minimize the amount of user input required during a consultation; (ii) abstract the level of dialogue to a point at which the sales staff would feel comfortable; (iii) take into account more experienced sales persons' heuristics, which they use to speed up the design process; (iv) be able to handle qualitative and subjective customer requirements, since these cannot always be defined in purely technical terms; (v) provide adequate means for updating knowledge as service-specific parameters change in time; and (vi) allow the sales person to quickly explore alternative customer recommendations by means of a high-level, interactive simulation or what-if facility.

ENS constitutes an environment for solving various network sales and design tasks, as outlined above. By making use of various knowledge representation techniques, technical, heuristic, and volatile knowledge can be represented in a declarative and easily modifiable manner. Besides automating various repetitive and time-consuming sales tasks, ENS provides several useful features which can help simplify and shorten the overall design process. It will be shown below how specific knowledge representation, abstraction, explanation, and simulation techniques have been combined in the tool in an attempt to achieve this.

3. Knowledge Representation

Knowledge in ENS is represented as both frames and rules, with Prolog as the chosen implementation vehicle. After much experimentation with various data structures and paradigms for representing our domain knowledge, we were able to home-in on some suitable techniques. The top-level appearance of customer networks -- independent of the actual technology or services used -- was found to be very similar in each case we studied, and could therefore be represented using a fairly static structure. However, this structure would also have to provide mechanisms for easily replicating -- through either copying or inheritance -- certain sub-network components which invariably appear repeated in a single customer network (e.g. nodes or links). For this reason, frames have been chosen. Application-specific design information, on the other hand, is reasonably volatile, and may change each time a network service description changes. This type of knowledge, we have found, is more adequately represented as production rules.

For the purpose of describing how each representation paradigm is being used, the following main knowledge categories can be identified:

- a hierarchy of frames to represent the customer's network requirements,
- a rule base of design/selection criteria to generate partial designs from these requirements, and
- frame-like design plans which are used to generate and represent fully-configured solutions.

The remainder of this section will describe each category in more detail.

- Customer Requirements Hierarchy

For the purpose of creating a design, ENS views a network as consisting of a hierarchy of sub-network design components. Networks are represented as a collection of customer applications (e.g. process control, remote job entry, file transfer) running on a set of network links (see fig. 2). Each link, in turn, can be described by its two node locations, where each node can be described by the type of termination equipment it represents. Each of these design components is represented as a frame whose slot values are obtained either from the user or from a knowledge base of stored defaults. The structure of the design component hierarchy is essentially fixed by ENS; however, since certain network components often appear repeated any number of times (e.g. a customer's links),
instances of the frames corresponding to these will be added to the hierarchy dynamically. Likewise, the existence of certain frame types will not be known until run-time, so these must also be inserted dynamically. For example, the Customer-Termination and Customer-Application frames inherit their default values and properties from libraries (implemented as IS-A hierarchies) of previously-defined termination and application classes (see fig. 3).

![Diagram of the Customer Network Requirements hierarchy.](image)

**fig. 2:** Customer Network Requirements hierarchy.

- **Design Criteria Rule Base**

The second knowledge category is formed by the rule base of service-specific design and selection criteria. Each **Criterion** (be it technical, qualitative, or heuristic) is composed of two parts: a **Design-Task** and a **Constraint-Set** (see fig. 4). The first of these generates a minimal set of partial design data that will be used to determine which network carrier services are viable for the customer, and those which are not. The results (rejections or recommendations) will be recorded in special slots of the Customer-Application frames, which will later be used by the user interface module (see below) to explain the reasoning behind the decisions made. The second part of the rule, as its name indicates, is a set of design constraints which are ordered according to our domain experts' own heuristics, and which become activated each time a **Design-Task** has finished executing.

![Diagram of a design criterion.](image)

**fig. 4:** An example selection/design criterion.

Each design constraint in a **Constraint-Set** can be viewed as consisting of two sub-parts: a boolean operation which is performed on a specific set of design parameters appearing in the associated **Design-Task**, and an instruction on what to do should this boolean operation fail. These instructions provide a certain degree of intelligent backtracking information, as they essentially point to design tasks which should be re-done in order to satisfy the failed constraint. The example **Criterion** in fig. 4 is used to design host access lines for a packet-switched carrier service. The **Design-Task** determines the number of incoming terminal lines, the worst-case bit-rate required by any one of these lines, as well as a 'first guess' as to what access line speed should be chosen. The first constraint dictates that the number of incoming links times the worst-case bit-rate must not exceed the chosen access line speed. If it is exceeded, then a new access speed must be found and the constraint re-satisfied. Once this constraint can be satisfied, the next one will be attempted, and so on. By allowing the backtracking direction to be controlled in this manner, we can avoid making an exhaustive search at this time. It should be pointed out, however, that if a constraint cannot be satisfied after exploring all avenues within the current design criterion, ENS will backtrack (naively) to the previous **Criterion** and attempt to re-do its **Design-Task**. In the worst case, thus, an exhaustive search would be performed.

- **Design Plans**

The third and last category of knowledge consists of a library of frame-like **design plans**. ENS regards a customer's links as the basic building block in the communications networks it helps design. In view of this, every different communications service link type known to ENS will have an associated template **Design-plan**. These frame-like structures (see fig. 5) have two basic parts to them: a **Props** slot that indicates which sub-link components originating from the partial design produced thus far will take part in the configured solution, and an **Event-Sequence** method that will dictate the sequence in which these components actually get configured. Once each **Design-plan** has been fully executed, ENS will attach them to their corresponding Network-Link frames so that they can later be used to generate a detailed, printable cost quotation.
Design Plan: Packet-Switched-Type-1
Props:
PAD(Node1, P1), PAD(Node2, P2),
Access-Speed-Cost(Node1, S1, C1),
Access-Speed-Cost(Node2, S2, C2),
Usage-Charge(C3).
Event-Sequence:
Configure-Access(Node1, S1, C1),
Configure-Access(Node2, S2, C2),
Determine-Usage(Node1, P1, Node2, P2),
Compute-Cost(C1, C2, C3).

fig. 5: An example design plan.

4. Problem Solving Strategy

As mentioned above, ENS's problem solving methodology is based on partial design plan generation with constraint propagation. That is to say, the total design space for a given application is divided into partial design stages, with either technical or heuristic constraints being applied to the appropriate design parameters at each of these stages. Constraints applied to parameters at a higher level (e.g. at the Network level) will propagate down to – and constrain – all parameters at levels below it (e.g. at the Link and Node levels). Constraints, which can be supplied either by the user (certain input fields implicitly become constraints) or the expert (these would already reside in the knowledge base), are used for two different, but complementary, purposes. The first of these is to ensure that technically viable design plans are being chosen at each stage in the design process. The second is to provide some intelligent backtracking information when a design failure occurs due to a constraint being violated. These constraints can be regarded as heuristics whose role is to direct the search for the associated design parameter which, upon re-calculating, will most likely ensure the constraint is not violated a second time. In this respect, our approach is similar to the advice mechanism described by Mittal and Araya in [6].

At the program level, ENS's design strategy can be seen to consist of three main stages. During the first of these, the data structure representing the customer's requirements (see fig. 2) is constructed. The "building blocks" for this will be obtained from either the user or from a knowledge base of stored, heuristic defaults. Once completed, this data structure is passed through to the second design stage where it is processed by the rules representing the service-specific selection criteria – this helps determine which communications services can be used to configure each of the applications running on the customer's network. This involves applying the Design-Task and Constraint-Set parts of each selection criterion (see above) to the relevant slot values within the data structure. When completed, ENS is able to present the user with the partial design results achieved so far: a list of all technically viable communications services found, plus detailed justifications for those which were rejected on technical or qualitative grounds.

The third design stage amounts to a detailed configuration and costing of the partial designs produced thus far. Here, ENS "tags" each logical link in the customer's network according to its geographical node locations, termination node types, etc., in order to associate with each one a set of executable template design plans. Before executing these, however, the dollar costs of the link components appearing in each of the Props slots (see fig. 5) are first determined. Costing figures are currently held in an entity-relationship database to which ENS provides an interface. This interface is capable of generating optimized database queries based on the items found in each Props slot.

After performing these queries, the returned cost figures are converted into Prolog facts, which are used by the Event-Sequence blocks of each of the design plans involved. On completion, each link's attached Design-plan shows the detailed component-level configuration produced – logical links can then be viewed as physical links.

Note that any of the design parameters defined during a session can be changed by the user returning to the interface form in which it was originally defined, or by making use of the what-if facility. In the latter case, ENS effects a "snapshot" mechanism which effectively allows the freezing of any number of parallel customer scenarios, thus permitting the user to change design parameters at will and compare different network scenarios in a quick and cost-effective manner. In order to determine what gets affected by changing a specific design parameter, each of these editable parameters is associated with the Design-Task in which it first appeared. Similar (explicit) associations are made between this task, and any other tasks that should be re-visited whenever a certain type of change occurs. Once each relevant Design-Task and Constraint-Set pair has been re-satisfied, the new recommendations will be shown to the user.

5. User Interface

Besides being a very knowledge-intensive domain, communications networks design is also highly interactive. Because of this, the user interface portion of ENS occupies a large part of the system's total code (approximately two thirds). The latest appearance and functionality of the interface have been reached after numerous consultations with the tool's end-users – Bell Canada's sales representatives and support staff. In order to deliver a tool consistent with the computing environment with which they were familiar, a mainframe-based forms interface is being used. Implemented as frames, ENS treats forms and menus (the latter are just a special case of forms) as states in a Finite State Machine (FSM). This FSM consists of a set of states, together with appropriate inter-state transition arcs (these correspond to the function key settings which are made available to the user in each form), and a state-transition table consisting of a set of NextState(CurrentState, PFKey, NextState) Prolog facts. This generic FSM model has greatly simplified the prototyping effort of the user interface module by allowing efficient experimentation with different state definitions and state-transition table entries.

Besides simply providing a forms-based interface, our survey of the sales community has shown the need for providing several other important functions. These include a facility for storing and retrieving libraries of commonly-used and generic network termination and application types from which user-defined types can inherit default values (see fig. 3); a facility for printing fully-detailed, costed quotations reflecting the design solutions that were finally arrived at; and a template-based, English-text explanation function (beyond the context-sensitive help mechanism also provided) to indicate why some network service types were not recommended, and why others were (see fig. 6). ENS also provides mechanisms for directly querying its own knowledge base on specific network services and rates facts. Our
experience with the Bell Canada data networks application has demonstrated that, in many cases, factual knowledge can be easily re-used when rules are broken down and coded as a control-part plus facts.

Perhaps the most useful facility that ENS can provide sales people with is a high-level what-if mechanism for quickly exploring real or hypothetical alternative customer configurations. Once a customer's network has been configured for the first time, ENS's users can quickly access and change most pieces of information provided by the customer. This facility immediately allows the sales person to see the effect on the customer's network after adding certain carrier service options, or after increasing the traffic, usage, and/or response time requirements on a particular network link.

- **Datalink** was excluded for the process-control application for the following reason(s):
  - one of the nodes host-vax-4 or term-vt1100-7 on link 9 (most likely the lower speed terminal) can't support the appropriate line speeds.

(a) a typical rejection explanation.

- Since the customer expressed a desire for controlling access to the network, **Datalink** is well-suited since it provides several features and options for achieving this:
  - built-in features: reverse charge.
  - optional features: call blocking, SVC bar call.

(See PSMM pp. 730; 14, 18-20, 21-26 for details).

(b) a typical recommendation explanation.

Fig. 6: Two examples of generated explanations.

6. Lessons and Current Status

A prototype version of ENS has been under development for just over two years. After numerous interviews and testing sessions with both sales representatives and network designers, we have learned to appreciate the wide range of sales and design tasks (and hence knowledge types) that have to be considered. Early versions of our system were largely rule-based, but our experience has shown that certain types of knowledge are more adequately represented using frames. Examples include knowledge that will be modified at run-time or whose structural component will be shared and refined to create other similar structures; and perhaps more interestingly – since this type of effort is generally underestimated – specifications of user interface forms or menus which, as mentioned above, constitute a significant part of the total program code. We have found Prolog a suitable vehicle for implementing both frames and rules.

As pointed out in section 2 above, any useful tool aimed at assisting communications networks sales staff would have to satisfy at least six basic requirements. It's worth summarizing at this stage which features of ENS have helped in satisfying these requirements:

(i) Minimizing user input has been achieved through the use of libraries of stored network termination and application types, as well as numerous stored default design parameters.

(ii) Abstracting the level of user dialogue to an appropriate level has been arrived at by careful consideration of both the sales persons' vocabulary, as well as their knowledge of the network design process. ENS's frame/FSM user interface model allowed fruitful rapid prototyping of this information.

(iii) Experienced sales persons' heuristics have been modelled in a very declarative style in the form of both design rules and constraint statements. The use of Prolog as the implementation language certainly contributed to this.

(iv) Qualitative and subjective customer requirements are currently interpreted in order to qualify any recommendations made by the tool. Eventually they will be used directly in the selection process, in much the same manner that technical requirements are today.

(v) The separation and subsequent representation of generic and application-specific tasks has greatly reduced the effort of updating the knowledge base whenever service- and application-specific information changes.

(vi) A quick and effective means for altering design data – while still maintaining a consistent network design – has been achieved through the provisioning of a what-if facility that is fully-integrated with the ENS concepts of design plans and constraint sets.

Encouraged by potentially large time-savings, a more consistent and unified approach to network design, and the prospect of being able to spend more time satisfying both new and existing customers, Bell Canada is showing a positive interest in ENS. Having embarked on a joint Bell Canada - Bell Northern Research plan to productize ENS, our major development activities are two-fold. On the one hand, we are continuing the process of extending the tool's functionality, adding more carrier services to our data communications application (currently Bell Canada's five major data services are handled), as well as considering voice and integrated voice and data (IVD) services. In addition, we are interested in further separating generic design tasks from those which are considered application-specific. Ideas are already emerging in this area [6,7,8,9], some of which are of particular interest to us. These include extending our present method of combining constraint propagation with heuristic (and user-provided) advice to aid backtracking on design failure, as well as further formalizing and enhancing our current use of design plans.

7. Conclusions

Requirements of sales-oriented design tools are very different from those of engineering tools. In particular, the latter tend to focus on isolated aspects of the design process, require substantial user input, and assume a strong technical background. Sales-oriented tools [1,5], among other things, must attempt to reduce the data-entry and knowledge overload of their users, handle qualitative customer requirements, and consider network design flexibility and evolution. Our research has identified both the specific sales tasks that must be addressed by a design tool, as well as the different knowledge types that are associated with these tasks.

We have implemented ENS, a prototype knowledge-based tool to assist sales staff in designing networks, and have discussed some of our research concerning the extraction of various tasks and knowledge types which we regard as being generic to the networks sales domain. The tool's architecture and problem-solving strategy make use of both frames and rules to represent these various knowledge types which, among other things, include design plan hierarchies and the heuristic and technical constraints used for pruning the design search space.
Exercising our tool on services other than data (in particular, voice and IVD) should further help us in refining our ideas on generic strategies for the networks sales domain. Our work so far has shown that ENS can successfully be used both to reduce design turnaround time for sales staff, and to generate more uniform and consistent design solutions.
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Abstract
This paper describes the notion of Qualitative Modeling (QM) for interpreting graphical data. The need for qualitative modeling arises from the difficult task of modeling complex systems mathematically, and the resulting method used by experts of modeling observed data by visual interpretation. Given a set of observations, physical attributes of the system may be determined by plotting the data and comparing it qualitatively to representations of known physical models. As with many qualitative reasoning theories, the concept of Qualitative Modeling arises from formalizing and implementing the qualitative reasoning performed by experts in a particular field, in this case, well test interpretation. QM incorporates techniques from numerical analysis, qualitative reasoning, and syntactic pattern recognition to abstract observed data and to fit it qualitatively to a characteristic form. Following an introduction of the material, and presentation of the problem of well test interpretation, discussion deals with the application of syntactic pattern recognition to qualitative representation and the mechanism employed for qualitative modeling.

Keywords: qualitative reasoning, blackboard, graph interpretation

Introduction
Application of artificial intelligence to engineering problem solving has resulted in a generalization and formalism of techniques for reasoning qualitatively about physical systems, broadly referred to as Qualitative Physics. Qualitative reasoning tasks include diagnosis of the cause of aberrant behaviour, prediction of future behaviour, and the capturing of certain commonsense reasoning processes [Bobrows, 1985]. Most qualitative reasoning applications commence with the discrete representation of continuous processes by a set of qualitative descriptors which capture the behaviour of the system. This abstraction of the often complex process is then used to reason qualitatively about the functioning of the system. Much of the work to date in Qualitative Reasoning has been done in such areas as Qualitative Simulation [Kuipers, 1986], Qualitative Analysis [Williams, 1985] and Qualitative Process Theory [Forbus, 1984], all of which attempt to predict or explain the behaviour of a system based on its qualitative abstraction. This paper describes the notion of Qualitative Modeling (QM) for visually interpreting graphical data. The technique involves quantization of a domain to a discrete representation. However, instead of using this representation for predicting or explaining behaviour, it is used as a description for modeling other collected data. Given a set of observations, it is common to summarize the data by modeling it, or fitting it to a predefined form. Simple data fitting can often be performed using quantitative techniques such as least squares curve fitting, to identify parameters defining a model. However, in many cases, models are represented by formulae or, when dealing with physical systems, the interaction of several models defined by complex formulae. In cases such as these, interpreters often attempt to visually extract features pertaining to specific models or to almost intuitively identify a model based on the shape of the plotted data. QM attempts to capture this implicit reasoning strategy.

As with many qualitative reasoning theories, the concept of Qualitative Modeling is the result of formalizing and implementing the qualitative reasoning performed by experts in a particular domain [Yip, 1987], in this case, well test interpretation. This paper describes the incorporation of Qualitative Modeling into a prototype expert system for well test interpretation. Following a description of the problem of well test interpretation and the design of a suitable expert system architecture, the author describes techniques for qualitative domain abstraction, and model identification. Further discussion identifies related work, describes the implementation and speculates on extensions to the system.

The Problem
The purpose of a well test, also known as a pressure
The concept of a transient test, is to evaluate the state of the ground formation surrounding a well through the analysis and interpretation of the pressure-time data resulting from a test. When performed correctly, a well test and interpretation should provide a physical explanation for the collected data including such qualitative physical features as formation permeability, extent of wellbore damage or stimulation, reservoir pressure, and possibly reservoir boundaries and heterogeneities. Characterization of the well from pressure-time data is a complex and somewhat inexact science; it forms the basis of well test interpretation. Well test interpretation is achieved by fitting the pressure-time data to complex, enhanced models of fluid flow through porous media. For ease of understanding, and brevity, many technical details have been omitted, and only those portions of the interpretation procedure pertinent to this paper are discussed.

Briefly, the well test engineer interprets the well test data by plotting different functions of pressure versus functions of time, and matching them in two different ways against classic pressure-time plots. The goal is to find a suitable model representing the physical features of the formation, and then to find parameter values corresponding to the quantitative measure of some of those features. In the second matching process, performed to determine parameter values, each plot can be visually divided into 3 regions: early-time, middle-time, and late-time. Each of these intervals represents a transition in reservoir fluid activity at an increasing distance from the wellbore, as well as a visual transition.

The first step in the interpretation process is to select a model that accurately reflects the physical characteristics of the formation. In order to identify physical characteristics of the formation, the well test interpreter views a plot of pressure-vs-time, looking for characteristic curve shapes that identify physical features. Figure 1, reproduced from [ERCB, 1979], illustrates a small subset of characteristic shapes recognized by a well test engineer for a gas well. These are simple "ideal" plots. In reality, a formation can have a combination of those features, one for early-time, one for middle-time, and one for late-time. Once the physical features are identified, the mathematical models that reflect those features are selected.

Now the well test engineer has one or more general models to explain the observed well test data. Specific parameter values for those models must be selected. Each model has a family of solutions dependent on realistic values of the variable parameters. These models are very complex, eliminating mathematical curve fitting as a modeling technique. Consequently, to determine the values of the parameters further defining the model, the well test engineer attempts to match the test data with one of a family of type curves. Each member of a family of type curves is represented by a curve of plotted data: the solution to the enhanced fluid flow model for particular parameter values. The matching process between the test data and the model generated data is again performed visually.

A further complication to the curve matching process
is that early or late data may be missing from the test sample because of testing techniques or insufficient testing time. To compensate for this, well test engineers perform a type of heuristic curve matching where middle-time data is prioritized and matched followed by early- and late-time data. Heuristics are identifiable by the well test engineer, depending on the model in question.

The interpretation process continues with parameter specific model confirmation both by another similar curve fitting process and by checking the hypothesized formation characteristics against existing formation information. This may include the geology of the region in which the well was drilled, results of core samples, log results, and the treatment history of the well. Conflicting information will not cause the well test engineer to reject a hypothesis but rather to associate a lower certainty with the hypothesis.

The visual interpretation process is currently done with the assistance of plotting programs. Pressure-time plots may be rapidly displayed, and type curve matching performed by displaying the type curves, and shifting the observed data with the arrow keys until a good overlay is found.

The Architecture
To address the full problem of well test interpretation, an expert system was proposed. Figure 2 illustrates the design of the expert system kernel. The kernel is connected to a user interface and some existing well test software not illustrated in this diagram. The expert system design is a modification of a general blackboard architecture [Erman, Hayes-Roth et al, 1980], proven to be successful in past applications involving diverse sources of knowledge. There are 9 knowledge sources (KSs) in this blackboard system. As illustrated below, they have been partitioned into Visual Interpretation KSs, Auxiliary KSs, and the Well Test Interpretation KS. The Well Test Interpretation KS is an explicit controller. It invokes certain KSs and ultimately evaluates competing hypotheses much the way a well test engineer would. The Auxiliary KSs exist to provide information and expertise when requested. They do not react opportunistically, but rather are invoked by the Well Test Interpretation KS to substantiate or refute an interpretation provided by the Visual Interpretation KSs. Finally, the Visual Interpretation KSs perform the task of interpreting the plotted data. Each of these KSs deals with the data at a different level of abstraction, reacting opportunistically to facts and hypotheses on the blackboard. Qualitative Modeling

![Figure 2. Expert System Kernel](image-url)
is performed in the Visual Interpretation KSs.

The Approach

In his paper on Qualitative Simulation [Kuipers, 1986], Kuipers restates earlier findings that symbolic manipulation of qualitative descriptions is a plausible model of human expertise. The Visual Interpretation KSs were developed using a combination of techniques from numerical analysis, syntactic pattern recognition, and qualitative reasoning in an attempt to reproduce the qualitative visual interpretation expertise of a well test engineer. Numerical analysis provides a mechanism for approximating and mathematically characterizing graphical data. An extension of concepts from qualitative reasoning and syntactic pattern recognition offers a means of representing and reasoning about graphs at a high level of abstraction.

QM performs several tasks through the Visual Interpretation KSs. 1) It qualitatively represents curve shapes and qualitatively matches observed data against these shapes, or combinations of these shapes. 2) It heuristically matches observed data with model solutions. An initial qualitative match is performed to reduce the number of curves to be matched, and then a quantitative match is performed.

Model Representation

In order to reason qualitatively about the models and observed data, a qualitative abstraction of the curves into a set of discrete symbolic descriptors must be performed. The quantity space (+,0,-) [Bobrow, 1985] and associated landmarking concepts used by Forbus and others are not amenable to this application because they do not capture the character of the curves. Consequently, syntactic pattern recognition was examined for assistance in defining the discrete symbol set.

Syntactic pattern recognition techniques [Fu, 1977] were developed to represent and reason with visual objects abstracted to high level symbolic descriptors. These descriptors were used to represent the structural relationship between pattern primitives as well as the primitives themselves.

Just as a grammar may be defined for a language, one may be defined for a picture description language. The grammar is composed of a set of easily identifiable pattern primitives or terminals, a set of conceptually high level non-terminals, start symbols, and a set of production rules governing the composition of terminals and non-terminals into legal patterns. The syntactic approach enables the description of many different patterns using easily identifiable building blocks, or pattern primitives and a set of production rules.

The curves in the well test interpretation domain are generally similar in nature to those illustrated in Figure 1. To characterize changes in system behaviour, many qualitative reasoning applications use landmark or transition boundaries. Similarly, QM uses regions to identify transition boundaries or changes in the character of the curve; curve changes are often indicative of behaviour changes. The difference is that the regions, not the transition boundaries, yield the description of the behaviour.

Curves are defined as the concatenation of regions. Each region in turn is a portion of the curve with homogeneous shape; regions are defined in terms of symbols. Proceeding top-down in describing these symbols, the following is an example of some general production rules represented in BNF notation.

\[ \text{<curve>} ::= \text{<region>} \text{<curve>}, \text{<curve>} \text{<region>}, \text{<region-type>} \text{<length>}, \text{<region-type>} \text{<curve-descriptor>} \text{<curve>}, \text{<region-type>} ::= \text{<slope-grade>}, \text{<line>}, \text{<curve-descriptor>} ::= \text{<curve-rate>}, \text{<curve-shape>}, \text{<curve-rate>} ::= \text{<gradual>}, \text{<rapid>}, \text{<curve-shape>} ::= \text{<concave>}, \text{<convex>}, \text{<slope-grade>} ::= \text{<gentle>}, \text{<moderate>}, \text{<steep>}, \text{<length>} ::= \text{<short>}, \text{<normal>}, \text{etc.} \]

At this point, simple BNF-like production rules are augmented by the use of variables. This is the way in which much of the symbolic smoothing of data is performed. In this pseudo code example, variables are represented by the suffix "-x" on the non-terminals. This notation indicates two symbolically identical instances of a line or a curve.

\[ \text{<curve-x>} ::= \text{<curve-x>} \text{<curve-x>}, \text{<curve-x>} \text{<line-y>}, \text{<line-y>} \text{<short>}, \text{<curve-x>} \text{<line-y>}, \text{<short>}, \text{<curve-x>}, \text{<line-y>}, \text{<short>}, \text{etc.} \]

At the next level, symbolic descriptors are augmented by or transformed into quantitative numeric descriptors. Lines and concave/convex curves are determined by analysing the observed data points in sequence looking for points of inflection or changes in the character of the data curve. These line or curve segments are characterized symbolically and quantitatively. \(<\text{gentle}>, \text{<moderate>}, \text{<steep>}, \text{<gradual>}, \text{<rapid>}\) are determined by a mapping from the quantitative descriptors. \(<\text{short>},\text{<normal>},\text{etc.}\) are determined by the relative length of the region and the number of data points involved.

To further illustrate the use of this representation scheme, the following production rule describes the shape of Figure 1 (ii), 'Positive skin, Wellbore storage & Partial penetration'. In this particular curve, the physical features listed depend on the existence of a gradual concave curve during early-time data. The
region that follows is of little importance in determining the existence of these features. Consequently, the following description suffices.

<Figure 1 (ii)> ::= <identifying region> <region>
<identifying region> ::= <gradual> <concave>
              ::= <length> <curve>

The description language developed herein is sufficient for many applications including well test interpretation. It may easily be modified or extended for other graphical interpretation problems.

Quantization of the Domain

Abstraction of the characteristic curve forms, families of model solutions, and observed data, from lists of data points, is performed by the 4 Visual Interpretation KSs. A syntactic pattern recognition approach is taken to both the generation of the representations and to some of the matching. Data that is input to the Visual Interpretation KSs has been mathematically reduced to remove noise caused by measuring instruments and to reduce the number of data points.

Each knowledge source deals with the data at a different level of abstraction. The Regionalization KS segments the curve at points where the character of the curve changes, thus partitioning it into preliminary regions. At this point the regions are simply identified in terms of their direction and rate of change; these are the pattern primitives or terminals of the grammar. The Labeling KS mathematically characterizes each region with curve fit parameters. The result is a mathematical characterization of each region in terms of shape and length; the concatenation of the regions describes the original curve. Included within the Labeling KS is a mapping from the mathematical characterization into the symbolic pattern language characterization described above. Thus, regions are described at both a mathematical level and a symbolic level.

The Smoothing KS performs a heuristic smoothing of the regions based on human-like methods of visual smoothing. A set of production rules is defined using the non-terminals for identifying anomalous regions and amalgamating them with one or both adjacent regions, depending on the shapes of those regions. It does not replace mathematical noise reduction, but rather compensates for over zealous mathematical regionalization. So, for example, a concave curve followed by a small spike (two short lines) and another concave curve would be smoothed into one continuous concave curve. Similarly, part of curve that was mislabeled as a line, thereby breaking the curve into regions of curve-line-curve, would be corrected to a single curve. As soon as the smoothing routine invokes a change in the regionalization of a curve, the Labeling KS reacts to relabel the regions. The Smoothing KS then reacts to the newly asserted labeling. This opportunistic interplay continues until the curve representation is in a steady state. Finally, the Curve Characterization KS takes the string of labeled, smoothed regions and, depending upon what has been requested from the Well Test Interpretation KS, either matches it to one of a family of model solutions, or simply identifies features of the well from the characterizing shapes of the regions.

Both the characteristic curve forms and the families of model solutions are static information. They are represented using the aforementioned descriptors and exist permanently in the knowledge base. The families of curves are represented as a hierarchy of frames. A model or family of solutions has particular parameter solutions, which in turn are composed of regions each of which is described both at a mathematical abstraction and a symbolic abstraction. The inheritance property of frames enables a concise representation of pertinent information. The characteristic curve forms make some use of frames but generally are represented as further production rules in the previously defined grammar. Justification for this implementation of the representation is included in the next section.

Qualitative Data Modeling

Qualitative data modeling is performed by qualitative curve matching procedures. Two distinct types of curve matching are executed in the Curve Characterization KS: identification of characteristic curve forms in observed data, and matching of observed data to one of a family of model solutions.

The identification of characteristic curve forms is performed by extending the production rules of the grammar to encode combinations of high level non-terminal region shapes which imply physical attributes of the well or formation. This was illustrated by the <Figure 1 (ii)> production rule in the section on model representation. If a curve description parses, then a match occurs. Note that more than one production rule may fire, indicating the existence of several physical features. By using this technique the characteristic form of the curve is captured without imposing a strict physical template matching process. Figure 1 illustrates some characteristic curve forms and their associated physical features. In some cases observed data will incorporate a combination of several characteristic shapes, in other cases, part of the well test data may be missing resulting in only a partial shape. These constraints may all be incorporated into the production rules of the grammar which yield a representation more all encompassing than the previously illustrated forms. The result of the characteristic curve matches is some proposed physical attributes of the well or formation; "positive skin, wellbore storage and partial penetration" is one example of the result of a match. The Well Test Interpretation KS takes this asserted fact and
proposes a model or several models that incorporate these physical attributes into their model. The Curve Characterization KS in turn attempts to match the observed data with one of these models.

One family of solutions, representing a specific model with different parameter values often consists of more than ten individual curves. Figure 3 illustrates a subset of a typical family of buildup curves. Attempting to perform a mathematical match of each curve in turn is computationally inefficient. Consequently, a two stage heuristic curve match is performed to reduce computations and to incorporate the rules of thumb a well test engineer uses for matching curves of this nature. The first stage of the curve match is a symbolic matching of the qualitative shape of the regions of the observed data with the shape of the regions of the solutions to the model. Dealing again with the problem of missing data either at the beginning or the end of the test, weights are associated with the existence of different regions of the curve, just as probabilities are associated with stochastic grammars used in syntactic pattern recognition [Fu, 1973]. A set of weighted production rules are incorporated into the grammar for implementation of this match. Using this type of qualitative match, several curves are often found which have the same qualitative shape as the observed data.

These hypothesized matches then proceed to the second stage of curve matching in which a more stringent mathematical matching of data is performed. Heuristics from well test engineering are used for matching the regions of the curve based on the model being used and the quality of the observed data. This results in a prioritized and weighted least squares curve fit being performed. As an example, in many of the models, regions corresponding to middle-time data are matched first since they represent unobstructed formation flow. If the match is successful then remaining regions are matched and weighted in order of importance. Successful matches are spawned as a context or interpretation of the data. A measure of belief is associated with the interpretation based on the degree of match of the least squares technique. The Well Test Interpretation KS reacts to the hypothesized modeling of the data by requesting substantiation from the Auxiliary KSs, or from another type of visual model too similar to warrant individual description. Measures of belief are adjusted accordingly and a final best interpretation is selected.

To summarize, the problem of visual interpretation of graphical data currently being performed by well test engineers has been addressed using concepts from qualitative reasoning, syntactic pattern recognition and numerical analysis. The result is a method for qualitatively modeling observed data in a manner that yields interpretations at the level of an expert.

**Related Work**

Throughout this paper, passing comparisons have been made to work in syntactic pattern recognition by K.S. Fu, and to work in qualitative reasoning by Kuipers, Forbus, and De Kleer and Brown. The discussion would not be complete without mentioning work by Elisha Sacks on piecewise linear reasoning [Sacks, 1987] and Kenneth Yip [Yip, 1987] on extracting qualitative dynamics from numerical experiments. Both of these authors employ a phase-space representation for their qualitative reasoning work. Sacks' work on a technique called piecewise linear reasoning attempts to analyse dynamic systems describable by finite sets of ordinary
differential equations. Yip's work uses phase-space representation to reason about nonlinear dynamical systems. This work is more theoretically founded than the application of QM, but all three techniques share the goal of qualitatively representing solutions to models of physical systems.

Implementation and Extensions
A prototype Qualitative Modeling environment was developed for the domain of well test interpretation, as part of the aforementioned expert system design. Performance of the QM with the well test data provided was at the level of the well test engineer. The modeler was implemented in ART and Common LISP on a Symbolics 3670. ART provided a rapid prototyping environment for implementation of much of the blackboard architecture. Furthermore, ART's forward chaining production rule system was ideal for representing the grammar. Representation of models and competing hypotheses was facilitated by the frame representation and viewpoint mechanism. The Symbolics was satisfactory, but is not the ideal environment for the extensive mathematical calculations which might be found in a production system.

QM provides the theory for qualitatively modeling any graphical data that has been noise reduced to a reasonable extent and that has a characteristic form when viewed in 2-D. To date, it has been applied to the domain of well test interpretation and will presently function for any other graphical data definable by its descriptors. The representation symbol set may easily be extended to provide for more complex graphical data without interfering with the existing reasoning mechanism. Potential applications of the technique include other domains within engineering problem solving, and in the domain of statistical analysis and economic forecasting. In the future, the author would like to extend the implementation and attempt to further formalize some of the concepts identified in this paper. Work in grammatical inference and learning might also be incorporated into this application.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper I have described a mechanism for visual interpretation of graphical data: Qualitative Modeling (QM). It incorporates techniques from numerical analysis, qualitative reasoning and syntactic pattern recognition to abstract observed data and to fit it qualitatively to a characteristic form. The need for qualitative modeling results from the difficult task of modeling complex systems mathematically. This is of particular importance when dealing with real physical systems which often do not reflect a single mathematical model. The work presented herein describes the notion of syntactic pattern recognition grammars for quantization of the domain to a discrete and usable symbol set. This symbol set is then employed to qualitatively model the data. The techniques described in this paper are applicable to a wide range of graph interpretation problems. Incorporation of domain specific knowledge to substantiate or refute hypothesized interpretations strengthens the modeling environment.
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Abstract
Fine-grained parallelism is attractive since it offers large increases in execution speed if it can be effectively exploited. However, recent studies in implementing OPS5 have shown that straightforward parallel implementations may perform little better than clever sequential ones. This has led to conjectures that no useful fine-grained parallelism exists in the OPS5 language. The large majority of computation in an OPS5 program lies in the matching phase which searches for patterns in a data-base of facts. The RETE algorithm enables sequential implementations of OPS5 to reduce the costs of matching by storing partial matches from previous phases. We present a matching algorithm which exploits the fine-grained parallelism available within RETE itself, by using abstract node processors to emulate the RETE network directly. These node processors operate concurrently and internally exploit low-level parallelism, such as associative search. Each abstract node processor can be implemented by a group of fine-grained programmable processors such as is provided by the FFP machine.

1 Introduction
The speedup to be gained by using parallelism in an application depends on the number of processors that can be simultaneously applied. The desire for very large increases in speed in expert systems in general and the OPS5 language in particular leads to the search for fine-grained parallelism. Apparently though, straightforward fine-grained parallel implementations of OPS5 perform little better than some sequential implementations. These sequential implementations use the RETE algorithm for the pattern matching phase, which consumes the vast bulk of processing time. The RETE algorithm reuses partial matches from prior matching phases instead of recomputing them, enabling the majority of OPS5 programs, those in which the working memory changes very slowly, to perform the matching process as rapidly as those implementations exploiting fine-grained parallelism [Gupta 84, Stolfo et al. 84, Quinlan 85, Forgy et al. 86]. This led to conjectures that parallelism was only of limited use in accelerating OPS5 programs.

The RETE algorithm itself, however, contains many opportunities for exploiting fine-grained parallelism, such as associative searches, and it is towards exploiting this parallelism that we propose special purpose node processors for implementing the RETE algorithm. These abstract node processors may in turn be implemented using the virtual machines supported by the FFP Machine, a fine-grained MIMD computer originally designed for executing Backus's Functional Programming languages.

Section 2 describes the OPS5 language and the matching process which is the bottleneck in its operation. The RETE algorithm, one implementation of this process, involves compiling the patterns of an OPS5 program into a discrimination network, a data-flow graph of simple comparisons. During execution, tokens percolate through the RETE network, being combined into tuples which finally match the patterns. Section 3 describes the virtual machines supported by the FFP machine, independent variably-sized groups of fine-grain processors created during execution. Section 4 describes abstract node processors which support the execution of the RETE network graph and which can be implemented using virtual machines. Parallelism is extracted from the RETE algorithm by having many node processors executing concurrently, each employing internal parallelism. Section 5 summarizes the possibilities of this approach and the factors which might affect the usefulness of the parallelism.

2 OPS5
OPS5 is a production system language for building expert systems. Our descriptions of OPS5 and the RETE algorithm relate to the network of node processors described in Section
An OPS5 program is a set of rules which manipulate elements of a working memory. The left hand side of each rule is a pattern which can be matched by a tuple of working memory elements; actions in the rule's right hand side create, delete or modify working memory elements according to matches that are found. Figure 1 shows a sample OPS5 rule and a working memory with three elements, each containing a unique identifier, the element's type and a list of attribute-value pairs (the attributes having been defined in the type declarations). Each working memory element represents a specific box. The rule match-boxes has two condition elements in its left hand side and one action in its right hand side. The first condition element matches any working memory element whose height is less than 12 and assigns the value of its width to the variable x. The second condition element matches any working memory element whose width is 10 and whose height is less than the value of x (for each working memory element matching the first condition element). This entails a comparison between pairs of working memory elements. Finally, the action of match-boxes would remove the element matching the first condition element in the chosen instantiation from the working memory.

The RETE algorithm is an incremental method for performing the matching process. The left hand sides of rules are compiled into a discrimination network, a directed acyclic data-flow graph whose nodes perform tests specified in various condition elements. The tokens that pass through this network represent tuples of working memory elements that simultaneously match part of the left hand side of some rule. When a working memory element is created, one or more new tokens with that working memory element as a singleton enter the "top" of the network. There is a separate output from the network for each rule; tokens leaving an output represent tuples of working memory elements completely matching the rule's left hand side. The conflict set comprises all the tokens that have come out the "bottom" of the RETE net, each labeled with its particular exit point. (These labeled tokens are complete rule/tuple instantiations).

Notice that the restrictions in a condition element can be divided into two types: those that involve a single working memory element and those that compare one working memory element with others. These restrictions are implemented in the RETE net by one-input and two-input nodes, respectively. The leaves of the RETE network, one for each condition element, are one-input nodes which perform those tests that apply to a single working memory element. (That is, a one-input node performs all tests not involving variables set in other condition elements). When a new working memory element is created, a singleton token is distributed to each of these leaf nodes. The nodes act as filters, passing to the interior of the network only those tokens whose working memory elements satisfy their condition elements' restrictions (including its type).

The two-input nodes in the interior of the tree perform tests that involve more than one working memory element. Input tokens arriving from the two subtrees represent sequences of working memory elements that could become part of an instantiation. Two-input nodes store these tokens in a token memory to participate in comparisons with future arriving tokens. (This memory is often divided into a left-memory and right-memory corresponding to the two paths along which the tokens arrive). The node only makes comparisons when a new token arrives: if the new token arrives from the left subtree, it is compared against each token stored in the right-memory, and vice versa. When the node finds matching left and right tokens, that is, ones that satisfy the constraints, it produces an output token that includes the working memory elements from both input tokens.

Keeping tokens in this way saves the matching work done in creating them, from being repeated in later execution cycles. For most OPS5 programs, fewer than three working memory elements change (on average) between rule firings, even in a working memory with many thousands of elements [Gupta et al. 83]. It is by storing partial matches in the node memories that the RETE matching algorithm derives speed from this stability.

Figure 2 shows a RETE network for the sample rule from Figure 1. The numbers along the left and right input arcs to the two-input node
are the identifiers of the (singleton) tokens arriving at the node (to be stored in the left-memory and right-memory, respectively). The pairs on the output arc from the two-input node are tokens containing full matches to the left hand side of the rule match-boxes.

When a working memory element is removed from the working memory (as in our sample rule's action), all tokens that represent partial matches including that working memory element must also be removed. This can be accomplished by dropping a killer token into the RETE network. As killer tokens propagate through the network, they delete the appropriate tuples from left and right memories. If we were to follow the progress of the RETE network in Figure 2 after choosing instantiation (match-boxes 3 2), the action (remove 1) would generate a killer token for working memory element 3. It would remove tuples containing working memory element 3 from the left and right memories of the two-input node and from the conflict set.

In OPS5, a rule's left hand side may contain negated condition elements which disable any instantiation for that rule if a matching working memory element exists. It is sufficient to note that removing a working memory element may cause new instantiations to be created when that working memory element matched a negated condition element. Thus, nodes in the RETE network may need to create new tokens on receiving a killer token, and to create killer tokens on receiving an ordinary token.

As with other implementations of RETE, the parallel one described here relies on an extensive compilation phase in which the rules are analyzed, optimisations are made and corresponding networks are constructed. Common compile-time operations include the following: extra space is allocated to each working memory element to hold a unique identifier; attribute names and variables are translated into numeric offsets specifying the position of the designated value in a token.

Some optimisations that are effective for sequential implementations, such as only sending new tokens to particular one-input nodes and distinguishing between left and right memories, may or may not be of any use in this implementation of RETE. In particular, we do not discuss the sharing of RETE subtrees which greatly improves sequential implementations. RETE allows the order of evaluation of condition elements and the tests within them, to be swapped.

This system does perform further operations during compile-time analysis, often creating new attributes at the same time. The left/right flag described below is one such, and in the case of tests involving expressions with several attribute values, a new attribute would be added whose value represents the suitable combination. For example, a rule describing airline luggage size limitations might require that the sum of three attribute values be less than some constant. The compiler, on encountering such a condition element, would allocate an extra attribute field for

---

**Figure 2. RETE network for example fragment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>type name</th>
<th>width</th>
<th>height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>box Crate1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>box Crate2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>box Trunk</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- `type=box`
- `height<12`
- `width=10`
- `height < width` (in right token) (in left token)
the working memory element, and cause the appropriate node processor to store in this field the sum of the other three attribute values, before propagating the new token.

3 Virtual Machines in the FFP machine

The FFP Machine is a fine-grained MIMD parallel computer [Magó et al. 84, Magó 85, Magó et al. 87], which has been designed to execute the fundamental programming languages of John Backus [Backus 78]. It contains a very large number of simple programmable cells, each having a few hundred bytes of local storage for instructions and data. These cells are organized as a linear array, the L array of L cells, in which programs and data, represented as strings of symbols, reside and are manipulated. L cells communicate through a tree-structured network of message processors.

The marked difference between the FFP Machine and similarly fine-grained machines lies in the concept of partitioning. The FFP Machine can be divided, at run-time, into arbitrary disjoint groups of contiguous cells, called virtual machines. The division is done rapidly, without preparation, according to syntactic structure in the strings of symbols in the L array. The cells of each virtual machine can communicate among themselves, but they are disconnected from, and unaffected by, communication among the cells in other groups. Furthermore, the sizes of the virtual machines are independent, being determined dynamically by the needs of the different computations that arise.

Some noteworthy aspects of the partitioning can be seen in Figure 3, which shows part of a physical machine partitioned to support several virtual machines (running FP programs, in this case). Virtual machines are not aligned with the physical tree structure in the FFP Machine; this avoids wasting resources through fragmentation. Empty cells may be interspersed among the symbols of the programs and data; such cells do not affect the virtual machines formed around groups of symbols and they aid storage management (to be described below). The virtual machines are defined syntactically by the presence of innermost pairs of parentheses (which derives from the innermost reduction rule used in FP languages [Backus 78]). In the example shown, the summation of the inner product does not become innermost, and so executable, until all of the individual products have been computed. This syntactic definition provides a natural, inexpensive scheduling mechanism; tasks can be scheduled by altering the arrangement of parentheses residing in the L array.

Each virtual machine has exclusive use of a set of message processors (proportional to the number of its L cells). These message processors provide each virtual machine with a tightly-coupled synchronised network which can perform various simple operations such as sorting and counting. Each message processor merges two sorted streams of messages according to one or two keys contained in the messages and, in the case of collisions, combines messages according to an included operator. The time needed to communicate one set of messages within a virtual machine is linearly proportional to the number of messages sent and logarithmically proportional to the number of cells in the virtual machine.

A virtual machine also has the remarkable ability to change in size during its operation, in order to acquire empty L cells to hold more data. To enable such storage allocation, the contents of L cells in the entire L array are shifted horizontally by various amounts, all the while maintaining their linear ordering, in such a way that empty L cells are absorbed, and gaps of the appropriate size are created among the L cells that are to support the virtual machine making the request. Following the subsequent partitioning operation in which new sets of message processors are allocated to the newly positioned virtual machines, the virtual machine spanning the gap will be able to store data in these newly acquired cells. The time required for this storage management operation is linearly proportional to the largest distance traveled by (the contents of) any L cell. Interleaved empty L cells reduce the interaction between separate requests and so improve behavior. This situation occurs when sufficiently many empty cells are interspersed among active cells so that separate storage requests do not interact and so aggregate. Empty cells are created when virtual machines finish their operation and need fewer cells to represent the result than they contain; the remainder are erased and so become ready for any subsequent storage allocation.

The single restriction on virtual machines is that they consist of a contiguous set of the L cells. This is necessary so that the tree network can be partitioned into non-interfering subnetworks. More importantly, the specification and creation of partitions within a tree is much simpler (and hence cheaper in time and hardware) than it would be for richer network structures. This restriction surfaces as a constraint on the programmer: to avoid communication contention, concurrent processes must be mapped onto the L array in a way that preserves the locality in the computation.

Partitioning the physical machine into virtual machines is of negligible cost: it involves passing control messages of three bits from nodes to their parents, performing a few logical operations and setting three switches that configure internal communication channels. (Each internal node may need to support up to three distinct virtual machines and is designed to do so simultaneously.)
Figure 3. FFP Machine partitioned to support separate virtual machines

Virtual machines are rarely balanced, however their depth is typically only a few levels deeper than necessary for the number of cells they contain. Virtual machines suffer no alignment constraints. A virtual machine may begin at any point in the linear array of cells and no fragmentation arises from its having an arbitrary length. Thus, for example, a tree with a thousand cells can support two virtual machines, one containing four hundred cells and the other six hundred.

This flexibility in size and placement enables the processing power of a virtual machine to correspond more precisely to the needs of a particular computation, specifically, the amount of data being manipulated by a particular function. This flexibility should overcome some of the difficulties cited for DADO implementations of OPS5 [Gupta 84]: The number of DADO processors assigned to each rule corresponded to a physical subtree in the machine (thus being a power of two), this size was the same for all rules and was determined before execution began. The position and size of individual virtual machines as described here are independent of each other (except for the single overall limit of the number of L cells), and are determined entirely during execution according to their individual requirements.

The principal costs in machine operation lie in the communication and storage management phases. The costs of partitioning, loading programs into the L cells and executing local instructions in the cells are assumed to be negligible.

4 Virtual machines supporting the RETE network

The RETE network described above is implemented in a straightforward way by a corresponding network of abstract node processors. The node processors and their communication with each other are supported by a series of different sets of virtual machines created from the same L cells by partitioning. By using a series of virtual machine groupings, as demonstrated in Figure 5a, different stages of computation can be optimised individually: global communication can be supported by a few large groupings while concurrent operations can exploit many small independent groupings [Middleton et al. 86]. The cells supporting a given node processor can, when necessary, be further divided into several virtual machines to support distributed operations such as associative search.

The Abstract Node Processors.

In keeping with the "logic in memory" philosophy of fine-grained systems, the node processors are described according to their data structures, the node's processing power being distributed evenly among the data. For brevity, only the simple two-input node in the RETE network is described; the operation of other nodes can be inferred from it. This two-input node, shown in Figure 4, checks every pairing of left tokens with right tokens, to see whether they satisfy the tests specified in some rule's left hand side. It does this incrementally, comparing each newly arrived token against all the tokens that have already arrived from the other side, and saving that token for comparison with subsequent new tokens.
The two-input node processor contains four structures: the head holding information describing the particular tests of the corresponding node in the RETE network; the list of new tokens, ones which have recently arrived at this node; the list of old tokens, which corresponds to the combined left and right memories of a RETE node; and the output area for holding the tokens created by the matching process. Tokens are stored simply as lists of attribute values; there are no pointers being used to build more complex structures.

The node processor matches one new token against all the old tokens using five steps (for which approximate estimates of the time spent are given).

1. A new token is selected from the new token list, taking a small constant time, \(c_{select}\), independent of the number of new tokens or their sizes.

2. The new token is broadcast to the old tokens as a sequence of attribute values. The \(L\) cells holding the old tokens, having local copies of the tests relevant to their particular attribute values, can extract and compare attribute values from this stream of messages with their own attribute values. This takes a time proportional to the size of the new token, \(O(token_size)\), plus the depth of the communication network, which is approximately \(O(lg(node\_memory\_size))\).

3. Each group of \(L\) cells holding one old token determines if all the tests were satisfied. (For this step, the \(L\) cells of the node processor are further partitioned in order to avoid communication contention between cells holding different tokens). This takes a time approximately proportional to the size of a token (ignoring size differences between left tokens and right tokens), \(O(lg(token_size))\).

4. For each old token in which all the tests succeeded, an output token is created combining that token with the new token. Assuming there are \(S\) successful matches, this takes \(O(S \times token\_size)\) for storage allocation and \(O(S \times token\_size + token\_size)\) for communicating the old tokens and new one respectively.

5. The new token is converted to an old token by broadcasting the tests stored in the head to it. Each attribute in the new token saves the tests that apply to it in a form suitable for its later use. This communication operation takes \(O(token\_size + lg(node\_memory\_size))\).

Combining the five approximate costs for these steps, the time for the matching operation is dominated by the term \(O(S \times token\_size + token\_size)\). The size of the node, predominantly the \(L\) cells holding the new and old tokens, appears as a logarithmic factor which is dominated...
by the other terms. Thus the time taken by a node is relatively independent of the number of tokens in its memory.

Each test consists of two selectors and a predicate. The selectors specify attribute values within the left and right tokens as arguments to the predicate. Since a token is a list of working memory elements each of which is a list of attribute values, a selector contains a pair of indices, although compilation might flatten tokens into simple lists of attributes and thus change the selector to a single value.

The left and right memories of a RETE node having been merged into the old token list, a left/right attribute is added to each token to distinguish which of the two RETE subtrees sent it. Two tokens may match if their left/right attributes differ, this constraint being imposed in the same way as the explicit tests derived from left hand sides. Old tokens contain, as well as a list of attributes, the set of tests to be performed.

Figure 4 shows the node processor for the two-input node in Figure 2, after it has received and saved two tokens containing working memory element 2 in its old token list: one received from its left subtree and the other from its right subtree. On receiving the token containing element 3 from the left subtree, it compares it with all old tokens, trying to satisfy two constraints: first, that the left/right attribute in the new and the old token differ, and second, that the height attribute in the right-hand token is less than the width attribute in the left-hand one.

If a test fails, the L cell sets a veto flag. In a subsequent communication stage, the cells of the node processor are further partitioned into smaller virtual machines, one for each old token. The machines containing each old token can determine, in parallel, whether their token is consistent with the newly-arrived token, by the absence of any veto flags.

At this point, the new result tokens (possibly zero or many) are created in the output region of the node processor. The number of matches is counted and the number of cells needed to hold the results is computed and allocated in this region. The cells holding the new tokens and those holding old tokens which match transmit their contents to the newly allocated cells which receive and store these symbols in such a way that the output tokens result. Simple manipulation of values by the cells in the output area occurs at this point. For example, the left/right attribute in the created token would be set to indicate whether this node is the left or right child of the node receiving these resulting tokens, as determined during rule compilation.

Communication between Node Processors.

Newly formed tokens are now transferred from the output areas of node processors to the input areas of the parents (in the RETE network) of those nodes. The grouping of L cells into node processors is suspended, and the L cells are re-grouped to support transferring tokens between node processors. Partitioning the L cells into many groups at this stage avoids contention between independent transfers (or at least minimizes it, depending on the mapping of the RETE network).

Figure 5 shows two RETE networks containing three two-input nodes, and a corresponding embedding of the network in the L array. For both networks, the sequence of cell groupings is shown; the first three groupings correspond to a single matching cycle and the subsequent groupings support the communication between nodes.

Figure 5a shows a conventional, skew tree of nodes. The depth of such a tree, and consequently the pipeline delay through a sequence of node processors, is equal to the number of condition elements in the corresponding rule. However, such a tree can be embedded in the linear L array so as to allow all communication arcs in the RETE network to be active simultaneously. Figure 5b shows a balanced tree of nodes which might be more suitable for parallel processing since the pipelined delay is logarithmic in the number of condition elements. However, such a tree can no longer be efficiently embedded in the L array. Several groupings of L cells are necessary to support tokens traversing RETE network arcs: as many as the depth of the tree.

L cells are allocated in the parent node's new token list and the output tokens in the children nodes are broadcast, after which the cells in the output regions can be reclaimed. Since this communication and storage allocation is expensive and is performed twice for all created tokens, a reasonable optimisation is to discard the output area from nodes, and create tokens directly in the new token lists in their parent nodes.

Token deletion.

Deleting working memory elements and tokens from the network has so far been ignored. There are two ways that deletion may occur (other than the natural firing of rules which removes the winning token from the conflict set). An action may remove (or modify) a working memory element, in which case all the tokens containing that working memory element must be removed, or an action may create a working memory element which, by matching a negated condition element in the left hand side of a rule, prohibits any combination of working memory elements (which might previously have provided a legal match for that left hand side) from entering the conflict set. As with the conventional RETE algorithm, working memory elements in this system have unique identifiers which are in fact timestamps of their creation; these are used for deletions. Lack of space precludes a detailed description of how tokens are deleted, however
it should be noted that various associative techniques similar to those used above allow such tokens to be found and deleted in parallel. The L cells holding these elements and tokens immediately become available for storage management.

5 Conclusions

Recent debate has suggested that the Rete algorithm, implemented with limited if any parallelism, is the best way to support pattern matching in OPS5, and, by implication, probably in other production-system-style languages as well. The matching process described here is intended to show that a large amount of useful fine-grained parallelism is available in the matching process, specifically in combination with the advantages of the Rete algorithm itself.

This matching process exploits parallelism in several ways. First, all nodes in the Rete network can run in parallel if they contain a token in their input queue. The pipelining aspect of the operation, that each node passes on matches involving one new token before starting to match the next new token, is intended to exploit this parallelism between nodes. Other parallel implementations of Rete also exploit this parallelism using some dozens of processors sharing a common memory to contain the working memory elements. Communication between nodes in this scheme, occurring between very tightly coupled processors, should be no slower than message passing between powerful processors, which often requires significant operating system intervention. Since the tokens passing between nodes are much larger (they contain complete working memory elements rather than just pointers to a single shared memory), this scheme uses copying instead of sharing to avoid contention for access to such a memory.

This scheme exploits parallelism within each node, an opportunity which cannot be taken by approaches using coarse grain processors. Matching a given new token is relatively independent of the number of old tokens stored in the node, as shown in Section 4: matches can be performed in a natural associative fashion since a node's processing power increases directly with the size of its token memory. All the nodes in the Rete network can match one of their new tokens in basically the same time; the single principal difference arises with different success rates in different nodes. This counters one of the arguments against fine-grained implementations: that the significant variance in node processing
times, due to the different sizes of token memories, justifies using a few powerful processors.

Working memory elements can be deleted from the entire RETE network in a single operation. Ordinary and “killer” tokens can be deleted from each node memory in a single associative operation in that node, while the propagation of effects from such an operation will depend on the depth of the RETE network.

It is unclear what factors limit the effectiveness of this fine-grained approach to pattern matching in OPS5. Storage allocation takes linear time in the number of tokens created (certainly, for each node, and in the worst case, for all the nodes together) and the constants of proportionality are greater than those for conventional memory allocation. This system implicitly stores tokens with one attribute value per L cell, which may require more processors than is practical. Possible optimisations include packing several attributes in a single cell, propagating only those attributes used later in the RETE network and sharing common condition elements, as sequential RETE algorithms commonly do.

There are two factors which prevent this system from being amenable to more detailed analysis. Most importantly, the behavior of an OPS5 program with regards to these factors is very heavily dependent on the nature of the particular rules and input data. Secondly, the behavior of storage management in the FFP Machine depends heavily on the particular distribution of storage requests in relation to the empty cells that have arisen during the computation. Therefore, the next step is to determine through simulation to what extent these constraints limit the speed improvements provided by the concurrency.
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Abstract
A prototype "advisor" system which answers typical "how" and "why" questions about a fourth generation report writer has been developed using commercial expert system tools. The system features natural language input, both forward and backward reasoning, a "causal" reasoner specialized for reasoning about user's code, and a code synthesizing component. KEE, ART, and Prolog have been used, and we provide a discussion of their relative merits. We make a distinction between "shallow" and "deep" knowledge representations; both approaches were used in the project. We conclude that such tools can be used directly (the shallow approach) for a useful but not penetrating coverage of typical questions, but that even this would require a number of person-years to develop a reasonably useful system.
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Introduction
This paper describes a project undertaken by the University of Ottawa in collaboration with Cognos, Inc., one of Canada's leading software companies. The Advisor Project was begun in the fall of 1985 to explore the potential of incorporating state-of-the-art expert system technology into certain of Cognos' future fourth generation languages (4GL). The aim of the Advisor project was to create a prototype software advisor or assistant for the user of a typical 4GL. For the prototype we chose QUIZ, Cognos' fourth generation report writer, as the experimental subject, because it is a mature and well understood product, it is typical of such 4GL languages, and there is a large body of users with a well documented history of problems encountered using the product. This documentation was used extensively as a guide to the kinds of questions the system ought to be able to answer. A secondary goal was to explore a number of different approaches to implementing such a system that are currently available. These may be partitioned in several ways: base language (e.g. Lisp or Prolog) vs higher-level tool (e.g. KEE [KEE 86]); natural language (nl) oriented vs rudimentary natural language ability; shallow vs deep semantic representation. We have carefully considered all of these alternatives, and have experimented with most of them. We offer some conclusions from these comparisons.

1 Skuce [87], Skuce and Tauzovich [87], Tauzovich [87], Skuce, Stanley and Tauzovich [88], Szpakowicz [87], Constant et al [86], and Delisle [87] give further details.

QUIZ is the report writer of POWERHOUSE, Cognos' application development system [QUIZ 85]. A QUIZ program is a declarative specification of the desired report. It starts with an ACCESS statement which declares the files to be used and the linkages between them. Other major statement types include the REPORT statement which specifies the data selection criteria. A GO statement indicates that the specification is complete and that execution can begin. A report-writing module then produces the actual report.

Approach
We consulted the records of Cognos' telecommunications group for documentary evidence of typical problems encountered by QUIZ users. These queries were from real end users of QUIZ, who were attempting to use it to solve their data-processing problems. Their calls to the telecommunications group are hence typical of questions that any advisor should be capable of answering. We screened the questions for obvious irrelevancies, and then classified them according to a system which we developed. [Constant et al 87] The questions fell into six main categories as follows:

HDI (how do I do such-and-such?) 51%
WHY (why is such-and-such happening?) 20%
SYN (what is the syntax for ... ?) 13%
ERR (what does this .... error message mean?) 7%
HYP (what would happen if I ... ?) 4%
DEF (what is the meaning of... ?) 4%

Since the HDI questions alone accounted for more than half the questions, it was decided to make answering this type of question one major sub-project. A second sub-project was initiated for the second most frequent category, WHY. Only these two categories were considered of real interest to AI researchers, since the others can be handled in straightforward ways.

We made a detailed analysis of some 2000 questions. Cognos technical writers were a secondary beneficiary of this exercise. They received a weighted list of six topics that clearly gave many users difficulties, and which therefore required an improved treatment in the reference manuals. In addition, we derived lists of technical terminology that was not clearly or consistently used in the manuals, a major source of confusion both for users and ourselves as knowledge engineers. We reduced this set to a representative set of some 220 questions by eliminating irrelevant or difficult questions.
We then used these questions as a guide in designing our question answering strategy. The main thrust of this strategy was to use each question type as a focus for knowledge encoding. The concepts and rules needed for this and similar questions were added incrementally to the knowledge base. By "similar", we mean questions obtained by substitutions of other noun and verb concepts which were semantically similar. At present, we have thus covered about 30% of the 220 questions. The process of extending this coverage tends to go progressively faster, since less and less new concepts need to be added (questions overlap), and more "landmarks" exist to provide clues as to where to add new knowledge.

The project was divided into three subprojects. Each was treated relatively independently during the initial stage, termed P1, which was at 14 months from the beginning of the project. This stage was a major watershed in the project and is the focus of this paper. In the HDI subproject, we used a "shallow" approach, whereas the WHY module was built using a "deep" approach. We use these terms as follows. In a shallow approach, no attempt is made to design a specialized knowledge structure to thoroughly represent all the essential detail of the system being modeled. Rather, a simple, general-purpose representation, in our case frames, is the main knowledge structure. It contains only those details which are necessary to support the rules needed to answer the questions. In a deep approach, a knowledge representation structure adequate for virtually all aspects of the subject is selected first, which necessarily will have such features as logical adequacy (expressive power at least similar to first order logic), the ability to make definitions, and facilities to accommodate natural language phenomena such as ambiguity and anaphora. Another way of stating this difference is that in our shallow approach we directly used the facilities of KEE in which the frames support the rules, whereas in our deep approach, the knowledge representation was more complex than just a frame system, and the deduction more general than that of KEE or similar expert systems. The relative merits of these approaches are discussed in the final section of the paper; a more complete discussion of some of these comparative issues is given in [Skuce 87], [Skuce and Tauzovich 87], and [Skuce, Stanley and Tauzovich 88].

The three subprojects were:

- a parser capable of parsing a simplified version of any question asked by the user of the system, coupled with a simple user interface;
- an HDI question-answering system, implemented in KEE using a shallow approach;
- a WHY or causal question-answering system, implemented in Prolog using a deep approach.

Each of these is described in the following sections of the paper. Figure 1 show the overall architecture of the system.

The Parser and User Interface

The parser was written in Quintus Prolog and runs on a SUN/3 workstation. LESK (Language for Exactly Stating Knowledge), the subset of English that the parser is designed to accept, is based on earlier work [Skuce 83] on simple English-like knowledge acquisition languages. The unit of input to the question-answering system is termed a query, consisting of a question accompanied by zero or more assumptions, which could include a fragment of QUIZ code and/or a QUIZ error message. LESK is sufficient to cope with a rewording of the assumptions and questions that were present in the question set. The parser outputs a successfully parsed query in the form of a parse tree for each statement, represented either as Prolog lists or as Lisp s-expressions, depending on the type of question (HDI questions were handled by a separate system, using KEE and Lisp; see below). If the parser fails to parse an input fragment, an interactive dialogue is initiated with the user to attempt to resolve the problem. The user is given the choice of specifying the fragment or of undertaking a more detailed dialogue via which a new word can be defined in the parser's lexicon. The design of the parser is based on definite clause grammars and is capable of parsing any input fragment in less than 0.5 seconds.

The user interface, also written in Prolog, initializes all the communications mechanisms, controls the Lisp machine (see below) as a slave, and allows the user to enter, edit, and submit all the various components of a query to the appropriate question-answering system. This Interface is adequate for research needs, but would have to be redesigned in any real advisor.

The HDI Question-Answering Subsystem

The How-Do-I question-answering subsystem (HDI) was the one into which the most effort has been directed, mainly because we wished to explore the capabilities of available large-scale AI tools, and also because it was the most common question type. We chose KEE (Knowledge Engineering Environment, [KEE 86]) on the Xerox 1186. At the time the choice was made (May 1986), KEE was the only such tool running on the hardware we had, SUNs and 1186s. Below we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this tool, and will compare it with its close competitor, ART [ART 86]; ART became available on the SUN too late (February 1987) to use in the project.

We used KEE's major features in the HDI part of the system: frame-based representation of knowledge; a forward/backward-chaining, rule-driven inferential system; and object-oriented methods written in Interlisp. These three mechanisms were combined in various proportions to answer a submitted query in two main stages. Figure 2 show the steps in HDI question answering.

Stage I

The first stage of KEE processing (box 1 in Figure 2) was termed the semantic interpreter. Only methods were used, mapping the query (a set of assumptions plus a question) into a set of units representing the semantic structure. These units correspond to a particular meaning of each noun and verb. A major problem was the determination of the roles (cases) in general, and the role structure for each verb, since there does not seem to have been adequate study of this problem in the literature. We desired to keep the semantic processing in this stage as generic (independent of subject) as possible, but often found it necessary to invent roles which were specific to QUIZ; our roles are hence either generic or QUIZ-specific. The semantic interpreter attempts to map phrases which modify a verb into appropriate case roles, descending into subclasses to find the most specific interpretation. We experimented with various approaches to resolving ambiguities, from taking unannounced defaults to explicitly querying the user. Which is best depends on who the user is.

We represented plural noun phrases as classes in KEE, and singular noun phrases as instances of classes. The meaning of, e.g. 'every' or 'a', depends on its context, and rules in the stage which follows the semantic interpretation must
either take special action or rely on a default interpretation. For example, the default treatment for a plural noun was to treat it as a typical instance, e. g., "how do I print every sort key" will show how to print a typical two or three, followed by "etc...".

Stage 2

The second stage, termed the code knowledge stage (box 2 in Figure 2), which follows the semantic interpretation, is comprised virtually entirely of forward rules. These are triggered by acts and objects (our terminology for KEE units representing verbs and nouns) generated in the semantic interpretation stage. They create KEE units representing the syntactic components of the desired QUIZ program. We developed a three-phase approach to developing the answer, termed generic answering. A generic answer is one that does not give all the detail - actual QUIZ code - but gives enough hints that most users could supply the detail. For example, a human when asked the question "how do I report an item only after a subtotal?" might reply "use a FOOTING AT statement". If the asker were still unclear, the answerer would provide more detail. We do the same. A question is first answered with a "use ... with ... option" type of answer, which we term generic. This is often sufficient, and it is much easier to write rules to generate such answers than to supply all the actual minutiae of the code.

For some of our generic answers, we have gone further and supplied rules that actually synthesize the QUIZ code required, a second phase of code knowledge. The user may request this by a mouse action, which we term completing the answer (box 6 in Figure 2). However, given a certain number of weeks or months of an expert's time to develop rules, we would prefer that they be spent more on the generic answer rules, so that more user's questions can be handled in less detail (but nevertheless satisfactorily for most users). The detailed code synthesis rules can always be added later. When all components of QUIZ code in a completed answer have been generated as KEE units, methods attached to each are called to display a normal linear version of the program in correct syntax.

The third phase of code knowledge is termed extending the generic answer (box 4 in Figure 2). Usually, a question is about some lower level of code knowledge. This may require the user to request this by a mouse action, which we term completing the statement. By extending, we mean a generic or complete answer about the whole statement that would be necessary, given the current assumptions, or even the whole program (all statements). The user may request such extension information by mouse action.

We found it useful to partition the rules into a number of substeps, activated sequentially, which is a common technique in forward chaining programming. For example, first we activate rules for disambiguation of the query, followed by rules that create non-referenced objects as KEE units (i.e., representations of certain QUIZ objects that are participating in the situation but were not explicitly referred to). Next, we activate rules that construct the generic answer. Finally, if the user wishes, we activate rules that construct the units representing the actual code, i.e., syntactic objects (boxes 3 and 4).

The P1 Prototype

An initial prototype, P1, was developed in five months, before a true QUIZ expert was brought in, by AI people who knew the basics of QUIZ. This was to develop the strategy for processing the questions, together with the necessary coding, so that the expert would arrive with a stable methodology in place. The expert inherited the P1 approach in March 1987, and extended it considerably without changing the methodology, while the remainder of the team explored new directions (see below). After a four month learning curve, she was able to add new knowledge to the system directly, but still required assistance in making major decisions on how to structure the hierarchy and in writing Lisp code.

We feel that this approach, in which the expert is brought in only after a stable design has been arrived at by the knowledge engineering group acting initially as pseudo-experts, is desirable in applications where the experts are scarce, and the knowledge engineers can become pseudo-experts.

P1 was capable of answering tens of queries on the topics of accessing files, reporting and sorting. The emphasis was entirely on developing the methodology; no attempt was made to enter sufficient knowledge to answer all the questions. Figure 3 lists some of these queries. Achieving this required approximately 85 KEE units, representing both nouns and verbs, plus about 30 QUIZ syntactic component specifications (also units), supported by some 70 rules and about 10 KEE methods. This was developed in about 15 person-months, beginning with no knowledge of KEE or the Interlisp environment. The latter consumed probably 40% of our learning effort, since KEE cannot be used effectively in this type of application without Lisp programming. P1 uses some thirty pages of Lisp functions. Although performance was not an issue for this prototype, it is thought that KEE/Interlisp-based mechanisms typically 10 to 20 seconds to answer a question on the 1186. One of the issues that we intend to address is the question of what sort of response might be considered reasonable for an advisory system.

We turn next to the second sub-system, the QAUZ system.

The QAUZ Causal Reasoning Subsystem

The primary role of the QAUZ subsystem is to provide explanations of unexpected or puzzling features of QUIZ reports, since most 'why' questions arise as a result of unmet expectations. Queries normally include background information consisting of partial QUIZ code and a number of LESK statements that describe the problem. In order to take advantage of as much information contained in a query as possible, the system explores the individual elements of the query and tries to establish causal links among them. The elements of the query are first converted into an assessional form suitable for the subsequent deduction process by a 'compiler'. The system parses the QUIZ statements in the query and then uses forward chaining rules to determine the effects the given in the query have on the result. When analyzing descriptions of the report, however, it performs backward deduction to determine the features of the code, or other possible or stated assumptions, that could have caused the result. Reasoning in both directions is performed whenever both code and descriptions of results are present in the query.

QAUZ has an unusual ability for most expert systems: it can discover contradictions in queries and deal with them effectively. This ability to handle negative knowledge is necessary in an application where questions are often about failure to obtain an expected result, or where a naive user will often give inconsistent assumptions. The details of the query-answering algorithms are given in [Tazovich 87]. Figure 4 diagrams the QAUZ subsystem. We believe that approaches based on causal reasoning in this manner will become
increasingly important as the demand for robustness and apparent "intelligence" increases [Brown 84].

Reasoning forward from the QUIZ code is done by associating each statement in a QUIZ program with a rule that describes its causal effect on the appearance of the resulting report. To be able to reason about these causal relationships, we developed an Augmented Syntax Language, which incorporates the syntax-describing conventions from the QUIZ manual (keywords, arguments, optional and repeated entries) into causal rules that define the semantic effects of the syntactic components.

Reasoning backward from the results obtained, described by LESK statements, we use rules which specify a result as the causal "conclusion", having LESK descriptions of the internal state of QUIZ (caused in turn by the user's code) in their premises. Thus we may go entirely backward, from results to code, entirely forward, from code to results, or, in a typical query, combine both. The system takes appropriate action if the code and described results do not properly correspond, attempting to explain to the user where the discrepancy lies. While processing a question, the QAUZ system constructs an internal representation in the form of assertions which model the actual state of the QUIZ system. This is to detect all the various dependencies and causal mechanisms that may be contributory factors to answering the "why" question. Even if a focused answer cannot be reached by the system, a browsable display of the internal representation of the problem frequently yields sufficient information to enable the user to answer the query.

In November 1986, QAUZ could answer questions from every kind of WHY question in the question sample. Figure 6 lists some of these.

We have classified the approach used in QAUZ as "deep" because the knowledge representation was developed specifically for this purpose, in Prolog, rather than attempting to fit the problem into a given structure such as KEE provides. As a result, the frame structure and deduction engine had to be coded from scratch, using Prolog purely as a programming language. We discuss further the relative merits of this in the final section of the paper.

Related Work

Very little work has been done on software advisors. The article [Carroll and McKendree 87] discusses general design goals for advisors, and cites most of these systems up to about 1986. We know of no work that specifically uses an expert system tool or that performs rule-based causal reasoning as we have done. Perhaps the best known software advisor is the Unix Consultant [Wilen'sky et al 86]. This system emphasizes natural language understanding, and answers questions of similar syntactic difficulty to ours about how to do common operations in Unix. It is not rule-based, since it does not use expert system techniques; its causal reasoning uses frames and semantic nets. Its strength lies in its ability to understand linguistic speech acts, i.e. to model the goals and intentions of the user. Its knowledge of Unix seems to have a comparable depth to that in our system.

DCL [Shrager and Finin 82] is an advisor that helps a novice learn the VAX/VMS operating system. DCL does not answer questions directly, rather it monitors the user's actions and gives advice when appropriate. The system is based on a catalog of inefficient plans novices often use. The DCL network represents causal knowledge as triples: a user goal, a commonly-used inefficient method, and a better method that has the same effect. As well, Digital Equipment Corp. has been developing a methodology for operating system consultants [Billmers and Carifico 85]. Their first research system, TEACHVMS, helps novices who are familiar with TOPS20 learn VMS. It is a forward-chaining system, implemented directly in C. It accepts TOPS20 commands, and produces the equivalent VMS commands. A second system, TVX, builds on the first to produce a generic "shell" for encoding knowledge about any operating system. It separates "generic" operating system knowledge from "specific" knowledge for one system, e.g. VMS. It uses a backward-rule-based approach to synthesizing plans to accomplish the user's goals. It does not explicitly represent causality, nor does it have a significant natural language ability.

A somewhat broader category of system might be termed "intelligent front ends", though the term "assistant" is often used as well. We take this term to be quite general, encompassing any system that acts as an interface to some other system, such as a database. The FRED system [Jacobson et al 86] is a database front end. Their methodology is similar to our HDI system, though they do not mention using an expert system tool; apparently rule-based knowledge is a relatively small part of the system. The articles by [Berry and Broadbent 86/87], [Bundy 85], [Spark Jones 85], and [McKewon 84] are all general discussions of the problems in integrating natural language and expert system technology in intelligent front ends.

There are a number of systems that may be termed "programmer's assistants", i.e. which help in the program development process. The function of these is more similar to that of the HDI component of the Cognos Advisor than to the QAUZ component, in that they perform code synthesis rather than analysis. Typical of these is the Programmer's Apprentice [Waters 86], which acts as a "clerk" to a programmer. The PROUST system [Johnson 85] can identify novice-level semantic errors in a Pascal program. It is based on a catalog of typical plans and goals, and performs causal reasoning about the user's intended goals. The Unix Computer Consultant [Douglass and Hegner 82] is another Unix assistant. The front end accepts a natural language query which is translated into a formal query language similar to "logical" database query languages. These systems typically use a deep representation.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our primary conclusions have been the following:

1. A major distinction has to be made between problems that can be adequately handled with a shallow model, e.g. the frame and rule structures that today's expert system tools supply, and those that need a deep model, which these systems, with the possible exception of ART, can't adequately support without using Lisp or Prolog extensively. In our project, a useful variety of questions was supportable by KEE plus Lisp (the parser in Prolog could easily be rewritten in Lisp), and indeed, a shallow advisor based on the P1 approach has been shown to be feasible. However, it would probably not be economically sensible to use a tool like KEE for this purpose. Cheaper tools that require less resources are now available that, while not as flexible, are probably adequate. The primary role of a system like KEE then is probably one of prototyping, for which it was certainly very useful, but for delivery purposes, the resources it requires are still extensive, even in 386-based versions. This situation will improve considerably in the next few years, of course.
Prolog systems today are more advanced (e.g. windowing) than two years ago, but to build a system such as ours entirely in Prolog one would still have to code many of the facilities that good expert system tools provide from scratch. We know of no expert system shell written in Prolog that remotely approaches the capabilities of KEE or ART. For example, forward chaining in Prolog, except for small rule bases, would require writing a serious forward chaining engine, a major problem.

How then does one decide in advance whether one has a shallow problem, committing to a system such as KEE or ART used without much enhancement, vs a deep problem, that either needs considerable enhancement to an existing tool, or the use of no tool at all, i.e. coding directly in Lisp or Prolog? Clear guidelines for this problem would be very valuable. We offer the following "rules".

1. any problem in which more than trivial natural language input is desired is probably a deep problem. Advisors can easily fall in this category.

2. any problem in which the most thorough representation of domain-specific knowledge is clearly essential to acceptable performance is definitely deep.

3. any problem that involves reasoning about sets, more complex mathematical concepts such as logical relationships, temporal relations between events, or procedural knowledge is very probably deep.

4. any problem which requires some form of deduction which is not supported by existing tools, as in our QAUZ module, is definitely deep.

5. any problem which does not require natural language and for which experts are content to express their knowledge in the language of a KEE or ART-like notation is probably shallow.

In the HDI module, we used methods in the semantic interpreter stage, and rules in the code knowledge stage, to gain experience with both. Our general feeling is that rules are much easier to understand and maintain than methods, which contained often complex Lisp code. However some of our rules had considerable LISP code in the conclusion, making them a kind of hybrid: a "pattern-invoked" function. This was necessary because we found that while the rule pattern language in KEE was adequate for most rule premises, it was not for many conclusions. (A similar comment applies, to a lesser degree, to ART rules.) Hence, were we to redo the semantic interpreter in KEE, we would replace the methods with rules, some of which would be quite "hybrid".

3. We have also been impressed with the relative difficulty of representing natural language semantics with respect to programming language semantics. We spent many hours debating what the role structure for our verbs should be. This is, of course, one of the key problems in natural language semantics research.

A closely related problem derives from how carelessly people use natural language, even in supposedly well-written documents like technical manuals. We were often frustrated by imprecise, ambiguous, inconsistent, and even illogical technical terminology in the QUIZ manual, which nevertheless reflects the actual usage of these terms as they have evolved over a number of years without anyone seriously attempting to control them. (It should be pointed out, however, that Cognos manuals are considered excellent by contemporary standards.) This project has impressed us with the need to take terminological control very seriously. The question of what tools and techniques to use for this, which involves establishing and controlling terminology uniformly throughout a large organization, is an interesting one which we are investigating. It seems clear that techniques such as described by Sowa [Sowa 84], may be beneficial.

4. Turning away from the problems of tools and natural language, we would suggest that the development of software advisor systems of the kind described here, using a shallow approach, should be a thrust of expert system research. We believe that such systems are certainly attainable in the near term. Such systems would be very useful, and would enhance the productivity - and hence marketability - of virtually any complex software product. We expect more activity in this area; the two last international expert systems conferences in Avignon had only one paper on the subject: our own [Szpakowicz et al 86].

5. Our experience allows us to estimate that a shallow system which could handle many hundreds of simple user questions for a product of the complexity of QUIZ would involve about 500 KEE units, in the order of 1000 to 2000 rules, and a simple parser with a vocabulary of about 1000 nouns and 100 to 200 verbs. Developing such a system would take a number of person-years.

Finally, we believe that the marriage of natural language and expert system technology is inevitable, and that a wide variety of systems, not only front ends or advisors, can be be based upon it.
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**Figure 1:** Advisor System Architecture

1. SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION
2. GENERIC CODING RULES
3. CODE COMPLETION RULES
4. CODE EXTENSION RULES

**Figure 2:** The HDI Subsystem
Stages 3 and 4 Optional

- hdi report a record item at a sort key to a subfile?
- hdi print an average of an item at a control break?
- hdi average an item in a footing?
- hdi output a page skip at a control break?
- hdi print an item at the beginning of a line?
- hdi sort in descending order?
- hdi sort on some record items?
- hdi sort on 2 record items and 1 or more defined items?
- hdi link two files?
- x is a subfile. hdi link x to x?
- hdi access a file using 2 keys?

**Figure 3:** Some "how do I" questions.

**Figure 4:** The QAUZ Subsystem
> What happens if I use the code

ACCESS EMPLOYEES ALIAS STAFF LINK TO BILLINGS OPTIONAL
SELECT IF DATAEJOINED GT 810101
REPORT ALL

(24 lines of assertions are produced)

> CODE: REPORT ALL

Why is the column heading set to the dictionary heading?

[a 23 line backward trace explaining this is produced]

> When is the column heading set to the dictionary headings?

(a similar 31 line backward trace ultimately showing code that will do this is produced)

> CODE: ACCESS EMPLOYEES
SELECT EMPLOYEES
REPORT

Why is nothing reported?

{the error in the code is diagnosed}

> ASSUMPTIONS: an alias is specified
CODE: ACCESS EMPLOYEES

<any question here>

{the inconsistency between the assumption and the code is noted}

> ASSUMPTIONS: 'X' is an item
the type of 'X' is string
'F' is the field of 'X'

> Why is 'F' not truncated?

{a backward trace which shows that something is NOT true is given as the reason}

APPENDIX
A selection of typical QUAZ queries. The full answers are not shown because they are long.
Refinement of Scene Interpretation for Object Recognition and Location
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for identifying and precisely locating modeled objects through analysis of single or multiple perspective images. The system provides reliable and efficient scene interpretation through incremental refinement of the hypothesized measurement conditions and 3-D environment. Automated visual detection of camera viewpoints permits use of unconventional viewing conditions, such as multiple views per image due to reflective surfaces or mirrors, and removes the need for precise camera positioning. Automatic integration of any number of arbitrary viewpoints permits detection of objects occluded from certain views, as well as providing varying image resolution and wider coverage of the visible workspace.

1 Introduction
Development of reliable and flexible methods for automated assembly is primarily limited by the need for precise positioning of the components used. Current assembly methods require use of complex and expensive jigs or fixtures to supply and position parts manipulated by the robot arm. One approach to simplifying robotic assembly is to locate the required parts visually. This approach is currently used under very constrained viewing conditions [1]. Attempts to achieve such capability under natural conditions (no special lighting or constrained camera viewpoints) must deal with missing or extraneous features due to glare or shadow, partial or total occlusion by other objects or even the robot arm itself, as well as the fundamental ambiguity resulting from projection to a 2-D image from the original 3-D scene.

In spite of these difficulties, some progress has been made, in particular, with new methods to deal with partial occlusion of objects. In general, success has been achieved through a technique commonly referred to as hypothesis verification. A hypothesis of object identity, position and orientation maps an object model into the image. If a unique combination of object features remains visible, such recognition is possible even in the presence of severe image noise and occlusion of object features.

Such hypothesized object positions may be used directly through voting or clustering to determine object position and identity [2,3]. More commonly however, the hypothesis is used to test known 3-D models against detected image features. This technique has been demonstrated in the analysis of 3-D scenes [4-7] as well as 2-D scenes with extensive occlusion of object features [8-10]. For 3-D scenes ambiguity of feature identification under perspective transformation prevents rapid analysis and typically requires on the order of one minute of processing time per image.

Our goal is to provide a practical system for industrial use. Under such conditions, total processing for each image must be completed in at most a few seconds. We have found that to meet such requirements, it is necessary to exploit the natural constraints of the application environment. The key to such an approach is to use three-dimensional constraints which provide a more natural expression of the environment restrictions independent of the camera viewpoint. For example, analysis of an image of a robot workcell should be constrained such that all objects are above or on the surface of the workspace or table. This immediately constrains the scale of valid image features and limits the candidates for selected object features.

To apply such constraints we have developed a method of analysis that we characterize as hypothesis refinement. In contrast to previous approaches which essentially use image features to generate possible hypotheses, we initially specify a poorly constrained set of hypotheses that are then refined on the basis of detected image features until specific testable hypotheses are obtained. The initial set of hypotheses reflect the constraints on the position and orientation of different objects appropriate for the given application. As additional images are acquired, more information may be applied. As explained later, this approach also provides improved measurement accuracy and interpretation reliability.

2 Hypothesis Refinement
Image analysis or interpretation may be viewed as a search of interpretation hypotheses which specify the possible location and orientation of modeled objects within the 3-D
scene. Hypothesis refinement searches the space of possible scene interpretations through refinement of an initially specified set of hypotheses which represent the natural 3-D constraints of the application environment. Some of the most commonly encountered constraint conditions for robotic assembly tasks are listed in Table 1. Each constraint is further partitioned into a set of characteristic views (specified object orientations from which a similar set of features is visible). This provides the initial set of interpretation hypotheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known Position</td>
<td>Object position and orientation are constrained to a given range.</td>
<td>Monitor object with known position, verify success of robot pick or place operation, check for presence of part in part feeder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Support</td>
<td>Object is supported by a flat surface. Vertical orientation and position are constrained. Object must be in stable support configuration (vertical projection of center of gravity must lie within the convex hull of surface contact points).</td>
<td>Locate objects on a workspace of the robot workcell or supported by other objects, only minor overlap of components permitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Picking</td>
<td>Object is contained within a parts bin. Object position is constrained within known limits, orientation is unconstrained. Object identity is known. Select most visible of many parts in bin.</td>
<td>Selection and location of parts in bin for assembly tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Constraint Conditions

The constraints of each hypothesis are then applied to select candidate image features corresponding to key features of the object model. Figure 1 illustrates the selection of candidates for a model feature under flat support conditions. Note that the constraint is three-dimensional — the local image characteristics of selected features are dependent on their location in the scene and the corresponding perspective projection of the model feature.

![Selected image features](image_url)

Figure 1: Selection of candidate image features

The precise nature of such 3-D constraints permits the filter to select only 5 candidates from the 90 corner features present in the image. The filter will select any features with identical 3-D configuration as well as any features only apparently similar in the 2-D image projection. Note that partitioning the initial hypotheses into characteristic views does not increase search complexity as the filter will select different candidate features for different object orientations. Consequently, selection of characteristic views streamlines the interpretation by limiting analysis to the set of visible features without requiring expensive analysis of feature visibility.

Selection of appropriate constraints also has an impact on the accuracy and reliability of analysis. For example, a false positive in perspective scene analysis occurs due to random alignment of image features in a configuration matching a projection of the object model. In general, such a match will have any random orientation or position. The tight constraints of the interpretation eliminate all such matches; indeed they are never even considered by the analysis since they are not within the constraints of the initial hypotheses. Most errors which do occur are between objects with similar 3-D shape and appearance. The greater the tolerance to partial object occlusion (achieved by permitting a large set of missed features), the greater the possibility of false recognition.

Secondly, the available constraints can improve measurement accuracy. For example, depth measurement is limited by the image size of the projected object. In contrast, position measurement perpendicular to the camera axis is only dependent on the resolution of the image. Assumptions such as a flat support plane map horizontal position into limits on object depth improving depth resolution. Hence, the constraint of a flat support surface can provide precise positioning of small objects [eg. a bolt or screw] that would be impossible judging solely by object appearance.

3 The Knowledge-directed Search

The process of refining an interpretation hypothesis can generally be described by an ordered sequence of well-defined steps or stages. In actual practice, processing is more complex. Input to the system may consist of multiple images or viewpoints, and additional workspaces may be defined with multiple object models and refinement strategies. Analysis of the broad range of possibilities is managed through a knowledge-directed search. The search is directed by the knowledge or context of the task or environment. The knowledge-directed search is guided by a rule network consisting of a network of rule nodes. Each step by step refinement process, or refinement strategy, is represented as a path through a set of nodes in the network.

At each step of the refinement strategy, new interpretation hypotheses are produced. Such hypotheses determine the constraints on the object position, and specify an assumed correspondence between model and image features. The refinement of a new hypothesis is dependent on i) the search rules (or processes) and domain knowledge associated with the rule node of the search path, ii) the assumed model, feature correspondences, and position constraints of the current hypothesis (referred to as the context of the
Each search activation is a relation that uniquely associates a node of the rule network, a set of observed data, and the interpretation hypothesis (or context) of the search.

Each node is an instance of a class of rule nodes which perform a specific task (e.g. acquire an image, detect image features or specify an object model, constraint and refinement strategy). The rule node classes employed in the present system are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Acquisition</td>
<td>Obtain image from specified source (camera or disk file) and set camera parameters (focal length, imaging plane, focus setting).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Detection</td>
<td>Obtain line features according to specified limitations (line length, contrast, straightness, resolution).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Position</td>
<td>Obtain camera position and orientation relative to position target reference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Detection</td>
<td>Obtain image features (line end points, corner features, 'T' junctions), index according to image location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Definition</td>
<td>Define 3-D object model and interpretation constraints (i.e. search strategies).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis Refinement</td>
<td>Refine object position and orientation to verify possible hypotheses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Control</td>
<td>Select appropriate search strategies and object models, construct a consistent world model from refined and verified interpretation hypotheses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Rule node classes

As context information is transmitted through the network additional information is supplied by each node to eventually provide an interpretation of the world viewed by the various cameras of the vision system.

In general, processing is in the sequence: acquire image, detect line features, locate camera position, establish point or corner features, initiate model search strategies, refine and test interpretation hypotheses, and construct a consistent world model. The structure of the associated rule network is illustrated in Figure 3. The network layout is flexible. Any number of instances of each class of node may be defined. For example, there may be any number of image nodes, each image can be assigned specialized edge or feature detectors, and various models or refinement strategies may be defined.

3.1 Establishing Camera Position

The position of each camera is determined by visually locating a predefined target pattern. The precise coordinates of the chosen target pattern and the defined reference coordinate system are shown in Figure 4. The scale of the

Figure 3: Structure of rule network

Figure 4: Target pattern
pattern is varied to suit particular applications and camera viewpoints. The unique characteristics of the chosen target pattern permit rapid detection despite the lack of available constraints. Including necessary feature detection, the target may be tracked at a rate of approximately two images per second.

Once the target position has been obtained, one or more workspaces may be defined. Each workspace defines a potential support region within the robot workcell. A workspace is a flat region with specified position, orientation and area. Each workspace produces an associated search context to be propagated through the rule network. In the absence of conflicting evidence, such context are retained. As a result, the target pattern may be removed once all camera positions have been identified.

If more than one target is visible in an image, multiple viewpoint hypotheses and associated workspaces are created. Since the correct transformation of the target cross pattern is known, scene interpretation is possible under any arbitrary viewing conditions. For example, if the target image is reflected in a mirror, the generated viewpoint will provide the correct transformation between left and right handed coordinate systems (the 'mirror image') as well as adjusting for apparent position and orientation. As a result, the reversal of object coordinates in the reflected image is transparent to the subsequent scene interpretation. Consequently, it is possible to provide more complete visual coverage of the workspace by placing mirrors to view areas hidden by other objects in the environment.

3.2 System Control

Scene interpretation through hypothesis refinement culminates in the production of verified hypotheses of object identity and position. This interpretation is represented by the context information of a set of unrelated search activations. Some information will be redundant due to various search strategies arriving at a similar result or through overlapping views of different camera viewpoints. The primary role of system control is to collect all such context information and construct a coherent scene interpretation. This interpretation of the 3-D environment provides additional information for analysis of any further images of the environment.

The current scene interpretation is the primary source of known position hypotheses. Such hypotheses may be used to test the current scene interpretation in succeeding images or to verify external action such as the placement of an object by the robot arm. In addition, location of objects in the scene will define additional hypothesized workspaces if any of the object surfaces are capable of providing stable support for other objects in the environment.

System control may also be used to limit the complexity of the analysis. For example, it may limit search to only those parts required in the current stage of robotic assembly or may place a limit on the number of instances of each object detected, as required by the needs of the current task.

4 Current System Implementation

Our current vision system provides analysis of single or multiple perspective images to locate parts visible in the workspace of a robot workcell. In its present configuration, the system consists of a SUN 3/160 workstation, a Matrox video frame grabber, and from one to three SONY CCD video cameras (see Figure 5). Each digitized video frame can be directly accessed by programs running on the SUN workstation. Approximately ten 512x480 images may be acquired each second. No additional special purpose hardware is required. Image processing, feature detection, and analysis are implemented in software in portable 'C' code and can be run on various computer systems (without modification on systems supporting the Xwindow graphics environment). The system is capable of processing multiple camera/viewpoint input in a few seconds.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, a selected set of images is presented to demonstrate key features of the vision system. In each case, input is from one or more 512x480 pixel CCD cameras.

The first example illustrates integration of multiple camera input. In this case, the system has been supplied a set of simple block models. Two views of the scene are available as shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Neither viewpoint has access to the entire scene because of an occluding object. Figure 6(c) is the resulting interpretation of the first image. Figure 6(d) presents the second scene. Note that the viewpoint is radically different, both in viewing direction and choice of a 'close-up' of the workspace. Although not shown, the position target was initially displayed to calibrate the positions of each camera. Consequently, it is possible to integrate the scene interpretations. The resulting interpretation is shown as viewed from above the workspace (Figure 6(e)) and from the side (Figure 6(f)). The workspace is shown as a grid of 2x2 cm squares. Note that the occluding object is not detected as no model of the object is available.

The object model is superimposed on the detected edge and identified by the object model name. All lines of the object model are shown giving the effect of a wireframe or transparent object.
Figure 6: Integration of multiple views
The set of object models is then extended to include the two components of an audio cassette case (the transparent cassette top and black plastic case). Figure 7(a) is a typical image of a scene containing the modeled components. Figure 7(b) is the resulting scene interpretation. Figure 7(c) illustrates the scene interpretation as viewed from above the workspace.

In the final example, a mirror is placed behind the workspace to permit detection of hidden or severely occluded objects (Figure 8(a)). The scene interpretation is shown in Figure 8(b). Note the detection of the block hidden by the stacked block and cassette case in the foreground of the image. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show an overhead view of the scene interpretation and a view from the opposite side of the workspace (as viewed from 'behind' or 'through' the mirror). The mirror is purposely inclined relative to the table surface so that reflections of symmetrical objects are not mistaken for objects behind or 'inside' the mirror's surface.

6 Summary

In this paper, we have presented a method for locating objects in a 3-D scene through analysis of single perspective images. As demonstrated in this paper, such analysis can be completed in a few seconds, permitting practical use in a robot workcell. This performance is achieved through exploitation of the natural three-dimensional constraints of the application domain. Constraints on object position are represented as interpretation hypotheses which are refined to produce a final scene interpretation. Camera position is determined visually through location of a position reference target permitting simple and reliable integration of different viewpoints. This permits the use of mirrors or input from multiple camera positions to provide detection of objects occluded in the initial view.
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